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FOREWORD 

The Statistical Reporting Service, as with any organization, 
needs to know its past to understand the present and appraise 
the future.  Accordingly, our technical procedures are  peri- 

^odically set forth in ''Scope and Methods of the Statistical 
Reporting Service," and the agency's early development and 
program expansion were presented in "The Story of Agricultural 
Estimates."  However, most important are the people who de- 
veloped this complex and efficient statistical service for 
agriculture and those who maintain and expand it today. 

Dr. Harry C. Trelogan, SRS Administrator, 1961-1975, arranged 
for Emerson M. Brooks to prepare this informal account of 
some of the people who steered SRS's course from 1933 to 1961. 
The series of biographical sketches selected by the author 
are representative of the people who helped develop the per- 
sonality of SRS and provide the talent to meet challenges for 
accurate and timely agricultural information.  This narrative 
touching the critical issues of that period and the way they'^ 
were resolved adds to our understanding of the agency and 
helps maintain the esprit de corps  that has strengthened our 
work since it started in 1862.  Our history provides us some 
valuable lessons, for "those who cannot remember the past 
are  condemned to repeat it." 

W. E. KIBLER 
Administrator 

T IÍW1 

This account is intended for the use of SRS personnel and not 
for general distribution. 
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PROLOGUE 

Several times each month a taut little drama is re-enacted in Washington, 
D.C., that loses none of its tenseness by repetition, by the prosaic surround- 
ings in which it unfolds, nor by the fact that it involves nothing more exotic 
than the release of a government report.  The opening scene takes place in the 
Department of Agriculture building where, in the darkness of early dawn of a 
certain day, the Chairman of the U.S. Crop Reporting Board, an armed guard, a 
representative of the Secretary of Agriculture, and a few other officials meet 
around a large mail box secured by two padlocks.  Solemnly, the Board Chairman 
unfastens one of the padlocks and the representative of the Secretary the other, 
using the only keys in existence that fit these locks.  From the box are taken 
the State reports in envelopes marked with a large red letter which has assured 
special handling all along the line from the State offices.  The group then 
proceeds to the '*lock-up" — a section of the building where Venetian blinds 
are drawn and sealed shut to prevent signalling to outsiders, telephones are 
disconnected, and armed guards prevent anyone entering without a pass and allow 
no one, no one at all, to leave until the crop report has been officially re- 
leased.  For hours experts pore over the reports and make final estimates on 
crop conditions state by state.  Noon arrives and so does food ordered the day 
before to prevent anyone sending out secret messages concerning the crop report, 
while it was under preparation.  As the final work nears completion, tension 
mounts and the tempo increases as statisticians, tabulating clerks, typists, 
and memograph operators hurry to meet the three o'clock deadline.  Shortly 
before release time the Secretary of Agriculture is admitted to the *'lock-up," 
looks over the report, signs it, and joins the Chairman, accompanied by the 
ever present guard, in the march to the release room just outside the "lock-up/* 
There, representatives of the press already have telephone lines open to their 
offices, and they stand six feet back of their instruments along a white line 
on the floor.  The Chairman carefully places a copy of the report face down be- 
side each telephone and telegraph instrument.  An official ^'starter'' then takes 
command and watches the minute and second hands on a Naval Observatory clock 
with concentrated attention.  At ten seconds before the hour he says, ''Get Set," 
and the newsmen put out their cigarettes and prepare to move forward to their 
telephones.  At the precise hour, minute and second, the official starter calls, 
"Go," the newsmen step quickly to their telephones, flip over the report and 
start giving the information to the world. \J 

The tight secruity procedures surrounding the preparation and release of 
the Crop Report are to assure that everybody — farmers, dealers in agricultur- 
al products, transportation agencies, commodity market operators, government 

\J     Based on personal experience, for fuller accounts from professional pens 
see Ira Wolfert, "Drama of the Crop Reports," Readers Digest, (August 1955), 
p. 101-111.  Also, "1956 Farm Crop:  The Secret is Out," Business Week, (July 
14, 1956).  Also, James E. Roper, "Protecting the Nation's Crop Reports 
Washington Star Pictorial Magazine, (April 17, 1958), p. 1, 2.  Also "Estima- 
ting U.S. Crop is a Painstaking Job and an Important One," Wall Street Journal, 
(August 11, 1975). 
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officials, foreign and domestic, the general public, all have an equal oppor- 
tunity of learning the figures to be released.  Sometimes, prices of farm pro- 
ducts react sharply to the Crop Reports.  On such occasions, if one could obtain 
advance information, he could go into the speculative markets and make a kill- 
ing.  Actually, this occurred many years ago and triggered the elaborate secur- 
ity precautions in effect today.  In 1905 an employee, E. S. Holmes, Jr., 
Associate Statistician, connived with a cotton speculator named Louis Van Riper 
to use advance information about the cotton crop for personal gain.  With such 
knowledge aforehand, they manipulated their stock market operations in such a 
way that they reportedly netted several hundred thousand dollars.  Holmes had 
been delegated a great deal of responsibility and authority, and this misplaced 
trust enabled him to utilize the reports, especially those on cotton, to suit 
his speculative needs.  Although the room where the final estimates were pre- 
pared was locked. Holmes used a system of raising and lowering the window shade 
to signal to his accomplice outside whether the forecast of cotton production 
was up or down from the previous month.  An investigation resulted in the dis- 
missal of Holmes and a Court assessed the maximum fine, $5,000, allowed by the 
rather tenuous laws of the time.  President Theodore Roosevelt, thoroughly out- 
raged, requested the first session of the 59th Congress for appropriate legis- 
lation.  Over the years, stringent security regulations have helped account for 
the fact that there has been no similar incident in the decades that have since 
transpired.  The cotton scandal of 1905 underscored the importance of having an 
independent, authoritative Crop Reporting Board free of politics, trade, or 
other outside influence and pressures.  Its prestige has grown with the years. 

The importance attached to the information released in such dramatic fash- 
ion can hardly be exaggerated, especially in times of critical needs.  Indica- 
tive of this importance was a statement made by President Gerald R. Ford during 
a nationally televised press conference from Detroit, Michigan on October 10, 
1975, within an hour after the release of the Crop Report at 3 o'clock.  Exten- 
sive and prolonged negotiations had been carried on with officials of the Soviet 
Union and the Polish government on enormous sales of wheat to those needy and 
straitened countries.  The President opened the Press Conference with the 
following statement: 

The President:  "Mr. Barnes, members of the Detroit Press Club, 
and guests. 

A very short announcement at the outset: 
As most of you know, the United States had requested last month 

that the Government of Poland refrain from additional purchases of 
U.S. grain until the October crop report.  Because today's crop re- 
port contains, as we expected, an excellent crop forecast, I have 
today authorized that Poland be notified that it may now resume 
purchases. 

We anticipate that their purchases will be spread over a period 
of time.  With respect to future grain sales to the Soviet Union, 
both for this year's crop and for the long-term contract, negotia- 
tions are continuing, and we hope to conclude an agreement in the 
very near future. 

Secretary Butz will be holding a briefing in Washington at 
4:30 p.m., going over the crop report and the Polish grain sale." 

IV 



When the President of the United States and the heads of other powerful 
nations have to await word from the Crop Reporting Board before completing 
critical negotiations, the importance of its work can not be in doubt. 



INTRODUCTION 

The years 1933-61 spanned a dramatic period, not only in the history of 
this country, but in the growth and development of the U.S. Crop Reporting 
Service.  The Great Depression, the flamboyant New Deal, the dynamic Farm Pro- 
grams, the ghastly droughts of 1934 and 1936, the devastating floods of 1937, 
the conquests of Hitler and Mussolini, the trauma of World War II, and the 
burgeoning Post-War Technological Revolution all combined to make the era one 
of violent actions and drastic changes for the Nation, and for the old, hand 
powered, provincial Crop Reporting Service.  An ancient Chinese curse intones, 
"May you live in interesting times." The years 1933 to 1961 were "interesting 
times". 

A narration of past events must, perforce, have a narrator, and, in this 
instance, the narrator is "we." By "we" is meant not merely the recollections 
of the principal narrator nor even those of selected individuals, but a com- 
posite "we" that includes the recollections of many as well as the witness and 
affirmation provided by correspondence, memos, articles, speeches, papers, 
miscellaneous notes, official records, books, diaries, and mémoires of old 
colleagues.  Therefore, "we" represents a-synthesized chronicling of past 
events, as recorded by many people, and supported by copious references to 
available documents and dependable sources.  The principal narrator is named 
Brooks.  The name is a happenstance —it could as well have been Nordquist, 
Pallesen, Morgan, Palmer, Overton, Simpson, Straszheim or any one of the many 
who worked in Ag Estimates during this period, if they had chosen to prepare 
such an account.  Their experiences were all similar, but, of course, in the 
nature of things, they would have emphasized some different aspects of the work 
in which they happened to be especially involved.  All, however, were effected 
to a greater or lesser degree, by the main events covered in this narrative — 
the New Deal Farm Programs; the Master Sample Project, Labor Surveys, and the 
QSA during World War II; the innumerable other exhausting special projects, the 
efforts to up-grade the staff's technical competence, the relationships with 
the Census Bureau, the Department, and the Budget Bureau; the inauguration and 
implementation of the Long Range Program, and the expansion in technical assist- 
ance programs abroad.  But, in a very real sense this is their story, together 
with that of the agency, as assembled and recounted by one of their close 
associates. 

Brooks interests were broad and centered more in people and events than in 
figures.  Although familiar with the old Russian saying, "He who chases two 
hares catches neither," ll  he ignored this proverbial truth and spent a long 
career chasing rabbits, in the form of varied assignments and special projects, 
all over the landscape.  Transferred from the field into Washington in the fall 
of 1939, he promptly started taking courses in analysis of variance, mathematics, 
and related studies with the intention of becoming the best tobacco statistician 
in the land.  However, after a year or two, events yanked him off this well 
charted course never to return.  Henceforth he was engaged in a wide assortment 

1/     "Nicholas and Alexandra," p. 309, by Robert K. Massie, Dell Publishing 
Co., Inc. N.Y., 1967. 
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of assignments and activities concerned with technical statistics primarily in 
a supporting role.  Perhaps it was just as well as he was inclined to be word 
oriented rather than figure minded, and his interests ran more to plans and 
operations than to mathematical formulas and statistical models.  Brooks work- 
ed for the Crop Reporting Service for 38 years and was intimately involved in 
the events of 1933-61 which changed the course and revamped the shape of the 
staid old organization of earlier years.  Perhaps because of a strong histori- 
cal bent, he kept a diary intermittantly, made detailed notes currently on many 
diverse experiences and wide ranging assignments, and clung to a vast number of 
letters, speeches, articles and reports relating to the critical problems of 
that generation.  This mass of memorabilia was a nuisance to secretaries who 
had to keep it in meaningful order, but was invaluable in documenting this nar- 
rative, along with the limitless files of the Department, the National Agricul- 
tural Library, the National Records Center in St. Louis, Missouri, and the 
National Archives in Washington, D.C.; all this augmented and supported by per- 
sonal interviews and discussions with dozens of participants in the events 
related.  To all these helpful people, grateful thanks are given, in particular 
to Dr. Wayne Rasmussen and Dr. Gladys Baker, historians of the Department of 
Agriculture, Douglas Helms, National Archives, Mrs. Connie Bloyd, who prepared 
the final manuscript for reproduction, and to Mrs. Gloria A. Daly and Mrs. 
Shirley Spalding, who helped in many ways. 

For many years Brooks was either in, or close to, the "front office," and 
had a unique opportunity to observe the people as well as the activities in 
which all were engaged.  With allowance for mechanical error and human frailty, 
he would testify under oath that this narrative is the truth so far as he knew 
it.  If an injustice, ever so slight, has been done to anyone, he deeply re- 
grets and deplores it. 

The technical developments of the 1933-61 period have been covered in 
numerous papers, speeches, journals and publications such as the recurring is- 
sues of Scope and Methods.  What is intended here is to hold up a mirror to 
reflect not only the most significant and indicative developments during one of 
the agency's major periodic upheavals, but also to depict the people involved, 
and the nuances of the life of agricultural statisticians of that time.  By 
1961, a long-range plan had been evolved and accepted by the Department, the 
Budget Bureau, and the Congress; new operating procedures and technical method- 
ology had been extensively tested and put into operation; a large and talented 
research group established; an effective nationwide data collection staff train- 
ed and in being; skilled analytical statisticians developed; and funds assured 
for a continuing expanded program..  At long last conditions were ripe for the 
flowering of a modern and powerful "Statistical Reporting Service," but that, 
as Kipling would say, "is another story." 

The Memorist 
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PART  I 

STATE OFFICE ACTIVITY 

1933-1939 



THE NEW DEAL FARM PROGRAM OPENS VISTAS 

Years ago, at the end of an era and the beginning of another, Brooks went 
to work in the Des Moines, Iowa, office of the Crop Reporting Service.  It was 
a crisp, clear winter day, and he enjoyed the walk across the bridge spanning 
the frozen, snow encrusted river, on his way to the office in the U.S. Court 
House.  Arriving at Room 305, he vzas surprised to find the door closed and a 
handmade sign attached stating that the office would be open the next morning, 
December 27 at 8 a.m.  Later he was to learn that the office crew had worked 
late on December 24, supposedly a pre-Christmas holiday, to get a report on its 
way to Washington and, accordingly, had been compensated by being given the day 
off on December 26.  It was an object lesson on Crop Reporting theology—holi- 
day or not, the Report must go in on time. 

Arrival at this destination was the fulfillment of a decision made in 
college, amidst hoots of derision from business oriented colleagues, that he 
wanted to work for the Federal Government.  The Great Depression had made this 
accomplishment a slow process, like pushing a balky calf through a barn door, 
but finally one day a telegram came that led him to the office of W, F. 
Callander, Head of the Crop and Livestock Division in Washington, D.C.  Mr. 
Callander's Administrative Assistant, W. M. Richardson, said he had been in- 
structed to offer Brooks a six m.onth appointment as a Jr. Statistician in the 
Iowa office of the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service.  The salary would be 
$2,000 a year, less the fifteen percent occasioned by President Roosevelt's 
campaign promised, and short lived, economy drive.  Brooks promptly accepted, 
gladly relinquishing a prosaic, but full time job installing electrical equip- 
ment that held no career possibilities. 

Earlier that year he had stood in front of the inaugural stands on the 
Capitol grounds in Washington on a bleak, over-cast day in March and heard the 
new President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, declare in ringing tones, ''This Nation 
asks for action, and action now!" \J     It got it.  The next day, March 5, a 
special session of Congress was called and during the ensuing famous "Hundred 
Days" of the emergency session, a series of far reaching legislative acts was 
passed. 

The new Secretary of Agriculture, Henry A. Wallace, 45 year-old son of 
Henry C. Wallace who had served as Secretary of Agriculture from 1921-24, moved 
swiftly to submit draft legislation to President Roosevelt who sent it on to 
Congress, March 16, with a recommendation for quick action.  By May 16, both 
House and Senate had passed the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and it was signed 
the same day.  George Peek, who had been a bell-wether in the ill-fated drive 
for the McNary-Haugen Bill, was named Administrator of the Agricultural Adjust- 
ment Administration (AAA), and hurriedly set up the Division of Production, and 
the Division of Processing and Marketing with each having sections for major 
commodities. 2/  These were action agencies as opposed to the old line, tradi- 

\J     Congressional Record, March 4, 1933. 
_2/  Three Years of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, p. 55, by E. 
Nourse, Joseph S. Davis and John D. Black, Brookings Institution, 1937. 



tional, fact finding, research, educational bureaus that had dominated the 
Department since its founding some 75 years earlier. 

With cotton at 8.2 cents per pound _3/  in May 1933 and threatening to go 
lower because of favorable crop prospects, the first AAA program was a cotton 
plow-up campaign which destroyed some 10 million acres of growing cotton, 
roughly 25 percent of that year's planted acreage. 4^/  This project encountered 
resistance from an unexpected source.  Mules that had been trained, sometimes 
with a "2 X 4", never, no never to step on a cotton plant, had trouble making 
the change to walking on the cotton row instead of between the rows as the 
tender plants were plowed under.  Although it has been said that a mule is an 
animal without pride of ancestry or hope of posterity, mules, as compared to 
horses, are highly intelligent and their opinion of this destructive operation 
may have coincided with that of many outraged critics who thought it a sinful 
waste. 

Wheat growers and corn producers were spared a similar plow-up program in 
1933 by sharply deteriorating prospects for the current year's crops.  However, 
a domestic allotment plan for the 1934 and 1935 winter wheat crop was proclaimed 
on June 20, 1933, under which participating growers received payments for re- 
ducing their acreage proportional to their share of the domestic, i.e., national, 
production, consumed within the country. V 

Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture (1933-1940), signs a 
CROP REPORT as Paul L. Koenig, looks on. 

_3/  Agricultural Situation, June 1933, p. 2. 
kj New Frontiers, p. 173, H. A. Wallace, Reynal & Hitchcock, N.Y. 1934. 
5j Century of Service,pp. 149-150, Gladys L. Baker, Wayne D. Rasmussen, 
Vivian Wiser, Jane M. Porter, U.S. Department of Agriculture, GPO, 1963. 



A corn loan program was announced October 5, 1933, under which borrowers 
received 45 cents a bushel compared to the U.S. average local market price of 
38.8 cents. 6^/ To obtain the loan, producers had to agree to sign up for the 
1934 Corn-Hog Reduction Program. Ij    Under this loan program 200,000 farmers in 
ten States borrowed 122 million dollars, all of which, plus interest, was repaid 
in full as a massive and severe drought in 1934 cut production drastically, and 
forced market prices above the loan rate. 8^/ 

Tobacco growers had suffered through numerous frustrating attempts to con- 
trol production through cooperative action, but all had failed primarily because 
non-cooperators "milked the cow through the fence."  Such uncooperative activity, 
twenty-five years earlier, had brought on the vicious "Black Patch War," in the 
dark-fired tobacco areas of western Kentucky and Tennessee. 9^/ During this 
fratricidal conflict, there were many fatalities when "Night Riders" sought to 
punish non-cooperators by burning their tobacco barns and destroying their crops 
in the fields. 10/ J. V. Morrow, Tobacco Division, USDA, a young farmer at the 
time of the strife in 1907-09, said he "buckled on his pistol with his pants 
every morning." 11/ 

With such a turbulent background, tobacco producers, hoping to insulate 
their program against non-participants, obtained passage of the Kerr-Smith 
Tobacco Control Act, June 28, 1934, which provided a mandatory tax on sales of 
practically all types of tobacco with tax payment warrants issued by the Depart- 
ment to contract signers. 12/ 

Corn-Hog Program Inaugurated 

The corn and hog economies were so closely related and intertwined that 
separate production control programs would have been futile.  Accordingly, at 
the urging of Secretary Wallace, a National Corn-Hog Producers' Committee of 
Twenty-five, was created on July 18, 1933, to recommend a program to meet the 
situation. 13/ A couple of days later they convened in Chicago, July 20-21, 
amidst the gathering gloom of prospective heavy fall marketings of pigs, and 
rushed forward a drastic emergency program for the relief of the critical over- 
supply situation.  Adverse weather conditions had reduced corn prospects by 
mid-summer of 1933, but the large number of hogs expected to be marketed during 
the fall and winter of 1933-34 loomed ominous.  A member of the National Corn- 
Hog Producers' Committee of Twenty-five from Ohio proposed that 4 million of 

6^/ Agricultural Situation, December 1933, p. 18. 
Jj Century of Service, p. 153. 
8^/ Livestock Under the AAA, p. 217, D. A. Fitzgerald, The Brookings 
Institution, Washington, D.C., 1935. 
9^/ American Tobacco Types and Markets, C. E. Gage, USDA, June 1942, p. 18. 
10/ "Kentucky," The American Guide Series, Harcourt, Brace & Co., p. 46. 
11/ Personal Interview, also see the Black Patch War, Manuscript, SRS files. 
12/ Century of Service, p. 151. 
13/ Century of Service, p. 152. 



these young pigs weighing less than 100 pounds, and a million pregnant sows, 
be destroyed immediately. 14/  This drastic action appealed to the pragmatic 
mind of Dr. Charles F. Sarle, a long-time member of the Crop Reporting Service, 
temporarily on loan to AAA.  He supported it vigorously, and urged his old 
friend Secretary Wallace to "kill the little pigs."  The idea was abhorrent to 
the Secretary and he wrote later: 

"It was a foregone conclusion that the public would not like 
the idea of slaughtering baby pigs.  Doubtless it is just as in- 
humane to kill a big hog as a little one, but few people would 
appreciate that.  They contended that every little pig has the 
right to attain, before slaughter, the full pigginess of his pig- 
ness.  To hear them talk, you would have thought that pigs are 
raised for pets.  Nor would they realize that the slaughter of 
little pigs might make more tolerable the lives of a good many 
human beings dependent on hog prices.  We simply had to make up 
our minds to face an unfavorable public reaction, despite the 
diversion of 100,000,000 pounds of baby pork to relief channels. 15/ 
On another occasion, Wallace said in this connection. .^*. to have 
to destroy a growing crop is a shocking commentary on our civil- 
ization.  I could tolerate it only as a cleaning up of the wreak- 
age from the old days of unbalanced production."* 16/ 

Sarle had no such qualms, to him with hog prices already at ruinous levels 
and threatened with complete disaster, it did not make sense to allow a lot of 
little pigs to grow up and further depress the market.  The solution seemed 
obvious, kill the pigs, and also a lot of "piggy sows," accordingly, 6.2 mil- 
lion pigs and some 220,000 sows were purchased and slaughtered with some of 
the edible meat salvaged for relief purposes, the rest going into grease and 
tankage. 17/ And so the deed was done, but it stirred up hornets of protest. 
A cartoonist, however, managed to see some humor in the situation.  He depicted 
two pigs talking in a farmyard.  On the side of one of the pigs were huge let- 
ters AAA, and he explained the birthmark to his friend:  "My mother was fright- 
ened by an AAA man!" 

SECRETARY WALLACE SETS UP A HEADQUARTERS STAFF 

When Henry A. Wallace was named Secretary of Agriculture following the 
Roosevelt landslide in November 1932, he was well known in agricultural circles 
through his editorials in Wallaces Farmer, and his pioneer v/ork in plant breed- 

14/  Interview vjith Mrs. Charles F. Sarle, who said there had been other 
claimants, including reportedly, Robert Garst, the Iowa farmer who entertained 
Premier Kruschev in 1955.  Only an eye and ear witness with infallible memory 
could certify as to the paternity of such an original proposal. 
15/ New Frontiers, p. 180. 
jL6/  Ibid, p. 175. 
17/  Century of Service, p. 152. 



ing.  Dissatisfaction with the Republican attitude toward the problems of agri- 
culture, and encouraged by Roosevelt's campaign farm speech in Topeka, Kansas, 18/ 
young Wallace swung his support to the candidate of the Democrats.  Dr. Gladys 
L. Baker, Agricultural Historian, USDA, who knew Henry A. Wallace well over a 
long period of time, described him as ''brilliant, shy, deeply religious, with 
a lively but dry sense of humor— a man with a mission." 19/ 

Following his appointment as Secretary of Agriculture, Wallace surrounded 
himself with a group of brilliant, but sometimes  contentious, and frequently 
controversial, aides.  Included in his cadre of strong men were:  Under Secre- 
tary Rexford G. Tugwell; Assistant Secretary M. L. Wilson; General Counsel 
Jerome Frank; Mordicai Ezekial; Louis Bean and perhaps most important of all, 
Paul H. Appleby. 20/ A former editorial writer for the Des Moines Register and 
Tribune, where he had become a friend of Wallace, the 41-year old Appleby owned 
two weeklies in Virginia; the Radford News Journal, and the Christiansburg News 
Messenger.  Suddenly, he was ensconced outside the Secretary's door where he 
checked on every paper and person heading for Wallace, and listened in on all 
the Secretary's telephone conversations. 21/  Empowered "to act for the Secre- 
tary", Appleby proved to be an effective organizer and activist, thus shoring 
up a weakness in the Secretary's otherwise impressive arsenal of talents. 
Appleby worked diligently to integrate "policy, politics, and administration." 
Over the seven years, 1933-40, Appleby played a role in the performance of four 
Administrators of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. 

In simplistic terms, George Peek, who opposed production control and fav- 
ored "marketing agreements and export dumping" as a means of solving farm surplus 
problems, left the Department primarily because of his insistence on having equal 
access with the Secretary to the President's ear.  Dr. Baker describes a curious, 
almost ludicrous, scene in connection with a squabble between the Secretary and 
his pushy Administrator over the organization of the AAA. 

"The problem of defining the relationship between the AAA and 
the Secretary was raised again in connection with a meeting at the 
White House on the farm relief bill, which was nearing enactment. 
In the afternoon before the meeting on 3 May, some newspapermen told 
Appleby that Peek was taking an organization chart which would show 
him reporting directly to the President.  The Department had been 
working on an organization chart, but it was not yet ready.  It was 
hurriedly completed before the meeting, showing the Administrator 
reporting to the Secretary of Agriculture and through him to the 
President.  Appleby went to the meeting that evening with a roll of 
cardboard under his arm and immediately saw Peek with his own roll 

18/ New Frontiers, p. 158. 
19/  Personal Interview. 
20/  And to Act for the Secretary:  Paul H. Appleby and the Department of 
Agriculture, 1933-40, by Dr. Gladys L. Baker, Head of the History Research 
Section, USDA, pp. 240, 242. 
21/  Ibid, p. 238. 



of cardboard 22/  
When Peek started up to the President's desk with his organi- 

zation chart, Appleby handed the Department's chart to Wallace, who 
started up to the other side of the President's desk.  Appleby re- 
ported that the President took Peek's chart, made 'a few marks on 
it that wouldn't be significant of anything' and handed it back. 
Then he took Wallace's chart and went through it the same way. 
Appleby considered the result a 'dead heat' with nothing decided, 
which was the most the Secretary could hope to attain.  Peek had a 
different interpretation.  According to his account, the President 
took the Wallace chart and transformed it into what amounted to 
Peek's T^l  

On May 15 Wallace wrote to the President objecting to Peek's 
insistence on using the President as an umpire.  Wallace emphasized 
the need for unified administration, a point stressed by Appleby. 
Roosevelt, concerned with keeping the political support of Peek and 
his friends, was unwilling to rule that Peek could not have direct 
access to him, but he did take the position that major emphasis 
should be given to production adjustment  

Wallace, in a press conference on 6 December which Peek at- 
tended, suggested that the milk-marketing agreements were a total 
loss.  Afterwards, in the hall. Peek exploded to the reporters who 
swarmed around him  

When Peek began withdrawing documents from the Secretary's 
files, Appleby had the files closed to him, an action tantamount 
to a declaration of war. 

Appleby rushed to discuss strategy with Wallace, suggesting 
that Wallace had better go as soon as possible to see the President 
and get an understanding that Peek would have to leave the Depart- 
ment.  This was Appleby's first mention to Wallace that he felt it 
was necessary for Peek to go. 

Wallace and Appleby went to the White House where Appleby 
stayed in the car.  Wallace went into the White House, looking 
pugnacious for him, but returned about an hour and a half later 
looking somewhat deflated.  The President had promised to offer 
Peek a post as minister to one of the small countries, but had 
not promised to remove him from the AAA. 

On 12 December 1933, Wallace learned that Peek was leaving 
for a post as foreign trade advisor to the President 24/ " 

Chester Davis, successor to Peek, strong with the Farm Bureau, departed to 
the Federal Reserve Board after three years, following a legal brawl over whether 
cotton producer's who signed contracts had to keep the same tenants or the same 

22/  Baker, p. 239. 
23/  Ibid, p. 240. 
24/ Ibid, pp. 241, 242. 



number of tenants. 25/ These excerpts from Dr. Baker's "President's Address to 
the Annual Meeting of the Agricultural History Society" in New Orleans in April 
1971, gives some of the highlights of this bitter conflict. 

"The tensions were building up to a major explosion which came 
early in 1935.  The immediate issue was the fate of the cotton share- 
cropper, rather than the welfare of consumers. 

By March 1934 a group including Norman Thomas, the Socialist 
party's perennial presidential candidate, William R. Amberson, a 
professor at the University of Tennessee Medical College, and others 
were pressing the Department on the plight of dispossessed cotton 
sharecroppers.  Questions were raised concerning the Department's 
interpretation of Paragraph 7 of the 1934-35 contract.  This para- 
graph stated that the producer would endeavor in good faith to bring 
about the reduction of acreage in such a manner as to cause the 
least possible amount of labor, economic, and social disturbance. 
To accomplish this end, the reduction in acreage among tenants would 
be as nearly as possible on an equal basis.  Two clauses were added 
which were subject to different interpretations.  The first stated 
that, insofar as possible, the landlord would maintain the normal 
number of tenants and other employees.  The second stated that the 
landlord should permit all tenants to continue in the occupancy of 
their houses rent free for the years 1934 and 1935 unless any such 
tenant should conduct himself so as to become a nuisance or a menace 
to the welfare of the producer  

Spokesmen for tenants and sharecroppers in the South contend- 
ed that the requirement in Paragraph 7 that tenants be allowed to 
continue in the occupancy of their houses, couples with the require- 
ment that the producer cause the least possible social disturbance, 
meant that the landlord had to keep the same tenants rather than 
the same number of tenants.  Cully Cobb, Chief of the Cotton Pro- 
duction Section, in answering one of the inquiries, said the language 
could not be made clearer.  The landlord was required insofar as 
possible to keep not the same tenants, but the normal number of 
tenants 26/  

Jerome Frank, General Counsel of the AAA stated that 'the 
Cotton Section's interpretation was diametrically opposed to the 
Legal Division's interpretation'.  Administrator Davis did not 
agree with General Counsel Frank and took the matter to Wallace 
who felt he could not support Frank because, 'Farm spokesmen in 
the Congress, farm organization leaders and spokesmen for the 
cotton industry would be enraged'.  Davis then: 'fired Howe and 
Gardiner Jackson of the Office of Consumers Counsel and Lee 
Pressman, Francis J. Shea, and Frank of the legal Division.  Alger 
Hiss, who had been in charge of drafting the opinion, escaped with 
a reprimand because Davis had worked with him and liked him.  Hiss 

25/  Century of Service, p. 453. 
26/ Baker, p. 247. 



resigned in a few days, saying that he had worked with Davis and 
admired him but couldn't stay and keep his self-respect.  Christgau, 
who had been demoted by Davis, also resigned'. 27/ 

But Davis had maneuvered Wallace into a mess, and after the 
purge Wallace began to suspect that Davis, like Peek, was ambitious 
to be Secretary of Agriculture.  Moreover, Wallace, like Appleby, 
fundamentally envisioned the Department of Agriculture as reaching 
beyond the narrow interests of commercial agriculture. 

After the Supreme Court declared the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act unconstitutional on 6 January, 1936, H. R. Tolley, who had re- 
signed from the AAA to return to the Giannini Foundation, was called 
back to Washington to confer on a new program.  Wallace decided that 
Tolley could handle the job of Administrator, and arranged for David 
to go on a trip to Europe while Tolley served as Acting Administrator. 
When Davis accepted a position on the Federal Reserve Board in June 
1936, Tolley became the third Administrator. 28/ 

Although Howard Tolley as Administrator of the AAA shared the 
broader interests of the Secretary, he took the position that the 
AAA was the most important agency in the Department and tended at 
times to drag his feet when he received directives from the Secre- 
tary's office which differed from his position.  Tolley found it 
difficult to get his views across to farmers and to state and county 
committeemen.  He was unable to build up strong support for himself 
and the program changes he wanted to make with farmers or with con- 
gressional committees. 

Wallace felt it was necessary to find another administrator 
for the AAA.  Appleby told Wallace he could get by with pushing 
two administrators out of the Department, but that using the same 
tactics on the third would reflect on the Secretary's leadership. 
Tolley had important contributions to make to the development of 
policies and programs in the Department.  It was agreed that he 
should be offered another position and persuaded to stay in the 
Department. 

The decision was made to reconstitute the Bureau of Agricul- 
tural Economics as the general planning agency of the Department 
and to ask Tolley 29/ to head it.  This would make it possible to 
appoint R. M. Evans, Assistant to the Secretary, to the position 
of Administrator of the AAA.  Evans' background as a farmer and 
Chairman of the State Committee in Iowa made it possible for him 
to communicate with farmers and with the state and county organi- 
zations.  His experience and his close personal ties to Wallace, 
Appleby; and others in the Secretary's office made him more re- 
sponsive to policy positions and to directives from that office. 
Wallace's interest in the presidency may have influenced the choice 
of an administrator who could be considered a representative of 

TJJ Ibid, p. 250. 
1^1 Ibid, p. 252. 
29/  Ibid, p. 256. 



and spokesman for middlewestern farmers. 30/" 

R. M. "Spike*' Evans, taking office in 1938, lasted as AAA Administrator 
until the "Wickard Rebellion'- in 1942 when the then Secretary of Agriculture, 
Claude R. Wickard, shook up the Department's hierarchy by appointing an eleven- 
man Agricultural War Board, made up of eight bureau chiefs and three other 
members.  Dean Albertson in his book "Roosevelt's Farmer:  Claude R. Wickard 
in the New Deal" 31/ tells what happened. 

"The eight men reporting directly to Wickard were Spike Evans, 
now head of a more or less combined AAA and Soil Conservation Service; 
Beanie Baldwin, Farm Security Administrator; Roy Hendrickson, Chief 
of the newly created Agricultural Marketing Administration; Jack 
Hutson, raised to president of the Commodity Credit Corporation; Earl 
Clapp, Acting Chief of the Forest Service; Eugene Auchter, Chief of 
all the research agencies; Al Black, Governor of the Farm Credit Ad- 
ministration; and Harry Slatterly, Rural Electrification Administrator. 
The three additional men for the War Board were M. Clifford Townsend 
(who had been Lieutenant Governor of Indiana when Claude was state 
Senator), Director of the Office of Agricultural War Relations; Howard 
Tolley, Chief of the BAE; and Extension Director, M. L. Wilson.  These 
were the men, with but two exceptions, whom Wickard named as his gen- 
eral staff in the fight for food. 

One exception was Spike Evans.  Wickard recognized that the AAA 
had been left in charge of the field forces, but that the Secretary 
had to supplant Evans' and the Farm Bureau's influence with his own 
command.  In the reorganization, Evans was boosted to such an admin- 
istrative height that the lines of authority, if necessary, could 
run directly from the Secretary's office to the War Board, thence 
to Wickard's hand-picked Triple-A Administrator, Fred Wallace (no 
relation to Henry), and straight out to the field forces.  Evans 
would linger for another four months in his meaninglessly exalted 
position, then leave to become Governor on the Federal Reserve Board. 

The other exception was Howard Tolley.  As chief of the BAE, 
Tolley had made a brilliant record, particularly on his production 
goals work.  But his relationship to the Secretary had never out- 
grown the teacher-student status of earlier years.  It was a constant 
reminder to Wickard that he ought not be telling men so much older 
and wiser than himself what to do—nor did Tolley make any great 
effort to let Claude forget that this was the situation.  As a re- 
sult, BAE economist Oris V. Wells became liaison between Tolley and 
the front office,while Tolley moved on loan for several months to 
Leon Henderson's OPA. 

30/  Ibid, p. 257. 
31/  Roosevelt's Farmer:  Claude R. Wickard in the New Deal, Dean Albertson, 
Columbia University Press, 1961, p. 251. 
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Insofar as he could safely do so, Wickard had now replaced all 
top-level Wallace appointees with men of his own choice.  In Auchter, 
Hutson, Shields, and Wells he had found first-rank replacements. The 
seemingly unavoidable loss of Appleby, McCamy, Eisenhower 32/, Perkins, 
Evans and Tolley, however, had left the USDA with a serious lack of 
expert administrative talent. 33/" 

Much of the cause of the struggles between top-level officials, intensifi- 
ed by personality quirks, was the old one of conservatives versus liberals with 
the latter pushing for a Department concerned with social welfare programas for 
low income farmers as well as programs for commercial agriculture.  This intra- 
tribal welfare did not disturb Secretary Wallace unduly, it was his observation 
that "friction generates action and energy and that these vzere needed." 34/ 
Apparently, the Secretary believed in the old American Indian adage that:  "It 
is the wolves in the wilderness that keep the elk healthy." 

CREATION OF A GRASSROOTS FARMER ADMINISTRATION 

In March 1933, there was, of course, no organization nor governmental 
machinery on tap for implementing the New Deal farm programs, and one had to be 
created fast.  At the outset, consideration was given by Wallace and his staff, 
to having the Federal Extension Service, with its structure of State Directors, 
district supervisors and county agents already in being, made the administra- 
tive arm of the program, aided by advisory committees manned primarily by 
farmers. 35/  This plan was rejected because of protests, especially from the 
Secretary's home state of Iowa, that the Extension Service was "closely allied 
with the Republican party and dominated by the Iowa Farm Bureau." 36/  The 
alternative adopted was the creation in all states of a "farmer administration," 
consisting of county and community committees composed almost entirely of far- 
mers elected by their neighbors, a State Advisory Board and a State Board of 
Review to administer the program, consisting of the State Ag Statistician, as 
Chairman, a farmer member and the director or his representative from the State 
Extension Service. 37/  The Extension Service was to make an all important, ex- 
tramural contribution in explaining the goals of the program, and its economic 
background, educating inexperienced committeemen in the intricacies of contracts 
and operating procedures, and as catalytic agents in implementing the AAA pro- 
jects.  This building up and utilizing of farmer committees as grassroots admin- 
istrators of the AAA program was, to Henry Wallace, a prime example of "Economic 
democracy in action". 38/ 

32/ Milton Eisenhower, brother of Dwight, served as Head, Office of Informa- 
tion, USDA, 1928-40.  See Century of Service, p. 459. 
33/ Albertson, p. 252. 
34/ Ibid, p. 247. 
35/ Baker, p. 243. 
36/ Baker, p. 243. 
37/ Baker, p. 245. 
38/ New Frontiers, p. 264-266, H. A. Wallace, Reynal and Hitchcock, N.Y., 1934. 
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Thousands of meetings were held in rural areas attended by hundreds of 
thousands of farm people.  In Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri and South Dakota 
alone, 4,500 educational-explanatory meetings were held attended by over 400,000 
people, 39/ The economic sermon preached over and over at all these farm meet- 
ings was basically very simple. 

The U.S. had changed from being a debtor to being a creditor nation. 
Either we must forget the debts owed us or import more goods from overseas. 

There are only three ways these increased imports could be paid for-—with 
gold, goods or services.  Since this country did not have that much gold, nor 
could provide services to foreign nations of such high value, we must export 
more goods abroad, especially farm products. 

Until exports of farm products were greatly increased, production must be 
controlled, and since the individual farmer, unlike the automobile manufacturer, 
could not by himself, bring about the required reduced production, the govern- 
ment must accomplish it and compensate the farmer for his contribution to a 
joint effort that benefitted the producer and consumer alike. 

Urgent Demands for Additional Agricultural Statistics 

The New Deal's vast, complex, varied, and ubiquitous farm programs re- 
quired statistics at the state, county, community and even farm level, never 
dreamed of before.  The Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates was looked to 
for this mass of basic data.  W. F. Callander, Head, Division of Crop and 
Livestock Estimates in Washington, had anticipated this development and on 
March 24, 1933 sent a Crop Estimates Memoranda (CEM #55), marked "Strictly Con- 
fidential" to all Statisticians in Charge of a State office, alerting them to 
the impending demands that they provide county estimates for commodities in 
surplus supply. 

This was followed on April 27 by CEM # 64 confirming the role of the Crop 
Reporting Service as the primary source of statistics needed to formulate plans 
and to establish quotas essential for operating the production adjustment pro- 
grams.  Writing three years later about this aspect of the problems of produc- 
tion control, three renowned economists stated: 

"The records and expert knowledge of the Division of Crop and 
Livestock Estimates were indispensable in making decisions at almost 
every stage in the formulation of control programs." 40/ 

As plans and procedures developed in Washington, they were incorporated 
into CEM's (Crop Estimates Memoranda) which bombarded State offices for the 

39/  Livestock Under the AAA, p. 330 footnote. 
40/  Three Years of the AAA, Edwin G. Nourse, Joseph S. Davis, John D. Black, 
Brookings Institute, Washington, D.C., p. 53. 
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next several months.  These memos were prepared primarily by Dr. Charles F. 
Sarle, aided by J. L. Orr and Oscar A. Day, all with very bright minds and a 
passion for detail.  Trying to be helpful, they endeavored to give flexibility 
to their procedure, but with scant regard for the fact that flexibility and 
complexity are inseparable twins. 

Corn-Hog Juniors 

To provide state offices with assistance with these constantly expanding 
projects, the Civil Service rolls and other possible sources of recruits were 
canvassed and a quick hiring made of 92 junior statisticians who became labeled 
as "Corn-Hog Juniors" since so many of them worked on the Corn-Hog Reduction 
Program.  Many of these short-term appointees, Brooks included, stayed on and 
became permanent members of the Crop Reporting Service.  They were, for the 
most part, competent men who went on to become leaders of the organization. 
The list is too long to recite here, but a few names will establish the point: 
Glenn D. Simpson, Arnold Nordquist, Jap Pallesen, Ward Henderson, John Wilson, 
Clem Heltemes, Miles McPeek, Creighton Guellow, Archie Langley, and Coyle 

Whitworth. 

Funds for the sharp escalation in professional and clerical staffs, travel, 
office space, equipment and related costs, and to restore a tentative cut in the 
regular appropriation, were provided by a special allotment of some $750,000 
from the President's emergency funds 41/ essentially doubling the money normal- 
ly available to the agency.  The augmented staff was the largest in the history 
of the Crop Reporting Service, but whether the increase in personnel matched 
the additional workload was hotly debated.  However, there would be no turning 
back. 

It was, therefore, as a newly hired Corn-Hog Junior that Brooks presented 
himself that December day in 1933 to that affable dynamo, Leslie M. Carl, Stat- 
istician in Charge of the Iowa office of the Crop and Livestock Reporting Ser- 
vice.  He was not the only new recruit in the Iowa office; in fact, there was 
a total of nine — one for each of the Crop Reporting Districts into which, for 
statistical purposes, the state had been divided on the basis of agricultural 
and geographical homogeneity.  Within a short time one of the recruits — an 
obvious misfit — disappeared in compliance with an admonition in a memorandum 
(CEM #123) from the Big Chief in Washington dated November 14, 1933 that stated: 

"If, after a week or 10 days any of these men should prove that 
they are incompetent to handle the work, the termination of their ap- 
pointment should be recommended at_ once with the reasons therefore. 
It is essential that these men are the type who can work well with 
the farmers." 

41/  Crop and Livestock Estimates ''Appropriations and Allotments, Fiscal Years 
1865-1944, prepared by Paul L. Koenig, 1944, SRS files.  Also, see "The Story 
of Ag. Est.", p. 78. 
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The group of young men represented an assortment of backgrounds.  The 
names of other Jr. Statisticians in the Iowa Office that come quickly to mind 
are Harry Henderson, Frank Lombard, Wally Hampton and Al Kendall.  A training 
program was hastily improvised by the Statistician in Charge, Leslie Carl, and 
his Assistant, Julius Peters.  Literature concerning the history, organization 
and procedures of the Crop Reporting Service was provided.  A four-part "cor- 
respondence course on rudimentary statistical techniques" that had been pre- 
pared in Washington by S. R. Newell, was diligently pursued.  A clerk taught 
the rookies to operate a comptometer and Peters initiated the neophytes into 
the inexact art of editing and matching Rural Carrier cards.  These prelimin- 
aries out of the way, each man prepared a rather detailed analysis of data per- 
taining to his assigned district in the State. 

Corn-Hog Conference in Des Moines, 1934 

Early in January, 1934, an educational and explanatory conference was held 
in Des Moines to introduce the Corn-Hog Program to the State Corn-Hog Board, 
County Committee Chairmen, and Statisticians involved in the gargantuan task. 
Speakers covered the economic background of the corn-hog situation and secondly 
explained the details of the contract and related forms. 42/  A large contingent 
attended from Washington, including such stalwarts as W. F. Callander, Head of 
the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service and Chairman of the Crop Reporting 
Board; Dr. Charles F. Sarle, Principal Ag. Statistician on loan to AAA; J. A. 

42/  Livestock Under the AAA, p. 329. 
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Becker, Statistical Research Consultant; C. L. Harlan, in Charge of the Live- 
stock Section; and John B. Shepard, in Charge of the Dairy Products Section. 
During a discussion of the program, frequent reference was made to "gilts." 
Finally, Harry Henderson, a town boy raised in Eldon, Iowa asked "What is a 
gilt?" He learned fast, however, and went on to become an Information Special- 
ist in the Department. 

MEET MR. CALLANDER 

Seeing Mr. Callander in action at the Corn-Hog Conference was an eye 
opening experience.  He was not an impressive speaker, and for the most part, 
left the podium to others, especially to the erudite C. F. Sarle.  From a seat 
at the edge of the room near the door, Callander watched and listened, spoke 
softly to his bevy of aids, and wandered in and out of the room.  To the know- 
ledgeable, however, there was never any doubt as to who was in control of the 
proceedings.  Callander had the attributes that John B. Canning, Counselor to 
the Secretary of Agriculture in the early 1940's, thought essential in a leader 
— "the hard mind, the moral courage, and the soft heart, (required) to succeed 
in quasi-judicial matters involving human relations." 43/ When Mr. Callander 
died at the age of 88, bearers of his funeral represented all echelons of the 
agency from the Administrator to support services and retirees. 43A/ 

As was said about Roosevelt's crippled condition, the thing you noticed 
first about Callander, his complete baldness, was the thing you forgot first 
about him.  This condition may have been associated with an incident that oc- 
curred in 1926 when Senator Thomas Heflin of Alabama, known as "Tom-Tom," be- 
cause of his vehement tirades in the Senate, became incensed at one of the 
cotton forecasts.  The irrascible Senator called for an investigation and when 
he learned that Callander, Chairman of the U.S. Crop Reporting Board, had been 
born in Canada, he was outraged.  "The idea," he bellowed, "of a Canadian com- 
ing down here telling our southern farmers how much cotton they've got!" Actu-* 
ally, Callander had been a citizen of the United States for many years, but he 
had been born in Canada where his father had been in the lumber business.  A 
logging railroad was built, snaking its way through the timber, and the end of 
the line was named Callander for the boss whose son, William F. was born there 
in 1880.  Callander, Ontario, became world famous many years later when the 
Dionne quintuplets were born there.  Perhaps it was merely coincidence, but 
following the cotton squabble in 1926, Mr. Callander lost all his hair, even 
the eyebrows, and it never returned. 44/ 

43/  Canning to Secretary of Agriculture, November 25, 1942, National Archives. 
43A/ They were (Representing):  Administrator, R. P. Handy; Div. Directors, 
R. K. Smith; Branch Chiefs, Ralph Stauber; Section Heads, J. J. Morgan; State 
Offices, J. M. Koepper; Admin. Services, W. H. Evans; Retirees and former heads 
of CRS, P. L. Koenig; Friends of the Family, Al Miller.  (Administrator and 
Deputy Administrator were out of town), E. M. Brooks, Reader File 12/6/68. 
Also see "That Reminds Me,*' by Allen Barkley, p. 129.  Heflin, "Had a voice 
as penetrating as a steamboat whistle." 
44/  Personal interviews with Callander's son Ronald. 
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Mr. Callander joined the Department in 1905 as a stenographer in the 
Bureau of Plant Industry and served as Private Secretary to the Secretary of 
Agriculture, David F. Houston, 1913-15, where he learned much about the func- 
tions and workings of the Department.  Along the way he acquired an LLB and 
took courses in mathematics and statistics.  He was appointed Field Agent for 
Wisconsin in 1915 and later for a time, was in charge of the Ohio office.  In 
1923, he was made Head of the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates, a posi- 
tion he held until he retired in 1950 except for intermittent brief periods, 
when he was Assistant Administrator and Comptroller of the AAA (1935-37) and 
during World War II when he taught at the University of Florida and, for a time, 
directed the Agricultural Census.  Callander had a restless mind that roamed 
over the problems of the day seeking solutions which, when found, were prompt- 
ly implemented.  He always had the interest of his men uppermost in his mind, 
bragging on their achievements and urging them to improve their technical know- 
ledge and managerial skills.  He moved men around "like checkers on a board", 
always with a view of improving the service and utilizing the man's abilities 
to best advantage, although they did not always agree with his thinking.  An 
inveterate traveler, he roamed the state offices constantly.  "One whiff of 
train smoke and he was gone," Harlan said. 45/ 

Although of a friendly nature, no one took liberties with him, and no one 
ever called him Bill despite the old doggeral: 

My Mother calls me William; My Father calls me Will; 
My sister calls me Willie; But the fellers call me Bill. 

Callander like to talk about his plans, programs, projects and people.  He was 
never in short supply in respect to new projects and exciting prospects, for 
which he was an eternal optimist.  Knowles A. Ryerson, Dean of Agriculture, 
University of California at Berkeley, remarked to George Scott, State Statisti- 
cian, that he "liked and admired Mr. Callander, but he wished Callander would 
just once come out to California and let them tell him about some of their plans, 
programs and problems." 46/ 

Many men when they retire take on the appearance of a shriveled, discarded, 
cicada shell, but not so with WFC.  Long before he had his rendezvous with Re- 
tirement, he started studying calculus and advanced statistical techniques pre- 
paratory to teaching at the University of Florida. 

PROBLEMS OF STATE CORN-HOG BOARDS 

The task confronting the AAA officials in Iowa, as well as elsewhere, was 
formidable.  All were engaged in a new, revolutionary and complex undertaking 
for which there was no background of experience, no precedence to use as guide- 
lines, and no trained staff to implement the mammouth project.  Everything had 

45/  Omnibus Supplement, June 1942. 
46/  Personal Interview with George Scott. 
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to be improvised, amidst great confusion and under the pressure of urgent dead- 
lines and the wrath and anxieties of a people driven almost to distraction by 
the economic calamities that had befallen them.  The planners and implementors 
of the New Deal farm programs were indeed, as Roosevelt put it in his bill to 
Congress, journeying along "a new and untrod road." 47/ 

Although the Crop Reporting Service had for years prepared state estimates 
of the acreage, yield and production of corn, and numbers of sows farrowed and 
pigs raised, these data were not considered fully adequate for use as State 
allotments, especially in respect to hogs.  In any event an estimate of total 
production for a state did not represent that covered by contracts of something 
less than all farmers in the state. 

Dr. D. A. Fitzgerald goes on to say— 

"Consequently, unusually elaborate plans were laid to tap all 
possible sources of information, including the contracts themselves, 
in determining state and county corn-hog quotas.  The task was del- 
egated almost entirely to the Division of Crop and Livestock Esti- 
mates of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics through its central 
office in Washington and its branch offices in the 48 states.  Most 
check data came directly or indirectly from three sources:  (1) 
Department of Agriculture surveys of acreages, yields, hog litters, 
hogs saved, and hogs raised; (2) state census or tax assessment 
figures; and (3) the 1930 United States census.  The compilation 
and summarization of material from these sources both in Washington 
and in the State offices of the division was done late in 1933 and 
in the early part of 1934." 48/ 

Despite the haste with which these state quotas had been prepared, and 
the shakiness of some of the source material used, they were to become almost 
non-violable standards. 

The State Corn-Hog Advisory Committee, that provided overall guidance for 
the program in Iowa, had as its Chairman, R. M. "Spike" Evans of Laurens, Iowa, 
and, as members, Ralph Smith of Newton, Iowa; R. K. Bliss, Director, Extension 
Service of Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa; and State Senator William McArthur, 
Mason City, Iowa. 49/ 

The program's administrative arm, the State Board of Review for Iowa, con- 
sisted of L. M. Carl, Federal-State Agricultural Statistician, Chairman; J. L. 
Boatman, Iowa State Extension Service; and R. M. Evans, the Chairman of the 

47/  Three Years of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, p. 17, by 
E. G. Nourse, Joseph S. Davis, and John D. Black, Brookings Institution, 1937, 
48/ Livestock Under the AAA, p. 104, 105. 
49/  "Agricultural Adjustment" - A Report of Administration of the AAA, May 
1933 to February 1934, U.S. GPO, Washington, D.C., 1934, p. 133. 
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Iowa Corn-Hog Advisory Committee. 49A/ The Board of Review was charged by the 
Corn-Hog Section in Washington with three primary functions:  (1) examining and 
approving contracts and certifying them to the Corn-Hog Administration in 
Washington, (2) establishing county and township quotas, and (3) assisting 
county allotment committees in making whatever final adjustments would be nec- 
essary within the counties to conform with quotas established. 49B/ 

The Washington headquarters of the AAA gave the State Board of Review 
specific quotas on corn acreage and hog numbers which could not be exceeded 
without permission.  The Board, using the talent and statistics of the Iowa 
office of the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, 50/ in turn determined an 
allocation of these state quotas to the 100 counties in Iowa, with the same 
restrictive clause on exceeding them. 

County agricultural agents supported by a five man county committee and a 
committee of three farmers  in each community (township in Iowa), carried on an 
active program to get producers to sign contracts.  Signers of a Corn-Hog con- 
tract agreed to reduce their 1934 corn acreage by not less than 20 percent 51/ 
and the number of hogs produced for market, at least 25 percent below their re- 
spective 1932-33 averages.  Upon compliance with this production control program, 
participating farmers were to receive payment of 30 cents a bushel on the aver- 
age yield of the corn acreage taken out of production, and $5 per head on the 
number of hogs he was permitted to raise. 52/ Enthusiasm for this projected 
program was widespread as it seemed to hold out some hope for adjusting pro- 
duction sufficiently to bring about a rise in prices and, in any event, it 
would bring in some desperately needed cash. 

County Corn-Hog Organization 

The agricultural agent Was the key man in implementing the AAA programs 
in most counties.  Corn-hog farmers in the various communities elected a 
committee of three men, the Chairman becoming automatically a member of the 
County Corn-Hog Control Association.  This body then elected, out of its 
membership, a County Allotment Committee consisting of a President (Chairman) 
and 2 to 4 members. 

In most counties, the wheel-horses of the program were the AAA County 

49A/  Richard H. Roberts, Masters Thesis, University of Iowa, 1934, 
Unpublished, p. 27. 
49B/  Ibid, p. 60. 
50/  The Crop Reporting Service has had many labels over the past hundred 
years, but in this narrative the term Crop Reporting Service will be used 
most frequently up to World War II and thereafter, ''Ag Estimates." 
51/  For 1935 a reduction on only 10 percent was required and the payment was 
increased from 30 to 35 cents per bushel. "Livestock Under the AAA,"pp. 163-164. 
52/  Livestock Under the AAA, p. 336, footnote 16. 
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Tabulators, one for each 300 to 500 contracts. 53/  These indispensable and 
crucially important Tabulator Clerks were selected, with the advice and con- 
sent of the county agent, from the top three people taking a specially design- 
ed arithmetic test 53A/ designed in Washington by S. R. Newell.  It was a very 
effective device and was widely used later for sorting out applicants with 
aptitude for, and knowledge of how to handle the tabulation and computation of 
figures.  In transmitting instructions to State stats who had responsibility 
for grading the tests, CEM #144, December 29, 1933, concluded: 

"One word of caution.  Be impartial in your ratings of the 
test, follow the rules rigidly.  Be prepared to defend your posi- 
tion against all possible contest." 

The Corn-Hog Juniors were busy throughout the winter and spring months 
working with county agents, county control committees, and the county tabula- 
tor clerks in details of the sign-up campaign. 

Everybody Involved in the program worked extremely hard with no regard for 
overtime, Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays.  All were glad to have a paying job, 
especially one that promised to do so much good for so many deserving people. 

Julius Peters, Allan Miller, c. 1937, (Note the circular sliderule or Omnimetre). 

53/   See Appendix for Sample Test. 
53A/ Livestock Under the AAA, p. 82. 
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The work of filling out contracts went well or so it seemed.  However, 
Brooks had a personal problem of prime importance.  In Des Moines, he had be- 
come re-acquainted with a girl he had known all her life and they wanted to 
get married, but he was deeply concerned about his murky job status.  Perturbed 
beyond measure, he talked to Julius Peters, Asst. State Statistician for Iowa 
about the advisability of taking such a step.  Julius gave a very solemn and 
eminently sensible discourse on the seriousness of the marriage state, the 
desirability of being well established in a job with funds to fall back on in 
case of emergency, etcetera, etcetera.  It was sound advice, but not at all 
what Brooks wanted to hear.  Shortly thereafter. Dr. Charles F. Sarle came by 
on one of his periodic visits to Iowa, and Brooks went to him with his problem, 
but took a different approach than he had with Julius.  He did not ask Sarle 
about the advisability of getting married, but instead asked him, ''What do you 
think my chances are of continuing in the Crop Reporting Service?"  Sarle re- 
plied that with Brooks' background and education, he thought his prospects were 
excellent - that "these programs were here to stay."  That did it!  On June 10, 
1934, Brooks went to the altar with a bride on his arm and a 30-day extension 
of his expired 6-month appointment in his pocket. 

Trauma Over State and County Quotas 

In the meantime, a storm was brewing that was to shake the Corn-Hog pro- 
gram from top to bottom.  The exhilarating sign-up campaign had apparently been 
conducted well, hope was high and all seemed rosy when there came a shocker out 
of the Corn-Hog section of the AAA in Washington.  In May and June State and 
county quotas on corn acreage and hog numbers were released in Washington, and 
every state and county had exceeded their quota.  Nationally, on the 1,200,000 
Corn-Hog contracts that had been signed, 54/ the corn acres claimed averaged 
3.6 percent above the quota in major corn producing states, much higher else- 
where, yield per acre, 5-15 percent; and hog numbers a whopping 12 percent, 
ranging from less than 10 percent in some counties to over 100 percent in 
others. 55/ 

On the average, one hog in each eight that farmers had claimed on their 
contracts, had to be removed before payments could be made.  Such a cut meant 
money out of the farmer's eagerly awaited contract checks; money he had confi- 
dently expected to receive soon. 

A howl of anguish and pain went up across the nation, and beat upon the 
ears of every Corn-Hog committeeman, State Board member. Extension worker, 
statistician and any one else involved in any way in the program.  The protests 
grew so fierce that on June 21, 1934, the American Farm Bureau Federation wired 
the Secretary of Agriculture to abandon county quotas. 56/ 

54/  Fitzgerald, p. 369 (Appendix). 
55/  Fitzgerald, p. 107. 
56/ Livestock in the AAA, p. 108, D. A. Fitzgerald, Brookings Institute, 
Washington, D. C, 1935. 
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Recount in Iowa 

In Iowa a total of 173,565 Corn-Hog contracts had been signed involving 
10,576,079 acres of corn of which 2,472,720 were to be taken out of produc- 
tion. 57_/ 

After about 6 million dollars had been paid to Iowa contract signers, 
further payments were suspended when a hassle developed between the AAA in 
Washington and the Iowa Corn-Hog Board of Review.  The Rental Benefit Audit 
Section discovered a "discrepancy, presumably due to a misunderstanding or 
error in calculation, existed between the aggregate of the county totals ac- 
tually used as a basis for contract adjustment, and the State hog quota estab- 
lished by the Department of Agriculture."  In the AAA press release #221-35, 
July 28, 1934, the Iowa Board of Review claimed that the AAA had authorized 
an increase in the State hog quota; this the AAA denied. 58/ 

The result was a re-check of contracts in most Iowa counties which re- 
duced the difference between the original contract totals and original quotas 
by perhaps 10 percent - a very unpopular enterprise.  Most farmers kept few 
records of their purchases and sales of products; hence the auditing of indi- 
vidual contracts became, very often, a matter of reasonable assumption. 

According to D.A. Fitzgerald who presents a detailed study of the Corn- 
Hog Program in his book. Livestock Under the AAA, there v/ere three principal 
causes of over-statement in claims of hogs raised during the base period 
1932-33: 59/ 

1. Hogs farrowed before December 1, 1931 were included (although 
marketed in 1932-33) they were not eligible to be claimed; 
also some farrowed after December 1, 1933 were illegally 
claimed. 

2. Feeder pigs were erroneously included that had not been 
farrowed by the signer, but bought by him. 

3. False Claims - deliberate attempts to claim hogs that never 
existed. 

A notorious attempt to defraud was made by an Iowa farmer who decided he would 
add 100 hogs at an average weight of 200 pounds to his sales receipt.  In mak- 
ing the alterations, however, he very carelessly used a different color ink 
which was detected by a committeeman who gleefully deleted the phantom pigs. 
However, a Colorado farmer who tried a similar caper got past the local com- 
mittee, but was caught at a higher level and sentenced September 29, 1934, to 

17/  Ibid, p. 369. 
58/ Livestock in the AAA, p. 114 footnote, D. A. Fitzgerald, Brookings 
Institute, Washington, D.C., 1935. 
59/ Livestock in the AAA, p. Ill, D. A. Fitzgerald, Brookings Institute, 
Washington, D.C., 1935. 
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18 months in the Federal Penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kansas. 60/ 

Travail in Michigan 

Meanwhile, Michigan was having severe Corn-Hog problems of its own and 
the decision was made to delegate Don Wilson, Del de Haan and E. M. Brooks to 
assist in that State.  Arriving in Lansing, the trouble shooters were told 
there was one county in particular, where farmers reportedly were in a danger- 
ous frame of mind because of the mess they were in on their Corn-Hog contracts. 
A protest meeting was being held that night in a County Court House a few miles 
away and the three "foreigners" were dispatched to deal with the situation. 
The court room was crowded to the windows with unsmiling, grim--faced farmers, 
emanating a distinctly hostile attitude.  The Chairman of the County Corn-Hog 
Committee, a farmer, opened the meeting with a terse review of the bizarre and 
painful history of the program in the county.  In January, 1934, the then county 
agent, with more zeal than judgment, had hurriedly rounded up a relatively large 
number of Corn-Hog farmers, had the contracts typed, final signature applied, 
and the contracts sent to Washington in a week's time, with assurance to the 
signers that the benefit checks would be forthcoming within a few days.  Upon 
investigation, it was found that the "completed" contracts contained 11% over- 
statement on hogs for market, and that the whole job had to be done over.  This 
exasperating re-run had been accomplished in fair humor, but now once again 
they were informed that the claims of hogs raised still exceeded the county 
quota as dictated by the State Board.  This meant that a messy, irritating, time 
consuming appraisal of each signed contract again would be necessary and a lot 
of hog claims would have to be disallowed.  The whole county was in an uproar 
over this latest development and tonight's meeting had been arranged so that 
these three AAA "experts" could explain the new demands and find some way to 
alleviate the situation. 

Don Wilson, on loan from the Maryland office, led off with a very calm and, 
what seemed to be, logical and meaningful explanation of the functioning of the 
Corn-Hog Section in Washington, D.C., the necessity for quotas, their impartial 
allocation to the states and subsequently to each county.  No lessening of 
tension. 

Brooks followed with more of the same, with the same result.  No thawing 
of the chilly atmosphere. 

The new county agricultural agent made some placid remarks. No response. 
The young county attorney, very pleasantly, touched on some legal aspects, and 
even tried to inject some humor into his comments.  It fell flat.  Nothing ap- 
peared to have had any conciliatory effect on the crowd that had frequently 
interrupted with harsh questions and uncomplimentary remarks about bureaucrats 
and Washington officials.  The outlook was glum. 

60/  Livestock in the AAA, p. 349 footnote, D. A. Fitzgerald, Brookings 
Institute, Washington, D.C., 1935. 
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Then Del de Haan began to talk.  Tall, lean, weathered, with strong cal- 
loused hands, he leaned back easily against a desk and began very quietly, 
saying in essence: 

"Gentlemen, I am not a bureaucrat, and I am not from Washington. 
In fact, I have never been in Washington.  I am an Iowa farmer, my 
brother and I operate a 380 acre farm in Marion County, Iowa.  We 
raise corn and hogs and other such things and manage a few other 
farms.  My neighbors elected me a community Committeeman and I am 
a member of the Marion County Corn-Hog Reduction Board.  I know 
what your problems are because I have had the same ones.  We had 
a county quota too, and the hogs claimed exceeded it so much that 
we had to go back through the contracts twice in order to take out 
21,000 hogs." 

Now everybody in the court room was listening.  Here was the voice of ex- 
perience.  They raised questions, but no longer in belligerence, but seeking 
to learn.  Finally, at midnight the meeting closed, not with cheers, but not 
with jeers, either. 61/ 

Del de Haan continued his trouble shooting career for several years, 
working in Pennsylvania, the northeastern states from Maine to Virginia, and 
in Minnesota and Wisconsin, among others.  After a stint in the D.C. office of 
the Triple A, and as its statistician for Iowa, he returned to farming and other 
activities in Pella, Iowa, where in 1976 he was Vice-President and Director of 
the National Bank when not loafing around his 2 1/2 acre urban-rural lot. 61A/ 

This was the worst encounter and visits thereafter, to other Michigan 
counties, were peaceful and usually quite pleasant.  However, no one, farmer 
committeemen, county agents, nor statisticians, got any pleasure out of the 
wretched business of combing through each Corn-Hog contract for questionable 
claims of hogs that could be deleted because their existence could not be 
supported by sales slips or other documentary evidence.  The farmer committee- 
men were in an exceedingly difficult situation.  It had seemed quite an honor 
to be elected by your neighbors to the Community Committee, and then to the 
County Production Control Board.  Your name looked impressive in the local 
newspaper, and the new deference and attention was ego massaging.  But now, 
everything was different, the hateful, agonizing, task had to be faced of 
meeting the implacable county quotas rigidly upheld by the State Board, arid 
beyond, by the AAA in Washington.  Tough decisions had to be made with con- 
sequent lower benefit payments for old friends and good neighbors, already 
hard pressed by adversity — decisions that often were difficult to defend on 
plausible grounds.  The unsung heroes of the Corn-Hog Program of 1934 and 1935 
were the county and local committeemen who manfully tramped over every farm 

61/  Personal Narrative, and confirmed by Del de Haan in 1976 (see letter in 
SRS files). 
61A/  Personal correspondence with Del de Haan, 1976. 
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checking corn acreages for compliance, appraising yields per acre and, despite 
the sniping and snarling all about them, somehow come to terms with their as- 
signed quotas. 

In discussing the tattoo of criticism stirred up by the AAA program, 
Fitzgerald stated: 

"State extension supervisors, the Corn-Hog Section, and the 
Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates came in for a share of 
the blame.  In fact, the State supervisors and junior statisticians 
frequently bore the brunt of the initial attack as they travelled 
from county to county in the field.  Many of the extension super- 
visors, though by no means all, were inclined to side with the 
producer in the controversy.  County agents were naturally even more 
prone to support the producers' claims. — Indeed, State corn-hog 
committees, corn-hog fieldmen, and the farmer and extension service 
members of the State boards of review themselves by no means solid- 
ly supported the quotas." 62/ 

This array left the statisticians to bear the brunt of resentment of the 
hated quotas and associated grievances.  The result was a decline in support 
of the regular crop reporting program, as evidenced by this statement by 
Dr. Fitzgerald: 

"The controversy, at least for the time being, appreciably 
reduced the number of reports submitted to the Division of Crop 
and Livestock Estimates by its volunteer reporters.  The number of 
pig survey reports in the fall of 1934 was 12 percent below the 
number of replies received in the fall of 1933 for the United 
States as a whole, and much less than this in some states, and the 
number of 'intentions to plant' reports in the spring of 1935 was 
about 5 percent less than usual.  A new element of bias had like- 
wise been injected into them." 63/ 

In Iowa there was a precipitous drop in the number of Rural Carrier Fa^ 
Acreage cards tabulated in 1934 (8,371), as compared to 1933 (11,017).  A de- 
cline of nearly one-fourth.  In 1935 there was a further decrease in returns 
to 6,764 and in 1936, the low point, only 6,422 cards were tabulated.  Not 
until 1938, five years after the bitter resentment over the quotas established 
by the Crop Reporting Service in 1934, did the returns for Iowa (11,622) again 
reach the 1933 level. 64/ No doubt other factors — the severe droughts during 
that period and political considerations — played a part in the lowered re- 

62/ Livestock in the AAA, p. 108, D. A. Fitzgerald, Brookings Institute, 
Washington, D.C., 1935. 
63/  Ibid, p. 108. 
64/ Data provided by Duane Skow, SIC, Iowa, 1976, SRS files. 
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turns, but it seems probable that a major consideration was lingering resent- 
ment over the unfortunate quota fiasco. 

In the end, for the 1.2 million contract signers in the United States, 
the corn acreage allowed above the quotas was less than one percent.  The 
average yield per acre of corn was 14 percent above the quota.  For hogs no 
comparable figures are available, but the number of hogs allowed undoubtedly 
exceeded the quotas by a significant amount. 65/ 

Verne H. Church, SIC, Michigan 

Verne H. Church, SIC for Michigan, ran a smoothly functioning, highly re- 
garded office with a firm, but benign hand.  He had started his government 
career with the Weather Bureau in 1902 at a salary of $840 per annum, but 
transferred to the Bureau of Statistics in 1914 as a traveling Field Agent 
when he ranked 8th nationally in a Civil Service examination.  The title of 
Field Agent rankled with most of the 17 men engaged in this work around the 
country as it "smacked of insurance agents, bank agents, and all other types of 
agents, not too popular with the public.  The title was changed to 'Agricultural 
Statistician' on July 1, 1920, and our dignity was appeased thereby." 66/  The 
Bureau's name was also changed in 1914 from "Statistics" to "Estimates", because 
it was believed that "the public took the term statistics to mean that the fig- 
ures issued were definite and absolutely accurate, whereas the term 'Estimates' 
would lead to an interpretation more in accord with their actual character." 67/ 

In those early days, no clerical staff was provided and Church had to do 
the mailing, tabulating, analysis and report writing himself.  He spent most 
of his time traveling around Michigan, on foot and by horse and buggy, train, 
interurban and, at Church's instigation, by hired car with a driver, since it 
had been ruled illegal to pay an employee for use of his personal automobile. 
Mr. Church was an innovator and introduced such practices as appraising crop 
acreages by counting fields and number of telephone poles across their front 
from train windows. 68/  Also, when use of personal automobiles was legalized 
in 1921, he attached to the instrument board a box with eight or so compartments 
labelled corn, wheat, etc., and dropped in a bean as a tally as he traversed a 
prescribed route through agricultural areas of the State.  This system had its 
frailties as Virgil Childs, then SIC, Georgia, learned to his sorrow.  After 
a long, hot day spent dropping beans in the box, his car went awry, upset, and 
scattered his precious tallies all over the road. 69/ 

To stimulate interest in crop reporting. Church regularly had exhibits at 

65/ Fitzgerald, p. 369. 
66/ Verne H. Church Memoirs, 1943, p. 8, Unpublished, SRS files. 
i67/ Ibid, p. 6. 
68/ Ibid, p. 10.  Also claimed for B. B. Hare, SIC, S.C. 
69/ Personal Interview. 
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State and county fairs 70/ where, to attract attention, he conducted a guessing 
contest. 

^'A five-gallon glass jar was partly filled with white pea 
beans.  The exact net weight of the beans was determined by the 
State Inspector of Weights and Measures and kept secret by him. 
He then officially sealed the jar.  — Prizes donated by firms 
having business relations with the Department, were given for the 
nearest guesses.  —Our first effort, at the State Fair, resulted 
in obtaining 2,000 guesses which, when tabulated gave an average 
six percent above the actual weight.  In transporting the jar 
from that fair, it was accidentally broken.  Examination of pieces 
of the glass disclosed that it ranged in thickness from one-fourth 
to one-half inch, which gave it a slight magnifying effect which 
possibly accounted for the guessing average being too high.  For 
the next fair, we obtained a globe-shaped container from the chem- 
ical laboratory made of very thin glass.  Although the number of 
guesses obtained was much smaller, the error averaged only 26 
hundredths of one percent." 71/ 

Another of his projects involved getting children in Vocational High 
Schools to fill out, tabulate, and analyze crop reports based on data for their 
father's or neighbor's farm.  In 1930 when the project had to be abandoned 
because of the pressure of other work in his office, there were 125 schools 
participating and the class enrollment was 2,500 students. 

Although Mr. Church never attended college, he taught a course in statis- 
tics for several years to Junior and Senior students at Michigan State Univer- 
sity.  He had a clear, methodical,.analytical mind and a continuing interest 
in promoting work in agricultural statistics.  He, and his very capable assist- 
ant, Irwin Holmes, taught their Corn-Hog Juniors a great deal during that 
summer and fall of 1934. 

The 41 state offices were marvelous training centers as the Stats-in- 
Charge were, for the most part, competent craftsmen and had an interest in 
teaching younger men not only the techniques and procedures regularly used in 
the estimating program, but also management ploys and stratagems, production 
and marketing practices, pitfalls of cooperation with local, state, and fed- 
eral agencies, and private industry.  The SIC's were also innovative, and 
initiated many, if not most of the new methodology that became a standard part of 
the agency's accummulated storehouse of "know-how" used to push forward a multi- 
plex and mushrooming program. 

70/  Ibid, p. 19, 
71/  Ibid, p. 29, 
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Regional C-H Conference, Indianapolis 

A Regional Corn-Hog Meeting was held on December 18-19, 1934, in Indian- 
apolis, Indiana, and Mr. Church took Brooks with him, traveling by bus to 
Detroit and thence to Indianapolis by train.  As usual the "grapevine" was 
working overtime during the meeting and it was soon learned that a permanent 
P-1 position would be vacated in Kentucky when C. E. Burkhead was transferred 
to Oklahoma within a few months.  This really set the adrenalin flowing as a 
secure position was Brooks' greatest concern and one in Kentucky, a favorite 
state, would be beyond all reasonable expectations.  Mr. Church understood 
Brooks' concern but was reluctant to lose a person who had learned something 
in five months about his regular office operations, as well as AAA programs; 
however, he said to go ahead and talk to H. F. Bryant, SIC for Kentucky, who 
was attending the Indianapolis conference.  This conversation seemed to go 
favorably although no commitments were made, and Brooks left Indianapolis a day 
ahead of Mr. Church, still uncertain, but excited.  On the way through Detroit 
a policeman got on the bus "hawking" newspapers and Brooks gave him a dollar 
expecting ninety-five cents in change, but the cop kept the whole dollar!  It 
was a fund raising deal under which, once a year, Detroit policemen sold news- 
papers for charity and they always "kept the change."  It was not at all funny 
at the time as the dollar represented one-fourth of his travel expenses. 

On January 10, 1935, Mr. Church received a wire that Brooks was to go to 
Kentucky and on January 25, 1935, he reported to H. F. Bryant, SIC, in Louisville 
for his third State Office assignment, still temporary, but with prospects.  All 
of the ninety Corn-Hog Juniors were going through a similar process of finding 
a permanent location in the Crop Reporting Service, and eventually practically 
all, that so desired, stayed on and made a career in the Agency.  The experi- 
ences of many of them are touched on in this narrative. 

TRANSFER TO KENTUCKY 

The Kentucky office staff was small, consisting of only three regular 
clerks, 72/ Mr. Bryant, and the Assistant position in which Brooks was not con- 
firmed for more than six months, although he functioned in that capacity after 
Burkhead left.  In addition, there was a part-time price clerk, 73/ about 40 
temporary AAA clerks and four C-H Juniors — Archie Sabin, Dave Morris, Robert 
C. Guthrie, and Harve Mobley.  The latter was considerable of a character. 
Raised in eastern Kentucky, he had many of the characteristics of mountain 
people, including an exceedingly fast mind and native shrewdness.  His poten- 
tial was limited only by his philosphic attitude that he could handle any 
situation without effort.  He explained his approach to life by telling a story 
about a lion-killing billy goat.  It seems that a goat one day took refuge from 
a storm in a cave; and shortly a lion, out looking for a meal, wandered in. 
"Aha," said the lion, "now isn't that luck, here I am almost starved, and I 

72/  Stella Doyle, Elsie Dawers, and Louise Frye. 
73/  Emily Baird. 
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find a nice juicy goat to eat!"  "Watch yourself fellow," replied the goat, 
"I guess you don't know who I am." "Well, who are you?" snarled the lion, "I" 
said the goat trying to look fierce, "am the famous lion-killing billy goat, 
and I am going to kill one right now!" Whereupon, he put down his head and 
lunged at the lion which turned tail and ran. 

Harve was very helpful in getting the Corn-Hog contracts completed in the 
part of the State he knew best.  One day when he was planning a trip to Clay 
County in the eastern part of the State, a piece appeared in the Louisville 
Courier-Journal that caused some concern for his safety.  It read as follows: 

CLAY RITES PREVENTED ,BY AMBUSH 

Mourners for Slain Youth Fired on. Forced to Delay Burial 

Manchester, Ky. ~ June 20, 1935 ~ AP... 

Mourners escorting the body of a slain youth, James Cupp, to 
a family graveyard in a remote section of Clay County were fired 
upon from ambush yesterday, it was learned today. 

Members of the funeral party said shots came from three dif- 
ferent places in the underbrush.  The party returned to the home 
of the youth's mother and planned to make another attempt to bury 
the body today. 

Cupp was shot Tuesday in a section of the county where fac- 
tional feeling has been reported running high. Reports received 
here said the man alleged to have slain Cupp is armed and accom- 
panied by fifteen or twenty armed men. 

Sheriff T. C. McDaniel, who recently was requested by Circuit 
Judge W. E. Begley to take steps toward getting State police to 
assist in restoring order in that section of the county said today 
he will employ enough men to execute all papers placed in his hands. 

When Harve was shown this newspaper account he just laughed, "They weren't 
trying to hit anybody, those men up there are all good shots, they were just 
trying to scare those people." 

Charles E. Burkhead did not depart for his new assignment in Oklahoma for 
several weeks after Brooks arrival in Kentucky, and took him on a get ac- 
quainted tour of county offices in the western part of the State.  As they 
headed south out of Louisville, Burkhead asked if Brooks had a Kentucky drivers 
license, and when he replied in the negative, Burkhead decided to stop at the 
Court House in Elizabethtown so that his companion could get one.  The clerk, 
a dark visioned young man, in filling out the form asked his occupation and 
when Brooks replied, "Agricultural Statistician," the young clerk gnawed the 
end of his pencil a moment, then wrote down "Laborer." When approaching one 
of the county offices, Burkhead warned, "There is a bunch of sharpies in this 
office-" Brooks asked, "What do we do if they raise questions for which we 
don't know the answer?"  Burkhead replied blandly, "We'll just cover them with 
confusion." 
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Like every other state there were a number of factors that made the AAA 
programs in Kentucky difficult to manage.  The topography and shape of the 
State were not conducive to efficient operations as it stretched 700 miles 
from east to west, but averaged less than a third of that north and south. 
The road system radiated out from Louisville with few intersticing roads, mak- 
ing cross state travel a round-about, time consuming, jaunt.  Secondary and 
tertiary roads were simply old buggy pikes that wound around ridges to avoid 
creeks and rivers and had been plastered over with macadam, or laid with a 
veneer of gravel.  Very little grading had been done and the winding, hilly, 
high crowned, "hog-backed" roads were dangerous to drive, especially in wet 
weather, and made for slow travel at anytime.  It was a rare Extension Service 
Supervisor who had escaped having an accident while hurrying to a meeting along 
the rude roads of that day. 

A minor annoyance resulted from the fact that the time zone line separa- 
ting Eastern and Central time bisected the eastern part of the State causing 
confusion as to the precise time a meeting had been scheduled. One man, not 
overly endowed with gray matter, was habitually an hour early or an hour late 
to meetings. Finally, he thought he had a solution to his problem - he would 
carry two watches, one showing Eastern Time and the other Central Time. This 
arrangement worked fine until one day he got mixed up and couldn't tell which 
watch was which. 

The AAA Program in Kentucky 

The AAA work was made more difficult in Kentucky simply because, in addi- 
tion to a Corn-Hog Program, there was also a Wheat Program, and a Cotton Pro- 
gram on which the SIC served as a member.  There was, in addition, a Tobacco 
Program, but it did not cause much additional effort on the part of the 
Statisticians' staff, except to provide county estimates of tobacco yields per 
acre, as the program was administered entirely by the Extension Service eighty 
miles away in Lexington.  However, since tobacco was by far the most important 
cash crop produced in the State, interest was centered in its program with 
consequent reduced attention to the Corn-Hog, Cotton and Wheat programs by 
Extension Service workers and others in county offices. 

The Cotton Program was confined to seven counties in western Kentucky and 
involved only about 1,000 contracts, but the distribution of the State's small 
acreage allotment to the various counties and determination of county yields 
per acre was a continuing nightmare to Archie Sabin until he transferred to the 
Washington office in August, 1935, and bequeathed the cotton work to Brooks. 
Another factor that complicated the AAA projects in Kentucky was the fact that 
there were 120 counties for practically all of which county estimates of corn 
and wheat acreages had to be determined, as well as yields per acre, and hog 
quotas.  These tasks had to be accomplished without the aid of State Farm Census, 
a dependable Federal Census, or even large returns from the regular Crop Esti- 
mates sample surveys. 

The 26,877 Corn-Hog contracts, signed in 1935, were scattered thinly 
throughout 117 of the 120 counties in the State — an average of only 220 con- 
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tracts per county, none with more than 800, and 28 counties had less than 100 
contracts. 74/  This sparseness meant, among other things, that county workers 
did not have enough contracts to process to become thoroughly familiar with 
contract provisions and operating procedures.  As a result, errors were fre- 
quent and in some instances contracts had to be returned to counties numerous 
times for corrections.  The Chairman of the State Corn-Hog Board, M. D. Royce, 
and his assistant, Charles Allen, on a visit to Pike County in the mountain 
area, eliminated 75.2 percent of the hogs claimed on signed contracts. 75^/  For 
the State as a whole, 28.4 percent of hog claims were disallowed.  The check- 
ing or auditing of the contracts in the field fell primarily to Mobley, Morris, 
and Guthrie who roamed almost continously over their assigned areas each con- 
sisting of 30 to 40 counties.  The confusion that existed among some committee- 
men and others engaged in the program in the counties is illustrated by the 
Chairman of the County Corn-Hog Committee who objected to an adverse vote of 
3 to 2 on a matter under consideration by his Committee.  "Hold up," the 
Chairman said, "as a member of this Committee, I am entitled to a vote and I 
vote 'Yes' and that makes it a tie vote.  The regulations say that in the case 
of a tie the Chairman votes to break it, and I vote 'Yes', motion carried!" 
It took awhile to get the Chairman to accept a more legalistic interpretation 
of the rules of procedure. 

In 1934, Mr. Bryant was Chairman of the State Corn-Hog Board with M. D. 
Royce, a farmer-businessman from Winchester, Kentucky, and C. D. Phillips of 
the Extension Service in Lexington as members.  However, Mr. Royce was Chair- 
man thereafter and in 1936, Brooks was designated to represent the Statisticians' 
office on the State Board.  Mr. Royce was a strong person, quite outspoken and 
frank in his personal relationships and very zealous in maintaining his in- 
tegrity.  He often said, "I will skin you in a deal if I can because that is 
business, but once I give my word, it sticks." 

M. D. Royce, Chairman of the Kentucky 
Corn-Hog Board 1935-36. 

H. F. Bryant, S.I.C. Kentucky 1918-1957. 

74/  Unpublished Tabulations, SRS files. 
75/  Letter, Brooks to Burkhead, August 30, 1935. 
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When a young man, his father had been brutally murdered, and the community, 
in a frenzy, gathered to lynch a young black man picked up along the railroad 
tracks not far from the scene of the murder.  Mr. Royce had talked to the ac- 
cused in the jail and was convinced he was innocent of the crime.  Stepping 
outside the door, he faced down the crowd:  "It was my father who was killed 
and you are not going to hang this boy.*'  After awhile the crowd cooled off 
and departed. 

Although a city dweller, Mr. Royce had no difficulty establishing identi- 
ty with farmers. He used a variety of x>7ays to bring out that he had a farm 
background and was not only a landowner, but of the working type who practiced 
the maxim that "the fields were fertilized by the footprints of the owner." A 
favorite ploy was to tell his work-hardened, horny-handed, farm reared audience, 
with an amiable grin on his face, "I have thrown the bell-cord over the mule's 
back and looked at the same scenery you have!" 

County Estimates — Making Bricks Without Straw 76/ 

According to a claim made by F. W. Gist, SIC, Alabama in the March 31, 1925 
issue of the Omnibus "county estimates were not thought of until Pat Woodworth 
and myself, working together in Oklahoma, brought out estimates of the principal 
crops by counties.  Sometimes I have been sorry I ever started it when it has 
given me long hours of work and worry."  A long line of agricultural statisti- 
cians extending up to the present day would echo that wish with enthusism. 

As has been indicated, all of the New Deal farm programs required county 
estimates and it was the task of the Crop Reporting Service to provide them. 
Resources available for this purpose were scant everywhere, but fourteen states 
with an annual enumeration of its agriculture had a great advantage.  Most 
states had only a dubious, but sainted, five year Agricultural Census, plus 
skimpy returns from sample surveys of the Crop Reporting Service for the job 
of preparing county estimates of what John Wilson called "serviceable accuracy." 
Much imagination and many hours of strenuous endeavor went into conscientious 
efforts to achieve relative accuracy.  It was not an academic exercise.  The 
results were used in determining payments to farmers, a matter of critical 
importance to hard pressed people in those stricken times.  Try as one might, 
the official county estimates bore the scars and blemishes inflicted by crude 
tools, meager and wobbly data, overworked clerical staffs and pressures of 
taut time-frames.  Every state had its own peculiar problems to overcome.  In 
a state like Kentucky, the problem was complicated by the large number of 
counties involved (120), the small number of returns from the sample surveys, 
lack of assessors data and a farm census, a conglomeration of soil types and 
topography within small areas, by insufficient clerical help, and by the dis- 
ruption that resulted from the change from nine Crop Reporting Districts to 
six Districts in 1933 which fell within the five-year base period used for most 

76/  This discussion based on a written statement prepared in 1938 by Emerson 
Brooks, Asst. Ag. Stat. for Kentucky in 1938.  SRS files. 
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commodities.  This meant that all the reported data from the Crop Estimates 
surveys for the five year period had to be re-tabulated by hand and re-computed 
by desk calculators for each series prepared. 

County Estimates for Wheat 

Procedures followed in making county estimates for wheat are indicative 
of those used for other commodities.  Instructions to prepare county wheat 
estimates usually called for data on seeded acres, harvested acres, yield for 
both and number of bushels harvested.  The problem was approached by first 
determining the harvested acreage.  This was done not only because most of 
the survey and other check data were on a harvested basis, but because seeded 
acres were simply harvested acres adjusted by the amount of abandonment.  A 
simple way to arrive at harvested acreage is to derive the percentage that each 
county's acreage is of the District acreage for the three Census years 1924, 
1929, and 1934 and, by sighting across, make some adopted percentages for the 
intervening years.  These percentages, when applied to district estimated 
acreages, give county figures which, if the basic assumption is correct, should 
be reasonably accurate.  However, county estimates so prepared did not later 
on, agree very well with AAk  measured wheat acres.  Which of the two sets of 
figures were nearer the facts is a question that can be debated academically, 
but in practice the estimates were re-worked to conform more nearly with the 
AAA information, and it is probable that a set of figures nearer the truth 
resulted. 

In re-working the wheat data, different methods were used than had been 
followed previously.  Using an omnimeter the following equation was worked for 
each county: 

"AAA Land in Farm : AAA wheat acres : : census land in farm : X" 

This figure X was then compared to the 1934 census wheat acreage, the AAA 
measured acres, the AAA commercial wheat acreage and the previous wheat esti- 
mate for that year.  When these comparisons were completed, a "first approxi- 
mation" wheat acreage was adopted for each county.  These "first approximations" 
were then smoothed until they added up to previously determined District ac- 
reages which, in turn, added to the State estimated acres. 

County Estimates of Yield per Acre of Wheat 

For reported yields from the "Aids," "A&P" surveys and the 1934 Census, 
the percent that each county yield is of its State reported yield, was comput- 
ed and the percentages placed on a State map showing county lines.  By studying 
the three percentages for each county, a percentage figure was adopted and then 
applied to the official estimated yield for the State.  These derived yields 
for each county were placed on an outline map and "smoothed" to determine an 
adopted yield.  These adopted yields were then multiplied times the previously 
adopted county harvested acres as described above to derive a production esti- 
mate for each county. 
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Reported yields from various surveys and the Federal Census were analyzed 
by "eye-balling," and a District yield adopted which, when multiplied times 
the estimated District harvested acreages, gave a set of production figures 
which added to the Board's official estimate and production for the çtate.  The 
county production figures were then adjusted to the District check figure.  This 
was sometimes done by adjusting yields of individual counties, but more often 
by simply scaling the county production figures uniformly. 

The above description should make it abundantly clear that county esti- 
mates of the 1930's, which were used for very important purposes, were extreme- 
ly "iffy" in states like Kentucky which was probably typical of practically 
all states, except a very few that were blessed v/ith superior basic materials. 
The common defense was "they are the best available," and no doubt they were, 
but inescapably they did an injustice to many individuals while serving an 
over-all necessity.  The county estimates, despite their admitted imperfections, 
provided an essential system for an impartial distribution of benefit payments 
with an acceptable degree of equitability.  In speaking of corn yield quotas in 
general, Dr. D. A. Fitzgerald stated..."the corn yield estimates of the Division 
of Crop and Livestock Estimates were considered quite satisfactory even on a 
county basis." 77/ The injustice that resulted was the penalty program parti- 
cipants paid because over the years, funds had not been appropriated to provide 
adequate statistics for such massive and involved undertakings. 

There were people in the AAA who, during the years 1935-39 thought that it 
should take over the Crop Reporting Service.  To them this appeared reasonable 
since the AAA was now a major user of the statistical data, and since too, it 
would itself, generate vast quantities of acreage data at the county, state and 
national level on important crops as a part of its production control programs. 
However, this incipient movement never gained momentum and was not formalized 
in a written proposal. 

Joseph L. Orr, longtime employee of the Ag Estimates, who combined a sharp 
mind with a smooth manner, transfered from Crop Estimates to the Triple A.  Orr's 
objective was to systematize and enhance the quality of the triple A data with- 
out attempting either to take over the Crop Reporting Service or to create a 
replacement for it.  Orr's view prevailed as it was recognized that the Crop 
Reporting Service, as a fact finding agency, should be kept separate and in- 
dependent of action programs.  Otherwise, it would soon be accused of shaping 
its reports to fit the policies and needs of the adjustment programs.  In such 
event the vital factor of independence from political, policy, and program 
pressures would be destroyed and the reputation for absolute integrity of the 
Crop Reports, that had been carefully built up over the years, would be lost. 

Orr did urge the Crop Reporting Service to take positive steps to strength- 
en its county estimates, especially those that were of vital importance to the 
AAA programs.  These promptings were acted upon as the Crop Reporting Service, 

77/ Livestock Under the AAA, p. 342. 
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itself, recognized the need for improvement, especially in some states, but 
the difficulties were many and the problem remained critical for many years. 

Summary of 1935 Kentucky Corn-Hog Program 

A summary of the 1935 Corn-Hog Program in Kentucky brought out some in- 
teresting facts about the program.  The sign-up in the State had increased by 
eight percent over that of 1934, but by nearly 300 percent in the hill country 
of eastern Kentucky where Magoffin County set the pace by gaining from 78 con- 
tracts in 1934 to 648 in 1935. 78/ Getting the "woods-colts" 79./ flushed out 
of such contracts was a time consuming endeavor, but with suprisingly little 
overt hostility despite a reduction of 52.3 percent in hogs claimed in District 
six compared to the 28.4 percent state average. 80/ 

The State Corn-Hog Board of Review had the ticklish task of approving a 
corn yield per acre for each county which gave proper allowance for the possi- 
bility that the- corn acres taken out of production had a higher production than 
the average acreage of corn in the county. It was a neat exercise in judgement 
based on thin and suspect evidence. The summary shows, however, that the aver- 
age of the approved yield for each of the six Districts was higher than the 10- 
year average check yield.  However, when weighted by the corn acres in the al- 

SUMMARY OF KENTUCKY 1935 CORN-HOG PROGRAM 

:  1930 
. CENSUS 

CORN 
ACRES 
(000) 

NO. OF 
CONTRACTS 

CORN ACRES :YIELD PER ACRE NO. OF HOGS 

CROP 
REPT. 
DIST. 

CLAIMED 

(000) 

•APPROVED 

(000) 

% CLAIMED 
IS OF 

APPROVED 
(3 * 4) 

:CHECK 
.•YIELD 

APPROVED 
YIELD 

CLAIMED 

(000) 

APPROVED 

(000) 

% OF OVER- 
STATEMENT 

TXKEN OUT 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

1 318 4,254 167 164 102.4 22.5 23.4 29,658 23,360 21.2 

2 593 5.128 241 235 102.7 22.5 22.6 20,421 16,577 18.8 

3  , 809 8,048 284 278 102.2 22.8 23.6 41,102 29,061 29.2 

4  : 125 1,250 282 28 101.8 28.1 29.2 5,166 4,045 21.7 

5 376 3,981 93 92 101.7 29.8 30.7 18,052 14,329 20.6 

6  . 612 4,370 138 120 114.7 19.7 19.4 22,915 10,935 52.3 

STATE : 2,833 27,031 952 916 103.9 23.7 23.7 137,314 98,307 28.4 

78/ Letters, Brooks to Burkhead, August 30, 1935. 
79/ Local term for "illegitimate." 
80/  SRS files. 

SRS files. 
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lotment base, the average yield for the State as a whole was exactly the same 
as the check yield for the State.  Thus, although the State Board had allowed 
all but 24 of the 116 participating counties, a higher yield than their 10-year 
average, for the State as a whole the approved yield and check yield were the 
same.  This oddity occurred because the sign-up in Districts having a yield 
lower than the State yield was heavy enough to offset higher yields elsewhere. 

State C.H. Meeting, Louisville 

In August a State meeting of 300 Corn-Hog officials including county 
agents and committeemen, some from every county in the State; and others en- 
gaged in the Corn-Hog Program, was held in the Hotel Kentucky in Louisville, 
attended by Claude Wickard, Chief, Corn-Hog Section in Washington and by Guy 
Bush, Special Assistant to the Secretary, Arden McKee, a Wickard aide, and 
J. Joe Reed, Regional Supervisor for the area that included Kentucky.  There 
was much discussion and many questions, but in all, a very successful affair 
that cleared the air and resolved some of the problems that had been plaguing 
many people.  Joe Reed was particularly effective in answering questions from 
the floor, and that night during a post-mortem session in Wickard's hotel room, 
he complimented Joe on a job well done.  Wickard had arrived in Louisville that 
morning by train and not finding a taxi readily available, he grabbed his suit- 
case and started walking up the street to the Ag Estimates office several blocks 
away.  He hadn't gone far when he realized he was in a tough neighborhood, and 
indeed he was —the notorious, but legally recognized — Red Light District 
with its admixture of drunks, drug addicts, transient bums and hangers on around 
the area's main attractions.  Some rowdies had crowded Wickard off the sidewalk 
and when he arrived at the office, he was still quite hot under the collar. 
Being the strong, rugged, robust Indiana farmer that he was, such cavalier 
treatment did not set well at all.  After being assured that, all things con- 
sidered, he had come off pretty well, he was his usual genial self. 

That night in the hotel room Arden McKee, who looked more like a big city 
insurance agent than a large scale Iowa hog raiser, ''took" Mr. Royce in a deal 
the only way it could be done, by leaning hard on Mr. Royce's generous spirit 
and super-charged sense of honor.  Mr. Royce, like McKee, produced pedigreed 
hogs and Mr. McKee remarked casually that he would like to get a pair as found- 
ation breeding stock. "All right," Mr. Royce said, "come over to my farm in the 
Blue Grass, pick out what you want, and we will make a deal.'^ • '^No, I don't 
have time to do that ^^ Mr. McKee purred, "but I trust you, why don't you pick 
out a couple and send them to me/'  Mr. Royce looked a little askance, and 
rather hesitantly agreed he would do it.  The next day, Mr. Royce, his eyes 
twinkling and his broad face agleam with a bright grin remarked, "That damned 
McKee really hooked me, there is nothing I can do now but pick out two of my 
best pigs and send them to him as a gift!" 
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BOARD CALL TO WASHINGTON 

That autumn in November 1935, Brooks received his first "Board Call", 
that is, a summons to Washington to serve on the U.S. Crop Reporting Board and 
assist in preparing the official estimates of acreage, yield and production of 
some 50 crops for the Report released at 3 p.m. on November 10-  It was an in- 
teresting and educational experience to sit at the Board table with such as 
Becker, Royston, Shepard, Jones and Glenn Ray, and see the care and thorough- 
ness that went into finalizing the official estimates.  The most memorable 
aspect of the trip, however, was having his suitcase stolen from a locked car 
parked under a street light on 16th Street not far from the White House.  It 
was a major catastrophe as the suitcase contained just about all the clothes 
he owned in the world except those on his back.  The Sergeant on duty at the 
Police Station took a bored interest as he listlessly recorded the items stolen. 
When asked what the police were going to do about such an outrage, he replied 
"Nothing we can do.  There are hundreds of dollars worth of property stolen 
in this Precinct every night.  We just consider people dumb that let it happen 
to them." The haggles ruffled a bit at that, then Brooks reflected that the 
Sergeant was probably right.  Besides every dog is entitled to one bite, es- 
pecially if he is a police "dog." 

SUPREI'lE COURT INVALIDATES THE AAA, 1936 

Shortly after returning from Washington, notification came that Brooks was 
to replace Mr. Bryant as a member of the State Corn-Hog Board of Review.  Then 
on January 6, 1936, the Supreme Court, in the Hoosac Mills Case, declared the 
production control provisions of the AAA unconstitutional, thus bringing to an 
abrupt halt plans for the upcoming crop season.  It was a hard rap for the AAA 
staff throughout the country, and in the Louisville office alone, twenty-five 
people lost their jobs, at least for a time.  Despite hardships resulting to 
some of its personnel, actually the adverse Supreme Court decision served the 
AAA well as it gave the hastily constructed organization an opportunity to re- 
vamp its program, operating procedures, and staff in a more effective, long 
range form, and in line with legal requirements of the Court. 

During the three years, 1933-35, benefit payments totaling more than a 
billion dollars rolled throughout the agricultural economy causing the jingle 
of silver coins in pockets long muted by the Great Depression.  Every state got 
something, Maine and Rhode Island obtaining the least with only $6,000 each, and 
Texas the most with $132,777,000, for a national grand total of $1,108,323,000.81/ 
The Corn-Hog program led the way with rental and benefit paym.ents of $397 million, 
followed by cotton $333 million; Wheat, $256 million; Sugar, $57 million; Tobacco 
$53 million; Rice $9 million; and Peanuts, $2 million. 82/ 

81/ Agricultural Adjustment, 1933-35, p. 295, USDA, quoted in Three Years of 
the AAA,pp. 583-84. 
82/  Ibid, p. 585. 
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In discussing the impact of the Triple A, the authors of "A Century of 
Service" stated in part: 

''The fact that Congress, working with the Department and farm 
leaders, took immediate action to replace the Agricultural Adjust- 
ment Act is testimony to its political success. 

Farmers had enjoyed a striking increase in farm income during 
the period the Agricultural Adjustment Act had been in effect. 

Farm income in 1935 had increased by more than 50 percent over 
farm income during 1932.  Rental and benefit payments contributed 
about 25 percent of the amount by which the average cash farm in- 
come in the period 1933-35 exceeded the average cash farm income in 
1932.  The payments not only increased farm income but helped to 
even it out among regions and commodities, serving as a kind of in- 
surance for farmers in drought areas.  Farm prices of major commod- 
ities advanced markedly, but it is impossible to separate the effect 
of the program from the effects of the drought and to measure other 
complex factors such as the effect of processing taxes on prices re- 
ceived by farmers.  It is also impossible to measure the effect of 
the adjustment program on business recovery. — Modifications have 
been made in later programs of crop adjustment and in the committee 
system of administration, but the basic ideas of agricultural adjust- 
ment which were enacted into law in 1933 have survived periods of 
drought, of inflation, of war, of reconversion from war, and the 
changes in political party leadership in both the Congress and the 
executive branch of the Government." 83/ 

The Supreme Court ruling was, in a sense, an emancipation decree for the 
Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates as thereafter it was relieved of its 
previous strenuous and deleterious administrative functions.  However, it con- 
tinued to provide the AAA with county estimates of acreage, yield, and produc- 
tion of selected crops on a contract basis. 

RECORD DROUGHTS 1934 AND AGAIN IN 1936 

When Brooks left Iowa for Michigan in July 1934, his home town of Ottumwa, 
Iowa had the unwelcome distinction of having the highest temperature in the 
nation, 117 degrees.  That was simply a sizzling sample of the torrid heat that 
seared most of the Corn Belt and Great Plains all during that awful summer of 
1934. 

Beginning in the Dakotas in 1933, where precipitation between June 1933 and 
May 1934 was barely one-half of normal, 84/ the situation became increasingly 

83/ A Century of Service, p. 162. 
84/ Livestock Under the AAA, p. 192 by D. A. Fitzgerald, Brookings Institute, 
Washington, D.C., 1935. 
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severe and extensive as the drought continued in 1934 to spread inexorably into 
the Corn-Belt, onto the Great Plains and south through the Panhandles of Okla- 
homa and Texas.  Week after week throughout the summer and autumn, the drought 
continued unabated until on October 24, 1934, the last of "1,187 counties were 
listed as 'emergency' and 270 as 'secondary' drought counties—a total of 1,457. 
These blighted counties were located in every State west of the Mississippi 
River, except Washington, and in Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan". 85/ 
Incongruous as it may see, the "emergency area" included seven counties in 
Florida ravaged by floods caused by excessive rain. 86/ 

The intolerable, unrelenting heat, blistering hot winds, and ruinous dust 
storms that darkened the sky, spawned the migration of thousands of tormented 
people collectively labelled as "Okies" who formed the background for such books 
as "The Grapes of Wrath" by John Steinbeck. 

The Department of Agriculture organized quickly to try to cope with the 
impending desperate situation by establishing the Drought Relief Service on May 
21, 1934.  An aspect of this emergency agency was the Area Designation Committee, 
with members from the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and Federal Extension 
Service, authorized to "certify" counties as in primary and secondary emergency 
condition.  Statisticians from State offices served as members of Area Designa- 
tion Committees, made almost continous personal inspection surveys of critical 
areas, and conducted numerous special mail surveys to determine feed supplies, 
pasture and crop conditions.  Railroads reduced freight rates on "feed shipped 
into the drought area and on livestock shipped out of such areas to pasturage".87/ 
The Cattle Purchase Committee eventually bought 8,279,750 cattle of which 
1,481,164 were condemed and destroyed, leaving 6,798,586 disposed of through 
regular channels.  Total payments amounted to $111,543,268. 88/ 

The drought was the worst ever to hit this country 89/ and its effects 
were prolonged and incalcuable.  Despite the terrible economic losses, cruel 
hardships, heartbreak and general misery, humor managed to show through in the 
telling of such "true incidents" as this: 

'*In a farm community on the fringe of the worst stricken area, 
the people became increasingly alarmed about the deepening drought. 
Finally, it was decided to hold a meeting in the rural church and 
ask the preacher to pray for rain.  The meeting was held and the 
minister prayed long and persuasively.  As the crowd was dispersing 
dark clouds gathered, it began to sprinkle, then suddenly the rain 
was coming down in torrents, and kept it up for three days.  At last 
the downpour stopped and a couple of neighboring farmers were out 
looking over the damage which was extensive and sad to see.  Crops 
were destroyed, livestock drowned, buildings gone, fences piled up with 

85/ Ibid, p. 197. 
86/ Ibid, P- 201. 
87/ Ibid, P- 196 
88/ Ibid, P- 192. 
89/ Ibid, P- 192. 
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debris—devastation everywhere.  After awhile one of the farmers, 
dejected by the horrible scene, lamented to his friend, "That's 
what comes of asking somebody to pray for rain that doesn't know 
a dang thing about agriculture!" 

It did not seem possible that crippling drought would afflict the land so 
soon after the blight of 1934, but the indications were ominous in early spring 
of 1936, and worsened as the season progressed.  The Great Plains States were 
hardest hit, but critical conditions spread across the Mississippi River and 
into Kentucky.  In June, President Roosevelt made a swing through the area, 
stopping briefly at Lincoln's birthplace in Hodgenville, Kentucky.  He looked 
vigorous, healthy, and in good spirits, as the youthful, ebullient. Governor 
A. B. "Happy" Chandler squired him around. 

A State Drought Committee was established for Kentucky and Brooks was de- 
signated a member.  This assignment meant extensive travel throughout the sum- 
mer as he roamed the worst stricken areas reviewing conditions prior to meeting 
with the Drought Committee in Lexington each week to decide on which counties, 
if any, should be declared in the "disaster relief area." The Extension Service 
members of the State Drought Committee could obtain updated information on the 
crop situation in any county through its agricultural agent, and its District 
Supervisor, but the only basis a statistician had for appraising the situation, 
aside from returns from special mail surveys, and therefore, to cast an intelli- 
gent vote in the weekly Committee meetings, was to go see for himself. 

The designation of a county as being in the primary emergency area was 
eagerly sought by drought ridden farmers as it enabled them to participate in 
the Federal Government's relief programs that "included reduced freight rates, 
making livestock, feed and transportation loans, and cattle and sheep purchase 
programs." 90/  The determination of whether a county should be included in the 
disaster category involved tenuous judgements as often it was very difficult to 
decide how much of the county was in critical conditions.  By the end of the 
1936 crop season, 1,194 counties in 25 states had been officially declared in the 
drought areas, including most of the western half of Kentucky. 

President Roosevelt was convinced that, "it is time to begin using the 
economic principle of insurance to lessen the financial and human costs of 
drought in the future." 91/  Out of this conviction developed the Federal Crop 
Insurance Corporation for which the Crop Reporting Service was called on to 
provide a continuing series of estimates of yields per acre of specified crops. 

The Pennsylvania "Dutch" have a saying that the "hurryder I am, the behinder 
I get."  This truism was demonstrated on a survey trip to western Kentucky during 
the drought.  Anxious to get back to Louisville as soon as possible. Brooks de- 
cided not to take either the regular paved, but serpentine road along the Ohio 
River, nor the southern route which was somewhat longer, but instead to try a 

90/  Century of Service, p. 170. 
91/  Ibid, p. 171. 
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middle course. This was the most direct route, but not paved nor v/ell graded. 
Progress was excellent, however, and he was congratulating himself on his good 
judgment when he noticed a long line of cars stopped in front of him. Investi- 
gation developed that it was a funeral procession cued up waiting to cross the 
Green River on a small ferry barge. The hearse and two other cars were just 
departing, and it was obvious to Brooks that he was in for a long tedious wait 
with nothing for diversion except to throw rocks at roadside trees. 

ESTIMATING TOBACCO PRODUCTION 

Estimating the acreage, yield, and production of the six types of tobacco 
produced in Kentucky was a fascinating activity, and Brooks succumbed to its 
lure.  The all important function of the State Statistician was to estimate the 
production of Burley tobacco with precision just prior to the opening of the 
Burley markets in December.  It was no easy problem and a significant overesti- 
mate would have brought screams of protest from tobacco growers as in their 
minds prices otherwise would have been higher.  The 225,000 acres of Burley to- 
bacco was produced by some 125,000 growers in all 120 counties of Kentucky, with 
an average of only 1.8 acres per farm.  Tobacco was the growers main cash crop 
and set their standard of living.  The acreage for the State stayed rather con- 
stant from year to year, but the yield per acre made wide swings in response, 
primarily, to fluctuating amounts, and variable patterns of rainfall during 
the growing season. 

The 1936 Burley crop was particularly difficult to appraise because of un- 
certainty as to the effects of the prolonged and severe  drought.  Mr. Bryant 
and his assistant toured the main Burley producing areas several times discussing 
crop prospects with farmers, county agents and tobacco marketers, and examining 
growing crops in many fields.  In late November they made one more round as the 
crop had been in the curing barns for several weeks and, presumedly, farmers 
would have a rather definite idea as to what the yield had been.  They found 
pessimism everywhere, especially among some of the most experienced growers and 
warehousemen.  Mr. Bryant thought the pessimistic reports were exaggerated, and 
was confident that the poundage would be much higher than the consensus opinion 
indicated.  He based his conclusion primarily on the belief that a dry weather 
crop weighs out heavier than one produced under wet weather conditions, and that 
the pessimists were not making sufficient allowance for this factor.  During a 
dry season the plants do not grow as high as usual and the leaves are smaller; 
but they are well knit, and weigh heavier when cured, than they appear while in 
the field.  When all the crop was finally sold, and actual weight of the mar- 
keted crop known, Mr. Bryant's forecast of Burley production, published months 
earlier in the December 10 Crop Report in Washington, was phenomenally close. 
Sometime later at a Farm Bureau banquet, addressed by Senator Alben Barkley, a 
county agent remarked that he had won a suit of clothes when some tobacco dealer 
bet him that Mr. Bryant's estimate was more than ten percent off. 

Interest in every phase of tobacco production and marketing led Brooks in 
1937, to raise a small patch of Burley tobacco (about the size his grandfather 
used to raise for his own consumption), on some property owned by Harve Mobley's 
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younger brother, Joe.  Also to write a pamphlet-size narrative entitled, ''Bur- 
ley Tobacco From Seed to Cigarette."  These were fun things done in off-hours 
to nourish his interest in, and broaden his knowledge of, an absorbing facet of 
the office program. 

Hal F. Bryant had a skeptical mind.  He was never satisfied to accept the 
apparent at face value — he always wanted to probe deeper to see what was under 
that rock or behind that facade.  This attitude of mind may have been engender- 
ed or perhaps merely shaped, by his experiences as a young man when he worked 
as a cub-reporter for the Lexington Herald and learned that things were not 
always what they seemed.  He was an excellent writer, an ability never fully ex- 
ploited.  He also was a story teller par-excellence — not the vaudeville type 
— but instead an amused chronicler of "true" incidents that had a humorous twist. 
A favorite tale dealt with one of his fond situations, the comeuppance of an 
arrogant person.  It seems that during World War I limited gasoline supplies 
forced the restriction of sales in the Louisville area only to persons with of- 
ficial permits to purchase.  A certain gentleman from Lexington, well known for 
his exalted sense of self-esteem, decided to go for a ride on a Sunday after- 
noon, and near Louisville discovered his gasoline tank needed replenishing. 
Pulling into a gas station he ordered the young attendant to "fill it up."  The 
man hesitated, then asked, "Do you have a permit to buy gasoline?"  "A permit?" 
"Hell no, I don't have a permit, but I need gasoline, fill it up!" The young 
man, a little nettled, replied, "I'm sorry, sir, but I can't sell you any gas 
unless you have a permit."  The would be customer pulled himself up to his full 
height and snapped, "Young man, do you know who I am?  I am A. Randolph Bullitt 
of Lexington!" 

By that time, the young station attendant had had enough, and replied, 
"Mister, I don't give a damn if you are A. Cannon Ball from Hell, I'm not going 
to sell you any gas!" 92/ 

THE GREAT OHIO VALLEY FLOOD, 1937 

In January of 1937 a warm current of air from the South collided with a 
mass of cold air from the North over the Ohio Valley, and they were suspended 
there for several weeks.  The result was days on end of torrential rains fol- 
lowed by a massive and wide-spread flood all along the Ohio River from Pitts- 
burg to Cairo and on down the Mississippi River.  Louisville was particularly 
hard hit as practically all of the business area was inundated and for days 
boats were the only means of transportation, even residential areas two miles 
from the river's normal channel had to use boats to move about.  Electricity was 
knocked out for six weeks, but household gas kept flowing throughout, and water 
supplies were adequate, although restricted to essential purposes.  Rescue forces 
rushed in from as far away as Canada in response to the urgent appeal broadcast 
by radio hour after hour "Send a Boat!" 

92/  Personal interview with H. F. Bryant, 
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When the flood waters started to recede after a few days, the Ag Estimates' 
office staff managed, one way or another, to get to the office, and with meager 
heat and light, and without the use of electric calculators, began making mail 
surveys to afflicted farm areas to ascertain the extent of damage to crops, 
livestock, farm structures, and equipment.  Mr. Bryant and Brooks also took the 
government car and cruised the worst hit rural areas.  They were convinced that 
despite pockets of severe damage all along the Ohio River and its tributaries, 
the loss of actual crops in storage would be only a fraction of the State's 
total.  Many livestock were drowned, causing great financial loss to individual 
farmers, but again not a high percentage of State totals.  Fortunately in Ken- 
tucky, not many crops were growing in February, otherwise losses would have been 
much more extensive.  Reports were made accordingly, but newspaper accounts 
continued to use much more dramatic data.  Experience with devastating floods, 
droughts and fires has demonstrated rather clearly that local officials always 
call for the "facts,*' but actually they want nothing of the kind.  Their real 
desire is for the biggest figure possible of the extent of the loss — "shock 
statistics" that will help obtain State and Federal Grants, Red Cross aid, and 
inspire generous contributions from the public at home and abroad. 

After the initial pressures had eased a bit and delayed reports had been 
completed and dispatched, Mr. Bryant wrote an account of the situation to the 
Washington office which was published, in part, in the BAE News for February 15, 
1937, under the Heading: 

CROP ESTIMATES OFFICE WORKS WITH COAL OIL HEAT AND LATERN LIGHT 

The Louisville office of the Division of Crop and Livestock 
Estimates resumed work in its office in the Custom House Building 
under somewhat trying conditions early this month, after temporary 
interruptions of activities during the height of the flood.  But 
Hal F. Bryant, Statistician for Kentucky wired on February 3 that 
all the general records and most of the miscellaneous records of 
the office had been saved, and he was able to make his general 
monthly crop report to Washington on time and had to delay the com- 
plete livestock report only a little.  When forwarding data on 
February 6, Mr. Bryant wrote to D. A. McCandliss, acting in charge 
of the Division: 

"I am sorry these had to be a little later than I had planned 
but the weather has been right wet down here.  The Custom House 
steps and plaza were in use as a boat landing station and the first, 
second, and third basements all were under water, with water some 35 or 
40 feet deep over our heating plant, light wires, and phone wires. 
As soon as the water went down enough, I reassembled our little 
force from Kentucky and Indiana refugee points, received your kind 
permission to buy four little coal oil heaters to take off a little 
of the chill in this cold and wet building, and have started the 
sheets of data to you as soon as practicable.  I trust that they 
will be prepared beginning Monday, and forwarded as rapidly as 
possible. 
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Conditions here have been very bad.  There was a good deal of 
exaggeration and hysteria published outside, yet the worst probably 
never will be published.  However, the people are starting in brave- 
ly rebuilding and the city's business soon will be moving more or 
less normally.  The river still is about eight feet above flood 
stage with considerable city areas still under, but the heart of the 
city is out of street water and basements are being pumped out as 
fast as the river falls.  We are still without heat or light and 
will be for some time but will continue working unless it gets too 
cold for our little coal oil heaters to make it possible to work. 

All our force now are on the job.  Several of the Tobacco 
Section's clerks also were salvaged and are standing by, helping 
us as best they can.  All of our general records, most of miscel- 
laneous minor tabulations and most of our supplies, were saved 
before the water got so high in the upper basement as to stop the 
salvage work. 

Of course everything is in a terrible confusion around the 
offices, piles heiter skelter, but we shall work it down in proper 
assortment for storage and filing as rapidly as possible*** 

P.S. - Excuse errors.  Only one lantern for light." 

Contributions by employee's of the U.S. Department of Agriculture to the 
Red Cross Flood Relief Fund, as a whole, amounted to $10,000 of which $1,400 
came from BAE personnel. 

There were some who maintained that the disaster that struck Louisville 
had been sent by a wrathful Providence fed up with the evil ways of the city. 
It was pointed out that Louisville was dotted with whiskey distilleries, and 
cigarette manufacturing plants, had a thriving racetrack (Churchill Downs) in- 
side the city limits, and worst of all, an officially recognized red-light 
district extending for blocks along 7th Street through the heart of the town. 
Other people, less prone to point accusing fingers, thought they detected a 
flaw in this concept of a Providence inspired holocaust as every downtown re- 
ligious edifice — Catholic, Protestant, and Jew — had flood waters up over 
the pews whereas the only high and dry portion of that vast area of the city 
was the Red-light district and the City Hall, itself no high rise citadel of 
virtue. 

AREA CONFAB, CAIRO, 1937 

Not long after Verne Church had opened an office in Michigan in 1914, he 
suggested to George C. Bryant in Indiana and Captain J. L. Cochrum in Ohio that 
they get together on a weekend in a central spot, like Toledo, Ohio to discuss 
mutual problems and possible solutions. 93/  Thus, was inaugurated the practice 
of Area Confabs where Stats in adjoining or nearby States, get together once a 
year or so at a convenient time and place to mull over their difficulties, check 

93/  Verne Church Memoirs, SRS files. 
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on the "grapevine**, and get better acquainted.  In the fall of 1937, such a 
Confab was held in Cairo, Illinois attended by E. A. Logan, SIC, Missouri, and 
his new assistant, Alfred Brittain; A. J. Surratt, SIC, Illinois; Minor Justin, 
SIC, Indiana, and his assistant. Bob Straszheim, and H. F. Bryant, SIC, and 
his assistant. Brooks, from Kentucky.  E. A. Logan, whose nephew Kenny Logan 
worked for the Crop Reporting Service for many years, was credited with giving 
on December 21, 1922 the first radio broadcast of a Crop Report. 94/ Thereafter, 
his Crop Report was broadcast monthly from Jefferson City, Missouri. 94A/ 

Cairo, located on a tip of land where the Beautiful Ohio and Mighty Miss- 
issippi converge had been a thriving trade center when steamboats were the prin- 
cipal means of transportation in the region.  With the coming of the railroad, 
river traffic declined to a trickle and Cairo had long since drifted into being 
a somnambulant village gliding down the years in dignified repose.  The Chamber 
of Commerce, though, found something worthwhile to carry on its official sta- 
tionery — "Cairo is the Winter Home of the Canadian Goose." 

The little coterie of agricultural statisticians put up at the venerable 
Halliday House, built before the Civil War, where General Grant's room was still 
preserved as it was when he used the hostelry in 1862 as headquarters when plan- 
ning his successful attacks on Fort Henry and Fort Donelson in Kentucky.  In 
steamboat days, Cairo had been an oasis for southern planters who brought their 
cotton to the thriving market to sell, stayed at the Halliday House, bought 
supplies which were locked in basement storerooms for safekeeping and the key 
given to the Desk Clerk with instructions to "send somebody to find me when the 
return boat arrives, because I am going on a spree!*' 

A wooden frame structure frequently renovated and added to over the years, 
the Halliday House was a labyrinth of halls, nooks, cubby-holes and crannies. 
When Mr. Bryant and Brooks reached their room the older man looked out the win- 
dow and peered up and down the hall.  "What's up?" his companion queried. 
"Looking for the best way to get out of here in case of fire," he replied. 
Brooks didn't say anything, but thought to himself, "Aw heck, the boss is worry- 
ing about nothing, as usual." 

In the lobby was a sure-enough attraction—a wooden model of an old time 
river steamboat—six feet long, two feet wide and three feet high.  It had been 
hooked to electricity so that the sternwheel turned, the lights gleamed and the 
ship's bell rang.  This marvel of craftsmanship and ingenuity had been enter- 
taining hotel guests for decades.  At times it would be placed in a commodious 
basin of water in the dining room where the splashing of water caused by the re- 
volving stern wheel seemed to add a measure of refreshing coolness in the swelt- 
ering heat.  Some years later when Brooks was working in Washington, he talked 
to Smithsonian archivists about acquiring the Halliday House steamboat model as 

94/   Omnibus. 
94A/  Boradcasting by State Ag Statisticians of Crop Reports had been urged 
by J. C. Gilbert, Specialist in Market Extension and relayed to the field 
offices of the Crop Reporting Service by Leon M. Estabrooke on April 29, 1922, 
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an exhibit.  They expressed interest and at his request, Andy Surratt, SIC, 
Illinois broached the subject to the manager of the Halliday House who said he 
would give the steamboat model to the Smithsonian if they would pay freight 
charges.  Before arrangements could be completed, the Halliday House went up in 
flames destroying the riverboat model and practically everything in the tinder- 
box hotel. 

The little conclave of statisticians had an enjoyable Saturday evening and 
Sunday morning with lots of talk about AAA experiences, office operating pro- 
cedures, interstate gossip, and the sins of omission and commission perpetrated 
by the Washington office. 

Justin and Straszheim had interrupted a corn yield survey to attend the 
Confab and proudly explained their system.  They had carefully studied the var- 
ious sizes of ears of corn and set up a classification consisting of an "aver- 
age'* ear weighing 11.2 ounces, because it took 100 of these ears to equal one 
bushel.  Larger and smaller ears were equated to the 11.2 ounce ear to represent 
3/4 ear, 1 1/4 ear, etc.  Justin and Straszheim would count a 100 foot strip with 
each taking the row on either side of the middle.  On the way back they would 
reverse their rows and recount as a check on each other.  The row space was 42 
inches wide.  When arrived back at the office, the weights were computed and a 
yield per acre determined.  This "objective yield" provided another indication 
and helped sharpen their judgment yields made along the way. 

The little get-together in Cairo was a mild, but very enjoyable affair and 
a useful morale builder.  If anybody imbibed alcoholic beverages, there is no 
recollection of it. 
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE3 ST. LOUIS> 1938 

During March 21-25, 1938 a National Conference of Agricultural Stats was 
held in the DeSoto Hotel in St. Louis, Missouri.  Attending were the Stats-in- 
Charge and their Assistant Statisticians, a large delegation from the Washington 
office, and an assortment of representatives from sister agencies in the Depart- 
mentment, in all some 150 men.  Whenever a scheduled agenda meeting was not in 
progress day or night, Ag. Stats, filled the lobby to overflowing, standing in 
little clusters engaged in animated conversation. 

A puzzled elevator girl couldn't understand.  "Why don't they sit down or 
go to their rooms or out on the town or something?  They just stand there and 
talk and talk."  And so they did.  They had much to talk about.  The field men 
at the Conference were, as Virgil Childs, SIC, Texas, described them — ''battle 
scarred veterans."  For five tumultuous years they had struggled manfully to 
perform the hurculean tasks laid on them by new, diverse and complex projects 
that seemed to emanate almost daily from the Washington office.  They had audit- 
ed and adjusted corn-hog contracts, served on State wheat boards, cotton boards, 
tobacco boards, rice and sugar boards, made drought surveys in withering heat 
during two searing summers; scurried out to report effects of killing frosts, 
corn borer infestations, and grasshopper plagues; survived disastrous floods 
and appraised the ghastly damage, made county estimates out of paltry indica- 
tions, and supported them staunchly before innumerable irate county committees; 
they had tramped the highways and biways of their states making a pretest of 
the upcoming 1940 Census of Agriculture, they had gone the second mile and way 
beyond in a round-the-clock effort to meet the demands made upon them.  Not a 
man but had his tale of woe to tell, and he told it and told it and told it. 
Mae West was appearing in person at a nearby theater and a few stats drifted 
away to gaze upon that ageless hunk of pulchritude; then, feeling a bit guilty 
and worried least they had missed something, they hurried back to rejoin the 
endless talkfest.  These off-hour informal gab sessions were, in actuality, 
simply an extension of the official Conference meetings where hour after hour 
from early morning until late at night one man after another — 86 in all — 
gave a prepared paper concerning the intricate details of some aspect of the 
agency's multifaceted program.  Other participants like Jack Whitaker and John 
Dennee chaired special group sessions, and everybody in attendance, at some 
point in the proceedings, got to his feet to counter some statement, make an 
inpromptu speech promoting his pet idea, blast some actual or proposed project, 
or heckle the Washington office for allowing the workload on field offices to 
increase to intolerable limits. 

Grievances and Grumbling 

Reading the Conference Proceedings after many years have passed conjures 
up the image of irrasible fiery-faced Paul Kirk, SIC, Minnesota, a patriarch of 
the Old Order, his thatch of thinning white hair shaking with dissent, as gest- 
uring with his pipe, declared:  "To consider the U.S. Census or any other Census, 
as final, or even as a base from which no flexibility is allowed, is an irides- 
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cent dream." 95/ Or the stout, sharp minded, blunt spoken. Minor Justin, State 
Stat for Indiana laying it on the line:  "Except as a step towards socialistic 
planning, the forecasting of income for farmers would not seem to have any ob- 
viously useful place among governmental activities." 96/  Or the drawn faces of 
such mild-mannered and normally pleasant men like Dick Ross, State Stat for 
Idaho and his colleague from Texas, Virgil Childs taking the Washington office 
to task for piling on work without adequate staffing and for Board policies in 
changing field commodity recommendations.  Ross, in his talk on "Prices Received 
by Farmers" devoted three pages to "Field Office Grievances."  Childs, in dis- 
cussing problems in meeting the continuing demand for county estimates "in the 
face of a reduction in personnel" said, "This leads one to wonder if this tre- 
mendous job is not taken too much for granted by Washington officials — this, 
or any continuous program of helpful data, will call for constant and aggressive 
action on the part of our Washington office." 

The previous five years had been an excruciating experience for people in 
the Crop Reporting Service and in particular for the State offices whose "reg- 
ular" program, many stats felt> had been all but scuttled by unfamiliar and 
often unwelcome projects.  In the process old ways had gone overboard, staffs 
had been augmented, but not the SIC's thought in proportion to the workload, 
new and complex, technical, and operating procedures had to be devised and ab- 
sorbed, and always there was the pressure of short deadlines and galling criti- 
cism from irritated patrons who, as FDR said, had recovered enough to "start 
throwing their crutches at the Doctor!" 97/ 

Despite the serious, almost somber atmosphere, a few things tended to re- 
lieve the strain at the Conference.  One of these was a doggeral entitled "The 
Goat" submitted by a Texas goat ranch reporter and quoted by F.E. Finley, Live- 
stock Statistician from Texas in his talk at the Conference.  It seemed remark- 
ably in tune with the baleful 1930's—hurting but laughing too. 

The Goat 98/ 

A year ago 
His mohair coat 
Was of no use 
Except to the goat, 

His owner slipped 
Into town at night. 
To get his mail 
Quite out of sight. 

The whole goat sold 
For just two bits: 
Not enough for 
Two pints of "Schlitz." 

The New Deal brought 
A financial dawn. 
Hard times no more— 
They are "going-gone, 

95/ Conference of Ag. Stat, St. Louis, 1938, p. 23. 
96/ Conference of Ag. Stat, St. Louis, 1938, p. 79. 
97/ Roosevelt Campaign Speech, Chicago, 111., October 14, 1936, 
98/ St. Louis Conference Proceedings, p. 200. 
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Behold the goat! The goat now eats 
He's up—not down; Alfalfa hay, 
His mohair brings And not the cans 
Four bits a pound. Of yesterday. 

His owner rides 
In motor cars; 
Drinks "suds^' from bottles 
And not from jars. 

Joseph A Becker, undergoing a lonely, but successful seige to regain his 
health at Lake Saranac, New York was unable to attend the Conference, but made 
his presence felt with a piece he submitted called "The Agricultural Statistician/* 
The article described qualifications, duties, frustrations and way of life of a 
"Typical Ag. Stat." of that day.  It was cleverly done and is still quoted oc- 
casionally.  According to Becker an agricultural statistician must: "have an 
agricultural background; have 'figure sense'; be physically rugged; be a hor- 
ticulturist; plant pathologist; entomologist; meteorrologist; know animal hus- 
bandry, understand marketing processes, be an economist; be a trained statis- 
tician; be a journalist and publicist; have the instinct of leadership; be 
known to all important persons in the field of agriculture and related industries; 
be a diplomat; be a psychologist, must believe in his work, be loyal to his or- 
ganization; he 'sees all, hears all, knows all' and is above all a most rugged 
performer when the road is roughest." 

Joe Becker was in charge of the Wisconsin office prior to transferring to 
the Washington office in 1925 where he became a leader in technical aspects of 
the Agency's work.  He had a methodical, analytical approach to problems that 
served him well in handling estimating methodology and procedures, and apprais- 
ing research projects.  He served as Director of the Division of Crop and Live- 
stock Estimates from 1935 to 1937 until his health broke down, occasioned in 
part at least, by the strain and frustrations of administrative responsibilities. 
His health recovered, he returned to the Agency and served as Chairman of the 
Crop Reporting Board until he transferred to the Foreign Agricultural Service 
in the Department in 1944. 

The Omnibus Rolls Again 

A special Conference edition of The Omnibus — house organ of the Twenties 
— was prepared that was reminiscent of the issues gotten out periodically by 
that noted raconteur and skilled penman, Charles E. Gage, when he was a laborer 
in the Crop Estimates vineyard.  The new version was thoroughly enjoyed and vows 
were made that the renovated bus would be kept running, but neither the time nor 
the talent appeared to accomplish the feat. 

Charlie Gage, was the epitome of urbanity and suavity of manner, a man of 
great personal charm and rare wit.  He inaugurated The Omnibus in July 1923 when 
he was Head of the Field Service to replace the the more mundane Field Aid notes, 
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and the like.  Gage wanted a vehicle for establishing and maintaining rapport 
and conimunication v/ith Field people, and christened his new medium The Omnibus 
because, "the dictionary defines the word omnibus thus:  'covering a full col- 
lection of objects; embracing many cases.'" His "quiet, infectious good humor 
as J. H. Jacobson, SIC, Idaho expressed it, permeated the flow of nevjs, instruc- 
tions, hints and new wrinkles, impending transfers, budget items, notes about 
travelers—the wheat and chaff of everyday life of the Crop Reporting Service. 
According to Nat Murray, he "couldn't think of a better columnist in the United 
States than Mr. Gage".  For years the whole organization reveled in the bicker- 
ing matches that went on continuously between Dr. Raucous, "eminent economist" 
and Col. Figgers, "dean of the Statisticians", both figments of the impish mind 
of "Uncle Charlie" Gage. 

3#%. ,1 

^ 

Dr. Raucous Col. Figgers 

On one occasion the Omnibus carried an announcement that on December 18, 
19—, a new, nine pound Jr. Statistician, Norman Richardson Collins, had been 
"appointed" to assist H. L. Collins, SIC, Colorado, and that the following 
conversation reportedly had been over-heard between Col. Figgers and Dr. Raucous 
which, of course, had ended with a barb. 

Dr. Raucous:  I understand Statistician Collins has a new 
son. 

I presume he will turn out to be just another 
Statistician. 

Col. Figgers: Wrong, as usual.  From all I hear he will be an 
economist.  His voice is very raucous. 

It turned out that Col. Figgers was "right as usual" as Norman R. Collins 
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did become an economist and in 1976 was a top official of the Ford Foundation 
in New York. 98A/ 

The amiable tours of The Omnibus ended when Mr. Gage left the Crop Report- 
ing Service in 1929 to take charge of the newly established Tobacco Branch.  He 
confessed that his departure was due, to a degree, to the realization that the 
work of the Crop Reporting Service was becoming increasingly technical, and 
may have been hastened by his participation as a student in Dr. Sarle's cele- 
brated intensive training school in 1927-28. 99/ 

Uncle" Charlie Gage, creator and conductor of "The Omnibus", c. 1940. 

98A/  When attending a Conference of the International Association of Agricul- 
tural Economists in Minsk, USSR in 1970, Collins took a picture of a line of 
Russians cued up at an outdoor market, was arrested and kept at the police 
station for two hours.  He refused to sign a statement confessing wrong doing 
and was finally released; A few days later when preparing to depart from Moscow, 
his brief case containing his passport, air-line ticket and extra funds was 
stolen and he had to stay over in Russia until the American Embassy was finally 
able to obtain replacements for his losses.  The connection between these two 
incidents is not established. 
99/  The original sketches of Dr. Raucous and Col. Figgers are on p. 7 of the 
August 2, 1926 issue of The Omnibus. 
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Some Proposed New Projects 

A number of projects were in the gestation stage during the Conference, in- 
cluding a proposal for an Annual Sample Census of Agriculture; a possibility of 
the Market News Service becoming a part of the Division of Crop and Livestock 
Estimates and a hope that objective yield surveys could become an integral part 
of the estimating procedures.  A few exerpts from the paper given by Dr. C. F. 
Sarle, in Charge, Research Section, will indicate some of the work being done. 

"Research to date (on a Sample Census) has been along two dif- 
ferent lines—first, to determine comparative administrative costs 
of alternative methods, and; second, to determine the statistical 
reliability and accuracy of alternative methods.  — In Alabama, 
where an annual sample census including only a small percentage of 
the farms in each county has been taken since 1927, four different 
methods of sampling were tried out in October 1937 to determine 
comparative costs.  The four methods of sampling used were — 

1. A route sample, with the number of farms an enumerator 
could take in one day as the sampling unit. 

2. A section sample, with the number of farms having their 
farmsteads within a section of land the sampling unit. 

3. A section sample, with the land falling within the bound- 
aries of a section forming the sampling unit, and with 
livestock taken for each farmer interviewed. 

4. The individual farm sample, the individual farm selected 
from local assessor's tax rolls. 

With all four methods, the sample units were selected according 
to the principles of stratified random selection. 

A study is underway in 19 counties in Indiana, Wisconsin, Minne- 
sota, Iowa and Kansas (States having annual assessors' census) to 
determine— 

1. The statistical accuracy of a stratified random sample 
of farms falling within 4-section blocks compared with 
^ ^Q^te sample of an equivalent number of farms selected 
by judgment of the statistician, using soil maps and other 
information. 

2. The comparative statistical efficiency of three different 
sizes of sampling units stratified by townships and ran- 
domized.  These units are: 

(a) Farms having farmsteads falling within 4- 
section blocks. 

(b) Farms having farmsteads falling in blocks 
of four separate single sections. 

(c) An equivalent number of individual farms. 

A study of farm data obtained from aerial surveys made by the 
AAA for a few counties also is under way.  This is part of a study 
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to determine the best way of using such data as a basis for county 
estimates, which includes the problem of sampling the non-partici- 
pating farms." 

It should be obvious from these few examples that the exertions and dis- 
tractions caused by the terrible droughts and the New Deal farm programs were 
not to be allowed to stymie the concurrent drive to find modern ways and tools 
to do a better job of crop estimating.  Not with Callander and Sarle in the 
drivers' seats. 

Market News Service 

S. R. Newell chaired a BAE Committee that was considering the establishment 
of a Marketing Statistics Section in the Bureau.  He explained the proposal: 

"There has been more or less confusion in the minds of some as 
to the basic reasons for the establishment of a Marketing Statistics 
Section in the Bureau. — The clearest explanation may be presented 
by first considering the organization of the two large statistics- 
gathering organizations, the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates 
and the six market news services.  The principal job of the Division 
of Crop and Livestock Estimates is estimating the volume of farm 
production.  The principal job of the Market News Service is to re- 
port the market for farm products.  Between the farm and the market 
there is a large field of activity involving transportation, storage, 
processing and manufacturing.  It was in this field that we had more 
or less confusion.  In other words, we had established facilities 
for collecting statistics at each end of the line but had left the 
middle unorganized.  This new marketing statistics section now fills 
that gap." 

The proposal aborted at the time, but later parts of it, including the Cold 
Storage program were transferred to the Division. 

Prospects for Objective Yield Surveys 

Arnold J. King, Agricultural Statistician, discussed prospects of utilizing 
objective yield surveys under the title, "Possibilities of Objective Methods of 
Forecasting and Estimating Yield per Acre."  This was a realistic appraisal, 
made in 1938, nearly forty years ago, of the probable utilization of objective 
measures in the crop estimating program and he concluded: 

"There is apparently no fundamental difficulty in obtaining 
an unbiased estimate of yield based upon samples of the standing 
crop before harvest, provided all the attributes of yield can be 
definitely defined and thereby permit the use of an objective 
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sampling technique. But research is needed to ascertain the most 
efficient size and shape of sampling unit that should be used, as 
well as the most efficient method of selecting the fields and the 
location of the sampling units within the fields. 

More objective methods of forecasting the yields can be based 
upon (1) factors that constitute the crop's environment and (2) 
observations of the growing crop.  Since each method is probably 
not sufficient in itself, the best forecast will probably involve 
both types of observations.  Even then, the Bureau will have to be 
constantly on the alert to detect other factors that may come into 
the picture and that may not have been considered in any preassigned 
set of observations." 100/ 

Not that anything really new was anticipated as years before the Omnibus 
issue of July 16, 1925 had warned that there is: 

NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN 

"Every few days we discover something which appears to us as 
entirely new, but Solomon 'in all his glory' said, thousands of 
years ago, 'There is nothing new under the sun.' 

Our D. A. McCandliss and B. B. Smith had brought to us, we all 
thought, a brand new discovery.  But the Egyptians (as related by 
Heroditus) and before that historian's time, beat them to it, for 
they, too, had a meter for measuring crop production and by mathe- 
matical deductions probably did something similar to the Smith 
multiple correlations and were also able to tell what the crops 
would be before the seed was ever put into the ground.  This famous 
system was based upon a ' NILOMETER \  Many columns were located at 
regular points in the Nile Valley, which recorded precisely the 
rise of the water in the annual overflows, even the height of the 
water in the irrigation canals was recorded.  The measurements were 
according to the cubit and cubit subdivisions.  These marked columns 
were ' NILOMETERS'. 

The Egyptians correlated the rise of the water with the yield 
for that year and built up data from which they forecasted yields 
from any given height of the overflow of the Nile.  This crop esti- 
mating scheme was in use a long time before the Christian era and 
down to comparatively recent centuries." 

Meet George Christian Edler 

A new employee, who was to have a long and distinguished career in the 
Service, made his appearance at the St. Louis Conference.  George C. Edler had 
been involved in the seed business since graduation in 1911 from the University 

100/  Proceedings, St. Louis Conference, 1938, p. 299, SRS files, 
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of Illinois in agronomy and went to work for the L. C. Brown Seed Company.  Later 
he shifted to the Albert Dickinson Seed Company in Minnesota where for four years 
he was a traveling salesman and buyer.  In 1916 he joined the Office of Markets 
and Rural Agriculture in its Division of Hay, Feed and Seed Division, headed by 
W. A. Wheeler.  For the next twenty-two years, Edler, as Investigator in Seed 
Marketing, was responsible for releases on seed stocks for that agency.  He 
became thoroughly familiar with the seed industry and frequently conferred with 
State Statisticians such as Andy Surratt, Illinois, and Paul Kirk, Minnesota. 
In 1938 the decision was made to transfer George Edler and his seed reporting 
function to the Crop Reporting Service.  This was a sensible change as it elim- 
inated duplication of reports, brought a recognized seed expert into the Crop 
Reporting Service, and gave him access to the ubiquitous field staff to help 
keep abreast, of the sprawling, spotted, erratic, and varied seed crops.  A year 
later Edler acquired an assistant, a large framed, energetic young man from 
Nebraska, Tom Kuzelka, who shared Edler's enthusiasm for the seed estimating 
profession, (and sports) until 1962 when he left Washington to become SIC for 
Montana. lOOA/ 

A Night for Jr. Statisticians 

A feature of the Conference Program was a night for some 20 Jr. Statisti- 
cians to make recommendations for improvement of the Service. These 5 minute 
talks ran the gamut of predictable topics and suggestions until John L. Wilson, 
Dairy Statistician, one of the last of the group to speak, got his turn. After 
mentioning a number of the suggestions made by preceding speakers, he expressed 
surprise that no one had mentioned the need "for more and better looking secre- 
taries!" 

Crop-Weather Reports 

Weather reports had been issued since 1814 by various government agencies, 
but in 1872 the Signal Service published a "Weekly Weather Chronicle," a two- 
page general summary of national weather.  A national report has continued since 
that time under various names, but in 1924 it acquired its current title "Week- 
ly Weather and Crop Bulletin," 101/ a cooperative project between the Crop 
Reporting Service and the Weather Bureau. 102/ 

The genesis of State weekly crop-weather reports was claimed by Edward C. 
Paxton, SIC, Utah-Nevada in 1916 and is worth recording as it is indicative of 
the maneuvers and strategies used in 1916 by a man determined to get an idea 
adopted by his superiors, the same stratagems that were no doubt used in the 
year 1016, and in all likelihood will be similarly employed in 2016.  But first 

lOOA/  Interview with George C. Edler. 
101/  Weekly Weather and Crop Bulletin, Special Centennial Edition, September 
1972, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Environmental Data 
Service, and USDA, SRS, p. 4. 
102/   Ibid, p. 4. 
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a word about the man — the man with an idea.  Edward C. Paxton, was born in 
Garnett, Kansas across the street from Paul Kirk, "a political appointee of 
Congressman Charley Scott of the 2nd Kansas District, who was for many years 
Chairman of the Agricultural Committee in the House of Representatives." Paxton 
was one of the bright and energetic minds that have graced the ranks of the Crop 
Reporting Service without reaching top billing.  He had a long and distinguished 
career that began in July of 1914 when he opened the Ogden, Utah office as Field 
Agent for Utah and Nevada.  After three years, he turned the Utah-Nevada office 
over to Miner M. Justin, and went to the Kansas office for 13 years, followed 
by three years as Agricultural Commissioner to Australia and New Zealand.  While 
serving in this capacity, he received a cablegram in the early summer of 1933 
from his Agency Head, instructing him to return to Washington by a specified 
date.  Paxton promptly booked passage on a British ship, the only one that would 
get him to headquarters by the deadline.  Arriving in Washington, he was astounded 
to learn that the government refused to refund his $1,600 passage fee because 
he had travelled on a foreign line ship.  Finally, convinced that the bureaucrats 
were prohibited by law from giving him back his money, Paxton journeyed to the 
Hill where a Congressman put through a special bill to reimburse him. 103/ Mr. 
Paxton's work assignments for the next four years were hectic as he was loaned 
to the embryo AAA; first, to serve as Chairman of the National Board of Review 
to accept 680,000 wheat contracts with farmers to reduce acreage; second, to 
help with the instructions to County Committees and township committees in the 
Corn-Hog contract campaign.  Next he set up the plan for the Corn-Hog Contract 
Acceptance Unit to Receive and accept contracts for curtailing hogs and corn 
acreage.  Paxton then joined Claude Wickard in organizing the Soil Conservation 
approach to curtailing acreage of crops, and helped set up the categories of 
soil conserving and soil depleting crops.  He was in charge of the field force 
and writing, he said, a lot of Wickard's correspondence during 1935 and up till 
June of 1937.  In July 1937, he took over charge of the Phoenix, Arizona office 
of Crop Estimates.  Paxton left Phoenix in December 1939 to take charge of 
clearing the Livestock Section of the 1940 Census of Agriculture working with 
Z. R. Pettet until May of 1942 when he assumed charge again of the Utah-Nevada 
office at Salt Lake City. 104/ 

The idea that was gnawing on Paxton in 1916, and the schemes he used to get 
it accepted, can best be told by the man himself: 

"Dr. (S. A.) Jones came to see me in Ogden, Utah in the summer 
of 1916.  We went on a field trip to the Sanpete Country and re- 
turned to Salt Lake where I introduced him to Mr. Theissen, in 
charge of the Weather Bureau.  I had previously primed Theissen to 
explain to Jones how dull it was to release a printed table of ag- 
ricultural statistics through the Weather Bureau press once a month 
with no comment to interpret it or liven it up with human interest. 
I chimed in and remarked that the news hounds around the Weather 
Bureau had. often asked me for such help, but under the strict orders 

103/ Personal Interview with Paxton. 
104/  Dittoed Statement by Paxton, SRS files, 
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of the Washington office, I had had to say *'No, No, a thousand times 
No." Jones went on to Idaho, Washington, and Oregon and thence, to 
Sacramento to meet me again at Reno later.  I got to Reno in time to 
prime Alciatore of the Reno Weather Bureau along the same line of 
approach.  We had dinner together at the Kanes Cabaret, the three of 
us.  Knowing Alciatore full well, I primed him also with an ever full 
glass of dinner wine.  He responded as every good Frenchman from down 
New Orleans way ought to respond.  He sold Jones down the river for 
me.  Soon after I was called to Washington to work on the Crop Report- 
ing Board.  After service on the Board, Mr. Estabrook sent for me to 
come in to his inner sanctum.  After the customary salutations and 
amenities, he brought up the episodes I had arranged with Theissen 
and Alciatore at Salt Lake and Reno and asked just exactly what I 
proposed.  I was primed myself by that time.  Before I left I sold 
Estabrook down the river." 104A/ 

And that was the way it was — the coming into existence of the popular 
and widely read State Crop-Weather reports. 

The timing of the 1938 Conference was fortuitous from the standpoint of 
allowing personnel to vent their accumulated frustrations in healing talk, and 
in making a detailed review of problems so that, to the extent possible, cor- 
rective measures could be taken.  In those days the standard definition of an 
"expert" was an "SOB'' from Washington carrying two suitcases.  At the Conference 
some of these "experts" had met head on with strong minded counterparts from 
the field, heard each other out, shared rooms, meals and endless talk-a-thons 
together, and discovered that each had his points, and that there might be some 
sense in joining forces since afterall, they were all trying to catch the same 
rabbit—a better statistical service.  The mechanics for improvement, however, 
would continue to have many clashing gears. 

The Service probably came away from the Conference stronger in knowledge 
and understanding, and in that intangible, but vital element, esprit de corps, 
than before. 

Although there would be many periodic regional conferences. Area Training 
Schools, and local Confabs in the years ahead, there would not be another gen- 
eral swarming of the stats for nearly 20 years—not until 1957 when S. R. Newell, 
Director of the Division of Agricultural Statistics would convene the clan to 
present his newly formulated long range "Program for the Development of the Ag- 
ricultural Estimating Service", which he had recently submitted to Congress. 

Research and Development 

World War I had brought about a widening of the scope of the crop reporting 
work, but no significant strengthening of technical procedures.  The twenties 

104A/  Ibid. 
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and thirties saw the first really scientific statistical methods introduced 
into the crop estimating service.  When Mr. Callander was appointed Chief of the 
Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates in 1923, his primary goal then, and 
for the next four decades, was to build it into a highly competent technical 
organization. 

SCHOOLS FOR STATISTICIANS 

One of Mr. Callander's first acts as Chief of the Division in 1923 was to 
bring Charles F. Sarle, in charge of the Iowa Statistical Office, to Washington 
to push the technical upgrading of the entire staff.  Many of the State Statis- 
ticians—men like A. J. Surratt, Illinois; Miner Justin, Indiana; Roy Gillett, 
New York; Walter Ebling, Wisconsin; Ed Paxton, Kansas; Hal Bryant, Kentucky; 
Virgil Childs, Georgia; and Frank Parker, North Carolina, to mention a few— 
had good minds and a flair for figures but lacked formal training in statistical 
techniques.  They were all farm raised, college educated, had a broad, deep, 
knowledge of agriculture and were dedicated, but statistically they were flying 
by the seat of their pants.  This was not their fault.  Courses in statistics 
were rare in their college days and quite limited in the 1920's even in such 
noted agricultural institutions as Iowa State College.  The standard textbook 
was Mills, but actually the art of sampling was still in its infancy. 

Sarle, when in charge of the Des Moines office, and Henry A. Wallace, 
later Secretary of Agriculture, had spent many happy Saturdays working multiple 
correlations, then being promoted by Mordecai Ezekiel and Louis Bean as power- 
ful tools for statistical analysis. 105/ Determined, like Callander, to raise 
the technical level of the professional staff, Sarle with S. R. Newell as 
"Associate Professor," inaugurated the first systematic in-service training pro- 
gram in 1927.  The previous year Comptroller General J. R. McCarl, in a decision 
submitted on July 9, 1926, to Secretary of Agriculture Jardine, ruled out a 
proposal that employees be allowed to take courses during regular work hours and 
making up the time in off-hours.  The decision read in part "...the practice of 
excusing employees during regular office hours to attend school, and the practice 
of detailing employees full time to educational institutions for investigational 
and research work is not authorized." 106/ 

Faced with such a ruling the only feasible alternative was to give formal 
classes during regular office hours.  The beginning was a group of young stat- 
isticians of the Washington staff followed in 1928 and 1929 with stats in charge 
and in 1930 primarily with assistant state statisticians.  These training ses- 
sions conducted in Washington, D.C. were no picnic, but rigorous six week classes 
and intensive study of statistical techniques with emphasis on the methods of 

105/  See "A Method of Handling Curvilinear Correlation for any Number of 
Variables", M. J. B. Ezekiel, Journal American Statistical Association, 1924, 
V. 19, pp. 431-53. 
106/  Decisions of the Comptroller General of the U.S., Vol. 6, July 1, 1926- 
June 30, 1927, USGPO, Washington 1927. 
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curvilinear correlation developed by Ezekiel, and Bean's procedures for graphic 
presentation.  The practice of conducting in-service training sessions continued 
periodically over the years. 

The "dot chart" method of studying relationships between a couple of vari- 
ables caught on quickly and became the backbone of the Crop Reporting Service 
for many years.  It also tickled the fancy of facetious minded statisticians 
like F. L. Thompsen who presented a chart depicting the correlation between the 
length of women's skirts and business recessions (the sadder the economic con- 
ditions, the longer the skirts).  Also, another of his charts correlated the 
tide in the Potomac River and traffic on 14th Street.  The fact that the river 
was at high tide at 4:30 p.m. just as government workers of that period were 
heading home, gave a beautiful, but completely spurious, correlation chart. 
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STATISTICAL CLASS OF 1928 

Front row, left to right:  Mrs. Ward (clerk), CD. Stevens, J.A. Becker, Meade Wells, Charles F. Sarle, 
N.I. Nielsen, J.H. Jacobson, Frank Black, Paul Koenig, Glenn S. Ray, Henry Taylor, Unknown.  Second row, 
left to right:  Charles Harlan, John Dennee, Virgil Childs, Charles Gage, Audy Surratt, Carl Robinson, 
John Shepard, R.L. Gillett, Verne Church, Jay Diamond, Charles Carpenter, S.A. Jones.  Third row (at 
back):  Paul Newman, S.R. Newell, Floyd Reed, Tall man at right Unknown. 



O 

STATISTICAL CLASS OF 1929, D. C. 

Front row, left to right:  D.A. McCandliss, Mississippi; Unknown, Unknown, H.H. Schutz, Texas; Unknown, 
S.R. Newell, D. C.; Mrs. Lellie McDaniels, Head Clerk, D. C; E.A. Logan, Missouri, Unknown, George 
Scott, Reg Live. Denver; J.A. Becker, D. C.  Second Row, left to right:  E.L. Gasteiger, Pennsylvania; 
G.L. Morgan, New Jersey; CF. Sarle, D. C; Unknown, Verne Church, Michigan; H.F. Bryant, Kentucky; 
Paul Kirk, Minnesota; Ted Marsh, Tennessee; Frank Andrews, Utah; A.E. Anderson, Nebraska; Unknown, 
Charlie Gage, D. C.  Third row, left to right:  Don Christy, John Hicks, D. C; Irvin Holmes, Michigan; 
Leslie M. Carl, Iowa; Roger Hale, D. C.  Back row:  Miner Justin, Indiana; R.R. Royston, D. C; E.G. 
Paxton, Kansas; Floyd Reed, D. C; Unknown. 



STATISTICAL CLASS OF 1930. D. C. 

Front row, left to right:  Unknown, S.R. Newell, D. C; Unknown, Unknown, Unknown, Unknown, F.E. Flnley, 
Texas; Unknown, J.A. Hicks, D. C; Unknown, Cooper, Michigan.  Second row, left to right:  Unknown, 
D.L. Floyd, Georgia; Unknown, Julius Peters, Iowa; Roy Bodin, Minnesota; Stuart Byran, Unknown, Unknown, 
Arnold King, South Dakota; A.C. Brittain, D. C.; J.C. Garrett, Alabama; Dick Bean, D. C; J.A. Becker, 
D. C. 



STATISTICAL CLASS OF 1940, IOWA STATE COLLEGE 

Front row, left to right:  E.E. Houseman, Ames; D.M. Frost, Ohio; T.L. Stuart, North Carolina; W.G. 
Cochran, Ames; Prof. G.W. Shedecor, Ames; P.L. Koenig, D. C; A.J. Kind, Ames; W.A. Hendricks, D. C; 
K.E. Logan, Kansas; D.H. Foster, New York.  Second row, left to right:  J.H. Peters, D. C; W.J. 
Bottener, New York; S.T. Marsh, Tennessee; Miss Mary Lou Bûcher, Ames; Miss Esther Hirby, Ames; 
Miss Dorothy Blandin, Ames; W.I. Blair, N. Eng.; J.R. Goodman, Arkansas; CD. Caparoon, Pennsylvania. 
Third row, left to right; M.H. Snyder, West Virginia; D.A. Candliss, Mississippi; A.C. Hackendorf, 
Virginia; J.C. Townsend, Florida; F.L. Merrill, Idaho; J.F. Marsh, Alabama; A.R. Tuttle, D. C; C.A. 
Reseland, North Dakota; J.R. Cully, Arkansas; A.R. Larson, Utah. 



STAT"LAB ESTABLISHED AT IOWA STATE COLLEGE, 1933 

Perhaps the most enduring promotional activity of the Callander-Sarle team 
was their support of the Statistical Laboratory established at Iowa State Col- 
lege in 1933 under the talented and outgoing hand of Professor George Snedecor. 
Using funds available under the Bankhead-Jones Act passed by Congress in 1935,107/ 
basic research in breadth and depth, was started on problems of crop estimating 
and forecasting that proved of inestimable value in succeeding years when test- 
ing of theoretical concepts moved from the sanctity of the laboratory into the 
brutal realities of the field. 

PRE-HARVEST WHEAT SURVEYS 

Association with the Statistical Laboratory at Ames bore early fruit when 
a cooperative venture including the Agricultural Marketing Service, Kansas State 
College, North Dakota State College, and the Soil Conservation Service was 
undertaken to make pre-harvest surveys to determine the baking quality of wheat 
and the acreage, yield per acre, and production by producing areas.  A. J. King 
directed the data collection phase of the project and Mixes McPeek, J. E. 
Pallesen, and J. W. Kirkbride were in charge of laboratory work in Manhattan, 
Kansas and Fargo, North Dakota.  A number of young statisticians were recruited 
from state offices, Archie Langley of Georgia, E. 0. Schlotzhauer, Texas; K. E. 
Logan, Nebraska; George Harrell, D.C.; to be in charge of the crews that col- 
lected the field samples.  This involved collecting samples of wheat just prior 
to harvest in fields from Texas to Canada.  It was hot, tedious work that went 
on all summer as the wheat matured progressively North. 108 / The young "stats" 
complained about rattlesnakes and poor food, there was a plethora of both, but 
the job got done.  Arnold King devised an unusual protection against rattle- 
snakes.  He split an old automobile innertube and sewed a piece of it inside 
each of his pant legs.  They served somewhat like a pair of cowboy chaps, but 
must have been uncomfortable in the blistering heat of the Great Plains. 109 / 

Summarization and analysis of survey data were done in Ames, assisted by 
Dale McCarty, and the analysis in New York City by the WPA staff, supervised by 
Catherine J. Senf.  Although the 1938, 1939 and 1940 objective wheat surveys 
were not repeated, they were significant as they represented the first large-, 
scale scientifically designed objective research surveys the agency had parti- 
cipated in, and provided excellent training for future projects.  The following 
excerpts from a report made by the "permanent" Research Committee 110 / established 
June 19, 1941 by Mr. Callander, gives highlights of the project. 

107/ Century of Service, p. 224. 
108/  An Objective Method of Sampling Wheat Fields to Estimate Production and 
Quality of Wheat, A. J. King, Dale E. McCarty and Miles McPeek, Tech. Bui. 
No. 814, February 1942, USDA. 
109/ Personal Interview with A. J. King. 
110/  Composed of Joseph A. Becker, Chairman; Glenn D. Simpson, Secretary; 
R. K. Smith and Walter Hendricks. 
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The first pre-harvest survey of wheat (head samples) was taken 
in North Dakota in the sunmier of 1938.  The survey was extended in 
1939 to include the important wheat producing areas in the States of 
Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota, and Minnesota. 
The 1940 survey was limited to Oklahoma and Kansas.  Throughout the 
entire period, statistical analysis of the survey data was carried 
on. .. 

The specific objectives of the survey were (a) To develop a 
sampling technique that will provide at harvest and prior to market- 
ing accurate estimates of the quality of the wheat (physical, chem- 
ical and milling and baking) for small areas within a State; (b) to 
furnish a sampling technique that will at harvest and prior to mar- 
keting provide basis for estimates of acreage and production by 
varieties; (c) to provide an objective method of sampling the wheat 
crop in. order to make timely estimates of yield per acre which could 
serve as an independent check on yield data now being obtained from 
voluntary reports; (d) to test further the use of the crop meter as 
a basis for estimating the wheat acreage at harvest which would serve 
as an independent check on estimates that are based upon data obtain- 
ed from voluntary reports; (e) to determine what plant characteris- 
tics most closely associated with yield may be measured during the 
growing season and can be used as a basis for objectively forecast- 
ing yield prior to harvest  

Some of the more important conclusions resulting from an analysis 
of the data are as follows: 

1. ...it appears that the route sampling of a crop of wheat 
at or prior to harvest furnishes a useful method for esti- 
mating quality and production. 

2. As a supplement to present methods of estimating wheat 
production, the Pre-Harvest Wheat Survey might be ex- 
pected to promote timeliness, geographic detail, and 
objectivity in estimating both production and quality 
of the crop at harvest. 

3. The survey method of route sampling will probably be 
most useful in unusual years when abnormal development 
of the wheat crop creates production conditions not 
readily detected by usual crop reporting methods. 

4. Relatively small sampling errors were found in the 
estimates of protein and test weight as compared with 
the sampling errors found in the yield and acreage 
estimates. 

5. Slight bias is believed to occur in the estimates of 
protein and test weight because some fields were sampled 
prior to harvest when the wheat kernel might not yet have 
indicated its quality as actually shown at harvest. 

6. The estimates of yield and acreage were found to contain 
systematic errors of bias as well as random sampling 
errors. 
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7. Analysis of the data indicates that the random component 
of error can be reduced sufficiently through improved 
sampling techniques to render this source of error rela- 
tively unimportant in the estimates for both quality and 
production. 

8. The systematic error or bias in the yield and acreage 
estimates presents a more serious problem in that the 
total amount of bias differs between years and between 
States in a given year. 

9. In order to obtain more accurate estimates from the survey, 
it will be necessary to investigate further the sources of 
bias found and to establish a more definite basis for re- 
moving this component of error from the final estimates. 

10.  In order to obtain a maximum amount of information per 
dollar spent in estimating production, the cost analysis 
indicates that the sampling interval should have been 
increased and the total mileage driven should have in- 
creased in each district." 111/ 

TRANSFER TO WASHINGTON, P.C., 1939 

One of Ag. Estimates' long standing practices has been to move its profes- 
sional staff from one field office to another, and into and out of Washington 
as a means of developing a highly integrated, technically competent and oper- 
ationally skilled staff,  knowledgeable in all aspects of the agency's program, 
procedures and personnel.  These reassignments every few years were usually 
accompanied by a raise in Civil Service grade and salary, in fact, it became 
almost axiomatic that to get a grade promotion required a geographical change. 
Up until the 1960's, these moves were costly to the individual as the freight 
allowance for household furnishings was seldom adequate, no financial assist- 
ance was granted to help sell or buy a house, and no per diem was forthcoming 
to cover costs of hotel and meals while waiting to get into the new house.  It 
was not uncommon for the transferee to pay several thousand dollars out of his 
own pocket for the privilege of moving himself and family from one location to 
another, often at a great distance. 112/  Finally, the government followed the 
custom, long practiced by private industry, of defraying at least a significant 
share of moving costs of its employees. 

It was apparent, therefore, in view of the Agency's policy, that in due 
course Brooks would be leaving Kentucky for some other spot in the Service.  On 
December 21, 1936 he received an offer from Dr. C. F. Sarle in charge of the 
Research Section in Washington, D.C., to join his group, but declined as he 

111/  Mimeographed Report of Research Committee, 1941, SRS files. 
112/  Russell Handy said that it cost him $3,000 out-of-pocket to transfer 
in 1960 from State Stat in Ohio to Chief, Fruit and Vegetable Branch in 
Washington, D.C. 
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felt he needed more field office experience before joining the Headquarter's 
staff, and besides, doing research did not have the appeal that the State work 
provided. 

John A. Hicks, in charge. Tobacco, Sugar, Rice and Peanut Section in Wash- 
ington, made an annual pilgrimage to the tobacco areas and had gotten quite well 
acquainted with Brooks when reviewing the tobacco estimating problems in Kentucky 
and visiting the principal Burley areas of the State.  On November 27, 1937, 
Hicks told about a proposed reorganization which, if it went through, would 
establish Brooks as Assistant Ag. Statistician in the newly created Tobacco, 
Sugar, Rice and Peanut Section in Washington.  A year went by with no discern- 
ible action and on September 29, 1938, Mr. Callander came to Louisville and 
discussed various plans for a promotion, and shortly thereafter, a raise in 
grade to P-2 Assistant Statistician, and salary to $2,600 arrived, but no 
transfer.  Six months or so later on June 4, 1939, Mr. Callander was again in 
Louisville and said that if the expected appropriation for the new fiscal year 
was approved. Brooks would be transferred to Washington with a promotion to 
Associate Statistician and a $600 raise to $3,200.  Finally, three months later, 
on September 6, 1939, two years after the matter had first been broached, a 
telegram arrived confirming the promotion and an imminent transfer to Washington. 
Although Brooks personal and expressed preference was a move to North Carolina 
where he could become more familiar with the all important flue-cured types of 
tobacco, and gain further experience in state office operations, he dutifully 
turned over to a transfer company, a small truckload of household goods and, 
with his wife and infant son, drove to Washington through rugged West Virginia, 
then up the lovely Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, gorgeous in fall colors and 
bursting with bountiful crops, so different than after the devastating raid in 
1864 by brilliant, ruthless, 33-year old General Philip Sheridan when "a crow 
flying across over the Valley would have to carry its own rations." 113/ 

113/  "The Civil War", p. 517, American Heritage Publishing Co., Inc. 1960. 
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WORLD WAR PERIOD 

1940-1945 
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THE HEADQUARTERS STAFF, 1940 

When Brooks reported for duty in Washington, D.C. on Monday morning, Oct- 
ober 2, 1939, the entire staff of the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates 
consisted of 138 professionals of whom twenty-four, or 17 percent, were in the 
Washington Headquarters, 109 in State Offices, and 5 located in various Research 
Projects around the country, plus a complement of clerks at each location.  The 
Washington organizational structure was as follows: 

Administration — Head 
Asst. Ag. Stat. 
Adm. Operations 
Secy, of the Board - 

Market Statistics — Prin. Ag. Stat. 
Cold Storage Sec, 
Transportation 
Dairy Marketing 

W. F. Callander 
P. L. Koenig 
W. H. Evans 
L. H. Wiland 

P. L. Koenig 
- GAF-9 Wm. Broxton 
- GAF-11 J. G. Cross 
- P-4 B. H. Bennett 

Crop Acr., Prod, & Util. ~ Prin 
Sr Grain & Hay Section 

Cotton Section 
Fruit, Nut, and Truck 
Canning Crop Section 

Ag. Stat, 
Ag. Stat 

Sr. Ag. Stat 

Sr. Ag. Stat. 
Special Crop Section  Ag. Stat 
Seed Section 

Livestock & Livestock Prod. 
Livestock Section 
Dairy Section 
Poultry Section 

Statistical Research 

Sr. Mkt. Spl. 

~ Prin. Ag. Stat 
Ag. Stat. 
Sr. Ag. Stat. 
Sr. Ag. Stat. 

~ Prin. Ag. Stat, 
Sr. Ag. Stat. 

P-6 J. A. Becker 
P-5 R. K. Smith 
P-5 F. A. Whitaker 

P-5 R. R. Royston 
P-4 J. A. Hicks 
CAF-12 George Edler 

- P-6 C. L. Harlan 
- P-4 Asa Tuttle 
- P-5 J. B. Shepard 
- P-5 S. A. Jones 

Local Market Prices 
Crop Weather Research and 
Stat. Methods Section   Ag. Stat. 

Field Research Mass., Kans., 

- P-6 C. 
- P-5 R. 

- P-4 J. 
la., Tex., 

F. Sarle 
F. Hale 

J. Morgan 
S.C., & N.Y. 114/ 

The Livestock and Livestock Production Section was manned throughout by 
strong personalities:  Harlan, Tuttle, Shepard and Jones.  Charles L. Harlan, 
who headed the Section, was of a nervous disposition and, since his tongue was 
not as agile as his mind, he stuttered somewhat when trying to express himself. 
Although he did not travel much, he was an omnivorous reader, and this, coupled 
with a retentive mind made him sort of an oracle among his peers.  John Shepard, 
no slouch himself, said that Harlan was always the best informed person in the 
group of brown baggers who regularly ate lunch together in the Board Room, 
whether the subject involved was Maryland law or sheep ranching in Colorado, 
Unfortunately, only a fraction of his accumulated knowledge was put to produc- 
tive use. 

114/ Memo dated 1-1-40 AMS (memographed in Koenig's records), SRS files, 
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After acquiring a degree in history and economics from the University of 
Michigan, Harlan operated a ranch in Wyoming for several years, then in 1918, 
during World War I, he was in charge of a YMCA canteen with the French Army 
(Foyez du Soldat).  Returning home, Mr. Harlan served as an investigator for 
Livestock and Meats in the Bureau of Markets before joining the Crop Reporting 
Service in 1924. 

Asa Tuttle was, as Callander remarked, "a very bright young man".  After 
his period in the Livestock Section, he was appointed Secretary of the Crop 
Reporting Board, and did a remarkable job in organizing and streamlining the 
record keeping and handling of reports from the field.  It had become a way 
of life for the large clerical staff to spend countless hours of overtime (for 
free) preparing each month's Crop Report.  Tuttle changed all that, and set up 
a system of shuttle sheets to the state offices that provided a clear and per- 
manent record of essential reported data, recommendations by Statist, Reviewer, 
and the final estimates.  His talent was soon recognized outside the Agency and 
he departed elsewhere in the government maze, then eventually into private in- 
dustry. 

Meet John B. Shepard 

John B. Shepard,  Head of the Dairy Section was, from almost any perspec- 
tive, a curious sort of person.  Basically the thinker type, he looked the part. 
Usually, he was far ahead of his contemporaries in concepts of statistical 
techniques, and program needs.. In 1923 at the Conference in Indianapolis, he 
proposed an Annual Sample Census of Agriculture. 115/ On another occasion he 
presented a novel method of forecasting yields before crops are planted. 116/ 

In August 1943 Shepard  submitted a paper entitled, "A New Yardstick for 
Food Values" in which he presented a procedure for determining "a common unit 
of measure for the various kinds of human food so that we can compare an acre 
of lettuce with an acre of potatoes in terms of food produced. Let's use a 
scale of values that is based on what people actually paid for food nutrients. 
Such a scale would permit comparisons between true value and cost, between re- 
lative values of alternative foods or between raw and cooked foods.  It would 
also permit calculation of differences between regions, between years or between 
income groups."  Shepard then proceeded to show how this could be done with 
relative ease and concluded, after citing various important uses, that "It pro- 
vides new tools for the man trying to feed a million refugees at minimum cost, 
and for the man trying to demonstrate the extra value in a loaf of somebody's 
bread."  In the midst of World War II John Shepard was thinking about how to 
help the victims of all the brutality and destructiveness and was looking ahead 
to the problems of feeding the hungry in underdeveloped nations. 

This penchant for deep thought tended to lift him a bit out of the here 
and now, with the result that he was somewhat absentminded and oblivious to 

115/  Conference Proceedings, SRS files. 
116/ Agricultural Situation, February 1943, also CEM 1168, 
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mundane happenings.  However, he possessed a keen sense of humor and could be 
depended upon for entertaining remarks at retirement parties and other gala 
events.  He bought 950 acres of farmland along the Potomac River, near Pooles- 
vllle, Maryland 117/ during the depressed 1930's, reportedly at a ridiculously 
low price.  Livestock and crops were raised on the spread, but primarily the 
place was being developed as a future enterprise for his son.  When Mr. Shepard 
made the acreage review in Kentucky in 1935, he expressed an interest in look- 
ing at some saddle horses with the possibility of buying one for his young son 
Walter, a budding horseman.  Mr. Royce, Chairman of the Corn-Hog Board, sug- 
gested, "On your way back to Washington, get off the train in Lexington and I 
will take you out to see some saddle horses".  Arriving at a horse farm, an 
attendant led out a beautiful animal that Mr. Shepard Inspected carefully with 
growing interest.  Finally, he asked, "How much does the owner want for this 
horse?" The attendant replied, "I don't know what they want for this horse, 
but I do know that last week his full brother was sold for ten thousand dollars. 
Mr. Shepard's jaw dropped - he had been thinking in terms of perhaps a few 
hundred dollars. 

The Potomac farm was a continuing source of work and worry for Mr.Shepard, 
what with the river flooding at unexpected times, and other trying problems, 
but he struggled along with it because his son was so enthusiastic about the 
place and the prospects it held for later on.  During World War II, Walter 
wrote from Europe to his 'Pop', "I still think the most beautiful thing on 
earth is a beautiful filly, and nothing is going to look better to me than good 
old Potomac Ranch soil." 117A/ 

John B. Shepard, Thinker extraordinary, 1926-45. 

117/  The Omnibus, July 1938, p. 8.  See also (XI). 
117A/ Walter Shepard to his father, July 5, 1944, SRS files. 
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Meet Dr. S. A. Jones 

Dr. S. A. Jones, Head of the Poultry Section in 1940, was considered one 
of the most loveable characters in the annals of the Crop Reporting Service. 
Although a graduate in medicine from Columbia University, later George Washing- 
ton University, he entered government service as an accountant clerk in 1898, 
and served nine years in the Navy Department before beginning 36 years in Crop 
Estimates in 1907.  Progressively Chief Clerk, Chief of Crop Reports, Chief of 
Field Service, Statistician, Secretary of the Board, Sr. Ag. Statistician, he 
is best remembered for his pioneer work on poultry statistics.  An avid apiarian 
he kept stands of bees in his backyard, much to the apprehension of his guests. 
A prodigious and meticulous worker, his visits to state offices were marked by 
long, hectic hours of work culminating in a last minute, frantic rush to catch 
his train.  Stories are told and poetry written about his train catching epi- 
sodes. 

A kindly, gentle, devout man. Dr. Jones' religion was a constant companion.. 
One evening while walking along 42nd street near Times Square in New York City, 
Dr. Jones was accosted by a "street walker", and he let his companions stand 
and wait while he tried to persuade the girl to "go and sin no more".  He fre- 
quently made long exhausting cotton boll count trips with Joe Becker who related 
this incident illustrative of the man's innate goodness and concern for others: 

"On another occasion, I learned about friendship and kindliness 
to one's fellow men.  By some strange accident of fate or politics, 
a blind man had been appointed statistical agent for Mississippi and 
had served in that capacity,- with the help of his daughter, for a 
number of years, until displaced by the adoption of the field office 
system.  It so happened that Doctor Jones and I were within 20 or 30 
miles of his home and the Doctor prevailed upon me to accompany him 
on a visit.  The blind man, raised in comfort as the son of a plan- 
tation owner, had fallen upon harsher days.  He was living a lonely 
life in one room of the old plantation house, then occupied by the 
family of the new owner.  We sat on the porch far into the evening, 
while Doctor Jones and Mr. Shaw 118/ exchanged reminiscences and 
brought one another up to date on their lives.  The Doctor's visit 
brought cheer to his old friend and he had a wonderful time himself. 
His friendships were enduring.  He is never too busy to renew them 
and they pay him rich dividends." 119/ 

The Mr. Shaw referred to as blind by Becker was Mr. P. W. Shaw, State 
Statistical Agent, Carrollton, Mississippi and appears as number 14 in the 
picture of the 1917 Conference in Washington, D.C.  In 1949 E. C. Paxton, form- 
erly in charge of the Utah-Nevada office, in commenting on the people in the 
1917 picture said about Mr. Shaw: 

118/  P. W. Shaw, State Statistical Agent, Carrollton, Mississippi, C. 1909- 
1918, SRS files. 
119/  The Omnibus, 1943. 
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"I met him and visited with him at the old Ebbitt Hotel in 
Washington during this conference.  I liked him well.  It was re- 
markable how well he could describe his loved southland handicapped 
as he was with no sight of his eyes.  Continued as State Statisti- 
cal Agent for Mississippi after that position had been abolished 
in other states." 120/ 

LIFE IN THE SPECIAL CROPS SECTION 

The Special Crops Section, headed by John A. Hicks, to which Brooks was 
assigned, was responsible not only for the estimates for 23 types of tobacco, 
but also peanuts, including a bothersome monthly Stocks and Processing Report, 
sugarcane, sugarbeets, and maple products.  Brooks had no experience with any 
of these commodities, except tobacco grown in Kentucky, but read all the bul- 
letins and such he could find, talked with many informed individuals, and soon 
was making "study and observation" trips to the field. 

Meet John S. Dennee 

In addition to Mr. Hicks, Brooks and three clerks, the Section included 
that bizarre character, John Dennee (Den-Knee), who was approaching retirement 
and would soon depart for Gulfport, Mississippi to round out a long and tempes- 
tuous career. Mr. Dennee gave the tyro Commodity Statistician much background 

John S. Dennee, 1913-42. 

120/ Dittoed manuscript by Paxton in SRS files, 
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Some of  the men who were active  in developing or  implementing new 
statistical procedural,  or operational  techniques of  the Long Range Program 
in the years  1950-61.     The list  is intended to be representative of the 
various phases of  the work rather than inclusive of all who participated. 
That  list would include all  the SIC's and many others  including some who 
were helpful by being obstructive. 

Roy A. BodIn 

1956: SIC. Minn. 

1976: Ret. SIC, Mini 

Bruce H. Graham 

1936: Spec. Farm Stst. Br. 

1976: Deputy Ada. SRS 

Earl E. Housensn 

1936: Stat. Conalt. to Kam.,  AHS 
1976: Ret. Stac. Aaic. to Ada., SI 

J.J. Morgan 

1956: Pld. Cr. Sec. (Cotton) 

1976: Ret. Hd. Fid. Cr. Sec. 

C.A. Stokstad 

1956: Spec. Farv Stat. Br. 

1976: Dir. Sur. Div. 

CE. Burlchead 

1956: Chief, Fid. Cr. I 

1976: Ret. Chief, FOB 

J. Richard Grant 

1936: Clear. Off., USDA 

1976: Ret. Clear. Off., USDA 

Harold F. Huddleaton 

1936: Rea. Staff. Ag. Este. 

1976: Prin. Rea. Scat., SRS 

Robert S. Overton 

1936: Reg. Livestock, Denver 

1976: Ret. Aaat. Ada. 

^ 
Robert E. Straazhela 

1936: Asat. SIC Kcw York 

1976: R«t. SIC Indiana 

Charles £. Caudlll 

1936 

1976: Dir. Res. Dlv. 

W. Ward Henderson 

1956: Spec. Fara Stat. Br. 

1976: Ret. SIC, Calif. 

Bruct U. lU;lly 

1936: Res. Stat., Fla. 

1976: Ret. Dir. Res. Div. 

Walter H. Ebling 

1936: SIC, Wise. 

1976: Deceased, SIC, Wise. 

Williaa H. Evans 

1956: Ada. Officer 

1976: Ret. Ada. Officer 

Walter A. Hendrlcks 

195b: Hd. Res. Staff, Ag. Eats. 

1976:   Ret.   Res.   Tri.,  N.C. 

Robert H.  Hobson 
1956:   Spl.   Fara Stat. 
1976:   SIC,   Tenn. 

Uilliaa E.  Kibler 
1956:  Stac.   in Ca.  Office 
1976: Adainiacrator SRS 

J.W.  Klrkbrld.- 
1956:   Fid.   Cr.   Sec.   (Grains) 
1976:  Dir.  Esc.  Div. 

Frank Parker 
1956:   SIC North Carolina 
1976:  Deceased SIC,  N.C. 

Glenn D. Slapson 
1956: Asst. Dir. 
1976:   Ret.   Dep.   Ad.,   SRS 

B.   Ralph Stauber 
1956:  Chief.  Ag.  Price Br. 
1976:   Ret.   Chief Ag.   Price  Br. 

Glenn A. Suter 

1956: Spec. Fara Stat, Br. 

1976: SIC Nev York 

H.H. Walters 

1936: Dairy Br.. D.C. 

1976: Aast. Ada.. SRS 

P.P. Wallrabenstein 

1936: Spec. Fara Stat. 

1976: Rec. SIC Hawaii 
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on the sugar industry, especially sugarcane.  Tall, his spare, rugged frame 
always nattily attired in an expensive suit, a pearl stickpin in his necktie, 
and a kingsized diamond ring on his right hand, he was, according to his own 
accounts, considerable of a lady's man, and no one doubted it.  His colleagues 
who knew him well, prepared this account concerning "John (Don Juan) Dennee" 
for the June 1942 issue of The Omnibus: 

"Raised in the colorful atmosphere of old New Orleans in the 
period immediately after the War between the States, John S. ac- 
quired an unexcelled background of law, Shakespeare, and history. 
Being practically bilingual—French and English— in his youth 
and of a roving disposition, John picked up a smattering of other 
tongues in his ramblings over the globe.  He has lived in many 
places—New Orleans, New York, Boston, Mexico City, Atlanta, 
Honolulu, Baltimore, Manila, Seattle, Portland and Washington, not 
to mention side trips to Canada, Europe, Cuba, Africa, and Puerto 
Rico.  John has been Statistician in five states and handled sugar 
and other crops in Washington.  Now upon retiring from the USDA, 
the old boy is so full of steam that he is going down to help 
Tugwell run Puerto Rico.  Good Luck!  Au Revoir! Vieje con Dios, 
Don Juan." 

For several years Dennee worked for the Southern Railroad in New York City 
and he never got over his astonishment that "out of seven million people, I_ 
was chosen as a Juror in the notorious Stanford White-Harry K. Thaw case". 

Because of his long pocketbook, his salary checks would accumulate in his 
desk for months.  He kept his desk padlocked, but this did not deter Idella 
Treadway, a clerk making a routine inventory of equipment during his absence on 
a field trip.  She simply unscrewed the latch, verified the number on his omni- 
meter, replaced the latch and went on her way.  Mr. Dennee had a fondness for 
the curious and liked to work on puzzling, but not necessarily significant pro- 
blems, such as how high the Washington Monument would have to be if it were 
visible at ground level from Baltimore, 40 miles away.  His solution of the 
problem is lost in antiquity, but according to the calculations of Charles E. 
Caudill, Director of the Research Division, Statistical Reporting Service, in 
1976, the Washington Monument, to be visible from Baltimore, would have to be 
1,050 feet high, if the parameters provided by the National Cartographic Ser- 
vice, and National Park Service, and his arithmetic are accepted.  Caudill says 
that if you were in Ft. McHenry on the banks of Baltimore Harbor, on a clear 
day, had 20-20 vision, and standing at the base of the pole from which the flag 
was flying when Francis Scott Key wrote the Star Spangled Banner, you would be 
31 feet above sea level.  At an airline distance of 35.55 miles, the Washington 
Monument stands at 41.5 feet above sea  level at the Threshold Benchmark.  The 
Monument itself is 555 feet high.  In between these two historic sites are two 
obstacles to straight-line vision, a hill with an elevation of 250 feet and the 
curve of the earth.  Putting all these facts into a formula, an indicated height 
of 1,050 feet is arrived at as that required for the tip of the Monument to be 
seen from Ft. McHenry. 
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Another of John Dennee's singular problems with which he confounded friends 
was one that he said he first learned about while lolling in a deck chair a- 
board a ship plying the South China Sea in those long ago, halcyon, days prior 
to World War I when Britannia ruled the waves and made the streets safe for 
Caucasians.  As John told it, an old villager was on his death bed and feebly 
called his three sons to his side,  "I have seventeen horses", he quavered, 
"and I leave one-half of them to my oldest son, one-third to my second son, and 
one-ninth to my youngest son." Having bequethed his most valuable possessions, 
the old gentleman departed this earth.  The sons were left with a knotty pro- 
blem—how to divide seventeen horses in accordance with their revered father's 
wish.  Much discussion and aimless suggestions accomplished nothing but irri- 
tation and frustration.  Finally, the village wiseman was consulted and he said, 
"I have an old, broken down, bog-spavined horse, that I will give you, and that 
will sum to eighteen horses which will enable you to make an allocation as 
stipulated by your late lamented father. 

The horses were then parcelled out: one-half of the eighteen, or nine horses, 
to the eldest son; one-third, or six horses, to the middle son; and one-ninth, 
or two horses, to the youngest son, making a total of seventeen horses.  Where- 
upon the village wiseman took his old, broken down, bog-spavined horse and re- 
turned home. 

Tobacco Short Course, Raleigh, N.C., 1940 

To introduce Brooks to the flue-cured tobacco area and broaden his know- 
ledge of tobacco in general, Mr. Hicks took him in his car to attend a tobacco 
short course January 14-16, 1940, given by North Carolina State College.  En- 
route to Raleigh, they stopped at Duke University to explore with Dr. H. C. 
Wolfe and his chemical research staff, the possibility that the determination 
of the nicotine content of growing tobacco could be useful in forecasting yield 
per acre.  This tenuous theory was predicated on the fact that dry weather to- 
bacco crops have a higher percentage of nicotine than is the case with wet 
weather crops.  The apriori judgment of the experts was that such a research 
project would have a 50-50 chance of obtaining significant results, so the idea 
was dropped.  The visitors did pick up a quotation attributed to J. B. Duke, 
founder of the Tobacco Company, that seemed to make sense.  "Walk while you are 
young so that you can ride when you are old." 

The "tobacco short course" was poorly attended, but very instructive to a 
neophyte.  There were a number of interesting talks, one by a friend, William 
Finn, Chief, East Central Division of the AAA.  Another was by the State 
Forester who, understandably, spoke enthusiastically about the forests of 
North Carolina, as one of its greatest assets.  Farmers in the Tar Heel State, 
he said, every year consumed as fuel for heating homes and curing tobacco, for 
fencing and as building material, 4 1/2 million cords of wood, which if cut 
into four foot lengths and stacked up four feet high would make a rick that 
would reach from the Atlantic to the Pacific and back again with a 1,000 mile 
remnant left over.  The thing that disturbed the State Forester, however, and 
the more he talked of it the angrier he got, was the fact that some farmers, 
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even some in an area locally known as the Poverty Patch, were using oil to flue- 
cure their tobacco instead of following the time-honored practice of using wood. 
Outrageous ! 

He was whistling against the wind, however, as time would tell.  The advan- 
tages of oil over wood for flue-curing tobacco were too many and persuasive to 
buck the trend — it avoided the necessity of someone standing by around the 
clock for five or six days and nights to keep the wood fires going; the danger 
of a disastrous conflagration was less, and the end product was superior, as the 
curing temperature was kept more uniform. 

Ladies Night 

You would have to go back to the gory days of Rome when gladiators hacked 
each other to pieces in the Colosseum to find anything to match the women's 
wrestling match staged in Raleigh that cold night in January, 1940.  Never hav- 
ing seen such a spectacle, it was eye-popping to see the viciousness the two 
girls displayed — thus, upholding Kipling's opinion that the female of the 
species is more vicious than the male.  The blouses of the two antagonists were 
spattered with blood at the end of their scratching, biting, hair pulling con- 
test. 

Years later during a Conference in Geneva, Switzerland, Graham Sharp, a 
young Englishman who had spent a year or so in this country, said that he had 
never fully appreciated the terrific latent power of the American people until 
he witnessed the girl cheerleaders at a football game in Mississippi.  It was 
a torrid night and a thick layer of sultry, suffocating heat hung over the 
University stadium at Oxford, Mississippi like a steam blanket.  The thick, 
sluggish blood in Sharp's English veins was near the boiling point, and he could 
hardly get his breath, but the cheerleaders seemed oblivious to the oppressive 
heat, and kept up their acrobatic heroics with wild abandon and soaring exuber- 
ance throughout three hours of strenuous and perpetual motion. 

Field Travel - South 

In the summer of 1940, Jack Hicks took Brooks on a learn-by-seeing tour of 
the peanut, tobacco, and sugarcane areas of the South,  They travelled in Hicks' 
car, stopping frequently along the way to inspect fields and processing plants, 
and to talk to county agents, trade people, farmers, and other informed indi- 
viduals.  Stops were made at Ag. Estimates' offices in North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Tennessee. 

On the way from Albany, Georgia to Montgomery, Alabama, the two men hoped 
to go through Enterprise and see the monument erected in honor of the boll wee- 
vil, the only monument in the world honoring an insect, but their work took 
them north of it through Eufaula.  The farmers of the Enterprise area had had 
their cotton crops ravaged by boll weevils for years and finally relucantly 
turned to the production of peanuts.  This became such a profitable crop for the 
entire economy of the area that the boll weevil monument was erected out of 
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grateful appreciation. 

Jack suggested that they divert their trip to go through Tuskegee and make 
a visit to Dr. George Washington Carver, the great Negro scientist who had done 
so much to further production and utilization of peanuts.  Jack said, "I would 
like to shake his hand."  Brooks readily agreed, but by late afternoon the 
broiling sun had sapped their energies and thoughts of the large ceiling fans 
moving masses of cool air in the comfortable hotel room in Montgomery persuaded 
the weary travellers to defer the 30-mile side trip to Tuskegee until "next 
time" which, of course, never came. 

One never knows for sure when he is doing something worthwhile.  In 
Louisiana some time was spent inquiring into the production, harvesting, pro- 
cessing, and marketing of Perique tobacco.  This is a unique type grown in a 
small area in St. James Parish (County) in Louisiana.  The tobacco leaves, 
stripped of thieir center stems were tied in clusters of about 20, placed in a 
barrel and allowed to stew in their own juice under 25,000 pounds pressure for 
a year.  The result was a dark, strong flavored leaf that was used primarily as 
a blend in smoking tobacco, most of it being exported to Germany and Scandanavia. 
The farmers, especially the Guglielmo family were cordial and freely gave data 
on yields, prices, etc., from their records.  A couple of years later when the 
Nazis had overrun Norway closing the market for Perique tobacco, producers ask- 
ed for Government loans to tide them over the war period.  The Department was 
skeptical of the pre-war prices of thirty cents a pound reported by the would 
be borrowers and the only supporting evidence readily available were the notes 
taken on the trip with Jack Hicks. 

Everywhere on their long, circuitous route, there was evidence of the 
changing South.  Cotton was still "King", but its realm was being invaded on 
all sides by new crops and commercial enterprises—cattle on lespedeza pastures, 
peanuts on worn-out cotton land, peaches in new and unusual spots, tung nuts in 
Louisiana and so on ad infinitum.  Industry and a variety of business activities 
we>re leavening the loaf in every state.  Perhaps the most significant develop- 
ment of all was the bustling efforts to attract tourists to come visit, rest, 
eat, and sight-see.  The ladies of Natchez, Mississippi, citadel of the ante- 
bellum Cotton Kingdom—had shown the way by opening their galaxy of beautiful 
old homes to sight-^seers for a fee.  Realization had finally come to the Old 
South that "a tourist is worth about as much as a bale of cotton and a lot 
easier to pick," 

Peanut Reports 

According to the dictionary, one definition of peanuts is "something small 
or trifling," but to the 75,000 peanut planters in ten states and to several 
hundred marketers, the four billion pounds of peanuts produced each year, valued 
at 650 million dollars, are nothing of the kind.  Current data concerning the 
quantity of peanuts processed, including those cleaned for roasting, shelled for 
making peanut butter, and crushed for oil, were such a critical need to the in- 
dustry that they persuaded Congress to pass the Peanut Statistics Act of 1939 
compelling peanut processors to report each month the quantity processed and its 
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utilization, to the Department of Agriculture. 121/ This became, and remains, 
the only report issued by the U.S. Crop Reporting Board for which respondents 
are required by law to submit facts concerning their operations and this is 
done at the instigation of the processors themselves. 

This can of worms had been delegated to the Special Crops Section, and 
monthly reports had been begun when Brooks arrived in Washington but he had to 
spend a great deal of time on this project rather than on problems of estimat- 
ing production of the 23 types of tobacco.  Nearly a year slipped by before 
Henry Taylor, SIC, Virginia, took Brooks on a tour in September, 1940 to observe 
first hand the methods used in the production, harvesting, marketing and pro- 
cessing of peanuts.  Henry Taylor was a delightful person with whom to travel. 
He was thoroughly familiar with the peanut area of his state and seemed to know 
everybody engaged in this flourishing business in South Side Virginia.  Mr. 
Taylor had served in World War I and had retained his status in the Officer's 
Reserve Corps.  Shortly after this trip to peanut areas he was back in the Army 
and in the South Pacific where, in due course, he was promoted to Colonel.  His 
brother, Frank, who also was a career employee of the Crop Reporting Service, 
had served in the Navy in World War I as a Lieutenant j.g. engaged primarily in 
trying to determine why ships like the Cyclops disappeared mysteriously in the 
Devils Triangle.  Frank did not keep up his commission and in 1941, when taking 
a qualifying examination for re-entry into the Service he was asked, "Where is 
the main valve on the steamboiler?" Frank replied cheerfully "I don't know, but 
that's the first thing I will check on when getting aboard ship!" He was promptly 
accepted back into the fold.  Frank had many adventures with the Merchant Marine 
during World War II, but escaped serious injury dispite the ships he was on 
being bombed and machine gunned and struck by disastrous fires and collisions. 

Frank, like John Shepard,  also lost a son in the invasion of Europe. 
Garland Taylor had been'wounded, but recovered and on his first day back on 
duty was killed.  Sometime earlier he had written his Mother, thanking her for 
sending him some post cards to use in keeping her up-to-date on how he was get- 
ting along.  "Those cards," he wrote, "came in mighty handy.  It was pouring 
rain last night and we had trouble getting a fire started, but those cards 
really made a blaze." 122/ 

THE SEETHING LOCK-UP 

The Black Hole of Calcutta has, since 1756, epitomized human misery in con- 
finement, but in the days before air-conditioning the Lock-Up during the suffo- 
cating jungle heat in August of swamp based Washington, must rank a close second. 
Just before closing time the day before Lock-Up, Warren Carr would close the 
windows in each room, drop the Venetian blinds, fasten them down with a box-car 

121/  Title 7, Section 951 U.S. Code, see p. 229 "SRS of USDA-Scope and 
Methods," Miscl. Pub. 967, 1964. 
122/  Correspondence with his parents, Frank and Alice Taylor, Rapidan, Va., 
March 14, 1976. 
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seal, thus closing in all of the heat and humidity accumulated during the day. 
Early next morning, some 130 people would come into the Lock-Up and, for eight 
hours or so, swelter and perspire in the stifling environment as they scurred 
about preparing the Crop Report.  By release time at 3 p.m., the place would be 
a steaming cauldron.  Wall fans stirred the heavily flavored air, but helped 
little, and caused annoyance by blowing papers around that were not held down 
by a paper weight. 

Papers stuck to sweaty arms and drops of perspiration caused blobs on pages 
freshly penned in ink.  A status symbol was a low, round, hassock type fan that 
sat on the floor and kept air moving around one's legs, but only top officials 
had such soothing equipment.  A big leap forward was achieved in human comfort 
when window air-conditioning units were installed, but real relief did not ar- 
rive until air-conditioning was turned on in the entire building on May 2, 1960. 
The installation of air-conditioning was a marvel of organization and efficient 
operation.  The task had to be accomplished with minimum disturbance to the work 
of 7,000 employees.  This goal was effectively achieved by a procession of work- 
men streaming through the offices at intervals, each performing a specific 
function and going on his way without saying anything to anybody.  There was no 
way, though, to minimize the screeching of the steel bits that cut holes through 
six inches of concrete floor.  The cost of air-conditioning the building was 
$10 million, precisely the cost of constructing the building itself 25 years 
earlier. 

THE NEW AGRICULTURE BUILDINGS 

The Crop Reporting Service, as well as the rest of the Department, had 
struggled over a long period to obtain suitable working facilities and condi- 
tions.  By 1903 the old, red brick USDA building, the pride of 1867, was burst- 
ing at the seams and creaking with age.  James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture 
from 1897 to 1913 (a 16 year stint that set a record which still stands for ser- 
vice of a Cabinet officer) was, as President Taft said, "a good politician". 123/ 
In 1903 he submitted a request to Congress for $2,500,000 to put up a new agri- 
cultural building on the Mall.  For reasons now obscure, but apparently because 
the Congress thought Wilson's plans too grandiose, a million dollars was lopped 
off his building request.  Such arbitrary and unreasonable action irritated "Tama 
Jim" and he decided he would force the issue by using the $1,500,000 that Con- 
gress had appropriated to put up two wings of his planned structure on the as- 
sumption that Congress would surely provide the additional money to fill in the 
middle section.  Congress did nothing of the sort.  For nearly twenty-five years 
—1906 to 1930—the two separate and equal marble wings stood forlornly on the 
Mall, joined only by a wide expanse of green grass.  Finally the Public Build- 
ings Act of May 25, 1926, authorized completion of the missing middle portion 
of the Administration Building.  Construction got underway in 1928 and was 
completed in March, 1930, after an expenditure of two million dollars, double 
the amount Secretary Wilson had requested for that portion of the building in 
1903.  The end product satisfied many and was described by one over-wrought 

123/  Century of Service, p. 40. 
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enthusiast as "the most beautiful edifice of any kind in the world."  The Act 
of 1926 also authorized construction of the South Agriculture Building.  Work 
began June 1, 1930, and seven years later, on January 15, 1937, the building, 
containing 4,292 rooms and seven miles of corridors, was declared completed at 
a cost of $10 million. 124/ Not quite.  Provision had to be made for employees 
to get back and forth between the Administration and South Buildings without 
risking their lives crossing Independence Avenue, so two arches were construct- 
ed connecting the two buildings at the third floor level with wide halls in 
each.  These utilitarian arches cost an additional $350,000 and were dedicated 
to Secretary James Wilson (1835-1920) and Seaman A. Knapp (1835-1911), who, 
after being a Methodist preacher. President of Iowa State College, and publisher, 
began at age 70, the work for which he is best known—demonstration farms. 125/ 

Although the archway halls were used frequently every day, a lively foot 
traffic developed across busy Independence Avenue at the center of the two 
buildings.  Despite many near misses, no one was killed in this pedestrian par- 
ade and the hazard was eliminated when a tunnel under the avenue was completed 
and the cross-walk barricaded.  The exact date the tunnel went into service 
remains undefined despite a wide ranging search, but it definitely was in use 
in April 1942. 

The Commission of Fine Arts disliked the plans for the arches and on March 
17 and 18, 1933 discussed the proposed arches, "to connect the Administration 
Building of the Agricultural Department with the Extensible Building,*' reviewed 
the plans with the National Park and Planning Commission, visited the site and 
ended up recommending that the idea of bridging the avenue be given up and ad- 
vised that "underground passageways connect these two buildings."  However, the 
arches were constructed and the tunnel long delayed. 126/ 

In the original plans for the South Building, the 7th wing on the first 
floor was specially designed to meet the unusual and particular Lock-Up require- 
ments of the Crop Reporting Service.  An elevator was included, more open space 
provided, and special load bearing walls installed. 127/ However, the first 
section of the South Ag. Building to be completed was the 4th Wing, and the 
wisdom of the day was that the Crop Reporting Service should be moved into it 
"temporarily." Later when the 7th Wing was ready for occupancy the New Deal 
farm program was blasting into orbit and needed office space promptly so the 
new vacant 7th Wing was taken over "temporarily." Forty years later the office 
space allocation was essentially unchanged despite a strong effort in the late 
50's to obtain the 7th Wing when the bludgeoning computer program made additional 
space mandatory for the Crop Reporting Service. 

124/  Century of Service, p. 130. 
125/  "Men and Milestones in American Agriculture," p. 22 & 23 U.S. GPO Wash. 
126/ Letter March 20, 1933, Charles Moore, Chairman, Commission of Fine Arts, 
to H. A. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture, SRS files. 
127/  Interview with Darrell Peters, Director, Administrative Services, 
Division EMSC, USDA. 
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WPA RESEARCH PROJECT IN NEW YORK, 1938-41 

Interest in area sampling—that is, drawing a probability sample of small 
areas of land and interviewing farmers living in or associated with them—had 
long been discussed and gotten the enthusiastic attention of the statisticians 
in the Laboratory at Ames.  One of these was Earl E. Houseman, an Iowa farm boy 
with an excellent mathematical mind, who was assigned by Professor Snedecor in 
1938 to study sampling problems.  Later Houseman transferred to Washington where 
his talents were used in upgrading technical phases of the program and in in- 
augurating the computer revolution. 

Irvin Holmes carried on research concerning the optimum size of segments 
for area surveys using "assessors" data for nineteen counties in the states of 
Indiana, Minnesota, Iowa, and Kansas.  This field work, which was done as a 
part of the Sample Census Research Project, involved the interviewing of as- 
sessors, AAA community committeemen, and other local people in order to match 
up three identical farms for the period 1935-37.  In all, nearly forty thousand 
farms scattered over two hundred seventy-nine minor civil divisions, were cover- 
ed in the work. 128/ 

In discussing the project at the St. Louis Conference in 1938, Mr. Holmes 
stated three concepts for determining farms to be enumerated.  One, which he 
called "Operating Unit Method," was to include all land of the operator as was 
done by the Census; the second, a "Land Unit Method," in which "all boundary- 
line farms are broken down according to the townships and counties in which each 
tract of land is located." The third so-called "Combination Method" involved 
obtaining data for tracts inside and outside the Minor Civil Divisions separate- 
ly and combining them later in the office.  This procedure was suggested by a 
Mr. Shaw and as Mr. Holmes pointed out, it had serious flaws, especially in 
those days before the electronic computer, but it is interesting as it contained 
the germ of methods eventually developed for enumerative surveys in the 19A0's 
and under the expanded long range program. 

In 1938 the Works Progress Administration (WPA) in New York City had a 
problem—about 300 clerks with not enough to do.  The Crop Reporting Service 
had a different problem—research projects aplenty with no people to do the 
basic clerical work.  These two problems were resolved by a cooperative arrange- 
ment between the two agencies under which Glenn D. Simpson became director of 
a staff in New York City in 1938 that performed the clerical work on a number 
of research projects such as Holmes' study referred to above, sponsored and 
given technical direction primarily by Washington staff members.  When Simpson 
left in 1940 to work for the Census Bureau, C. E. Burkhead, State Statistician 
for Maryland, commuted to New York several times a month to provide over-all 
administrative guidance to the research effort that was given day-to-day super- 
vision by WPA employees.  Among Washington staff members who were technical 
leaders of research projects were Irvin Holmes, Paul Smith, John Wilson, Julius 
Peters and E. M. Brooks.  Catherine Senf was on the technical staff in New York 

128/  Proceedings St. Louis Conference, 1938, p. 41. 
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and gave a great deal of help on all these projects.  The usual procedure for 
the Project Leaders was, about once a month, to take the B&O "Sleeper" to New 
York on Sunday night and return on Friday afternoon, leaving the City about 
4:30 and arriving in Union Station in Washington at 8:30. 

The B&O put its passengers off the train in Newark early in the morning 
and onto buses which were ferried across the Hudson River, and then dropped 
them off at their hotel.  The Pennsylvania delivered its patrons to the heart 
of town, but then they had to fight for a taxi to take them to their hotel. 

In May 1941 Brooks was in New York along with Jack Hicks when he received 
a telephone call from Mr. Callander asking if he could return to Washington 
that night and leave the next morning on a drought survey throughout the South. 
Brooks said that he planned to return to Washington, but that he was engaged 
in tobacco revisions and Mr. Hicks could decide whether he should go on the 
trip.  Hicks talked Callander out of the idea so Joe Ewing and John Shephard 
made the drought survey.  As they crossed the Potomac River into Virginia, it 
started raining and the further they went, the harder it rained.  All the way 
south through North Carolina, Georgia, into Alabama, up through Tennessee and 
into Kentucky it rained steadily.  Arriving in Bowling Green, they called Mr. 
Bryant, State Statistician in Louisville, and he told them that if they came 
on up to Louisville, then east to Lexington and north to Cincinnati, they 
would be in the worst drought area of the State.  They followed this routing 
but at Lexington got hit by 3 1/2 inches of rain.  They finally staggered 
back to Washington having worn out a set of windshield wipers on a drought- 
less drought survey. 

The WPA project in New York came to an abrupt end after Pearl Harbor when 
job opportunities went begging, but it had served a useful purpose during a 
difficult period.  So far as the research projects were concerned they helped 
educate some of the staff in research methodology and provided answers to some 
long-standing problems. 

FIELD TRAVEL - WEST, 1941 

There are some people who, if they are supposed to know always know.  For- 
tunately this failing has not been a part of Brooks' bag of faults.  One steamy 
hot day in August, 1941, when working in the Special Crops Section, Mr. Callander 
came by and asked a question about sugarbeets, and Brooks had to tell him he 
didn't know the answer as he had never seen a sugarbeet.  Callander promptly 
got after Hicks to send Brooks on a field trip to get acquainted with the sugar- 
beet areas and practices.  Hicks planned the itinerary and it was a dandy. 

Meet Floyd L. Reed, SIC, Colorado 

The first stop was Denver where Floyd L. Reed, Statistician in Charge of 
the Colorado office, took his visitor on a three day tour of sugarbeet areas. 
Brooks asked a host of questions about the planting, cultivation, irrigation. 
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harvesting, and processing of sugarbeets, and about many other farm practices 
in the area, all of which Reed answered forthrightly. 

There are some people who should never leave their native habitat.  Such 
a one was Floyd Reed.  He should never have left the ranch.  Not that he didn't 
do well in the outside world, he did.  But he had such pronounced qualifications 
for the job as "ramrod" on a large, sprawling ranch that it seems a waste that 
he spent so many years behind a desk. 

Alert, aggressive, sharp minded, bluntly outspoken, physically powerful, 
agile as a cat, totally without fear, supremely confident, knowledgeable a- 
bout animals, people and range practices, he personified the type of ranch boss 
the movies try to picturize. 

One night in Kansas City, Kansas, Reed and a companion set out in a taxi 
to attend a dinner in the home of a mutual friend.  The taxi driver got lost 
and after wandering about and making several false stops. Reed got out of the 
car to look at a map under a lamp.  He promptly recognized that they were in 
the wrong part of town entirely and he expressed his displeasure in the raw and 
livid language of a bunkhouse cowhand.  The taxi driver understandably took 
offense, but made the mistake of swinging at Reed.  Floyd reacted with a vicious 
blow to the man's stomach which doubled him over.  Reed grabbed the tails of 
the fellow's sheepskin coat and yanked them forward over his head thus pinning 
the man's arms in a helpless position.  Holding him firmly with one hand, Floyd 
used his other fist to pummel the fellow unmercifully with hard uppercuts. 
When Reed decided his message had gotten through adequately to the hapless 
taxi driver, he released him and they proceeded on their way. 

Dan Herbert related an incident that occurred when he was an assistant in 
the Denver office in 1957.  On a mid-summer day Reed and Herbert were riding in 
the pickup truck of Cecil Yount, Manager of Baughman Farms on their way to ob- 
serve grasshopper damage to wheat in the area around Cheyenne Wells, Colorado. 
As they followed a narrow road between two wheat fields, they came upon a snake 
sunning itself in the road.  Yount stopped the car intending to kill the snake 
if it developed that it was a "rattler" but Reed anticipated Yount by hopping 
out and running forward for a closer look. 

"What is Reed going to do?", Yount asked.  Herbert replied that if it was 
a black snake. Reed probably planned to catch it and take it along with them. 
"No, he's not," said Cecil.  "You lock your door and roll up your window, we 
won't allow Floyd back in."  By this time, Floyd had caught the black snake, 
for such it was, and started for the pickup.  Cecil called to him.  "Floyd, you 
old b , you're not going to get into this pickup with that snake."  "Aw, 
Cecil, he won't hurt anything," retorted Floyd as he circled the pickup with 
the snake coiled around an arm.  They continued this sort of exchange for sev- 
eral minutes until Reed found a sack and deposited the snake in it and placed 
his find in the pickup box.  Cecil Yount with some trepidation relented and let 
Reed ride back to town where he retrieved his newly acquired pet, put it in 
the trunk of his car, and continued his journey.  Herbert said he could "feel" 
that snake in the trunk all the way back to Denver. 
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The next week Floyd kept the office posted on his snake.  First they tried 
keeping it in a bathtub, but it escaped several times and they retrieved it, 
using a wet towel.  Finally the snake escaped and could not be found.  That 
evening as the Reeds were watching their favorite T.V. program, out came the 
snake from under the T.V. set.  Apparently as the set warmed up, the snake, be- 
ing a cold blooded reptile, was forced out.  Several weeks later, on a trip to 
Colorado Springs, Floyd released the snake along the highway. 

During his college days at the University of Nebraska, Reed was Middle- 
weight Intercollegiate Wrestling Champion.  It was no "grunt and groan" perfor- 
mance so far as Floyd was concerned.  He literally flew at his opponents and 
bull-dogged them into quick and complete submission. 

Capable of towering rage. Reed occasionally went on a rampage in the of- 
fice.  At such times, the staff scattered to storm shelters, except Bob 
Gastineaux.  Bob knew exactly how to handle such situations.  Whenever Reed got 
into a lather. Bob, an assistant in the office, and at that time a bandy-legged 
kid weighing perhaps 115 pounds, would take off his dark rimmed glasses and 
with a wide grin challenge Reed, "Do you want to wrestle?"  The idea was so 
preposterous Reed would stop in his tracks and laugh uproariously. 

The man could be very pleasant socially.  An accomplished story-teller - 
not always ribald - and a loquacious quoter of Shakespeare, he was the life of 
any party.  The tour with Reed was most interesting and informative and it was 
pleasant except one night when he got on the subject of W. F. Callander, which 
set him off on a long, bitter recitation, and it was 3 o'clock in the morning 
before he finally knocked it off and went to sleep.  Some years before, Callander 
had transferred Reed from Kansas to Colorado much against Floyd's wishes and he 
wasn't about to forget it. 

Fred Beier, Western Regional Livestock Statistician, headquartered in 
Denver, was driving west on one of his periodic appraisals of the livestock 
situation and his invitation to ride along was accepted with alacrity.  Fred 
Beier was a rather small man with thinning gray hair, pleasant blue eyes and 
a tanned, leathery face.  He apparently knew every cow path and sheep trail in 
the Far West and was an interesting conversationalist—when you could hear him. 
He talked in a low, flat, companionable tone further muffled by an ever-present 
pipe that he seemed to sort of swallow with the stem more in, than out, of his 
mouth. 

In Cheyenne, Wyoming they picked up George Knudsen who, it was generally 
believed, was the only State Stat since 1914, when Estabrook reorganized the 
Service and all such positions came under Civil Service, whose appointment 
might have been influenced by political considerations.  The fact that his 
brother was a Congressman from Minnesota lent credence to the allegation.  How- 
ever, George had the basic qualifications for an Agricultural Statistician of 
that period, was industrious, got along well with his peers and maintained good 
relations with farmers and ranchers.  When he retired, he said he expected to 
apply his fondness for mechanical tinkering to the repair of children's tricyc- 
les and such.  The drive to Salt Lake City through the sprawling, lonely, sage- 
brush carpeted, undulating terrain of southern Wyoming then down between the 
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craggy walls of Weber's Canyon rampant with autumn hues of multi-colored shrubs 
interspersed with the dark green of pine trees and the brilliant gold of quak- 
ing aspens, into the Great Salt Lake Valley was, for a first-time tenderfoot, 
a thrill a mile. 

Regional Defense Conference, Salt Lake City, 1941 

Secretary of Agriculture Claude L. Wickard, was holding a Regional Defense 
Conference in Salt Lake City where he was vigorously pushing for expanded agri- 
cultural production in accordance with the Production Goals for 1942 which he 
had announced on September 8, 1941. 129/  Before leaving Washington, Brooks had 
been urged to sit in on the Utah Conference.  This idea was not relished as he 
wanted to see some of the Utah sugarbeet areas, but decided to attempt to do 
both.  Mr. Frank Andrews, Statistician in Charge of the Utah-Nevada office, 
carefully reviewed questions on the shipment, in earlier years, of sugarbeets 
from adjoining states to the various sugarbeet factories.  Census acreages were 
available by states, and company records on tons of beets processed, but where 
the beets came from was something of a mystery.  Mr. Andrews' long experience 
in the region helped clarify the situation.  He loaned Brooks a Government car 
and he took off on a one-day tour south to American Fork, Provo, and Spanish 
Fork, feverishly looking at sugarbeet fields, irrigation systems, railroad 
loading equipment and the like.  S. R. "Bert" Newell, then Assistant Adminis- 
trator of AHS, took him in tow at the conference and saw to it that he met some 
interesting people and into some special sessions. 

That night he attended a meeting of sugarbeet producers in the Blue Room 
of the Newhouse Hotel.  Westerners are noted for their blunt, outspoken frank- 
ness and it didn't take long to make itself evident.  After a brief, mild open- 
ing statement by the Chairman, a big, raw-boned man got up and began to tell 
the Secretary what was so.  Secretary Wickard was sitting on the front row and 
the irate speaker stood in front of the Secretary and glared down at him. 

"Mr. Secretary/'  he rasped,   "the last Secretary of Agriculture 
said  that  the sugarbeet industry is an un-economic industry and 
ought   to be wiped off  the map of  the  United States.     Now,-Mr.   Secre- 
tary,   we  don't  want   to hear any nonsense  like  that  from you!"     Wickard 
threw his head back and laughed  uproariously,   but made no  comment 
at  the moment.     The speaker continued in a  less belligerent way. 
When  the Secretary got  up  to speak he said,   in effect,   "Gentlemen, 
I did not come here  to  tell  you what  the sugarbeet program should 
be.     That is  your job.     You  tell  me what  you  think it should be 
and I assure  you  your plans  will  be  given  consideration in Washing- 
ton.     When Congress approves  and appropriates  funds,   the Department 
will  do everything it can  to implement  the program effectively and 
fairly." 

129/  "A Century of Service", p. 281. 
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Wickard was such a friendly, hearty soul, no one could stay angry with him 
for long.  The Westerners especially liked the fact that Secretary Wickard sat 
on the platform all during the two day Conference and answered any questions 
put to him and those too difficult or sensitive for his subordinates. 

The Pacific Coast 

After the Conference Brooks rode with Fred Beier and Richard C. Ross, SIC, 
Idaho, to Boise.  After a couple of days there Fred took him to Fayette where 
he caught a train for Portland, but about 9o'clock that night at Le Grande, 
Oregon, the trip was halted by a cave-in of a tunnel.  After much conferring, 
the train officials told the passengers they would be there all night, and 
then taken over the Blue Mountains to Pendleton.  The train turned around the 
next day, as did the one coming east from Portland, and returned from whence 
they came. 

In Portland, Brooks had dinner with the Oregon Stat in Charge, N. I. Nielsen 
and his family.  "Nicky" was U.S. Commissioner in Marseilles, France, and Agri- 
cultural Attache in Paris for nine years, and came home with many beautiful 
things for his house, a cellar full of choice France wines, and a flair for the 
good life that made a visit to his home a thing to remember.  During the even- 
ing Raymond Vickery stopped by to say goodbye as he was leaving the Oregon State 
Statistical Office for military service in World War II. 

The sugarbeet acreage in Oregon was small with most of it located 425 
miles east of Portland at Nyssa near the Idaho line, so Nick had arranged with 
Dick Ross to handle the reports from his office in Boise only some 60 miles 
from the Oregon sugarbeet producing area. 

Wynne Holbrooke of the Seattle Office took Brooks on a tour of the sugar- 
beet areas of the State of Washington.  A year or two later Holbrooke transfer- 
red to the Livestock Division in Washington, D.C.  Wynne did not like the D.C. 
area and when his mother died, he went home to Oregon to manage the family ten- 
acre prune ranch.  Before spraying his trees with DDT, a new product with which 
he was not familiar, he smeared grease on his face and hands for protection. 
The result was the opposite of what he expected.  The grease absorbed the DDT 
into his system, he became critically ill, his weight dropped to 75 pounds, and 
he finally died. 

California was a revelation and the gigantic Central Valley Irrigation Pro- 
ject fascinating.  George Scott, State Statistician for California, took Brooks 
to San Francisco and surrounding areas to visit a number of people engaged in 
the sugar industry, including J. E. Coke, Agricultural Tlanager of the Spreckles 
Sugar Company.  At the Experiment Station at Davis, research was going on to 
develop a sugarbeet "puller and topper" that, hopefully, would eliminate the 
back-breaking, time consuming stoop-labor then required for harvesting sugar- 
beets.  Industry had contributed $90,000 for the research and were impatient 
for results.  As we watched late one evening an agricultural engineer drove a 
horse drawn experimental contraption into the barn.  He seemed discouraged at 
the day*s performance of the embryo harvester.  The problem of how to pull a beet 
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up from rough, uneven ground and cut off the leaves at the top all in one 
mechanical motion was no easy problem.  Persistence eventually paid off, how- 
ever, as before long, efficient mechanical sugarbeet harvesters became common- 
place farm equipment. 

Another device being worked on was a nut cracker for shelling English 
walnuts.  The walnuts were guided by gravity into individual slots in an up- 
right wheel which revolved over a saw that cut a small slice in the shell; a 
shot of ordinary cooking gas was then quickly injected, followed by a blast of 
hot flame shot at the walnut causing the gas to explode and blow the shell away 
while the meat dropped straight down into a hopper.  Commercial concerns said 
the ingenious nut cracker was too slow, but Rupe Goldberg would have loved it. 

The Southwest 

The sugarbeet industry in Arizona and New Mexico was primarily a matter of 
producing sugarbeet seed for farmers.  This enterprise was a rather recent de- 
velopment spurred by the loss of sugarbeet seed imports from Germany.  Preston 
Creer, State Statistician for Arizona, and Fred Daniels who held a similar 
position for New Mexico, took Brooks to the sugarbeet areas in their respective 
states, and to plants where the seed was threshed.  Production of sugarbeet 
seed involved letting the beets grow one season, digging them up and burying 
them in a trench silo over the winter, then letting them "grow out" and go to 
seed the next season.  Although this was a long and laborious process it was 
considered preferable to depending on obtaining sugarbeet seed from Germany as 
was done prior to World War I.  With Hitler on the march in Europe the Depart- 
ment was hurriedly expanding experiments in sugarbeet seed production in even 
such unlikely places as southern Virginia. 

This long trip to Western States, and the similar tour of the South made 
the previous summer with Jack Hicks, proved to be invaluable a year or so later 
when Brooks had to plan and direct farm employment and wage surveys in both of 
these regions and in specialized crop areas throughout the country.  Seeing 
the topography, observing production, harvesting, and processing methods, get- 
ting acquainted with State office staffs and procedures; with trade and univer- 
sity people; and keeping voluminous detailed field notes all combined to make 
later survey activities much more effective than they otherwise would have 
been.  Agricultural statisticians from the five other Branches, — Field Crops; 
Fruit and Vegetables; Livestock and Poultry; Agricultural Prices; and Dairy — 
made similar trips visiting state offices, research laboratories, college offi- 
cials, farms and processing plants.  It was the only way to keep up with the 
rapidly changing agricultural situation.  Congress stipulated long ago that the 
Crop Reporting Board include field statisticians in its deliberations to assure 
that the Crop Reports would not become the stereotyped product of desk-bound 
bureaucrats.  Such meaningful field travel of Washington staff members to the 
field accomplishes the same purpose, that of creating a corps of statisticians 
that is fully knowledgeable concerning the commodities being dealt with in their 
reports. 
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THE MAKING OF A SAMPLE SURVEY 

The pinnacle of responsibility for statistical activity in the Federal 
Government resided in the Executive Office of the President, specifically on 
the Director of Statistical Standards, Bureau of the Budget. 130/ The Director 
and his staff had the difficult task of seeing to it that all statistical work 
done in the vast Federal establishment was: (a) needed, (b) non-duplicating 
and (c) data collected, processed, and analyzed efficiently.  As a practical 
matter, this meant that any of the 2 1/2 million Federal employees who wished 
to make a survey with money appropriated by Congress which involved contacting 
nine or more people had to have their project approved by the Office of Sta- 
tistical Standards.  An impossible assignment one would think, but actually 
the thing was done quite effectively.  The procedure was like this.  A few 
staff people of the Division of Statistical Standards were responsible for 
keeping tabs on each Federal Department — Commerce, Defense, Agriculture, etc. 
Each of these Departments had a man or two designated as the contact with the 
Budget Bureau to clear all surveys proposed by anyone in the Department. 

To illustrate, if the Statistician in Charge of one of our Ag Estimate 
State offices, say Colorado, wanted to make a survey, he submitted a statement 
to the Washington, D.C. office detailing what he wanted to do, how he planned 
to do it, and why.  This statement was reviewed by Ag. Estimates and when con- 
sidered acceptable and ready, was submitted to the Department's Clearance 
Officer. 

When he was satisfied about the worthwhileness of the project and sound- 
ness of procedures, he forwarded it to his alter ego at the Budget Bureau. 
After a preliminary review the person might decide that two or more other De- 
partments might be involved and arranged a conference where all concerned made 
a critical review of the various aspects of the proposed project.  This includ- 
ed consideration of the sampling plan, the appropriateness of questions, format 
of schedules, and operating forms, soundness of tabulation and analysis plans, 
whether duplication with work being done in another Federal agency was involved, 
and the impact on respondents.  If finally approved the survey was assigned a 
Budget Bureau number and termination data both of which had to be clearly shown 
on the survey materials. 

Obviously, this was a slow and sometimes frustrating procedure, and much 
energy was spent stewing about delays, but the clearance procedure served a 
good purpose because in the end, you got a better product.  A curious aspect 
of the activity was that none of the Statistical Standards staff that worked 
on agricultural surveys had ever had the practical experience of personally 
planning and operating a survey from egg to earth.  Perhaps this lack of prac- 
tical experience in the field was good as otherwise it might have tended to 
inhibit questioning and probing. 

The Clearance Officer for the Department of Agriculture, that is, the man 
who reviewed every proposed survey, sample, questionnaire, field operation and 

130/ Later Division of Statistical Policy, Office of Budget and Management. 
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analytical procedure and, when satisfied with their soundness, presented them 
to the Budget Bureau for approval, was J. Richard Grant.  He was always in the 
middle between impatient people anxious to get on with their survey, and the 
deliberate Budget Bureau staff intent on making sure the proposal was proper 
and feasible.  Dick Grant had been part of the research staff at Iowa State 
College that worked on drawing the Master Sample, and was tapped by O.V. Wells, 
Chief of BAE, to be the first Clearance Officer for the Department, because it 
was believed he had the mental capacity and temperament for such an assignment 
and, in particular, could handle the fulminations of that big, red headed, good 
hearted, but hard probing representative of the Budget Bureau, Ole Negaard. 
For thirty years, Dick performed the job with an ease, grace, and humor not 
soon to be matched.  He and Ole continued as good friends although they sparred 
daily. 

PERIODIC CENSUS VS CURRENT AGRICULTURAL SURVEYS 

Agricultural statistics are collected primarily by two major agencies, the 
Census Bureau in the Department of Commerce and the Statistical Reporting Ser- 
vice in the Department of Agriculture, each headed by a Secretary who is a 
member of the President's Cabinet. 

Each decade from 1840 to 1920 and every five years since then, the Bureau 
of the'Census has undertaken to collect information on a mandatory basis from 
every farmer in the United States — some three million of them in 1960.  A 
total of approximately 300 questions were asked about crops, livestock, income, 
farm employment and the like with the questions limited to those applicable in 
each State.  About a month was required to collect the data, two years to tab- 
ulate, summarize and publish the results, and something like 25 million dollars 
to pay for the overall project.  The Census tabulations were invaluable as 
benchmarks and to provide data for local areas, but too delayed to be of signi- 
ficance in appraising current conditions.  For this, sample surveys that can 
collect data quickly and be used in publishing timely forecasts and estimates 
are essential.  This latter function has been performed by the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture since it was founded in 1862. 

It is not argued that this separation of such closely related activities 
as an agricultural census and a current agricultural statistics program is nec- 
essarily desirable.  It has simply been that way for over a hundred years. 

The agency in the Department of Agriculture responsible for current statis- 
tical reports has had various titles during the past century, but during the 
period 1933 to 1961 it was labelled successively as the Division of Crop and 
Livestock Estimates (1933-39); Division of Agricultural Statistics (1939-53); 
and the Agricultural Estimates Division (1953-61).  It had, during the 1950's, 
about 600 full time permanent employees, approximately 150 in Washington and 
450 in 43 offices servicing the then 48 states with offices added for Hawaii 
in 1955 and for Alaska in 1960.  These were all Civil Service employees respon- 
sible in a straight-line chain of command to the Administrator of the Service. 
This direct line of responsibility is essential if due dates for the 700 reports 
released each year at the headquarters office in Washington are to be met with 
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precision.  Most state offices, in addition to their Federal staff, also had 
a contingent of state employees who worked under the direction of the Stat-in- 
Charge and provided data needed by the State but not required by the National 
program. 

Most of the information on which these reports were based was obtained by 
mail from a sample of farmers who voluntarily filled them out and returned 
them to the State Offices.  There they were edited, tabulated, summarized, an- 
alyzed and estimates made that were submitted to Washington for final review 
and the preparation and release of official reports.  In the course of a year, 
some ten million questionnaires were mailed out, and about three million re- 
turned for use.  The mail survey is a quick and relatively inexpensive method 
of collecting data, but it has two basic weaknesses.  The list from which the 
mailing is made is never complete — therefore, biased.  Secondly, the returns 
are not representative of all those being surveyed — again a built-in bias. 
By long experience and much study, methods have been developed — largely re- 
gression charts — to utilize the biased data to make forecasts and estimates 
that are generally serviceably accurate. 

To meet the growing demands for timely, accurate, and comprehensive statis- 
tics, it has been necessary to develop more sophisticated data collection, pro- 
cessing, analysis and transmission systems.  The development of probability 
area sampling — drawing samples of small land areas and collecting data asso- 
ciated with them — has been a major effort in recent years.  These so-called 
Enumerative Surveys were made in June and December to sharpen the reliability 
of agricultural estimates and to provide factual information, such as farm 
employment, not obtainable satisfactorily by other means. 

The use of large scale objective measurement surveys on a scientific basis 
were also a relatively recent development.  For these surveys, a sample of corn, 
soybean, cotton, or wheat fields were selected from those identified by the 
June or December Enumerative Surveys.  Next, actual counts and measurements 
were made throughout the growing season of factors believed to be critical in 
developing the yield per acre of the crop —number and size of cotton bolls, 
number and length of ears of corn, and so on.  These objective counts and 
measurements were used in complex formulas to estimate prospective yields per 
acre.  Objective surveys were also made to obtain data on growth factors of 
oranges, peaches, walnuts, grapes, filberts and cherries.  Probability mail 
surveys were tried that appeared to offer much promise for strengthening this 
useful tool. 

Automatic data processing made giant strides after World War II and made 
possible rapid handling of masses of data that are manuevered through a maze 
of complex computations to provide estimates that are statistically pure. 

In 1941 the Crop Reporting Service was, from a technological standpoint, 
still in a backward, low geared, awkward stage of development.  By 1961 it had 
gained the experience and carried out the necessary technical and operational 
research in breadth and depth to establish the foundation for creation of the 
highly scientific and sophisticated Statistical Reporting Service of 1976.  The 
SRS is recognized at home and abroad as the world's largest, most comprehensive 
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and efficient statistical organization devoted to providing current statistics 
on all phases of agriculture.  The ultimate accolade is reported to have been 
pronounced at a meeting in November, 1971, of the Advisory Committee by Julius 
Shiskin,  Director, Division of Statistical Standards, Bureau of the Budget. 
Mr. Shiskin was presenting the case for creation of a central statistical or- 
ganization, as proposed by President Nixon, that would combine the Census 
Bureau of the Department of Commerce, the Statistical Reporting Service of the 
Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of Labor Statistics from the Department 
of Labor, and a few minor statistical offices into one huge statistical com- 
plex.  When it was argued that the SRS should stay where it was in order to 
better serve agriculture, Mr. Shiskin is said to have rebuttaled that the ex- 
pertise of SRS should be dispersed as it was needed to strengthen the other 
agencies!  It should not be thought that because of its eminent degree of soph- 
istication, SRS has abandoned all the old ways and lost its willingness to 
utilize homely methods when they best serve the purpose.  After all, it still 
uses grave-diggers in Wisconsin to provide information on the depth the ground 
is frozen, fora report that is widely read by construction engineers, utility 
companies and others laying pipe, digging foundations, or building roads. 

RESEARCH ON FARM LABOR SURVEYS, 1941 

Throughout 1941 Congress became increasingly aware of the need for more 
adequate statistics concerning the farm labor situation. 

The BAE in response to a request from Secretary Wickard, established an 
Interagency Planning Committee on Farm Labor with these members: Raymond C. 
Smith, BAE, Chairman; H. B. Boyd, AAA; S. R. Newell, AMS; Roger F. Hale, AMS 
(alternate); W. T. Ham, BAE; Arthur W. Stuart, BAE (alternate); P. V. Kepner, 
Extension Service; George S. Mitchell, FSA; James G. Maddox, FSA (alternate); 
W. J. Rogers, OADR; Otis B. Mulliken, OADR (alternate); Samuel B. Bledsoe, 
Office of the Secretary; and Roy F. Hendrickson, SMA. 130A/ 

Since the re-organization of 1939, the Crop Reporting Service had been a 
part of the AMS (Agricultural Marketing Service) under the name "The Division 
of Agricultural Statistics•"  An announcement in the AMS house organ for Dec- 
ember, 1941, stated, "The new Agricultural Statistics Division has under taken 
the collection of data under the expanded program.  Already six regional con- 
ferences for statisticians have been held to discuss plans and operational 
procedures. Farm Labor information will be collected through mailed question- 
naires, as well as by paid enumerators in the intensive fruit, vegetable, sugar- 
beet and cane areas.  The first questionnaire will probably go out on January 1. 
(1942) Meanwhile, experimental work is being done to test the schedules.  
Publication of a monthly report of the farm labor situation is anticipated. 
This report will deal with such matters as changes in the labor market in rela- 
tion to changes in wage rates, and factors affecting the supply of farm labor 
and the demand for it."  Earlier in the year Callander had designated Roger F. 
Hale, Chief, Agricultural Prices and Farm Labor Section, to spearhead preliminary 

130A/  BAE News, December 1941, SRS files. 
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research on methods of collecting additional farm labor data, aided by that 
talented pair Glenn D. Simpson and T. C. M. Robinson, 

On October 25, 1941, Callander, in a letter to S. R. Bryan, SIC, Arkansas, 
stated:  "Somewhat more than $200,000 will be available within a few days to 
start a farm labor reporting service in the U.S." President Roosevelt had just 
signed a bill under which these funds would be made available. 

And then came Pearl Harbor. 

THE IRON WHEEL TURNS, 1942 

The 15th of January, 1942 was one of those days when the Iron Wheel, that 
changes the course of a person's life, made its move.  About three o'clock that 
afternoon Brooks was at his desk working on a tobacco estimating problem when 
Mr. Callander's secretary, Zella Murry, stuck her head in the door and said 
that the boss wanted to see him.  Callander's office was right across the hall, 
and as Brooks walked in the door he was pacing up and down and without any pre- 
liminaries, said, "Brooks, can you leave town tonight?" The response was "Yes, 
I guess so, where am I going, and what am I going to do?" Callander replied, 
"You are going down to Texas and help set up an enumerative survey on farm 
labor." Brooks replied, "Mr. Callander, I don't know anything about enumera- 
tive surveys, nor farm labor, either." Callander smiled fleetingly and said, 
"You can read about them on the train going down to Texas." That was the end 
of Brooks' career as a tobacco and sugar statistician.  He was now locked into 
an entirely new career.  What had happened, of course, was that following Pearl 
Harbor, Glenn Simpson and Tom Robinson would soon be in the Army and someone had 
to take over for them in planning and conducting farm labor surveys. 

A little later that afternoon, Mr. Callander said, "Emerson, I've changed 
my mind about you.   I want you to go not only to Texas, but also on to Arizona, 
California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Colorado." Brooks asked, "When will 
I get back?" He replied, "Oh, sometime this spring." With that Brooks said, 
"Mr. Callander, in that case I want to drive my family to Iowa and leave them 
there, and go on to Texas on the train." Callander replied, "I don't care what 
you do, just as long as you are down in Texas Monday." Actually, Brooks arrived 
in Texas Monday evening about six o'clock, just in time to have dinner with 
Virgil Childs, Glenn Simpson, Joe Motheral and others that had been spending a 
few days in the Lower Valley of Texas studying some of the problems involved 
in making enumerative surveys of farm workers. 

DETERMINATION OF A FARM HEADQUARTERS 

The decision had been made to use a probability area sample for the pur- 
posed farm labor surveys, but the problem, or one of the main problems, was how 
to associate farms with a specific area of land.  If the sample included all 
the farms with any land inside the segment, too many large farms would be pick- 
ed up.  On the other hand, if only farms with all their land inside the segment 
were made a part of the sample, small farms would have an advantage, the sample 
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would be distorted and not representative of all farms. 

This problem was studied in Texas and at great length in California, where 
Brooks joined Arnold King and Ray Jessen of the Statistical Laboratory of Iowa 
State College, Ames, Iowa,  The three spent a month probing this problem under 
the heterogeneous conditions that existed in the vast, varied, and complex ag- 
riculture of California.  One approach would be to include farms if the farm 
operator lived inside the segment, but this meant that farms where the opera- 
tor did not live on the farm would not be included.  The researchers were told 
that probably 15 percent of the farms in California had such non-resident oper- 
ators - too many to be ignored. 

After much discussion, it was agreed that a "headquarters" would be deter- 
mined for each farm and if it was inside the sample area an interview would be 
obtained for the farm.  This meant that farms with resident operators would be 
included.  Secondly, if the operator did not live on the farm, but there was a 
house on the farm, that house became the farm headquarters and the farm would 
be enumerated.  Third, if there was no house, but buildings on the farm, an 
interview would be obtained.  If there were two or more dwellings on the farm, 
the dwelling of the greatest value would be the headquarters.  If there were 
two or more buildings, the one having the greatest value would be considered 
the headquarters.  If there were no buildings on the farm, the headquarters 
would be the main entrance. 

This procedure narrowed the problem down considerably, but there still re- 
mained the situation where there was no house on the farm, no buildings on the 
farm, and the main entrance could not be determined, not an unusual situation 
in parts of California and presumedly elsewhere, especially in the West. 

One evening Arnold King came back to the office from an afternoon spent at 
the AAA office considering what he called "farmettes" as a solution, and again 
went over the problem of non-resident farms where there was no main entrance. 
It finally came through that all that was actually needed was one identifiable 
point that could be designated on the farm and if that point was inside the 
segment you would get an interview, and if it wasn't, you would not.  Brooks 
suggested to King that the northwest corner of the farm be designated as "head- 
quarters" in such a situation, and if the Northwest corner of the farm was in 
the segment, you would get an interview, if it was outside the segment, you 
would not.  This tactic appeared to be satisfactory, and became a standard part 
of the farm identification procedure.  Sometimes even a blind pig finds an acorn. 

The "farm headquarters" concept stimulated a host of questions in the ac- 
tive and skeptical minds of statisticians attending training schools and inspired 
an urgent desire on their part to test its validity.  A few examples will indi- 
cate the point. 

QUESTION:     Suppose  the farm is  in  several  different  tracts,   where 
is  the main entrance? 

ANSWER: The main  entrance on  the ^tract of greatest  value becomes 
the  "headquarters" for  the entire farm, 
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QUESTION :     If the farm is in  the shape of a  circle,  where is 
the  "northwest corner?" 

ANSWER: The instructions are  to determine  the northern most 
point  then go west as far as possible.     If the farm 
is in a circle  the   "northwest corner"  would be  the 
point furthest north as it would not be possible to 
go west from  that point on  the farm. 

QUESTION :     What is  the farm headquarters of a  sheep operation 
consisting only of a herder moving across  the country 
with his  camp wagon and band of 1,200 sheep? 

ANSWER: The herder's  camp wagon becomes   the headquarters and 
if it is inside  the segment when  the interviewer gets 
there,  he completes a questionnaire.     If it  is outside 
the segment at  that  time,  no questionnaire is obtained. 

Later when segments were delineated in towns and cities, the operators' 
residence served as the farm "headquarters" and it was no longer necessary to 
use the other categories. 

When explaining the "headquarters" concept at numerous training sessions, 
one was always reminded of the incident during the Civil War when "Fighting 
Joe" Hooker was put in command of the Union Army.  His predecessor had been 
criticized for lolling around headquarters rather than being with his troops 
in the field.  "Fighting Joe" declared that "his headquarters would be in the 
saddle."  Critics retorted that the poor guy didn't know his headquarters from 
his hindquarters! 

Arnold J. King and Raymond Jessen were both outstanding young men.  Arnold 
was the son of a prominent sheepman in Wyoming, graduated from the University 
and had been in charge of the Ag. Estimates office in Cheyenne, Wyoming and 
also for South Dakota for a time prior to transferring to the Statistical Labor- 
atory at Ames.  He was not highly trained in mathematics and statistics but he 
hada lot of common sense, had been exposed to the ideas of sampling experts at 
the University, and had worked on numerous surveys.  Later he established 
National Analysts, a subsidiary of the Curtis Publishing Company, which made 
sample surveys for commercial concerns.  Ray Jessen was a very highly rated 
student under Professor George Snedecor at  Iowa State where he received his 
PHD degree in statistics and later taught at UCLA and other institutions. 

One day in Sacramento Arnold said, "I won't join you at noon today, I'm 
going to have lunch with my sister-in-law." Well, that seemed reasonable, but 
a few days later, someone had to go to Salt Lake City to get a Government car 
and bring it back to California for use on the research project.  Arnold said 
that if neither Ray nor Brooks especially wanted to go, he would like to make 
the trip as he had a sister-in-law in Salt Lake City.  They looked a little 
surprised, but said nothing.  A week or so later, Arnold said he was going to 
San Francisco for the weekend, as he had a sister-in-law in San Francisco.  Well, 
this was a little much, and curiosity was aroused.  Later during a stop-over 
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at Ames on the way back to Washington, it came out in a conversation with 
Arnold's wife, Mary, that she had several sisters and really did have a sister 
in Salt Lake City, in Sacramento, and in San Francisco, plus other places the 
researchers had not visited! 

After Sacramento a few days were spent in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and 
Colorado exploring problems involved in associating farms to sample segments 
in these states.  At Ames, the proposed procedure was explained to Professor 
George Snedecor, founder and Director of the Statistical Laboratory and noted 
author, who readily agreed that if Ray Jessen thought it was all right, he was 
sure it was. 

AG ESTIMATES GOES TO WAR 

To obtain an idea of the participation of Ag Estimates people in World 
War II and some flavor of what it was like on military duty during that con- 
flict the following accounts are given from the BAE News of September 1944, and 
March and November 1945. 
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LI:5T OF SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN ^- SEPTEMBER 1944 

WRITE THE BOYS AND GIRLS IN SERVICE! 

REMEMBER! 

THEY WOULD LIKE TO HEAR PROM YOU 

BRANCH 
NAME LOCATION OF SERVICE 

Guellow, Creighton N. Ag Stat, D.C. Navy 
Harrell, George F. Ag Stat, D.C. Army 
Robinson, Thomas CM. Ag Stat, D.C. Army 
Gastineau, Robert L. Tech Asst, D.C. Navy 
Simpson, Glenn D. Ag Stat, D.C. Marines 
Stuart, T. L. Ag Stat, D,C. Army 
Taylor, Frank M. Ag Stat, D.C. Merch.Marine 
Herman, William E. Ag Stat, Baton Rouge, La. Army 
Doyle, T. Roy Clerk, D.C. Army 
Thompson, Virginia H. Clt c Steno, D.C. WACS 
Wattenberger, Elmer Clerk, D.C. Army Air 
Ewert, Douglas T. Operator, D.C. Navy 
Timmons, Herbert D. Operator, D.C. Army 
Fryar, Paunnette Messenger, D.C. Army 

Taylor, Henry M. Ag Stat, Richmond, Va. Army 
Frost, Oakley M. Ag Stat, Charleston, W.Va. Navy 
Graham, Francis J. Ag Stat, Madison, Wisconsin Navy 
Harvey, George R- Ag Stat, Seattle, Wash. Navy 
Overtón, Robert S. Ag Stat, Des Moines, Iowa Navy 
White, Clarence E. Ag Stat, Springfield, Illinois Army 
Casey, Glenn E. Ag Stat, Seattle, Wash. Navy 
Finkner, Al va L. Ag Stat, Raleigh, N.C. Army 
Handy, Russell P. Ag Stat, Trenton, N.J. Army 
Hannawald, Emmett B. Ag Stat, Cheyenne, Wyoming Army 
Henderson, W* Ward Ag Stat, Albany, N.Y. Navy 
Hoffman, Lester J. Ag Stat, Cheyenne, Wyoming Army 
Koepper, James M. Ag Stat, Montgomery, Alabama Navy 
Koop, Arthur E. Ag Stat, Austin, Texas Army 
Maloney, Clifford J. Ag Stat, Chicago, Illinois Army 
McCammon, Rodney K. Ag Stat, Topeka, Kansas Navy 
McCarty, Dale E. Ag Stat, Lincoln, Nebraska Navy 
Mullen, Joe Ag Stat, Sacramento, Calif. Army 
Prindle, Harold F, Ag Stat, Portland, Oregon Army 
Vicery, Raymond E. Ag Stat, Portland, Oregon Army 
Fieri, Mario P, Ag Stat, Boston, Mass. Army 
Bokina, Carl J. Ag Stat, Boston, Mass. Army Air Corps 
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Page 2 LI5T OF SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN - Continued 

NAME 

Hamilton, Richard A, 
Harmston, Floyd K, 
Herman, Joe D, 
Legg, Sidney B. 
Light, Robert C. 
Orvold, Lennard W. 
Peterson, Byron 
Schutz, Robert R. 
Shaw, Herbert 0. 
Smith, Norman L. 
Swanson, Glenn A. 
Swedberg, James H. 
Woodrow, Wilson R. 
Woods, Charles K. 
Powell, Phillip 
Roberge, A. Robert 
Bruhn, Wilbert C. 
Carlson, Erling C. 
Clay, Marion J. 
Clugston, John A. 
Disbrow, Jean 
Druffel, Elain D. 
Mack, Alice 
Miklos, Julia 
Reagan, Michael B. 
Rucker, Marguerite I 
Rüssel, John R. 
Schmidt, James E. 
Webster, Fred S. 
West, Harold C. 
Durand, Jane L. 
Graham, Wendell 
Hale, Lloyd D. 
Northrup, John W. 
Reeves, Percy G, 
Young, Walker J. 
Dodson, Joseph C. 
Kirkbride, John W. 
Mason, David D. 
Monroe, Robert J. 
Shinn, Lloyd B. 
Wesson, William T. 

LOCATION 

Ag Stat, Des Moines, Iowa 
Ag Stat, Salt Lake Cfty, Utah 
Ag Stat, Las Cruces, N. M, 
Ag Stat, Columbus, Ohio 
Ag Stat, Columbia, S.C. 
Ag Stat, College Park, Maryland 
Ag Stat, St. Paul, Minnesota 
Ag Stat, Sacramento, Calif. 
Ag Stat, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Ag Stat, Springfield, Illinois 
Ag Stat, Lansing, Michigan 
Ag Stat, Boston, Mass 
Ag Stat, Columbia, Missouri 
Ag Stat, Lansing, Michigan 
Clerk, Gulfport, Mississippi 
Asst Clk, Chicago, Illinois 
Clerk, Austin, Texas 
Clerk, St. Paul, Minnesota 
Clerk, Raleigh, N.C. 
Operator, Trenton, N.J. 
Stat Clk, Lansing, Michigan 
Mach Oper, Boise, Idaho 
Clk Steno, Lincoln, Nebraska 
Clerk, Columbus, Ohio 
Clerk, Baton Rouge, La. 
Mach Oper, Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Mach Oper, Helena, Montana 
Mach Oper, Boston, Mass. 
Clk Typist, Austin, Texas 
Clerk, Little Rock, Arkansas 
Mach Oper, Denver, Colorado 
U.C. Typist, Columbia, S.C. 
Clerk, Montgomery, Alabama 
Under Oper, Orlando, Florida 
Clk Typist, Columbia, S.C. 
Mach Oper, Little Rock, Ark. 
Agent (Stat), Ames, Iowa 
Agent (Stat), Topeka, Kansas 
Agent Sc. Aid, Raleigh, N.C. 
Agent (Stat), Raleigh, N.C. 
Agent (Stat), Sacramento, Calif. 
Agent (Stat), Raleigh, N.C, 

BRANCH 
OF SERVICE 

Navy 
Army 
Army 
Navy 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Navy 
Army 
Army 
Navy 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 
WAVES 
WACS 
WAVES 
WAVES 
Army 
SPARS 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 
WAVES 
Army 
Navy 
Army 

Pilot Tr. 
Coast Guard 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 

Army Air Corps 
Army 
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ON DIVISION MEMBERS 
AT HOME AND IN THE IR. COUNTRY'S SERVICE 

^^ S/Aj/f^^;<^v>>^ 
^r^-r ïç,-/i'    ^v-/ 

WASHDJGTON,  D.  €• m.  2 M&HÍ3H 1945 

TOE GO TO PRESS AGAIN I 

The editors charged v/ith the responsibility of preparing this issue of 
Agstat Notes apologize for the lapse of time between issues; but not without 
excuses.  Breathes there a statistician v/ho never to himself has said, "I'm 
not sure - but I believe I'm being overworked." I/Yell, maybe Kimball wouldn't 
put it that mild.  No one needs to be reminded what anyone is doing between 
September and March of any year.  They tell us this period used to be an off-• 
season.  Oh Î for the good old days! Besides, following Diamond's precedent 
in quality on a job like this is a tough assignment and confess, we must, 
that the little demons whose advice is alv/ays forthcoming and sometimes 
sought, actually suggested that it would be a wonderful idea to postpone the 
issue until Diamond is called in on the Board again.  But good idea or not, 
the pressure for'another issue increases each day.  Material has piled up, 
requests are pouring in; so, quality to the winds, here .it is I    Our. only hope 
is that it will reach all of you, wherever you are, and that it will bring 
you news, a smile or two, and the feeling that we on the job front are think- 
ing about you on the fighting front, wishing you success in your missions, 
praying for victory soon, and waiting for you to come back home. 

As nearly as we can find out, most of the men and women in the Armed 
Services have received a copy of the September issue of Agstat Notes. We 
sincerely hope so, anyway, and trust that this issue will reach each and 
everyone.  It was heartening to note that the first issue was so well re- 
ceived judging from letters from the front.  We* hope this issue will be 
equally well received. 

Again we ask the State- Statistician to see that a copy of this 
issue reaches those who entered the Services from his office, 
and to send the issue by first class mail. 

Many interesting letters have been received from points scattered all 
over the Globe.  Excerpts of high lights from these letters are contained in 
these notes.  Limitations prevent the reproduction in whole of all of them, 
which is sincerely regretted, for they are good reading and very interesting. 
Along with some of the letters come snapshots or photographs. 
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It is no overstatement to mention that we lack facilities for their re- 
production^  Nevertheless, it's an enjoyable interlude in the daily grind to 
have an opportunity to look at these pictures, recount past plcas\irable associ- 
ations end look to tlie future. 

Let everyone continue to send in iteias of news and interest about the men 
and v/omen in the Armed Services.  Letters from those in the Services are appre- 
ciated, and we will try to paas jon the nev/s through future issues of AGSTAT 
NOTES spaced not so far apart.  Thç Division is particularly interested in know* 
ing whether the September issue reached everyone. Let someone know who will 
pass the word along and keep us posted on your  whereabouts* 

We want to express our appï*eciation for the information sent in by the 
various field offices and for the generous assistance of Ann Swetman, Helen 
Jordan, Ruth liöiite and others who prepared the copy« Ifeiny thanks are due 
Charley Biirldiead for his contribution, '^News From the Garden Front,'' and other 
helpful suggestions, and to the many others v/ho furnished the news in this 
issue,* We trust you get as big a ''kick" out of reading it as we did in pre- 
paring it. 

The Editor's, 
A. V. Nordquist 
H. fi. Walker 

A ÎÏESSÀGE'FROM THE CHIEF 

Most of you who have written in since entering the Armed Services have 
indicated that you still have a warm sp©t in your hearts for the Division and 
that you are very anxious to get back on the job.  Believe us, we are just as 
anxious to see all of you back. You are assured the jobs you left are here, 
awaiting your return.  It is impossible, of course, to foretell just what 
bright prospects the future nay hold for the Division*s work, as you may well 
realize, but in new ideas and techniques we are prepared to travel a long way 
as the demands provide the means for more and better data and information. 
Of interest to you, no doubt, will be the fact that the few who have already 
returned from military furlough have been quickly fitted back into place. 
At present our knuckles are being skinned scraping the bottom of the man 
power barrel. 

îfeiny of you have written me personal letters, but due to the pressure 
of Division work I have not been able to reply.  I knew, however, that the 
Agstat Notes would soon be forthcoming giving you much more information than 
a personal message from me \vould contain.  Iky I take this opportunity to 
wish you all good luck. Godspeed, and a quick and safe journey back.    I I x 
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MORE SHIFTS IN FIELD FOK.ÎATIONS 

After executing that incomparable play involving six successive moves, the 
coach relaxed and concentrated more on single "bucks'*•  Having demonstrated to 
his own and everyone else's satisfaction that a sextuple reverse could be per- 
formed, Koenig seoms to be content for the moment to move in single, double or 
triple jumps, but no one can foretell whether he intends to let the record stand. 
Since the last issue tïirelve transfers have been executed - four of them involving 
moves to Washington, D, C. Here are the field plays.  Get out the map in the 
September issue and follow them throu^. 

Player 

E. V. Jones 
G. D. Collins 
W. D. Bormuth 
Samuel Gilbert 
C« J« Heltemes 

Geo. B. Strong 
P. J. Creer 
J, R. Grant, Jr. 

C. D. Caparoon 
L. E. Wiland 
W. F. Callander 
W. D. Blachly 

Date From To Grade 

Aug. 31, 1944 So. Dakota Arizona P.4 
Oct. 1, 1944 No.Carolina Tennessee P-3 
Oct. 1, 19.44 Chicago, 111. Wash.,D. C. P-5 
Oct. 1, 1944 "Wisconsin So. Dakota P-5 
Nov. 1, 1944 Washington, D. C. Chicago, 111* P-5 

Nov. 1, 1944 Tennessee Washington, D.C. P-4 
Nov. 1, 1944 Arizona Utah P-4 
Dec. 16, 1944 Ames, Iowa Wash., D. C, 

(Off. of Chief) P-4 
Jan. 16, 1945 Washington, D,C. Wisconsin P-4 
Jan. 16, 1945 Pennsylvania Arkansas P-4 
Jan. 15, 1945 Florida Wash.,D.C.(Census ;)P.7 
Jan. 16, 1945 Arkansas West Virginia P-4 

Sam Gilbert took over Jones» job in South Dakota, bringing along his ole» 
doubul barrul.  First order of business was to find out how many ring-neck 
pheasants aco-shot Jones left in the State.  (Rumor has it Jones shipped his 
furniture to Arizona in a refrigerator car.)  So Sam sent pub a schedule on 
pheasants and the results were gratifying to all loyal nimrods in the State. 
We won»t tell how many pheasants Sam estimated. Nobody believes it, not even 
Saml 

Spuds have been orphans, more or less, ever since Harry Henderson was in- 
spired to became a scribe.  Last November, George Strong took hold of the vines 
as commodity specialist and the crop really has a home now.  Just in time, too, 
as potatoes carry a big war interest, and monthly stocks estimates have been 
inaugurated for administrative use.  G. D. Collins reported to ÎAarsh to take 
over Strong»s spot in the Tennessee office. 

W. D. Blachly moved from Arkansas to take charge of West Virginia, vacated 
when Oakley Frost went into the Navy.  L. H. Viiland followed Blachly in Arkansas, 
leaving an opening in the Pennsylvania office. 

When Gilbert left for South Dakota, Caparoon shook that unutterable title. 
Assistant (1COIÎ0DCOQACOSSAA) for agricultural statistician - a little better, 
anyway - and joined the staff of the Wisconsin office.  Dick Grant left the Ames 
Laboratory to take over "Cap»s" duties and title in Dr. Taeuber»s office. 

W. D. Bonnxith came to V/ashington to take charge of the Processed Dairy 
Products Unit in the Dairy Section. C. J. Heltemes went to Chicago to take 
charge of the Chicago dairy office. 
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Callander blew hot and cold on the Census job a do^en times before he made 
up his mind to pull stakes in Florida* Tovmsend is in charge of the Florida 
office. 

NEff RECRUITS IN THE SERVICE 

The turnover of personnel continues at a rapid rate. Since the last issue  | 
of Agstat Notes, eight field statisticians have tendered their resignations and 
Bob McCauley, North Dakota, went into the Arrny. Moot of these men had been in 
the service a relatively short time and may not be known to the readers. As a 
matter of fact, six of them were on tlie ''rookie^ list of the Séirtembef issue, as 
follows:  Ross, Kentucky; Haroldsen, Oregon; liurphy, Kansas;  Gain, Alabama; 
and Cunningham, Oklahoma. Viilmot Hill, Live.stock Statistician in Texas, resigned 
to go into private business.  lïanfred Lowe, Michigan truck crop statistician, was 
the latest resignation.  In addition, Ira Wissinger and Jack Hicks have been de- 
tailed to the Bureau of the Census. To offset, the Division acquired 4 new 
recruits and Frank Taylor returned from military service to the truck crop section. 
Frank is temporarily assigned to the Kansas office easing the man power shortage 
out there.  Also, Lloyd D. Hale returned from military furlough to ihe clerical 
force in the Alabama office* 

The new'Vookieá' are as follows with grade, date of appointment and State to 
which sent. 

W. T. Pederer P-3 
0. V. Grenier P-2 
C. H. Geist P-2 
Roy D. Bass P-2 

November 13, 1944 
November 21, 1944 
March 1, 1945 
îiarch 1, 1945 

Ames, Iowa 
North Dakota 
Washington 
Louisiana 

"WHAT ^ S COOKIN' ? 

Reminiscent of the old "Oorn-hog Days" the program of the Bureau-vâde Farm 
V/age Rate Survey slid into high gear with a series of area meetings at Montgomery, 
Philadelphia, Chicago, Denver and Los Angeles.  Meanwhile, a group of field 
statisticians, assigned from several different States were testing the enumeration 
in Florida with some moving on to other States. * 3^ ♦ Crop Insiirance is back, 
too, with nev/ and greater demands for county estimates.  The newest addition to 
the work performed for FCIC is flaxseed.  Meantime, Crop Insiarance is experiment- 
ing with tobacco, apples.  ♦ t * 

V/ith an eye toward streamlining Board procedures, Koenig appointed a com- 
mittee composed of C. E, Burkhead, Chairman, E. M. Brooks, A. 7. Nordquist, 
H. L. Rasor and R. Royston to study recommended changes on record from field and 
Yiashington personnel.  Committee camé up with some plans for changes that look 
promising. < * ♦ 

If present plañ"s materialize the new Board procedure for monthly reports on 
the speculative and non-speculative crops will become a reality this seaSon. 
Outstanding features of the new setup are:  One State review, two pink slips, the 
Statist*s recommendation is the Board estimate unless changed in State or 
Commodity review, and the work in the computing unit proceeds simultaneously with 
the State Review. * * ♦  Livestock interests in the Division are primed to re- 
lease a Livestock, Dairy and Poultry Production report each month.  The report 
may be inaugurated this season with an issue released about the 12th of the month 
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covering milk and egg production, and including other livestock reports in months 
when made. ♦ '^ *  On the side, acreage and yield work sheets are being subjected 
to careful study by a sub-committee' of staff members chairmaned by Peters. 
Board procedures on acreage estimates are being reviewed with an eye toward 
"stream!ination". * ♦ * Working smoothly, as though from long usage, a stream- 
lined plan for acreage review was tried out on the March Intentions Survey. Not 
even one crack of Simon Legree Palíesenos whip was necessary as the one State 
review and the thorough commodity reviews were completed well before the hour set 
in advance»  By entering the Statists' recommendation on the computation sheets, 
the computing section was able to prepare the sheets for commodity review by the 
time the State review was completed« ♦ * * Not letting any blades of grass grow 
up between their toes. Palmer and Schlotzhauer developed a citrus work sheet 
yfliich is a humdinger. Now they are toying with one for the deciduous fruits. 
Rumor has it that the fruit people want'to divorce par. * * * That elusive set 
of estimates of actual nvanbers of cattle on feed January 1, which reposed in the 
files since 1942 for want of a sponsor finally made its debut. The January 1945 
Cattle on Feed Report showed estimates by States (Corn Belt and Western) begin- 
ning with 1930.  Interest in market supplies of cattle has been acute. * * ♦ 
Negotiations are under way for transferring to the Division from the Census the 
job of determining estimates of stock of vfheat in merchant mills. * * ♦ 
^'Rations Fed to Milk Cows" by John L. Vvilson, a 67-page publication, has just 
been released. Amounts of concentrates fed and kinds of feeds in rationç as 
well as the amounts of home-grown feeds in concentrate rations are some of the 
subjects treated.  Forty-three pages of tables show various data by States and 
Regions. Estimates by States of quantities fed on farms selling milk or cream, 
and on farms where milk was produced for home use only, together with estimates 
by States of percentage of individual feeds in the ration are published for the 
first time.  Of particular interest are tables showing, by States, the estimated 
value per 100 pounds of concentrate rations fed to milk cows from 1938 to 1944 
inclusive, and milk-feed and  butterfat-feed price ratios by regions, 1920 to 
date. * *'* 

The Special Crops Section has been receiving congratulations on their 50- 
page booklet entitled "Statistics on Commercial Peanuts." Jack, John and Pete 
(V/illis) not only chase the S. E. Runners from farm to table, but throw in a 
lot of general information. The report is far from being "jest peanuts.'" * * ♦ 

In the background the Division has been quietly delving ijito thé problem 
of making estimates of number of farms and land in farms.  Statists recommenda- 
tions and related data are in Henry Rasor's office for review now, but published 
estimates will not be forthcoming until after the Census is available. Estimates 
will begin vdth 1930. An experimental outgrowth, of these data on land in farms 
is the set of charts for corn, oats, barley and flax in which ratios to land 
Y/ere expanded to actual acres and charted vs. Board acres.  This carries on some 
work started earlier in the field and Washington offices and really shows  much 
promise.  Similar charts of acre.s per farm and livestock per farm expanded by 
numbers of fcrms v/ill also bear investigation. ^■'  * t- 

The wartime 1945 Census has been beset v/ith- difficulties from the start. 
Biggest headache has been the scarcity of enumerators.  Cost per schedule is up 
considerably as the ante for enumerators v/as raised to attract help. I'ore 
trouble struck v/hen severe snov:storms paralyzed communications in northeast. 
Bright spot in.the Census picture was transfer of W, F. Callander from the 
Florida office to Chief Statistician for the Census of Agriculture, succeeding 
Z. R. Pottet who retired from active service.  Callander wants plasma from Ag. 
Statistics.  Donors so far are Ira 'Yissinger and Jack Hicks, but Callander is 
making further appeals. * ♦ * 



H. H# Schutz returned from his Peru assignment» After some well-earned 
leave, he worked on an educational and orientation program for thosc^ interested 
in the activities and; techniques of the Division.  On lîarch 18, he retires from 
active servicq and heads toward Glendalc, California where he expects to make 
his home* A group of the Washington staff bade him farewell, at an informal 
luncheon at which he was presented with a* billfold as a token of remembrance and 
esteem. * * >v The Americas are. getting agricultural statistically-minded. 
Several countries have! sent representatives to study the methods used in making 
crop and livestock estimates in the T&iited States. Latin American trainees - 
one from Cuba, one. from Peru — havp recently gone thç ro\mds in Washington and 
are now getting some "boot** training in the field offices.  Baca (Peru) is under 
Andy's tutelage in Nebraska, while Mondejar (Cuba) is watching the vAieels tiorn 
in the Maryland off ice.  Senors Rose of Peru, Mor ia s of Brazil, Mas and Gonzales 
of Mexico, representing their respective governments in Census end crop estimates 
work, have made tcxtensive studies within the Division.  Rose spent 2 months in 
North Carolina and followed the March Intentions report from there through the 
Board review in Washington. Mas is preparing a Spanish language presentation of 
our methods, complete with reproductions of charts, etc. Morias has been spend- 
ing most x£  his time in Commerce, as his work in Brazil covers exports and 
imports of all commodities, non-agricultural and agricultural. * ♦ ♦ Just 
recently, a group being groomed for agricultural advisers in Eviropcan countries 
by OFAR went through a "quickie" course in crop and livestock estimates with the 
D. C, staff administering the inoculations. ♦ * ♦ 

Look for a big expansion in cooperative work in the Arkansas office -^ par- 
ticularly along price lines.  Bryan is sponsoring a new bulletin on prices 
received.  At the same time the jTorcé is working away at an index of prices paid. 
Another 'Wisconsin Agriculture" has rolled off the press, and Wisconsin has 
published a new price bulletin.  In the mill is a special dairy bulletin due to 
be released soon.  War demand for data is spurring Ebling and Co. to new heights. 
South Dakota recently issued another one of its commodity bulletins - this one 
on livestock.  Bulletins on flax and rye arc to follow.  From the Ohio office 
comes a new release on deliveries of fluid milk from producers to 19 principal 
fluid markets and to manufacturing plants.  Soil moisture tests in Kansas and 
Nebraska dropped, in 1942 due to Departmental restrictions on travel and rubber, 
were considered essential enough to be resxjmed last fall, with plans to carry 
on in 1945 if time, .help and funds permit. * * * 

The Grain Section is cooperating with the Division of Farm Management and 
Costs in a release on Methods of Harvesting Com.  The basic data were obtained 
on the February 1944 general schedule and credit is being given the field for 
working up these data.  Release is due soon. * <- * 

Biggest casualty since the Division went on a war-footing has been crop 
meter work.  Very few states have time, money and tires enough for meter travel. 
Also out for the duration, or longer, are the extensive objective surveys on 
corn and cotton made by the.Washington staff, and systematic boll counts have 
all but disappeared in cotton States. * * *  Postponed indefinitely, also, are 
many "pet" projects which were on "the programs of the field offices.  Host of 
these'will wait until the war ends, since greatest restriction has been man» 
power. 

The Census price project - visitor every five years - is back With us again. 
Price Section is processing masses of county data with practically all new per- 
sonnel. *  * i^    Prices Received has been summarizing all the accoimt sales from 
C.C.C. records on wool purchases to obtain average price» Account sales slips 
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covering nearly 300,000,000 pounds have been tabulated.  Price Section is now 
transmitting data on wool and also cost to packer data on meat animals to field 
offices.  * ♦ * 

Ever hear of a pennit? It is Shepard's new unit for measuring foods.  Some 
day you are likely to use it for adding together watermelons and strawberries or 
for combining your State's production of milk, eggs, flour and sugar to make a 
statistical cake.  Confidentially, a pennit is merely a specified penny unit. 
Chances are that when your family went to the grocery store in prewar years and 
bought bread, milk, cabbage, oranges, carrots, spinach and other foods in the 
same price range they secured about 100 pennit s of food per dollar ana spent 
about $100 per person per year for food.  If you spent materially less than that 
Shepard can make a good guess on what kinds of food you must have bought if your 
family was adequately supplied vath suitable proteins and adequate calories, 
minerals and vitamins.  From a statistician's viewpoint the new unit is not only 
convenient but the only \mit available for its purpose.  However, some Depart- 
mental circles have not caught onto this umit based on cost, but still favor a 
unit based on nutritional needs.  Some day Shepard will win a prize as a champion 
for sticking out his neck.  In publishing his forecasts of yields before the 
crops are planted (SeeCE.M. 1168 and February issues of "Agricultural Situation*' 
1943-45) he has pioneered in a field where there has been little competition so 
far.  Candidates should file their applications promptly to avoid the rush. * * * 

Along poultry lines comes three notev/orthy accomplishments.  Last November, 
Poultry issued a report on "Farm Poultry Feed Rations and Feed Consimiption Per 
Layer and Per Dozen Eggs." Report showed, by States, percentages each kind of 
feed in total ration, laying the gro\and work for egg-fçed and poultry-feed 
price ratios by States.  Report includes maps showing percentages by crop re- 
porting districts.  Hot off the press is a release on "Source of Chickens Raised 
in 1934 and 1943".  This report includes estimates, in percent of total raised, 
of the breeds of chickens raised in 1943.  For 1943, field offices made another 
complete survey of hatchery capacity, culminating in a report on hatcheries and 
hatchings from 1938 on, issued last September. * ♦ ♦ 

The so-called "distress clause" inserted by Congress in the O.P.A. Act last 
spring has caused plenty of distress to the Fruit and Vegetable Section. This 
clause specifies that the O.P.A. Administrator must take into consideration any 
considerable reduction in yields of fruits and vegetables when making adjust- 
ments in ceiling prices of the commodities.  Innumerable requests have been 
made by growers to O.P.A. and W.F.A. for relief under this clause, and of course, 
these requests have been passed on to Ag. Statistics to ascertain the statis- 
tical facts concerning damage to crops.  No less than a score of special 
appraisals have been made by field offices within 24- or 48 hours after receiving 
the requests.  In many cases growers have been benefitted by increases in price 
ceilings as a result of the Division's findings. 

BELIEVE IT OR NOT 

Further progress has been made in forecasting wool production.  Harlan has 
discovered that in Australia, at least, wool production depends on the wether. 

Cyclical variations in economic and climatological data have long been im- 
portant in our work.  The. report is that Dick Smith has recently discovered a 
new cycle.  Dick stumbled on it in the dark, so to speak.  It is reported to be 
one of the double kind, commonly knoivn as a bicycle. 
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Tie aro glad to report that there is no conf irmtion in the recent report 
that the Louisville office was being liquidated. Hal merely had to raise-his 
estimates out of the baseinent. The plan now is to secure him some waterproof 

file cases. 

The bald similarity/between the widely fluctuating behavior of seed acreage 
indications and the bowling scores of his teammates prompted T. J. Kuzelka to 
undertake a soientific study of factors affecting man's ability to disintegrate 
the duck pins. Torn found a high correlation (inverse) between big scores one 
week and low scores the following week. With proper allowance for trend, he 
developed a formula for predicting his teammates* scores a week in advance of 
the date of bowling.  Guided by these forecasts^ he would select team members 
who are most likely to be "hot'* for the weekly contest.  But Tom needs a 10-man 
team to reach maximiam efficiency that would allow five best forecasts to bowl 
each week, thus removing hioman elemeirb entirely. Meanwhile, team has slipped 
frora second to sixth place this season, which doesn't prove anything, says Tom. 
We vi-sion team mates furnishing weekly condition figures as a basis for further 
refinement in form.ula.  Reason for high correlation? Simple. High scores induce 

optimism and over-confidence. 

Shepard's "pennit" system is not a substitution for red and blue points. 

RUNNIÎÎG TRUE TO FOR!.! 

Since the day 7;e v/ere sv/orn to secrecy and to guard the speculative reports 
with our lives, if need be, we have stoutly contended that the Divisiones per- 
sonnel is the "salt of the earth." Nowhere will you find a group more polite 
and considerate.  Finest bunch in the world in a poker game, too.  Late one 
evening at the close of the recent Chicago meeting, a poker game, designed to 
induce Ole Negaard (Bureau of the Budget schedules "No" man) to part with some 
of his hard-earned cash, clearly demonstrated the superb qualities herein dis- 
cussed.  Vftien the game was over, Gilbert v/as ahead $5.35, Nordquist won O^.OO 
even, Negaard claimed he won $1.50 and Koenig insisted on a net gain of 75 cents. 
Brooks only lost $3.00 and Bodin .dropped two bucks.  This accounted for all the 
players.  Now for a bunch of statisticians, this is bum figgering, but whoever 
lost were being considerate lest they made the winners feel bad.  Sure *nuff. 

A LOOK DOWN THE 4-mN& CORRIDOR 

My, how things have changed ! Maybe at times you've wondered what the old 
Division looks like - who's holding down v;hat job, v/hat desk, \*at room - and 
after appropriate speculation conclude that it must be a lot different now. 
Well, mçiybe it is and maybe it isn't.  If you vrere called in on the Board, 
reached the 4th v/ing on the second floor after a hurried breakfast you would no 
sooner tvirn down the corridor than you v/ould espy the same old seed merchants - 
Edler and Kuzelka - prolificly grinding out seed statistics.  You would get an 
inkling, though, that something is nev: about the joint, aside from the 
"geared-to-wartime" chatter on seed crops.  Yes, something's new ond then you'd 
discover the whole clerical force Vt'Qs changed from vvhat it used to be.  New 
faces - yes, all of them.  Nice looking people too.  Your stop in tho Tobcicco 
Section would ibrther support this observation.  Well, your plcascjit surprise 
would become even more enjoyable to find those traditional "holders-dovm-the- 
forters". Curry and Hurry in the front office, except it would be a little 
confusing because Curry is sitting v^ere Hurry sat and Murry is sitting where 
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Curry sat.  It occurs to you, as you blankly try to straighten the v/hole thing 
out, that here's a tongue twister that would v/in a hundred bucks:  "Do hurry the 
surry, Murry," says Curry to Murry.  "This surry won't hurry," to Curry says 
Furry.  But it's easier to figure that Dick Smith sits yihere  Koenig sat and 
Koenig sits v;here Callander sat, and if you want to see either one, why, you sit. 
Meandering down the hall, you stick your head in "Operation*" New faces there 
too - and nice people.  But Miss Treadvmy brings up the subject of missing inven- 
tory, especially that old omnimetre, and you're forced to duck these pleasant 
surroundings. Yep, here's the Steno Section and some familiar faces: Sv;etnian, 
Jordan, Y/illiamson, Pratt and Moorhead, There still ig an air of Kentucky 
hospitality, but if you bring up the subject of politics or male vs. 'female, the 
odds are 8 to 5 you come put second. Amid the hum and bustle of a veritable 
beehive, you'll note some changes in the Truck Crop Section, but not so much 
that you feel free to takß your hand off your ivailet, You'll hear no stale jokes 
from Parker. His repertoire is still fabulously rich.  It begins to look like 
old times as you reach the end of the corridor«  Shepard and Upton delving into 
production indices of all kinds, Rasor and Minor giving King Cotton its majestic 
dues, and Bennett, Wilson and Bormuth taking care of ^ tremendous milk flov/. New 
faces in the Dairy Section, too - and nice people. Ypu'd find Bailey and Co. 
still running the clerical end of the Grain Section and that their wits are still 
sharp.  Be careful, a wisecrack is a signal for a barrage that will flatten youJ 

And nov; the Board Room.  Pete, Walker, Carp, Gurtz and Kelly in the old 
familiar setting, dealing with record crops all down the line.  If you hail from 
a bean State you can go no further and your observations v/ill be confined to 
beans because Carp has you buttonholed.  But if by sheer force and at the risk 
of losing a lapel you succeeded yi entering the Secretary's office, you really 
v/ould know that you are home^ and among some old friends - Trowbridge, McDanieL, 
Burke, Voorhies, Raymond, Griffith, Rutledge, Albrecht, Gray, Danhardt, Cheatem 
and Evans - all still on the job. 

DOINGS OF THE lOOF, INDEPENDENT ORDER OF (WOULD BE) FARIffiRS 
or 

NEWS FROM THE GARDEN FRONT 

In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to love.  But these Agstats 
tersely turn to clothes — work clothes, the kind that breeds sore muscles, 
scorched cheeks cxná  touchy, tender backs.  Clothes (usually) make a man, but if 
one could see the "fashion parade" of Agstat garden costumes, varied* would be the 
views and doubt v/ould reign as to their origin. However, never doubt the sin- 
cerity of these "Soldiers of the Soil" as they fold their papers at the end of 
the day and madly rush home to do their bit on the "garden front." Many are the 
differences of opinion on the subject of gardening. A little clump of Stats 
gathered in the corridor, at lunch, or elsewhere, usually foretells an exchange 
of viev/s on varieties, planting dates — and boasting as to who's doing the best. 
Let us take it for granted that these guys (and gals, too) really mean business 
at this task of gardening.  Here's v^at a few of the folks, both in V/ashington 
r-nd in the field, are doing in their "garde^is." Remeinber these jibes are all 
in fun — just to remind our Service boys and girls that the good soil for v;hich 
they fight is being well cared for until they all return. 

Chief Paul "Flat Dutch" (cabbage) Koenig is planning big things in his 
garden this year.  His "intentions" are good but there's lots of "bias" in his 
"C/H" indications -- his current crop is always bigger than his history shov-s. 
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There^s Dick "9ig Boston" .(lettuçç) Smith; his "acreage record book", is 
usually up to date, .but right now, cramped fpr space, he thinks he* 11 take on one 
of those "submarßihal tracts" somewhere. 

Right in there pitching is genial VCheyenne" (hot pepper) Pallesen. In 
harem #1 he is having some trouble "computing" the number of cans needed to save 
his "tomatoes'." FLASH Î ^ We have just received word that he has scooped all 
the gardeners. How? Well, he reports a "little boy pepper" has just arrived, 
weighing 9 povaids, wearing no trunks, but. full of fight* This is really carrying 
out March Intentions# 

"Kentucky Wonder" (pole bean) Gurtz, recently from the Dark and Bloody 
ground, now handling legumes in the Grain Section, is wondering hov; to plant a 
garden "on the rocks'" in the back yard of his Virginia home, but "Pride of 
ViTisconsin" (cantaloup) Kimball, better known as "Driomstick Kimball," told him to 
forget gardening and just raise some "barred Rocks." 

VJhen the faltering gardeners speak of their woes and almost give up, who 
comes to their rescue but stalwart Tom "Fertile Pot" Kuzelka. With a stout heart 
Tom spurs them on. When their plants grow weaker and weaker, he tells them to 
use these new fangled compressed manure molds — the penicillin of the plant 
kingdom. ' Last year he canned vegetables and fruit totaling over 6,000 blue points, 
made a movie record of the garden to depict-quality, quantity, color, and to es- 
tablish a basic par for Agstat gardeners.- He also got the blue, ribbon for men's 
canned goods in Grover (Stetson) Hill's U.S.D.A. Victory Garden Show, 

A neivcomer to gardening is John "Giant St^ringless Greenpod" (bush bean) 
•Yiilson. He vows one cannot plant onions near potatoes — afraid the onions will 
get in the*'tater's eyes! He'll learn better. . 

The experts are going strong.  Elbert "Swiss Chard" Schlotzhauer is King of 
the "Greens" team.  Reginald "Rutabaga" Royston still claims you can get blood 
out of a turnip — or maybe it's just "turnip plasma." The Truck Crop Section 
has varied opinions.  Jaun "Eggplant" Abbott, a gardener of no small scale, won- 
ders why those "t)lack beauties" he raises won't hatch, but Clarence "Porto Rico" 
(sweetpotato) Parker, a truly neophyte at the gardening business, said they 
wouldn't h-atch even in Texas. 

Julius "Klondike" (strav/berry) Peters is King of the small fruits gardeners. 
Fete knows full v/ell that all strawberries are not blondes, and is quite sure 
that a "Maiden's Blush" involves more than just an apple. 

Sjonbol of the lîation's agricultural progress is corn. Harold "County • 
Gentleman" (sweet corn) V/alker, a dyed-in-the-v/ool gardener out South Dakota way, 
endures gossip on the subject while going to and from work, has managed to grub 
out a cedar tree and prepare a plot.-  "Red Kidney" (dry bean) Carpenter, a 
gr.rdener of long standing, can be seen most any late afternoon waltzing his bees 
to and fro pollinating his beans.  He is getting some good ideas from "Hung bean" 
Blood out Oklahoma way. 

A persistent, although peaceful, gardener is Henry "Long Green" (cucumber) 
Rasor.  Having been used to the sands of South Carolina, he is having trouble 
with that vitreous Virginia clay. John "Tennessee Red" (peanut) Marsh, being in 
the same fix, offers his sympathies.  Arnie "Long Standing" (spinach) ITordquist 
still persists in trying to grow tomatoes imder oak trees at his fashionable 
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Park Avenue site.  Even "Sage" Harlan can^t break him of that,  "World Beater" 
(sweet pepper) Cron won the Men*s Canning Club prize last year --"out for it again 
this year.  The only guy not yet "bitten" is "Red Cored" (carrot) Hale who belies 
"parity begins at home" but whose wife believes he could at least mow the lavm. 
Bill "Sweet William" Evans, the conqueror of harem ^3, is already preparing a 
"Form 57"— a declaration of purposes -- for his 1945 garden operations. 

"King of the Garden" but better known as "Blue Ribbon" Burkhead, a 
gardener of long standing is in for it again this year - hoping to top his out- 
standing string of blue ribbons and a flock of "also rans" won in several VG 
competitions last year.  Imagine a guy winning two prizes with one head of 
cabbage J  Cary "Sphagnum-moss" Palmer got the jump on most of the boys in start- 
ing his plants in flats and, despite some setbacks, is still enthusiastic.  In 
fact, he has already planted 2 gardens on a small scale.  A third plot is new 
under consideration. 

John "Vitamin P" (P for pennit) Shepard, who does not come under the 
classification of "would be" farmers, merely sits back with a knowing, though sub- 
dued, smile while the boys spout off their "March Intentions." 

But when it comes to a statement as to the best variety to grow in shade 
or sun, or pros or cons on quality, we call on George "Seed Statistic" 
(clean-.basis) Edler.  He has just completed a 4-week term on the D. C. Criminal 
Court jury, and this additional experience gives him undisputed prestige as a 
renderer of unqualified decisions in seed matters. 

Burnie "A and C Ace" (cucumber) Ballard — original Keeper of the 
greenhouse, is having a time trying to keep the over-anxious Agstats from putting 
their seeds in too early.  He is also our chief bug exterminator in the green- 
house. 

Where do they get their plants? V/ell, many of them are started right 
downtown — in the Department greenhouse.  And "keeper of the key" to it is 
"Sweet pea" Rogers of Seed Unit fame.  "Geranitmi" Sv/etman, Queen of harem ifZ,   is 
going in for flowers.  Ida "Tall Corn" Trowbridge insists that she knows how to 
grow "weet." In for the March Acreage Report was Sam "Dakota Red" (potato) 
Gilbert, Ed "Danish Ballhead" (late cabbage) Vandershaf, Stuart "Golden Cross 
Bantam" (sweet corn) Bryan, Clyde "Kleckly sweet" (\vatermelon) Willis, and 
Albert "Kohl-rabi" Kendall. 

A paucity of data on operations of all members of the field and 
Washington staffs will be taken care of as the season progresses. 

WHAT THEY ARE DOING 

Remember 
write them a 

letter ! 

Many letters and cards have been received from our men and women in 
the Armed Services giving, whenever censorship rules permitted, their location, 
duties, impressions about life in the Services and observations about their ex- 
periences and surroundings.  In the notes to follow, the editors have attempted 
to bring out some of tbe various "high lights".  At the same time, an effort 
was made to include a little information about as many of them as possible, but 
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there are  soné about v/hom news is entirely lacking«    VTe hope the futiire issues 
will be able to give  some  "dope*' on those not mentioned in this  issue and more de- 
tail on those for whom information was quite meager» 

In the last issue of the Agstat Kotes it vms mentioned the.t Capt.  Glen 
Simpson tvas out "somewhere  in the South Pacific".    A recent letter from him says 
he^s still "at sea".     Boy,  can that guy tread v/ater 2    Says  Glen,   " a lot of 
water has gone under my bridge since then and as you can s^e by the heading a lot 
more is going under at this very moment.    Water, v/ater eve'ryvÄiere, end I haven^t 
had a good drink for weeks;    Boyi  how an old-fashioned WQuld go now.   ^ As 
you may or may not know I' was transferred from the  3rd Marine Air Wing some months 
ago.    Althou^i my outfit is  still associated with aviation it is even more closely 
tied  in with the  ground troopers.     Sometimes I think it's tied too closely  
Tell Koenig * hello»   and tell him I will write him as  soon as I  can get my foxhole 
squared away."     (Editor's note:     Simpson always did take his  statistics seriously. 
After he gets the  foxhole  squared, then he takes the  square root of  it.    That 
gives him one  side.     But being one-sided  is the  same as being biased.    We can't 
figure out váiat he's driving at.    Hîho wants a foxhole full of bias?) 

The September  issue  inadvertently overlooked listing Robert P.  Dillman,  clerk- 
CAF 3    in the Pennsylvania  office who entered the Army in October 1943,  and also 
Mrs.  Adelaide F. Walsh,   clerk in the  'SBYT York office v^o entered the Women's Army 
Corps  in May 1944. 

The title of Col.  Henry Taylor's next letter may v/ell be "Reunion in Manila." 
Last word received was that Henry was appraising crops and livestock on the road 
to Manila.    Meanwhile we hear that Lt.   Bob Overton,   Iowa is in the  Philippines 
and Pallesen advises that Capt.  Al Finkner is on Luzon Island.     Cpl.  Tommy Stuart 
landed with the first ivave of engineers  on Luzon. 

"Billy" Herman (not the ex-Chicago Cub)   is flying a Liberator in Italy. 
Everyone   in the D«   C.   office will remember "Billy's"  covirtship in the Truck Crop 
Section -  those .delightful hand-holding strolls doivn the  corridor. 

Capt. M.*B. (Bill) Reagan is stationed at Birmingham, Ala. with the ground 
forces training and replacement group at that point. Bill is the .proud papa of 
a baby daughter born in mid-January. 

We have this  on good authority.     Pfc.  C.  E.  White admitted spending some 
time  in gay Paree,  and now finds himself in the doghouse  instead of a pup tent. 
But  now that he's back in Germany, Mrs. Vifhite  says  she won't be too difficult. 
She might throw a mattress at him,  —  or was  it,  to him? 

Sgt.  Arthur Koop is kept busy churning out  statistics for  the A.A.F.. at 
Santa Ana,   Calif.     Koop  sent us a bulletin sho^ving some procedures that he  set up 
for handling a difficult report.    Judging from the article,   Koop isn't losing 
his   statistical touch. 

On December 7,   Lt.  John C.   Scholl's  Christmas card stated that he was  in the 
hospital at San Diego getting ready for an appendectomy.     He expected to spend 
5 weeks  (including Xmas)   there.     In January he  passed through Washington.     Re- 
covered now,  he  reported that he would be stationed at Annapolis,  Maryland. 

"Greetings  from my Coconut  Grove  in the Í.5árianas," v^xites Ens.   Dale McCarty. 
"That may  sound like  anight club,  but it's a camp the  Seabees have  constructed 
out  of a bit of the  jvingle  on one  of these  islands.     .....  Eat C rations and live 
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in Quonset huts«..... .no plumbing yet^ so we shave, ivash, and v/ash part of our 
clothes in a bucket." McCarty is another proud fath,er .-.a boy, James Richard, 
bom in November. Mrs. îîcCarty needs an experienced bucket washer. Dale« 

It* s Major Vickery now - so a February letter informs us.  Censorship rules 
permitted him to say he was in France with the Third ÎJ. S. Army« According to 
the papers, Patton* s in Germany now. Vickery advises that they have another 
"junior statistician" now - Donald, who arrived last August.  (Editor * s ,note: 
Certainly Koenig should appreciate the improvement in the future man power out- 
look, but judging from these notes so fetr these service men may be pushing things 
too far). 

Writes Russell Handy, "I have been in Prance for three months now and enjoy- 
ing it fairly well.  This is a nice country and very similar to the U. S. in 
terrain and general appearance.  The people seem to be living better than news 
stories v/ould have you believe.... .*, In my office (Office of Fiscal Director) 
we have a fellow from Haine and one from Idaho.  Quite frequently there develops 
a heated argument as to vfcich State raises the most potatoes,  ]^fy. word is no good 
vâthout the of f icial^ data. Would you kindly send me a copy of the December Crop 
Report.  This will settle the argument as well as inform me on some other items." 
Guess Handy wants the answer book before he begins to call some of the bets.  A 
letter from Russell last-October carried this observation, "Of all the things I 
miss most being in the Army is my agricult|fi-al contacts (excluding my wife) and 
having to associate with people with other interests. Here we have mostly bankers 
auditors, Ç.P.A^s, lawyers, etc.  The only one with an interest along agricul- 
tural lines is a banker from, southern Illinois who is also a lukewarm reporter 
for Mr. Surratt.  I've been working on him for some time now and have gotten him 
to promise to report faithfully when and if he* gets out of the Army."  (Note: 
All of Surratt* s lukewarm reporters are in the Army.  He absolutely refused to 
request defennent for them.  If Handy* s missionary work is successful, Andy's 
bankers* list is due for ä shot in the arm when the war ends). 

The last news of Lt.(j.g*) Oakley Frost had him neading for the Pacific 
northwest after completing a course at Harvard.  Frost is- in communications. 
Francis Graham was reported aboard ship somewhere in -öie Pacific.  He ran across 
Bob Overton on the same ship, we hear.  Ens. Glen Casey is in a hospital in 
Seattle after v;hich he will be back on the job with the Division.  He was in 
several exciting naval engagements in the Pacific.  Koenig saw Casey on his 
recent trip, and advises that Glen is expecting to be discharged.  He and his 
wife who has been in Seattle, will vacat on in Montana for a month. 

Recent callers at the Division offices^ jn Wash?.ngton were Lt. Harold F..^ 
Prindle who is stationed in Washington with the Quartermaister Corps end Lt.Robert 
J. Monroe whose station is Fort Bliss, Texas. Monroe v/as called to New York on 
^a special detail and stopped in on his return trip. . His v/ork is along statis- 
tical lines in anti-aircraft artillery.   Capt., George Harrell also called at the 
Washington office.  He* s in charge of German prisoners doing the maintenance work 
at Fort Monmouth, N.J.  George can think of a lot better things to be doing - 
but he's doing it, nevertheless. 

Lt. Creighton Guellow is now located at the Navy Yard in Washington, D. ^C. 
Guellow weighs in at 183 pounds - an all-time high. 

The Truck Crop Section harbors a letter from Lt. George Harvey, who joined 
the Navy to see the world and nov/ illustrates the letters clescribing his ex- 
periences.  Harvey said he stopped to takq^^^ön some lemonade flavored with.Bourbon 
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and happened to meet Glen Simpson.  Siinpson still searching the seven seas for 
his old-fashioned, presumably. 

Capt. A. L. Finkner has been roaming the South Pacific being located at times 
in New Guinea and Australia and now in the Philippines. Al seemed to like Brisb^n' 
the best and New Guinea the least.  Life there v/as pretty rugged with plenty of 
rain and a mercury reading of 140 degrees on Thanksgiving day.  So, said Al, "If 
it wasn*t red mud it vjas red dust." In the Philippines it's rugged too - camp 
life in a big camp that Finkner said **reminds you of a circus or like one of the 
fairs at home Certainly washing is no bother here. In fact, you have 3 
\7asher women come around every day. They are scrupulously honest but poor as all 
get out. ...... .About half the kids in town, I think, have clothes made'from old 
parachutes." Like Col. Taylor, Finkner was looking forward to Manila, but he 
suspected that the Nips left very little standing. 

The whereabouts of Capt. T^C.M. Robinson is known to everyone in D. C. 
(stationed here) except Miss Treadway who is still trying to recover a brief case. 

A Christmas card from Pfc. Virginia H. Thompson informed the Dairy Section 
that she was located v/ith Squadron W, Maiden Army Air Base, Maiden, Missouri. 

T/Sgt. Tom Doyle, former clerk in Evans* office, gave an overseas address 
with the Army Air Corps, according to a card received by Miss Treadway. 

Lt. Sidney Legg dropped in on the Ohio office at Christmas time. He served 
on a destroyer in the Pacific and saw action at all landings since Guadalcanal. 
His rovings have logged over 100,000 miles of sea travel! 

From Ruth VvTiite we learn that Capt. Norman L. Smith is rounding out 3 years 
of service, in the Pacific.  Like some of the others, ^*Smitty" could think, of 
several other places - at least one (Illinois) - where he would rather be, but 
he's stickin* to the job, anyway.  He*f collected enough Jap relics to start a 
curio shop - or somethin'. 

In a letter to D. A. McDandliss, Lt. Phillip B. Powell described his impres- 
sion of England.  He states, "This English climate 'ain't so. hot' and that goes 
no matter how you interpret it.  The principal crops seem to be hay, wheat (they 
call it corn) and sugar beets and there must be millions and millions of acr©.5 
of brussel sprouts.  Othenvise, they couldn't find enough of them to feed them to 
us as often as they do .Around the edges of London there are thousands of 
hot houses.  The prices are unbelievable.  Peaches, when available cost §1 per 
each.  There was a story in the Stars and Stripes a few months ago about a G.I. 
who went into a London fruit store to buy a couple of peaches.  His bill was 16 
shillings so he handed the clerk a pound note and told her to keep the change. 
VHiai she asked what the extra .four shillings v/ère for, he said, 'I stepped on a 
couple of grapes coming in'.  That may be a little far-fetched, but not very much 
so." 

Lt. Elmer Wattenberger, clerk under Mrs. McDaniel before going in, sent a 
notice of his graduation at the Albuquerque Air Base. Wattenberger was commis- 
sioned in the Army Air Force in November 1943 as a bombardier and later he became 
a navigator on a B-26 in the .Mediterranean Theatre ivhere he earned the Air Medal 
and was awarded the Purple Heart.     è 

Latest word from Sgt. Wilson Woodrov; was that he was stationed at the 
Greenville Army Air Base, Greenville, S. C. holding down a desk job. Woodrow put 
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in an appearance at the Oklahoma office ^ast October when he was on leave« 
Burkhead said a Christmas card from S/Sg^* Leonard Orvold stated he was getting 
along well.  Palmer advises that Ens. Ward Henderson, according to last report, 
v;as in a college in líassáchusetts getting more training. Harold West and Walker 
Young of the Arkansas office have had quite coincidental careers in the Armed 
Services. West joined the Army; Yoxmg, the Navy.  Both landed in radio service 
and both v/ere stationed in Florida for a while.  Both have paid a visit to the 
Arkansas office since they jodned up« 

WAC Julia Miklos, clerk in the Ohio office, has been stationed in Ohio since 
enlisting. WAVE Alice Mack, Nebraska Steno, is stationed in Washington, D. C. as 
Yeoman 3/c.  She recently visited her old haxmts out in Lincoln, Nebraska. 

From Chief Yeoman Douglas T. Ewert in a note to former boss Hale comes the 
following message: 

**.....• I have been on active sea-duty ever since I entered the Navy 
(with the exception of l-g^ months training received upon my entry).  I have 
been 'at sea', in variojis waters, nearly all the time since reporting 
aboard the Cruiser IJ.S.S. PHILADELPHIA in February 1942. This vessel has 
been in action numerous times with very satisfactory results 1 am very 
proud of my ship, and J am proud that I am an American.  I thoroughly enjoy 
the Navy and my work, which is very interesting and varied.  I guess that's 
about all I can tell you at this time, as I would have to go into detail to 
explain further.  One more item---! take pride in informing you that I am 
now Chief Petty Officer (Chief Yeoman), having attained this rating cm 
1 April 1944, after seventeen months as First-Class Yeoman, and previous 
time as Second-Class Yeoman....... 

"The late columnist, 0. 0. Mclntyre, used to write on various subjects 
on certain days under a sub-heading titled 'Thoughts Yihile Strolling*. 
I am going to title the remainder of this letter: 'Thou^ts While Thinking'. 

"I have observed a peculiar condition:  Navy men sympathize with 
the Army men, the hardships they endure and the fine job the Army is 
doing;  vihile the Army fellows say the Navy is doing an equally good 
job each, however, would not care to be in the other's shoes, which 
is a good sign because they couldn't be if they wanted to.  This con- 
•dition seems to refute the old saying, 'the grass is always greener 
on the other side of the fence', "but it is a situation I have talked 
over with shipmates and many soldiers and all seem to agree that their 
own branch of the Armed Forces is the one they like best.  I believe 
it is all a matter of training.  The Army has been training to take 
care of themselves on terra firma under all conditions, and the Navy 
has been trained to take care of themselves at sea under an conditions— 
this is not meant to say that the training is all of a defensive nature. 
On the contrary, dealing out the maximum punishment to the enemy v.iiile 
sustaining the minimum casualty is the primary function of the Armed 
Forces; but this training gives both the Army and the Navy a confident 
feeling in their ovm  branch of the Armed Forces.  I write of this iserely 
to point out that the men in the U. S. Army and Navy believe in their 
respective organizations and have quickly adapted themselves to the 
conditions as they came up.  I believe that morale in the American Armed 
Forces is now highest and always has been higher than in foreign Armed 
Forces." 
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From Hinnie Griffin comes word that Cfcipt. C. E. Poggemeyer, former Y/AE 
clerk in tiie Kansas office and at the Fanhattan Laboratory, is with the Third 
Marine Division. He has seen a lot of acticHi in the South. Pacific, and has had 
close calls and fever* Latest news had him' on Guam slated to go to the 
Philippines. 

Paxton advises that Floyd K. Harmstdn is in the Southwest Pacific.  Says 
Floyd, "Things are going hot end heavy in this theatre at present.  1 am sure 
that I have the easiest job in the Army. It's just like having a seat on the 
50-yard line, except there's no danger of even being hit by a stray ball here... 
Luckily, we are at a station where strict control measures have been token 
against the anopheles mosquito.  The most positive agent for control seems to 
be the USDA's vaunted D.D.T. powder.  It really does a fine job."  (Editor's note; 
In case anyone is interested D.D.T. ia dichloro diphenyl trichl or ethane - as if 
it made any difference.) 

A letter from C. D. Stevens gives us some information on fhe four boys from 
the New England office who are in the Armed Services.  Second Lieutenant Carl J. 
Bokina is attached to Lt. General Jimnqr Doolittlo's commß^nd as a fighter pilot. 
He went overseas in December 1944 and by February 1945 had completed eight 
missions over enemy territory. He says German fighter opposition is meager, but 
"flak" is extremely intense. 

James E. Schmidt, mailing room supervisor, is a Corporal in the Infantry 
at Camp Howze, Texas. Vflien in the Kew England office a few months ago hé ^ms 
in the best of spirits but indicated that he would be glad to return to the 
freedoms of civilian life even unto the "mimeograph."  In January, Second 
Lieutenant lüário P. Alfieri was stationed at Edgewood Arsenal, in Maryland, 
where he is enjoying a new assignment ^in Chemical v/arfare.  Earlier he had been 
in Florida, where he instructed a Chinese unit^ and later spent some time in 
California. 

vihen last heard from, James E. Swedberg had been commissioned a Lieutenant 
in the Engineers* Corps. 

We have made ^exhaustive inquiry on the whereabouts of Paunette Pryar, former 
messenger in the Washington office, but as usual, have not been able to locate 
him. 

They 
want to hear 
from you 
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VifHO'S V/HO IN THE SERVICE 

îiany close relatives of employees are  scattered in all parts of the world 
in the  service of their country.    Husbands,   sons,  ancî daughters of the Division 
employees contribute an amazingly long list«     Since  it* s a  small world after all, 
or   so v/e are lad to believe  in this age  of speed and fast ccnimunication,  perhaps 
Division members in the   service may rim across these people in the  course of duty. 
If so, we know they speak a, common language with a mutual understanding.    Every- 
where,   in and out of service,  the ivhereabouts of close relatives of Division mem- 
bers is  of prime interest.    The Division is indeed proud to present tho following 
list showing the  name,  rank, branch of  service,* name of employee,   and relationship. 
The  list may not be complete,  but this   is the record so far. 

STATE imHE 

Ala.  Paul Henry Cqle 
Wilmer C. Garrett 
J. C^ Richardson 
V/. V. Shannon 

Ariz.  C. A. Cartwright   CM  l/c 

BRANCH OF RELATION- 
RANK SERVICE 

Army 

Eî.îPLOYEE 

Mrs. P. H. Cole 

SHIP , 

Lt. Husband 
Pfc. Army J. C. Garrett Son 
Pfc. U.S.M.C. lir s. J. C. Richardson Husband 
Cpl. ' Army lirs. W. V. Shannon Husband 

Navy Shirley B. Cartwright Husband 

Ark. Arthur F. Bouton 
Turner W. Tyson 

Lt. 
T-3 

Army 
Army 

Calif. George R. Scott Pvt. Army 

Colo. Warren Beier 
Donald S. 0sgood 
Orville E* Whaley 

Cpl. 
Lt. 
Pfc. 

Army 
Army 
Army 

Fla. C. S. Callander 
R. C. Callander 
C. C. Jacobs 

Lt. C om. 
Lt. 
Cpl. 

Navy 
Navy 
Army 

Ga. D. L. Floyd, Jr. 
Al Ziikonik 

Pvt.' 
Sgt. 

Ü.S.M.C. 
U.S.M.C. 

Idaho Glen L. Buhler 
YÍ. D. Cossey 
îvielvin M. Jones 
Jack Ross 

Pfc. 
Sgt. 
S/Sgt. 
S l/c 

Army 
Army 
Army 
Navy 

111, Jerome Knopp 
David Little 
J. P. Snodgrass 
Robert.A. Surratt 

Cpl. 
Sgt. 
T-5 
Lt. 

Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 

Ind. Robert C. Henk 
Frank H. Justin 

Y l/c 
Capt. 

Navy 
Army 

Iowa Harry Petty Sgt. I^my 

Kans. C. L. Lonr.ren Lt. Army 

Frances V. Bouton Husband 
Cora E. Tyson Husband 

G. A. Scott Son 

F. YÍ.   Beier,   Jr. Son 
Mrs.   D.   S.   Osgood Husband 
ViTs»   0.   E.  Whaloy Husband 

W, F.  Callander Son 
W.   F.   Callander Son 
Leta B.  Jacobs Husband 

D.   L.   Floyd,   Sr. Son 
Shevawn Î!.   Zukonik Husband 

îirs.   Clara Buhler Son 
Mildred R.   Cossey Son 
Shirley F.  Jones Husband 
Richard C.   Ross Son 

J.  H.   Jacobson Son 
Kathryn Little Husband 
Mary J;   Snodgrass Husband 
A.  J.   Surratt Son 

Ruth F.   Henk Husband 
M.  îîfc  Justin Son 

Jane Petty Husband 

Harriett E.   Longren Husband 
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BRANCH OF RELATION. 

STATE NAME 

F. G. Partiow 

RANK 

Pfc. 

SERVICE 

Army 

EMPLOYEE 

Louise E. Partlow 

SHIP 

Ky* Husband 

Jomes F. Yonts Cpl. /irmy Zelma W. Yonts Son 

La. Edivard E. Allen Sgt. -^ Army Mnry G. Allen Husband 

R. S. Hubbard Cpl /rmy Emma K. Hubbard Husband 

Mich. C. J« Borum, Jr« A.S. Navy C« J. Borum Son 

M. A. Lowe Cpl. Army Manfred L. Lowe Son 

Glenn Swanson Lt.ij.g.) Navy Margaret Swanson Husband 

J. R. Tepin S 3/c Navy Iva L. Tepin Son 

K. E. Tepin S l/c C.6. Iva L. Tepin Son 

Nebr. C. E. Anderson Capt. Army A. E. Anderson Son 
L. E. iinderson Pvt. Army A. E. Anderson Son 

R, W. Logan S/Sgt. Army Leo Logan Son' 

Yf. A. Morey T.5 Army Eleanor Morey Husbana 

N.Y. Samuel E^ Bird Lt. Army Ethel M. Bird Son 
Harry J* Breen Sgt. 

3/c PHM 
Army Josephine C. Breen Husband 

Joseph A. Carlo Navy Concetta Carlo Husband 

R. L. Gillett, Jr. A.S. Navy R. L. Gillett Son 
Charles Huey Lt. Army Ray Huey Son 
Robert Huey Lt. Army Ray Huey Son 
E. J. Nicholson MOIM 2/c Navy Ruth R. Nicholson Son 
J. E. MacFarquhar Pfc. iu-my Wilhelmina I\fecFarquhar Husband 
F. B. Spaulding Pfc. Army Bertha B. Spaulding Son 

N.D. Marius Jensen m¿ 3/c Navy Sophie A. Jensen Husband 

Okla. R. D. Erdmaa, Jr. ^i  l/c Navy Audrey D. Erdman Husband 
R. L. Pierce F 2/0 Navy Marie E. Pierce Son 

Oreg. John Bauer Sgt. Array Ar lene T. Bauer Husband 
C. M# Nielsen Pvt. /mny N. I. Nielsen Son 
D. R. Walworth Pvt. U. S.M. C. Esther M. Walworth Husband 

S.C. Robert C. Light Ens. ^Navy Robert C. Light Son 
James S. Rush A.C. Army James S. Rush Son 
Y/illicm E. Rush P.O. /o-my James S. Rush Son 

Tenn. W. J. Slinkard Sgt. Army Pearl S. Slinkard Husband 

Tex. E. J. Besserer Pvt. Army Dorothy V. Besserer Son 
F. E. Finley, Jr. 3/c P.O. Navy Frank E. Finley Son 
L. H. Studdard T/Sgt. J^my Hazel E. Studdard Husband 

Utah B. K. Duffin S 2/c Navy Jennie E. B. Duffin Son 

Va. Vi. H. Fergus on, Jr* Lt. Army 1^5. Nellis Ferguson Son 
R. H. Johnson im 2/c Navy Vada M. Johnson Son 
W. A. Johnson Pvt. Army . Vada M. J ohnson Son 
H. M. Taylor, Jr. Pvt. Army Eenry H. Taylor Son 

Y7ash.     Haven Stewart Capt. xrmy H.C.R.   Stewart Son 
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BRANCH OF DELATION. 
STATE NME 

Eugene  Darby- 

RANK 

SAI S/c 

SERVICE 

Navy 

MPLOYEE 

Mrs.  Darby 

SHIP 

W.Va. Son 
Oscar Darby Y 2/c Bavy Mrs.   Darby Son 

Wis. Paul R.  Ebling A.S. Kavy Walter H.  Ebling Son 

^^^yo. W.   C.  Hambri^t S/Srt. Army Maxine V.  Hambright Husband 
K.   K,  Knut s on S 1/c Navy George Knutson Son 

V/ash., A*   E.  Ault,   Sr. Col. Army Urs.  A.  E.  Ault Husband 
D.C. A.  E*  Ault,  Jr. Cpl. Army !irs.   A.  E.  Ault Son 

David  B,   Ballard T.4 Army Burnett H.  Ballard Son 
W.   S.   Cheatham Cpl. Army Bessie  Cheatham Son 
Marion Dannevik Sgt. Army Adaline Dannevik Husband 
C.   F.   Denny- Cpl. Army Jean P.   Denny Husband 
James Harlan Pfc. Army C.   L.  Harlan Son 
John Harlan Pfc. Army C.   L.  Harlan Son 
Grant W.  Higbie S 2/c Navy Bertha Higbie Son 
George W.  Jordan Vsgt. Army Helen S.  Jordan Husband 
Edgar Livengood Pfc. Army Annie Livengood Husband 
G.  W. March s/sgt. Army Roberta March Husband 
J. W.  Moorhead Sgt. Army Zoraida F. Fioorhead Husband 
Salvatore Perrone c.p.o. Navy Jeanne d!Arc Perrone Husband 
Robert A.  Peters Lt. Army Julius H.  Peters Son 
H.  W.   Rutledge Pfc. Army Rose S.  Rutledge Son 
Charles A.  Vialker Capt. Army Harold R.  Walker Son 
William E. 1/ïetzel s/sgt. Army Dorothy Y/etzel Husband 
Clarence E. VJhite Pfc. Army Ruth P.  Viihite Husband 

HERE ARE A FEW NOTES ABOUT THEM - 

Everyone will be  glad to know that word has been received by the Harlans 
from son,  Jim, who v/as reported missing in action after the Battle  Qf the  Belgium 
Bulge.     Jim,   in a  German prison camp,   reported that he was well,  but could use a 
lot of good food.     Son Jack is with the _ground forces of the A.A.F.   and  stationed 
at Quant i CO.     He visits home at every opportunity. 

Second  Lt.   Frank Carpenter  is now on the retired list çf the Army.     Frank 
came  out  of a bad airplane  crack-up with tvvo.patched--up ankles,  and  sustained a 
jaw fracture and   several  other bones broken.    He now has a research fellowship at 
the University of  Delaware and  is  pursuing his  studies toward a Master's degree 
in chemical engineering. 

Andy is  proudly looking forward to the return of his  son,  Capt.   Clyde 
Anderson,  from the  European theatre  sometime  in April.     Capt.     Clyde returns heav^' 
chested from sporting the  D.F.C.,  the Air Medal,   the Soldier's lîedal  Bronze and 
Silver  Stçirs and a  bunch of clusters.     He  piloted a Marauder and has over 70 
missions  to his credit in three years  of  service.     Oldest  son Lloyd  is   stationed 
at Lake Charles,   La.   doing  ground work for  the Air Force. 

Major  Logan Schutz,   son of H.   H.,   v;as  on the   staff of Sir  Henry Maitland 
Wilson.     He v/as present at the  landings  of Patch's Army in Southern France. 
Recently,  he was transferred to U.S.A.   and is now located in Washington on a 
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special assignment at the Army War College. 

The Service Wives'  Association for  the Exchange of Information and Mutual 
Comfort meets regularly in the corridors.     By this  effort they are able to keep 
tab on how quickly letters are supposed to come from tiie front. How many at one 
time,  and think up recommendations -  strong ones - for the Arity to speed up or 
unconfuse the mail  situation.    The Mdmes.  Dannevik,  Denny, Jordan, Moorhead, 
Wetzel and White may be using the "Club^ as a club to discourage laxity on part 
of front-line letter writers,  too.    We wouldn't know about that! 

And  speaking of mail, Mrs.  Rutledge's son,  Herbert,   somewhere  in France,  has 
some   interesting observations along these  lines: 

"Everyone,   after as much time  in the Army as most of these fellows have, 
gets to the  stage where he  lives from mail call to mail call.     There are, 
roughly speaking,   three kinds  of guys  in the Army,  and  I'll give you a  look- 
see at them. 

The first fellow is the boy TAäIO doesn't get too much mail because it 
makes too much trouble  for him to ansv/er the  ones he gets.    This type likes 
to  hear from ttie  family,  but it really doesn't matter to him whether he  does 
or not.     After a mailess mail call,  he  can be heard to shout loudly,   'Vi/hat, 
no mailÎI  ' 

Then there  is  type tv/o.    This is the married or  sure-of-himself kind. 
He expects mail every night, because he thinks the  little woman ought to 
write to him once a day,  whether  she wants to or not.     If he gets no mail he 
is  at  once  sure  that  some alert and up and coming 4F has  seduced his wife 
and goes away muttering vile things to himself. 

Last,  but not  least  is the third type.     This   is the   saddest case of all, 
and  his plight would make a wooden Indian wash the paint from his face with 
his tears.     He  is the boy who is desperately in love,  and v/ho lives and 
breathes  for mail from his wren.     On the   days vAien he   gets mail from the 
aforementioned wren,   such a  look of  ecstasy transfigures his face that he 
can be   spotted a mile away.     He may be seen tearing about thru the  area 
speaking even to his mortal enemies and composing the night's  sugar report. 
You have read stories of medieval knights who  lived for  love alone  in that 
foregone age  of chivalry.     Such is  the  GI away frcm his  love.*" 

Peters'   oldest  son.   Bob,  has  landed  in France and  on March 4 had moved into 
Belgium.     Lt.   Bob is  an artillery officer.     Ted Peters  is due to enter  service  in 
April,   the Army Air Force. 

Capt.   Charles V'alker,   son of Harold R.   •Talker,   is now stationed at Clovis, 
Nev7 Mexico  instructing  on B-29's.     Charles  saw early action in the  Soxrbhwest 
Pacific val en the   going was tough and earned a flock of decorations.     He piloted a 
Liberator  on the  Rabaul and New Guinea  "milk runs" and had more than 40 missions 
to  his  creilit before being assigned to  duty in the  States.     Carol,  his  sister, 
has  beer-  in trr.ining  in the Nurse Cadet  Corps  for more  than a year and  is now 
stationed   in 'Washington,   D.   C. 

Another nurse  cadet  is  Nadine  Johnson ^Nho  left the   Seed Section to join the 
Corps.     Her  father  is  Ronald Johnson,   statistician  in the  Price  Section. 

Lt.  Mike  Becker,   after more than a year and  a half in the   Southwest Pacific, 
v;here  he was  in charge  of Navy personnel  and equipment used  in training Marines 
for amphibious  landings,   is  expected home   soon on  leave.     Rumor   has it Mike  is 
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to be married viiile back on leave.     David  Becker  is an anti-tank gunner on the 
"Western German Front. 

Frank Andrews*   son, Richard is  in the Navy.    Formerly located at Ft.  Vvortn, 
Texas,  and Norfolk,  Va.,  he was recently promoted to Kaval Public Works Officer 
and assigned to a new station in California. 

Petty Officer Frank Finley, Jr.   is  on a destroyer in the Pacific.    Pfc. 
V/ilmer Garrett ís  stationed in Mississippi and gets over to Montgomery to' see the • 
folks occa;5ionally.     Pvt.  D.  L.  Floyd is with the Marine.fiorps ^'somewhere in 
California.** 

Capt.  Frank Justin is Post Engineer at Fort Knox,   Kentucky.     Paul R.  Ebling 
enlisted in öie Navy.after completing high school last spring.     He iç  stationed 
at Lawrence College,  Appíeton, V/isconsin and visits'the  folks   in Madison now and 
then.     Cpi. Hfei.   Stáley Chea'tem is with the  gro\and forces of the Army Air Force 
at one of the Texas bases. 

Lt.  Robert Surratt is a pilot in the Army Air Force.     He  got his wings last 
June and is about ready to fly across.    Jack Ross has been in v/l2 Training.    He 
has been commissioned an Ensign and is now doing radio work where he   is  stationed 
at Treasure Island,  San Francisco. 

Pvt.  Merritt Nielsen,   son ofN.   I.,   is an Artillery Wlreman with General 
Patch's Army.     George R.   Scott,   son of  G.  A.   Scott who is with the Army Air Force 
has been stationed at Dayton,   Ohio.     S/Sgt.  R. W«   Logan,   son of  Leo Logan,   clerk 
in the Nebraska office has been  in the Army for three years and   is now a control 
tower operator  in England. 

Keith Knutson,  George's boy is probably on the high seas now since the  last 
message was that he was  in California ready to  ship out.    Vferren Beier T?*IO has 
been stationed in Iceland  on fire  control work was back in Denver on furlough 
recently.     He expected to return to «Iceland.     From H.  C.  R*  we learn that Capt. 
Haven Stewart is with the Army and  stationed in the Canal Zone. 

Everyone will regret to hear that Marie Bormuth,  wife  of W.   D.   Bormuth has 
passed away.    íírs.   Bormiith succumbed after an extended illness while under, 
treatment at Ames,   loiva.     Burial took place at Ames. 
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A GUST FROM GIST 

Montgomery, Ala«  "I desire to acknowledge receipt of the Birthday Cr.rd 
vjhich the gang sent me from their meeting here last week.  To say that it 
was appreciated is putting it mildly.  I also enjoyed sitting in the meet- 
ing, shaking hands with the boys, and listening to.their spoutings on 
such deep subjects. 

I worked in twelve States over a period of thirty years, from 1906 to 
1Ö36.  In those dâ:ys we had no assistants, and not until the last few years 
not even a clerk.  I started in a territory of four States and wound up in 
one.  My range of operations ran from Kentucky to Florida and from Texas 
to Colorado, from cattle to cotton, from v/heat to corn, from peanuts to 
tobacco, and from sheep to hogs.  In all that range I was unable to become 
an expert in,any of the subjects, whereas now you are each an expert in some 
line.  You know an expert is one who knows everything about something and 
nothing aboiit anything.  I had to find out something about everything. 

In my retirement I still do four things--eat, sleep, play dominoes, and go 
to church, none of "wáiich I had time to do well, in the old days.  I recommend 
to the gang all four of these things besides doing what is to do officially. 

Please say to all the gang as you have the opportunity how much I appreci- 
ated seeing them and how much I loved their remembrance of my birthday. 
May they all have as many as I have and more, and may they be filled with . 
as much pleasure.  God be with you all *tiil we meet again.  Very faithfully 
yours, (s) F. W. Gist." 

BROXTON RETIRES 

Bill Broxton^ v,?ho was with us when the cold storage reports viere  issued 
by the Division, retired as of November 30, 1944*  Broxton had a farewell 
get together at his office before hé  left and representatives from our Division 
presented him with a gift.  The National Association of Refrigerated Ware- 
houses gave him a banquet at the Statler Hotel at v.^iich he was presented with 
a $100 War Bond.  Broxton retired after 22 years in Government service.  Bill 
has purchased a small farm in South Deerfield, Massachusetts to keep him busy 
in retirejnent. 
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ON DIVISION MEMBERS 
AT HOME AND IN THE I« COUNTRY'S SERVICE 

\ 
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L.,<^i....L^:^//!l. J.v"lv¿i.i^... - L'i.Arj_.i Ji 
; VASHIHGTOII,  D. C. NO.  3 HOTE-iBEH 1945 

LEAN BACK AND RELAX 

Time passes for most people in a nvmber of v/ays, "bnt for editors of Aggtat 
Notes in Jnst one way ~ naaely, fast. In tmth, those good intentions expressed 
in the last issue eroded like a Georgia gully (no plixg, to be siirel) votü,d from a 
ten-inch rain. Bold faced, ve coiûd offer numero^is reasons. Probably none of them 
would be logical, a few would border the fantastlo, and none vrould be acceptable. 
So, let*s skip the formalities and hope for- better results in the future. 

The stirring events which have rocked the world since the last issue went to 
press, have been a soiurce of great joy and expectation for everyone in the Division, 
Joy, becanse the gigantic global war was ended; so also, the death, destruction, 
misery and suffering, the extent of which was never before endured by mankind. 
Escpectation, because peace means that members of the Division, husbands, sons» 
daughters, relatives and friends will be coming back-hOÄe again. Emotions are 
tempered by the sad realization that some will not retrurn. Sorrows occasioned by 
the loss of those who paid the full price in patriotic duty will blur happiness in 
reunion and peace. Thou.^ the sacrifices in htiman life and i^esources were great, 
thankful we should be that they were no greater• Thankful we should be that this 
Nation possessed and prod'iXîed a preponderance of overwhelming power. May God grant 
that, this power be directed in pursuit of justice and a lasting peace. 

There are many members of the Division in the Armed services from whom little 
or nothing has been heard^ Mostly, information on their whereabouts consists of an 
A.P.O. number or a casual reference, "Last I heard, he was somewhere in .^ 
We wonder if copies of earlier Agstat Notes have reach^ed all of them. Each State 
office should make it a point to see that this copy reaches everyone who has entered 
the service from that" office. This issue will be particularly important because it 
contains a message from ^T.L.K,^ that concerns each and everyone of them. It will 
be of vital interest since it touches on one q^iestion that is uppermost in their 
minds. Please malee it a point to contact the service men and women, and follow 
¿hroughi 

No doubt, demobilization will make the task of locating oiu: Taembers more 
difficult, but leave no stone unturned in your efforts to contact them and get a 
copy of Agstat îTotes in their hands. 
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The editors prepare this issne in hopes that all of yon vdll receive it on 
yovr v;ay back home or will get it handed to yon over a desk "back in the Division. 
We take the opportunity to extend oiir v/elcome, "glad to see you hackl" 

•fe want to take this opportimity to express appreciation to Clarence Parker, 
'2om  Kuzelka, Slenn Casey, and R. J. Jennings for their contrihtJtions to this issue. 
Ve  are grateful, too, for the generous assistance of Ann Swetman, Fay Cnrry, Marion 
Bailey, Eelen Jordan, Bertha Brewer, Mary Beavers, Zella Muj-ry, and others who had 
their part in bringing these notes to press« 

The Editors, 
A. V. Kordquist 
H. R. Walker 

l-iAl^OViBR:  SUPPLY AND DSIvIAH]) 

By Paul L. Koenig l/ 

GreetingsI 

îîow that hostilities have ceased and demobilization is imder way, vre in the 
Division are anxious for yoiir return. I want to give you.my personal assurance 
that a job is waiting for you.  Get' in touch with us Just as soon as you know the 
date you vrill be discharged and available. All v/e will then need is a photostatic 
copy of youT discharge paper.s to start immediate action.  You all know, I believe» 
that imless you do not plan to return to the Division or Bureau, you must advise 
us of your desire to rcttirn within 90 days after the date of your discharge. I am 
not in a position, nor. is this the appropriate time, to teli you exactly what Job 
you will have or where you will be assigned. In order to avoid unnecessary delay 
in restoring discharged service personnel to the Divisiones rolls, we vrill generally 
find it simplest and quickest to start the returning employee back to i^rork in the 
location and position he left. Any further developments, then, can be taken up from 
that point later.. Be assru^ed, hov/ever, • that yoiir hopes and desires iidll be con- 
sidered and v.'eighed carefully, conditioned only by the policies, and needs of the 

Division. 

I have hopes that, when our manpovrer problem eases, the policies which have 
always proven so successful and effective in developing and training competent 
specialists in o\ir field of work can be put into full effect once again. It has 
been generally recognized that men v/ho receive their training in.car Division 
acquire qualities, knowledge and experience that make them especially valuable not 
only to other agencies in the Department but also to other Departments in the 
Government and to private industry. 

At present v/e are not in a position to speed up^ discharges.  There is no 
r.achinery in the Government set \vp  to handle special.Oasçs'. Military discharge 
:^:olicies change continuously and rapidly. As men are released, it becomes increas- 
:'.t£:ly difficult to Justify special considerations aside and apart from the discharge 
-ooiicies the military establishments have in effect at the moment. 

Recently, I sent each one of you a Bureau memoirandum on the subject of re- 
adjustments in employment vjhich included five questions having a bearing on yovr 
retiirn to your Job in the Division.  You are urged to send back the form Just as 
soon as yo-n possibly can.  You should realize that you vill not be bound by your 
ansvjers, and*you will be free to change or qualify them later as you see fit. We 
know that those of you v/ho are many miles from home will need to review your plans 
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in li^t of the circumstances you. face on retin-ning home. Nevertheless, yotir test 
answers to those qnestions now will be of immense help to us in making plans for 
the fnttire. 

May I take this opportimity to express our pride in the'accomplishments of 
our memters in the armed services, who had their part in this country's great 
victory. Ve  eagerly await youx return arid wish you a speedy journey home. 

Yours for an early reinstatement to civilian statu^^ 

^      / 
\i Paul L, Koenig is Head Statistician. Division of Agricultural Statistics, 

B.A.E., Ü.S.D.A, 

1ŒW E3CRUITS IN SSHVICE 

The following list shows the- new appointments to the professional staff 
since the last issue of Agstat Notes. The Divisiion acquired 7 new "rookies"^ and 
twç returning servicemen. The hooks are in the hlack fo? a change as only 5 resig- 
nations are recorded. ' 

Date oj^ 
Name Apppintrnent ?lfl.ce sent        Grade 

Roy D. i3ass * 
Norman Horrall 
ÏÏ. N, Hadley 
W, G. Hill 1/ 
B. R. Ross 1/ ' 
Francis E. McVay. 

M. R. Olsen 
Carl E. Scott S/ 
R. P. Christesqn zi 
'tvm, B, Hudson ¿/ ' 

3/1/45 
il 121^5 
6/1/45 
6/7/45 
5/21/45 
7/30/45 

8/1/45 
10/30/45 
7/30/45 
3/1/45 

Louisiana P-1 
Indiana P-2 
Waenington P-2 
Kansas P-3 
N/ Carolina P-2 
N,  Carolina P-2 • 
Laboratory 

S. Dakota P-1 
N', Carolina P-2 
Hevr México P-2 
Arkansas P-2 

1/ Reinstatement. 
2/ Previously a collahorator. 

In the-above list Hill and Ross formerly of Texas ana'Alabama, respectively, 
were reinstated on the rolls. Collaborators Scott/North-Caï^ôlina, and Christeson 
and Hudson, Arkansas, received,appointments as ajÊcric^ûtural statisticians. 

^ The following-men either transferred or tendered resignations: Jay G. 
rismönd, Kontana; ?rank Merrill, Idaho; Jolin'P. Steffàny Alabamav Albert Bavis, 
Ohio and T. L. Canada, Kentucky. 
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CHAl?aES IK ASSIGiaSI^S 

The shifts in formation are not as complicated as some of the intricate com- 
"binations of moves made by Koenig in the past.    But if you haven't kept the map 
•i)-to-date yon are hopelessly lost.    If yon have,  get it ont and make the folloiñng 
roves.    It heats checkers» hecànse there is no limit on the  succession or direction 
•of the moves,  nor on the length of the jnmp. 

From To Date Grrade 

Indiana Michigan 4/5/45 P-1 
West Virginia D. C. 6/1/45 P-4 
Chicago Kansas 6/1/45 P-4 
Hew Mexico Louisiana 8/1/45 p-è 
trtah Montana 8/1/45 P-4 
D. C. Kentucky 8/26/45 P-4 
ITprth Caroline D. C. 8/12/45 P-6 
Laboratory 

D. C. Texas 9/9/45 P-5 
Loiii si ana D. C. 9/23/45 P-4 
Montana .3?. C. 10/7/45 P-3 
Washington Idaho 10/14/45 P-2 
ITorth Carolina D.O. 10/25/45 P-5 

ITflTHft  nf Player 

J. R. G-arrett 
Panl tí'allrábenstein 
D. H. Foster 
R, H. Sutherland 
P. J. Creer 
Prank Taylor 
W. jl, Hendricks 

Henry L, Rasor 
Henry ß, Bro^vn 
Glenn E. Casey 
Cecil Smith 
John J. Morgan 

Panl Wallrahenstein moved to Washington, D. C, where he is assigned to the 
7arm lahor TTnit of the Price Section. One of his first accomplishments was a pnhli- 
cation bringing together all information on farm v/age ceilings. 

To alleviate almost a chronic case of manpower shortage that has persisted 
for some time in the Kansas office, D. H. Poster of the Chicago Dairy Office and 
W, J-. Hill, former Texas livestock statistician, now reinstated, were sent to 

Topeka, 

Since 1944 the Montana office has had an almost complete change in technical 
personnel. Jay Diamond recently transferred to the State Department to accept a 
foreign assignment in Germany or some other Enropean conntry, Tandershaf was 
transferred to Arizona and &lenn Casey, who retnrned to the Montana office qftçr 
"being discharged from the Navy, is now attached to the Da^ry Section in D. C. 
Preston J. Creer moved from Utah to take charge of the Montana office.  ''Près" had 
an early start there nnder Diamond hack in the early thirties. W. G. Leg was. 
rented into the Montana office from Idaho, 

Prank Merrill hon^t a farm in Oregon and resigned from the Idaho office to 
become its operator. Cecil Smith was moved from Seattle .to fill the spot vacated ' 
"by î'îerrill. The change in altitnde, food, or perhaps the excitement, may have 
precipitated an attack of appendicitis as Cecil wónnd. np in a Boise hospital almost 
i-unediately and had to nj:idergo an operation. 

After playing pinch-hitter for several months, Prank Taylor was assigned to 
the Eentncky office. Prank was detailed to the Kansas and Pennsylvania offices to 
help ont in'the pinches and "between hops gave Royston a lift in the Pr\2it and Trnck 
ùrop Section. 

Walter A. Hendricks hnttoned iTp onr "lah'^ in North Carolina, tnrned the keys 
over to McTay and transferred hag and "baggage to the D. C. office, where he is now 
In charge of Methodology and Research. Needless to say, the D. C. office is glad 
>o have him "back where he will he right handy for consnltation and handling techni- 

. :al matters. Por the present he hangs his hat in Room 2445 where it is reasonably 
safe nnder the watchfnl eyes of Catherine t^ten. 
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One of the most recent moves involved Henry Easor/ who vas transferred to 
Texas* T^ndo^^btedly, Easor^s presenQe there vill give that vainglorious State a few 
nore things to "brag about. One, to wit: íexas statisticians vs'Jially have at least 
3 yearns experience as head of the Divisiones Cotton Section. Moving into'the spot 
vacated hy Basor is J. J.   (Jack) Morgan, North Carolina, who can he expected to 
give a good accoimt of himself and of King.Cotton, too. 

Vhen Henry Brown left Loixisiana for P. C., Zoenig moved Sutherland to 
Louisiana and Christeson left Arkansas to fill the vacancy in Hew Mexiccf. Henry is 
now assigned to the Grain Section and has heen lending a hand in Truck (frops, too. 
Grarrett, who received early training tuader Miner Jnstin, was shifted to Michigan to 
fill a vacancy in that office. 

JOHN B. SHEPABD DISS 

Mem1)er8 of the Division and a host of associates and friends in the Depart- 
nent and all over the country were shocked to hear of the sitdden passing of 
John B. Shepard. He died May 1, 1945 following an operation at Emergency Hospital 
in Washington, D. C. 

"Shep'', as he was known to all-in the Division^ made many notable contribu- 
tions to agriciilttiral research in é^néral^  and agrie til t-ural statistics in i)arti- 
cvlar. Hijs was a brilliant and fertile mind, fiill of originality, intent on exhatis- 
tive investigations, and tireless in search of truth. Back of hi's scientific 
attitude lay years of practical experience in agriculture. . This somehow always 
tempered his'deep probings into the realms of the unknown and -mtried, and kept his 
logic'sovnd, his directions straight. He was the first to promote the sample census 
idea, the embryo* of the modem faster Sample." TTnder his guidance was developed 
the Crop Reporting Board^s indices of ^prodixîtion, yield and acreage. In his search 
for composites,'he*originated "condition of all crops" and "feed crop production as 
a percent of normal." His boundless energy in striving for composites encouraged' 
expansion of the xîrop estimating prograin to .cover more and more crops, and to pro^ 
vide estimates for à longer series of years.  "Sliep" pioneered the development and 
expansion in milk production and milk utilization statistics. He. developed studies 
on hi^y and feed soipplies and disappearance per animal unit, and composites on pro- 
duction of livestock and livestock prodix:ts. 

"Shep" was forever fascinated by*th« studies of factors affecting yields of 
the different crops. . This was ^ endless task for him as he tested the effects on 
^,'ield of rainfall^ t.einperattires, sunsh-i'ne, fertilizer^ improved varieties and so on, 
and the different combinations of these factors^ --Crop! after crop came in for 
inspection. None escaped, no natter how small or how unimportant. His studies 
moved from over-all TJ. S. averages, into Regions,.; into, groirps of States, and even 
into States and areas within States. These 8tûdies^fo^med the báckgroimd of his 
very popular articles, "Prospective Crop Yields^ appearing in the Agricultural 
Situation each year since 1943. 

His keen judgment and intimate knowledge of agriciiltural conditions put him 
among the top agricultiu-al economic analysts in the coimtry. In testimony are his 
articles,^ "Let^s Talk Abont Price Ceilings, "published in Marketing Activities 
December 1941, "A Plan for Solving o\ir '.^ar-Time Food Problems" in the same publi- 
.-íatiói;, Pebrimry 1942. &ne of his most receût articles, never published, carried 
a first, title' "Button, Button, Whose Got the;Réd Points" which he finally changed 
to "^Aliom Are Ve* Rationing?". This article rWeal^^ truths on who 
bore the bnmt of rationing control'. Many of "Shepjs" studies, were published in 
earlier issues of "Dairy- Prodi^ction. " 
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Shepard's pennit  system,  "a new food yardstick," attracted the interest of 
Tiany individuals«    He made intensive studies on the relative costs of the vitamins 
in different  foods "based on their respective price and vitamin content»    Typical 
of his adventuresome, scientific nature were the experiments he conducted on his 
own farm v/ith edible soybeans»    He grew edible soys, and cooked, parched and pre- 
pared them in different ways.    He ate them and handed samples to his friends to 
taste« 

Under the burden of his many projects, his responsibility for integrating 
the crop situation each month, and his chores as the operator of a ranch-sized 
îarylâjid farm, .'''Shep*' never lost his keen sense of humor«    tfhen the occasion arose, 

he was  quick to inject a sparkle of wit«    fiis after-dinner talks were full of meat 
and spiced with entertainment.    Be loved his work, the Division and the people in 
it«    And the Division and its people loved him« 

P. E,  riNLBT 

All were shocked to receive notice of the death of Prank E. Pinley on the 
morning of October 10«    The "end of the trail" came for Prank less than one month 
after his 48th birthday.    He was bom in Calhoun Coruaty, Texas, on September 12, 
1897«    He graduated from hi^ school at Eaty, Texas, and attended business college 
in Houston«    On Vtay 1, 1918, he entered the Division as a clerk in the Texas 
office, then at Houston«    Prom this position he rose rapidly to become Assistant 
Statistician in 1926, Associate in 1930, Agricultural Statistician in 1935, and 
Senior in 1942, which position he held at the time of his passing« 

All of his Government  service was in this Division«    Except for a period in 
1926 and another from July 1928 to March 1930, he xas assigned to the îexas office« 
Prank always  creditably carried out any assignment that was given.him, whether it 
concerned rico,  cotton, or livestock and whether it was at the Tiojne office or 
afield«    His handling of the unique. Texas report on livostock shipments was par- 
ticularly outstanding«    We can but agree with Virgjl Childs when* he .says, 
"Mr. Pinley has been an integral part of this office for over 27 years«    The office 
was his life and he wa;s much the life of-the office«    Heedless to say, we shall 
miss him dreadfully for a long time«" 

IDBLLA V.  THEWAY 

Miss Idella V« Tred\iray, better known as "Tredy" to her many friends in the 
'fashington and field offices of the Division,  suffered a cerebral hemorrhage on 
July 15 and passed away the following morning at 1:30 a«m«    îass Tredwsçr, who had 
been in Government service approximately 27 years prior to her. death at the age of 
63, came to Agricultural Statistics on July 21, 1930«.   Since that time she handled 
the procurement and property work in the Operations office«    The Division sincerely 
y.oums her loss# 

PAUL KIHK HETIRES 

After 36 years  in. se^rvice, Paul H«   Eirk,  fânnesota. Statistician in charge, 
retired from active  duty effective November 1,  1945.     In recognition of his long, 
valuable service, officials of the. töimesota State Department of Agriculture gave 
a banquet  in his honor«.   Over 100 friends and admirers, atten^d the event, which 
was held at the! Athletic Club on October 29, 1945«    ï'îinneso.tà's Grovemor and 
Mrs, Thye were'among those present«    Mr«   D«'A.  V/iíliams,' ilinnesota Parm Bureau 
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rederatlon,' acted as Toastnaster.    Among the speakers were ?aul  L,  Koenig and 
?..  K.  Smith from the 'Tashington office, A.  J-. Surratt,  Illinois, and ïïat C*  I^ixrray, 
former chairman of the Crop Reporting Board and private crop forecaster» 

This vras an occasion for rememl)ering tl^e good old days*.   Kirk took charge in 
Minnesota in 1922#.    He had been the i^ield ag^nt for the Northern hard red spring 
^•/heat States jprior to that time..    State cooperation, "begaa when Kirk moved to 
"t. Paul».   Kr*  Holmherg,  who was .Commission er of Agriculture for Minnesota at that 
time, attended the "banquet and i^s-one .of. the speakers»     InSidentally, îîat Murray 
ras one of the hig guns in the old Bureau of .>îarkets'back.in those days»    Murray 
ore than stressed his,State of .origin as Qhip after the Minnesota team lost its 

:,-ame with Ohio State on the previq)is Saturday» 

Mrs» Kirik; and son and daughter, Lester, and Huth, also attended the f\mction» 
A'^sl de "light on the affair was .^' incident that took place in'the. Kirk hciae prior 
to the. event.    Lester was informing his mother that the dinner was to be a big 
event with over 100 people expected, to be there.    Mrs» Kirk exclaimed in surprise, 
^'Over 100 peoplei    iíhy,  I didn't, think Paul .had that many- friendsJ" 

Dick Smith,  on behalf of tho tfeshington Staff of the Division, presented 
Kirk with a Bertram pipe- a streamlined tobacco pouch,  the 1945 Minnesota tobacco 
crop consisting of one package of Edgeworth^-^ ,-viailet and a key container» 
A.  J. Surratt presented him with a portfolio of letters from co-workers in the 
Division».   Another portfolio of letters fxoa, .Minnesota crop .reporters, was tendjéred 
"by the Minnesota force..jwho had advised reportçips that Kirk was retiring this year» 
This v/as a heart-v/arming tribute-.that; wUi Víwp;y3,b^r;C^^^ 
The  role Paul played in devieptpping ç]tjop^.;Stat.Jis*Xcs'.^^^^ Paul: Ebenig and 
by R» Â» T^rovatten. State CominissipnervOjf A@¿QU1^U^ 

Kirk \7as one of the ^Crpft ^Sst-inigLtes;.^. pionçer^^•., ; ;He^ devojoßd.mut?h .tima and*- 
energy to: developing the State Fax© Census».;   He. >sp.w ln:;Ît..'t,he.fmâajaen^^      basea 
for accurate State estmate^ai>d* for meet^ data. 
He was a '^eat  dGvojoper of :GhGofe.j&.ta»^'îTothto see 
production estimates boriie- out .by .ehipment recoijds or mill: door-or Tnairket receipts» 
Nothing would disv\rb him more, than to have hie^ check data indioàte his/produotipn 
estimates-were wroAg#; 

Minnesota newspapers had a field day lauding Kirk and the Minnesota Crop 
?.eporting Service.    Stories were flavored with pictures of Kirk and Roy Bodin, who 
-:ook charge of the Minnesota office on Kirk's retirement» 

.   ..JAY .DIANDiîD TEAl^SPEBS. Tp STAPE D3PAPJMENT  .;, 

In September, the  D.l'risix>n:Tloi5t,  one of its^. trply outstanding men.- Jsy G» 
Diamond - vrhcxx. ^^.'^^ -iir^^-iLiíviVv'td-Uv .tho .State pv;pai?:..Via'-3nt  to  do c.¿TÍT;ultural work in 
^Qinsiry.    He o::b-r;x»..fl tb?  ■O^;j;;?.:f:oi{^r;t- of A;gx;iculcq..t\^;ii^^^^ t.Le .Weather. Bureau 
L.I Helena,  Hon-c,aii>..     In 1917 he ansv/ered the  call of his  couitry c«iid served in the 
-r-rmy  in World \!aj:  I*     lu 1919 he  joined Crop Esfimates aûd for trie past  21 years 
he has been in chiLVge of the Montana office»    His name  is a household v/ord in every 
county and tov/n of ^!ontana.    His vide knowledge of agriculture,  economics and 
statistics  combined'with his natural ability for writing and public speaking made 
him one of the Division's most valuable men»    These talents vfill enable him to per- 
form v/ell the hard tasks he faces in Europe»    His  dynamic and colorful personality 
./ill be remembererî long by all of us.    As a raconteur he is unexcelled as those of 
us viho have heard him at   conferences, banquets and meetings  can testify»    Many of 
his  stories have become legend among his associates.    Should anyone wish to write 
^ayt   just address him in  care of Mr.  Koenig and your letters will be forwarded» 
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No man ever worked for Jay - rather hie assistants worked with him, as 
-:mior partners.    He always prided himself on this arrangement and the men v/ho have 

>erved their apprenticeship days under Jay's expert tutelage all appreciate the 
free hand and fine training he' gave them*    His writings and studies on econcxmic, 
statistical, and agjricultural topics are numerous*    Many have heen published in 
professional magazines and joiimals.    His poetic talents are considerable*    We 
refer you to his' version of the Buhaiyat of Omar Khayyam.    Some of his outstanding 
professional papers'are r  ^ew Orass on Sconomic Pastures^;  ''Tíhose Business is 
Farming, After All";  'The How and Tihy of Agriciatural Statistics";   "The Relation- 
chip Between Precipitation in Certain Konths and Yields of Spring Wheat an MontanaJ 
Ihrou^'the monthly newsletter,. "The Maverick," he kept in personal touch with 
Montana crop reporters and in this paper he expressed much of his philosophy*    We 
refer you* to the issue entitled,- "Give a Man a Horse* He Can Ride*"    His con- 
crihution to techniques and methods used in the Division are many.    He was one of 
the first to arrange a weekly crop - weather report*    After many years ^ effort he 
ñas added Montana to the list of States that have State cooperation.    Often he has 
served as consultant to the Bur.eau of the Census for the Agricultural Census. 

IfflAT'S  COOKniG? 

C.C.   Carpenter is COllahorating with the Farm Management Division.in a re- 
lease on "Methods of Harvesting Hay."    The hasic data were obtained on the Fehruaiy 
General Schedule.   *f**   The new procedure on the General Crop and Acreage Reports 
is working smoothly.    Even though Computing Section is short on help,  computation 
sheets are  completed hy the time members are ready for commodity review«  ***'•'   John 
Marsh will sponsor a-CRP on adjusting reported condition.    The technique corrects 
for hias "brought about loiy excessive succulence or intensive drought.     It involves 
a new use of pasture condition and applies to many crops in States that norm^ally 
aave a wide variation in rainfall during the growing season.  *•   ♦♦    Look on page 49 
îf Look magazine, Novemher 13 Issue.    July Board members are ç^i-^riously competing 
-ith Van Johnson.    This was Secretary Anderson's 7irst time fc:* signing a Crop 
Report.   ♦*♦'>    Reviewers goine vv?t this fall on ac-reage review Aall have to handle a 
battery of new work sheets and a number of revised ones.    All crop sections have 
studied forms with an eye to bitter adaptabiliiy and imiformity. 

LAST MIHUTB NOTE;    We have just  received word that a conference com- 
mittee of the House and Senate approved a bill that provides a lump 
sum payment for accji:'.eâ or terminal leave of returning vsjerans who 
enter or re-enter Ur  ^.  (joveriiment-service. '   This billj, if finally 
approved and signed "by the President, would permit an ecployee to 
return to work immediately without taking terminal leave. 
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L-I-SJT-E-N-I-ir-G      I-N   I 

CUPID HITS THE BULL'S EYEl 

From nstiaily reliable sources (the Tennessee office in tbis instance) comes 
vord that d. D. Colliñs',. sVaunch advocate of single bliss, has repudiated all claims 
>.o freedom liy gréantin'g a half Interest in the Collins' name to Miss Hazel E, 
Iwearingen.      Eaaier XJollins    is a sister of Mips. Slinkard, comptometer operator in 
the Tennessee office, and has been employed as a personnel clerk iia the AÂA office 
at ITashville«    Her liome is in Orlinda, Tennessee»    The Collins' honeymooned in 
ChicagDé    The trip was made Içr air — in keeping with the couplet state of mindl 
All of the friends and associates in .the Myisipn-will no dDubt Join us in extending 
congratulations and "best wishes for the futtürer 

THE BODIH.'S'NOW HAVST THfiE3î 

lU  £• Smith advised that Mr« and Mrs. Bodin, Minnesota, announced the 
arrival of a baby boy on June 23rd. * The new addition brings the Bodin offspring 
i;o a total of three and will mean^fiye plates, at the table, compared v/ith a long- 
time average of four.    While this auspicious event  caused no end to muscle flexing 
and chest expansion on Hoy's.^partr, some ^eyi^çnce of disappointment was noticeable 
in the 4th wing corridor with a few of tiíé grain,.fruit and truck crop boys*going ' 
around mumbling something about '^see-gars." 

. çoiçr/ ôoViKîajiÉs*; • 

A state of great 'anxiety gripped Iowa, as the populace watched the com crop 
in a deadly race against ttost\    So impressive was the situation that it has been 
an inspiration to the literacy talents .of Leslie Carl.   -:Qdote.íCarl, -in the July 
comments "—if an early frost should come,  Iowa com fields will stink like an old 
kraut barrel."    In September, after a fitting description of Iowa weather in which 
iay temperatures had been up to 102 degrees but nights as low as 40 degrees, he 
idded,  '^Mbrali    Com. should not stay out all ni^tl" 

Mean\«^hile, the Virginia com crop assumed such bumper prospects that its      . 
similarity to Com Belt  com startled Joe Swing.    He exhausted a healthy s\ipply of 
stçerlatives and then cited a reporter who could stand in a corn.field and touch 
14 ears from one spot;     Comments from the Board reviewers intimated that Virginia 
farmers have awfully long arms or are awfully big liars.' 

STATISTICAL níTEHPRETATIOHS AîiD AÎTALYSBS 

The job of editing and reviewing the great number of reports from farmers 
and reading their comments  isn't always the uninteresting, monotonous job one might 
believe.    Often we run across something like Jay Diamond did in Montana.     In 
Diamond's own style, v/e quote: 

Here is our best Christmas story — typically Montanan.    !'/e 
have a reporter in western Montana to whom we sent a winter 
v/heat and rye release.    He thou^t   it was a questionnaire and 
wrote in above our table of figures for winter v;heat and rye 

; the word "None,"    Then he enclosed a note telling us» what he . 
did raise»;    Verbatim it was; 
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I only hdive  50 ac^^^rs*     I am raising sbaàs 9 alfalfa 
6 ackars ods and fruds and vadsaTDels# 

This is our legend: 

Ackars«. • «Acres, also acars 
Sbads Spuds  .Potatoes 
Alfalfa.. • i You guessed right.. .Alfalfa 
Ods^ . ^ .•*.....•• • Would you have guessed. .Oats? 
Pruds..' .-. Fruits 
!iadsahels.. .The "best yet we have heard for vegetables 

From Bad to Verse 

When winter sets in hard he sells 
Lots of fruds and wadsahels 
Every day to town in loads 
Go his shads and Victory ods» 

WAS HE EMBAHHASSEDT- ' 

lííhen Fink,. California, was in for the.June Report, the following wire was 
received in Washington from Scott: 

PAUL L. KDEITIG, BÜBEAU OP AGRIGUIflîURAL ECONOMICS WASH   DC 

PLEASE BBIAY FOLLOWING HEUO WISE TO FINK.     QUOTE HAVE MET m I3EAL* 
MAHRIED SAILOR RENO YESTERDÄY.  • LEFT JE!ÍBERY MIXIE'S PLACE AND PAWN 
TICKE3TS CLERK YOUR HOTEL.     KEEPING STOKE REMEí'SRALíCE.     LOVE.  ROSIE 
IMQUOTE GEORGE 

?ink was kept husy, hlushingly trying; to explain away Roàiei. 

"It *s the new objective method of. 
making livestock surveys»'^ 
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T-niAI TEEY AEE TDWd 

Vie are passing along what we »hear atout the men and women in the armed 
services.    As mentioned previously, we haven't much dope on some of them.    Unfor- 
tunately,  space will not permit giving the details of the experiences aljout which 
they write, hut v/e shall pack as much information in these notes as possible. 

Back in the States; wearing the maple leaf of a Major, is former Capt.  Glenn 
Sinipson.    He was on hoard aii invasion ship, apparently headed for the Jap homeland, 
;hen V-J lay came.*  A mid-ocftaii cra^asfer put L'.iu on a ship hound for home.    After 
terminal leave,  G-lenn e¿5)ects to r^.^ume his datives in the Division. 

Back in civilian garb, decora-'.ed with the old work harness, we find ex-It. 
john C. Scholls of the Kavyo He ult^jred demobilization hurdles and landed in the 
Special Crops Section, with John Marsha 

Dick ^.milton is out home in Worth Ifekota catching up on all the pheasant 
and dack hunting he missed while-he vrcûr i.a tho Armyr    Hamilton has been discharged, 
but has not mado up his mind to return. oO th.. irrisión as yet.    He wants to look 
around with an- eye to horticultural work "t/öfore reaching a decision. 

IVhen Pfc.  Clarence \ihiie breftsed tlirough the-Ifeshing^ton office on his V;ay 
from the Ev.ropean /ïhaatre to  Illinois, he abati'-ihed a iii6;riber of the stenographic 
pool, much to the chagrin of PVcrjxrne,     \Te wfe*:e r^lad to see Clai-r.nce  come back, 
but regretted to  see him abscci.d with the  cr.i/îi.ing and efficient Buth^/hite.    Of 
course, Suth being his wife msy hav-* had som-áthing to  do with it.     Incidentally, 
dlarsnce had been decorated w?.^h the Purple Heart.    He is now at Port Leonard Wood 
patiently awaiting imminent release. 

Captain George Harrell is still sponsoring POW«s at Camp Monmouth.    He's 
slated;for an escort excursion to  Italy, and then expects to >>« discharged. 
Harrell called at  the Washington office recently. 

.Bob Memmer, former Sea Bee, is now working in Operations under Bill Evans. 
He was with the Division of Farm Population, BAE, before entering the Navy. 

Lloyd Hale came back to his old job as clerk in the Alabama office. John 
Clugston is expecting a discharge any day now, and will resume his daties in the 
New Jersey office. 

Adelaide Walsh who left the Hew York office* to join the WAC is back at her 
old job. Word finally has been received from ex-messenger Paunette Pryar, who is 
¿oon to be  discharged and will report to the Washington office. 

Bob Overton, according to Leslie Carl, has spent quite a lot of time in thé 
Mindanao area of the Phillipines where he was  in charge of construction work on a 
radio  station.     On August  17 he vras all set  to move to Japan and probably is there 
.now»     Carl said Bob wanted his spittoon shined and desk polished as he intended to 
use those essentials sometime next  spring. 

Logan Schutz was last  spotted in "fascinating,  filthy" China,  detailed to 
cerve on General V7edemeyer*s  staff.    Logan said his  dad, H.  H. , was practicing 
farming in his huge yard at. G-lendale,  California and making it pay,  toó. 

... Major H.  E.   Vickery joined the Ninth Army as executive officer of a tank 
battalion last Pebriiiary.    His  outfit  fought to the Rhine,  then helped clean up the   * 
rhihr.    Prom there they  drove through sporadic fighting to the Elbe.    About  V-E "Day 
he vent  into  Military Government as a Pood and Agricultural Officer - the only 
agricultural  statistician in the grotç).     He has been gettine* information on the 
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German Crop Reporting service for hiö'comnandihg officer with the idea of starting 
the operations of the Geriuan statistical services again*    Vickery saw Merritt 
::'ielsen near Kai sers laut em,' Sermanyé    Merritt was getting along fine» 

George Harvey,'after reading the last issue of Agstat Notes, thou^t rp sonje 
improvements in a pin-up sort't>f a way tlmt he claimed was a sure-chinch morale 
"builder for the men in the services«    Deuce of it iSf v;e doubt if we can get by 
with Georgen ideas of things after v/hat happened to Esquire;    For an illustration 
George sent   in copies of "The Zaniah Press" which have heen circulating around the 
Division quarters like a hunch of Trench post cards or like Clarence ParkerU 
telling of Carl Schiller's  jokes» 

It»  Col. Henry M. Taylor has returned to the unii^ed States from Manila» 
Henry took to the soil even in the Philippines»    He secured some seed and started 
a garden in v/hat the natives called the v/rong season of the year»    Tibether or not 
:ienry reaped his harvest is not known as yet»    He has heen convalescing at Walter 
Reed Hospital  in Washington.  D.  C.  and is now home in Richmond, Virginia»    He will 
return periodically to Walter Reed for treatment of an infection, and will prohahly 
)e hack in the Division sometime after the first of the year» 

Roger Hale received an announcement of the marriage of Betty Julia Moore to 
'irst Lt.  Elmer Clyde Wattenharger»    The wedding took place May 9,  1945 at Sunipter, 
jouth Carolina» 

Lt»  William E.   (Billy) Herman has heen missing in action since March»    The 
Liberator he piloted r-zent  down over Austria v/hile on a homhing mission from Italy 
to  Gerinany»     Some ncmhers of the crew who parachuted to safety have "been in touch 
'•rith Mrs»  Herman (the former Jule Humhle, Truck Crop Section)»    She and her hahy 
"boy are nov/ in Iowa. 

An interesting letter to Don Wilson came from Cplé  Lennard W. Orvold while 
he vras with the 3rd Army in the big drive in Germany.    Orvold-said the "points of  = 
interest    were MetZj Aachen  (Alsace),  Gros Rediching, lihramont, St»  Hubert, 
Bastonge,  Hoùffalye, Schoenberg, St«  Vith, and a lot of little --that  don't make 
tv/o  lines'of print but hart a lot of people»^^   As we go to press, word comes that 
Orvold is back in the States spending some furlou^ in Paribault, Minnesota» 

Lt»  Joe D. Herman's mail began to catch up with him in eastern India where 
he was assigned to the Tenth Weather Squadron,    He stated living conditions were 
surprisingly good and went  on to add that he was living in barracks, eating good 
food and had a good place to v/ork»    îhis was very much appreciated after a spell 
of tent life and munching on C and Z rations. 

Capt. ITorman L, Smith, who has been in the South Pacific War Zone for over 
3 years, has been av/arded the Purple Heart for wounds received in action. He was 
erpecting to   rejoin his outfit as  soon as he v/as released from the hospital» 

?rom the Minnesota office v/e learn that Pfc.  Erling C.   Carlson is in the . 
Philippines and expects to be  discharged by the first of-the-year»    Lt» Bryon^ 
Peterson,  who  had been stationed in^ Italy,  is back in Minnesota,    He attended the 
Dig doings  for Paul KirV and expects to  re join, the Division in mid-December»' 

C*  J,  Bo ram advised us  several months ago that  Lt.  G» A, Swahson was com-' 
ufunications  officer on a destroyer and that  Sgt.   Charles K» Wood was with a 
refr i {^oration unit  in ÎTew Guinea.     That, we presume, would be one of the best jobo 
in ]:i3.aA.rthur's Army, 
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.The last message from Sgt. ^íilson !?oodrow came in September»    After 
no word for several/months, he suddenly shows -up' in Guam«    Wopdrjow hasn't 
found much of interest /in the ííarianas.    Mostly military installations 
there with a ration of six cans of heer per week and a few cokes« 

Capt«  Gene Ppjggem^er, former WAE clerk in the Kansas office» has 
"been in most of the major campaigns, in the Paöific»    Hè wrote from Iwo 
Jima after the hattle there and said "It has "been anything but a picnic 
and we're all glad that It's over."    The engineers had tapped a sulphur 
spring to provide a welcome shower, and meat and eggs we're on the menu 
after 20 days of "C rations. 

It.   (¿•s*) Oakiey Pros* is now stationed in the Philippine Islands 
as a communications officer-^    Oakley is on Samar and'recently saw 
Ens« HenUerson.    He advised that since Y-J Day there wasn't much to.do 
and he would like to hè tíeadliig for home. 

T. C. K. Robinson-is now attached to Military Government;#    The last 
time we saw him-he was headed fpr Charlottesville where he expected to . 
take some training courses. 

The March issue inadvertently overlooked listing Miss Marguerite V. 
Doñean,  clerk in the Kentucky office who joined the WAC.:in September 1944. 

Tfith 36.5 poirits  (not rounded in accordance vrith standard.price   ' 
procedure) as of September 1,. Francis 7. Graham, T 2c,  is sweating it out 
in Leyte with the 7th Frieet  (Flag) land base anxiously awaiting an accu- 
mulation of 44 points which will mean a discharge for him.    He is in 
communications and recently assigned to work with an officer-statistician 
on a time study in connection with routing and delivery of messages. 
Graham has been able to do a little si^t-seeing in Manila.    On a recent 
tour he visited the presidential palace,  sat at the fine desk for a 
moment, and noted that the reference books at hand included one on statis- 
tical methods, agricultural economics and a volume on agriculture from 
the 1920 U. S. Census.    Only a few bullet holes were noted in the beauti- 
ful building which came throu^ the siegp -undamaged. 

A Geodetic Computer in the Survey Platoon by the name of T/Sgt« 
Thomas L. Stuart  dropped a note from Sendai, Honshu, Japan.    Tommy's Job 
is computing geographic positions and azimuths from horizontal angles 
and from star and solar observations.    This nice-if-you-can-pronounce-it 
work is used in map making and for field artillery control.    Tommy's best 
guess is that he will be out by Jan-uary 1. 

Dale McCax'ty's last letter from G\aam dated September 15 stated 
that he thought he mi^t be getting out shortly after the first of the 
year# 

S/Sgt.  Emmett Hanna^^ald is back from Alaska and stationed at Caiii) 
Bowie, Texas with the Hq. Detachment,  7th Hq. & Hq[. Det.    That may be a 
formula or it may be double-talk.    Anyi-^ay Emmett  can explain it all after 
the first of January when he thinks he vriU be shedding the khaki. 

Ens.  Jim Koepper was in the Philippine area when last accounted 
for.    He has been Executive Officer aboard an LST since last April. 
Ebepper saw a lot of action in the Philippines and \'^s  in the Lingayen 
and Leyte campaigis.    He sav/ Al Finkner on three or four occasions since 
last ITovember. 
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Hiissell Han'dy .has arrived back in the Státos.      He vas routed to 
Camp Shelby, and later to Camp Harrison;  Indiana.    Handy got in touch 
with 3). 0/ Bester but  could not  give an inkling on when he would be 
discharged. 

Major Michael B# Regan dropped in on the Washington staff about 2 
months agD.    He is stationed in Birmin^am, Alabama, v;ith the Amy.. 
Replacement and School Command doing work in "connection with assignment 
and classification of military personnel', and expects to be released 
about  January !• 

Pallesen nad a letter from Capt* John W. Kirkbride who is 
stationed with the grass skirts in Oahu.    ¥ally is chief personnel 
officer and Asst. Adjutant General at Headquarters Replacement Training 
Command which supplied aimy replacements for-the Pacific operations» 
He should be back in the States soon after January 1. 

McCauley's last letter from Great lakes Naval Training Station 
was concerned entirely with trying to fathom the net amoiint shown on 
his last pay check.    Don't feel dumb, ^älc.    Betty Weakley is still 
trying to convince Pallesen and some of tîxe rest of us that we're not 
being gypèd» 

A letter from M/Sgt* T. R* Doyle informed us that he had just 
crossed the "hunç" from China to  India, and was now waiting for a boat 
to take him home.    Says he,   "Hurrah, they turned me loose 1"    He expects 
it will be 2 montÜs yet before he lands in the U*  S. A# 
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Carl J# Bokina - Arwy Air Force - Boston, Mass* 

Hertert 0* Shavr - Arny - Oklahoma City, Okla*   - 

'1 

i-i- 

Two members of the Division staff i:rill never return to their duties»    They 

fell in the  service of their country, having given that  "last full measure of 

devotion,"    Those of us whose families are intact realize that these who gave 

their all for their country gave to others life and a happy future.    We extend 

our deepest  sympathy, and while we never can know the heartache, neither can we 

experience that  full,  deep feeling that  glows out  of the love of their families, 

the pride of their friends and the respect of their communities»     God grant their 

supreme sacrifice shall he justified "ty a "better world to live in] 

Carl Bokina entered the air force on ^îarch 25,  1943,  going from the New 

England office at Boston.    As a fighter pilot he was accidentally killed in 

March 1945, while testing a plane over England. 

Herhert A.   Shaw,  of the Oklahoma office,  v;as enlisted in the Army Jime 23, 

1942.    Ee v;as killed in action on the German front April 7, 1945» 
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^ 

Yfilliani C. Bisson (Army) - Husband of Vxs.  W. C. Bi6son (Georgia} 

Walter Shepard (Army)   - Son of John B; Shep^rd (Wash., D. Cl) 

Garland Taylor (Army)   - Son of Frank Taylor (Wash*, D» €•; 

'tiittif- 

Gold Stars appear on home service flags for these three members of 

Division families, who have given the "last full measure of devotion*" 

It is but poor consolation that where there is conflict there must be 

death and that some must fall that others may live.  Some of these boys 

may have died under more glorious circumstances than others, but each 

gave his all, his life for his country. We, whose friends are safe and 

families intact thus far, can extend our deepest sympathy, but we never 

can loiow the heartache that comes from their loss. We never can experi- 

ence that full, deep feeling that arises from the knowledge that these 

who mo.de the supreme sacrifice will live forever in the hearts of their 

families, their friends, their communities.  May their reward equal their 

devotion to duty. 

..... . • *í 
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Shepard's Boy 

The war was brought home to many who knew Walter Shepard, mentioned earlier 
as a budding young horseman, only son of John Shepard, by a column in the Wash- 
ington Post of July 29, 1944 by the noted columnist Marquis Childs, entitled: 

"American Spirit" 

It's hard for many of us here to realize  the cost of the victories 
that are rolling up.     If it doesn't hit near us,   then we read  the good 
news of advances and  triumphs and never see  the list of casualties in 
a less  conspicuous column. 

When  the reality is evoked in  the loss of someone known and loved, 
then it suddenly strikes home.     The other day it came  to our neighbor- 
hood,  which happens   to be a peculiarly  close and friendly neighborhood. 

Word came that  the boy next door had been killed in Italy.     While 
he was several  years older  than our children,   they all played  together 
and were in and out of our place,  and we  knew him and felt a  deep 
affection for him. 

His name was Walter Shepard.     He was a grand boy,  friendly and 
eager and gay.     He loved animals and was wonderful  with  them,   train- 
ing horses with patience and skill,  and riding and jumping as  though 
he'd been born on a horse. 

Walt was in  the infantry,  a private first class.     As he moved 
up the Italian peninsula  the letters he sent back home began  to show 
a new maturity.     He was learning so much so fast. 

When he first got  to Italy  the poverty of the people and  the 
hardships  they endured,  particularly  the women,  shocked him.     It was 
strange and foreign.     He wrote that he had seen an old woman  trying 
to carry a big trunk on her back.     He wrote  that most people had no 
shoes,  even  though it was cold in  the winter.     To his father,  who is 
an official  in  the government,  he said:     "Papa,  I wish you would try 
to do something for  these people." 

It was  the natural reaction of a boy from a comfortable American 
home,  a boy with a generous spirit,  an American spirit.     He had never 
known  there were places in  the world where old women carried  trunks 
on  their backs and where kids went without shoes in  the winter. 

On  the day he was killed he wrote a  letter to his family which 
reached  them the day before  they were notified by  the War Department 
of his death.     I don't  think Walt Shepard was given  to expressing 
his inmost  thoughts any more  than other American boys with a natural 
reserve and a suspicion of sentiment.     But he put. into  that letter 
the essence of what he had learned.     He wrote: 

"If I live I will  come home knowing life is a  very 
unstable  thing,  and  that it really pays  to lead  the best 
life you know how while you are here.     Men off the front, 
I believe,  have much greater consideration for other men's 
wants,  needs and desires  than  they did before  th^y went up. 
They know how to pray and  to live with God in  their hearts." 
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For all  his fineness and his intelligence,  I don't  think Walt 
was  the exception.     I think,  in fact,  he is  the rule.     At his death, 
at  21,  he was part of a generation  that has shown  the most remarkable 
maturity and patience and forbearance in  the face of the mistakes of 
their elders.     To  think there were people who doubted  this generation! 
Who  talked scornfully about jitterbugs! 

In some ways we at home have done well,  in other ways not so well. 
We have provided the weapons.     We have not,  most of us,  learned  the 
lessons of the men who have had  to use  the weapons. 

Somehow I think we had better learn,  and quickly,   some of their 
wisdom.     We had better study  that lesson for fear  that we'll not 
speak their language when  they come back.     They're going to distrust 
the shoddy speech,   the smooth words,   the half promises,   the double 
talk that all  too often  those of us who sit snugly  - and sometimes 
even smugly  - here at home are guilty of. 

"If I live I will  come home knowing life is a  very unstable 
thing..."     Deaths reported by  the Navy  to date are  21,433,  with  9,665 
missing.     Deaths  reported by  the Army are  37,237 and  39,311 missing. 
Those are not figures.     Those are  the boys next door,  loved and cher- 
ished,  full  of eager life and wonder and curiosity and compassion. 

The tragic loss of his only son, for whom Mr. Shepard had laid such great 
plans, was devastating, and when he underwent an operation a few months later— 
serious but usually not fatal surgery—he never recovered. 

Returned Vets From World War II 

Upon release from military service after VE and VJ days in 1945 there was 
to be no coddling of the returned vets as this excerpt from a memo of September 
19, 1946, from R. K. Smith to Clarence Brewer, Personnel Officer, makes clear. 
The agency policy had been, —"to restore the veterans to the same grade which 
they held before entering the military service.  There were no exceptions to 
this policy.  We felt strongly that each individual should have an opportunity 
to get back into the harness and his feet on the ground, so to speak, before 
grade promotions were made.  Promotions were to be awarded on the merits of each 
case.  This policy was carefully explained to each of our returning veterans 
and practically all agreed with principles involved." 

Actually most of the returnees were quickly absorbed, and continued the 
clamber up the career ladder. 

In the military aspects, E. M. Brooks was denied a part. Repeated efforts 
to get a release from Ag Estimates and the Department to enter military service 
were thwarted by foot dragging by one, and flat refusal by the other. 131/ Ag 

131/  See Brooks to Rogers July 23, 1943; Rogers to Harrell, August 4, 1943; 
Herrell to Brooks, August 14, 1943 and Brooks to Manpower Commission, September 
7, 1943 in Brooks Personnel File, SRS and in U.S. Records Center St. Louis, Mo. 
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Estimates was losing men in droves, so its reluctance to release anyone they 
didn't have to, especially a man beyond draft age and with a family, was under- 
standable.  However, the Department Committee, chaired by S. B.Herrell, should 
not have refused a release once the Division and Bureau had given approval, 
even though reluctantly.  Finally, though, in 1945, through Colonel Ralph W. 
01mstead in the Pentagon, whom Brooks had never met although 01mstead had work- 
ed in the Department of Agriculture, he got lined up for a year in military 
government in Germany as a civilian—not what he had hoped for, but something. 
In the meantime, W. F. Callander had returned as Head of the Division and when 
he learned that Brooks had signed up for a year in Germany, he told him he 
couldn't go.  Brooks countered, "Mr. Callander, I have just spent $250 for mil- 
itary uniforms, do you want to buy them?" 132/  Callander replied that in any 
case, he must be back in six months, and sent off a letter to that effect to 
the man who was to be Brooks' boss, Brig-General Hugh B. Hester, in Berlin, 
Germany.   The fervor of most young men and women to get into military service 
during WW II is difficult for the Korea and Vietnam generations to understand. 
The long accumulating horror of Nazi atrocities and Hitler's brutal conquests, 
coupled with deep and bitter resentment at the Pearl Harbor sneak attack, creat- 
ed a fierce determination within practically all Americans to get at the Jap- 
Nazi enemy forces and crush them into submission.  Lacking such stimuli and 
faced with fighting a far away, unpopular war with lots of holds barred, it 
should not be surprising that young men and women of the "Korean Police Action", 
and the Vietnam War, served reluctantly, and that many resorted to evasive tac- 
tics, including deserting abroad.  The Vietnam veterans, in particular, should 
be accorded special praise and honor for having served their country without 
the stimulus of a nationwide surge of patriotic ardor such as that during WW II. 
On the contrary they served when nobody wanted to fight, and in the face of 
opposition, derision, and futility. 

Both these wars involved Ag Estimates staff members with consequent dis- 
ruption and hardship for these individuals, but the impact on the Agency's over- 
all program and operations did not compare with that of WW II.  According to a 
survey of State Offices in 1976 of previous and current personnel who served 
in the military, there were 35 during the Korean Police Action, and 80 during 
the Vietnam Conflict.  No information was obtained concerning D.C. personnel 
involved in these wars. 

132/  For a year following the surrender all Americans in the US Zone of 
Germany regardless of duties, had to be in military uniforms with the brass 
removed, but with simulated military ranks to determine priorities on bil- 
leting, transportation, etc.  For example. Brooks had the simulated rank 
of Lt. Colonel. 
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FIELD TRAVEL, NORTHEAST, 1942 

In November, 1942, Brooks went to Trenton, N.J., Albany, N.Y. and Boston, 
Mass. to conduct the Annual Acreage Review in those state offices.  Concurrent- 
ly other members of the Washington staff were making a similar review for all 
the other states. 

The Acreage Review system was inaugurated in the mid-1920's at a time when 
estimating procedures were highly subjective, uniform analysis technics had not 
been developed, and judgment evaluations varied widely between states.  Origin- 
ally, Washington staff members were sent out twice a year—July and November— 
to review preliminary estimates made by the State staff, and to reach agreement 
with the SIC on acreage, yield and production figures for each crop, that would 
be reviewed and finalized by the Crop Reporting Board.  Since the Washington 
staff was small, some of the "top-hands" among State Stats were used as Review- 
ers.  This caused some resentment among Stats who did not relish having one of 
their colleagues and peers from another state checking on their performance. 
Andy Surratt, in Charge of the Illinois office, and himself often used as a 
Reviewer, explained, "I would rather have a Junior Statistician from the Wash- 
ington office review my work than a P-5 Stat from some other state." 133/ Henry 
Taylor, SIC, Virginia came to Kentucky on one occasion to review the Livestock 
estimates.  Mr. Bryant handled the situation very deftly—he simply turned the 
job over to his Assistant and Taylor, and said he would agree to anything they 
agreed to! 

The value of the Annual Reviews can not be computed statistically, but it 
seems probable that they served a useful purpose during the period when so much 
depended on subjective reasoning and judgment appraisal of assorted unreliable, 
and often conflicting indications.  The effectiveness of the Reviews varied ac- 
cording to the skill and dilligence of the Reviewer, and the attitude of the 
State Stat.  No set procedure was prescribed and each Reviewer was pretty much 
on his own as to what he did, and how he did it, within broad guide lines given 
in the Technical Instructions.  Most Reviewers were quite systematic and thorough 
and all were conscientous.  Less scrutiny was usually given to so-called minor 
commodities, but every state had crops of paramount importance in its estimating 
program and these got very careful study—corn in Iowa, cotton in Mississippi, 
tobacco in North Carolina, wheat in Kansas, citrus in California, and potatoes 
in Idaho (and, of course, potatoes in Maine where the Stats' estimates were al- 
most untouchable).  However, prolonged debate sometimes occured over differences 
concerning the indicated acreage or production of such items as Clo-Tim hay, 
broomcorn, or sorghum.  Human nature being what it is, most Reviewers probably 
felt compelled to make some changes in the Stats' figures, otherwise they wern't 
accomplishing anything.  Recognizing this human frailty, most State Stats good 
naturedly accepted a few minor changes in which they did not fully concur. 

In Trenton the SIC was Dewey 0. Boster, who belonged to the rough and ready 
school of operators who seemed to believe that frequent raucous blasts from the 

133/  Interview with A. J. Surratt. 
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boss help tune morale and improve work performance.  All was peaceful and friend- 
ly during the acreage review, and Dewey got the Reviewer out to see a cranberry 
bog, and to the fascinating milking "Merry-go-round*^ at the huge Walker-Gordon 
Dairy Farm near Princeton, N.J.  This huge contraption, called a rotolactor, 
had a revolving circular platform like that of a merry-go-round, and was used 
in milking hundreds of cows twice a day.  The bovines walked onto the revol- 
ving platform and were milked as it slowly turned; at the completion of the 
round the cows walked off the carosel. 

Boster's assistant, Russell P. Handy, was the direct opposite of Boster, 
mild mannered and quietly effective in everything he did.  He seldom reacted 
emotionally, at least outwardly, to any situation, although he sometimes ex- 
pressed himself in plain, earthy language, but never with any heat or observable 
irritation.  Russ Handy is a North Carolinian, and like so many people from that 
great state, has a native intelligence and smooth manner that accomplishes won- 
ders while ruffling no feathers.  After service with the Finance Division of the 
Army in the European theater during World War II Russ became, successively. 
State Stat for N.J.; W. Va.; Ohio; Chief of the Fruit & Vegetable Branch, Dir- 
ector of Field Operations, Assistant Administrator of SRS, and finally, in 
accordance with his own wishes, back to North Carolina as Stat in Charge. 

In Albany, Dr. Roy Gillette, SIC, was located in a separate building, some 
blocks away from most of the staff, where he concentrated on dairy statistics 
for the state of New York, and took only a casual interest in the Acreage Re- 
view.  However, Gillette's good right arm, Gary Palmer, aided powerfully by 
his good right arm. Ward Henderson, had prepared diligently for the Review and 
it proceeded smoothly.  Gary was making a weekend contribution to the war ef- 
fort by picking apples for commercial orchardists who found it extremely diffi- 
cult to hire pickers for such a hard and exhausting task often performed in 
disagreeable weather. 

Ward Henderson made his contribution to the war a little later with the 
Navy in the Far Pacific.  At War's end he returned to the N.Y. office briefly 
before joining the Division of Special Farm Statistics in Washington in charge 
of Enumerative Surveys.  Ward had a good clear mind, and an easy manner which 
helped him manage the 3M's, men, money and materials, with little stress and 
strain during the five years in Washington and later as SIC in California. 

One might think that the agency found it difficult to find a suitable spot 
for Gary Palmer the way he was moved around, but nothing could be further from 
the truth.  He was born in Vermont, worked awhile for the Livestock, Meats, and 
Wool Division then in 1930, went to work in the Indiana office of the Division 
of Crop and Livestock Estimates.  There followed, after Indiana, this remark- 
able sequence of assignments:  New England, Iowa, New York, Washington, D.C., 
South Dakota, and finally Texas.  Gary's aversion to working in Washington was 
so intense he, of his own volition, took a grade and salary cut for several 
years in order to become SIC for South Dakota.  Although the State College was 
60 miles away in Brookings, Gary became a leader in the Student-trainee Program 
under which Ag students worked part-time on his projects.  After graduation, 
many of these trainees entered the Crop Reporting Service and became outstanding 
members. 
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Acreage Review in Boston, 1942 

The train from Albany to Boston was jam-packed and a person was lucky to 
get to sit down part of the way.  In Boston, Bill Bair, the Assistant State 
Statistician, and the Reviewer worked all day Saturday at the office and when 
they went out to dinner about six o'clock, they noticed a newspaper headline 
stating that Holy Cross had defeated Boston College 45-0 in football.  Bair 
just stood there, shook his head, and said, "I just can't believe it."  His 
consternation was easy to understand as Holy Cross had hardly beaten anybody 
that fall, and Boston College was supposed to have one of the best teams in 
the country. 

After dinner the two men returned to the office and worked until about 11 
o'clock when Brooks took a taxi to his hotel.  At an intersection, the taxi 
driver slowed down, looked quizically up a street, and then proceeded on his 
way saying that he had heard that the Coconut Grove Night Club had "exploded.'" 
The following diary entry for the next day tells what happened: 

"Boston,  November  29,   1942  - The  "explosion"  in  the Coconut 
Grove  turned out  to be a horrible fire in which several hundred 
people lost  tfieir lives.     An overcrowded place with few exits, 
struck by panic,  always results in disaster." 

No one from the Crop Reporting Service was involved in the tragedy, but a 
young lady working in a nearby office that everybody knew, was in the Coconut 
Grove that night.  The next day her body was recovered, but apparently she had 
fallen to the floor and been trampled as every bone in her body appeared to have 
been broken.  This ghastly disaster combined with the minor one of losing the 
football game cast a pall over everything in Boston on Sunday. 

PUBLICATION ON FARM EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES 

A project that had taken an inordinate amount of time during 1942 was the 
preparation and publication of a historical series on farm employment and wages 
for the period 1866-1942.  Finally in January, 1943, a publication came out en- 
titled "Farm Wage Rates, Farm Emplo3mient and Related Data." The foreward was 
signed by H. R. Tolley, Chief, Bureau of Agricultural Economics and states that 
the compilation was made by a Committee of four men.  As so often happens in 
Government publications, credit was given to the wrong people.  Actually Catherine 
Senf bore the burden of preparing the material for publication.  It was the 
harvest of much labor and represented the first time a series of this type per- 
taining to farm labor had ever been released. 

BUSINESS AT THE WHITE HOUSE, 1943 

Going to the White House as a sightseer is a fairly frequent experience for 
most residents of the Washington area, but to go there on business is something 
else again.  In fact, E. M. Brooks did this only once. 
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It happened in March, 1943, at a time when there was great concern over the 
loss of farm workers to the Armed Services and to private industry.  The situa- 
tion on dairy farms was apparently especially acute,  A diary entry for March 
12, 1943 gives some details: 

"O. V. Wells and I went  to Secretary Wickard's office  today  to 
discuss some material  we had assembled in response  to  the  urgent re- 
quest  to find out what  the farm labor situation is on dairy farms. 
Mr.   Wickard seemed in his  usual  jovial mood.     Said he wished someone 
would find Harold Ickes a man  to run his dairy farm.     Evidently Ickes 
is riding Wickard pretty hard.     Next we caught a  taxi,  and with Dick 
Foote drove over  to  the White House  to see Ben Cohen and Don Russell. 
Cohen is  the remaining part of  the famous New Deal   team of Cohen and 
Corcoran,  advisors extraordinary  to President Roosevelt.     Corcoran 
couldn't resist  the opportunity  to cash in on his experiences,  so no 
longer frequents  the White House.     We got out of the cab at  the north- 
east corner of the White House grounds on Pennsylvania Avenue.     The 
guards were expecting us and passed us  through without delay.     There 
were soldiers on guard as well  as  the usual police,  but  they ignored 
us as we walked  up the drive  to  the new East Wing.     The  tall,   amiable 
guard on duty  there  took our names and a man dressed in civilian 
clothes escorted us  to a room  — not very large  — inhere Cohen and 
Russell  were.     Russell  has been Jimmy Byrnes'   right-hand man for 
years,  and is still  serving in  that capacity now that Jimmy is Econ- 
omic Director,  or Czar.     Cohen is about  5'9 1/2"  or 10",  has a  large 
head with bushy hair,   smoked a small  cigar.     Didn't say much,  but was 
pleasant and very courteous.     We talked about an hour and  then left." 

Perhaps I should add that in the conversation the fact was stressed that 
dairy farms, for the most part, were located in the heart of our industrial com- 
plex, particularly in New England, New York, and Wisconsin.  Competition from 
war time jobs was terrific and farmers in such areas, especially dairy farmers, 
were experiencing great difficulty getting workers to stay on the farm at re- 
latively low wages, and working 7 days a week, 10 hours or more a day, when 
they could make much more money, and work fewer hours in the glamorous atmos- 
phere of a city. 

MASTER SAMPLE CONFERENCE - AMES, IOWA 1943 

The farm labor situation continued to worsen during 1943 and necessitated 
trips to Albany, New York, and Philadelphia.  The all important meeting for the 
agency that year, however, was one that was held at the Statistical Laboratory 
at Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, during the week of August 2, pertaining to 
the establishment of a master sample of agriculture.  The war had underscored 
and deeply emphasized the long-standing need for more and better statistics 
pertaining to agriculture.  The meeting at Ames was called to explore methods 
of utilizing such a sample and how it should be designed and draxf^m. 
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Excerpts from a memorandum 134/ of August 19, 1943, from Arnold King to 
P. L. Koenig and Rensis Likert will indicate procedures followed at the Con- 
ference and some of the problems encountered. 

"To crystalize  the ideas of different individuals as  to how the 
master sample should be drawn,   three committees were appointed.     One 
committee,   consisting of W.   G.   Cochrane as  Chairman,  M.   S.   Girshick, 
Margaret Jarman Hagood,  Miss Gertrude Cox,  E.   E.  Houseman,  R.  J. Jessen, 
and Walter Hendricks,  was  set  up to outline  the methods of sampling 
that were  to be used in various parts of the country.     This committee 
received valuable suggestions from Mr.   Cornfield and Dorothy Brady 
who generously  took part in  the discussions giving  the committees  the 
benefit of their wealth of experience in enumeration of sampling units. 

A second committee,  consisting of E.   E.  Houseman' as Chairman, 
Miss Morrell,  Miss Stone and Mr.  McCarty,  was set up to outline  the 
mechanics of drawing  the sample.     A  third committee,   consisting of 
E.   M.   Brooks as  Chairman,  J. R.   Goodman,   W.   D.   Goodsell  and A.   R. 
Johnson,  was set up to consider  the possibility of having the AAA 
offices supply  the information needed for  the Master Sample and also 
to consider what and how much information should be obtained.     Each 
of these committees submitted a report  that formed a basis for sub- 
sequent discussions on  techniques and procedures  to be followed." 

BUFFALO STEAK AT OUTLOOK DINNER 

In the fall, the Department and the Land Grant Colleges annually staged an 
Outlook Conference, at which agricultural economists from all over the country 
came to Washington and discussed economic problems, and particularly those per- 
taining to agriculture.  They always set aside one evening for a special banquet, 
and the one held on October 19, 1943, in the main cafeteria of the Department 
of Agriculture was most interesting.  To circumvent the war-time restrictions 
on beef consumption, the meat served was buffalo sttak.  It was very tender and 
probably no one there recognized it as buffalo meat until they were told, after 
the meal was over, by the Toastmaster, M. L. Wilson.  The principal speaker was 
the noted newspaper columnist, Walter Lippman, who talked about America's for- 
eign policy, a wonderfully interesting and stimulating speech.  During the 
question and answer period. Dr. John D. Black of Harvard got into a rather heat- 
ed exchange with the speaker.  A number of Black's former students were in at- 
tendance and they got quite a charge out of seeing their old master being put 
down rather hard, they thought, by the erudite, quick-witted, and articulate 
Lippman. 

134/  SRS files. 
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WAGE STABILIZATION IN AGRICULTURE, 1944-45 

If there was such a thing as the "Forgotten Man" in the 1920's and early 
1930's he most certainly was a hired farm worker.  With no labor union, govern- 
ment agency, or social structure to aid him he was at the mercy of a capricious 
employment market, unscrupulous labor contractors, and straitened, and some- 
times, greedy employers.  The situation was particularly acute for that miser- 
able, nomadic, group referred to as migratory workers.  Although most of these 
migrants probably stayed within a few counties of home, many flowed with the 
crop seasons in three main streams from South to North and back again.  "Many 
traveled thousands of miles, following the will-o-the-wisp of job rumors, living 
in improvised housing in shack towns and rural 'jungles', with practically a 
complete lack of educational, health, and sanitary facilities.»» 135/ 

In the east they journeyed north from Florida to Maine harvesting in season, 
citrus fruits, cotton, peaches, apples, cranberries, potatoes and an assortment 
of "Truck Crops.'*  Another wave of workers fanned out of the Lower Valley of 
Texas across the Great Plains, through the Inter-mountain states and on to the 
Great Lakes region to harvest wheat, other small grains, sugarbeets, corn, ap- 
ples, potatoes, fruit, berries and the like.  On the West Coast, a mass of har- 
vest hands and stoop labor workers, streamed out of the Imperial Valley on the 
long, arduous trek through the lush valleys of California, Oregon, and Washing- 
ton to perform the essential tasks of garnering fruit, vegetables, nuts, grapes, 
sugarbeets, hops, apricots and berries. 

About 10 percent of the 500,000 migrant farm workers were from Mexico—a 
total of 45,000 in 1945— another 15,000 from Jamaica, Bahama Islands, and New 
Foundland. 136/ Most had legal work visas that permitted them to come into the 
U.S. for the harvest season, but some Mexicans—perhaps a significant element— 
evaded the law by slipping across the border undetected.  Since this often meant 
wading or swimming the Rio Grande or Colorado Rivers, these illegal entrants 
were known as "wet-backs.'^ 

These downtrodden migrant farm workers, domestic and foreign — working 
about 85 days a year and in the process earning, perhaps, $500 — constituted 
the mudsill upon which rested the commercial fruit and vegetable industry of 
that day 137/ The ubiquitous New Deal programs had eased the lot of itinerant 
workers to a degree by providing Labor Camps where housing and sanitary facili- 
ties, of a sort, were available to them. Welfare programs had also benefitted 
indigeneous agricultural workers by providing them a source of support during 
the off season for farm work.  In some areas such "socialistic programs" gained 
grudging acceptance as a means of keeping a local labor force intact until need- 
ed during sporatic periods of seedtime, cultivation and harvest. 

135/  "Agricultural Wage Stabilization in World War II" p. 6, USDA Agr. Mono, 
No. 1; GPO, 1950, Arthur J. Holmaas. 
136/  "The Farmer in the Second World War," p. 95. 
137/ Agricultural Statistics, p. 529, 1967. 
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But the farm labor supply and demand situation changed drastically as con- 
quests in Europe and Africa by Hitler and Mussolini stimulated employment in 
American factories turning out the implements of war desperately needed by the 
Allied Nations.  This reversal of the long standing pattern of surplus labor 
supply was particularly acute in commercial fruit, vegetable, and dairy regions 
which were, to a remarkable degree, over lain by the heaviest industrial areas, 

On April 1, 1941, a few months before Pearl Harbor, the farm labor supply, 
as a percentage of normal, was 76 percent, down sharply from the 92 percent 
reported a year earlier.  Conversely, for the same dates, industrial employment 
stood at 120 percent (1923-25=100) up significantly from the 104 percent report- 
ed for March 1940.  These opposing situations continued to widen after the 
United States got into the War when 1,300,000 farm workers entered the armed 
services 138/ —and the farm population dropped from 31 million in 1939 to 24 
million at the close of the War in 1945. 139/  In this dynamic situation farm 
wage rates nearly tripled between 1939 and 1945, the composite farm wage rate 
going from $31 in 1939 to $88 in 1945 and the daily rate without board rising 
from $1.55 to $4.35. 140/ 

Pearl Harbor had a shattering effect on the routine lives of almost every 
American, including some 2,500,000 hired farm workers. 141/ The supply-demand 
situation had continued its adverse courses during 1942 with a consequent rise 
in wage rates, along with sharply rising industrial wages.  As a consequence. 
Congress passed, on October 2, 1942, "An Act to Amend the Emergency Price Con- 
trol Act of 1942 to Aid in Preventing Inflation and for Other Purposes." 142/ 
The next day President Roosevelt set up the Office of Economic Stabilization 
with James F. Byrnes as Director.  On October 27, 1942 the new Director decreed 
that all wages and salaries under $5,000 were to be controled by the National 
War Labor Board and those over $5,000 by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Dept. 
of the Treasury.  Further, they could not be increased above rates paid on 
September 15, 1942, without official approval. 143/ 

Secretary Wickard protested that such a wage freeze would hamper essential 
crop production, as farmers could not compete with industry for workers.  He 
wrote to Director Byrnes on October 30, 1942: 

"The disparity between agricultural  wages and wages paid for 
other essential  war industries  constitute a  gross inequity   to  the 
farm workers.     For example,   the average hourly  cash equivalent earn- 
ings of agricultural  workers are less  than  30 cents per hour^  while 
the average hourly earnings for workers  in manufacturing industries 

138/ "The Farmer In The Second World War," p. 99. 
139/ Ag. Statistics, 1967, p. 526. 
140/ "Farm Labor", January 1958, p. 22. 
141/ "Agricultural Statistics," 1969, p. 527. 
142/ "Agricultural Wage Stabilization in World War II," Arthur Holmaas, 
p. 3 Ag. Monograph #1, USDA, 1950. 
143/ Ibid p. 4. 
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are over 80 cents an hour . Ceilings at present levels on agri- 
cultural  wages would seriously interfere with removing  this disparity 
and would hinder  the effective prosecution of the war,"  144/ 

The Secretary admitted, "There may be a few instances, especially in highly 
commercialized agriculture, where  consideration should be given to the appli- 
cation of wage ceilings." 145/ 

There were restive spirits that thought the Department should take prompt 
and forceful action concerning the increasingly critical farm emplo3mient situ- 
ation.  One of these was John B. Canning, a Department counselor, who wrote a 
personal memorandum dated November 25, 1942, to the Secretary detailing a pro- 
posed Wage Stabilization Program, in which he stated quite bcLLdly: 

"It is high  time  the Department quit adopting plans for next 
year  that would have fitted  this year if they had been installed 
last year." 146/ 

On November 30, 1942 the Secretary of Agriculture was given jurisdiction 
over wages and salaries of : 

"Persons working on farms and engaged in producing agricultural 
commodities whose salary or wage payments are not in excess of $2,400 
per annum.     Compensation of workers  up to  $2,400 could he increased 
until   the Secretary determined  that,—with respect  to areas,   crops, 
classes of employers,  or otherwise,   increases in salaries or wages 
for agricultural  labor may no longer be made without  the approval  of 
the Secretary of Agriculture.   147/    Accordingly  there was created 
an Agricultural  Wage Stabilization Program." 

Determination of whether a specific seasonal worker earned $2,400 or more 
annually was exceedingly difficult as he seldom worked for any one employer more 
than a few days then disappeared from view.  This problem continued to plague 
Wage Stabilization officials throughout the life of the program.  During most 
of 1943, wage rates of agricultural workers were generally allowed to seek their 
own level despite reports of daily earnings of $20 to $25 for some hand laborers 
in California and Florida. 148/ 

The California Asparagus Grower's Association forced a decision regarding 
wages of harvest workers and on April 12, 1943, the first specific wage-ceiling 

144/ Ibid, p. 4. 
145/ Ibid, p. 4. 
146/ National Archives Files. 
147/ Wage Stabilization in WW II, p. 4. 
148/ Ibid, p. 21. 
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order was issued.  This was followed on August 24 and August 26, 1943, respect- 
ing wage rates for picking canning tomatoes and raisin grapes for specific 
counties in California.  It was believed that such programs: 

"... provide beneficial  effects  to growers,   to workers,   and  to  the 
wartime economy,   149/    From  that point   'the program just grew.'     Its 
growth and its nature were shaped by a number of forces.     Some changes 
were premedicated by  those in charge,  others  by growers  or workers, 
and others just seemed to happen."  150/ 

If the program was to function with any degree of success it was thought 
at the time that it would need vast quantities of detailed statistics, that the 
BAE was the agency to furnish them, and that the Division of Agricultural Sta- 
tistics was to collect the basic data.  During 1943, 1944 and 1945 the Depart- 
ment struggled to deal with a critical farm labor situation and the BAE to 
provide meaningful statistical support. 

APPRAISAL OF FARM WAGE SITUATION ON WEST COAST 

The situation pertaining to farm emplo3nnent and particularly wage rates 
grew progressively worse during the fall and winter of 1943-1944.  Reports were 
streaming into Washington of fantastic wages being paid to get crops harvested. 
For example, it was claimed that asparagus cutters in the San Francisco area 
were making $75 a day, up from the $40-$50 per day reported March, 1943, by 
William E. Metzler of the Berkeley, California office of BAE.  Fred M. Vinson, 
who had been appointed by President Roosevelt as Brynes replacement as economic 
czar (Director of Economic Stabilization) had reportedly about decided that it 
would be necessary to stabilize all farm wage rates across the country.  In such 
event, the Secretary of Agriculture informed the Division of Agricultural sta- 
tistics, it would have to provide the statistics needed for implementing the 
program.  This was astounding news as the Division had hardly any of the detail- 
ed statistics that were needed for such a program and someone estimated that it 
would take at least 10 million dollars annually to acquire them.  This was con- 
sidered an impossibility under war-time conditions.  Then it was declared "Well, 
the West Coast, anyhow." Even this seemed beyond available or obtainable facil- 
ities, and Brooks was told by Paul Koenig, Division Director, urged on by Géorgie 
W. Hill, Chief, Program Branch, War Food Administration and Colonel Philip G. 
Bruton, Director of Labor, War Food Administration, 151/ that he must go to the 
West Coast to appraise the situation and to make some recommendations. 

In preparation for the trip. Brooks had a session with Mr. Hill on January 
7, 1943 during which Hill made these points: 

149/  Ibid, p. 22. 
150/  Ibid, p. 22. 
151/ Letter, P. L. Koenig to George A. Scott, Sacramento, California 
January 7, 1944, SRS files. 
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1. Wage Stabilization for most crops on West Coast (incl. Oregon 
and Washington) practically a certainty. 

2. Nation-wide stabilization of dairy workers' wages, being pushed 
by Econ. Stabilization (Fred Vinson), practically certain.  Re- 
tail milk producers always wanting increase because of increased 
cost of (1) feed, (2) labor.  Vinson wants to be able to say 
labor not up, stabilized at so and so. 

3. Los Angeles milkshed probably first attempt. Hill and Ham 152/ 
will come to California to assist in getting it underway. Pro- 
bably arrive Frisco around February 1. 

4. Situation not too clear until Congress acts, but funds for 
stabilization came from regular WPA appropriation.  They can 
provide funds for surveys if necessary, and appear willing 
to do so. 

5. Production Urgency Committee (Oregon) - Greatest need for workers 
the next 60 days is in meat packing plants.  All enterprises are 
classified, e.g. 1 to 7.  Group or class 1 includes essential 
production for armed forces.  Agriculture has been in class 7 
but due to urgent need, it has been raised to class 1, at least 
temporarily.  Apparently the need is for packing beef for overseas 
shipment. 

6. Priorities Committee - Permission is requested to move a pea cannery 
(machinery) from up in Washington (near Seattle?) to near Pendleton, 
Oregon (probably pea area of Umatilla County).  This requires de- 
cisions involving priorities of time, shipping, mechanics, etc. 

These notes were gone over quite carefully with Mr. Hill as they were to 
form the basis for discussions with officials and all sorts of people on the 
trip West. 

The Farm Labor Situation in California, 1944 

After contacting the Ag Estimates office in Sacramento, and several labor 
people, George Scott, Statistician in Charge of the California office in Sacra- 
mento, took his visitor to Berkeley and San Francisco to confer with Dave 
Davidson, Chairman of the State Wage Board, (also AAA Chairman); Roland Ballow, 
AAA; William Metzler, Wage Board, and other labor people.  They were of the 
opinion that there was a strong sentiment among growers for stabilization of 
farm wages for 1944 seasonal workers in California.  This was a sharp change, 
in fact, a reversal of sentiment from a year earlier.  Further, that almost all 
fruit, nut, and vegetable crops in the state would be included.  A grim pros- 
pect for those who would have to provide the basic statistics. 

152/ William Ham, Ag. Labor Economist, DAG. WDO. 
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Leaving Sacramento, Brooks travelled down the Valley with Gene Blair — an 
encyclopedia of knowledge on California agriculture — to Los Angeles where he 
joined Carl Schiller, Vegetable Statistician in the California office, for a 
visit to some of the labor camps, and to plants processing agricultural pro- 
ducts.  Carl had traversed California repeatedly for years and almost literally 
knew every vegetable patch and important grower and processor in the State. 153/ 

Growers, processors, shippers and other well informed people were contacted 
in the course of the next two weeks.  In Thermal a stop was made to see Mr. 
Hollis of the Urrich and Hollis Company.  Mr. Hollis related an amusing thing 
that had happened recently.  The desert country surrounding Thermal was alive 
with troops training for desert warfare and of course, the boys suffered great- 
ly from the heat.  One thing that gave them a little relief was ice-cold water- 
melon.  One day an Army truck drove up to a cold storage plant and the young 
soldier driving it said he wanted to buy some watermelons.  "How many do you 
want?" asked the warehouseman, thinking he probably wanted two or three melons. 
But the GI retorted:  "I want a hundred dollars worth!" He explained that the 
men in his outfit had all chipped in to the tune of a hundred dollars and sent 
him off to buy all the watermelons he could get.  The truck was loaded to the 
hilt with watermelons as it pulled out of town. 

One incident on this trip with Schiller has stuck like a leech.  A farm 
was visited that was operated by a Japanese-American family and no one could 
ever forget their faces etched with searing apprehension, even those of little 
children, as the car arrived bearing a government insignia.  The forcible exodus 
of Japanese-Americans from the West Coast had caused great hardship and concern 
to these unfortunate people, and understandably they feared any Government of- 
ficial.  Despite friendly overtures and assurances that the visitors had no 
connection with that fear-inspired program the anxious people never lost their 
stricken expressions. 

Previous impressions of the need for a blanket type farm wage stabilization 
program for California changed to one favoring a more selective process as the 
actual situation clarified.  The pros and cons of this will not be gone into 
here, but they are available in SRS files to anyone interested, in a 30 page 
report prepared at the end of the trip to California, Oregon, Washington and 
Montana. 

153/ Although special fruit and truck-crop surveys made by mail provided 
some indications of the acreage and production of these commodities, response 
was very low and primary reliance was placed upon the contacts and observa- 
tions of such roving specialists as Carl Schiller.  Some statisticians using 
more advanced procedures on other crops referred deprecatingly to these data 
as "windshield estimates." However, it was going to take years of research 
and the expenditure of large sums of money, to develop objective measurement 
surveys that presumedly provided significantly improved estimates of some of 
these items over those of the old-line commodity specialists.  In fact, costs 
of such scientific methods was prohibitive for general use, and reliance 
continues to be placed on personal contacts, primarily by telephone supplement- 
ed by seasonal field travel. 
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The Farm Labor Situation in Oregon» Washington and Montana 

In Portland, N. I. "Nicky" Nielsen, Statistician in Charge of the Oregon 
office, arranged a round of visits that included conferences in the State with 
R. T. Maglibe, Head of the Regional Office of Labor; Harold Brach of the Food 
Distribution Administration; Virgil Saxton, War Manpower Commission; Ervin 
Petersen, Director of Agriculture; W. T. Clare, Shipping Point Inspection Ser- 
vice; "Boots" Paulus, former head of the Hop Control Board, as well as numerous 
growers and members of trade associations.  Also Neilsen arranged a meeting in 
his office in Portland attended by William A. Schoenfeld, Dean of Agriculture 
at Oregon State College; Ralph Beck, Extension Farm Labor; Curtis Mumford, 
Prof. Farm Management; Roy Breithaupt, Extension Economist; and R. B. Taylor, 
Chairman of the War Board and Head of AAA.  From all these contacts and dis- 
cussions, it appeared that wage stabilization was not particularly desired by 
Oregon growers, but that the most "iffy" situations were in respect to hops, 
potatoes, and snap beans. 

George Harvey, Agricultural Statistician in the Seattle office, took Brooks 
on a trip that included sessions with a large number of growers, packers, ship- 
pers and labor officials.  The big desire here jseemed to be for assignment of 
some 4,000 Germans and 6,000 Italian War Prisoners to help pick apples.  Also, 
they wanted all the Mexican Nationals they could get.  Given such out-of-state 
farm workers, they thought they would not need farm wage stabilization in the 
state of Washington. 

The farm labor situation in Montana seemed quite low keyed compared to that 
in the Coastal States.  The sugarbeet harvest presented a problem and a State 
Wage Board had been set up on which Jay Diamond, State Statistician for Montana, 
was a member and it had adopted some wage ceilings that seemed to take care of 
the situation.  Jay Diamond was a fabulous character, who later served in Mili- 
tary Government in Berlin, Germany and retired to Greece. 

Upon return to Washington, a report and recommendations were submitted to 
P. L. Koenig, Director of Agricultural Estimates Division, who passed them on 
to the officials concerned with Farm Labor problems and wage stabilization in 
particular.  The basic recommendation was that the proposal to establish nation- 
wide farm wage stabilization be abandoned: 

" . in favor of ceilings imposed in a relatively few special  situa- 
tions  utilizing a policy of greasing  the squeaky wheel.     If stabili- 
zation for an area,  state or nation is undertaken,  a force adequate 
to quickly inaugurate and supervise  the program is  essential.     Thus, 
quick decisions  on appeal   cases resulting from undue hardship,   and 
investigation of alleged violations  can be made.     My  impression  is   that 
farm wage rates  have  about  reached  their peak on   the  West  Coast.     This 
assumes  that  at  least as many Mexican Nationals will  be available for 
farm work in 1944 as  last  year,  and  that inductees deferred for farm 
work will  not be called into  the Service.     War industry activity seems 
to be easing off and some of these workers are returning  to  their farms 
or local   communities  in order  to become established before  the  slump 
in employment arrives which  they seem to think is coming.     If  this 
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Division   (Agricultural Statistics)   is called upon  to provide current 
information on rates  the best plan I believe would be  to send a 
special  inquiry  to a list of AAA county or community committeemen. 

My reasons  are: 

1. A special  list of reporters will be needed in any event because 
of the detailed information required and because no established 
lists adequately  cover  the specialized crop areas where wage 
stabilization is most important, 

2. Triple A committeemen are distributed well  geographically  thus 
assuring  that all  areas would be contacted. 

3. The committeemen are above  the average farmer in intelligence 
and ability  to fill  out forms rapidly and accurately, 

4. Because of their position  the committeemen are well  informed 
concerning their communities and could probably provide more 
accurate information concerning wages paid for handling certain 
crops which  they  themselves did not grow than could the average 
farmer." 

What impact, if any, this report had on the deliberations of the policy 
makers is not clear, but in any event, no blanket farm-wage stabilization pro- 
gram was proclaimed during World War II.  Instead ceilings were imposed on a 
relatively few highly selective crops in specific areas at a precise moment of 
time.  These actions are discussed a little further along in this narrative. 

DRAWING THE MASTER SAMPLE, 1944 

Following the Master Sample Conference in Ames, Iowa in August, 1943, re- 
ferred to earlier, plans had been pushed forward steadily by the Statistical 
Laboratory of Iowa State College and by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 

The Master Sample, as it was eventually established, was a scientifically 
drawn sample of about 67,000 areas of land having natural boundaries as far as 
possible, such as rivers, roads, creeks, railroads or other easily identifiable 
features with each sample area containing, on the average, the headquarters of 
about 5 farms, making a total of approximately 300,000 farms for the country 
as a whole, or about 5 percent of the 6,000,000 total number of farms. 154/ 
The sample was drawn in such a way that every acre of land in each county in 
the United States and every farm and dwelling had an equal or known chance 

154/  In the actual procedure one-eighteenth of the units were drawn rather 
than one-twentieth, or 5 percent.  This resulted because it was desired to 
subdivide the 300,000 farm sample into three equal parts, and it was noted 
that, if the townships were divided into two parts of 18 sections each, and 
one section drawn from each part it would provide a sample of one-eighteenth 
or essentially one-twentieth; the desired goal. 
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of being included.  It comprised 3 major divisions: (1) incorporated towns and 
cities, (2) unincorporated places, and (3) open country. 155/ 

The Master Sample can be visualized best, perhaps, by thinking of each 
county in the United States, all 3,000 of them, being divided into small areas 
of land or segments, ranging in size from 1 mile to 100 miles square, with each 
assigned a number, and then one out of 20 being drawn as part of the sample. 
A sample segment, therefore, was a microcosm of a macrocosm. 

The Census Bureau became interested in the Master Sample project as a means 
of obtaining a sample that they could use in connection with their 1945 Census 
of Agriculture.  It could, they thought, provide them additional information on 
a sampling basis that could not be obtained in the complete enumeration.  As a 
consequence, the Census Bureau, the BAE, and the Statistical Laboratory at 
Iowa State College, collaborated in the actual drawing of the sample.  King and 
Jessen took the lead in hiring, training and supervising some 180 clerks who 
worked throughout the summer of 1944 at Iowa State College.  King and Jessen 
soon became loaded down in the mass of technical detail, and in trying to super- 
vise the large staff scattered in five locations around the college campus.  As 
a consequence, it was recommended that 6 or 8 men be brought in to help the 
hard-pressed team of King and Jessen get the job done. 

Accordingly, the country was scoured for some men, mostly 4F's exempt from 
military service, who could be freed up from their current jobs and sent to 
Ames to work on the project.  In addition, it was evident that a man was needed 
to be the overall production manager to expedite operations and to take care 
of the many details involved in such a project.  In talking this over with Paul 
L. Koenig, Director of the Agricultural Estimates Division in Washington, it 
was agreed that Robert Straszheim, the Assistant Statistician for Indiana, would 
be a good person to take on such an assignment.  Mr. Koenig asked Brooks to ar- 
range to meet Mr. Straszheim in Chicago and break the news to him.  This he did 
in a crowded little Italian cafe in the loop, and after hearing the explanation 
of the project. Bob readily agreed to go out to Ames for 3 or 4 months and di- 
rect operations under the general direction of Messrs. King and Jessen.  His 
only stipulation was that he get home once a month. 

The drawing of the master sample was a terribly involved, complex under- 
taking, a mystic maze of details, which required obtaining good maps of each 
county that would show the location of farm residences; drawing the sample seg- 
ments on county maps; securing aerial photographs of each segment; and delineat-r 
ing the segment boundaries on the aerial photographs.  The task was of such pro- 
portions that it drained the resources of all the Agencies involved in getting 
the thing done.  A particular problem was finding competent professional people 
that could assist with the project as a great many were in the military service. 
Clerical help, however, was readily available in a college town like Ames during 

155/  "Agricultural Statistics," 1967, p. 510, USDA, for U.S. number of farms. 
Also see "History of Master Sample for Agriculture," by Arnold J. King, Jour. 
Amer. Statistical Association 40 (229): 38-45 March, 1945. 
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the summer months.  For a time part of the work was done at Raleigh, N.C. under 
the direction of Walter Hendricks, but this attempt at a split operation, pre- 
dictably did not work well, and was discontinued.  The master sample materials 
have been used many times over the years and the sample has been redrawn and 
improved in many respects since that long, hot summer of 1944. 

WAR PRISONERS AS FARM WORKERS 

In October an extended trip was made to Chicago, 111.; Ames and Des Moines, 
Iowa; Little Rock, Ark.; Baton Rouge, La.; Gulfport, Miss.; Athens, Georgia; 
and Raleigh, North Carolina.  As usual this was a multipurpose trip to confer 
with State Office staffs concerning use of the Master Sample, explain the re- 
vised procedure for estimating farm employment, and to carry out a rather un- 
usual assignment respecting the use of war prisoners in agriculture.  The latter 
request had come, from George W. Hill, Chief, Program Branch, War Food Adminis- 
tration, who needed some guidelines on when, where, and under what conditions 
war prisoners should be used for farm work, and how to measure their productiv- 
ity — pounds of cotton picked, bushels of corn husked, number of stacks of 
peanuts put up per day, etc.  Upon returning to Washington, a memorandum dated 
November 9, 1944 was sent to Mr. Hill, which with his reply reads as follows: 

„.,,  _^^.    ^ ^ , November  9,   1944 
George VJ.  Hill,  Office of Lahor 

Emerson  Af. Brooks,  Division of Agricultural Statistics 

Output of Work for War Prisoners 

As you suggested,  I endeavored on a recent  trip through  the South 
to determine  the effectiveness of the use of war prisoners  in agricul- 
ture,     I contacted a  considerable number of farmers who had actually 
used or were using war prisoners for picking cotton,  shocking rice, 
cutting cane,  stacking peanuts,  piling lumber,  etc.   and also Extension 
Service personnel.  Camp Commanders,  Farm Security people,  and other 
informed individuals in Arkansas,  Louisiana,  Georgia,  and North 
Carolina.     My observations lead me  to believe  that: 

1. War prisoners are making a real  contribution  to  the pro- 
duction and harvest of crops,  and in some instances crops 
are being saved  that otherwise would be lost.     The number 
of prisoners  used represents,  of course,  only a small part 
of the  total  farm labor force and obviously  they harvest 
only a small percentage of the  total production, 

2. Compared  to normal  free labor,   the employment of war prisoners 
is expensive and is annoying to use because of the necessary 
"red  tape"  involved,  hauling,   etc,   and  they should not be 
used if free labor can be obtained, 

3. The output of work per prisoner varies  greatly by  types of 
job and between farms,   and,   in general,   is about one-half 
to  two-thirds  the output of normal  free labor but is not 
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a great deal  less  than that accomplished by  the quality of 
free labor currently available. 

4. The amount of work accomplished per prisoner  this season is 
greater  than last year for a number of reasons but primarily 
because all  concerned have had more experience with  the 
problem. 

5. In my opinion  the most important factor in successful  use 
of war prisoners  is   the attitude of the military and civil- 
ian personnel  involved,     If  the military authorities   take  the 
position  that  the war prisoners who apply for work are ex- 
pected  to accomplish a reasonable day's  task and let  the 
prisoners  understand  that  that is  their viewpoint,  and  the 
farmer demonstrates   that he is fair-minded,   considerate,   and 
willing himself to work,   the results are usually satisfactory. 

Output of Work Per Prisoner Greater Than Last Year 

There seems  to be universal  agreement in  the areas I contacted  that 
the use of war prisoners  in Agriculture was much more satisfactory  this 
year  than last. 

The following seems  to me  to be  the principal   reasons  for  this 
improved situation: 

1. More experience by all  concerned with  the problem. 

2. Assignment of definite  tasks  to be accomplished each day. 

3. No Italian prisoners were being used by  the people I con- 
tacted,  and from all  reports  they were very unsatisfactory 
workers last  year. 

4. Realization of Germans  that  the war is not going well  for 
them.     Soldiers  captured in Normandy are,   in general,  either 
much younger or much older  than  those in  the African Corps 
and have had an opportunity  to observe  the power and effec- 
tiveness of our armed forces and apparently have spread  the 
word among  the prisoners  captured in Africa  that Germany 
most likely will  lose  the war.     I was  told  that until   their 
arrival,  many of the prisoners  stoutly maintained  that New 
York and Washington had been destroyed by bombs. 

5. unusually favorable conditions  for doing farm work.     The 
weather has been clear for  the most part,  and crop yields 
have been especially good. 

6. Some  shifts  of military personnel  have  resulted in  improved 
situations.     Apparently some officers  last  year  "leaned over 
backward"  in  treatment of prisoners,   and  their attitude of 
indifference  to  the amount of work done was reflected in  the 
output of work of the prisoners. 
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Changes  that Might Result in Further Improvement in  the 
Output of Work by  War Prisoners 

1. An educational program is needed  to obtain more uniform 
handling of prisoners by both military men and farmers 
alike.     If prisoners are allowed, certain rest periods or 
given special  consideration on one farm and are not ac- 
corded  these privileges on  the next farm  they are assigned 

t to,   the result is dissatisfaction     among  the prisoners and 
lowered work output.     Also,   if a  Camp Commander indicates 
his  lack of interest in  the amount of work accomplished by 
the prisoners,  and is not inclined  to  try  to encourage  the 
prisoners   to put  forth reasonable effort,   the results  are 
not satisfactory for anyone concerned. 

2. My  understanding is  that  the  tasks establi^shed for governing 
the amount of work  that should be accomplished by war prisoners 
are on a group basis:     that is,   if the  task is picking 100 
pounds of cotton per day and  there are 10 prisoners working 
on a particular farm who pick 1,000 pounds of cotton per day, 
the  task has been accomplished regardless of whether one 
prisoner picked 120 pounds  and another only  80.     On some 
farms it was  ruled  that  each prisoner had  to pick 100 pounds 
and if he did not get his  100 pounds picked,   the group had 
to wait  until  he had completed his   task.     Probably what hap- 
pened in actual practice was  that if a prisoner could not pick 
his allotted amount of cotton,   others in  the group would add 
to his sack in  the field,  but  the point is  that by putting 
the  task on an individual  basis,  it centers responsibility on 
each prisoner and makes him feel  more responsible  than when 
there is only a  group obligation.     My observation was  that 
where  the  task was on an individual  basis   the amount of work 
accomplished seemed  to be greater and with less friction. 

3. The  tasks  established appear in general   to be satisfactory 
but  for certain operations   they need  to be reviewed and re- 
evaluated.     This seems   to be particularly  true in regard  to 
stacking peanuts.     In  the southwest Georgia  area,   the  task 
was  7 stacks or shocks per day by hand behind a side-delivery 
rake.     This appeared  to be too low,  judging by what I was  told, 
but just what would be a fair rate is somewhat doubtful  — 
probably  10  stacks would be satisfactory.     Farmers pay  23 
cents  a stack and  this appeared  to be acceptable.     The ex- 
cellent yields  and harvest weather  this  year makes it easier 
than  usual   to accomplish a  given amount of work and in some 
cases makes  it  appear  that  the  tasks are  too low. 

4. Additional   camps  are needed  to reduce  the distance  that farm- 
^^s     have  to haul   the prisoners  each  day.     This was  frequently 
mentioned as  a  reason  for not  using war prisoners more  exten- 
sively . 
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5. If the Army could place men in charge of the camps  that have 
had farm experience and preferably experience with  the crops 
grown in  the area,  it probably would improve the situation, 
especially in some areas.     There is apparently some reluc- 
tance,  and understandably so,  on  the part of some Camp Com- 
manders  to  take disciplinary action against war prisoners 
who are not accomplishing  the  task assigned  to  them.     This 
is apparently not a big factor and,  in general,   the Camp 
Commanders have been very cooperative and have done a  good 
job. 

I am having my field notes  typed and will  send you a  copy of them 
as  they contain some detailed information which may be of interest  to 
you. 

In a letter November 25, 1944, George Hill, Chief Program Branch, War Food 
Administration, acknowledged receipt of the memo and stated in part, "your let- 
ter came just in time to be read before a meeting that we had with the Provost 
Marshall General, during which time we gave that office some of our suggestions 
for smoother operations next year. 

The changing attitude of farmers, and especially their wives, toward the 
war prisoners was most interesting.  At the outset there was a certain reserve, 
perhaps even hostility toward them, but when the German and Italian boys ar- 
rived at the farm, looking much like those of their neighbors and worked will- 
ingly the situation changed rapidly.  Along in the afternoon some member of the 
family would go for a crate of coca colas.  The "Mama" would start thinking 
about her own son in the Service and that might be a prisoner of war on the 
other side, so next day she would bake a batch of cookies to go with the cokes. 
Next, neighbors started competing with each other and before long the prisoners 
of war were being surfeited with good things and very little work was getting 
done. 

While visiting some of the Prisoner of War Camps in Georgia, Brooks travel- 
led in a car with D. L. Floyd, Statistician in Charge of the Ag Estimates of- 
fice in Athens.  One night they stopped at a big, old fashioned, country-type 
hotel, and were assigned a huge room with double beds far apart in each corner. 
As they were preparing for bed, Floyd asked mildly, "Emerson, do you snore?" 
Brooks replied that he had been married for 10 years and had not had any com- 
plaints on that subject.  The next morning when they were dressing, "D. L." 
asked in his soft, slow, Georgia drawl, "Emerson, is your wife deaf?" 

LABOR CAMP SURVEYS 

The Office of Labor in the Department of Agriculture conducted Farm Supply 
Centers in numerous parts of the country where large numbers of migratory work- 
ers were used and where adequate housing was not available.  In order to obtain 
wage and employment data on this segment of the farm labor force, it was de- 
cided to ask the managers of 24 of these places to interview a sample of workers 
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in their camp.  This proved to be a good source of information and had the ad- 
ditional virtue of being inexpensive.  Usually someone from Ag Estimates visit- 
ed the camp, explained the project to the Camp Manager (who had already been 
notified of his participation in the project by his District Office), drew a 
sample of names and left a supply of questionnaires for the Manager to use in 
interviewing the sample of workers.  The camps surveyed were: 

North Carolina:  Grundy, Belerors, Aurora, Bayboro. 

Florida:        Canal Point, Okeechobee, Everglades, Pompano, Redland, 
Osceola. 

Texas: Sinton, Robstown, Hoslinger, McAllen, Raymondsville, 
Weslaco. 

California:     Arvin, Linnell, Shafter, Yuba City, Westley, Thornton, 
Winters, Woodville, Firebough. 

These camps were reasonably clean and orderly, but they inspired no de- 
sire for a prolonged stay. 

SURVEY FOR THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

Another special project undertaken with the Program Surveys Division under 
Director Rensis Likert, was designed to obtain information on preferences of 
radio listeners.  However, Program Surveys did not have a nationwide organiza- 
tion and it was agreed that the supervisors and interviewers who had been hired 
for the Wage and QSA Surveys, could be used for this project.  The enumerations 
were made June 18-30, 1945, in 116 counties on about 2,500 farms. 

RECONVERSION STATISTICS, 1945 

In the summer and fall of 1944 the War appeared about to end and pressure 
was eased even to the extent that Major Clark Gable, among others, was released 
from military duty.  With the end of the war apparently imminent a great clamor 
arose for a dynamic program to provide statistics considered essential for de- 
cision making during reconversion to a peacetime economy.  Accordingly, Congress 
appropriated $235,000 to the BAE for Farm Wage Surveys during the period January 
1 to July 1, 1945.  Despite the Battle of the Bulge and consequent prolongation 
of the War, the farm labor surveys went forward. 

The farm labor situation during the war had been alleviated to a degree 
by the 1,641,000 able-bodied young men who were made exempt from military ser- 
vice to continue their work on farms.  Another 4,105,000 were deferred to per- 
form industrial and other non-farm work.  In all a total of 5,746,000 farm and 
non-farm men were exempted from service in the Armed Forces during WW II.  156/ 

156/  "Farmers in World War II," p. 89, Walter Wilcox, Iowa State University 
press, 1947. 
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SIXTY SPOT SURVEYS ON FARM WAGES 

Complaints about the farm wage situation in localized areas around the 
country resulted in the Division being asked to provide data for a number of 
communities where wage rates had climbed to unprecedented heights.  In the en- 
suing months wage ceilings were established on selected crops in specific 
localized areas and to help provide wage rate data for this purpose, sixty 
special surveys were made.  To accomplish this required some special handling 
as the areas were scattered all over the United States.  It was decided to set 
up a traveling crew composed of a leader who could deal effectively with high 
level State and local officials; a sampling expert, and a "leg man" to locate 
and hire interviewers, obtain local maps, etc. and, in addition, in each state 
visited a person from the statistical office that was familiar with local of- 
ficials, crops, and practices would join the team. 

In keeping with this concept, Preston Creer, Statistician in Charge of the 
Utah office was borrowed to be the Leader, Catherine Senf as the Sampling Ex- 
pert, and Charles F. Leatherman from the Oregon office as the leg man.  They 
were issued a government car, a permit to buy an adequate amount of gasoline 
and turned loose to get the job done.  This they did in superb fashion, making 
on-the-spot surveys in 60 areas, covering 74 crops in 15 different states be- 
tween January 1, 1945 and January 30, 1946. 157/ 

Preston Creer, leader of the survey teams, was a mild mannered, soft spoken 
individual with a solid background of experience in agricultural and statistical 
surveys.  He did an excellent job as leader of the team.  When Preston was born 
his father was in England on a Mormon mission and named his new son for Preston, 
England.  Mr. Creer liked to tell his English friends, "I have four children 
and haven't seen one of them." He thoroughly enjoyed the inevitable awkward 
pause that ensued until his hearers grasp that he meant only his latest born, 
Preston. 

The first of these special area surveys was made in January, 1945.  There 
had been great agitation over scarce labor and high wages in Florida, particu- 
larly in the strawberry producing area around Plant City.  Accordingly, the 
traveling crew made this the first stop.  One of the problems here, and in all 
the specialized areas, was obtaining a list of growers from which to draw a 
sample for interviewing.  After considerable scratching around, the problem 
was solved for this particular area when it was suggested that the list of 
people be obtained that had been issued permits to buy shotgun shells!  The 
explanation was that birds had been so destructive to the strawberry crop that 
growers had been issued special permits enabling them to buy highly restricted 
shotgun shells to drive off the ravenous pests.  It was believed that this list 
included every strawberry grower in the county especially since some of the 
shells might, in addition to the purpose intended, be bootlegged for use on 
more interesting game. 

157/  Special acknowledgement should be made to Thomas W. Brand, Jr. of N.C., 
and Wynne Rolands of the California office who made significant contributions 
to this effort. 
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The epitaph for the BAE war-time farm labor program was written in 1950 by 
Arthur J. Holmaas, Chief, Wage Stabilization Division, USDA in his forthright, 
detailed, and candid report, "Agricultural Wage Stabilization in World War II." 
Mr. Holmaas, in writing about how specific ceiling rates were formulated, 
states: 

"Generallyf  best-informed opinions and historical  relation- 
ships were  the only bases  upon which decisions  could be made.     The 
available specific statistical  information was  inadequate.     Work in 
the field by  the Bureau of Agricultural  Economics and several  col- 
leges  generally consisted of averages for  too-broad areas or for   too- 
limited periods  to be of much value in specifically defined locali- 
ties.     At best,   these data  could provide only rough approximations."  158/ 

Benedict Arnold has come down to us as the arch traitor in American history. 
However, he had fought valiantly for the cause in early years of the Revolution, 
and at the battle of Saratoga he lost a leg.  Today on the battlefield a monu- 
ment in the shape of an officer's boot pays tribute to Arnold's leg.  Not even 
such a macabre recognition has been vouchsafed the strenuous, but ineffectual, 
efforts made by BAE to meet a wartime need. 

Overall the Wage Stabilization Program appears to have had some success. 
Mr. Holmaas states that an analysis of the effects of the program on farm-wage 
rates revealed that: 

(1)   the program did not prevent farm-wage rates from rising,   (2)the 
rate of upward acceleration of wage rates was retarded during  the 
time of the programs operation,  and   (3)   the disparity between agri- 
cultural  and industrial  wage rates for  the Nation generally was not 
substantially decreased.     159/ 

"The program appeared  to be popular judged by  these comments. 
Congressman    Gearhart of California  stated:     This is one program 
that has been administered with  the unqualified approval  of every- 
one whose attention has been called  to it.     The wage stabilization 
is popular with both the workers and  the owners of the farms - 
Congressman     Horan of Washington said:     There is no question but 
what  this has worked.     Without it a great many of our crops would 
not have been harvested."  160/ 

QSA - QUARTERLY SURVEYS OF AGRICULTURE 

Following the strawberry survey in Florida, preparations began for making 
the so-called Quarterly Surveys of Agriculture.  This project was intended to 

158/ Holmaas, p. 97. 
159/  Ibid, p. 70. 
160/  Ibid, p. 82. 
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provide a vast amount of current information on a great many aspects of the 
agricultural economy including such elusive items as farm expenses, debts, in- 
surance and family health.  A Bureau Committee chaired by Dr. Conrad Taeuber, 
and including as members Paul L. Koenig, Ralph Rogers and Rensis Likert, had 
overall purview of the project, but a Sub-Committee headed by Howard L. Parsons, 
and composed of representatives from eight Divisions, determined subject mat- 
ter and related details.  Responsibility for field operations was split with 
the Division of Agricultural Statistics in charge in 29 States and the Division 
of Program Surveys in 19 States.  Fortunately, Charles F. Cannell handled the 
operations for Program Surveys and working relations were fine despite the 
difficulties inherent in such a hyphenated arrangement.  The demands for 
serviceably accurate data that could be used in making management decisions 
affecting the war effort had prompted the inauguration of this series of sur- 
veys, and no doubt such data were needed if they could be obtained satisfacto- 
rily. 

The QSA enumerations were made in April, July and October, 1945, and in 
January, 1946.  Interviews for about 2,800 farms were obtained each quarter, 
approximately 1,600 in "Program Survey States" and 1,200 in "Agricultural 
Estimates States." 

The QSA suryeys were an additional burden to the already overburdened of- 
fices of the Crop Reproting Service.  This, plus the general aversion to the 
subject matter, caused much resentment among field people.  In California, a 
weary George Scott, in charge of the Statistical Office for that state, said: 
"Emerson, you know that you personally are always welcome in this office, but 
God, I wish you would leave some of your projects back in Washington!" 

Funds for the project ran out and the QSA Surveys ended with the survey in 
January, 1946.  Howard L. Parsons, BAE, had the difficult assignment of pre- 
paring a requiem for this undertaking.  He did his usual good analytical job 
and presented the facts as he saw them quite objectively.  Concerning the pur- 
pose of the QSA, he said, 

"From the start it was felt  that  the OSA must be considered more 
or less as an experiment  - not from the point of view of sampling,  but 
rather from the point of view of testing interview design,   data  im- 
provement,  and  the development of new fields of data.     It was decided 
then  that  the survey would be used  to   (a)   collect some data in areas 
where no data or insufficient data  existed,   (b)   collect some data  in 
areas not  covered by mail   to aid in evaluating  the  two methods,   and 
(c)   collect  these data  in such a manner  that it would be possible  to 
study   the body of collected  information more or less  as  a  single pro- 
ject.     This last objective had as  its  longer aim  the aiding of better 
coordination of research in  the whole of BAE."  161/ 

161/  "The Bureau of Ag Economics' Quarterly Survey of Agriculture" by 
Howard L. Parsons.  Mimeographed statement "Based on a discussion September 
10, 1946 before members who were on leave during the war." 
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After describing the surveys, subject matter covered and the like, he 
asked in conclusion, "What has been accomplished?" and goes on to say: 

"Since no publication of the statistical  results of the QSA has 
come forth,   it is difficult  to see just what has been accomplished. 
In generalf  however,   it can be said  that some very desirable results 
have been achieved.     First,   and probably one of the most important 
achievementsf   the machinery for enumeration surveys with a Bureau- 
wide focus has been set  in motion.     Now,   a greater concentration 
on how to keep the machinery moving with ever increasing product- 
ivity  can be  turned  to.     Second,  a  greater interest in collecting 
data  to enable analyses of economic factors with  the individual 
farm as  the  unit of observation was engendered. 

And,  perhaps equally important,  we re-learned some lessons with 
respect  to  the  use of such a  device as  the QSA.     For example,   we 
were again impressed with  the necessity of providing adequate funds 
for such a  task - or  to put it in other  terms,  any project should 
be scaled  to  the amount of funds  that are available.     Last year  the 
lack of funds was particularly serious  in connection with  training 
and supervising interviewers ;  also,   the delay in analysis of data 
was due in a  large part  to  the uncertainty of availability of funds. 
Secondly,  someone,  or some body of persons,  must be in a position  to 
make final  decisions regarding data  to be collected,  manner of col- 
lection,  methods of analysis,  etc.     And  the most important lesson 
re-learned was  that it is absolutely essential   to construct  tabula- 
tion plans before collection of data  -  even before constructing a 
questionnaire.     This serves more as a protection  to  the analyst  than 
anyone else.     For he is  then assured  that  the data necessary for his 
analysis will  be obtained;  he is also sure  that  the  tabulation pro- 
cess  will bring forth  the data in  the form needed;   and he is assured 
that  the analysis which he plans will  not  tend  to stretch  the data 
beyond  the limits  of reasonableness." 

Although the QSA was, perhaps, the most frustrating and annoying project 
to the Ag Estimates' field staff, of any undertaken by BAE during the war per- 
iod, it represented a type of economic survey program greatly heeded by the 
Department.  Unfortunately because of the depleted and overly burdened field 
staff, the inauguration of the QSA, could not have been made at a worse time 
from the standpoint of efficient operation and acceptance by the data collect- 
ors as an essential project.  If it had been pursued after peace came, it would 
•have provided data of inestimable value, such as that being obtained in 1976 
by the SRS Annual Economic Survey of Agriculture. 

FARM EMPLOYMENT AND WAGE SURVEYS IN 1945 

The funds available under the Reconversion Statistics Program, made it 
possible to conduct three nationwide enumerations of about 20,000 farms in 158 
counties in March, May and September, 1945, to obtain data on farm employment 
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and wages.  A standard pattern of operation for such large-scale surveys had 
been developed which included preparing questionnaires, interviewer instructions, 
field forms and related material in Washington; holding Regional Training Schools 
of 3 or 4 days duration for a couple of men from each of the 44 state offices, 
who in turn held similar training sessions in their state for their District 
Supervisors and local enumerators. 

For the Farm Labor Surveys in 1945, Regional Training Schools were held in 
Chicago, Denver, and Sacramento.  Mr. Koenig, Director of Ag Estimates, attend- 
ed part of the session in Sacramento and at its close, over riding a telegram 
from R. K. Smith that Brooks return directly from Sacramento to Washington, 
asked that he and Walter Hendricks return a government car to the Ag Estimates 
office in Las Cruces, New Mexico, headed by Fred Daniels.  This was the govern- 
ment car that had been used by Preston Creer and his crew for making spot labor 
surveys in the West.  It was not a particularly welcome assignment, weary as 
they were and anxious to get home, but since plane reservations were impossible 
to obtain, and train travel anything but pleasant, they decided that a trip by 
car part of the way might not be too bad.  When they got to Bakersfield, Cali- 
fornia, they started looking for a place to spend the night, but the prospects 
were bleak.  Referred from one place to another, each a little less desirable 
than the preceding one, they finally arrived at a dingy, run-down, hotel and 
asked for a room with twin beds and a bath.  The desk clerk, a middle-aged, fat, 
sleepy-eyed Mexican-American, said he was sorry, but they were filled up.  "Don't 
you have anything?" he was asked.  "Well," he said, "Iguess there is space in 
the dormitory." This sounded good to Brooks, but Walt sagely inquired, "Could 
you show it to us?" The Mexican-American gave them a blank look, but led the 
way to the elevator, and, as the ancient cage moved slowly and shakily up to 
the second floor, their guide mumbled, more to himself than to his passengers, 
"I have shown a suite, I have shown a room, but never have I shown a 'dormi- 
tory'!" A glance inside explained his bewilderment at the request.  The dormi- 
tory was simply a long narrow room jam packed with non-descript cots, covers, 
and occupants.  It looked as a refugee camp must look.  The weary travellers 
turned back and sought better quarters further along and found them in the 
Hotel Lebec forty miles south of Bakersfield. 

The next day the two men stopped briefly at the Ag Estimates office in 
Phoenix and as they were about to leave, Meade Wells, Assistant Statistician 
for Arizona, asked if they planned to go by Roosevelt Dam on their way East. 
They replied they didn't know where Roosevelt Dam was.  Meade said when you get 
about 30 miles from Phoenix the road forks, one route (Rt 60) swings south and 
comes out at Globe, and the other (Rt 88) swings north and comes out at the 
same place.  Asked if there was any difference in mileage Meade said, "Not much, 
but if you take the Northern branch, you'll go by Roosevelt Dam, and I think it 
is worth seeing." 

Walt was driving when they arrived at the fork in the road, a sign bearing 
the ominous name, "Apache Junction" was ignored, and they decided to go to the 
left past the Dam.  Shortly they were in the midst of great canyons and going 
along a narrow, winding, unpaved, one-way road that led on and on around hair- 
pin curves and along the sides of precipitous cliffs.  They were on the old 
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Apache Trail in the Tonto National Forest, preserved in as primitive condition 
as possible by the Park Service.  Brooks was enjoying the grand scenery and 
pointing out to Walt special views "away up there" and "away down there." Walt 
didn'^t seem very appreciative and then Brooks realized that his companion might 
not like such mountainous driving, and asked if he wanted him to drive.  Hend- 
ricks quickly agreed and for the next 3 hours they crawled cautiously along, 
hugging the wall, and keeping a sharp lookout for cars coming from the opposite 
direction.  However, only one car was met in the 100 mile drive and it was spot- 
ted in time to stop and let it pass at one of the niches in the rocky precipice 
that had been gouged out for that purpose.  Walt said later that when he was 
driving and looked out at the deep chasm alongside the road, everything went 
black!  Driving did not affect Brooks quite that bad, but he certainly did not 
enjoy the experience and was happy to reach Globe,  A minor concern was the 
possibility that they would be reported for driving a government car off the 
beaten path, in this case, a National Forest, and therefore, guilty of using a 
government car for personal pleasure.  The penalty for such being, under the 
so-called Byrd Law, dismissal from the Federal Service with no recourse. 162/ 

MAIL INQUIRIES ON FARM EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES, 1946 

In addition to the interview surveys, a greatly expanded program of mail 
surveys to collect data on farm emplojnnent and wages was conducted.  The names 
of about 150,000 farm operators and 75,000 landlords were taken from the 1945 
Census books and placed on addressograph plates for use in mailing farm wage 
questionnaires quarterly and for one-time inquiries on Agricultural Finance and 
on Land Economics.  The farm wage inquiries were mailed from state offices and 
replies were returned there for editing, tabulating, summarizing, and analyzing. 
State offices sent their recommended figures and comments concerning the wage 
and farm employment situation to the Washington office for review and incorpor- 
.ation in the regular monthly Farm Labor report* 

The first of the mail surveys was made as of April, 1946.  Since this was 
a large mail inquiry and had not previously been made, it was considered essen- 
tial that the questionnaires and mailing procedures be carefully pretested.  To 
accomplish this a sample from the 150,000 name list was sent a copy of the 
questionnaire to fill out and return for appraisal by the Division of Farm Pop- 
ulation and Rural Welfare.  In addition, the 20,000 farmers listed in the Octo- 
ber, 1945, interview survey were circularized. Most of these people had been 
contacted three times in 1945 to obtain wage data for the March, May, and 
September enumerations and it was planned to send them a brief statement on the 
results of the surveys in appreciation for their cooperation. 

In the mail survey project, work was done in close cooperation with both 
the Division of Program Surveys and the Division of Farm Population and Rural 
Welfare.  In fact, everything done during the War Period seemed to involve a 
great many people outside the Ag Estimates' staff.  There was concern in high 

162/ A Public Law reportedly sponsored by Senator Harry F. Byrd, of Virginia. 
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places that the Monthly Farm Labor Report might reveal critical information to 
the enemy about the farm situation here, therefore, it had to be reviewed by 
an infinite number of people before being released.  Early in the war, when 
everyone had the jitters it was necessary to get 16 high level initials on the 
clearance sheet! 

Another indication of the extreme anxiety about the possibility of reveal- 
ing useful information to the enemy was the restriction placed on sportscasters 
of commenting on weather conditions during games they were describing on radio. 
One resourceful broadcaster managed to convey understanding that it had been 
raining torrents during the football game when he observed casually that an 
official was having difficulty because the football he had placed down had 
floated out of position. 

Paul L. Koenig, wartime director of the Division of Agricultural Statistics, 
literally worked night and day, and worried inordinately about the unusual, com- 
plex, and exasperating problems with which he was confronted daily.  His tour 
in the position was, perhaps, the most difficult period ever experienced by 
the Head of Crop Estimates.  Koenig's long career in the Crop Reporting Service 
began in Pennsylvania where he became SIC in 1924.  Later he served as Chief 
of the Fruit and Vegetable Section in Washington, Assistant Director, and Dir- 
ector of the Division.  During the years, 1936 to 1938, he was Assistant Direc- 
tor of the Resettlement Administration, but returned happily to his original 
and lasting loyalty—the Crop Reporting Service, where he was a whirling dervish 
of activity, and probably one of its best liked members.  Koenig kept meticu- 
lous records, especially of personnel, and without them this narrative would 
have been much less factual. 

The war brought incessant demands for more and more data; a high percentage 
of the Agency's best men were in military service; and shortages of all kinds 
limited travel and hampered operations.  Another factor that made the tasks so 
noisome was the necessity to work with some people in whom, it appeared, truth 
was a trace element.  The things, though, that caused so much irritation and 
frustration were the special surveys and projects considered by both field and 
headquarters statisticians as "unnecessary roughness" at a time when a depleted 
staff was swamped with "regular" work.  However, these "extra-curricular" acti- 
vities—the Master Sample project, many of the farm labor surveys, and the QSA— 
all had the full support of Mr. Howard Tolley, Chief of the BAE, and his brace 
of assistants, called integrators, Raymond Smith, 0. V. Wells, and Conrad 
Taeuber.  Although Mr. Tolley would no doubt have agreed that the War years were 
a time of unrelenting toil for the entire Crop Reporting Service, he would not 
have concurred that the special projects were out of place even in wartime. 

In a leaflet labelled "Family Album", March 31, 1943, Mr. Tolley expressed 
his credo: 

"Good intentions and shrewd guesses simply will not do»     We must 
have facts  to fight  this war.     To get  them in agriculture  the Govern- 
ment relies on  the BAE,   where many kinds of facts about American agri- 
culture are being continuously collectedf   tested,   and prepared for  use. 
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The Bureau's facts are indispensable  tools of the Secretary^   the 
Department's executive officers,  executives of other agenciesf  mem- 
bers of Congressf  people whose business is agriculture^  and of the 
whole people.     What makes  them so indispensable is  the experience 
and skill  and  trained ^organization with which  the Bureau provides 
them.     It has  reliably provided  them in  the past.     Now we are en- 
gaged in a  great struggle for existence,  and the need for  them is 
greater  than ever."     163/ 

To those who would say that the need for statistics on farm labor was per- 
haps justifiable, but how about the QSA and the drawing of the Master Sample? 
Mr. Tolley gave an answer in the same Family Album: 

"We must work for  tomorrow as well  as for  today.     It will be 
necessary  to know American agriculture's capacity  to produce food 
and fiber,   to understand its proper adjustment  to  the post-war 
world,   to learn more about  the relation between agricultural  and 
other incomes,  and how to keep them in balance,   to work with others 
in improving the American farmer's potential  contribution  to  the 
new world."  164/ 

Mr. Tolley might also have added that projects like the QSA and the Master 
Sample must be done when funds, never easy to obtain, are availab^le. 

163/  SRS files. 
164/  Ibid. 
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PART III 

FOUNDATION LAID FOR LONG RANGE PROGRAM 

1946-1961 
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WORLD WAR II ENDS ~ A NEW ERA BEGINS 

With the war over, most of the 12 million men who had been with the Armed 
Services returned home and there was a wild scramble to get them back into their 
previous jobs or into one of equal stature and salary.  Ray Hurley came back 
from war battered Germany to be Director of the Agriculture Division of the 
Census Bureau.  Accordingly, Mr. Callander who had been pinch-hitting for him 
returned in January, 1946, to the Department of Agriculture to head up his old 
agency, the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, with Paul L. Koenig handling 
operations and*R. K. Smith, technical functions. 

DIVISION OF SPECIAL FARM STATISTICS ESTABLISHED, 1946 

Mr. Callander, anxious as always, to improve the techniques and procedures 
used by the Service, established the Division of Special Farm Statistics, and 
to head it brought back his old colleague, the brilliant and aggressive. Dr. 
Charles F. Sarle, who for the past five years had been Assistant Chief of the 
Weather Bureau. 

The new Division had three Sections, one headed by Glenn D. Simpson, con- 
cerned with sampling problems; another on farm employment and wages, headed by 
T. C. M. Robinson, and a third on field operations, headed by E. M. Brooks. 
Sarle also acquired Paul Pownall and Kathleen Stewart from Rensis Likert's 
Program Surveys Division. 164A/  In addition, there were Catherine Senf, Dave 
Mesick, Jim Koepper and Tom Spivey, making a total of 11 people on the profes- 
sional staff, plus of course, clerks and secretaries.  It was a very strong 
aggregation, and soon was heavily engaged in numerous activities. 

FIRST NATIONWIDE ENUMERATIVE SURVEY, JANUARY, 1947 

The first big project was an Interview Survey of some 15,000 farms assoc- 
iated with a probability sample of areas of land in 800 counties of the 48 
States.  Two questionnaires were used, a long one and a short one.  The short 
questionnaire obtained information on accidents to farm people, acreage in farms, 
farm population, farm employment and wages, livestock numbers, farm tractors, 
crops on hand, and value of farm products sold.  The additional topics on the 
long schedule included farm expenses, family living expenses, other income of 
members of the household and operator's dwelling facilities.  The short quest- 
ionnaire was used on 10,000 farms and the long questionnaire on about 4,500 
farms.  The reason for not using the long questionnaire on all 14,500 farms 
was because it was believed available funds were not sufficient to pay for the 
time required to ask all the questions.  It was Dr. 0. C. Stine. Director of 
the Division of Statisticial and Historical Research, BAE, who suggested this 

164A/ The brilliant and very likeable Dr. Rensis Likert left the Department 
to found and head for many years, "The Survey Research Center" of the Univer- 
sity of Michigan at Ann Arbor. Likert took with him Angus Campbell, Charles 
Cannell, and perhaps others. 
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solution of the time-cost squeeze. 

Tom Robinson was designated the Project Leader which meant that, in addi- 
tion to other things, he presented the questionnaire to the Budget Bureau, and 
he did a masterful job.  For every question that came up, he had a lucid, per- 
suasive, and confident answer.  The survey was considered successful as only 
1.8 percent of the farmers refused to reply, costs were within the budgeted 
amount, and the data were usable for numerous reports. 

As this was the first large scale interview survey the new Division had 
made and obtained data of concern to an assortment of people, it excited a 
great deal of interest in the Department.  A session was arranged for Sarle, 
Simpson, Robinson and Brooks, to explain the plans and procedures to Secretary 
of Agriculture, Clinton P. Anderson in his office.  He greeted the group in 
his usual pleasant manner as he fondled a Corona - Corona cigar that he said 
Secretary of the Interior, Harold Ickes, "The Old Curmudgeon", had given him. 
The procedure for drawing a probability sample of land areas was described to 
the Secretary and he expressed interest in learning later on what the survey 
had found in McKinley County, New Mexico.  The implications were that he would 
be surprised if the survey turned up anything beyond a few Indians, goats and 
sheep.  The Secretary said he understood there were seven counties in the united 
States that invariably go the same way as the Nation in Presidential elections. 
"Why", he asked, "couldn't you determine seven counties or so that will indi- 
cate accurately how crops are doing, the number of livestock on farms, and other 
such critical information about agriculture?"  Some of the problems and diffi- 
culties in such a project, were discussed and a promise made to explore the 
matter further.  (So far as is known nothing more was done on such a fruitless 
"exploration".) 

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE COUNTIES USED IN THE JANUARY 1947 
AND APRIL 1946 ENUMERATIVE SURVEYS 
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When Brooks was preparing to leave for a pretest of the questionnaire in 
southern Virginia, Dr. Sarle asked who was going along.  The reply was:  Wally 
Wallrabenstein, Paul Pownall, and Kathleen Stewart.  Dr. Sarle looked rather 
owlishly a moment, then said, "You know. Miss Stewart is a woman and an attrac- 
tive one."  Brooks replied, "Yes, that is agreed, but she is also the expert 
on questionnaire design, has done much of the work on it, and pretesting it in 
the field, is part of her job."  Sarle concurred, so Kathleen made the trip and 
thereafter, attended Regional Training meetings along with the usual group of 
men.  Kathleen was raised on a Mississippi farm, graduated from college in 
Social Sciences and had worked as a questionnaire designer in the Program Sur- 
veys Division.  She was highly intelligent and had a real flair for the tricky 
business of questionnaire design.  Some of her ideas are still being used in 
1977. 

In October 1946, Regional Training Sessions were held for the forthcoming 
January, 1947, survey in Columbus, Ohio, and Salt Lake City, Utah.  On the re- 
turn trip a stop was made for a day at the Denver office and, surprisingly, 
taxi fares had been upped from 50 cents to 90 cents because of a heavy snow 
storm which made traffic difficult and slow to move.  The next stop was Columbia, 
Missouri, where Brooks had promised Paul Koenig, Deputy Director in Washington, to 
undertake to persuade Howard Teeter to transfer to the Idaho office.  Howard 
owned a farm in Missouri, liked Columbia, and wasn't particularly concerned 
about a promotion if it meant leaving his home State.  Long distance tactics 
had failed and Paul promised that if Howard was persuaded to get "on the train" 
for Idaho, Brooks could take two weeks leave, a thing devoutly longed for as 
he had had no time off since before the war. 

It was necessary to take a taxi from Centralia to Columbia as the combin- 
ation "hog and human" train wouldn't get to Columbia before the office closed. 
Howard took Brooks home to have dinner with him and his wife, after which they 
visited about Idaho until one o'clock in the morning when the Teeters  finally 
said "OK, we will go".  There would be no reason to relate this little incident 
except for the sequel to it.  The interesting aspect of this whole thing is 
that after the Teeters had been in Idaho awhile, they fell in love with the 
place and didn't want to go back to Missouri although they finally did after 
several years in Idaho.  This is a phenomenon frequently encountered in trans- 
ferring men around the country and especially moving them into Washington. 
After five years in the Nation's Capital, the men may be willing to leave, but 
the wives hardly ever.  By that time the "Mamas" have made so many friends in 
Washington they hate to leave them and go to a strange town where often it is a 
difficult and long process to establish new friends. 

A Farmer's Daughter Makes a Good Interviewer 

When the January, 1947 nationwide survey was over, an analysis was made of 
the work of the 453 interviewers by age, sex, education, and background.  Ac- 
cording to this analysis, the type of person who made the best interviewer was 
a farmer's daughter under 30 years of age with a college education.  Appearances 
to the contrary, this is not a facetious statement, but one that can be support- 
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ed by valid considerations.  Being a farmer's daughter, she is familiar with 
agricultural terms and practices.  Being a female, she will gain acceptance 
and obtain information where a male would meet failure.  Being a college grad- 
uate, she will readily grasp the concepts of the survey and master the details 
of the complex questionnaire.  Being under 30 years of age, she still has the 
energy and stamina to leave her stalled car and walk a half mile in the mud 
to get an interview.  Given an adequate size, trained, equipped, and geograph- 
ically distributed staff of such women, dependable information can be obtained 
on any subject. 

The large Enumerative Survey taken in January 1947, was followed by simi- 
lar surveys in April 1948, and in September 1948.  In addition, numerous mail 
questionnaire surveys were made to collect information on radios, telephones, 
electricity, stocks of grain, number of cattle and tractors on farms, meat cur- 
ing methods, and data on frozen food lockers.  Incidentally, the 1947 survey 
showed that 37 percent of the farms had telephones, 61 percent electricity, 
and 83 percent radios.  Comparable figures for 1971 showed that 86 percent of 
the farms had telephones and essentially 100 percent electricity and radios. 
No record of TV's on farms is available for 1947 but in 1964, 2,767,831 farms 
reported having television, or 88 percent of all farms. 

What Is a Farm? 

A perennial problem that the Census Bureau has, and in fact any agency has 
that is concerned with studying the agricultural economy, is the answer to this 
question:  "What is a farm?" A simple question for which there is no simple 
answer.  If you had a dollar for every man-hour that has been spent trying to 
resolve this question, you would be richer than Croesus.  Some years ago a 
young, attractive, intelligent college girl — one of those "summer flowers" 
that work in the Department during vacation, listened to a long harangue one 
evening on the way home in her carpool about the difficulty of defining a farm, 
and finally said "I don't know what a farm is, but I can tell you what a farm- 
er is."   "Fine", someone said, "What is a farmer?"  She chortled as she replied, 
"A farmer is a man outstanding in his field!" 

The Census definition of a farm at that time was basically this:  "A farm 
— is all the land on which some agricultural operations are performed by one 
person — alone or with the assistance of members of his household or hired 
employees..." 

This seems quite straightforward but, it went on to state, "...When a 
landowner has one or more tenants, renters, croppers or managers, the land oper- 
ated by each is considered a farm," 165/  In the South this latter clause cre- 
ated havoc because under it a cropper, that is a person who provided only his 
labor to a plantation's operations, was considered a farm operator, as were 
also tenants and renters.  In some instances, a "farm" or "plantation" included 
a hundred or more "croppers", tenants, and renters, and thus one farm became 

165/  1945 Census of Agriculture. 
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many. Actually, no one person, neither the plantation operator, nor any of the 
tenants, renters or croppers associated with the over-all operation, could pro- 
vide all the information requested in a census or even in a sample survey. 

Information for the plantation operator's activities had to be obtained 
in such a way that it could be combined with constituent croppers, tenants and 
renters into one report for the entire plantation.  It was very difficult to 
devise a system that would get the desired data satisfactorily, and accordingly 
an extensive pretest of this so-called "Multiple-unit" problem was made, in 
conjunction with Census people, in North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, and 
Texas. 

The pretest crew included Henry Brown, Kathleen Stewart, and Brooks from 
Agricultural Extimates, Lee Langsford and Buis Inman from the Farm Economics 
Division, and Warden Jenkins, Hilton Robinson, and Snider Skinner of the Census 
Bureau.  Work was done in Johnston County, North Carolina; Montgomery and Pike 
Counties, Alabama; Leflore County, Mississippi, and Navarro County, Texas. 

These pretests resulted in the adoption of a procedure, probably finalized 
by Warden Jenkins, for determining farm acreages that has been widely used 
since in Census enumerations and sample surveys here and abroad.  The sequence 
of questions is like this: 

i.   How many acres of land do you: 

a. Own?    

Jb. Rent from others    

c. a -i- h    

d. Rent out  to_ others    

e. Acres  in  this farm   (c - d)   . . 

In the case of a plantation, i.e. a "Multiple-unit" the land operated by 
growers who contributed only their labor was not considered as "Rented out to 
others" and therefore, included as a part of the plantation operators farm. 166/ 

Pretesting the questionnaire, and the operating procedures used in the 
field, was a standard practice in Ag Estimates and considered absolutely indis- 
pensable.  After all when a sizeable amount of money is to be spent, every 
reasonable precaution should be taken against failure.  It is very easy to over- 
look something important even after careful preparation as it is impossible to 
anticipate every contingency in a complex operation.  Admiral Richard E. Byrd 
gave a classic illustration of this in his book "Alone", relating his experience 
in 1934 when he spent several months alone at a remote, icy, dugout in the dark, 
frozen, wastes of the Antartic.  His crew had just left him to return to the 

166/  See "The Multiple Unit Problem in the South", by Emerson M. Brooks, 
1947 memo.  SRS files. 
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base at Little America, 123 miles away across rugged and treacherous ice, when 
he wrote in his journal: 

"Although I had been  through all   the gear,  I couldn't recall 
seeing either  the cook book or  the alarm clock,  Good God!     I ex- 
claimed,   and  the explosive echo of the words,   the first spoken 
aloud since  the  tractors had left,  almost brought me out of the 
bunk.     In all   the planning,   the scrutinizing of every detail,   the 
checking and  the double checking,   could we have forgotten  these 
two common but indispensable  tools!     Telling  the  time was no pro- 
blem.     I had  three chronometers,  plus a  wrist watch.     What worried 
me was  getting up in  the morning for  the  8 o'clock weather obser- 
vations,  now that  the winter night was coming,  and  the twenty-four 
hours of the day would all be nearly  the same ." 167/ 

Admiral Byrd does not indicate that an actual pretest was made, that is, 
where someone took the gear to an away spot and went through the step-by-step, 
hour-by-hour, activities that had been scheduled.  If so, the need for the 
alarm clock (as well as the cook book) would have been made manifest. 168/ 

The Regional Training Schools for the April, 1948, Enumerative Survey were 
held in Montgomery, Alabama; Columbus, Ohio; and Salt Lake City, Utah.  These 
early training schools, especially those for the first large-scale enumerative 
survey in 1947, invariably raised a rash of questions on procedures.  There 
were so many details that required experience to resolve.  Looking back, it 
may seem strange that so many answers were not obvious at the start, but new 
ground was being turned and previously untried techniques and procedures were 
being attempted.  On the beautiful temple grounds in the shrine city of Neceo, 
Japan, there is a carving that is said to be the original of the three monkeys 
known the world over as symbols for "Hear no evil. Speak no evil, and See no 
evil," On a near-by building is a much less familiar figure—a crude represen- 
tation of an elephant.  The story told is that the misshapened figure is that 
of an elephant made long ago by a man who had never seen an elephant nor even 
a picture of one.  Actually, his sight-unseen elephantine sculpture did not 
turn out too badly.  In the 1950's men who were struggling to visualize and 
create a new nationwide statistical system and structure that would meet the 
ever changing needs of American agriculture had a kinship with the ancient 
Japanese gentleman who tried, and with considerable success, to carve a resem- 
blance to a huge, and strange animal that he had never seen in any form. 

167/  "Alone," by Richard E. Byrd, G. P. Putnam's Sons, N.Y. 1938, p. 58. 
168/  Byrd saw no one for several months, suffered terribly in his frigid 
hole-in-the-ice, and almost died from asphyxiation caused by fumes from a 
faulty heating system, but even so he apparently made the essential meteoro- 
logical  observations he had come to get. 
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Dr. Charles F. Sarle, Chief, Special Farm Statistics Division, 

Goes to Japan, 1948 

In September 1948, Dr. Sarle, Head of the Special Farm Statistics Division, 
left for an assignment in Japan to assist in improving its statistical report- 
ing service, or at least to make it more meaningful to our Military Government 
people.  He was gone longer than expected, about six months, and when he re- 
turned he agreed to go to Turkey on a similar mission for a couple of months. 
Dr. Sarle once remarked that he had never worked in any one position for more 
than three years, except for the five years at the Weather Bureau, and that he 
considered to have been a mistake.  His feet were beginning to itch again. 
Brooks was asked to find a replacement for Sarle in Japan and at a dinner meet- 
ing of the Agricultural Economics Club at the Brookings Institute in Washington, 
D.C. Creighton Guellow was asked if he might be interested in a two-year assign- 
ment in Japan.  From the way his eyes gleamed it was obvious that he was inter- 
ested, and before long he and his wife, Ethry, who had formerly worked for Ag 
Estimates, were on their way to Tokyo.  Guellow was the first of a long list 
of men who would be sought out and sent on foreign assignments in the years 
ahead. 

Tom Robinson, in addition to his other duties, took on the formidable task 
of revising Miscellaneous Publication 171, "The Crop and Livestock Reporting 
Service of the United States" which Sarle had been so instrumental in preparing 
in 1933.  The result of Tom's efforts and those of numerous others who prepared 
the 23 chapters was, "The Agricultural Estimating and Reporting Services of the 
USDA" (Miscellaneous Publication 703) published in December 1949.  This publi- 
cation carried for the first time a chapter on "Interview Surveys" a descrip- 
tion of procedures used, and a discussion of some of the problems.  Tom also 
went to Irak for a couple of months to conduct a training course in crop esti- 
mating procedures.  It may have been in Baghdad that he was bitten by the 
foreign service bug from which he never recovered. 

DESIGN OF QUESTIONNAIRES FOR MAILED SURVEYS 

The Crop Reporting Service sent out about ten million questionnaires each 
year, of which only some three million were filled out and returned by volun- 
tary reporters.  The design of questionnaires 169/ was therefore, of great 
importance. Anything that would clarify the questionnaires, make them easier 
to answer, faster to process, improve the format, and increase response was 
worthy of consideration. Kathleen Stewart spent much time on reviewing pro- 
posed questionnaires to be used by the various branches, and those of other 
agencies in the Department.  These ran the gamut of subject matter and included 
such topics as "Yearly Kill of Game in Montana" and "Fire Damage on Farms." 
This was a continuing activity and in the next six months, Kathleen worked on 
31 questionnaires for 22 different Ag Estimates' people. 

169/  See "Interviewing Techniques" by Kathleen Stewart and the "Design and 
Constructions of Questionnaires," by E. M. Brooks, 1948 Memo.  SRS files. 
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FROZEN FOOD LOCKER PLANT SURVEY 

Anxious to strengthen the sagging financial situation of the Division of 
Special Farm Statistics and to promote utilization of its unique talents and 
services by other agencies in the Department, a contract for $16,000 to plan 
and carry out mailed surveys of some 11,000 frozen food locker plants through- 
out the country, was entered into with the Bureau of Animal Industry.  Before 
the job was finished the Division had earned its money.  An excerpt from a 
letter to Dr. Sarle in Japan, explains: 

"Beyond doubt  this has been  the most difficult project  to get 
worked out satisfactorily  that we have had anything to do with.     The 
difficulty arises from the great volume of questions asked,  extremely 
technical nature of the subject matter,  and  the pretty general  lack 
of precise knowledge concerning  the industry.     Yesterday we discussed 
a  couple of questions at some length and finally one of the  "experts" 
said  that probably it would be just as well  not  to ask  those questions, 
as  the Government forbids  the use of those practices and the locker 
plants might  think we were checking up on  them!" 
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ANNUAL SAMPLE CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE PROPOSED, 1948 

The idea of making a so-called annual sample census of agriculture is an 
old and persistent prospect that has come up periodically over the years.  In 
1895 Secretary of Agriculture, Henry Robinson proposed an annual enumeration of 
agriculture.  John B. Shepard at the Indianapolis Conference of Agricultural 
Statisticians in 1923, also suggested such an annual survey and in the May 1937 
Journal of Farm Economists, page 464, he discussed "Selection of Areas for 
Sample Agricultural Census Enumeration".  In this article Shepard proposed a 
national sample of townships, or similar areas having 100-150 farms each, for 
a total sample of 340,000 farms, (5% of all U.S. farms), half to be enumerated 
annually in November; 120,000 in December and 50,000 in January, that would 
be "reasonably representative of the State of the Nation." Further, Shepard 
suggested, "additional small blocks of land may be needed to secure adequate 
county samples, and second, to make a complete enumeration of all the very 
large farms, plantations and ranches." 

Actually the name is a misnomer since a census, by definition is, "an of- 
ficial enumeration of the population, with details as to age, sex, occupation, 
^^^•" 170/ Whereas advocates of a sample census have more in mind a selective 
survey to obtain general economic information of a varied and wide ranging 
nomenclature, with variable sampling rates, across the whole field of agricul- 
ture, that would provide estimates at national, state, and sub-state levels. 

The first, or certainly one of the first, efforts at such a project was 
in Alabama where "an annual sample census, including only a small percentage 
of the farms in each county" was started in 1927 and continued for several 
years. 171/ A decade later at the St. Louis Conference in 1938 Dr. Charles F. 
Sarle presented a paper in which he said: 

"One way  to provide periodic information—items needed only 
once in several  years—would be  to  take a sample census of,  say 
25 percent of the farms.     Our research  to date indicates  that a 
representative sample of 25 percent of the farms would have suf- 
ficient  precision, with items occurring on  the majority of farms, 
to justify building up the sample  to approximately 100 percent 
completeness by States,   crop reporting districts and  type-of-farming 
areas ." 172/ 

During World War II, Morris Hansen of the Census Bureau was active in pro- 
moting use of the Master Sample in connection with the 1945 census of agricul- 
ture and apparently the idea of an annual sample census took hold of him then, 
and he pushed it with vigor and determination, but in the end unsuccessfully, 

170/ Random House Dictionary of the English Language, Random House, N.Y., 1968. 
171/ Proceedings St. Louis Conference, 1938, p. 49.  However, George Strong 
and other former employees of the Alabama office know nothing of these surveys 
so they must not have been of much significance. 
172/  Ibid, p. 47. 
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for 15 years.  Mr. Callander, while Director of the 1945 Agricultural Census 
during its final phases, had taken to the annual census idea as a means of 
improving the bases for, and widening the scope of, agricultural estimates. 
When he returned as Assistant Chief of BAE for Agricultural Estimates, he was 
receptive to the proposals that streamed from Morris Hansen at the Census Bu- 
reau, especially because he saw no chance of BAE ever getting adequate funds for 
such a project. 173/ 

In the Spring of 1948, the Census Advisory Committee recommended that a 
committee be appointed to consider the whole problem and make recommendations 
looking to the development of a program of an annual sample census of agricul- 
ture for the purpose of surveying each year a representative cross-section of 
the farms in each State.  It was felt by the Census Advisory Committee that 
if the regular census of agriculture, taken every 5 years, could be supple- 
mented each year by an annual sample census of agriculture, it would be pos- 
sible to secure information of greater value to the agricultural interests of 
the country, and the questionnaires used for the regular census of agriculture 
could be reduced in size and simplified. 

Joint Census - USDA Committee Appointed, 1948 

To explore these possibilities, a Joint Census/USDA Committee was appoint- 
ed by J. C. Capp, Director of the Census, and 0. V. Wells, Chief, BAE, to draft 
and submit recommendations regarding an "Annual Sample Census of Agriculture." 
Members af the Committee from the Census Bureau were:  A* Ross Eckler, Assist- 
ant Director; Morris Hansen, Statistical Assistant to the Director; Ray Hurley, 
Chief, Agriculture Division; and the BAE members were:  W. F. Callander, Assist- 
ant Chief; Earl Houseman, Statistical Assistant to the Chief; and Emerson M. 
Brooks, Acting Head, Division of Special Farm Statistics.  A member of the 
Census Advisory Committee, Dr. M. R. Benedict, Professor of Agricultural Econ- 
omics, University of California, was also a member of the Committee consider- 
ing an annual sample census of agriculture.  The Committee memorandum of May 
27, 1948, addressed to 0. V. Wells and J. C. Capp was primarily the handiwork 
of the Census contingent, and when it was brought around by Warden Jenkins of 
the Census Bureau to sign, a majority had already endorsed it.  Brooks also 
signed as it seemed certain that some of the undersirable aspects would be 
dehorned before, as Mr. Callander put it, ''firm commitments were made.'* 174/ 

Committee Recommendations, 1948 Sample Census Proposal 

Paragraph three of the Committee memorandum stated: 

173/  Confidential memo from W. F. Callander to State Statisticians, May 27, 
1948, SRS files. 
174/  Ibid. 
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"It is recommended: 

a. That  the obtaining of authorization and funds for and  the 
planning and  the actual   taking of an annual census of agriculture 
should be a joint activity of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
and  the Bureau of the Census with  the responsibilities of the  two 
Bureaus  to be as follows: 

(1) General  over-all planning-Joint responsibility. 

(2) Design and selection of the sample-Joint responsibility. 

(3) Contents and design of the schedule-Joint responsibility. 

(4) Instructions  to interviewer and editing personnel-Joint 
responsibility. 

(5) Expansion of survey data and publication of results-Joint 
responsibility. 

(6) Operations,   including employment of supervisors and inter- 
viewers,  editing,  punching and machine  tabulation of the 
data-Bureau of the Census. 

It is suggested  that  the responsibilities  outlined for items   (1) 
through   (5)   above should be discharged by cjDmmittees,   set  up with 
alternating chairmen from each Bureau,     Also,   in  the case of re- 
sponsibilities  listed above for items   (1)   through   (5)   it is recom- 
mended  that  the Bureau of the Census have  the responsibility for 
seeing that  time schedules are established and met and  that  the 
required planning work is performed as scheduled so  that  the 
program can be properly executed. 

¿>. That authorization,  and funds be obtained and plans made 
for  taking of such an annual  census not later  than 1951 and  that 
consideration be given  to  the feasibility of taking such a  sample 
census for 1950 in connection with  the 17th Decennial  Census of 
Agriculture and Population." 

Although, a signer of the Coiranittee memo. Brooks was deeply concerned a- 
bout the proposal and made these points in a memo to Mr. Callander of May 26, 
1948, (a day earlier than the date on the Committee memo), which probably re- 
flected the concerns of many, if not most of the Ag Estimates Staff. 

"It is generally recognized,  presumedly,   that  the proposal  for 
an annual sample census—is one of the most important developments 
that has occurred in many  years,   and  that  the results may be far 
reaching so far as our work is concerned— 

 this proposal  would definitely make  the Census Bureau   the 
primary fact collecting agency of Government. 

 the Census Bureau would be  the agency  that would make and 
release estimates  on a  great many items   that are now handled 
by other agencies. 
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 the exact meaning of  "joint responsibility" needs  to be 
fully defined so  that misunderstandings will  not occur or 
develop. 

 it appears almost a certainty  that  — most if not all  of 
the present State Farm Censuses  or Assessors would be dis- 
continued. 

 the dropping of State censuses and  the reliance of State 
officials on data from  the annual  Sample Census would,  in my 
opinion,  almost certainly result in major changes in our pre- 
sent cooperative agreements with a number of States. 

 the work of the Bureau on such  things as R.M.A.  projects 
would also likely change.     If a State wanted data  collected 
—whenever possible  they would utilize  the large interviewing 
staff that  the Census Bureau had already available in  the State. 

 the same appears  true of such projects as  the proposed large 
scale survey in Texas  to provide district and possibly county 
estimates on a number of crop and livestock items.     The role 
of BAE both in  the field and  in Washington would be primarily 
that of a  consultant and advisor on questionnaire design,  edit- 
ing procedures,   tabulation plans,  and possibly on analysis of 
the data. 

 the Census people indicated  that  they would probably expand 
their present 60 field offices  to about 120—If this is done 
and a person put in charge of each office with about a P-2 or 
P-3 rating and all  schedules are funneled  through our State 
offices for editing,   tabulating,  and such analysis as seems 
desirable,   I think much of the possibility for misunderstanding 
and conflicting purpose will be eliminated. 

'I voted  yes'   on  the question of exploring the possibilities of 
a  joint BAE-Census Bureau annual sample because first,  I couldn't see 
that  under  the circumstances  the BAE had any other alternative,  and 
second,  if properly handled  the proposal  would provide much better 
statistical  data for  the future without detriment  to our organization." 

Mr. Callander distributed the Committee's proposal to the field in a memo 
marked "Strictly Confidential,*' and dated the same day as the Committee memo. 
May 27, 1948.  The proposal received a cool reception, and many State Stats 
felt that, if the plan actually was implemented, it would mean a virtual take- 
over of the Crop Reporting Service by the Census Bureau.  Floyd Reed said, and 
probably a majority of State Stats would have agreed that, "We have sold our 
birthright." 175/ While there was general opposition to any sort of "joint" 
operation because of the inherent difficulties and confusions that would result, 
the principal cause of the resentment and opposition was item six which gave 
the Census complete and sole control of field operations and processing of 

175/ Personal interview with Reed. 
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survey returns.  To repeat, item (6) stated: 

"Operations^  including employment of supervisors and inter- 
viewers,   editing,  punching and machine  tabulation of the data- 
Bureau of the Census," 

It is no wonder the Ag Estimates field staff, as well as many in Washing- 
ton, believed that this provision of the proposal would mean their being taken 
over in due course, and, if it had been put into effect as stated, they were 
probably right.  Undoubtedly any significant fulfilment of item 6 would have 
had a tremendous impact on Ag Estimates' data collection procedures.  Once an 
agency gets practical control of that activity, plus the data processing phase, 
it dominates the program and, if it is so inclined, and there is not a mutual 
boss to say "nay," about all that is left to the other member of the "joint" 
operation is to sign on the bottom line. 

It did not seem reasonable that a split operation of the type Mr. Hansen 
proposed, could be made to operate effectively by two agencies under different 
leadership in two Departments physically located 17 miles apart, one in Wash- 
ington and the other in Suitland, Maryland.  All accumulated experience indi- 
cates that, for efficient operation of the type under consideration, a straight- 
line chain of command is essential. 

On October 12, 1948, the first meeting of a Joint Working Committee was 
held with these members:  From the Census, M. H. Hansen, Ray Hurley, and W. B. 
Jenkins; from BAE, C. F. Sarle, E. E. Houseman and H. L. Parsons, with Brooks 
to serve for Sarle during his absence. 176/ There followed weeks and months 
of meetings with much wrangling over subject matter to be included, and oper- 
ating procedures.  On December 27, 1948, Mr. Wells, Chief of BAE sent a memo 
to all "USDA Agency Heads" telling them that plans were being formulated to 
make an annual samp'le census of agriculture around October 15, 1949 with funds, 
to start with, of $950,000, which would "provide a representative sample of 
80,000 to 100,000 farms scattered in all counties of the United States.  The 
sample would be large enough to give State estimates except for items with low 
frequency of occurrence • " 

Each agency was requested to submit proposed topics to be included in the 
questionnaire.  This invitation brought in a mountainous mass of suggested top- 
ics as each Agency submitted a long "Christmas list" covering virtually every 
aspect of agriculture, including such diverse items as "Mortgage debt outstand- 
ing" and "Total rabbits sold this year." Earl E. Houseman, as Chairman of the 
Annual Sample Census of Agriculture Committee, had the unenviable task of try- 
ing to reduce this tangle of confused, and intertwined proposals, to manageable 
proportions. 

176/ Typed Minutes of Meeting of October 12, 1948 in Brooks record book 
"Annual Sample Census*  SRS files. 
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As the months went by it became increasingly clear that the proposed plans 
did not match available nor prospective funds.  Not much attention was being 
given to this important matter as it seemed to be accepted by some, and parti- 
cularly at the Census Bureau, that the Agricultural Estimates budget would be 
available for this purpose since the mail surveys would be largely eliminated. 
This naive notion could not stand the icy waters of realism.  Making estimates 
of survey costs was a regular, and very serious, task of the Division of 
Special Farm Statistics, therefore, to test the water, a detailed analysis was 
made of the approximate costs of collecting annual sample census data from 
samples of three different sizes: the first year, 60,000 farms; second year, 
200,000 farms; and the third year, 400,000 farms in 2,749 counties in the 48 
States. 

On March 30, 1949, Brooks sent (through Dr. Charles F. Sarle) a brief memo 
to Earl E. Houseman, Chairman of the Annual Sample Census of Agriculture, ac- 
companied by 5 tables of details on the cost analysis, and 7 pages of documen- 
tation of the cost estimates, which indicated that approximate collection costs 
of such an Annual Sample Census of Agriculture, would be:  the first year 
$1,300,000; second year $3,300,000 and the third year $6,500,000. 177/ Total 
costs, including data processing would be double these amounts. 

Since neither the Census Bureau nor the BAE had any such funds on hand, 
or in prospect, the annual sample census project withered on the vine, not to 
be resuscitated for a decade, that is, until 1958. 

THE ELECTION OF 1948 AND THE POLL TAKERS 

The great Truman triumph in the 1948 Presidential Election, contrary to 
all the pollsters, (not quite all as Louis Bean had the best handle on the sit- 
uation), caused much discussion of what went wrong with the public opinion 
sample surveys.  As the sample survey was the principle vehicle of the Division 
of Special Farm Statistics and, in fact, its main reason for existence, concern 
was more than academic.  Several of the staff attended a luncheon at the Willard 
Hotel where George Gallup, founder and head of the famous Gallup Poll, gave a 
talk on the problems of election polls in general and the recent one in parti- 
cular.  He was the first person we had ever heard make the defense that *^hind- 
sight is always 20/20 vision.*' A few days later Mr. Gallup sent one of his 
men down from Princeton, N.J., to talk to the staff about area sampling as 
compared to quota sampling, the method Gallup used in his surveys.  Earl 
Houseman, Catherine Senf, T. C. M. Robinson, Dave Mesick, and E. M. Brooks, met 
with the Gallup pollster for what turned out to be an interesting discussion 
with no decisions. 

In a letter to Dr. Sarle in Japan, Brooks added a longish footnote con- 
cerning the election polls which read as follows: 

"It   (the failure of the pollsters)   was probably a  combination 

111 I    Brooks to Houseman, March 30, 1949, memo in Brooks record book 
"Annual Sample Census," SRS files. 
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of several factors : 

A. Sample: 

(1) The quota may not have been set up properly. 

(2) Interviewer's may not have followed sampling 
instructions precisely  in  the field. 

(3) There may not have been a follow-up of not 
at homes,   etc. 

(4) The sample may not have been large enough. 

B. Timing of Survey: 

Apparently,   there were no surveys made during the last 
few days before  the election. 

C. Questionnaire : 

The questionnaire apparently asked simply whether  they were 
going to vote for a,  b,  c,   etc.,  rather  than probing to 
discover why or what  the respondent's attitude was  toward 
certain issues  involved.     This probing might have indicated 
that  the respondent was going to vote for someone other  than 
the one he said he was going to vote for. 

D. Interviewing: 

(1) The interviewers may have biased  the answers consciously 
or unconsciously according to  their personal preference. 

(2) Respondent may have said  "Dewey"  because  that seemed 
to be more in line with what other people were doing— 
he didn't want  to appear  to be different. 

(3) Many respondents may have changed  their minds between 
the  time  the polls were  taken and election day. 

(4) There may have been a bigger percentage than was  ex- 
pected of people who were uncertain as  to how they 
would vote. 

E. Processing: 

(1) The coding clerks may intentionally,  or otherwise,  have 
errored in  the coding operation. 

(2) The analysis may not have always  been made by 
competent people. 

(3) There may have been bias injected consciously,   or  un- 
consciously in  the interpretation of the returns. 

On November 5, Tom Robinson gave this interesting appraisal: 

"The following appear  to me  to be probable sources of error  in 
the recent pre-election forecasts: 
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1. Polls elicited preferences of persons interviewed,  but were 
unable  to learn categorically whether or not person inter- 
viewed would vote.     Undoubtedly,   over-confidence fostered 
by polls kept many persons with Republican leanings from 
voting.     Interviews in depth might be able  to get an inten- 
sity of preference and  therefore,   the probability  that  the 
interviewee would vote. 

2. Shifts in income levels may have made economic categories 
used in setting up quotas obsolète,  and errors in classi- 
fication by interviewers may have further distorted  the 
sample.     It is unfortunate that no public opinion poll  is 
operating on an area-sample,  nation-wide basis. 

3. A reluctance to admit that one favors the prospective loser 
may have led a significant number of Truman sympathizers to 
tell the pollsters they're for Dewey but, voting in secret, 
to vote for Truman." 

A.   J.   SURRATT KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT, 1948 

In the fall of 1948, anxious to catch up on a backlog of work. Brooks beg- 
ged off going on the Annual Acreage Review, but then there occured a tragic 
event that changed plans for a number of people.  A. J. Surratt, in charge of 
the Illinois office and affectionately called the "Sage of the Sangamon", had 
headed for Oklahoma with his wife as soon as he had finished work with the 
acreage reviewer, C. E. Burkhead.  Andy was noted as a fast driver, which is 
one thing on the broad, straight, level roads of Illinois, and something quite 
different on the narrow, winding, hilly roads of Missouri of that time. Whether 
speed was actually a factor is not certain, but in any event he passed a truck 
and after a little way his car went off the road on the right hand side, "Andy" 
gave the steering wheel a jerk, apparently lost control, the car went off the 
right side of the road and rolled over several times.  Andy was thrown from the 
car and killed, although his wife escaped serious injuries. 178/ Joe Ewing, 
recently appointed Assistant Statistician for Illinois, was the Acreage Reviewer 
for Colorado, Utah, and California, and had just finished the work in Denver 
and immediately returned to Illinois for the funeral of his old friend. 

When Paul Koenig, Acting Director of the Division of Agricultural Statis- 
tics, raised a question with Brooks about taking over the acreage review for 
Ewing in Utah and California, Brooks told him he simply had too much "hay down" 
to be away two weeks.  Koenig called Dick Smith, who was making the Review in 
South Dakota, for suggestions, and Dick also proposed that Brooks take up Joe 
Ewing's assignment, and when Paul told him that Brooks had said he was too busy, 
Dick replied, "No, he isn't."  So in a couple of hours Brooks was on his way to 
Utah.  The country was experiencing a massive snow storm of blizzard proportions 
and planes were grounded, but fortunately Brooks had the weekend to get to Salt 
Lake City and was able to pick up the Review on Monday morning in accordance 

178/ Brooks to Sarle in Japan, December 8, 1948, 
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with the original schedule. In California, a poultry survey was being plan- 
ned and as much time was spent on that project as on the Acreage Review with 
Lowell Clark. 

SUPPORT  TROOPS 

It is a familiar principle in the Military that the ratio of non-officers 
to officers needs to be about seven to one.  The principle is applicable also 
in the government, (although the ratio may vary) where leaders get nowhere un- 
less they have a strong, intelligent and competent staff to support them.  As 
economists might put it the super-structure must be undergirded by a sturdy 
infrastructure—no weak and shaky scaffolding will do. 

The Crop Reporting Service has always had the benefit of dedicated and 
competent support troops—men and women of character, devotion to duty, and 
skill.  To name a few would be an injustice to many; perhaps though it may be 
acceptable to mention a handful with whom Brooks was directly associated during 
the period of this narrative 1933-61.  The first secretary encountered was cer- 
tainly one of the most efficient ever employed by the Crop Reporting Service— 
Gwen Sailer (later Mrs. John L. Wilson), of the Iowa office.  In Washington, 
Lilian Breshears with whom Brooks worked for nearly twenty years was industri- 
ous beyond compare, and lightened the load and smoothed the path for all en- 
deavors; Lil was especially helpful to foreign visitors and gave them a warm 
and friendly image of America that they might otherwise have missed; Hilda Frye 
was efficiency personified; Zoraida Moorhead was a gentle soul loved by every- 
body; Doris Sanchez combined an assortment of talents to become a very competent 
secretary.  For years Mrs. Lellie McDaniel supervised the large computing corps 
of the Crop Reporting Board with a steady and gifted hand.  Her counterpart in 
preparation and distribution of Reports was flamboyant Ann Swetman later suc- 
ceeded by the quietly effective, Dorothy Williamson.  Catherine Upton, Frances 
Cron Arrowsmith and Nina Carroll were top supervisors in the Special Farm Sta- 
tistics Division and its successor agencies.  Frances' brother, Larry Cron, 
worked in the Price Branch for awhile during World War II and then returned to 
the Lower Valley of Texas to manage the family farm.  He went to Peru for two 
years to assist with preparations for the 1950 Census of Agriculture in that 
and several near-by countries, and in improving their statistical programs. 
He did an outstanding job for which he received an award from the Peruvian 
Government.  Our State Department, following a long-standing policy, would not 
let him keep the medal, but kept it in its files.  It must have a warehouse full 
of such baubles. 
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WORK WITHOUT PAY 

The Administrative staff is an all important part of the operation of any 
Department, Agency, or Division.  To illustrate the havoc that can result from 
faulty performance of administrative officials consider the occasion in the 
Spring of 1947, when the entire staff of the BAE, both in the field and in 
Washington, was placed in jeopardy of having to work three days without pay un- 
less offsetting arrangements could be made.  The cause of this once-ever blunder 
should be an unforgettable lesson for budget administrators for all time.  An 
increase in pay was approved that spring, and the crucial question was whether 
the amount involved in the pay increase should be considered as coming under 
the ceiling of the regular BAE appropriation.  Budget officials for the BAE 
were deeply concerned because, if the increased salary funds were considered 
as being under the "regular" appropriation, the agency would be guilty of ex- 
ceeding its fund ceiling.  The matter was taken up with the office of the Gen- 
eral Counsel in the Department which provided no clear-cut opinion concerning 
the situation.  Still perturbed the Bureau Chief had the question referred to 
the General Accounting Office which ruled that the pay increase was a part of 
the regular appropriation, and therefore, the BAE had exceeded its fund limi- 
tation unless it could be offset by reductions.  All sorts of strategems were 
employed to salvage the situation, including having Reserve Officers like Glenn 
Simpson and George Harrell go back on active military duty for three months, 
and Frank Taylor of the Kentucky office taking leave to do graduate work, etc. 
Dispite such heroic measures throughout BAE the additional funds could not be 
offset.  One grim afternoon in May 1947, 0. V. Wells, Chief of BAE, called the 
entire D.C. staff of his agency into a meeting in the Department Auditorium and 
told them the bad news that the agency's appropriation had been declared ex- 
ceeded and there was no way to avoid every BAE employee, from the newest employ- 
ee to the Chief himself, working from one to three days without pay.  Wells 
concluded with a statement to the effect that "T^Hiile this situation can not be 
avoided, I promise you that the person responsible will be held accountable." 
Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson, in a wrathful mood told Mr. Wells 
to send the Business Manager of BAE, Ralph Rogers, "to the North Pole!" Wells 
was reluctant to fire Rogers and instead demoted him from P-7 to P-5 and trans- 
ferred him to the Regional Office at College Station, Texas. 179/ 

Under Civil Service regulations, whenever an Agency exceeds its appropriated 
funds, a written explanation must be submitted to Congress and disciplinary ac- 
tion taken.  Accordingly the responsibility of an Administrative Officer is 
great indeed, and the Crop Reporting Service has been fortunate that the men who 
have served in this capacity have been competent and never gotten it into trouble. 
W. H. "Bill" Evans, filled this exacting job with distinction for many years, 
aided by sharp minded, outspoken, Roy Jennings.  The mild mannered, ever smiling 
Don Fisher succeeded Bill Evans as "Mr. Moneybags" for the Crop Reporting Service. 

179/  Based on personal experience, discussion with 0. V. Wells, W. H. 
Wolfrey, and with Roy Jennings, Budget Officer for Ag Estimates in 1947, 
who had the unwelcome task of adjusting payrolls in accordance with the 
new ruling while receiving no pay. 
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During the period 1933-61 Ag Estimates, like most agencies of that time, 
did not have a strong career development and personnel service program.  Promo- 
tions, transfers, and awards were handled rather entirely by a few top officials 
on the basis of personal judgment.  Efficiency ratings were made annually by a 
special committee designated for the purpose.  The multitudinous paper work, 
and the job of keeping up with Civil Service regulations, was done largely by 
conscientious girls like June Vaught .whose patience was beyond belief. 
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THE VA-N.C. CORN WAR, 1949-50 

Everyone is familiar with what the Governor of North Carolina said to the 
Governor of South Carolina 180/ but only a relatively few know what the Gover- 
nor of Virginia said to the Governor of North Carolina.  It went something like 
this:  "Our Virginia farmers have achieved a great increase in the yield of 
corn per acre in recent years—a really phenomenal accomplishment".  To which 
the Governor of North Carolina replied that he doubted that it was any greater 
feat than had been achieved by his farmers in the Tar Heel state.  One thing 
led to another and it was agreed to have some special corn surveys made in the 
two states for three years or so and see how things stood.  The Governor of 
Virginia called on Henry Taylor, SIC of the Ag Estimates' office in Virginia 
for help, and Henry promptly called on the Division of Special Farm Statistics. 
Soon the staff was hot on the trail helping make a sample survey in each of 
the warring states.  After some rather frenetic survey preparations, C. E, 
Burkhead, J. W. Kirkbride, John C. Scholl, a visitor from India named J. N. 
Tewari, and E. M. Brooks, drove down to the Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 
Blacksburg, Va., to help finalize plans and to give two days instruction on 
survey procedures.  On Wednesday they drove to Raleigh, N.C. for a similar 
session on Thursday and Friday. In Blacksburg the group joined Jack Rigney, W. W. 
Cochran and Walt Hendricks from Raleigh, and Boyd Harshbarger and others from 
V.P.I., plus enumerators who would do the field work. 

In both Virginia and North Carolina the project was carried on cooperative- 
ly by the State Statistician's office, the College of Agriculture and Experiment 
Station, and the State Department of Agriculture.  The purpose of the survey 
was stated to be, "to obtain reliable data on acreage, yield, and production 
of corn, and the extent to which hybrid seed corn is being used by farmers in 
the State; acreage and production of certain small grains; quantities of corn 
and small grains sold; type and capacity of farm storage; rotation and fertil- 
ization practices with corn." This information, it was said would, "improve 
the marketing of corn, wheat, oats, and barley, and will also assist in plan- 
ning off-farm storage as well as storage on-farms for these crops .  The 
corn contest between Virginia and North Carolina will be decided by the December 

180/  In case you have forgotten, in the 1840's some unpleasantness developed 
between the two Carolinas because of the refusal of the Governor of North 
Carolina to allow an alleged escaped convict to be extradited to South 
Carolina.  Hot tempers flared on both sides of the boundary line and finally 
Governor J. M. Moorhead of North Carolina and Governor James H. Hammond of 
South Carolina met to try to resolve the complex situation.  However, this 
conclave generated more heat than harmony, and during a hot exchange the 
fired up South Carolinian threatened to send troops into North Carolina to 
retrieve his errant prisoner.  At this the Governor of North Carolina, 
thinking that matters were getting a bit racy, said to the Governor of 
South Carolina, "It has been a damn long time between drinks!"  Whereupon, 
the two governors repaired to the bar where they settled their differences 
amicably over a soothing potion.  The Carolinian Library, University of 
South Carolina, Columbia, S. C. 
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estimate of the United States Department of Agriculture.  This estimate is 
based upon information supplied by a large number of farmers, who have been 
reporting to the Department of Agriculture on crop yields for many years.  The 
information secured by this survey will supplement that furnished by the crop 
reporters." 181/ 

Sampling experts at V.P.I, and at N.C. State University drew a probability 
sample of areas of land in all but a few urban counties in each State.  This 
procedure resulted in a sample of 2,400 of Virginia's 173,000 farms, and 3,300 
of the 287,000 farms in North Carolina.  Responsibility for field enumerations 
in Virginia was split between V.P.I, for western counties, and the Crop Report- 
ing Service in Richmond for counties in the East.  J. W. "Wally" Kirkbride 
served as Supervisor for the eastern half of Virginia, and in his excellent 
report on the survey, advised against a repetition of such a geographical divi- 
sion of control, but suggested instead a delegation of authority for specific 
phases of the project. 182/ 

The corn surveys were scheduled for the three years 1949, 1950, and 1951, 
but were concluded after two years for reasons given further along.  The Corn 
War was highly publicized and farmers in both States were well aware that they 
were engaged in a mighty battle. 

In 1976, Mary M. Bowes, bright and perky editor of the "Bulletin", monthly 
publication of the Virginia Department of Agriculture and Commerce, digging 
deep into old records and newspaper files, wrote an article about the corn con- 
flict a quarter of a century previously, entitled "The War Between Virginia and 
North Carolina", which, despite an understandable Virginia tilt, presents an 
interesting and informative account of the epic struggle. 

The War Between Virginia and North Carolina 

"Of the many wars  that Virginia has been involved in,   the Revolu- 
tionary War will  be  the war most likely  to be remembered by Virginians 
this  Bicentennial  year.     Few people will  remember  that  this  year marks 
the  25th anniversary of another war  that Virginia was  involved in;   a 
war where  the fighting was fierce,  but no blood was shed;   where  the 
leaders of the opposing forces were good friends instead of enemies. 
It was a  war where  the fighters were farmers  instead of soldiers,   and 
where  the fighting was done with hybrid seed and fertilizer instead of 
bullets  and guns.     Twenty-five years ago  the great corn war between 
North Carolina had just  ended,   and Virginia  emerged victorious. 

It all  started on February  16,   1949,  when William M.   Tuck,  who 
was Governor of Virginia  at  the  time,   flung down  the gauntlet  to 
then Governor W.   Kerr Scott of North Carolina at a meeting of  the 

181/  Interviewer Instructions for Virginia Grain Survey, September 1949. 
SRS files. 
182/  The Virginia-North Carolina Grain Survey, 1949, by J. W. Kirkbride. 
SRS files. 
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Prince George County One-Hundred-Bushel^-Per-Acre Corn Club.     In  Tuck's 
absence^  L. M.   Walker,  Jr.  who was Commissioner of Agriculture at  the 
time,   delivered  the Governor's  challenge  to see which State could pro- 
duce  the greater increase in its average corn production,  based on 
its average  yield for  the  ten year period 1937"1946.     The contest 
would run for  three  years,   and  the State with  the better increase for 
two of these three years would be declared winner and receive a  tall 
corn-growers  trophy.     Implicit in  the Governor's challenge was a 
warning that  Virginia  corn yields had soared in  the last  few years; 
from  23 bushels per acre  to  43 bushels per acre between 1944 and 1948. 

On February 17,  North Carolina's Governor Scott accepted Virginia's 
challenge,  and said  that  Virginia had good reason  to be proud of her 
corn yield increase,  but also said  that  the progress made in North 
Carolina during  the past years certainly justified  the acceptance of 
Virginia's  chai1 enge. 

Virginia's average for  the  ten-year period 1937-1946 was  27.8 
bushels and North Carolina's average for  the same  ten years was  21.8. 
The year before  the contest,   Virginia had an average yield of 43 bushels 
per acre,  and North Carolina had 31. 

'You of course understand  that it is generally easier  to bring 
about an increase on low performance  than it is from high performance,' 
wrote Commissioner Walker in a letter  to all  Virginia  corn growers,  but 
the Governor and the writer,  as well  as  the State agricultural  leaders 
and farmers are interested in seeing the Old Dominion come out in 
front in  the corn growing contest with Governor Scott of North Carolina; 
therefore,   your interest in  this matter from  the standpoint of increased 
production and farm efficiency will be appreciated by his Excellancy. 

In  Virginia  three committees were formed   to direct  the  troops  of 
700 corn-producing farmers.     Heading the action committee was M.  A. 
Hubbard,   executive secretary of the Virginia Farm Federation;   Paul  D. 
Sanders,   editor of the Southern Planter and Master of the State Grange, 
was appointed chairman of the publicity committee;   and State Senator 
Garland Gray of Waverly was appointed chairman of the steering committee 
for Operation Corn. 

The Virginia  Tech Extension Division urged on corn growers by spon- 
soring 100-bushels Corn Clubs  throughout  the  corn-growing region of the 
State.     In  97 of Virginia's  100 counties local  corn growing contests 
were held. 

All   the promotional  efforts paid off;  on December 19,   1949,   Virginia 
was officially declared winner for   the first  year of the contest.     Vir- 
ginia produced an increase of 19.2 bushels per acre over North Carolina's 
increase of 13.2 bushels.     Virginia;s harvest was  69 percent above its 
1937-1946 average,  and North Carolina's was  only  61 percent above its 
1937-1946 average. 

Tuck paid  tribute  to Virginia farmers  saying,   'They have been 
hansomely paid,'   he said,   'in lower production costs,  better soil 
conservation,   and more feed for  livestock and poultry.' 

Tuck said  that  it was more  than a victory for Virginia,  but  that it 
was  a  victory for  the whole agricultural  region,  which demonstrated  that 
'all  of us  can work  together for a  common  cause when  the objective is 
to build a better standard of living for all  of our people.' 
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December  29,  at a  luncheon at  the Commonwealth Club,  Governor 
W.   Kerr Scott of North Carolina presented  the  trophy,  which was 
donated by  the National  Fertilizer Association,   to Governor  Tuck. 
Scott said  that  the Tar Heel State still  claimed  the distinction of 
raising more cain  than Virginia,  and probably raised more gallons 
of corn  to  the acre. 

Scott felt  that North Carolina would do much better  in  the 
second year of  the Corn War. 

The second year,  however,  was an easy victory for  Virginia,  with 
the Crop Reporting Service reporting on December 19,   1950,   that Vir- 
ginia's average  increased  to 49 bushels per acre,  and North Carolina's 
average had increased to 37.   The two factors held largely responsible 
for  Virginia's win were increased use of fertilizer and the use of 
hybrid seed. 

'North Carolina  farmers more often preferred  to plant  their 
own-open-pollinated seed rather  than buy  the high-priced hybrid 
seed each year,   despite  the higher  yields  of  the hybrids',  said 
Virginia's Agricultural  Commissioner  Walker. 

So  the Corn War was won by  Virginia  in  the first  two years, 
and if  there had been any question at all  about it,   the 1951  corn 
yield results showed Virginia ahead of North Carolina for  the  third 
straight year. 

The Corn War did a  lot for corn production in  Virginia;   it stim- 
ulated  the growing of corn,  and it was  largely responsible for better 
cultural methods and heavier application of fertilizer.     In  the  25 
years since the Corn War,   Virginia 
has  increased  the average  yield 
per acre by  40 bushels,  proving 
that  the Old Dominion rightly de- 
serves  the gold ear-of-corn trophy 
that has since been converted into 
a  lamp and now brightenes  the con- 
ference room of  the Virginia  Depart- 
ment of Agriculture and Commerce." 

Although North Carolina lost the 
Corn War it did make a greater percent- 
age increase in its corn yields in the 
quarter of century since that notable 
conflict.  The average yield per acre 
of corn in North Carolina for 1973-74 
of 78.0 bushels, is 258 percent of the 
1937-46 average, whereas the comparable 
yield for Virginia of 80 bushels is 188 
percent. 183/ However, both States are 
to be congratulated on their successful 

Trophy won by Virginia in the Virginia- 
North Carolina Corn War, 1949-50 

183/ 1973-74 avg. N.C. 78.0 bu. 
1937-46 avg. 21.8 

= 258% Va. 
80.0 
27.8 

= 188%. SRS files. 
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efforts to improve their agriculture including the yield of the crop which 
precipitated the famous Corn War. 

Frank Parker, State Statistician for North Carolina had been an active 
participant in the Corn War, but accepted defeat in good grace.  Characteris- 
tically he took advantage of the situation to do something thoughtful for some- 
one else—at his instigation Governor Kerr Scott made C. E. Burkhead and E. M. 
Brooks, "Honorary Tarheels", for their roles in the interstate feud. 

Frank Parker was a rugged, aggressive, gregarious, creative man, whose 
first love, next to his family, was the North Carolina State Farm Census.  In 
this regard there is a story, perhaps apocrophal but certainly indicative of 
the man, that is told about him.  Frank had fathered, nursed and fought for 
the State Farm Census in his state over many years, and never missed an op- 
portunity to talk about it and to extoll its virtues.  One day, according to 
the story, Frank was going along a rural road and came upon a small crowd 
around a country church.  Attracted, as always, by a group of people, Frank 
stopped to inquire as to what was transpiring.  It developed that a member of 
the community had died, everything was in readiness at the church for the 
funeral except that the minister had failed to show up.  One of the group said, 
"Mr. Parker you are obviously an educated man, would you please conduct the 
services?"  Frank said, no, he didn't feel that he could do that as he had not 
known the deceased, but he would be glad to say a few words about the State 
Farm Census. 

Headquarters Support Troops, 1946.  Back row, left to right:  Kathleen Burke, 
Laura Verdier, Ann Swetman, Vera Chambers, Catherine Upton, Lucille McKeever, 
Frances Gray. Front row, left to right:  Lellie McDaniel, Margaret Demanee, 
Ruth Dabbs, Emily Kendall, Ida Trowbridge, Sue Parker, Fay Curry.  Luncheon 
for Mrs. Kendall on visit to Washington. 
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PRETEST OF 1950 CENSUS IN LOUISIANA 

In May 1949, about a dozen people from Ag Estimates participated in test- 
ing procedures designed to be used in the up-coming Census.  One of these was 
E. M. Brooks, who after helping put on a Census training session in Birmingham, 
Alabama, flew on to Vermilion County, Louisiana to assist in the training school, 
and with the pretest of the 1950 Census questionnaire and procedures.  After 
the two day training school for Enumerators, he went out with one of them—a 
soft voiced, pleasant young Cajun, named Huey P. Vincent, to observe his work. 
Under the training plan the enumerator was not permitted to ask any questions 
of the Observer.  If he didn't know, he was supposed to look up the answer in 
his Instruction Manual.  Vincent got into something of a quanduary when he came 
to a vacant house and he had forgotten what the instructions were for recording 
information concerning a vacant house.  Since, under the pretest regulations, 
he couldn't ask the Observer, he thumbed through the training manual instruc- 
tions backwards and forwards several times, but could not find anything about 
what to do with a vacant house.  Finally he threw the Instructions in the back 
of the car and said, "Oh, well, I'll come back tonight and burn the damn house 
down!" 

TRAVEL BY PLANE AND TRAIN 

The airplane is a wonderful vehicle for getting around the country in jig- 
time, and the Washington staff was learning to use it effectively.  On August 
30, 1949, B. Ralph Stauber, Chief, Agricultural Price Division, Earl E. House- 
man, Chief, Standards »and Research Division, and E. M. Brooks, Chief of the 
Division of Special Farm Statistics flew to Raleigh, held a couple of confer- 
ences and flew back to Washington the same day.  Leaving National Airport in 
Washington at 9:30 a.m. and getting back there at 10:41 that night. 

Most of the staff had used plane service intermittently for years, but some 
really hated to give up traveling by train.  To such railroad buffs there was 
nothing quite like getting on one of the elegant stream-lined trains of that 
day, eating a sumptuous meal in the dining car, then relaxing in the luxurious 
lounge car and watching the ever changing, fascinating, and beautiful country- 
side roll by.  As night came on and the scenery could no longer be seen, there 
were always interesting people to chat with, and occasionally a celebrity would 
be aboard.  Arnold King told about sitting down in the Club Car of the Union 
Pacific out of Chicago beside a man, only to discover he was the movie star— 
Clark Gable. 

The Union Pacific was especially proud of its fast trains, and boastfully 
displayed, on a forty foot sign in its Chicago station, that it made the 1,048 
mile run to Denver in 16 hours.  A trip from Washington, D.C. to San Francisco 
took two days and three nights—a pleasure or a pain depending on the temper- 
ment and attitude of the traveler.  A thing that annoyed most trans-continental 
travelers was that they had to unload in Chicago and change to another train. 
There were no through passenger trains in Chicago—a hog could go through Chi- 
cago on a train, but a man couldn't.  A long trip by train provided an excellent 
opportunity to catch up on reading official memos and related material, but it 
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was impossible to do any effective writing because of the constant jerking and 
lurching of the train. 

A trip one night on the Union Pacific out of Butte, Montana, enroute to 
Denver, was an experience to remember.  The Lounge Car was of ancient vintage— 
a relic of the opulent days of railroading.  Across the back was a canopied 
platform encircled by a heavy wrought iron fence of intricate design, topped 
by a shiny brass rail.  Inside all was highly polished mahogany, gleaming, or- 
nate, brass lamps, and burnished leather. Whoever created this elegant vehicle 
was a devotee of the Victorian era of baroque design and the gilded accounter- 
ments of conspicuous consumption. It was glamour personified.  The grade was 
steep and the train crept slowly upward past "the glittering hill" with its 
thousands of lights blinking in the gathering darkness.  The handful of fellow 
passengers were all men, bronzed-faced and rugged, dressed in the traditional 
garb of cattlemen on a trip to the city—dark suits, "western shirts" with 3 
buttons on each cuff, string ties held together by a polished stone, a silver 
dollar, an Indian ornament, piece of topaz, or a gold nugget.  Their narrow- 
legged pants, casually stuffed into low-cut boots, were held up by wide leather 
belts heavily embossed with floral designs, and secured by broad, silver, fili- 
greed buckles.  No pair of boots were identical, some brown, others black, and 
still others a combination of these colors interspersed with white leather.  All 
were highheeled, pointed-toed, and ornately stitched in swirling designs.  A- 
stride each man's head was a large, cowboy hat.  These picturesque chapeaus 
were of assorted styles—rolled or flat edges, high or pinched crowns—black, 
gray or brown—which were never taken off during the trip.  These stern looking 
men may have been bankers or bakers, and may never have been on a horse, but 
the impression they exuded was that of cattlemen just off the ranch. 

Then there was the time when two lone passengers spent all day in a Club 
Car winding slowly across Arkansas.  It was Thanksgiving Day and railroad tradi- 
tion called for something extra special in the way of sustainance for lounge 
car occupants.  The Chef rose to the occasion with a mighty effort despite the 
paucity of patrons, and spread out a most elaborate, tastefully arrayed buffet. 
It was beautiful to look at, and impossible to consume.  The two lonesome pas- 
sengers ate until their eyes bulged, but made hardly a dent in the enormous 
cornucopia of plenty. 

On another occasion on the Portland Rose an attractive, blond haired, girl 
of college age entered and seated herself in the Club Car.  She was stylishly, 
dressed in a travel outfit that was obviously expensive.  After getting settled 
in her chair she opened a handbag and fished out—of all things—a sack of Bull 
Durham smoking tobacco, and a pad of cigarette papers.  She then proceded, with 
the expertese of a ranch foreman, to roll herself a cigarette.  Naturally this 
performance attracted the eyes of all, and when she had lighted up, taken a 
deep drag and exhaled it slowly through her nose and mouth, the man seated 
across the aisle, blurted out, "Now where did you learn to do that?" The girl, 
with an easy smile, replied, "From my father, he has always rolled his own, and 
taught me how to do it, now I have learned to like them better than the commer- 
cial brands."  She then turned attention away from herself by asking her ques- 
tioner, "What is the story of that unusual tie clasp you are wearing?" He 
laughed, "That is a piece of quartz with streaks of gold ore in it.  I spent 
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several thousand dollars to learn that it was an exhausted vein.  This nugget 
is all I have to show for my investment." 

Plane travel has never seemed glamourous and rarely interesting to many 
travelers—to them it seems like riding a bus through a tunnel—nothing to see 
nor do.  During *a long wait at railroad stations one could usually walk uptown, 
go to a library or museum, but not at an airport as they were always miles from 
anywhere with nothing to do but listen to the roar of planes taking off or ar- 
riving, reading a paper endlessly, or nursing a concoction from the bar. 

In the early days when flying was still considered by many people contrary 
to nature—sort of flying in the face of Providence—most people, including 
Brooks, were quite apprehensive when boarding a plane.  As the plane was about 
to take off it was interesting to look around at fellow passengers, some with 
their heads buried deep in a magazine, others of the "white-knuckle" type ob- 
viously in anguish, and a few who tried to show their nonchalance by forced 
laughter and animated chatter.  Some disturbed passengers probably could have 
benefited, and calmed their nerves, with the philosophy expressed by Mark Twain's 
mother when informed that her young son had almost drowned in the Mississippi 
River, "Boys that are born to be hung are safe in the water." 

The old "prop" planes, even the four-motor jobs, usually gave a bumpy ride, 
and occasionally a real pitch and buck performance.  On a clear July day in 
1957 Brooks was flying with Wally Wallrabenstein to Little Rock, Arkansas, to 
conduct a Regional Training School when all of a sudden, with no warning at all, 
the plane dropped sharply—Wally guessed 500 feet—shaking up the passengers 
and throwing loose articles around, then leveled off and proceded smoothly. 
The worst of such incidents was on a trip back to Washington from Florida on 
May 17, 1963, when the four-motor plane began to roll and pitch violently and 
kept it up for what seemed an eternity before calming down.  The flight map in 
Orlando had indicated a storm area over North Carolina, and it couldn't have 
been more right.  But these and a few others, were isolated incidents in more 
than 200,000 miles of comfortable flying.  The coming of the jet made plane 
travel much more pleasant, but still even less to see from 35,000 feet.  There 
are two things, though, that we hope we never have to do—one is to jump out of 
an airplane, either with or without a parachute, and the other is to be worked 
on by a left-handed dentist. 

SEMINARS ON U.S. AGRICULTURAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMS 

That fall of 1949 a number of employees were "invited" by 0. V. Wells, 
Chief, BAE, to participate in a 15 week series of seminars on U.S. Agricultural 
Policies and Programs.  This "invitation" was extended by Nellie Jerman, the 
Chief's attractive and always friendly secretary, who made it clear that it was 
not a "must" invitation as the enrollees would be required to pay the $18 fee. 
However, it was basically the same type of "invitation" as that said to have 
been sent by a Commandant of the Coast Guard Academy for his annual reception 
which reportedly read: "you are invited to attend, and will attend, a recep- 
tion..." Actually, it was an enjoyable series as some top flight people such 
as Secretary Charles F. Brannon, Edwin G. Nourse, Brookings Institution, Dr. John 
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D. Black of Harvard, and 0. V. Wells discussed agricultural problems of that 
period.  There were some 25 men in the class and one woman that worked for 
the Foreign Agricultural Service.  One evening the lecturer was a ranking of- 
ficial of the Department and he explained how the Secretary's program was pre- 
sented to the Congress.  Our lady classmate, Doris Rafler, the bright, spunky, 
attractive sister of the famous Washington hostess, Gwen Cafritz, asked the 
speaker whether he cleared his program with the American Farm Bureau Federation 
before submitting it to Congress.  He replied hastily, "Oh, no, no, that was 
not considered necessary." Our gal persisted, "Did you get your program ap- 
proved by Congress?"  "No-o-o" he admitted.  The roar of laughter drowned out 
any defense he might have made. 

FAR>1 HOUSING SURVEY 

The next Enumerative Survey after those during the Corn War was the Housing 
Survey made in 1950 of 20,000 farms in 382 counties in 45 States designed to 
provide estimates of national farm housing needs.  It was a new venture for the 
staff as the subject matter was unfamiliar, complex, and difficult to collect. 
Roy J. Burroughs, Chief, Farm Construction Section, BAE, worked closely with 
the Branch and provided the expert knowledge on housing that it lacked.  A pre- 
test was made in North Carolina and in the Lower Valley of Texas.  The purpose 
of the survey was to make an inventory of farm housing prior to providing loans 
for rehabilitation and construction.  Because of the "closed season" on field 
surveys during the period ^larch 15 to May 15, 1950, when the Federal Census was 
being taken in the field, the Housing Survey was started in the southern tier 
of warm weather states from New Jersey to California on February 20 and in the 
remaining States on May 15.  Regional training schools were held in Raleigh, 
N.C.; New Orleans, La.; Lansing, Michigan; and Cheyenne, Wyoming.  Following 
these training schools for state supervisors, similar training sessions for 
local interviewers were held in each state.  Brooks attended all of the Regional 
Training Schools, and when the one in Cheyenne was over, he headed for Denver, 
but enroute stopped off at Colorado State College in Ft. Collins with Jack 
Hamblin, Chief of the BAE Personnel Division.  They wanted to talk to Professor 
Raymond T. Burdick, Head of the Department of Agricultural Economics, about 
having his students take enough mathematics and statistics to qualify for ap- 
pointments in the statistical service.  At that time it required nine semester 
hours of math and statistics of which only six had to be statistics.  Professor 
Burdick, however, became quite incensed.  He was not, he declared, going to in- 
sist that his boys spend their time studying "calculus" just to satisfy needs 
of an agency of the Federal Government.  Unfortunately this attitude was quite 
general, and the Crop Reporting Service had to spend years getting agricultural 
colleges to provide enough basic courses in statistics to enable it to hire 
their graduates.  To meet the growing need for qualified people, a student trainee 
program was started  under which agriculture students could work for the agency 
during their Junior and Senior years and the intervening summer vacations.  They 
took the required math and statistics courses so that, upon graduation they 
could, if they wished, go to work for the Crop Reporting Service.  This program 
is still in use and has provided many recruits, some of which are among out- 
standing staff members of the Crop Reporting Service. 
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After leaving Colorado, Brooks stopped off at the Statistical Laboratory 
in Ames, Iowa.  Then, following a couple of days in the Des Moines office of 
Ag Estimates, he went up to Fargo, North Dakota and made a short field trip with 
the Assistant State Statistician, Leonard Orvold.  Leonard had been in Patton's 
outfit in France furing World War II and related an interesting incident that 
seemed characteristic of that tough, rough and ready General.  Leonard's unit 
was moving up a road when they came to a short bridge on which a mine could be 
plainly seen lying on it.  The column stopped while the Lieutenant debated what 
to do.  Soon a long line of troops were backed up and after awhile an irate 
General Patton came roaring up demanding to know what was causing the stall. 
The Lieutenant motioned toward the land mine on the bridge.  "Well, pick it up 
and carry it off of there," thundered the General.  "Sir, is that an order?" 
asked the unhappy Lieutenant.  "That's an order," Patton snapped.  The Lieuten- 
ant went forward picked up the mine and very gingerly carried it a hundred feet 
off the road and laid it gently on the ground. And going with him all the way 
was General Patton. 184/ 

The Housing Survey enumerators in Southeastern states were asked to take 
a picture of each house inside their segments.  These snapshots were put into 
an album and made a very interesting cross section sample of housing in rural 
areas in the South at that time.  Unfortunately this album was destroyed later 
by a banjo playing, happy-go-lucky, clerk who did not appreciate its value.  A 
similar photographic survey 25 years later in 1975 would have provided an inter- 
esting and perhaps instructive pictorial record of some of the changes in the 
South. 

As usual a number of Ag Estimates staff members were serving on various 
committees planning the 1950 Census of Agriculture.  On one occasion the 
Training Committee heard experiences of training experts from private industry 
who were brought in from all around the country as consultants.  One of them 
was a man who was responsibly for training clerks for Macy's Department Store 
in New York City.  He said they had a large turnover in clerks and, therefore, 
conducted a continuous program for training new people.  One of the main fea- 
tures of the training program was how to fill out a sales slip; therefore, in 
the course of a day's training, a girl would fill 100 or more sales slips, and 
she would be provided a basket to throw the slips into when she had finished 
with them.  He said that every now and then some girl, who had been through 
the training, and was spending her first day on the sales floor, would look 
around and ask, "Where is the wastebasket to put the sales slips in?" 

DR. SARLE AND OTHERS DEPART 

Over the years the Crop Reporting Service has lost men periodically to 
other government agencies, international organizations, and to private industry. 
Invariably these have been men of exceptional ability like Nat Murray who went 
with Curtis, Clement & Co., in the early twenties and B. B. Hare of South 
Carolina who became a U.S. Congressman.  The strongest magnet has always been 

184/  Incident confirmed by Leonard Orvold in a letter of 2/27/76. 
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the foreign service.  In earlier years of this century Victor 01mstead, former 
Chief, went to Cuba and the Philipines to help conduct the Census.  Leon 
Estabrook, also a former head of the agency, went to Argentina for a couple of 
years and then to Rome to head up the World Census of Agriculture (1925-30), 
and traveled to "all civilized countries" to promote the Census.  Paul Nyhus, 
at one time SIC for Wisconsin, (1923-26), served as attache in China in the 
late twenties.  His letters reveal his keen insight into the deplorable condi- 
tions there and the probable consequences of allowing them to ferment.  In 
early 1928 he wrote, "the dishonesty, insincerity and corruptness of their 
governmental machinery is something that they will have to change to ever set 
up a functioning government along western standards." 185/ 

In addition to such men who made permanent separations from Ag Estimates, 
there has been a steady stream of staff members who have served a few years 
abroad or made short tours to provide technical assistance.  Glenn Ray, SIC, 
Ohio went to Argentina in 1930 on what he understood would be a three month 
assignment, got caught in the Depression budget squeeze and was kept there 
three years, a lonely batchelor. 

Of the eighteen staffers who left and did not return during the years 
1933-61, ten went into the Foreign Agricultural Service of the USDA, the State 
Department's Agency for International Development or to the UN and FAO; two 
men went to the Census Bureau; two others went elsewhere in the government 
service, and four into private industry.  The list of eighteen names reads like 
an Honor Roll of outstanding citizens:  Joe Orr, Jack Whitaker, Irvin Holmes, 
Arnold King, Joe Sales, Charlie Sarle, Ray Vickery, Bob Gastineaux, J. A. Becker, 
Z. R. Pettet, Jim Lankford, Carl Robinson, Bob Harris, Ross Packard, Tom Robin- 
son, Jay Diamond, Charlie Gage and Asa Tuttie.  Some like Jim Lankford became 
agricultural attaches, others like Joe Orr, (Director of the FAO Liaison Office 
with the UN in New York) and Tom Robinson (Executive Director of the World Food 
Program in Rome) achieved key roles in international organizations. 

By 1950, there were many familiar faces missing from the 1946 staff of the 
Special Farm Statistics Division.  Dr. Sarle and Kathleen Stewart were married 
and had left for a two year assignment in Turkey.  Glenn Simpson had transfer- 
red to the Livestock Division, Catherine Senf was in graduate work, Tom Spivey 
had transferred to another Agency, Paul Pownall was in Maryland, and later would 
become the first Statistician-in-Charge of a statistical office in Alaska.  Jim 
Koepper had transferred to Kentucky where he would soon become Statistician-in- 
Charge, and Tom Robinson was agricultural attache in Australia and would go on 
to a distinguished career as the top official of the World Food Board in Rome. 
In many respects, Tom Robinson was one of the most unusual and gifted men this 
Agency ever had on its staff.  He had a very fast, precise, inquisitive, reten- 
tive mind; was very articulate; had a friendly disposition; and the lithe energy 
of a catamount.  His departure was a great loss to the Agency.  Glenn Simpson 
went on, of course, to become Secretary of the Crop Reporting Board; Director 
of the Field Operations Division; Chairman of the Crop Reporting Board and 
Deputy Administrator of the Statistical Reporting Service - an outstanding 

185/  The Omnibus, October 1928, p. 3. 
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career.  Catherine Senf had a highly scientific type of mind and was a very 
good statistician, but, because she was a female, the Agency never used her 
talents to the best advantage.  She did excellent work in the Special Farm 
Statistics Division, but actually her abilities could have been better used in 
the Research and Development Branch, but that never came about.  Catherine did 
not return after receiving a PhD degree, but worked in Thailand and elsewhere 
overseas, and for the Census Bureau.  Men in charge of State Offices objected 
that they could not have an assistant that they couldn't sleep with on a field 
trip.  They had a point in that often two people from a State office making a 
field trip together had to spend several nights away from home, and none were 
willing to take the risk of doing so with a female companion, (or at least their 
wives weren't!).  The public reaction could have been quite serious, too, in 
those benighted days before Women's Lib had become a significant force.  Travel 
from the Washington headquarters was a different matter as several men usually 
travelled to Regional Meetings together and stayed at large hotels, so having 
one female employee along raised no eyebrows. 

Actually Ag Estimates in those days was a difficult place for a woman with 
professional ambitions.  Ella Sue Minor, in the Cotton Section, received a 
Superior Service Award for her accomplishments, but never advanced to a manage- 
ment position despite her undoubted technical competence, a thorough knowledge 
of the agency's cotton estimates program, a solid background in cotton produc- 
tion in Georgia, and a distinguished brother elswhere in the Department.  A man 
with such a background and competence would almost certainly have moved up in the 
organizational structure.  Marjorie Miller Armstrong fared somewhat better in 
the Price Branch where Ralph Stauber took an advanced view of the working 
woman.  Even Stauber, however, could not save one of his employees, Herschel 
Hadley, who insisted on wearing a full beard.  It was not the style at that 
time and seemed to carry onerous connotations—it just wouldn't do.  Hadley 
certainly received no ultimatum, but the feeling that his beard was contrary 
to the image the agency wanted to create and was definitely frowned upon, no 
doubt was a factor in his decision to seek a more congenial locale elsewhere. 

In that era minority groups in general were conspicuous by their absence, 
or rather would have been if anybody had thought or bothered, to look.  This 
condition did not result, it would appear, from a conscious or deliberate agency 
policy, but rather was a reflection of the whole pattern of American life at 
that time.  Certainly, so far as the rank and file Ag Estimates' official was 
concerned there was no overt discrimination, but neither was there a direct 
effort to locate and employ blacks, Jews, and other Americans of minority status. 
There seemed to be a plausible explanation for the lack of Jews on the profes- 
sional staff.  In this country Jews have not traditionally been farmers and 
consequently the number of young Jews that were farm raised, studied agriculture 
at a Lang-Grant College, and took the Civil Service examination to qualify for 
appointment as Jr. Agricultural Statisticians was infinitesimal.  The same was 
true, to a degree, concerning blacks.  Although a relatively larger number of 
blacks than Jews had farm backgrounds, those that majored in agriculture in 
college, and had the required courses in mathematics and statistics, were very 
few.  For both Jews and blacks these supply limitations still hold today, and 
it requires vigorous efforts to acquire qualified "minority" candidates for 
employment as Agricultural Statisticians.  Such considerations, however, did 
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not hold at all concerning clerical employees and others in support positions 
in the 1940's and '50's.  An aggressive agency recruitment policy would undoubt- 
edly have located any number of qualified minority support personnel, but this 
was not done during the period of this narrative, i.e. 1933 to 1961, although 
there were a few blacks on the Washington staff, and Mexican-Americans and 
Orientals in State Offices. 186/  In 1953, when the Cold Storage unit was trans- 
ferred from the Production and Marketing Administration to Ag Estimates, and 
placed in the Special Farm Statistics Branch, it had a number of blacks as 
secretaries and clerical workers.  They represented the first sizable group of 
blacks in the Agency and when it was made clear that in the Branch they were 
to be accepted simply as any other new staff members would be and were to par- 
ticipate in all Branch activities—social and otherwise—without any discrimina- 
tion whatsoever, they were quickly and fully accepted, and rapport established with 
the entire staff even though some of the whites were from the Deep South.  The 
Head of the Cold Storage unit was Jewish and he, too, established a happy work- 
ing relationship, and has had an outstanding career in the Agency.  After 1961 
when a definite program, directed from the I^Jhite House, was vigorously pursued, 
the de facto discrimination that had existed in the Federal government was 
eliminated, or at least significantly reduced. 

Frequent mention has been made of Dr. Sarle as he was a vital and innova- 
tive factor in the growth and development of the Crop Reporting Service inter- 
mittently over many years.  Shortly after taking over as head of the Iowa office 
in 1922, Sarle received a visit from Mr. Callander of which Sarle later said: 

"Vie  talked about several   things,   but  then  there was one  thing 
that was really emphasized—it was my job to so conduct  the office 
that we could sell  our service to one H.  A.   Wallace who had fre- 
quesntly  taken cracks at  us  in Wallaces Farmer.     That was my first 
assignment.     I didn't even call  on Mr.   Wallace for the first nine 
months^   that is,   until  I had something worthwhile  to offer him.     I 
got off to a good start  then,  I hope I satisfied Mr.   Callander on  that 
point." 

This procedure was typical of Sarle, he always did his "homework" before 
tackling a problem.  He and Wallace became good friends, worked together on 
statistical problems, and Wallace became a strong supporter of the Crop Report- 
ing Service.  In 1929, Sarle won a Social Science Research Council award which 
enabled him to acquire a PhD degree from Columbia University. 

Remarks have been made indicating that on occasion Sarle lashed out at what 
he considered asinine opposition "up with which he would not put", but these 

186/ According to Ralph Stauber, Chief, Agricultural Price Statistics Branch, 
it was he, and an assistant Margie Miller Armstrong, who, in 1946 made the 
first positive and direct effort to locate and recruit a black woman, Mrs. 
Anita Brown, as a clerical employee. 
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turbulent flashes should not obscure the fact that he was a delightful person 
with whom to be associated.  He was a brilliant conversationalist, had a fine 
sense of humor, was generous in praise of work of his subordinates, and appre- 
ciative of anything done for him.  During a long career he touched, and en- 
hanced, the lives of hundreds of people both here and abroad.  He was always 
on the look-out for people who had "the spark".  Everlastingly he tried to lift 
their horizons, make their lives fuller and more interesting, and broaden and 
deepen their education.  One winter he had several of his staff, himself in- 
cluded, enrolled in a course in General Semantics taught by a Captain Saunders, 
who had spent twenty years on the Hill persuading Congressmen to the Navy's 
way of thinking.  The course was an exciting, mind stretching, experience and 
the group learned something about the theory of "non-allness".  Strangely 
enough, despite Sarle's brilliance and Ivy league PhD, he never learned to 
spell budget—it always came out "buget". 

The idea that when Sarle was around, his staff "kept one foot in the 
stirrup",  187/ simply was not true.  None of his employees ever were fearful 
that he might unleash his caustic tongue at them.  There was one occasion early 
in his tenure as Chief of the Special Farm Statistics Division that might have 
been a near miss.  In the fall of 1947 the New York Yankees and the Brooklyn 
Dodgers were engaged in a frenetic World Series.  By October 6 each had won 
three games, all cliff-hangers, and now they were engaged in the seventh and 
final game of the Series.  The entire nation, it seemed, was agog with excite- 
ment, and pulling for the boys from Flatbush to humble the mighty Yankees. 
"Casey at the Bat" was being re-enacted, with all its thrills, drama, and even- 
tual heartbreak. Contrary to custom, a portable radio was brought to the office 
and a group gathered around for the final showdown to see if the Brooklyn Dodgers 
could really win a series from their arch enemies.  As excitement mounted, the 
group became rather noisy.  Next door Dr. Sarle was deep into some problem and 
the din finally penetrated to him.  He opened the door with dark clouds hovering 
over his scowling face.  Someone called out, "Come on in. Dr. Sarle, this is 
a historic event, the Dodgers are beating the Yankees!" His face relaxed abit, 
he managed a strained smile, and went back to his beloved calculations.  And 
the Dodgers went down to defeat. 

Sarle was a chain-smoker—literally lighting one cigarette from the other. 
Using up two or three packs of cigarettes per day was not uncommon, and when 
working in Japan in 1949 he burned up five packs a day, 100 cigarettes! 

He had such a dominating personality it didn't matter where he sat in a 
meeting, he was always at the head of the table. 

When Brooks moved up to replace Dr. Sarle, as Director of the Special Farm 
Statistics Division in 1950, he screened all potential candidates to head the 
Enumerative Survey Section very carefully as he knew the difficulties inherent 
in the position and that a serious failure in handling a survey could end, or 
at least long delay, the hoped for development of a permanent program of enum- 

187/  Turkish proverb, "He who tells the truth should have one foot in the 
stirrup", quoted by John W. Gardner in "How to Prevent Organizational Dry 
Rot". 
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erative surveys.  Hedging a bit on some other positions was one thing, but not 
on the man to head enumerative surveys.  In 1950 the choice was J. W. "Wally" 
Kirkbride, and when he was drafted in 1951 to work with J. Richard Grant as 
Asst. Clearance Officer, Ward Henderson was selected.  Five years later when 
Ward left for California, Brooks tapped Bruce M. Graham.  These were all men 
of character and ability with outstanding records in World War II, Kirkbride 
in the Army, Henderson in the Navy, and Graham in the submarine service.  They 
went on to be top leaders in the Crop Reporting Service—Kirkbride as Director 
of the Survey and Data Division, Henderson as Statistician~in-Charge of the 
California Office, and Graham as Deputy Administrator of SRS and Chairman of 
the Crop Reporting Board.  Their contributions to the expansion, development, 
and technical upgrading of the Service cannot be exaggerated.  They had much 
in common but were different, too.  Kirkbride had a mind that functioned with 
the smooth precision of a swiss watch.  Henderson could sell Kosher pickles to 
an Arab.  Graham's mind was an animated grabbag, into which he could reach at 
any time and pull out whatever he needed. 

In the summer of 1950, the Division of Special Farm Statistics was faced 
with a reduction in its budget, there were no large scale enumerative surveys 
in prospect and, in a memo of August 26 to the new head of the organization, 
S. R. Newell, it was frankly admitted that the existance of the Special Farm 
Statistics Division was threatened, and reasons given why that shouldn't hap- 
pen.  In this extremity, Wally Kirkbride was loaned to the Census Bureau for 
a couple of months, and Catherine Senf departed for a year's leave without pay 
to do graduate work.  The 1946 staff of eleven professional statisticians had 
been reduced to four—Brooks, Kirkbride, Wallrabenstein, and Mesick.  The bud- 
get situation was so tight that nerves were taut.  Actually, the fears were 
not justified as Sterling R. Newell, the new Director of Agricultural Statis- 
tics, fully appreciated the need for the Division of Special Farm Statistics 188/ 
and gave it his support.  The thing that enabled the Division to hold together 
until later developments made it secure, was the inauguration of an extensive 
foreign technical assistance program in which the Division of Special Farm 
Statistics was assigned a major role and in which it was actively engaged for 
the next twenty years. 

188/ After November 2, 1953, when the Secretary's Memorandum 1320, Supplement 
4, established the AMS, the title "Division" was changed to "Branch".  This 
was a cosmetic treatment that did not effect anything except the face of 
organizations throughout the Department.  The switch in label was reportedly 
made to bring the Department's organizational phraseology into conformity with 
the standard and uniform Civil Service sequential format of:  Department- 
Agency-Division-Branch-Section-Unit.  The mis-alignment that had exsisted was 
said to have occured when an effort was being made to up-grade the Depart- 
ment's grade and salary structure at the Branch level.  By the simple ex- 
pedient of switching the labels "Branch" and "Division", the upgrading was 
accomplished.  Now in 1953, the labels were being reversed to conform to 
the traditional terminology. 
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POINT IV PROGRAM, EXPLOSION IN TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ABROAD 

In his inaugural speech, January 20, 1949—a cold, blustery day—President 
Truman listed four main points as objectives of his new administration: 

i.   "—unfaltering support  to the U.N.   and related agencies 

2. "—continue programs of world economic recovery 

3. "—strengthen freedom-loving nations against aggression 

4. "—embark on a hold new program for making the benefits 
of our scientific advances and industrial progress 
available for the improvement and growth of under- 
developed areas." 

The last item, the famous Point 4, was pushed vigorously after the Presi- 
dent, on June 5, 1950, signed Public Law 535 entitled, "An Act for International 
Development".  For the period 1949 to 1973 a total of more than 55 billion dol- 
lars ($55,366,000,000) was used by the United States in economic development 
abroad, of which less than ten percent ($4,890,773,000) was utilized for tech- 
nical assistance, but still a considerable amount of money. 189/ 

The Department of Agriculture was soon heavily involved since it had so 
many of the skills needed by developing countries.  As a consequence of this, 
by the fall of 1950, the Division of Special Farm Statistics was asked to as- 
sume responsibility for training foreign nationals who would be coming to the 
United States to obtain training in crop and livestock estimating methodology. 
This work was entered into with great enthusiasm. 

The program envisioned first, consultation with foreign governments con- 
cerning agricultural statistical programs; second, selection of outstanding 
candidates; third, instruction of foreign trainees in the United States for 
about a year; fourth, operation periodically of regional training schools of 
about 6 weeks duration in various places outside the U.S.; and fifth, follow- 
through assistance and consultation of the trainees after they returned to their 
home countries. 

These were all things that the Agency had done over the years on a periodic, 
intermittent, catch-as-catch-can basis, but now they were to be systematized and 
made into a formal, standardized program.  With the help of Gertrude Drinker, 
Theo Vaughn, and Dr. Douglas Ensminger, Director of Extension, Education and 
Training of OFAR, a prospectus was drafted and sent around the world announcing 
the new training program in agricultural estimating methodology.  Not long after 
that, "Doug" Ensminger left for India where he was to spend some twenty years 
as the distinguished head of the Ford Foundation's program in that country. 

189/  Operations Report, June 30, 1973 AID, Washington, D.C.:  Marshall Plan 
Period 1949-52, $14.5 billion; Mutual Security Period, 1953-61, $16.6 billion; 
Foreign Assistance Period 1967-73, $24.4 billion. 
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One of the first groups was a team of economists from Europe who arrived 
in January, 1951, and asked a great many questions about this country, and, in 
trying to answer them, it was decided to put together what turned out to be a 
"Statistical Handbook of Agriculture of the USA".  Another early group consist- 
ed of six economists from Great Britain and included Roger M. Dixey, Deputy 
Director of the Institute for Research in Agricultural Economics at Oxford 
University, and Ford Sturrock, Deputy to Head, Farm Economics Branch at Cam- 
bridge University, all active participants in the affairs of the International 
Association of Agricultural Economists.  They were to be followed by many other 
groups and individuals.  In the next twenty-five years Ag Estimates was to 
provide training in crop estimating methodology and survey procedures to hun- 
dreds of foreign trainees, provide technical consultation and support to 
Americans working overseas, and to send members of its staff on both long and 
short term assignments abroad, including Vietnam during its most difficult per- 
iod.  Yet, the international assistance program of Ag Estimates was, for almost 
all of this period, a fringe activity.  At the outset the admonition was made 
that it was all right to use the foreign aid money, but "don't learn to live 
on it".  Consequently no real staff was created to develop and implement a 
dynamic on-going program such as those of the ARS (Agricultural Research Service), 
the Extension Service and other agencies.  Part of this low-keyed activity was, 
of course, due to the small number of statistical trainees each year.  Allocated 
funds were absorbed and justified on the basis that certain staff members spent 
an assumed percentage of their time assisting foreign trainees and visitors. 
After 1953 when the AMS was organized two or three "catalytic agents" were de- 
signated to aid in drafting programs for trainees and guiding them into the 
proper areas of expertese. 

When the SRS was established in 1961 all responsibility for even this 
minimum service was terminated and the two "catalytic agents", Fred Coffey and 
Elbert Schlotzhauer, were transferred to ERS (Economic Research Service) from 
whence they were to carry on as before making contacts within SRS as deemed 
desirable.  This change in operating procedure was made, reportedly, in order 
to centralize all foreign affairs in Agricultural Economics under ERS Deputy 
Administrator, Dr. Sherman Johnson, in charge of Foreign Economics.  This ar- 
rangement may have looked efficient on an organization chart, but in practice 
it functioned reasonably well only because the people involved made it do so. 

Fortunately plans for the 1970 World Census of Agriculture brought about 
the establishment of an inter-agency committee with the following members re- 
presenting their Departments or agency: P. E. Sukhatme, FAO, Rome; Charles 
Lawrence, Census Bureau; E. M. Brooks, SRS; and George Dawson AID (Agency for 
International Development).  Under the auspices of this Committee a program 
combining census methodology and sample survey procedures was conducted in the 
Auditors Building at 14th and Independence Avenue, S.W. in Washington, D.C. with 
field practice sessions at Washington State and Pennsylvania State.  Funds were 
provided by both FAO and AID with instructors from all four agencies partici- 
pating. 

Over the four-year period, 1968-71, some 169 trainees from 70 countries 
were enrolled in the twelve-month course.  This program has continued, but with 
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reduced enrollment and with emphasis on sample surveys. 190/ 

THE COTTON BUST OF 1951 

The year 1951 was a very important one in the story of agricultural esti- 
mates.  In November, the Crop Reporting Board lowered its estimate of cotton 
production by about 7 percent from its October forecast, and the results had 
great consequences.  The price of cotton jumped rapidly and the farmers who had 
picked and sold their cotton, thus missing out on the higher prices, blamed the 
Crop Reporting Service for their losses.  Cotton producers complained to their 
Congressmen and their Congressmen complained to the Department.  The result was 
that a Congressional Committee, chaired by the Honorable Thomas G. Abernathy of 
Mississippi, 191/ was appointed to investigate the Crop Reporting Service, its 
techniques and procedures.  In the next few months Wells, Newell, Smith, Morgan, 
and in particular Burkhead, met four times with this Committee and explained to 
them what the Board did, how it was done, and why. 

At the end of the investigation, the Committee submitted a report dated 
June 16, 1952 and in the letter of transmittal, the Chairman, Thomas G. Aber- 
nathy stated, in part: 

"The subconunittee suggest herein a number of steps which it 
believes will  improve  the Board's  operations    Several  of  the 
recommendations made by  the Subcommittee will   take some additional 
appropriations and  the Subcommittee hopes   that  the Bureau of Agri- 
cultural  Economics will   take cognizance of this  in preparing its 
next budget and  that it will  receive  the support of  the members  of 
Congress for   those  improvements  which are deemed   to be a  good 
investment."  192/ 

This was a most happy ending to a long investigation.  To have a Congres- 
sional Committee investigate a government agency for over a year, and then say 
that what it needs is more money, and hopes the agency will ask for it certain- 
ly must be an uncommon occurance. 

In retrospect, it is obvious that the cotton bust of 1951, painful as it 
was, especially to southern farmers, was actually a very fortuitous happening 

190/  56 trainees in 1968; 53 in 1969; 32 in 1970; 28 in 1971; 22 in 1972; 
and 17 in 1973.  Census Bureau records. 
191/ Other members were:  George M. Grant, Ala.; E. C. Gathings, Ark.; John 
L. McMillan, S. C; Carl Albert, Okla.; Clark W. Thompson, Texas; Paul C. 
Jones, Mo.; Harold A. Patten, Ariz.; Sid Simpson, 111.; Ernest K. Bramblett, 
Calif.; and Page Belcher, Okla. 
192/  "Report of Recommendations of a special subcommittee of the House of 
Representatives, Eighty-Second Congress, Second Session", G.P.O. Washington 
D. C. 1972. 
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so far as the Agency was concerned.  Numerous times in discussing this incident 
with foreign visitors it was pointed out that if you are going to make an error 
in a statistical estimate, make a big one.  Little errors just annoy people and 
don't do anything for you.  But a big error attracts attention to your problems, 
and, if the situation is handled properly, will enable you to get money to im- 
prove your statistical service. 

One of the things that the Congressional Committee had criticized the 
Agency for was the lack of a research staff, and therefore, $100,000 was requested 
to get some research work started and a small staff installed.  The research 
staff at the outset consisted of Walter Hendricks, Raymond Vickery, and Harold 
Huddleston.  A Panel of Consultants was also appointed to advise the Agency 
concerning a research and development program.  The members of this Advisory 
Committee were representative of both producers and consumers of statistics: 
Thomas K. Cowden, Michigan State University; F. F. Stephan, Princeton Univer- 
sity; Earl 0. Heady, Iowa State College; and George M. Kuznets, University of 
California.  Their first meetings were held August 25 and 26, 1953, and have 
continued intermittently ever since although, of course. Committee membership 
has changed over the years.  In addition, in the beginning, John Heimburger, 
Counsel for the Committee on Agriculture of the U.S. House of Representatives, 
Morris Hansen of the Census Bureau, and Peyton Stapp of the Office of Statis- 
tical Standards, Bureau of the Budget, were invited to participate and they 
attended some of the meetings. 193/ Events had been set in motion that would 
have long-range and sweeping impacts on the inter-related parts of the world 
of agricultural statistics.  Again and again the truth of an old saying from 
Iran about.the effect of interactions would be demonstrated:  *'A broken arm 
causes a pain in the neck." 

MEET ROBERT S. OVERTON 

Probably not many people would think of Bob Overton as a speech therapist, 
but on at least one occasion he was just that.  In 1962 and for a long time 
previously Brooks had been having trouble speaking easily as his voice flopped 
around and was quite weak.  He never knew when he started a conversation or a 
speech whether his voice would be strong or weak, go up, down or sideways. 
Very embarassing.  In January, 1962, he and Overton, at that time State Stat- 
istician for Colorado, were driving from Denver to Cheyenne in temperatures 25 
degrees below zero and sinuses were protesting.  Bob remarked he had found that 
a particular brand of cold tablets helped him more than anything.  And he was 
right.  A few of these tablets—ordinary drugstore cold pills—taken several 
days in advance of a speaking engagement will usually provide a voice that is 
clear enough for normal use. 

Among homo sapiens, Robert S. Overton is a case apart.  One would have to 
scrutinize his ancestry, early environment, and the impact of myriad swirling 
currents in his life to do an in-depth profile.  No such study is attempted 
here, only a few observations based on the visible and known man.  Tall, lank. 

193/  "Statistical Reporter", No. 189, September, 1953, SRS files. 
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taut, his hard spare frame garbed in the colorful finery of a discriminating 
cowboy movie actor, he stood out in any crowd and made his prosaically attired 
colleagues look like ribbon clerks.  His carefully selected, skillfully blend- 
ed, colorful attire, on another m.an might have seemed out of place, but on him 
it appeared quite appropriate. 

Overton followed a practice others might well adopt, that of sitting down 
at the close of business and reflecting awhile on the events of the day and of 
things to come.  Years after that cold, wintry trip to Cheyenne, Overton, hav- 
ing scaled the career ladder from Tabulator Clerk, to Jr. Statistician, As- 
sistant Statistician, Western Livestock Statistician, SIC in Colorado, and 
then Missouri, he was called to Washington by the Administrator, Dr. H. C. 
Trelogan, because, it was said, **Overton sees the Big Picture".  The thing 
that probably will be remembered most about Overton is that he became convinced 
the agency had become a gerontocracy; that is, governed, or at least dominated, 
by old men and, as Assistant Administrator for Field Operations, he set about 
changing the pattern with more force than finesse. 

A TRAINING CENTER FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS 

In the beginning of the Foreign Training Project, each foreign participant 
was programed individually, but as rapidly as possible group training was a- 
dopted which was considered much more effective as well as making more effi- 
cient use of available resources.  Also, it was decided that a better training 
program could be accomplished away from the congestion, confusion, and distrac- 
tions of Washington. 

After careful consideration, Raleigh, North Carolina, was selected as it 
had all these facilities and favorable factors: 

1. State Statistical Office 
2. Land-Grant College 
3. Statistical Laboratory 
4. State Department of Agriculture 
5. Diversified agriculture 
6. Enumerative and objective yield surveys 
7. Annual State Farm Census 
8. Agencies of USDA, e.g.. Production & Marketing Administration 
9. Extension Service 

10.  Special Mail Surveys (using Farm Census lists) 

Raleigh also had two outstanding advantages not included in the above rating 
system—it was close to Washington, 40 minutes or so by air, and the program 
had the unqualified support of the SIC, Mr. Frank Parker. 

Keeping a statistical training center alive was a very difficult task. 
When the number of participants dropped to less than ten, the program was 
shifted to the University of Wisconsin where a small number of trainees could 
be blended into regular courses including one given by Dr. Walter Ebling the 
Statistician in Charge of the State office in Madison.  Ebling had an out- 
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standing career as State Statistician for Wisconsin, Chairman of the "Commit- 
tee on Agricultural Data Needs", of the American Farm Economics Association, 
and President of the American Agricultural History Association.  He did a fine 
job making statistics available to Wisconsin farmers, and obtained the parti- 
cipation of children in rural schools in getting crop estimates questionnaires 
completed.  His State Farm Census was considered to be well operated.  He was 
the only State Stat, and the only other member of Ag Estimates of that period 
except the Director, S. R. Newell, to receive the USDA Distinguished Service 
Award.  He liked foreign people and did much to help them.  Madison, therefore, 
was an ideal facility for the training program except that Dr. Ebling tenacious- 
ly avoided teaching the methods and courses needed in making Enumerative and 
Objective Yield surveys, the procedures probably most useful to agricultural 
statisticians in developing countries, where surveys by mail are nearly impos- 
sible. 

Foreign Trainees Visit California, 1952.  Back row, left to right: 
Lu, Nien-Tsing, Taiwan; Saepardjono, Indonesia; Chang, Tsang-Han, Taiwan; 
A. Khadje-Naunl, Iran; A.M. Zikry, Egypt.  Middle row, left to right: 
A.D. Izaguinee, Venezuela; S. Miric, Yugoslavia. Front row, left to right: 
El Mahdy Said, Egypt; Tao, Tai-Keng, Taiwan; George A. Scott, USDA; Clorinda 
Mesquita, Paraguay; Richard W. Young, Farm Credit Adm,; N. Novosel-Brncic, 
Yugoslavia. 
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Finally it was decided to arrange a training program with American Univer- 
sity of Washington, D.C.  This did not prosper because the number of trainees, 
always small, was further reduced, due in part, to the lack of support of some 
of the people in the Training Division in the Department who thought the par- 
ticipants should be in a Land-Grant College.  Next the University of Maryland 
was tried and it had everything going for it except desire.  The University 
enrollment had gotten so large it was not really interested in pushing a small 
project designed to train foreigners in statistical methods.  The statistical 
training program eventually was combined with that of the Census Bureau, as 
mentioned earlier on, and continues on a modest scale as a joint operation. 

The first group of trainees arrived in the fall of 1952 and was sent to 
Raleigh, N.C.  They were, almost without exception, highly competent people, 
and with good basic experience, as their records of accomplishment in the years 
since then fully demonstrate.  Apparently their sponsors in the home countries 
believed with Samuel Johnson "One must carry knowledge with him if he is to 
bring home knowledge." Their names, and that of their countries, indicate the 
broad geographical distribution of the members of this initial group. 

The Great Suitcase Robbery 

When the group training in Raleigh had finished their school year in June, 
they went on a tour of the United States.  Before they had even left Washington, 
D.C. an incident occurred that was reported to Mr. Newell in this memo of May 
11, 1953. 

At  5:30 Saturday  evening.  May  2, we started a  group of about  15 
of our foreign  trainees,   under  the leadership ofC.   H.   Whitworth,   on 
a  5-week  trip to  the West Coast and back.     While waiting in  the Union 
Station here in Washington for  their  train,   the suitcase of Mr.   Chaud- 
hury of Pakistan was stolen.     The loss was reported  to  the station 
police and a partial  list of the contents of the suitcase was given 
to Captain W.  A.   Peal  of the Washington  Terminal Railroad police. 

Upon arriving in Chicago Sunday morning,  Mr.   Whitworth called 
Captain Peal  by  long distance  telephone,  but was  told  there was no 
further information about  the suitcase.     Mr.   Whitworth  then wrote me 
a note concerning  the incident which I received about 1  o'clock on 
Monday.     I called Captain Peal  and he said  they had a record of the 
case and that a man was working on it,   but he seemed  to feel   there 
was  little hope of recovering  the suitcase.     I,   too,  felt  that it 
was almost a hopeless  case,  but I proceeded  to explain  to  the Captain 
the seriousness of  this  incident and what a  grave matter it was for 
a  guest of the United States Government  to have his suitcase stolen, 
that it was a reflection on  the  United States,   the fair city of 
Washington,   and our police.     To further  impress  upon him  the  impor- 
tance  which I attached  to   the  unfortunate event,   I  told him  that  I 
had a bright and energetic young man,  George Ferrell,   whom I would 
be glad  to loan  to  the Captain  to assist in any   "leg"  work such as 
checking pawn shops,   etc.     This  offer  was,   of course,   declined with 
thanks.     When I finished,   the Captain agreed  that it was a  very 
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serious matter indeed and assured me  that he would keep me advised 
of any developments. 

About midnight  that evening I was awakened by a   telephone call 
from the Captain,  who informed me  that  the  thief had been captured 
with  the suitcase intact in  Trenton,  New Jersey.     This  was indeed 
good news,  but was dampened somewhat by  the Captain's statement  that 
we would have  to bring Mr.   Chaudhury back here at once  to identify 
his property,  so  that  the law could proceed against  the man being 
held in Trenton.     I demurred on  this and the Captain agreed  that he 
would look into  the matter further on Tuesday  to see if there was 
any alternative. 

On Tuesday morning Captain Peal  called me  to say  that he was 
sending a Lieutenant  to Trenton  to personally handle the case,  but 
that it would be up to  the United States attorney in Washington  to 
decide whether it would be necessary for Mr.   Chaudhury  to return 
here  to identify his property.     After discussing the matter with 
you,  I Went  to  the Solicitor's office in  the Department of Agri- 
culture and  talked  to Mr.  Forbes,  who handles most legal matters 
for the Foreign Agricultural  Service,  but he said  there was not 
much we could do inasmuch as   the decision lay  entirely  in  the hands 
of the United States attorney.     I also talked  to Mr.   Cannon Hearne, 
head of the Extension, Education,  and Training Division of Foreign 
Agricultural Service,  and had him talk  to Captain Peal as  it seemed 
to me  this was a matter  that fell more logically in  the province of 
the Foreign Agricultural Service  than with me.     However,  because of 
my familiarity with  the case Mr.  Hearne asked me  to continue work- 
ing on it. 

Later on Tuesday,   the Captain called  to say  that  the New Jersey 
authorities were going to hold  the  thief on other charges and  that 
Mr.   Chaudhury's suitcase was  to be returned here.     On Wednesday, 
Captain Peal had arranged for  the suitcase itself to be held as 
evidence but for the entire contents of the suitcase to be  turned 
over  to us for  transmitting to Mr.   Chaudhury.     I recalled  then  that 
another one of our  trainees,  Mr.  Geckiner of Turkey,  was flying to 
Los Angeles Thursday night  to join  the group,  so I asked  the Captain 
that,   if he could possibly do so,   to send Mr.   Chaudhury's  effect  to 
us by not later  than  Thursday afternoon,  and  this was  done. 

When  the police officer  turned over  the suitcase contents  to 
me,  I signed a receipt for  them and placed  them in an old suitcase 
of mine which I  took  to the Airport about  7 o'clock Thursday evening 
to turn over  to Mr.   Geckiner.     Shortly after  7 o'clock Mr.   Geckiner 
arrived but when he started to weigh in,   he discovered  that he had 
lost his   ticket.     A  search of  the airport  limousine and his  suitcase 
accomplished nothing,  but a phone call  to his landlady developed, 
after  considerable search,   that he had left his  ticket  in his 
quarters at 1837 R.   Street,   N.W.     I  took him there in my car,   and 
eventually saw Mr.   Geckiner off to California  with both his,   and 
Mr.   Chaudhury's  suitcases. 

When I first  learned on Monday  that  the suitcase was  stolen 
the previous Saturday night,   I  thought  that  the chances of re- 
covering it were practically nil,   so when it was retrieved,   I was 
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much interested in how it was accomplished^  and Captain Peal  has 
given me some of the details.     It  turned out  that  the  thief was a 
white man  71  years of age,  who was working at a  tourist camp across 
the river in  Virginia.     It seems  that he stole  the suitcase at  the 
Union Station around  5 o'clock Saturday  evening,   and  took it  to his 
room,  but for two days did not even bother  to open it.     On Monday 
night he decided to  take  the stolen property  to New York,   but on 
the  train he saw another suitcase which appealed  to him,   and he 
decided  to steal  it and get off at Trenton,  New Jersey.     This sec- 
ond suitcase belong to an Army Chaplain,  a Catholic Priest on his 
way  to Spain.     The  thief did not  time his operation very well  as 
the Chaplain discovered  the  loss of his bag and notified  train 
officials,  who promptly alerted police at  the stations along  the 
route,  and when  the  thief got off at  Trenton,   he was promptly 
nabbed.     The Trenton officials recognized Mr.   Chaudhury's suitcase 
immediately as  they had been alerted  that very day   to be on  the 
lookout  for it by Captain Peal  in Washington.     In addition  to Mr. 
Chaudhury's suitcase and that of the Chaplain,  it developed  that  the 
thief had in his possession  two other suitcases which did not 
belong to him,  one which was apparently stolen on  the New Haven 
Line sometime ago. 

It is uncertain as  to what action will be  taken in regard  to 
the  theft of Mr.   Chaudhury's bag,  but  the culprit,  of course,  will 
be punished and it may be necessary for Mr.   Chaudhury  to appear in 
court against him when he   (Chaudhury)  returns from his  trip in June. 
I assured Captain Peal   that we would cooperate in every way possible. 

It seems   to me  that  this  entire matter has been handled  very 
well by  the police and,   therefore,   I have written a  letter of con- 
gratulation and commendation  to  the Manager  of the Washington  Terminal. 

Foreigners Make You Laugh 

More than twenty years close association with people representing a kalei- 
doscope of colors, creeds, and cultures was a tremendous educational experience, 
a solid pleasure, and convincing evidence that we are indeed "all God's Chilluns", 
They were all so different, but yet, all so much alike.  Invariably the visi- 
tors from abroad were exceptionally bright people, serious minded, but with a 
highly developed sense of humor.  After the first stage of reserve and timidity 
was past, they revealed a capacity for good, clean, fun that is as universal 
as thinning hair.  When U. Than Aung, U. Aye Kyaw, U. Tha Mya, and U. Maung 
Maung Khin were here from Burma, the first three endlessly kidded Mr. Khin— 
the only bachelor in the group.  They claimed that the gentle, rather shy young 
man, had written a letter to his girl friend back home in Rangoon every day for 
three months only to learn that she had fallen in love with the postman! 

It doesn't take foreign guests long to acquire a collection of jokes about 
Texas, and they loved to tell them.  A favorite of El Mahdy Said of Egypt, was 
one in which a girl was introduced to a boy who was called "Tex". "Oh", she 
exclaimed, "you are from Texas."  "No", he replied, "I am from Louisiana, but 
what man would want to be called Louise." 
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The English language is difficult to learn and because of the multiple 
uses of the same word it can be murderous for the recently arrived foreign 
visitor.  R. Raul Villalobos of Mexico told of his confusing bout with the 
word "check." He mentioned to an American that he needed some cash and his 
friend said, "All right, you write out a check, and I will get it cashed for 
you."  Then he added, "Let's go to lunch and we can stop at the bank on the 
way, but first I must check with my secretary to see if I have any prior com- 
mitments.  As they waited for the elevator the American asked, "Have you noticed 
the checks in the ceiling." Mr. Villalobos looked up and saw that there were 
numerous small cracks in the ceiling plaster.  His friend continued, "An addi- 
tional storey was added to this part of the building and the extra stress and 
strain caused the plaster to check." At the restaurant an attractive girl in 
a maid's uniform asked, "May I check your hat?"  And when he handed it to her, 
she held out a ticket bearing a number and said, "Here is your check."  By this 
time, Mr. Villalobos was becoming disturbed about the exact meaning of the word 
"check" — but more was to follow.  As the waitress handed the somewhat dazed 
Mr. Villalobos a menu, the sharp edge accidentally grazed his hand causing a 
slight cut.  The waitress was very sympathetic and told him that if he would 
wrap his finger with a paper napkin, it would check the flow of blood.  Lunch 
finished, the American asked the waitress for the check, and then further con- 
fused his Latin American friend by saying, "Excuse me, but I'think I will check 
this," and proceded to re-add the cost of the various items.  As they were 
leaving the restuarant the American spoke to a couple of women and he turned 
to his Mexican friend and commented,"The woman in the dress with the small black 
and white checks rides in my carpool."  Back at the Department, they paused a 
moment before going their separate ways. 
Mr. Villalobos asked, "Is it correct 
that I am to be in Room 1453 at 9:30 
tomorrow."  And his friend replied, 
"Check."  As the visitor went down the 
hall now thoroughly bewildered, he look- 
ed at his watch and thought to himself, 
"I guess I have just time enough before 
my engagement at the Embassy to go to my 
hotel and check out." fW^ '^^ 

Foreign participants in the statis- 
tical program were encouraged to express 
their opinions frankly, especially in 
respect to all technical matters.  Mr. 
Lu Nien-tsing, who came here in 1952 
from Taiwan, said, with a bright smile, 
"When I left Taiwan, I wanted to improve 
our crop reporting service.  Now, after 
spending months studying statistical 
techniques here, I want to improve the 
U.S. Crop Reporting Service." Mr. Lu 
said this in fun and to lead up to the 
question as to why we did not make the 
fullest possible use of the advanced 
techniques that were being taught to 

U. Maung Maung Khin of Burma, 
The Postman Rang Too Often. 
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foreign trainees.  It was a good question, but was finally answered by implemen- 
tation of the Expanded Statistical Program. 

The active mind and pleasant personality of Eletherios Gritsopoules of 
Greece made him a most welcome guest.  He saw Greek influences everywhere in 
our architecture, literature, and even in the weather.  "It is a Greek day," 
he would exclaim on especially bright and sunny days. 

Mountaineers, from the Green Mountain Boys to Sergeant York, have a long 
tradition in this country as fearless fighters.  Apparently this is a charac- 
teristic of mountain people the world over.  At least a story told by Vladimir 
Frankovic of Yugoslavia would indicate that the people from the mountainous 
Montenegro area of his country are redoubtable warriors.  According to Mr. 
Frankovic when war broke out two Yugoslavs from Montenegro were in the enemy's 
capital.  They immediately went into hiding and, by secret message, asked 
Belgrade for instructions:  "Shall we return home or attack from the rear." 

Among the first groups to come to the United  States to participate in the 
statistical program were five young men from Indonesia, Messrs Lubis, Jazir, 
Soedarwanto, Gandhi, and Soepardjono.  While on a field trip to California they 
visited a studio where a movie was being made concerning Indonesia.  When the 
visitors suggested that they be given roles they were told, "Our make-up man 
can make an Indonesian out of an American in ten minutes." 

It was considered an important part of the participants' training, in addi- 
tion to text books, lectures, and laboratory experiments, to take them on look- 
see trips to various agricultural areas.  These were strenuous jaunts.  Kept 
constantly on the go, with late hours, long wearing speeches, eating strange 
food—all geared to the boundless energy of Americans at each place visited. 
The foreign guests never complained although one weary group expressed mild 
wonderment as to why they were taken on a 100 mile car trip in Wyoming since 
"they hadn't seen anything over the second hill that they hadn't seen over the 
first hill." 

A young Russian—not a trainee but an interpreter, told about two American 
GI's who were prisoners of war and being very roughly treated by one of the 
guards.  Finally one of the GI's said to his companion, "I promise you that 
someday I will see to it that that man is hung.'^ His friend responded, "You 
mean hanged, not hung, don't you?"  "No," replied the irate prisoner, "I mean 
hung, hanging is too good for him." 

Many of the visitors from abroad were economists and, of course, economists 
always have a finespun explanation for any phenomenon, although sometimes their 
reasoning is somewhat circuitous.  It was, as we recall, Eric Snowden, a bril- 
liant young Britisher, who recited the following, straight-faced, catechism on 
the "why" of England's economic development. 194/ 

194/ Brooks Reader File for 1-20-66. 
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Why England Developed Economically 

1. England developed economically because it had such a large Navy. 
2. It had such a large Navy because it had so many virile men. 
3. It had so many virile men because it had so many beef eaters. 
4. It had so many beef eaters because it had such succulent clover. 
5. It had such succulent clover because it had so many bumble bees. 
6. It had so many bumble bees because it had so few field mice. 
7. It had so few field mice because it had so many tabby cats. 
8. It had so many tabby cats because it had so many Old Maids. 
9. It had so many Old Maids because it had such a large Navy. 

Erling Hole (pronounced Ho-la), certainly was not a foreigner as he came 
to this country many years ago from Denmark, became an American citizen, and 
had a fine career as an economist in the U.S. Department of Agriculture.  How- 
ever, at the outset his English was something less than commanding, and he was 
astonished that he was given so many letters to answer.  Naturally he tried to 
make them as brief as possible and reached an apogee in this respect when, re- 
portedly, he wrote: "Dear Mr. Jones:  The answer to the question in your letter 
of May 8 is 'No'.  Very truly yours." 

Such brevity was commendable and was reminescent of the shortest sermon 
ever preached—given to a suffering congregation on a blistering hot day  
"If you think this is hot, just wait!" 

PLANNING A RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Following the establishment of the Panel of Consultants in 1953, there 
ensued a long period of discussion as to what should be done, whether to try 
to establish a small nationwide sample, a regional sample, or a big sample in 
a few States.  The decision reached was to start with an interview survey in 
June, 1954 in 703 segments in 10 Southern States, followed by a December Sur- 
vey in 325 tracts of the June segments, and to inaugurate objective yield surveys 
with a total of 800 samples of cotton, corn, wheat and soybeans. 195/ For this 
research program the Agency had about $150,000.  It was a good start for a pro- 
gram that was to revolutionize the techniques and procedures used in the Crop 
Reporting Service. 

The plan, therefore, was to begin in the South on a Research basis, in- 
crease the samples in subsequent years to an operating level, while concurrent- 
ly adding a new block of "Research" States in the Corn Belt.  This step-by-step 
pattern of development would be continued until all 48 contiguous States were 
on a full operating scale. 

195/  EMB memo 2/27/63, SRS files. 
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The basic program included: 

1. Enumerative Survey in June to estimate acreage, livestock 
numbers, and farm employment and wages. 

2. December Survey of a sub-sample of farms or parts of farms 
enumerated in the June Survey to estimate harvested acreages, 
livestock numbers, and acres of winter wheat planted. 

3. Objective yield surveys as of May 1, June 1, and July 1 to 
estimate winter wheat yields per acre. 

4. Objective yield surveys as of August 1, September 1, October 1 
and November 1 to obtain yield per acre data on corn, cotton 
and soybeans. 

5. Intermittent enumerative surveys to obtain data on various 
phases of the economy, for example, cost of cotton produc- 
tion, use of pesticides, and cost of expenditures on farms. 

This basic program remained relatively unchanged for years although many 
details in sampling procedures and operating practices were made.  The size of 
sample segments were reduced in regions where small and unproductive farms pre- 
dominated.  A procedure of clustering 4 segments or so to constrict travel and 
thus save travel costs was inaugurated. Rotation of segments was begun to re- 
duce the number of visits made to the same farmer. 

The building of lists of large farms, the so-called. Extreme Operators, 
was found necessary to reduce errors in the estimates. 

The "City" or non-open country segments were reduced in size but the number 
increased.  The sample was redrawn for the Western, Mountain, and range areas 
into four strata: 

a. Privately-owned irrigated land 
b. Privately-owned non-irrigated land 
c. Public land 
d. Indian Reservations 

"Closed" segments were used to reduce "within county" variability between 
segments.  The number of segments per county was reduced to two with correspond- 
ing increase in number of counties. 

All these things were done to improve the accuracy of the final results. 
Many more changes and innovations would be made in the future as the acquisition 
of reliable data is a continuous process of trial and error, success and failure. 

The pattern of Regional and State Training Schools and the use of State 
Supervisors, Supervisory Enumerators, and Enumerators is still followed. 

JUNE ENUMERATIVE SURVEYS BEGIN, 1954 

In the Spring of 1954, a Regional Training School was held in Atlanta, Ga., 
for State Supervisors working on the June Survey, followed by State Training 
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Schools for Enumerators, one of them being in Ft. Worth, Texas.  When on such 
field trips, advantage was always taken of any opportunity to look for pictures 
that would be suitable for the publication "Pictorial Agriculture - USA", that 
had been worked on in the Division intermittently for a year or so. 

During a study period in the training session Brooks walked down to the 
offices of "The Cattleman" to see if the editor, Henry Beiderman, had any pic- 
tures of original Texas Longhorn cattle that he would make available for the 
proposed publication.  As Brooks walked along the deserted street on a warm 
but pleasant spring day, he passed an old, battered, swinging-door saloon just 
as a tall, lean, lanky inebriate came out. To avoid banging into each other, 
they zigged and zagged a time or two, whereupon the fellow looked at Brooks 
with an inane grin on his face, and said, "What do you say, gang?" 

Joining Ward Henderson in Oklahoma City, the two drove out to Clinton, and 
then into the Panhandle of Texas where the land near Perryton is so flat it 
seems, as you look around at the horizon, that the land rises gently in all 
directions, and that you are standing in a saucer.  The questionnaire and pro- 
cedures for enumeration of small towns were being pretested in that area. 
Often a town segment landed in a community with only a few farmers amidst a 
large non-farm population.  The trick was to locate the farmers without knock- 
ing on every door.  A "Skip" procedure was developed in which the interviewer 
would inquire at the first house whether any farm operators lived in houses 
down the street, then proceed as far along as he could, usually several houses, 
before inquiring again. 

\L%.oiPAiiiutm or AcmcuiTUMi 
NU.  a^aM-A   ASRICULTMAL  MAMCTINt   tCaVICf 
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Enumeratíve Survey Samples 

The Master Sample was used as the "frame" from which the sample segments 
were drawn for use in the 1954 June Enumerative Survey.  It was soon apparent, 
however, that some refinements were needed in order to obtain more dependable 
results.  One difficulty was that the Master Sample segments were distributed 
proportional to the number of farms.  This meant, of course, that an area, or 
District, of small farms would have many more sample segments than one of large 
farms.  The situation in Kentucky illustrates the problem rather well.  In the 
hilly and mountainous area of eastern Kentucky, (Crop Reporting District 6), 
there were many small subsistance type farms, whereas in the central part of 
the State in the famous Blue Grass region where farms were quite large and very 
productive, there were relatively few farms and therefore, a correspondingly 
few segments. 

Three major criteria were studied to achieve a more satisfactory distribu- 
tion of segments within a state including distribution proportional to the 
square root of: (1) value of products sold; (2) number of cattle and calves; 
and (3) cropland acres.  An adopted number based on appraisal of (1), (2), and 
(3) was then made.  Further study led to the adoption of a distribution by 
Crop Reporting Districts proportional to the square root of the value of pro- 
ducts sold. 

Another problem given much attention was whether to use "closed" segments, 
"open", segments or both.  Originally only the "open" segments were used, that 
is, only those farms were included whose "headquarters" were inside a sample 
segment.  The open segment approach was considered necessary if information, 
like farm employment, was to be obtained for the entire farm.  But for crop 
acreages it was believed that more accurate data could be obtained by record- 
ing data only for the acreage of the farm inside the segments.  Accordingly, a 
procedure was worked out for enumerators to delineate, on aerial photographs, 
the boundaries of each field inside the sample segments and record its acreage 
and the name of the crop.  The sum of these acreages in all sample segments 
could be multiplied by the reciprocal of the sampling rate to obtain an unbiased 
estimate of the crop's acreage for the state and nation.  A combination of the 
open and closed segments was used to obtain both crop data and information for 
the entire farm, such as population, employment, etc.  Obviously this rather 
complicated procedure necessitated an intensive training program for Supervisors 
and Enumerators. 

Counting Fields, Poles, and Bolls, Circa 1916 

The Crop Reporting Service had long made boll counts on cotton; similar 
field observations on other crops; field and pole counts; and use of the "Crop 
Meter", 196/ to augment information obtained by mail surveys.  According to 
Becker and Harlan: 

196/  The name Crop Meter was suggested by Frank Parker's mother and was 
adopted over "Road Meter", "Frontage Meter", etc.  Omnibus May 6, 1924, 
March 9, 1925, May 15, 1926. 
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"The first objective counts relating  to acreage apparently were 
made about 1916 by B.  B.  Hare,  Statistician for South Carolina.     He 
began  the practice of counting the number of fields of cotton,  corn, 
and other improtant crops in his State from the  train window.     In 
the spring of 1921,  his  "field counts"  showed only about one-half as 
large a reduction in cotton acreage as did other indications.     Neither 
Mr.  Hare's nor  the Crop Reporting Board's confidence in  this relative- 
ly untried kind of information was strong enough  to give it much weight 
in preparing the June  25 estimate of cotton acreage in cultivation. 
The final  ginnings,  however,   validated  the indication of smaller acre- 
age reduction and drew sharp attention  to  the possibilities of such 
means of estimating acreage.     Following upon  this experience,   experi- 
mental  counts of fields and  telephone poles opposite fields were made 
during  the early 1920's by Statisticians in other States."  197/ 

"Objective samples of growing crops for use as indications of 
probable yield derived from such factors as fruiting,  stand,  etc.  are 
difficult  to collect on a  comprehensive scale.     In 1925 Frank Parker 
of the North Carolina office submitted a plan for counting numbers 
of plants and bolls of cotton and making other objective measurements 
of the cotton crop."  198/ 

There were some people, notably Senator Thomas Heflin of Alabama who ap- 
peared to believe that counting cotton bolls was an impossibility.  Mr. Gist, 
SIC, Alabama, —a man not to be tampered with— took sharp issue with the 
Senator as related in the following excerpt from the Omnibus of October 26, 1925: 

"Speaking of fighting back, an Alabama paper recently printed some 
comments by Senator Heflin rediculing boll counts, in which the Senator 
said: 

You might as well  try  to count  the straws in a hay stack or  the 
hairs on a dog as  to estimate  the number of bolls on  the cotton stalks. 
And besides  that no account has been  taken in  the estimates of cotton 
production of 5,000,000 abandoned acreage.     I have' wired Secretary 
Jardine at Washington a  telegram in  these words  ********* ^ 

The same paper  later printed  the following rejoinder by 'Mr.   Gist, 
who qualifies as a master of satire: 

This columnist asked Figgers Gist what he had  to say about  the 
proposition  that it is  impractical   to count  the bolls on  the stalks 
of cotton.     Gist says  that anything can be counted,  and  that anything 
that can be counted,  measured,  or weighed can be estimated.     He says 
that he and his  assistant  and about 100 students  of  the vocational 

197/  The count of poles was to provide a basis for estimating the size of 
the fields counted. 
198/  "Developments in Crop and Livestock Reporting since 1920", by Joseph 
A. Becker and C. L. Harlan, AMS, Journal of Farm Economics Volume XXI, 
November 1939, No. 4. 
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schools in  the state did count  the bolls on  5,811  stalks in 184 fields 
in  24 counties,  and found  thereon 42,821 bolls of cotton,  picked,   un- 
picked,  and mature.     Of the  total  22,478 had been picked,  13,642 were 
open but not picked,  and  6,083 were mature but not open.     These counts 
were made between  the 10th and 20th of September.     Anent  this  thing of 
whether a  thing can be done or not,  he says: 

The bolls on cotton stalks have been counted;   so have  the straws 
in a hay stack,  and so have  the hairs on a dog.     Men count  the bacteria 
in water,  milk,  and blood,  by  the millions  every day;  men have even 
counted  the stars;   they have measured  the distance from the earth  to 
the moon;   they have weighed  the breath of a babe. And   all   these  things 
may be estimated by samples at any  time.     About  the only  thing I know 
of which may not be estimated is  the refusal  of some men  to believe 
what  they do not want  to believe.     

Of course  there are those who can not count  the bolls on a stalk 
of cotton.     Some have  too much embonpoint,   which would seriously inter- 
fere with  the labor required  to find and count  up to 6,000.     Others 
are long and lean and lank,  and just naturally love  to count as a 
hound loves  to chase a rabbit.     Some are afflicted with eyes  to which 
a cotton boll  seems about  the size of a mustard seed,  while others have 
eyes  that see  the  truth and,  seeing,  believe.     We have schools all 
over Alabama  in which boys and girls are  taught  to count,  and I have 
failed  to find one over  ten years of age who can not go into any field 
and count cotton bolls.     If you find anybody who is unable  to count 
bolls,   you might recommend  them to one of these schools.     Anyone may 
enter,   at any  time." 

Objective Yield Survey Program, 1954 

The research and development program inaugurated in 1954 made it possible 
to give a great deal more attention to the possibility of determining yields 
per acre by weighing, measuring, or counting growth factors that are related 
to final yield. 

Objective measurement surveys, like enumerative surveys are precision in- 
struments that must be planned skillfully and carried out with greatest care. 
Quite often objective counts and measurements are made under boiling sun, 
drenching rain or freezing cold, therefore, the enumerator must be a person 
with great patience, dexterity, persistence, and integrity.  Objective surveys 
like their counterpart, enumerative surveys, can be considered as having four 
parts, each of which, like the legs of a table, must be strong and stable.  The 
first "leg" is the sample; the second, the questionnaire; the third, the field 
work; and the fourth, the analysis. 

Sample procedures for objective yield surveys were usually quite simple. 
For cotton, corn, and soybean surveys, the subsample was drawn of fields enum- 
erated in June with probabilities proportional to size.  The enumerator was 
instructed to locate a specified corner of the sample field, walk along the 
edge a number of rows previously determined by random selection, and then walk 
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into the field a certain number of paces. He then carefully measured off a 
uniform size sampling unit and made the prescribed observations.  Another such 
sampling unit was laid out, 30 rows over and 30 paces deeper into the field. 
Each unit was precisely marked for return visits during the season. 

For cotton a two row unit 10 feet long was laid out and marked with small 
stakes to which red plastic ribbons were attached so that the enumerator could 
return to this exact plot each month that the survey was made. A count was 
made of the number of cotton plants, the number of small bolls, large bolls, 
blooms, and squares, width between rows and similar factors considered signi- 
ficant in the final yield of the crop. Another plot 30 rows over and 30 paces 
deeper into the same field was made and observations recorded. 

In the case of corn, 15 foot units were marked off and counts made of the 
number of hills, stalks, and ears; also the length and circumference of ears, 
stage of maturity, etc. were recorded.  Just before harvest, the ears in the 
sample plot were picked, weighed, and two of them sent to the laboratory where 
the moisture content was determined.  These data were used in an intricate fore- 
casting or estimating "model" which turned out a yield per acre figure to which 
a sampling error could be attached.  This indicated yield, however, reflected 
biological production, and not necessarily the quantity that got into the corn 
crib due to loss during the harvesting process.  To measure such losses, the 
enumerator returned to the sample field after it had been harvested, laid out 
another plot equal in size to those used earlier and laboriously picked up 
every kernel of corn, or grain of wheat, or whisp of cotton, that was left on 
the stalks or lying on the ground when the farmer harvested his crop.  This was 
tedious work and often done in cold weather or when fields were muddy or frozen. 
The post-harvest data were used to estimate the quantity lost in harvesting and 
was subtracted from the biological yield.  For example, assume the pre-harvest 
survey showed a yield of 60 bushels of corn per acre and the post-harvest sur- 
vey indicated harvesting losses at 1.5 bushel per acre.  The net yield, there- 
fore, would be 60 bushels minus 1.5 bushels or a net yield of 58.5 bushels per 
acre. 

In addition to crops already mentioned, objective yield surveys were made 
on soybeans in 14 States, potatoes in Maine, Idaho, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North 
Dakota, Oregon, and Washington.  Oranges in Florida, peaches, pears, lemons, 
grapes, and walnuts in California, filberts in Oregon, and tobacco in Kentucky. 
The list continued to expand as the years rolled on. 

Much attention was given to the best method for selecting fields for ob- 
jective yield surveys.  The so-called route method, in which fields along an 
established route were sampled, had its appeal as it avoided searching out 
segments, time consuming interviews with farm operators, and visits to fields 
remote from the road.  More fields can be visited faster and cheaper by the 
route method than by the segment approach. 

Both methods were used in the fall of 1958 on the Illinois corn crop.  Ob- 
servations were made in 124 corn fields selected by a probability sample of 
segments in 24 counties, and in 270 corn fields on six routes, totaling about 
3,000 miles, laid out along State highways in 90 of the 102 Illinois counties. 
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The route sample was proportional to the estimated acreage of corn per county. 
There appeared to be no significant difference in the results from the two 
methods of selecting a sample. 199/ The probability sample has the big advan- 
tage that confidence limits can be attached.  Also acreages to be harvested for 
grain can be determined from month-to-month visits to the same fields, and 
observations on growth characteristics can be made that are useful in designing 
and improving the forecasting formula.  The route method has the advantage of 
being faster and cheaper.  As time went on, the route sample was largely aban- 
doned in favor of the more scientific method of selecting fields from a prob- 
ability sample of segments. 

COLD STORAGE PROGRAM, 1953 

As a result of the re-organization in 1953, the Cold Storage work was 
transferred to the Special Statistics Branch, and, through its Chief, Melvin 
Banks, much was learned about a whole new industry.  Mel was told at the out- 
set that it was hoped and expected that he would become the best-known Cold 
Storage statistics expert in the country.  This actually did happen as Mel went 
to the annual meetings of the National Cold Storage Association every year, 
visited many, many plants around the country, and established and maintained 
excellent rapport with the industry.  The transfer of the Cold Storage work to 
the Special Statistics Branch was suggested by J. Richard Grant, who, with 
much reason, feared that the failure to obtain adequate funds for enumerative 
surveys threatened the existance of the Branch in 1953 when so many changes 
were being made in connection with the re-organization. 

MAINE POTATO SURVEY, 1955 

An unusual survey was made in January, February, and March of 1955 in 
Aroostook County, Maine.  The farmers there had put potatoes in storage the 
previous fall in a wet condition, and everybody was very much interested in 
knowing what the gradeoiit would be when the potatoes were taken out of storage. 
The problems were complex, the repercussions might be unpleasant, and no one 
wanted to take on such a project, but the Special Statistics Branch needed the 
business.  Ward Henderson went up to Maine in January, drew a sample of potato 
storage facilities along the principal railroad track, and inaugurated a sam- 
ple survey in which potatoes were graded as they came out of storage.  Unfor- 
tunately for Ward, the temperature dropped down to 45 degrees below zero while 
he was there.  At that same time, Secretary Benson came up to make a speech, 
and plans had been made to meet him at the train depot and drive him several 
miles to a meeting in an open sleigh.  However, when the temperature dropped 
to 45 degrees below zero, the Arrangements Committee decided that would be no 
way to treat the Secretary of Agriculture, so instead they hitched a switch 
engine onto his railroad car and pulled it over to a small town near to where 
the meeting was to be held. 

199/  Field Memo, SRS files. 
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The next month Wally Wallrabenstein went up to Maine for the second round 
of the survey and was subjected to an eighteen inch snowstorm.  For the third 
and final survey in March, Brooks journeyed north and the weather was clear, 
dry and very delightful, although there were still snowdrifts 12 feet high 
along some of the roads. 

MEET SERGEANT ALVIN YORK, 1955 

In May, Brooks attended a Regional Training School for Supervisors in 
Memphis, Tennessee, and afterward went to Fentress County to assist the enum- 
erator, Mr. Virgil Easley.  Early on a Friday morning they started out in 
Easley's car to visit some of his sample segments that had caused some difficul- 
ty.  In the Corn Belt where roads are laid out uniformly a mile apart in a grid 
pattern, it is usually easy to locate the boundaries of a segment.  In contrast, 
in hilly and mountainous areas, like east Tennessee, where roads at that time 
twisted and turned every which way, it was sometimes almost impossible to define 
the outlines of a segment with precision and, on occasion, even with reasonable 
certitude.  It was such indecisive situations that Mr. Easley wanted Brooks to 
appraise. 

As they started down a steep, narrow, twisting dirt road into Wolf Valley 
Mr. Easley remarked jokingly that they could get down all right, but that if 
it rained they couldn't get out.  All went well, however, and along in the 
afternoon they came out of the Valley on the far side and started driving along 
a ridge road.  Mr. Easley asked Brooks if he remembered Sergeant York of World 
War I fame.  He replied that he certainly did as York had always been a great 
hero to him.  Mr. Easley said he knew the Sergeant very well and suggested that 
they stop by to see him as he lived a little further along the road. 

Alvin C. York was drafted out of the mountains of eastern Tennessee in 
1917 for military service in World War I.  As a youth he had led a riotous life, 
but one night when returning home from a drunken evening with rowdy friends, 
he was smitten with religion and when, some years later, he was drafted, he was 
deeply opposed to war.  An Army Captain out-quoted York on the Bible and con- 
vinced him it was all right to fight in a righteous war.  During the Argonne 
offensive in France, York, single-handed, cleaned out a machine gun nest, then 
was attacked by 12 Germans who came at him flared out behind each other.  York, 
using a trick he learned shooting wild turkeys in Tennessee, picked off the 
soldier furthest back so that the others would keep coming and not take cover 
and throw a hand grenade at him.  The scheme worked and York methodically shot 
each of the 12 advancing soldiers.  When the day was over, York, aided by seven 
"dough boys" picked up along the way, returned to the American lines with 132 
prisoners. 200/ 

200/  "A Treasury of American Heritage", p. 382, American Heritage Pub. Co, 
N.Y., also see, "The Hero in America", by Dixon Weeter, Charles Scribner's 
Sons, N.Y. 1972. 
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As a youth York had lived in a mountain cabin, but now his home was a 
modern, attractive, substantial, two storey, white frame house.  Easley and 
Brooks stopped in for a brief visit.  Sergeant York had suffered a slight stroke 
which had crippled his legs, but otherwise he appeared hale, hearty and robust. 
He was sitting up in bed happily watching a TV program although there seemed 
to be more "snow" than picture.  He greeted the visitors jovially and his huge 
paw seemed to encase theirs as he shook hands.  He reminded one of the 
lovable old movie star, Wallace Berry.  It was a memorable event to have met 
the man General Pershing reportedly labelled the greatest "civilian" soldier 
in the American Expenditionary Force and who was awarded the Congressional Medal. 

Getting to the next location, Louisville, Kentucky, for a Monday morning 
conference illustrates some of the mixed travel arrangements occasionally nec- 
essitated by an irregular itinerary.  On Saturday morning Mr. and Mrs. Easley 
drove Brooks to Oneida, Tennessee, a country store bus stop.  From there a bus 
took him to Danville, Kentucky, where he spent the night.  Sunday morning he 
made a deal with a young black man working for the hotel to drive him to 
Harrodsburg ten miles away, and that evening he caught a bus for Louisville. 
Such erratic travel patterns were not at all unusual for staff members traveling 
out of Washington on field assignments. 

MR. MATSKEVICH OF RUSSIA COMES TO TOWN, 1955 

The summer of 1955 was notable in that the Department of Agriculture enter- 
tained the Deputy Minister of Agriculture from the USSR, Mr. Vlatimer V. 
Matskevich who made a 20,000 mile tour of the United States.  Brooks was on the 
Department Committee that planned his tour, and was Chairman of the Committee 
for the luncheon given by Secretary of Agriculture, Ezra Taft Benson on August 
22 near the end of the tour^201/ Mr. Matskevich was accompanied by 11 of his 
staff including a Mr. A. V. Tulupnikov who was to be met again 15 years later 
at the Conference of the International Association of Agricultural Economists 
in Minsk in August, 1970.  Members of the 1955 Soviet Delegation included: 

Vladimir Vladimirovich Matskevich Boris Vasilevich Savelev 
Nikolai Mikhailovich Gureev Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Ezheviski 
Yuri Fedorovich Golubash Aleksandr Vanovich Tulupnikov 
Andrei Stepanovich Shevchenko Petr Konstantinovich Babmindra 
Petr Nikolaevich Svechnikov Anatoli Maksimovich Sirotin 
Mikolai Fedorovich Bogach Boris Pavlovich Sokolov 

John Strohm and Ray Christensen accompanied the group on the tour of the United 
States, and it appeared that the Russians wanted to see everything big, whether 
it was machinery, pigs, cows, or whatever.  They seemed to have the idea that 
if a thing wasn't big, it wasn't good.  This notion apparently subsided some- 
what as they continued their tour and saw that, although much of our equipment 
was smaller than they expected, it was doing the job very well. 

201/  Other Committee Members were:  Gertrude Drinker, Glen Briggs, Frank 
Teuton, Everett L. Lommasson, and Barbara McCann. 
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Horace Davis, then U.S. Agricultural Attache in Moscow, said that he heard 
Mr. Matskevich tell several times after getting back home about an incident in 
Iowa.  It seems that Matskevich was being driven along a country road, and he 
saw a young boy plowing a field with a tractor.  Mr. Matskevich stopped the 
caravan and watched the boy perform.  When the tractor got to the end of the 
field, the boy simply pushed a button, the plows came up out of the ground, the 
boy turned the power-driven steering wheel and the tractor turned around; he 
pushed a button again and the plows went back into the ground and away he went 
across the field.  The fact that a boy of 14 or 15 could do this kind of work 
apparently amazed Mr. Matskevich, and he often told this story and always em- 
phasized, "Now this is something I saw myself." As a result of their visit to 
the United States, the Russians reportedly redesigned their tractors and made 
them much smaller than those previously in use. 

The job of Chairman of the Committee for the Secretary's luncheon turned 
out to be a real headache.  Who was to be invited, and who was to sit where, 
was a matter of highest consideration.  Also, the matter of what to serve. 
Someone on the Luncheon Committee suggested that a "Research Products Luncheon" 
be given where everything served would be an exotic item developed by the 
Department's research people at Beltsville and other Research Stations around 
the country.  This seemed a good idea, and so arrangements were made to bring 
in watermelons from South Carolina, lettuce from California, and other items 
from wherever.  The piece de resistance was to be a very special ham developed 
by the Animal and Poultry Research Branch.  Accordingly, an appropriate number 
of "Beltsville" hams were obtained for the luncheon.  Anyone who has been in 
operations very long is acutely aware that there is such a thing as failure. 
Therefore, Mr. Everett Lomasson, Head of the Department's cafeteria and member 
of the Luncheon Committee, was asked to have a backup for each item on the 
menu which read as follows: 

Orange juice Honey Fruit Spread 
Baked Ham Watermelon 
Potato Salad Milk 
Green Peas with Mushrooms Cheddar Cheese-Pickles 
Stuffed Tomato in Lettuce Cup Candy 
Cornmeal Biscuits-Butter 

At last the great day arrived and the hams were put in the oven, but for 
some reason they would not cook up properly and various and frantic efforts 
were made to get them to cook the way they should.  In desperation. Dr. Hazel 
Steiberling, head of the Department's Home Economics Administration, was called 
for, and she came over to the kitchen and tried to get the hams to behave pro- 
perly, but to no avail.  Finally the project was abandoned, but right alongside 
in the kitchen were the backup hams—good commercial hams—all ready to eat— 
and they were put on the table.  Presumedly, Mr. Matskevich never learned that 
he was not eating an exotic product of the Beltsville Research Laboratory. 202/ 

202/  For details on the Luncheon arrangements see:  Memos of August 5 and 8, 
1955 from Brooks to Cannon Hearn,  Director, Foreign Training Division, FAS, 
Memo Sept. 27, 1955 to 0. V. Wells, Administrator, AMS, from Edmund S. Pindleton 
Jr., assistant to the Assistant Secretary in Brooks Records, SRS files. 
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The luncheon for Mr. Matskevich was given in the Secretary's Conference 
Room and 41 people were seated in a series of organized clusters around the 
long, oval shaped table with Earl Butz, Assistant Secretary, serving as Master 
of Ceremonies.  In each cluster an American was placed between two Russians 
on the outside of the circle, and opposite them on the inside of the circle 
was a Russian interpreter with an American at each elbow.  Thus, each interpre- 
ter could take care of the conversation for two Russians and three Americans. 
The Americans at the table were, of course, top level people from the Secretary's 
Office, some Agency Administrators, and a few people who had a particular role 
in the arrangements for the Minister's visit.  The Americans and the Russians 
all met in the Secretary's outer reception area, commonly referred to as the 
"Bird Cage," and at the exact time specified, the Americans were to latch onto 
a specific Russian and escort him to his place at the table.  Each American 
was given detailed instructions as to how he was to proceed to get his Russian 
guest to the table, and provided with a diagram showing names of the people at 
the place he was to be seated.  This carefully worked out plan did not operate 
with the precision expected.  Apparently people accustomed to giving instruc- 
tions sometimes have difficulty following instructions.  Anyhow, everyone who 
was supposed to get to the table, got there, and seemed to enjoy himself. 

The Soviet Embassy held a reception for Deputy-Minister Matskevich and his 
staff which was attended by Secretary of Agriculture Benson, Members of the 
Congress, numerous other dignitaries, the Press in volume, and some of the 
people who had worked on arrangements for the Minister's visit.  It was an in- 
teresting affair in the elegant mansion built long ago by the railroad mogul, 
George Pullman, on 16th Street,that had been acquired by the Russians to serve 
as their Embassy.  It was a fine place for a rich American in the Gay Nineties, 
but woefully inadequate as the Embassy of a major world power in the mid-Twen- 
tieth Century. 

A sequel to his 1955 visit occurred in December, 1971, when Matskevich, by 
then promoted to Minister of Agriculture, accepted the invitation to visit this 
country extended by Secretary Hardin at the time of the 1970 Conference of the 
International Association of Agricultural Economists in Minsk.  This time 
around Mr. Matskevich's concern was business—cattle buying, he said.  The 
Russian Agricultural Attache, or Counsellor, as they call him, Mr. Victor 
Leshenko, who came to Washington in 1968 and replaced Mr. Pleshkoff in 1970, 
came to the Department feverishly searching for statistics on the U.S. cattle 
industry.  He said only 20 percent of the Soviet cattle are beef type compared 
to 80 percent in this country.  Their livestock experts, he claimed, had 
scoured the world and found that those in the United States suited the Soviet 
needs best—rugged animals that provide good beef.  Mr. Leshendo was to travel 
with Mr. Matskevich in this country as advisor, and also as official interpreter 
—the latter assignment he did not relish.  The next day a curious thing hap- 
pened.  Kay Patterson, editor of "Foreign Agriculture" called and said she had 
been looking for a picture of Matskevich and in her search called the Soviet 
Embassy and talked to Leshenko.  She asked if he had a picture of Matskevich 
that she could use.  He replied, "You have one in the Department." Kay said, 
"No, we don't.  I've searched everywhere and can't find one." Mr. Leshendo 
replied, "Emerson Brooks has one, he showed it to me yesterday." 
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When Kay called she asked, "Do you really have a picture of Matskevich?" 
Brooks said, "I sure do, one of him sitting next to Earl Butz at lunch in 1955". 
Kay almost shouted, "You've got to be kidding".  In no time at all she was in 
his office exclaiming over the "coup".  She used the picture with an article 
she was writing for the December 13, 1971 issue of "Foreign Agriculture", but 
apparently the publication deadline prevented her from waiting to use the com- 
panion picture shown here that was taken at the 1971 luncheon. 

TOP:  Deputy Minister of Agriculture Matskevich, USSR and Assistant Secretary 
of Agriculture, USA at lunch in 1955.  (Crop at brown marks) 

BOTTOM:  Minister of Agriculture Matskevich, USSR and Secretary of Agricul- 
ture Butz, USA at same spot in 1971. 
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In 1955 Earl Butz was Assistant Secretary of Agriculture and had served 
as Master of Ceremonies at the luncheon given for Deputy Minister of Agricul- 
ture Matskevich when he was here at that time.  Now sixteen years later Butz, 
who just that week had been confirmed by the Senate as Secretary of Agriculture, 
and Matskevich who was now minister of Agriculture, were to be seated side by 
side for lunch at the same table as in 1955 thus presenting a re-take of the ear- 
lier situation and a chance for an unusual pair of pictures. 2Q2A/ 

• EXPENDITURE SURVEY 1955-56 

That year, 1955, was notable in that a tremendously important and extreme- 
ly difficult, farm expenditure survey was made throughout the country.  The 
Expenditure Survey of 1955-56 was one of the watersheds in the growth of 
scientific methodology in the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service. When the 
proposal for the survey was made, Mr. Newell asked if we should try to take it 
on as he knew it .would be a tremendous job, and that the Division had very few 
facilities for getting the job done.  Neither the state nor Washington offices 
were staffed to plan and carry out such a tremendous project.  The response to 
Newell was that actually there was no real choice in the matter because, if 
Ag Estimates did not undertake to carry out the survey, the Census Bureau would. 
If the Census Bureau made the survey, it would create a nationwide field staff 
which would enable them to inaugurate the annual sample census of agriculture 
they had so often proposed.  With a sizeable field organization making sample 
surveys they would be in the current survey business in agriculture and it 
appeared probable that before long Ag Estimates would be absorbed by the Census 
Bureau. 

Morris Hansen, a dynamo of energy at the Census Bureau, was still pushing 
hard to get the Census Bureau into the field of current agricultural statistics. 
Hansen had a quick mind, geared to a glib tongue, and unabashed aggressiveness— 
just the qualities anyone would like to have.  He and William Hurwitz made a 
pair to conjure with.  In some quarters of the Agriculture Department the term, 
"Hansen and Hurwitz" had become as synoninnous and foreboding as the old fami- 
liar phrase "French and Indians". 

The Expenditure Survey involved interviewing some 10,000 farm homes in 300 

202A/ On September 24, 1976, in a talk before old friends and fellow 
economists in Washington, Secretary of Agriculture Butz stated that 
recently he had ridden in the cockpit of one of the executive planes 
on a trip to somewhere or other.  Butz noticed that in landing the pilot 
dropped promptly onto the near end of the runway in an obvious effort to 
utilize the maximum length of the strip.  Later when the Secretary men- 
tioned this to the pilot, he grinned and replied, "You can't use the 
runway behind you!" Butz said that if he were a preacher he could prepare 
fifty sermons based on the philosophy inherent in that statement. 
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counties in the 48 states. 203/ Sixty percent of the sample farm operators 
were asked questions relating to farm production expenses and forty percent 
were asked questions pertaining to family living expenditures, so that the 
survey was really two surveys in one.  The questions were many, varied and 
detailed.  They included questions on expenses for supplies—farm tractors to 
shingle nails—and for household items ranging from stoves to spices.  The av- 
erage interviewing time was about two hours and ranged up to eight hours broken 
into a number of visits at the convenience of the respondent—usually house- 
wives for the questionnaire on family living expenses. 

The principle purpose of the Expenditure Survey was to obtain data for 
re-weighting prices used in the Parity Index.  B. Ralph Stauber, Chief, Agri- 
cultural Price Branch, and as such the prime user of the survey results, ex- 
plained the background, need, and procedures as follows: 

"The  term   'Parity Index',   was a short name for  the   'The Index of 
Prices Paid by Farmers for Goods and Services^  Including Interest, 
Taxes,  and Farm Wage Rates',   used in  the computation of   'Parity Prices' 
for farm products.     A parity price of a farm product,  it is  to be 
remembered,  is  a price in the current market  that will  give a bushel 
of corn,  a  gallon of milk,  or hundred pounds of beef cattle  the same 
purchasing power for commodities bought by farmers  as  the same quan- 
tity of product had in  the base period,   generally  the  5-year period 
1910-14. 

The Parity Index is  the statistical  device for measuring changes 
in  the prices of commodities  and services bought by farmers. 

A cardinal  principle of price index number  construction is  that 
the commodities  included in  the index should be  those actually being 
bought and  that  the weights given  to  the various commodity prices 
should be proportionate  to  the expenditure pattern of the population 
(in  this  case farmers)   to which  the price index relates.     Accordingly, 
in order  that  the Index might provide a dependable measure of prices 
paid by farmers  it was essential  that  the commodities  in  the index 
and  their weights should reflect  the expenditure pattern of farmers. 

The first part of the Twentieth Century was a period in which 
the industrial  revolution was fast affecting agriculture.     Horse and 
mule power was being replaced by gasoline power;   the kind and size of 
farm equipment were adjusting  to  this change;   kerosene lamps' were 
being replaced by electricity.     Radio,   the  telephone,  and  later  TV 
entered  the picture.     Purchasing habits of farmers,   as  with other 
people,   underwent far reaching changes.     The purpose of  the Expen- 
diture Survey mentioned above was  to get good data on  the kind and 
quantities of goods  and services being bought by farmers at about 
the mid-point  of  the Century. 

The first Prices Paid Index was^ first developed about 1928,   and 
to reflect farmers average purchasing patterns  in  the period 1920  to 

203/  Actually there was obtained 6,715 usable Cost of Production schedules 
and 3,845 usable cost of Living schedules - see House Hearings p. 157 86th 
Congress First Session, 1959. 
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1925.     By 1933 it was  clear  that weights representing  the expenditure 
pattern of 1924-25 would be more realistic,   so  that  the index was re- 
vised with weights based on  that period.     Interest on farm mortgage 
debt and taxes on farm real  estate were added in 1935 as required by 
legislation.     By  1950 it became clear  that  the purchasing pattern of 
1924-29  could no longer be regarded as realistic.     The commodity mix 
of farmers'  purchases had changed.     Commodities  important  in  the ear- 
lier  years had been replaced in whole or in part by  others.     Kerosene 
lamps were giving way  to electric lights,  horse collars and harness 
were being replaced by  tractor related items,  horses were giving way 
to    tractors as a power source,  so that as of January 1,   1950  the 
index was  updated by introducing weights more representative of the 
new conditions—averages for  the period 1937-41. 

As  time passed  the commodity mix continued  to change and  these 
weights,   too,  became outdated.     To reflect  these changes  a new re- 
vision was required,   and to secure a solid set of data on  the pur- 
chasing pattern,   the Expenditure Survey of 1955 was  conducted.     By 
the  time  these data became available—during 1959— the 1937-41 per- 
iod was long past,  and it was clear  that  the changes in farmers' 
purchasing patterns had been  taking place on a more or less continuous 
basis.     A careful  study of price relationships strongly  indicated 
that  the new purchasing pattern had begun at least as  early as  1952, 
and that  the use of the 1937-41  weights after  1952 had introduced 
bias into the index as  it had been computed.     Accordingly  it was 
determined  that  the weights derived from the 1955 Expenditure Survey 
should be introduced as of 1952  to eliminate at least some of  the 
bias resulting from the obsolete 1937-41  weights. 

No change in  the level  of the index resulted at  the  time of in- 
troducing the new weights,  but as a result  of the changed purchasing 
pattern,   the revised index pursued a slightly  lower  course after 
1952  than  the unrevised index,   so  that by January,   1959,  when  the 
new index was announced and used as  the official  index,  parity 
prices as  computed by  the new index were slightly lower  than  those 
computed by  the old unrevised and upward biased index. 

The revision  caused some  temporary  unhappiness in some areas, 
but  the unhappiness was short-lived.     The experience underscored 
the importance,  however,   of updating  the Index at frequent  inter- 
vals so as  to avoid  the cumulative effect of long use of outdated 
weighing patterns  on indexes  used for important policy decisions."   204/ 

A series of Regional meetings was held in 1955-56 with State Supervisors 
and Assistant Supervisors for the purpose of training them in the intricate 
procedures of the Expenditure Survey.  While attending the training school in 
Des Moines, Brooks walked down the hall for a courtesy visit with Sam Gilbert, 
State Agricultural Statistician.  During the conversation, the subject of 
objective yield surveys came up.  Sam said, *'You know, Earl Houseman came 
through here recently and was sitting just where you are now.  Earl asked me. 

204/ Memo:  Stauber to Brooks August 24, 1976.  SRS files, 
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Sam, what are you going to do about the wide spread between your official corn 
yields and those the boys at the Ames Laboratory are getting with their objec- 
tive yield surveys?   Sam said to Brooks, "Do you know what I did?"  Brooks 
replied, "Sam, what did you do?"  Sam went on, "I just looked at him." Not 
knowing how to cope with that argument Brooks returned to the training school. 

Snowbound in New Mexico 

The last Regional meeting for the Expenditure Survey was in Salt Lake City. 
When it finished. Brooks decided to go down to New Mexico and help a new young 
statistician. Will Walther, conduct his training schools for enumerators.  It 
was really a waste of time as it was soon obvious that Will Walther knew the 
program backwards and forwards, was an excellent trainer, and that he needed 
no help at all. 

However,*Walther did have one problem—indifferent grammar—as a result 
of attendance at that romanticized relic of another day, the one-room country 
school.  This was quite a common failing among agricultural statisticians of 
that time as most had attended isolated country schools during their formative 
years before going to High School.  Will was conscious of his grammatical flubs 
and worked on them so resolutely that he completely overcame them—a great ac- 
complishment which enabled him to continue steadily up the ladder to top posi- 
tions in the agency. 

The training school in Tucumcari, New Mexico, started on Wednesday morn- 
ing, and it also started snowing at the same time.  The sessions ran for three 
days, and it snowed continously throughout.  When the group was ready to leave 
on Friday night, there was no way to get out of town, so they were snowbound 
in Tucumcari for 3 days with nothing to do, but shoot pool, struggle up and 
down the street to the drug store, which was an unusual drug store indeed as 
it was more a western museum than a pill dispensary.  The druggist, a bazaar 
character, claimed to have 15,000 historical objects on exhibit in the drug 
store, and who could doubt it?  The visitors' were lucky to have been marooned 
in a substantial place like Tucumcari as the storm was no joke.  A story car- 
ried in the Tucumcari Daily News for February 5, 1956, dramatically illustrates 
the hardship and dangers inherent in such blizzards in the High Plains country. 

BUS  DRIVER'S HIKE SAVES  16   IN BLIZZARD 

TUCUMCARI^ N.M. - Feb. 5, 1956 - "Sixteen passengers were rescued 
today from a bus stranded in a blizzard after the heroic driver fought 
his way on foot  through 12 miles of snow drifts. 

Three New Mexico Highway Patrol  cars  crossed  into  Texas,   following 
a path broken by a road grader bucking waist-high drifts,   to save  the 
14 adults and two children stranded in  the drift since  9 a.m.   yesterday. 

Bus driver John Herron,   snowblind,   frostbitten and nearly hysterical, 
fell  exhausted only about  100 yards before reaching help at  the little 
Texas-New Mexico  town of Glenrio,   New Mexico.     He had strength enough 
to whistle—and his whistle was heard. 

Three or four men  came  out  and got me,   Herron related from his 
hospital  bed later.     I  told  them about   the bus. 
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It was about 11 p.m.   last night,  about  8 1/2 hours after he set 
out on foot from the stalled bus,   that Herron staggered and stumbled 
to  the edge of Glenrio.     Not  until  6 a.m.   today did  the Highway Patrol 
cars reach  the bus—21 hours after it slipped into a roadside drift 
and stalled. 

The passengers,  all  in good condition,  believed  their prayers 
for Herron may have helped. 

I prayed all   the  time,  said Mrs.  Henrietta Roosevelt   (of 12 
Sunny Court)   San Francisco,  en route home after visiting in Beaumont, 
Texas.     I prayed from the  time we got stuck until  we got here  to  the 
bus station  this morning. 

The passengers were without food during  the  21  hours.     They melted 
snow for drinking water." 

TEMPEST IN CHICAGO, 1956 

From Tucumcari Brooks hurried on to Chicago where Mr. Newell was holding 
an important meeting with statisticians from the Corn Belt states.  It turned 
out to be a memorable meeting, but not all memories are the same as to what 
happened.  There is agreement, however, that the Expanded Program came in for 
some rather sharp criticism during an afternoon session.  This incident can be, 
and perhaps has been over-emphasized.  Certainly it has been when the sequel 
to it, that occurred at the night session is omitted.  It was a two-part inci- 
dent, and most people seem to remember the more exciting afternoon happenings, 
and have forgotten the quieter night proceedings.  Perhaps this is because 
their memories are faulty; they did not attend the night meeting, or simply 
missed its significance. 

For the night session, Mr. Newell limited participation to the Stats-in- 
Charge and some of his staff from Washington.  At the outset, Newell, standing 
in front of a table in the long, narrow, rather cramped room, said he under- 
stood some of the men had things they wanted to tell him and now was a good 
time for it.  Not a man said a word—complete silence as Newell stood there 
quietly waiting.  After what seemed a long time and nothing happened, Newell 
shrugged his shoulders and went on to other matters.  When the night meeting— 
a routine affair—broke up and the group was trailing down the hall to their hotel 
rooms, Roy Bodin, SIC, Minnesota, caught up with Newell and said, "Bert, I 
want to congratulate you on the way you handled that situation—I thought you 
did it just right." 

During the afternoon fracas, Bodin had concluded his criticism of the 
Expanded Program with the remark, "I don't want the baby to be thrown out with 
the bath water.*' That was really the crux of the matter - the "baby" - the 
State Farm Census, must not be thrown out. 

Statisticians in charge of most state offices represented at the meeting 
were convinced, or at least deeply fearful, that the proposed Expanded Program 
was a direct and mortally dangerous threat to the life of the State Farm Census 
taken annually in most of these states.  Any such threat, however small, struck 
genuine terror into the hearts of the Stats-in-Charge, and they were determined 
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to resist no matter what.  Their dread of this statistical aberation was under- 
standable, but ill founded, as subsequent events amply demonstrated.  However, 
in 1956, in the Middle West, the State Farm Census was not merely the pride 
and joy of State Stats, but a Gibraltor of strength in their estimating pro- 
cedures.  The annual "complete" enumerations, which the Stats supervised, of 
all farms in the state provided a fix on crop acreages that reduced some of the 
estimating problems to near zero.  On the regression charts for major crops a 
near one-to-one relationship was not uncommon, and a reviewer attempting to 
deviate from the traditional pattern was in for prolonged debate, and indeed, 
was hard put to find a justifiable basis for departure.  The annual Farm Census 
in 14 States also provided useful indications on livestock numbers.  It was a 
bastion of strength in determination of county estimates.  It was an enviable, 
and practically inexhaustible, source of names for making mail surveys.  It 
provided current weights for use on reported data by Crop Reporting Districts. 
To a beleagured State Stat, striving to provide answers to a multitude of 
inquiries from his constituents, the annual census was an abiding refuge.  Those 
State Stats so blessed were the envy of their less fortunate colleagues else- 
where. 205/ 

It is no wonder then, that these men were determined to resist any threat, 
or apparent threat, to their revered State Farm Census, and spoke out quite 
bluntly that winter afternoon in Chicago against an ominous new program spon- 
sored by the Headquarters office.  But why wasn't the insurgency immediately 
squelched in no uncertain terms?  The answer seems to be that a hard nose, 
table thumbing rebuttal simply was not Newell's way of handling an annoying 
situation.  He did not fire back at his critics, and no one did it for him.  If 
Charles F. Sarle had still been on the staff, the blood letting would have been 
ghastly.  Sarle would have gotten up, and with his lighting fast mind and razor 
sharp tongue, would have carved the Corn Belt bulls into mini-steaks. 

Instead, Newell let the recalcitrants speak their minds, then delayed com- 
ment until later on in a smaller meeting with Stats-in-Charge where an exchange 
of views might be accomplished in a less turbulent environment.  Unfortunately, 
no real dialogue developed at the night session and no meeting of minds or en- 
hanced rapport resulted. 

205/  In 1949 Dr. Charles F. Sarle wrote a review (see ditto copy in SRS 
files) and appraisal of the "State Assessors Farm Censuses" in which he 
stated "Indiana was the first of the 14 States to have an annual Assessors' 
farm, census program, initiating it in 1852, Kansas followed in 1873, Iowa 
in 1894, and Nebraska in 1897.  North Dakota began in 1914.  Five States— 
Wisconsin, North Carolina, South Dakota, Colorado, and Missouri—started 
their annual farm census work during the period 1917 to 1919.  In Minnesota 
the State Farm Census was started in 1921 where it has been taken annually 
except for 1926, 1928, 1930 and 1932; Wyoming and West Virginia started in 
1927 and Illinois in 1937.  In 1949 the farm census program was re-estab- 
lished in North Carolina after a lapse of two years, and in Colorado State 
funds were appropriated which will place the farm census program on a much 
more satisfactory basis than in the past." 
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Ag Stats VS. Math Stats 

Another big factor in the controversy, aside from the threat to the State 
Farm Census and to the prestige of state stats in general, was the gulf of 
mistrust and misunderstanding between the agricultural statisticians and the 
mathematical statisticians.  Roy Bodin illustrated this very well when he told 
about walking with Walt Hendricks from the South Ag Building to 12th and Penn- 
sylvania Avenue in Washington, D.C. and neither of them saying a word.  Roy 
said he couldn't think of a thing they had in common to talk about. 

Fault for the schism was not one-centered—parts of it lay at many doors. 
There was an aura of superiority associated with the mathematical statisticians 
that was clearly discernible and deeply resented by the agricultural statisti- 
cians.  The young, bright, math-stats, their heads brimming with newly acquired 
knowledge, excited by the prospects they envisioned, anxious to impart their 
new-fangled ideas, and to gain acceptance of their plans, felt a degree of 
superiority to the rank and file statisticians, and made this known to subtle 
and sometimes not so subtle ways.  Almost always, as Earl Houseman once said, 
they tended to talk down to their benighted associates.  Often they disdained 
interest ixi the work-a-day problems of budgeting, training programs, field pro- 
cedures, and other such boring, "trivial" operational matters. 

Earl Houseman said he would never forget walking into the Stat Lab at Ames 
one day and encountering Arnold King and Walter Ebling in a discussion of a 
statistical problem.  King was obviously in an agitated state trying to explain 
the technical situation to Ebling who patently had come to Arnold for enlight- 
ment.  Arnold quickly got Earl involved and left.  Arnold, of course, was not 
a highly trained mathematical statistician and some of his agitation may have 
resulted from the plain fact that he did not himself know precisely the answer 
to the problem Ebling had raised.  In any event, the net result was that the 
gulf between the Math-Stats and the Ag-Stats was widened a bit further.  On 
one hand the impression grew that the Ag Stats were a bunch of loggerheads, 
and on the other, that the Math-Stats were an arrogant lot. 

On another occasion at a Regional meeting, Ebling was expounding a proposal 
and to obtain the support that the blessing of Ag Estimates' lone Math-Stat, 
Walter Hendricks, would achieve, he called on Hendricks in open meeting for a 
statement.  Caught by surprise, Hendricks popped up and said, "I think everybody 
should slice his own baloney." Hendricks had a delightful sense of humor and 
did not intend to be rude but simply took a witty way out of a situation in 
which he did not want to become involved. 

Perhaps Bruce Kelly put the Math Stat-Ag Stat situation most succinctly. 
In 1960 he transferred from Florida to the Research Staff in Washington and 
Walter Hendricks took him to a meeting with Ag Stats from the field and the D.C. 
staff, where a long, confused discussion of sampling procedures and analytical 
methods was held.  As they left the meeting, Walter asked Kelly what he thought 
of the session.  Kelly replied, "I can cope with ignorance, but stupidity is 
impossible".  Hendricks chuckled and asked, "May I quote you on that comment?" 
Kelly replied laconically, "Verbatim". 
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Rightly or wrongly statisticians have long been held in questionable re- 
pute.  Shakespeare wrote 400 years ago: "Hold it as our statist do a baseness 
to write fair." 206/ And again, "I do believe statist thou, I'm none nor like 
to be." 207/ 

In more recent times some lesser person opined that "If all the statisti- 
cians in the world were laid end-to-end it would be a good thing." One night 
in Berlin, Germany in the Spring of 1946, General Hugh Hester, Chief, Food and 
Agriculture Division, Office of Military Government, had some of his staff for 
dinner in his billet.  Included were: Lt. Colonel Stanley Andrews, Lt. Colonel 
John Lynn, Major Horace Davis, Captain Gwynne Garnett, John B. Canning, Ray 
loanes. Jay Diamond and E. M. Brooks.  After a sumptuous repast the group re- 
paired to the spacious library where the General soon launched into a prolonged 
lamentation concerning the vagaries of the statistical data, and reports on the 
desperate food and agricultural situation in the U.S. Zone of Occupation, that 
were given to him for decision making.  As the General paced up and down, the 
men studied the intricate designs in the oriental carpet and the German titles 
of books that lined the room.  Finally one of the civilians injected, "General, 
I guess right now you would agree with Desrali that there are three kinds of 
liars—plain liars, damn liars, and statisticians." Without breaking his stride 
General Hester retorted, "If I could just once get two statisticians to lie in 
the same direction, I would be satisfied!" 

Arrogant Professors 

i^atters between the dissentious groups were not helped at all by the teach- 
ing methods of some of the statistical professors at training sessions such as 
those held at Ames during the summers of 1939 and 1940.  The students were 
Stats-in-Charge of State Offices ordered there, sometimes against their will, 
to be instructed in modern statistical methodology.  They were not dummies, but 
serious minded, competent men who had proven their ability in years of active 
service.  They wanted to learn, but the charged atmosphere was not conducive 
to scholarly achievement.  Perhaps the worst offender was Gerhard Tintner, 
statistical instructor, who actually yelled at his "thick-headed" learners.  On 
one occasion he dressed down Julius Peters, Stat-in-Charge of the Maryland- 
Delaware office, unmercifully.  Julius was a gentle soul, and did not fight 
back, but the performance was not forgotten and widened further the breach be- 
tween Ag Stats and Math Stats. 

New Methods Believed Too Costly Ever to be Used 

Still another factor in the internecine strife was the feeling, running to 
deep conviction, that the new statistical concepts and data collection methods 
would never be of practical usefulness as the cost of implementing them would 
be prohibitive and Congress would never make adequate funds available for such 

206/ Hamlet, Act 5, Scene 2, Line 33. 
207/  Cymberline, Act 2, Scene 4, Line 16. 
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a costly program.  Then, too, it seemed futile to spend your time and money 
studying statistical methodology.  John Scholl, who left Ag Estimates to go with 
the Foreign Agricultural Service, often told his carpool that, "Callander was 
always saying that a knowledge of advanced statistics was essential' for promo- 
tion, but he hadn't seen it operate that way in practice".  Among many of the 
agricultural statisticians, the proposed expanded program had too uncertain a 
future to be closely identified with - it was better to stand back and see how 
the thing flew before showing enthusiasm or a liking for it.  A State Statisti- 
cian in charge of a western state cautioned an assistant, who was being trans- 
ferred to the Washington headquarters to, "Stay away from getting involved in 
that Enumerative Survey project-" Given these adverse and hostile conditions, 
any new proposal would have been met with skepticism and one of the magnitude, 
complexity, and revolutionary nature, of the proposed expanded statistical pro- 
gram, would be certain to arouse strenuous resistance.  In retrospect it seems 
probable that R. K. Smith in Washington and Walter Ebling in Wisconsin, because 
of their prestigeous standing with fieldmen, could have helped more than they 
did to alleviate the fears of one side and the arrogance of the other, but both 
men were in the opposition.  Then too, that most genial gentleman. Professor 
George Snedecor, Head of the Statistical Laboratory at Ames, might have worked 
harder to curb the narcissism of his bright young men.  Some of his daily semi- 
nars with his staff members might have been devoted to furthering an understand- 
ing that the Ag Stats felt that some of their most important work and tools 
were threatened, as well as their long held position as "Mr. Big" in the statis- 
tical hierarchy.  Also to bring out that both "Math Stats" and "Ag Stats" were 
suffering, to a degree, from what William James declared was the deepest prin- 
ciple in human nature "the craving to be appreciated- *  No doubt both sides 
could have benefited by a Dale Carnegie course on "How to Win Friends and In- 
fluence People". 

Despite the above recitation of the currents of disagreement that were 
flowing between a handful of "advanced thinkers" and the mass of their rank and 
file colleagues, during a period of great change, and omens of change, the 
general day to day work climate was salubrious, and conducive to growth and 
progress.  The Crop Reporting Service constituted a large and diverse family, 
and like any such family it had its differences and squabbles, but these were 
only a phase of its over-all life, and should be viewed in perspective. 

A HOTEL MANAGER IS ASTOUNDED 

The Regional Training School held at Atlanta in May, 1957, yielded an un- 
expected result.  The manager of the Hotel Georgia was nearly overcome at having 
had a conference of 40 men in his hotel for nearly a week who were so well be- 
haved.  " there were no broken bottles, smashed furniture or even a towel 
missing." Out of appreciation he would not charge for the conference room. 
His gesture was appreciated even though it meant no saving to the delegates 
themselves.  The Ag Estimates men were not angels, but they weren't thieves, 
and were not destructive.  Not a single complaint was made against these men 
during any of the dozens of conferences and training sessions conducted over 
many years in all parts of the country.  Even the 15th Anniversary Premier of 
"Gone With the Wind" that was being celebrated with elan in Atlanta during the 
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Training School in May 1954, failed to excite the Ag Estimates crew out of their 
customary good behavior. 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 1956 

The Agricultural Marketing Service, established in 1953 with 0. V. Wells 
as Administrator had some 7,000 full time employees in 19 Divisions, one of 
which was the Agricultural Estimates Division. 208/ As Chief of the Special 
Farm Statistics Branch, Brooks was assigned responsibility for planning and 
co-ordinating foreign programs for the new Service, and Manning Black was del- 
egated to work on the program.  Obviously no one man could possibly be suffi- 
ciently familiar with the detailed work of 19 Divisions to be able to plan a 
sensible program for several hundred foreign visitors each year, nor to give 
them instruction about the work.  Accordingly, it was arranged with each Divi- 
sion Director to designate someone as his contact.  When a program was to be 
planned or training given, Mr. Black would get in touch with the contact in 
the appropriate Division or Divisions and have him determine who in their Divi- 
sion should provide the service.  The system worked very well as it brought 
specialized knowledge to bear on the program for each new participant. 

Working with so many people from abroad stimulated a number of activities, 
one of which resulted in E. M. Brooks writing a book designed primarily to help 
foreign people gain a better understanding of this country and how it developed. 
It was titled "The Growth of A Nation—A Pictoria:l Review of the United States 
of America from Colonial Days to the Present".  Many thousands of copies of a 
"paper" or "slick-back" edition of this book was distributed overseas by the 
U.S. Information Service, and the Agency for International Development in ad- 
dition to the cloth-bound edition used domestically. 

208/  On December 31, 1953 there were 6,821 full-time employees 
and 699 part-time employees in AMS.  Office of Management and Finance, 
May 11, 1976. 
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LONG-RANGE PROGRAM PRESENTED, 1957 

A Request From the Honorable Jamie L. Whitten, M,C. 

The Program of enumerative and objective yield surveys that was started in 
1954, the plans nurtured by the Research and Development staff, the recommend- 
ations by the Panel of Consultants, and the strong support for local data by a 
Committee appointed by the American Farm Economics Association and the National 
Association of Commissioners, Secretaries, and Directors of Agriculture had all 
combined to make the time ripe for the presentation of a positive long-range 
program for improvement of the Crop Reporting Service.  In this connection, the 
Secretary of Agriculture, Ezra Taft Benson, received a letter from Jamie L. 
Whitten, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Agricultural Appropriations, 
dated July 31, 1956, requesting "Recommendations for the immediate and long- 
range program for the development and improvement of the Agricultural Estimating 
work of the Department/' The letter from Whitten to Benson follows: 
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTIVES 
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIVES 

Eight-fourth Congress 
Washington, D.C. 

July 31, 1956 

Honorable Ezra Taft Benson 
Secretary of Agriculture 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

A group representing the American Farm Economic Association and 
the National Association of Commissioners, Secretaries, and Directors 
of Agriculture recently brought to the attention of the members of 
the subcommittee on Agricultural Appropriations a report on the members 
of the Agricultural Estimates Division of the Agricultural Marketing 
Service.  The report reviewed current services and included a number 
of specific recommendations for the further development of the service 
provided by that division. It points out the use farmers make of the 
reports in arriving at decisions on problems of production and of 
marketing the products of the farms.  Emphasis was placed on the need 
for more detailed and more accurate information as a basis for many 
policy decisions at the state or local levels, as well as on the need 
for more detailed and more accurate information at the national level. 

The subcommittee has been interested in the Crop and Livestock 
Estimating work of the Department for some time.  From our observations 
over a period of years, we know that the reports of the Crop Reporting 
Board are basic to many activities and programs of the Department.  We 
realize that in the development of research work on production and 
marketing, accurate information on production and prices, and trends in 
the pattern of farm production are necessary.  We also are aware of 
the need for adequate basic facts on agriculture in the determination 
of national agricultural policy and the administration of the action 
programs of the Department. 

For these reasons, the subcommittee would appreciate it very much 
if you have a careful appraisal made of the report by the Agricultural 
Data Committee of the American Farm Economic Association and a report 
submitted to this committee for discussion at our hearings next spring. 
We would like to know what steps the Department would recommend to 
offset the shortcomings of the service as reflected in the Farm 
Economic report.  Also during the past three years, funds have been 
made available to the Agricultural Estimates Division for research 
into new and improved methods of Crop and Livestock Reporting.  We 
should like to have a report on the accomplishments of this work to 
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Honorable Ezra Taft Benson   - 2 -        July 31, 1956 

date with such recommendations as may be appropriate for adapting 
the findings to the regular operating program.  In brief, we would 
like to have a report that would cover the U.S.D.A.'s recommendations 
for the immediate and long-range program for the development and 
improvement of the Agricultural Estimating work of the Department. 

Sincerely, 

JAMIE L.  WRITTEN,   Chairman 
Subcoimnittee on Agricultural 
Appropriations 
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Report to Congress on Long-Range Program^ 1957 

Nor was Newell in a bereft condition to respond to the request.  Early that 
Spring of 1956 he had appointed ten of his staff as a "Working Group" to study 
the agency's research and development problems, and in August they presented 
their report, "Development of Plans for Expansion of Research Into Operations." 
Irvin Holmes was Chairman of the Group which included Emmett B. Hannawald, 
W. Ward Henderson, John W. Kirkbride; Robert H. Moats, and Raymond E. Vickery 
from the Washington staff; and Donald D. Pittman, Colorado; Robert E. Straszheim, 
Indiana; George B. Strong, Texas; and Glenn A. Swanson, Michigan. 

On December 6, Newell sent a copy of the Working Group's Report to each 
State Office with an accompanying memo marked "Administratively Confidential," 
requesting comments and suggestions "as we may want to include this report as 
an exhibit in the report to Congress»"  The report of the "Working Group" was 
an excellent review of the primary problems, and summation of the research pro- 
gram, and made sound recommendations, but it was too voluminous and detailed, 
and not in a form or style suitable for presentation to Congress.  In addition 
to the Holmes's Report, there was available the Ebling Report of the American 
Agricultural Economics Association, and many other proposals, plans, projects, 
and research materials prepared over the years.  The big problem was how to 
take this conglomeration of complex and often controdictory ideas, and crystal- 
lize it into a brief, but comprehensive long-range plan that would be read with 
understanding by a busy Congressman who had no background of knowledge or ex- 
perience in the subject matter field.  No committee, especially a ten-man com- 
mittee could do that job.  Newell cast about for help and decided to have Brooks 
assist him in preparing a report to Congressman Jamie Whitten.  They worked to- 
gether on this for weeks with little attention to anything else, including a 
brilliant new assistant in the Special Farm Statistics Branch, Bruce M. Graham, 
who had just transferred to headquarters from the Seattle office to be head of 
the Farm Employment Section.  Brooks conferred with Branch Chiefs concerning 
particular points, especially B. Ralph Stauber in connection with details of 
Project B, "Expanded Agricultural Price Statistics," but always individually 
rather than as a group.  Although this one-on-one approach raised personal 
doubts at the time, Newell was right.  Group sessions could not accomplish a 
coordinated, compact report that carried a lot of clout.  Brooks tried to vis- 
ualize an overall format, hammer out the separate parts one at a time and then 
put them together.  A section would be drafted, gone over with Newell, then 
back to doing it over, or sharpening it up.  The end product was a brief, (15 
page) condensed, but comprehensive statement entitled, "A Program for the Dev- 
elopment of the Agricultural Estimating Service," that could stand on its own 
or be accompanied by the five voluminous Exhibits listed in the index of the 
Newell Report to Congress. 

Since this Report became the "Blue Print" for development of the agency's 
activities it is reproduced here, sans Exhibits. 
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A PROGRAM FOR THE DEVBLOPMENT OF IHB 
JLCRICULTURAL ESTIMàTING SERVICE OF ŒB 

AGRICDLTURAL M&RKEUNG SERVICE^  USDA 

!•    DISCUSSION CF PRÍBIÍM 

A. INmaDlKTIOH 

The Agricultural Estiaates Division is responsible for the current col- 
lection, coxi;)ilatLon, and analysis of a large Tolxnie of basic facts depicting 
In statistical foim the current status of American agriculture*    The infor«« 
aation issued on a weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annual basis provides the 
basic facts needed by growers, dealers, handlers, processors, and all who 
may be concerned with any phase of the food and fiber industries in planning 
and carrying out programs for orderly production, processing, and distribu- 
tion of fazn products»    The statistics are universally xised and, in fact, 
are necessary for the establishcsent of agricultural policy at the local, 
state, and national levels#    The historical series, many of which reach back 
for nearly a centuiy, constitute the only continuous and comparable record 
of the progress of agriculture in the Nation»    These forecasts and estimates 
of the Agriciiltural Estimates Division and its Crop Reporting Board will 
continue to provide the official records that will be cited and used to de- 
pict the relative position of agriculture in the national econcxoy, and to 
measure the changes in the agricultural pattern and practices and the ac- 
coRÇ)lishm9nts of research in production and xsarketing« 

Statistics that a generation ago were considered of serviceable accu«* 
racy on a geographical and subject-matter basis are no longer sufficient» 
This has been repeatedly demonstrated since the 1930*s when the Department 
found that available statistics were not adequate for carrying out its 
responsibilities in administration of the acreage allotzsent and marketing 
quotas and the Federal Crop Insurance programs«    The inadequacies were 
accentuated more recently with the passage of the Research and Marketing 
Act of I9U6, the program for farm and home planning under the direction of 
the Extension Service, and the most recent legislation providing for the 
Soil Bank»    Acconpaiying these developments has been a mounting and exacting 
demand from farm organisations, business concerns, and the general public 
for greater detail axxi accuracy in the agricultural facts provided»    In 
every case where new agricultural programs have been inaugurated they have 
created a demand for additional agricultural statistics to guide future 
policy and aid in administration, and to measure  the effectiveness or ac- 
conçlishiionts  of a particular program» 

B. REPORT CF IHE AQIICULTURAL DAm CCMMITrEE 

About two years ago the American Farm Economic Association recognized 
the need for inmiediate action to fulfill present^iay needs for basic agri- 
cultural facts»    That Association, accordingly,  appointed a committee which 
included representatives of the colleges, xmiversities, industry, and other 
inportant users of agricultural data,  to make a stuc^ of the agricultural 
data needs of the Nation»    This Agricultural Data Comiittee worked closely 
with a cocmittee of the National Association of Co^niissioners, Secretaries, 
and Directors of Agriculture, and the Organization and Policy Cosmitteos of  the 
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State Experiment Stations and the Agricultural Exteneion Services.    AU 
States Joined in the stuc(jr and the results of their investigations and their 
recornniended soluticms are reported in full in Exhibit A of this report»   We 
concur generally with their conclusions and recoramendations^ however,  -their 
estimate of U 1/2 million dollars as the probable cost of the program would 
necessarily depend icon conditions as the program developed and upon the 
projects included beyond those suggested by their report« 

In summary,  the report of the Agricultural Data Committee outlines a 
broad and progressive program for the developmsnt of agricultural statistics 
to meet the needs as found by their stucfy#    Bie Comnittee recognized that 
the program in its entirety would involve a veiy considerable expansion of 
the services and require several years for acconçlishaent«    The principal 
recommendations, however, may be siBimarized in the following main cate- 
gories«    The Agricultural Estimates Division was requested to providet 

1.    More complete coverage of agricultural data at the county or other 
local level. 

2«    Greater accuracy and refinements at the state and national levels • 
3»   More frequent reports axxi speedier release of such reports* 
U»   Additional subject-oatter coverage in sufficient detail to serve 

local needs« 

The Division itself has recognized the limitations of many of its 
series and the inadequacy of its coverage for í!msy items mentioned by the 
Agricultural Data Coranittee»    Some of the same inadeqiiacies were pointed 
out by a Subcommittee of the House Agricultural Committee in its 19^2 
investigation of techniques and procedures used by the Agricultural Estimates 
Division*    The Coacaittee irj^de very clear its concern over the fact that the 
Agricultural Estimates Division of the Departïsant was not keeping abreast of 
the increasing demands for more ccHrçreheasive and reliable agricultural 
statistics« 

C«    RESULTS CF RESEARCH PRCXBAM 

In 1953 the Congress appropriated funds for experimental work, the ob- 
ject of lihich i?as to seek out new methods for improving the estimating and 
forecasting work of the Crop Reporting Board«    Certain basic requirements 
were established by the Division in setting up the program* 

It    The E^thods developed must be adapted to Bseoting the exacting time 
schedule necessary for providing a current reporting service to 
fannsrs« 

2#    The methods issed must be adaptable  to producing estimates at the 
state level as required by law« 

3.    The cost of qperating the program should be as reasonable as 
possible cosanensurate with the degree of accuracy and the amount 
of detail required to adeqiiately serve agriculture* 

ïhe first and probably the most difficult problem faced by the AgrLcul^ 
tural Estimates Division is sec\iring a truly representative sajiçle upon 
láaich to base the estáji^tes«    Retun^ from volizntaiy correspondants to the 
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nail questionnaires have been and are at present the principal source of in^ 
formation tqpon which the estlaates are based«    Much dependence will have to 
be placed rgpon this source in the future^ but the objectives and accuracy 
now being specified for many programs require the use of newer and improved 
sanpling techniques that will correct or avoid the deficiencies of the 
present system« 

il second major problem is the fact that the forecasts of crop produc- 
tion during the season are based very largely on the subjective appraisal of 
voluntary farmer crop correspondents«   While the methods developed by the 
Crop Reporting Board for appraising the returns have been reasonably satis*« 
factory, the demands for greater accuracy require the development of 
systematic ways of following the progress of the crops during the growing 
season by objective measurements of plant development«   Particularly in 
seasons when crop prospects are subject to unusual or extreme weather condi- 
tions, such measiirCTientB should be helpful in predicting the probable pro- 
duction«    First hand knowledge of the response of ijiç>ortant yield charac- 
teristics permits a more objective means for evaluating and icçroving yield 
forecasts« 

Recognizing these basic difficulties,  the Division started on a series 
of experiisental surveys in the 10 Southern States during the spring of 
195U»    An enumerative survey was made in June of a representative sanple of 
some 700 agricultural areas,  covering approximately 3,000 farms, in 100 
counties of the lO^^tate area«    Part-time enumerators obtained from the 
individual farmer a record of the crops planted, the numbers of livestock, 
and other factors relating to his own farm«    This survey was repeated in 
June 1^55 and again in 1956 when 13 additional States, mostly in the North 
Central area, were added« 

lb develop a basis for forecasting during the growing season, a sajiple 
of the farms covered in the June survey was selected and fields designated 
for objective yield determinations  to be made later in the season«    During 
195U, 1955j and 1956, actual measurements of crops were made in these fields 
and the final estdjaates of production were obtained on those individual 
fields at the end of the season«    The measurements during the season were 
then related to the final production«    From this work soae e^qperimental 
formulas were developed that could be used during the growing season for 
forecasting probable outtxim«    The crops covered during the experimental 
period were com,  cotton, wheat, and soybeans* 

While the experimental work on mary of the problems is not coicplete 
and additional problems await stui^y, the conclusions to date can be 
summarised in brief as follows: 

1«    The eaperimental program of eniEaeration of a representative 
sample of agricultural areas has demonstrated that this method 
is practical and can be adapted to n^et the needs for operations« 

2«    The enumerative ssethod can be integrated with the mail question- 
naire technique and will mitigate the principal weaknesses in- 
herent in the voluntary mail survey method. 
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3*    TbB enumaratlon of a large muiaplñ of agricultural areaa (15^000 
segments of betveen 60^000 and 75^000 farms) will provide current 
eetlaatee of the major crop acreages and of llTestock itezt» ty 
states, réglons, and for the United States« 

U*    The enumeration of a saacle of the sise Tlsuallsed here vould not 
provide reliable Independent estimates of the minor or specialtgr 
crops nor of major crops or livestock numbers at the county lerel» 

$•   L saiBple of this sise vould provide reliable estimates of the change 
in numbers of farms, fanns keeping livestock, and other types of 
farms«    Such measures are not possible vlth the present methods« 
Current data on farm nuisbers constitutes one of the major deficien- 
cies in the present service and one of the weaknesses in the 
present estimating mathods as related to livestock and poultxy 
numbers« 

6«    Ihe collection of objective measures of plant developsrent during 
the crop season on a large number of saü^ls fields can be' conpleted 
in tin« to be used in current monthly forecasts prior to harvest. 
This approach to crop forecasting is basically sound and practical 
once the fruit is formed»    In addition, as our kncwledge of crop 
and yield characteristics is increased, so it may be expected that 
additional refineiaants or lirprovemsnts will result in the future« 

7«    ühese techniques can be extended to additional crops, but coQsid^ 
erably Ëore stuciy is necessaxy to detexioine the significant 
measurable factors and to build ^^> a series that can be utilised 
for forecasting purposes« 

D«    EEPQRT CF ¿GRIDULTIEAL ESTDATES WORKINQ GROUP 

A divisiœaal woridLng group, consisting of ne Untrained statisticians 
from the Washington office and the field, analysed the research program and 
evaluated it in relationahip to the oveivall program of the Division«    Tbe 
group's report reocssmended a procedure for integrating the newer techniques 
into the regular operational program of the Division^    The coEplste roport 
of this tesk group is included cs 2rhibit C of this report«    This task groiq> 
recoBmended that the enuinsrative procedure be adopted as rapidly as the 
research results justdiy«    It also recoisaended that additional enphasis be 
placed on monthly msasuremsnts of crop development in a representative 
saDçle of fields to be used as a basis for isçroving the crop forecasts 
during the season. 

E.    PROPOSED PR0C21AM 

1«    Objective of This Program! 
The la tira te objective of this program is  to modernize the present 
agricultural reporting service to meet the needs of modem agri- 
culture, and to establish a basic organisation that can be readily 
adapted to future needs«    A^griculture is a basic Industiy affect>- 
ing the welfare of every individual and,  therefore, the econosiy of 
the entire Ration«    Modem industry is dependent upon reliable 
basic statistics for efficient pparations* 
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2#    Policy With Regard to Federal and State Responsibility for County 
Data 

In considering the report and recorannendations of the Agricultural 
Data Cornmittee^ vhich places major eicphasis on the developioent of 
statistics at the county level, it seems desirable first to estab- 
lish a definite policy with respect to the Department's position 
in developing such data«    The following general policy is there- 
fore recommended t 

a«    Federal Responsibility 

(1) The basic law under which the agricultural estimating 
service of the Department is conducted requires that 
estimates be prepared and published, by States, to pro-* 
vide a national report«    It is therefore a definite 
responsibility of the Federal Government to assume the 
costs necessary for that puipose« 

(2) In all cases where the conduct of a national program 
reqiiires the collection of data and preparation of 
official estimates by counties,  or other local areas, 
the costs of providing such data should be borne by the 
Federal Government« 

b.    State Responsibility 

Vhere the county or local area estimates, or additional state 
data, are solely or predominantly designed to be of benefit 
in serving the needs within a State,  the State will bear the 
expense of such project«    In the conduct of such State projects 
where the Federal and State estimating and reporting programs 
are Joined tx)gether in a cooperative service, the Federal 
Statistician in Charge will participate to the extent of pro- 
viding over^-all direction and coordination of the integrated 
program, -wherein the statistics collected imder the Federal 
program will be available for such further analyses as will 
inclement the State program«    The A^gricxiltural Marketing 
Service stands ready to enter into a cooperative agreement with 
aiy appropriate State agency to provide statistics on conmodi« 
ties of local interest on a State basis«    In those cases where 
individual States have need for detailed basic statistics on 
aiy canmodity not included in the naticaaal program and that is 
primarily of interest to the State,  they may present a project 
to the Depairtznent for consideration under the provisions of the 
Research and îferketing Act«    If  the project is approved and fimds 
are available,  the Departinsnt will Eatch on a 50-50 basis  the 
funds necessary for carrying on the project on a continuing basis« 

3»    Steps for D^avelopmsnt of Program 

The developíüent of the iiEsediate and long-time program is visualized 
in four principal steps«    In outlining these steps we have taken 
into consideration the findings and recoEsfôndations of the 
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i^grlcultural Data Coamlttee of the American Farn Economic Associa- 
tion^  the requests and recommendations made by the Advisoiy 
Committees of t^e Department, the requests made by the other 
agencies of government including Congress, and the analysis by the 
mesobers of the staff of the Agricultiiral Estimates Division« 

The first and the major step is in the nature of a capital outlay 
to bring the staff of the Division up to a level necessary to carry 
out a major addition to the program»    This vould cover the first 
two recomniendations made by the Agricultural Data Committee for 
more local data and increased precision in state and national 
estimates«    It would also correct Biany of the criticisms and 
effectuate many of the suggestions made by the Subcommittee of the 
House Agricultural Committee in its 1^52 investigation of the 
service«    Biis step is outlined in more det 11 in the next section 
under the heading "Project A* - ■Structure ior Providing Inçroved 
County, State, and National Data«» 

Ihe second step would provide for the strengthening and inproving 
the program of prices paid and prices received«    The structure for 
carrying out this step would be integrated with the staff developed 
for the first step«    It could, in fact, be considered as a part of 
the first step in that the proposed district enujaeratore would also 
cany a considerable part of the responsibility for operations of 
the acreage and livestock surveys«    there are some gaps in the 
price data presently available, and there is great need for iiîçixfving 
the sairqpUng base and therefore  the precision of the data provided« 
This step is outlined as Project B ^ "E^qpanded Agricultural Price 
Statistics." 

The third step,  outlined as Project C - "Speedier Release and 
Distribution of Reports", logically follows  the first two steps in 
that the speedier release of information and providing interia 
surveys would involve more personnel for operaticms«    Ihe facilities 
for carrying out the field siurveys would be necessary to provide 
the interim reports«    Ihe faster release of the data implies more 
analysis of the data in the States.    If projects A and B are iuple-^ 
mentad first,  the principal additional items of expense for project 
C would be a system of comnunications and possibly the expense of 
electronic cocgputing facilities« 

The fourth step - Project D, "Additional Data and Services Needed", 
provides for coordinating the effort«  to obtain these additional 
data with the facilities developed under Projects A, B, and Cm    The 
exact methods and procedures for neeting these detailsd needs can 
be developed inore economically as the preceding projects are 
iiEplemented«    In the development of the over-^ll program it is 
particularly ijsportant that projects A and B be firmly established« 

Section U, following,  outlines in laore detail the ijadividual 
projects. 
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H* PBOPOSED MâJOR PHÛJBCTS 

Prolect A • Structure for Providing Additional and Improved 
 ^ "* Coxmty, State, and national Data: 

Object - To provide, 

a« Additiona. and improved estimates of acreage, yield, and pro- 
duction of major crops and livestock ntnnbers by species at the 
county, state, and national levels that are necessary for the 
deteiTnination of local and national agricultiural policy and to 
meet tne needs for local data in the administration of national 
programs« 

b* Estimates of total cropland, changes in numbers of farms and 
fauns keeping livestock, and farm ençloyroent,by States« 

c» A basic organization for carrying out future steps in the long- 
range development of agricultural estimates by strengthening 
the system of voluntary reporting and providing the necessary 
facilities for obtaining annual interview surveys at the state 
and national levels, and to conduct special s\xrveys  as required 
from tune to tune for special studies or investigations pro- 
vided for in otner agencies of the Department» 

l^eed for the Service - 

The studies of the Agricultural Data Committee have indicated a 
widespread need for more detailed basic statistics at the state 
and local levels by research workers and extension specialists 
in carrying out tneir responsibilities under the program of local 
farm planning and par.ogram projection at the local level« This is 
a national program iiïç)lemented by special authorization and appro- 
priations from Congress 2 years ago. In practically eveiy State 
wnere this work has been unaertaken the State Statistician's office 
has been called upon to provide detailed basic facts necessary to 
cany out tne program, in only a few cases has the Statistician 
been able to proviae the data requested. Various Inaustries that 
ax^  concerned with serving farmers, local banks, and farmers« 
cooperatives have expressed a need.for statistics at the local 
level. The Department of Jlgriculture, in carrying out its respon- 
sibilities under the Acreage Allotment Program has an Increasing 
need for more accurate state and county statistics in arriving 
at proper county acreage allotments. The Soil Bank Program has 
vrldened tne need for county acreage and ylela estimates as well 
as estimates or total cropland, acreage of forage crops, and 
cnanges in tne number of fanns. Tnere is also a widespread need 
for reliable infoiiaation on farm practices, tne extent of mechani- 
zation, tne use of fertilizer, and related data^ The Agricultural 
Estimates Division, in carrymg out its responsibility, is in need 
of facllxtxes for more accurate determination of some of the basic 
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trends, as, for exainple, th© choange in the total number of farms 
am f anus keeping livestock» Also needed are data to provide addi- 
tional and improved statistics at county, state, and national 
levels concerning livestock numbers by kind, ,age groups, etc. 
The present organization is entirely inadequate to meet these 
requirements. 

Forecasts of proauction during tne growing season are important 
factors affecting tne market for agricultural products. These 
projections are also used in deteimining policy and may affect 
the level of support prices for the market year. For these 
reasons it is of great importance tnat tnese forecasts be based 
upon tne best and most comprehensive int^ormation it is possible 
to obtain at tne time forecasts are made. It is, of course, 
recognized that it is not possible in the foreseeable futxire to 
predict with any degree of certainty tne long-range effect of 
weather and other natural phenomena, but it has been snown by 
research in the Agriculttiral Estimates Division that certain 
physical factors that are measurable during tne growth of the 
plant are indicative of the potential proauction. Such laeasure- 
ments taken at regular intervals furnish a means of determining 
the basic factors affecting production arxi thereby establishing 
the basis for improving tne forecasts when employed on a broad 
scale« 

Method of Procedure - 

For its rsBii  data the Division is dependent aljnost entirely upon 
tne voluntaiy cooperation of fanners ana otner reporters who sub- 
mit their questionnaires by mail^ This is an economical method 
ana one that has worked qi ite well over a period of years, but 
like all methods, it has some linnitations. It is anticipated 
that this procedure would be strengthened hy more intensive work 
on the reporting lists and supplemented with some new procedures 
and methods that have proven their dependability in otner statis- 
tical agencies and by tne researcn tnat has been carried on by 
the Division of Agricultural Estimates since 19i)U* 

A sample covering some öO to 75,000 farms,  scientifically distrib- 
uted to be representative of tne US  States, would be established 
to strengthen the basis for state and national estimates. This 
sample would be enumerated completely each spring to obtain acre- 
age of crops planted and livestock numbers, ana partially enum^ 
erated in the fan to obtain final acreage harvested, yields, and 
end-of-the-year livestock ihventories. The large-scale mail in- 
quiries presently carried on would be ijnproved and continued as 
an ojitegrated part of the enumerative surveys to add strength to 
the total information which would be necessaiy íQ order to arrive 
at more reliable estimates of crops and livestock by countieso 
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A series of objective crop meaôurements on a large sample of 
fields drawn to be representative of the crop in question would 
be carried on during the growing season and checked against final 
production at harvest time* These measurements would become the 
basis for the development of more 6b;]ective forecasting formulas 
used in the program providing current information on production 
prospects« 

The personnel of the Division^ both technical ana clerical, would 
need to be expanded substantially in each of the kZ field offices 
of the Division« Sui)ervisory personnel would be added at the 
national headquarters to give over-all direction and tecnnical 
assistance to the field operating staff« The added personnel 
would be used to develop the basis for and prepare the needed 
county statistics covering the major crop and livestock items« 
This strengthening of the basic staff would place the Division 
in position to implement subsequent phases of the long-time plan 
for the development of the services of the Agricultural Estimates 
Division« 
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Project B - Expanded Agricultural Price Statistics 

Object - To strengthen AgricoLttiral Price Statistics: 

a. By initiating a thoroioghly modernized method of collecting 
data on prices received and prices paid by farmers to sup^ 
plement and^ to some extent^ replace the existing system, 
which is based largely upon tne use of a mailed question- 
naire» 

b. By expanding coverage to include prices for important com- 
modities for wnich price data are not available or for wnich 
existing data are inadequate» 

c# By providing more timely data by eliminating delays in the 
present operation» 

Need for the Service - 

The need for adequate and reliable statistics on agricultural 
prices is obvious since these prices provide the basic data for 
computing parity prices, the official indexes of Prices Received 
and Prices Paid Tjy Farmers, for evaluating farm production, for 
computing gross and net farm income, and for many other purposes» 
The present program represents about the best balance and the 
maximum over-all coverage that can be attained with available 
resources, and the data provided by this program have provided 
Important guides to policy and programs over the years» Never- 
theless, there are éeveral fairly serious deficiencies in the 
pi^ogram, namely: 

a» The lack of general application of the modem statistical 
techniques of probability sampling and enuraerative data col- 
lection in tne field of price statistics» 

b» Delay in processing quarterly prices paid data. 

c» Serious gaps in tne commodity and service fields for "tdiich 
price data are available» 

d» Weak spots respecting data for particular commodities* 

The uses made of the data on prices received and prices paid by 
farmers affect so many important programs and policies that the 
ii7Ç)roved techniques of probability sampling and enumerative data 
collection snould be adopted to supplement, and in some cases to 
displace, the present system» 
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Present operations preclude the current use in the computation 
of tne Parity Index of data collected quarterly from over half 
the States in the months of March, June, Septemberj and December« 
Sucn data cannot be utilized until a month later, owing to limited 
data processing facilities« This delay should be eliminated by 
expanding the facilities for processing the available data« Sev- 
eral important groups of commodities are not covered by the cxir- 
rent data collecting program« Forest products, which are a sub- 
stantial source of income to faimers, should be brought into the 
data collection program« Prices paid for medical, dental, and 
hospital services, for repair and maintenance of heavy fana 
machinery, custom rates for combining, hay baling, corn picking, 
and prices paü for veterinary, recréâtionl, and personal services 
are not covered by ciirrent price series, but comprise sizeable. 
expenditures and shoiald be included in the program as soon as 
possible« 

Information concerning fann construction am the quantities of 
various kirns of materials used therein is very limited and 
shooiLd be supplemented by additional basic data« Prices paid 
at mail order houses are clearly sufficiently important to be 
covered by the price series« 

Generally speaking, neither the data for prices paid nor for 
prices received are adequate for œeting the many demands for 
data applicable to ai^as smaller tnan a State« Here again is 
a need for far greater intensity in the program« 

Method of Procedure - 

The proposed plan contemplates the employment of a corps of 
price enumerators in each State, usually one enumerator to each 
price reporting district (there are generally 9 districts per 
State)« These enumerators, operating under tne guidance of the 
State Statistician, would make periodic contacts with dealers 
and mercnants selected under a scientific sampling scneme to 
ascertain prices received by faimers and prices paid by farmers 
for the various commodities, and would base tneir reports to the 
fuTLest extent practicable upon documents of sale. Once tne new 
program is in operation, the mechanism wuld be available to 
remedy the existing gaps in data and coverage consistent with 
available facilities« 
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Project C - Speedier Release and Distribution of Reports 

Object - 

a»   To speed up transmission of data from the Stabe offices to 
Washington^ data processing iii Washingtonj and distribution of 
reports to farraers and the general public* 

b»    To provide more frequent reports during critical periods on 
situati<Äis brought about by drouth,  floods, freezes, and the 
lite. 

Needs for the Service - 

Farn»rs submit their crop reports to the State Agricultural Statistician 
as of the first of the month and these form the basis for the 
Government• s crop report released in Washington on the 10th of the 
month*    Thus, there is at least a 10-day lag betvjeen the time the 
farmers make their report and the release of the government crop 
report in Washingtto*    This time is now required for tabulation, 
analysis, and preparation of the reports,  and transmittal time throu^ 
the mails from crop reporters to State offices, and between State 
offices and Washington*    Frequently conditions change drastically 
during this 10-<ïay period because of freezes and other severe 
climatic changes and the government reports vmder present operating 
procedures cannot reflect these changes* 

There is also a persistant demand of long standing that the Department 
release crop reports so that the first of the month estimates are in 
the hands of users in less than 10 days'   time*    The conplaint is that 
in our modem world important decisions cannot be postpoaed as long 
as 10 days while the reports are being processed* 

Method of Procedure - 

It is proposed that certain data be transmitted to Washington frca 
the State offices by telegraph in secret code*    This could be done 
before the analysis  of the data is conç)leted in the State offices* 
Data processing in the Wasliington office might be expedited by modem 
electronic coirputing devices*    Tests of such equipment indicate that 
considerable  time might be saved by the use of these machines*    As 
further tests are still being made, no recommendation is made now for 
the purchase of such equip^nant«    But experience to date indicates that 
a great deal of attention mist be given to mechanization in the r^ar 
future* 

Although the Washington and State offices issue a tremendous volume 
of information, pronjpt distribution is  impeded "^y time required to 
prepare, reproduce,  and mail the releases* 
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One difficulty is the delay in getting reporte maued to the public* 
This frequently takes as much as 10 days* Nearby field offices 
receive mailed material promptly* but delays of 2 days (more when 
release is made late in the week; are common for more distant offices» 
Reduction in transmittal time to distant State offices can be accom- 
plished only through telegraphic means« Statistical data would be 
telegraphed following official release in Washington. 

Delays in release of information after it is received in State offices 
can. In most cases, be overcome only by an increase in facilities 
and personnel» For example, the time involved inpreparing copy for 
reproduction in field offices could be induced throu^ the use of 
typewriters that copy from teletype tape. 

Facilities made available to speed up communications between 
Washington and the State offices would be important in emergency 
situations calling for more frequent reports than those regularly 
scheduled» In addition, the operational machinery proposed under 
Project A could be eirployed for on-the-spot surveys» Such surveys, 
combined with facilities for rapid communications would enable the 
State Statistician to appraise special situations as they arise and 
permit reports to be transmitted to Washington and released to the 
public with a miniiaim of delay» 
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Project p - Additional Data and Services Needed 

Object • 

To provide additional data needed at oounty, state^ and national 
levels for a wide range of subject matter not now provided or 
provided with insufficient detail, accuracy, or timeliness* 

Weeds for the Service - 

There is an ever-increasing demand from business groups, far» 
organizations, colleges,  gavemmental agencies, and the general 
public for factual information on more items and in greater 
geographical and subject-matter detail*    The stresses and strains 
of our modem conç>lex economy require reliable data of a type not 
formerly considered essential*    These demands occur in all aspects 
of the work of Agricultural Estimates Division*    For eocample, in 
respect to fruité and vegetables^equests for greater scope include 
estimates of production by counties and smaller areas, utiJ-ization 
of production, estimates for small fruits and minor vegetables and 
most of all, a count of bearing tree numbers*    The latter was 
given top priority by the Industry Advisory Groi^*    For livestock 
and poultry additional details by kinds, weight classes, age groups, 
etc* are persistently requested*    Special emphasis is placed on 
the Deed for data on weekly placements of nonbroiler chicks, 
quarterly or monthly data on sow farrovings, and cattle oa feed in 
all States and for breeds of livestock*    A multitiide of detailed 
statistics are requested for a wide range of field crops, including 
seeds by varieties, stocks on and off farms, quality and utilization 
of production, storage facilities, and irrigated and nonirrigated 
acreages•    The list of additional dairy products for which there 
is a pressing need is a long one*    It includes  such items as 
monthly estimates of production of evaporated whole milk, nonfat 
milk solids, per capita consumption, and an index of current month- 
to-aonth changes in sales of fluid milk products*    There are 
nuit^rous additional items for which repeated requests are made, 
such as number of farms, and number of farms producing specific 
crops or livestock, fana esnployment, by States, ccsmnodities held 
in cold storage for 30 days or more, and so on*    Details concerning 
types of additional data needed are shown in Exhibit E of the 
Addenda to this report* 

Method of Procedure - 

It is proposed to undertake additional work as the basic organization 
is developed under Projects Aj B, and G*    The additional personr^l 
provided under these projects will, after the new basic procedures 
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are established, permit readjustment of the entire program, and 
furthermore, some additional programs would be possible without 
expanded facilities« On the other hand, many of the additional 
services would require added facilities as,for example,the 
periodic inventories of fruit tree ntmibers, monthly exrplcyment 
on farnm by States, varietal breakdowns on seed crops, and similar 
specialty crops# With the expanded organization it is believed 
that such sTxrveys can be carried on mach more efficiently than 
would be possible at the present time* To undertake any of these 
services without the basic organizations anticipated for carrying 
the fii^t project would be much more costly than would be the 
case othenrise» 

m.    SIMH&RY AMD RECOfMENDàTIOIS 

k.   SUMK&RT 

It appears svidentt 

1^   That the demands of farmers, fain organizations, colleges. 
State and Federal government agencies ^ bx:isine8s concems, and 
the general public for more factual information on more 
subjects in greater detail and with isqproved accuracy repre» 
sent a real need» That the dynamic complexities of otir 
present day production and marketing problems require data 
of a quality and diversity not previously considered n&cessaz7# 
That statistics idiich long were considered serviceably 
accurate and adequate no longer suffice« 

2» That the present staff, facilities, and procediu:'es of the 
Agricultural Estimates Division are not adequate for curxent 
purposes and must be modernized if they are to v^et the dsmands 
of the present and the needs of the future« 

3« That a skillful blending of mail and interview surveys as out« 
lined herein is necessary to obtain the twin goals of greater 
coverage and inproved accuracy at the counlgr, state, and 
national levels« That the research work of the past 3 years 
indicates the soundness of the procedures recommended for 
inproving the agricultural estimating service« 

B« RECQMMEHDATIONS 

In view of the above considerations, it is recomn»nded that steps be 
taken as promptly as possible to implement "liie proposed program of 
expansion and laç)rovement of, basic statistical work of the DivisioQ 
of AgriciiLtural Estiiaates« 
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SELLING THE PROGRAM 

If the Long-Range Program was ever to be consummated, a number of groups 
had to be convinced that it was a realistic plan and not an impossible dream. 
These skeptics included the Budget Bureau, the Congress, and Department people 
including a large and influential portion of the Ag Estimates' staff.  The 
first meeting was with Ra3niiond T, Bowman, in the Executive Office of the Presi- 
dent, who was the top official in the government when it came to determining 
what could, and could not, be done in the statistical field. 

Meeting with Raymond T. Bowman, Head Statistical Standards 

On January 18, 1957, 0. V. Wells, Administrator of AMS; Omer Herrmann, 
Deputy Administrator, AMS; S. R. Newell, Director, Agricultural Estimates Divi- 
sion; and Emerson M. Brooks, Chief, Special Farm Statistics Branch, went to 
the Budget Bureau to present the Program.  The following notes recorded right 
after this meeting indicates some of the discussion that took place. 

"The meeting was  held  in  the office of Mr,   Raymond  T. Bowman^ 
Assistant Director  of the Budget Bureau  for Statistical  Standards 
in  the Old State,   War,   and Navy Building on January  18,   1957  from 
2  to  4 p.m.     Present were Mr.   Bowman,   Walter F.  Ryan and Peyton 
StapPr   Assistants   to Mr.   Bowman;   O.   V.   Wells,   Omer Herrmann,   S.   R. 
Newell,   and Emerson Brooks. 

Mr.   Wells said in effect   'We want  to discuss a report  to be 
submitted  to Jamie Whitten.     Herrmann,   this  is  your show,   go ahead.' 
Herrmann outlined  the background briefly  then  turned  the session 
over   to Newell.     He handed out copies of  the short version and dis- 
cussed its  contents.     At   the  close of Mr.   Newell*s remarks,   I was 
asked  to describe  the operations  of the proposed project,   and I did 
so and made frequent comment  concerning operation procedures   through- 
out  the  two hour discussion. 

Mr.   Bowman seemed pleased with  the proposal^  but  talk of asking 
for $2 1/2 million more bothered him,   especially  since all  agencies 
have been asked  to withhold requests  for additional  funds.     He seemed 
enamored with  the idea of surveys  to provide regional  figures which 
would be  used  to  "true-up"  state and county  figures.     He seemed con- 
cerned  that   this  new procedure would be added  on  top of  the existing 
program with no elimination of mailed surveys.     I  told him I  thought 
it quite likely   that   the June Acreage Survey by mail  could in  time be 
eliminated,   but   that   the fall  mail   survey  would be  expanded  to pro- 
vide  the basis for county  estimates. 

Mr.   Wells   thought we are still  very  definitely  in   the  experi- 
mental  stage so far as  objective yields  are concerned.      'A  long way 
to go before being sure of what   to measure and how  to evaluate re- 
sults. ' 

I explained how an  estimate of acreage  can be obtained  from  the 
sample  itself.     I said something like  this:      'Theoretically what we 
did was   to  divide   the  U.S.   into small  segments  having,   on  the average, 
the  residences  of five farm operators.     We  did   this  across   the board, 
including cities,   towns,   rural  areas,   and  open  country.     Next we drew 
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a sample of these segments,   say 1  in 100.     In  the closed segment ap- 
proach  the enumerators visited each segment and accounted for  the 
size of each field  and  the  crop growing in  it at  the  time  of his 
visit.     This  procedure  found,   say,   30,000 acres  of corn.     It  is   then 
a simple matter   to obtain an estimate of corn acreage  in  the universe 
merely by multiplying 30,000 by  100  to give an  estimated 3,000,000 
acres.     It is  such an  estimate  that we are  told would have a  sampling 
error of  5 or  6 percent.     That is,  at  the one sigma  level   the esti- 
mate would,   2   times  out of 3 fall   within  3,150,000  acres  and  2,850,000 
acres.     Later I  illustrated how the  twin goals of greater accuracy at 
all  levels  and more estimates at  the county  level  could be achieved. 
I did  this by assuming  that 15,000 closed segments would give quite 
precise estimates at  the national  level,   estimates  of major crops  in 
major states with a  6% sampling error at  the state  level.     An improved 
estimate at  the Crop Reporting District level  which could be broken 
down  to counties by  expanded and improved mail  surveys. 

Mr.   Wells  seemed a  little disturbed over  the policy  statement 
which says or implies  that Federal responsibility  ends at  over-all 
supervision,   except when county data  are needed for  Federal programs. 
As I  understood it,  he  thought Congressmen might want  to go further 
than  that.     Mr.   Stapp was highly laudatory of work done since 1954. 
He mentioned especially  the intelligent procedure of going into an 
area  first for a Pretest,   than on a Research basis,   then semi- 
operational  and finally with full  scale operations.     He   (Stapp)   thought 
that I might be  unhappy if too large a  sum was  gotten  the first year. 
I pointed out,  however,   that  the money becomes  available on July  1 
and  the main survey starts  the following June  thus giving us nearly 
a  year to get  "tooled up".     To sum up: 

Mr.   Bowman and Mr.   Ryan seemed pleased with  the project. 
Mr.   Bowman was  concerned about need for additional  funds. 
Mr.   Bowman apparently considers  it a  long time program and 

that from now on  every new project coming up from Agricultural 
Estimates will  be reviewed from  the standpoint of how it fits 
into  this proposal. 

Mr.  Bowman apparently  thinks we are on solid ground  technically. 
Mr.   Bowman inclines  to a system of Regional  estimates  to which 

state and county data would concur. 
Mr.   Wells happy  to be pushing Budget Bureau rather  than other 

way around.      'It has  taken  20  years  to get  to  this position',  Mr. 
Wells said.     Apparently he believes  acreage  estimates  can be made by 
closed segment approach,   is skeptical about livestock,   especially  in 
West,   and  thinks objective yield work is definitely still  in experi- 
mental  stage." 

Report to Percival F. Brundage, Director of the Budget Bureau 

A surprise request came from Percival F. Brundage, Director, Bureau of the 
Budget, Executive Office of the President, dated March 19, 1957.  It was address- 
ed to Secretary of Agriculture Benson and read as follows : 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Bureau of the Budget 
Washington 25, D. C. 

March 19, 1957 

My dear Mr. Secretary: 

We are requesting statements on long-range statistical programs 
from agencies of key importance to the Federal statistical system 
in order to aid the Bureau of the Budget in more systematic planning 
of the Government's statistical program.  In the Department of Agricul- 
ture we would like to have such a statement for the areas covered by 
the Agricultural Economics Division and the Agricultural Estimates 
Division in the Agricultural Marketing Service and the Farm Economic 
Research Division in the Agricultural Research Service. 

The statements should be submitted to the Bureau of the Budget 
by May 15, and should include the following information for each of 
the major statistical programs conducted by the agency: 

(1) A brief description of the present program, and current 
annual level of expenditures; 

(2) Recommendations for a long-range program, to be developed 
over the fiscal years 1958 through 1962. 

The long-range program should evaluate important series in terms 
of uses of the data and include proposals for significant changes— 
such as, major revisions needed or corrections of present weaknesses— 
with indication of the timing contemplated, priorities among different 
items, and approximate cost estimates.  It should also include, for 
each activity, indication of any possible curtailments or discontinu- 
ances which can be foreseen at the present time. Any new statistical 
series or new fields of study which you contemplate should be included 
together with the indication of priority and cost. 

The primary purpose of the statements is to help the Bureau of the 
Budget develop an over-all plan for the Government's statistical pro- 
grams, taking into account improvements most needed in terms of present 
needs and uses.  Section 103 of the Budget and Accounting Procedures 
Act of 1050 and Executive Order 10253 direct the Director of the Bureau 
of the Budget: 

"... to develop programs and to issue regulations and orders 
for the improved gathering, compiling, analyzing, publishing, 
and disseminating of statistical information for any purpose 
by the various agencies in the executive branch of the govern- 
ment • " 
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Achievement of an improved and integrated program with proper balance 
among its component parts requires that plans be made with greater 
attention to interrelationships and relative priorities than can be 
given on a year-to-year basis. 

It is comtemplated that recommendations for long-range programs 
made at this time will be subject to modification in future statements. 
The estimates of future costs in the statement will necessarily be 
tentative:  they are intended to indicate the general magnitudes involved, 
not to serve as a basis for budget requests.  The timing for adoption 
of any part of the over-all plan will be subject to budget policy as 
announced for any specific year. 

I should appreciate it if you will let me know by March 25 who 
will have general responsibility for preparation of the statements. 
For the Bureau of the Budget, Mr. Raymond T. Bowman, Assistant Director 
for Statistical Standards, will serve as liaison officer in connection 
with the preparation of the statements by the various agencies. 

Sincerely yours. 

Is/     PERCIVAL F. BRUNDAGE 

Director 

The Honorable 

The Secretary of Agriculture 
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Ralph S. Roberts, Administrative Assistant Secretary, promptly returned 
an acknowledgement stating that Oris Wells, Administrator of AMS, would take 
the lead in preparing a detailed reply. 

This submission was no modest affair, but a full-fledged "proposal" to 
implement all aspects of the Long-Range Program—Projects A, B, C, and D.  It 
was intended as an indicative plan that presented the entire Long-Range Program 
as it would have been if, and when, fully implemented.  Although conceivably 
such an ambitious statement was a tactical error or, in modern parlance, count- 
er-productive, as it may have led the Budget Bureau to believe that the BAE 
was so unrealistic as to believe it actually expected to put such a mammoth 
program fully into effect in the following five years.  This was never intended, 
of course, and as future step-by-step budget requests would demonstrate, the 
BAE was not about to ignore the Russian proverb: "Never cut down a tree that 
you can't reach around as you couldn't carry it home." 

APPROXIMATE COST ESTIMATES, BY FISCAL YEARS 

;    1958 1959 1960 ;    1961 1962 

Projects 
:  In- 
• crease 

; Total 
.  In- 
crease 

; Total 
In- 

crease Total 
:  In- 
: crease \   Total 

In- 
crease 

Total 

A 1,763 1,763 \ 355 , 2,118 500 2,618 ~ \ 2,618 

B 1/100 1/100 100 200 100 ; 300 400 , 700 ' 800 : 1,500 

C 2/150 ' 150 4/300 450 4/300 • 750 

6/150 150 — 150 — 150 — \ 150 

IJ  83 83 — 83 — 83 — \ 83 

3/320 , 320 — 320 — 320 

D 5/250 250 — 250 

8/ 8A ■ 

9/ 73 

8A — 8A — 8A — 84 — 84 

73 — 73 — 73 ; !   73 — 73 

10/250 250 — 250 — 250 — ;  250 — 250 

Total 
Increase 

507 507 2,096 ' 2,603 925 ' 3,528 •  1,450 : 4,978 ; 1,100 " 6,078 

Current 
ADDroDrlation 

5,230 \  5,230 : 5,230 ; 5,230 5,230 

Total 
Appropriât ion 

5,737 ' 7,833 ; 8,758 10,208 11,308 

1/ Start of price enunierationB in 4 states 
2J Leased wire system 
V Continuing fruit tree inventory 
kj Mechanical data processing 
5/ Special farm labor program 

6^/ Cattle on Feed 
IJ Expanded seed program 
8^/ Weekly Weather Reports 
9^/ Expanded Poultry Statistics 

10/ Retirement 6 1/2% 
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Regional Training Schools Helped Acquaint State Offices With New Program 

As has been indicated variously, there was much concern among the profes- 
sional staff of the Crop Reporting Service as to what impact the proposed new 
program would have on the structure and work of the Agency.  This apprehension 
was apparent in both Washington and the field and was fed by many irritants. 
A troublesome situation resulted from the fact that Statisticians in charge of 
state offices were not as familiar with the new program as some of the younger 
members of their staffs.  Each State Statistician was asked to appoint two of 
his people as State Supervisor and Assistant State Supervisor, respectively, 
for the enumerative and objective yield surveys.  Obviously, if these men were 
to train and supervise their interviewers, they both had to attend the Regional 
Training Schools held twice each year.  Funds available were not adequate to 
have the Statistician-in-Charge also attend the training sessions, so often the 
Boss had no first-hand knowledge of the program and had to rely on second-hand 
information from his assistants.  This was particularly irritating to those 
State Stats who had assigned their newest and least experienced people to the 
project. 209/  It was not a desirable situation and to help alleviate it the 
site of Regional Training Schools was shifted around from one state to another 
—15 different places for the 23 Regional Schools between 1954 and 1960 inclu- 
sive.  The sites repeated were for Objective Yield Schools at Memphis and Topeka 
where crop conditions in late May were favorable for demonstrating field pro- 
cedures. 

The plan of shifting training sites around provided an opportunity to ex- 
pose the program on each occasion to a different host statistician and his 
entire office staff.  In addition, Statisticians-in-Charge of state offices in 
the vicinity of the Training School also were invited to participate as obser- 
vers and occasionally this was done.  Russell Handy said that attending such a 
peripatetic session in St. Louis when he was Statistician in Charge of the Ohio 
Office had changed his mind about the program.  His conversion became extremely 
important later when he was appointed Assistant Administrator of SRS. 

The training schools and the experience as State Supervisor or as Ass't 
State Supervisor, with responsibility for hiring, training, and supervising 
enumerators scattered over the state; organizing supplies; editing returns; and 
meeting deadlines; was excellent job training, and early in their career brought 
attention to those men with outstanding ability.  It may be significant that in 
1976 in every one of the 45 State Offices the Stats-in-Charge, and Assistant 
SIC's had, in their early years in the Service, attended a Regional Training 
School—some as instructors.  The same is true of the Administrator, W. E. Kibler; 
Deputy-Administrator B. M. Graham; Assistant Administrator, J. L. Olson and 
H. M. Walters; the Division Directors, Kirkbride, Stokstad and Caudill; and all 
of the Branch Chiefs and Section Heads, except, understandably, those in the 
Systems Branch. 

To save money, travel to the Regional Schools by automobile, especially 

209/ At the 1958 Regional Training School in St. Louis, Missouri 14 of the 
25 State men were in grade GS-7 or lower and only 2 were GS-12's. 
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government autos, was standard practice and, wherever it appeared feasible car- 
drivers were instructed to pick up a couple of men in another state enroute to 
the meeting. 

When the expanded statistical program got underway on a research basis in 
1954, Brooks, Henderson, Wallrabenstein, and Hendricks formed the basic train- 
ing crew, but were effectively supported by H. M. "Scotty" Walters of the Dairy 
Branch, and Robert Hobson, Jack Morgan and Glenn Suter.  From 1956 to 1961 Brooks, 
Bruce Graham, Harold Huddleston, Glenn Suter, Chris Stokstad and Ross Packard 
were regular instructors in every Regional Training School during this period. 
Harold Huddleston, that genial and erudite "Math-Stat" and sampling expert, 
beginning in 1955, attended more of the Training Sessions up to 1961, than 
anyone except the Chief of the Special Statistics Branch who was responsible 
for Field Operations and, of course, made them all.  Bruce Graham, who came on 
stream in 1957, became recognized as an excellent trainer and even played the 
role of an enumerator when the documentary movie, "The Fact Finders" was made. 
His ten years in State offices and his Master's Degree in Statistics from VPI, 
coupled with his outgoing personality and tremendous energy made him a most 
likeable and effective Chief of Field Operations on the Enumerative and Objec- 
tive Yield Surveys.  Additional instructors included a procession of talented 
young men all of whom went on to high positions in the agency or elsewhere.  In 
addition to those already mentioned and in the order of their first appearance 
on the podium, beginning in 1957, included; Bruce Kelly, Joe Herman, Earl 
Houseman, Charlie Burkhead, Wally Kirkbride, Harold Philips, William Hudson, 
J. Richard Grant, Robert Moats, George Ferrell, Billy Brunk, Jim Kendall, 
Charles Caudill, Elbert Schlotzhauer, and Dick Schrimper. 210/ 

The "top-brass" i.e. Director S. R. Newell, Glenn D. Simpson and R. K. 
Smith, got to a session occasionally. 

The Statistician-in-Charge of the State Office in the city where the Region- 
al Training School was held was designated as the "Host" and made arrangements 
for hotel accommodations, conference rooms, supplies, stenographic and typing 
assistance, and all the innumerable details that have to be taken care of for 
such a group.  During the seven years, 1954-60, these gentlemen served as Host, 
always effectively and in good humor; their wives, of course, being the unsung 
heroines of the conferences; Archie and Mary Langley, Ga., Ted and Vivian Marsh, 
Tenn.; Joe and Ida Ewing, 111.; Ray and Melrose Converse, Miss.; Robert and 
Clarabelle Straszheim, Ind.; Arnie and Martha Nordquist, Nebr.; Al and Claudia 
Brittain, Mo.; Miles and Helen McPeek, Ark.; Hubert and Lois Collins, Kans.; 
J. C. and Lula Garrett, Ala.; and Don and Sylvia Pittman, Okla.  It was custom- 
ary to leave behind a box of candy or some other form of lagniappe as a token 
of appreciation, but too often even this little gesture was over-looked in the 
rush and confusion of departure.   These Regional Training Schools not only 
imparted know-how, but undoubtedly also generated esprit-de-corps and empathy. 

210/  Based on SRS records:  "Attendance at Regional Training Schools". 
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Educational Sessions With Commodity Branches 

Another effort to elicit support for the proposed Long-Range program was 
made by holding explanatory and discussion sessions with the five other branches 
in the Washington office.  Also their professional staffs were invited and 
urged to get involved in various operational aspects of the program.  A number 
of men did this, going to Regional Training Sessions and assisting state offices 
with their training schools and in supervising enumerators.  They made a real 
contribution, especially during the period 1954-61 when the project was new 
and not well understood, and when many state offices had not yet been staffed 
adequately to handle such a large undertaking as the June Enumerative Survey 
at a busy time of the year.  The Field Crops Division had the most men involved 
and, of course, had the biggest stake in the success or failure of the program. 
The Dairy Branch had perhaps the least to gain from the expanded program but 
its staff helped out, too. 

Participation of the Budget Bureau 

The understanding and support of the Budget Bureau was all important and 
invitations to attend Regional Training Schools, and observe the State work, 
were extended, and Walter Ryan and Ray Nesenbine actually did this.  In retro- 
spect it appears that more might have been done to gain better acceptance of 
the project by the Budget Bureau despite the general feeling that it was a 
closed shop. 

Review of Program at Regional Meetings 

At Regional meetings held in Atlanta, Georgia and Lincoln, Nebraska, in 
1957 to train State Supervisors for the June Enumerative Survey, the Newell 
Report to Congress was reviewed and possibilities indicated how it might be 
implemented.  On the way back from Lincoln, a visit was made to the Wisconsin 
office in connection with the Foreign Training Program, and while there a talk 
was given to Ebling's office staff about the Long-Range Program.  Afterward 
Ebling proposed that the talk be put into writing.  This was done and submitted 
to Mr. Newell in a memo dated June 10, 1957, which is included in the appendix. 
Mr. R. K. Smith reviewed the statement and his comments are also' included in 
the appendix.  These two documents are about the only ones available that give, 
in juxtaposition, the pros and cons of the proposed Long-Range Program as they 
appeared to two people in 1957.  R. K. Smith, Deputy Director of the Agricultural 
Estimates Division was, of course, the most influential dissenter.  Over a long 
period in Washington, he had created the image of being the fieldmen's staunch 
defender against the imposition of wild ideas and far-out programs.  There was 
enough truth in this to keep the imiage green. , 

"R. K." had an Illinois farm background, a degree in Agriculture, an at- 
tentive, acquisitive, retentive, precise, active mind, an abiding interest, in, 
and thorough knowledge of, the regular work, persistent and meticulous attention 
to detail, and an overriding dedication to assure perfection in the Agency's 
reports.  His personal habits were ememplar.  There were many pluses in his 
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outstanding career, but they didn't add up to his great potential which should 
have made him a giant in the Department and in the statistical world.  He was 
innately conservative, but the albatross that he could not shake was his in- 
flexibility.  He had no difficulty making up his mind, and willingly stated his 
conclusions frankly and with calm equanimity.  Getting him to change was more 
of a problem as he could parry thrusts effortlessly and skillfully.  At times 
people who tried to break down his premise with this argument or that, would 
be somewhat in the position of a child whose fingers had been smeared with 
molasses and given a feather to play with—all they could do would be to roll 
the feather from one hand to the other and back again. 

NATIONAL CONFERENCE, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, 1957 

The biggest effort to gain acceptance of the proposed Long-Range Program 
was a National Conference, the largest the agency ever held, and the first since 
the memorable one in St. Louis nearly twenty years earlier, in 1938.  A memo 
sent in January 1957, to all the state offices solicited recommendations con- 
cerning "subject matter, length of sessions, and procedure." 211/  The response 
was voluminous and "every possible effort was exerted to arrange a Conference 
that met the requirements listed by the Field Offices." 212/ Mr. Simpson, 
Deputy Director, said: 

âAui 

R. K. Smith, A Crop Reporting 
Service Strong Man, 1927-1968. 

211/  Conference Papers Part A. 
212/  Ibid, p. 3. 
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"Mr. Newell  has stated  that he wants  every person  to feel  free 
to speak his mind regardless  of whether  anyone agrees with him or 
not."  213/ 

Despite this invitation, the 3 1/2 day Conference developed no heated ex- 
changes and the sessions were a model of orderly discussion of the Conference 
theme, "Quo Vadis," that had been suggested "almost simultaneously" by Royston 
and Stauber; and pursuit of the Conference goal which Simpson stated was "to 
carry out forthright and objective discussions of the major problems facing 
the Agricultural Estimates Division." 214/ 

About a third of the Conference scheduled time was devoted to the Long- 
Range Program.  In his opening address, the Director of the Division, S. R. 
Newell, gave a "Review of Events Bearing on the Future of the Division" and 
later, in his ''Blueprint of the Long-Range Program," Newell spelled out the 
principal aspects of Projects A, B, C, and D and what they might reasonably be 
expected to accomplish over time.  Special emphasis was given to Project A as 
its implementation was considered essential if other parts of the program were 
to be accomplished, and because it had aroused the most doubts about it ever 
being brought into being.  Newell stated: 

"Project A I regard as  the first and basic step in  the develop- 
ment of our program.—J might point out first of all  that our estimates^ 
based on present day  costs indicate  that we would need  2 and 1/2 mil- 
lion dollars net increase to our appropriation  to implement  this 
program.     Each state would be provided with  the personnel,  both 
technical  and clerical,   to set  up and operate on a  continuing basis 
a large-scale probability sample.     It would provide for  the employ- 
ment of enumerators,  also on a continuing   basis,  for enumerating 
this sample completely in June to obtain acreage planted,  livestock 
numbers,   farm labor,   and perhaps other  things  that could be collected 
through a general purpose sample of this sort.     It would provide for 
reenumeration of a subsample of  this  large sample and such other  items 
as might be adapted  to  this survey.—Admittedly,   this  enumerative 
survey would not be of sufficient size  to be used for  county  estimates 
per se.     It would,  however,   aid materially in arriving at reliable 
State figures and furnish a guide for a breakdown by  counties.^   But 
I want  to make it  very clear  that it was not ever anticipated  that 
we could get an enumerative sample of sufficient size for county 
estimates.     The sample we are  talking about would ,  however,  give us a 
basis for estimating numbers of farms and  the changes  that are  taking 
place.     It would provide us with estimates of total  land in farms. 
It would provide a better basis for estimates of farm employment.— 
We would,   of course,   continue our mailed  inquiries,   but I am sure 
that with  the large-scale probability sample available we would 
find it possible  to make material  improvements  in our mailed inquiry 

213/  Ibid, p. 3. 
214/  Ibid, p. 3. 
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techniques.     Instead of lessening the importance of the State Statis- 
tician's office as has been suggested by some,   I firmly believe  that 
each Statistician would find himself in a much more strategic or 
stronger position within his own State and nationally  than he is at 
the present  time.''  215/ 

During the Conference each Branch was given a chance to express its hopes 
and aspirations for its segment of the Ag Estimates program, and to reflect on 
the potential application of the proposed Long-Range Program, which, as their 
comments make clear was still very definitely considered as research.  The 
Field Crops Branch had been the most heavily involved in the project up to that 
time and, if the program was fully implemented, would be effected more than any 
of the other Branches.  It was fitting, therefore, that the Chief of the field 
Crops Branch, C. E. Burkhead, would be scheduled first to comment.  Here is a 
brief excerpt from his talk: 

" Field Crops work is  entering a new phase of existence.     We 
must admit  that many  and perhaps radical   things must be  tried  to keep 
pace with a seemingly changing world.     The public demands more services 
across  the board.     State estimates no longer meet   the full  needs of 
the public.     We are continually getting requests for information on 
irrigation and other cropping practices—such as summer fallow and 
continuous  cropping—even a breakdown of acreage and production by 
varieties.     The mere mention of county  estimates makes one shudder— 
but  to further break those data down into still  finer parts  chal- 
lenges  the imagination of any Statistician.     But we must face it! 
The  task is  upon  us—apparently  to stay." 

Burkhead then listed 25 items for "immediate and long-range thinking," none 
of which related directly to the proposed research program.  That appraisal he 
left to two members of his staff who had been asked to present papers on the 
"Impact of the Long-Range Program on Current Operating Procedures Relating to: 
'Food, Feed, and Legume Crops' (Kirkbride), and to 'Cotton and Specialty Crops' 
(Morgan)." In addition, five men from the field were invited to comment on the 
impact of the Long-Range Program and the future of the Division.  Brief excerpts 
are given from these papers. 

John W.   Kirkbride 
Field Crop Statistics Branch 

Programming for  the research and current programs has   just begun 
and many  cards must  yet be  turned before a  definite program can be 
finalized.— 

The June survey proposes  to obtain planted acreage of spring crops 
and some acreages remaining for harvest as well  as  livestock numbers. 
Does  this alter  our present mailed June acreage survey?     Yes,   it  could. 
In  those States where coverage is adequate  to provide State estimates 

215/  Ibid, Part A, pp. 44 & 45. 
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within  the acceptable error limitations,   the commodity could be deleted 
from  the June acreage card.     So-called minor crops would require  the 
continued use of a mailed or enumerative survey,  possibly in  the di- 
rection of emphasis on special  commodity surveys with  the opportunity 
to obtain information such as disposition,  monthly sales,  seeding rates, 
etc. 

The program would call  for  the enumeration of a sub-sample at a 
later date,  presumably in  the fall  to provide final harvested acreage 
and yield data.     Determinations need be made relative  to  the extent 
and  timing of this sub-sample.— 

Data for preparing county estimates must still come from the fall 
rural carrier survey. State and Federal Censuses. It is believed that 
the enumerative samples will give strength to the planted and harvest- 
ed acreage estimates at  the Crop Reporting district level.— 

The objective yield phase can still be called research. Contin- 
ued effort will be made to segregate those factors exhibiting correl- 
ation with final  out-turn.— 

In summary,  observations  lead us  to believe  that  the enumerative 
and objective yield surveys will become useful  tools in our estimating 
work,   largely in  the role of supplementing and strengthening our cur- 
rent program,  but will play  the role of a substitute for our  current 
program in only a  limited way.   215A/ 

J.   J.  Morgan 
Field Crops Statistics Branch 

Quo vadis?     The cotton research program has been underway for 
three  years.     During that  time we carried on  the regular cotton work 
on an independent basis.     That made sense!     Sooner or  later,   the  two 
programs must merge into one unified or coordinated program.     Such a 
program will  also have  to be a smooth working part of  the over-all 
Agricultural Estimates machine.     That makes  sense!— 

We doubt  that objective counts alone will be adequate for making 
the August   (cotton)  production forecast,  and have a  "wait and see" 
view point for September.     However,  I am convinced  the objective counts 
will  improve  the early season forecasts. 

What about  tobacco,  peanuts,  and such specialty crops as broom- 
corn?     The June  enumeration should be very satisfactory for estimating 
acreage of these crops where widely grown.     Extra  segments  could be 
added to the general purpose sample  to assure adequate coverage for 
specialty crops in some areas,  if we want  to pay  the cost. 

The mailed inquiry will  continue  to be of major importance in 
the expanded program.     The regular report,  minor crop estimates, 
disposition,  monthly marketings,   and a host of other reports will  have 
to be based largely on mailed inquiries. 

The expanded program will bring a host of new problems—enum- 
erator bias, careless enumeration, resignations of enumerators and 
many  others.     I am confident  that we can deal  realistically with any 

215A/  Conference Report, Part B, p. 85. 
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sampling or non-sampling errors with which we are confronted.     But— 
fortunately or  unfortunately—as I view the situation^  our major 
problem may be non-statistical. 

Our outstanding problems in merging current operations and new 
procedures are reluctance  to make changes and many other human  traits, 
If we view the situation realistically—with open minds,   and a strong 
desire  to really improve our program—I am confident new procedures 
and current operations will  mesh and result in a smooth-running and 
more  useful  crop-estimating machine.     That makes statistical  sense! 

Quo vadis?     "Where are we going?"     To me  the answer is,   "Our 
destiny is in our own hands."   215B/ 

Improving Mail Surveys 

The Extension Service likes to tell of the County Agricultural Agent who 
was explaining the benefits accruing to a farmer who participated in the Exten- 
sion programs, and the improvement in his farming operations that would result. 
The farmer listened politely, but when the Agent had finished the farmer re- 
sponded, "I am not farming half as well now as I know how!" That could also 
be said about some of the State Stats—they were not making as much use of 
their statistical knowledge as they could.  William E. Kibler, a bright young 
statistician from the Georgia office, one of a group of young men who had been 
invited to give their views at a special session of the Conference, gave an 
illustration of how indications from a mail survey could be improved by a rather 
simple tabulation and weighting of Rural Carrier Survey data by size groups. 
His talk was entitled "METHODS FOR IMPROVING INDICATIONS ON RURAL CARRIER LIVE- 
STOCK SURVEYS:" 

■ "It was  then apparent  that our Rural  Carrier sample was not re- 
presentative of the universe.     To test  this we combined  the reports 
tabulated in  the 1954 R.C.   Survey by size of herd and compared  this 
with Census data,  — Theoretically our R.C.   sample should follow the 
Census pattern but it includes  entirely  too many reports from large 
herds.     Carriers have a  tendency  to leave cards with farmers who are 
principally livestock producers  thus  eliminating many smaller herds. 
Too,   the smaller farmers  do not report as well  because  they feel   their 
one or  two cows are of little importance when  there are so many  large 
herds.     Our ratio per  cattle fa,rm from the Rural  Carrier was  21.85 
for 1954 while  the Census ratio was  13.88.     To eliminate the influence 
of the larger herds and poor sample distribution we have summarized 
the Rural  Carrier data for several  years by size groups and derived 
ratios for each  group.     These ratios  were  then weighted  together  on 
the basis  of number of farms within each group estimated from the 1950 
and 1955 Censuses.     The results of this   tabulation  look quite encourag- 
ing.     Using  the same sample in 1954  this method of summarization gives 
a ratio per farm of 13.54  compared with 13.88 for  the Census.     This of 
course is more representative  than  the  21.85 indicated from  the original 

215B/  Ibid, p. 86. 
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tabulation.     Too,  on  the basis of change indicated by  the ratios for 
1952,   1953,  and 1954  from the size group tabulations  it appears  that 
we could have reached  the Census level without pushing  the indications 
to  the limit and at  the same  time held our charts more in line for 
making future estimates.     As  time permits  this  tabulation will  be 
worked back to 1949  to obtain a series for use in preparing Ratio 
and Base year charts." 216/ 

Fruit and Vegetable Statistics Branch, Reginald Royston, Chief 

A close observer might have noticed that "Roy" walked with a slight limp. 
This resulted from his having lost a foot during World War I.  The circumstances 
were more ironic than heroic.  One night in boot camp "Roy", weary from a stren- 
uous day in the field, was lying on his camp cot when a rookie several tents 
down the line accidentally discharged his rifle and the bullet picked off Roy's 
foot as it sped by.  Royston was an eminently sensible person and his reports 
served fruit and vegetable producers effectively over many years.  At Kansas 
City he discussed: 

"Service Aspects of Fruit and Vegetable Reports": 
"Where are we going in  the field of servicing  the fruit and vege- 

table    industry with production and supply statistics?  — What are  the 
objectives of our statistical program?    The general  objective is  the 
same for fruits  and vegetables as for other agricultural  commodities— 
to provide dependable information on current and near-future supplies, 
— Coverage is quite important.     If our estimates do not cover all 
important fruits and vegetables and do not give  the production in each 
competing area  they are of limited usefulness.   — It is obvious  that, 
in dealing with highly perishable crops,  many of which mature quickly, 
the reports  should be frequent.     Here,   too,   we have made much progress. 
— After good coverage and frequent coverage,  comes fast coverage. 
Frequent and fast coverage,   combined,  mean  timely reports.   — The big 
question is:     How fast  can reports  on perishable crops be released?  — 
In my humble opinion,  no significant speed-up in  the distribution of 
fruit and vegetable reports will be achieved until  we have a   teletype 
system connecting our field offices with Washington,  D.C.   and with 
each other.   — 

In conclusion,   I want  to say a few words  about  the most  controver- 
sial  element in our reports—accuracy.   — J think it would be a mistake 
to  try  to evaluate accuracy  independently of  the other elements  that 
contribute  to  the serviceability  of the reports.     To me  the agricultural 
estimating machine is similar   to a  4-cyclinder motor,   the  cylinders 
representing good coverage,  adequacy of detail,   timeliness,  and accuracy. 
This  motor must be properly   tuned with  each cylinder doing its part  in a 
serviceable manner."   216A/ 

216/  Conference Report, Part A. p. 131. 
216A/ Conference Report, Part B, p. 49. 
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Perhaps some of the most important research being done was that in Cali- 
fornia and Florida on fruit.  The following excerpts from papers given at the 
Conference by George Harvey, California and Bruce Kelly, Florida, indicates 
what was being explored and the techniques and procedures being tested. 

The California Fruit Crop Forecasting Research Program, George Harvey 

"In 1950  the California field office began  to be confronted with 
requests accompanied by offers of resources,   to conduct research lead- 
ing to improvement in fruit  crop forecasts.     These forecasts were of 
the usual  nature covering locality,  major varietal  and more  timely 
forecasts,  but common  to all  was  the elimination of the occasional 
large errors—those on  the 10  to 15 percent level.  
Forecasts:      (1)   Experimental  objective forecasts have been made since 
1953 for Cling peaches and Bartlett pears;   various raisin crop esti- 
mates  since 1949;  pilot studies  of grapes  in  1950,   lemons  and walnuts 
in 1955 and 1956;   initial  field surveys of grapes in 1951  and 1956. 
Estimates of set,   and change in set,  have been made by  use of full 
tree and vine  counts  obtained by both   'strips'   and   'on  tree'   counting; 
by branch,  scaffold,   split scaffold,   and frame counts.     Many experi- 
ments have been  conducted  to perfect a   technique which would hold  the 
maximum counting error to   less  than  3%.      (2)     Development  of weighting 
or expansion factors for part-tree sample counts such as  trunk and 
tree-part circumference ;  photographs and sketches ;   bearing surface 
volume estimates by  tree heights and diameters of area covered. 
Adjusted Forecasts:     Fruit size increment surveys   (periodic surveys 
of fruit sizes). 
Basic Relationship Studies: (1) Dimension-volume-weight relationship 
of various fruit. (2) Degree of relationship between forecast volume 
of fruit per  unit as measured by fruit count and size,  or weight,  and 
harvest weight,  with and without introducing number of growing days.  
Estimating Surveys: (1) Count of raisin trays per 1/10 acre; average 
tray weights;   average moisture content of raisins on  trays;  sample 
count of raisin  trays  laid by  use of aerial photographs.  
Conclusion:     The California field office was requested  to enter into 
research  to develop more dependability  into early season fruit crop 
forecasts.     Once  the work was  started for  one fruit  industry, .others 
asked for it,  and it might be added,   all watch it with interest.     The 
reason may be because of the following,  quoted from the Sacramento 
Bee,  February 19,   1955:     He   (the speaker)   pointed out  that,  at  the 
beginning of the season prices were lowered as a record  crop had been 
forecast.     However,   it failed  to materialize  and many  were sold  at 
too low a price.     He explained  the record crop forecast was due  to the 
growers being fooled by a heavy bloom ." 216B/ 

216B/  Conference Report, Part A, p. 20. 
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Research Projects of the Florida Office, Bruce M. Kelly 

"Research in Floridaf  in the sense of developing methodology has 
been evolving for a number of years.     That  this research has been in 
the area of forecasting citrus production is because of the rapid  ex- 
pansion of the industry as well  as its size and importance  to the 
economy of the State.—The principal  difficulty with grower  estimates 
seems  to be a  tendency for growers  to under-estimate large departures 
from a normal  level  of production.     Consequently research was  insti- 
tuted  to develop other  information  to be  used  in conjunction with 
grower estimates with  the hope of narrowing  the range of forecasting 
error.     Several   techniques have been devised for   this purpose and 
tested^   among which are  the pick-out survey^   the row county   and  three 
related surveys consisting of the frame county   the limb county   and  the 
dual-purpose growth and droppage survey.     A brief description of each 
technique follows. 
Pick-out Survey:     From a  stratified random sample of about sixty 
cooperating packing-houses^  paired observations are obtained from 
production records of identical  groves  consisting of the number of 
boxes  of each  type of fruit picked  this  season and  that picked last.— 
Row Count:     The row-count is an ingenious adaptation of the crop-meter 
principle  to citrus.     Along routes  totaling 1,500 miles,  groves front- 
ing the road have been identified as   to  type and  the number of rows 
of trees  counted.—Observations based upon counts and measurements 
made of a sample of the entire fruit population have also been  used. 
This  type of approach was   thought  to offer  the greatest promise in 
making pre-season forecasts.— 
Frame Count:     The frame count,  which was  imported from California about 
1940,  provides an estimate of fruit density per unit  of bearing surface 
area.     The frame itself is  a  two foot square frame made of wood mounted 
on a support  three feet  tall.     This  frame is placed upright against a 
tree and the fruit coming within  the space formed by visually  extending 
the frame to  the tree  trunk are  counted.     About  7,700 such counts  are 
made in  650 sample groves  at a  cost  of about  $5,000,   and provides an 
estimate of the average number of fruit per frame  to within about  5%. 
This  estimate,  however,   is biased. 
Limb Count:     The limb count is an adaptation of a method devised by 
R.   J. Jessen for  selecting a   tree branch with a known probability. 
First,   the major branches  at  the  trunk are assigned probabilities 
and one is selected at random.     The branches  of the selected branch 
may be  treated similarly and  the process repeated until  a  limb of 
suitable size is selected.     An  unbiased estimate of the number of 
fruit  on  the  tree is given by multiplying the number of fruit  counted 
on  the limb finally selected by  the reciprocal  of the product of the 
probabilities assigned at each stage of selection.— 
Growth-Droppage Survey :     In  450 sample groves,   the  circumference of 
ten fruit are measured and  the dropped fruit  under  two  trees are 
counted and  thrown away.     Fruit sizes are estimated to within 1% and 
a  droppage per  tree  to within  10%.     The growth and droppage survey 
is made each month from August  to harvest at a  cost of about $1,000 
per month.— 
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Results:     Production estimates derived from the frame count since 
1950 have fluctuated more widely  than Board production.,    But  the 
relationship between  the  two has been reasonably good.     Last season^ 
the frame count indication for October was  93 million boxes of 
oranges with a Board final  of 91 million.     October  limb-count in- 
dications for last season were suprisingly close  to Board final. 
These objective indications are used in conjunction with grower 
estimates  to arrive at a recommended forecast."  216C/ 

Livestock and Poultry Statistics Branch, R. H. Moats^ Chief 

In his remarks on  "Present Program and Problems"^  Moats said in 
reference  to  the long-range program: 

"The expansion of the program,   as  outlined in  the report  to  the 
Whitten committee,  visualizes probability sample surveys once or  twice 
a year  to establish bench mark estimates for items  that are rather 
widely distributed.     These surveys should aid in estimating inventory 
numbers,  pig crops,  calf crops,   etc.     The report emphasizes  the need 
for continuing  to develop check data such as market records.     Further- 
more,   the program does not now contemplate special purpose sampling 
to cover specialized populations such as  slaughter plants,  hatcheries, 
cattle on feed,  etc.   — We need  to work out  the optimum combination 
of mailed and enumerative  techniques,  incorporating a feasible proba- 
bility sampling method,   to do  this  job most effectively.— 

Robert S.  Overton,  of the Livestock and Poultry Statistics Branch, 
gave some suggestions on ways  to improve estimating techniques.   — 
Under the topic  "A look ahead at some of the  things we should be 
thinking about in  the future". 

(1) I believe  that we should emphasize research in the appli- 
cation of machine  tabulation  to our livestock work.  
(2) I believe  that we should move farther  and faster  into  the 
field of quantitative marketing forecasts.  

Emmett Hannawald,  also of the Livestock and Poultry Branch,  in 
his  talk on improvements needed in Livestock check data said: 

'Inshipment data are needed on hogs,  as well  as cattle and sheep. 
The feeder pig movement has increased considerably in  the past few 
years'.  

There is another  thing which was not included in  the program that 
I would like  to  throw out for you  to be thinking about which is  the 
item which Mr.   Wells mentioned yesterday morning—the stepping up of 
the release date for  the January 1  Inventory report.     There has recent- 
ly been quite a  lot of agitation in Washington and elsewhere for step- 
ping up the release date of the January 1  Inventory report.     Most 
people who would like  to see a  change would like to see  the report re- 
leased at least by  the last of January—about  two weeks  earlier   than 
it is  currently being released."216D/ 

216c/ Ibid, p. 34. 
216D/  Conference Report, Part B, p. 67. 
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Research la Agricultural Price Statistics, B. R. Stauber, Chief 

In discussing research in price statistics,  Stauber said,   in 
part: 

"As  is  the case for other fields,   the Whitten Report has afforded 
an opportunity for agricultural  estimates  to lay before the Congress 
an objective report on  the character and limitations of the statistics 
being prepared in  the price area  of the work of the Division.     Person- 
ally I am  v^ery glad  to have had  this opportunity,  for I believe it 
provides one road—quite possibly  the only road—to achieving  the 
rather substantial  expansion and improvement  that is necessary  if we 
are  to serve agriculture as we should. 

This review leads  us  to  two main conclusions:     First,   the data 
that have been developed under our present program have provided 
important guides  to policy and action over  the years,  both for pri- 
vate individuals and for official  agencies and programs.     Millions 
of dollars have been paid out in support of price programs  upon 
levels  determined wholly or  largely by  these price data.     Ceiling 
prices during  two critical  periods were determined largely by  them. 
The price data  are used in calculating  the value of agricultural 
production,  both gross  and net farm income,  national  income,   and  the 
Gross National Product.     All  of these have played an increasing part 
in shaping both agricultural  and national  policies  for  two decades.  

The second conclusion is that notwithstanding what has been done 
and what is being done, there are several significant deficiencies in 
our program.  

1. There is a real  need for expanding  the application of modern 
statistical   techniques  of probability sampling and enumerative data 
collection.     The impossibility of assigning definite confidence limits 
to  the estimates  derived from our present program constitutes  a  ser- 
ious  deficiency,  and  it is one concerning which we have a real  obli- 
gation  to  take definite  constructive action. 

2. A second defect  in our present program is   the delay  in  the 
processing of quarterly prices paid  data.  

3. There are serious gaps in  the coverage of both prices re- 
ceived  and prices paid.     In prices received,   the biggest gap is 
forest products,   which are  very important in some areas of the 
country.  

4. A fourth deficiency relates   to weak spots  in data for par- 
ticular commodities.     I need not elaborate on  this,  for everyone 
here can name some prize examples  from his own experience.  

For  the short run and as a means of making a start in  the direc- 
tion of such a  long-range program,   we have had several  discussions 
with  the Bureau of the Budget's Office of Statistical  Standards,  as 
a  result of which an  item of  $100,000 was  included  in   the budget 
currently before  the Congress.     Whether  the item will  be approved is, 
of course,   not  clear  at   this point.     If it  should be  approved, 
however,   we contemplate initiating a program in four states,   distri- 
buted geographically   to represent different broad agricultural  regions. 
The operations would be  to some extent research in character,   in  the 
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sense at least,   that  to begin with,   some differences in approach may be 
advisable in   the different States, 

Whether  the Congress will  grant  the funds for  the coming fiscal 
year,   we should know shortly.     But whatever  the answer may be,   I feel 
we have made substantial  steps forward in presenting a  straightforward 
case  to  the Congress,  and in laying  the problem clearly before  them. 
I have no doubt  that in  the long run a program substantially along  the 
lines  we have outlined will  be adopted.     The needs of  the country  de- 
mand it,   and  the profession of statistics has  reached a point where 
anything less  cannot long be  tolerated."  216E/ 

The work of the Agricultural Price Branch suffered from an unfortunate, 
but wholly understandable, failure of most Agricultural Statisticians to have 
a genuine interest in the price work, and reluctance to rate its importance on 
a par with that of the "regular work" on crops and livestock.  Although, if 
pinned down, the Stats would agree on the importance of the Price program to 
the national economy and to the farmer, still it did not elicit their whole- 
hearted support and interest.  N. I. Neilsen, SIC California, in his talk on 
"Current Problems in Estimating Local Market Prices", discussed this matter 
quite frankly. 

"In  the  two States  in which I served,   the price work does  not 
seem  to rate quite as high or is  considered as  important as  the 
function of forecasting or estimating crop and livestock production. 
Just why  this is,   I am not  too sure,  but  the attitude exists pretty 
much down  the professional  line. Let me give you an illustration 
of the relative position of the price work in  the  two offices  with 
which I am acquainted,   and I hope Ray Hile will  not object  to my 
getting back into Oregon  territory a  little.     During the years  that 
I served in  that State we had no less  than seven professionals han- 
dling  the price work,   and it  seemed  that  the work always  landed in 
the lap of one of the youngsters. In other words,   we were in a 
perpetual  state of training with  the result  that our price work suf- 
fered.     In an effort  to correct  the situation,  I gave  the price work 
to a  lady in  the hope  that  there would be some continuity. However, 
I am now informed  that  the lady  in question has become so good  that 
Ralph Stauber wants her in Washington."   217/ 

Stauber had come to the Agency after World War II, as Chief of the Agri- 
cultural Price and Farm Labor Branch, and therefore, had not followed the 
traditional path from Jr. Statistician in a field office, transfer to one or 
more others, then into Washington as a commodity statistician, then back to 
the field again as Assistant Stat-in-Charge and finally as Stat-in-Charge, 
before taking over as Chief of a Branch.  Stauber attached much more signifi- 
cance to this sequential omission in his career than others in the Agency, and 

216E/  Conference Report, Part B, p. 27. 
217/  The "lady in question", was Marjorie Miller Armstrong, a very 
competent person indeed. 
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he apparently felt at times, even after twenty years of outstanding work, that 
he did not quite "belong".  But then everybody has to be a little foolish about 
something. 

Dairy Statistics Branch, B, H. Bennett, Chief 

Mr. Bennett allowed four of his assistants to present problems and plans 
of the Dairy Branch; Roy Potas who talked on Milk Production Estimates, W. D. 
Bormuth, on Manufactured Dairy Products Work; H. M. Walters on Increasing 
Participation of State Offices in the Fluid Milk Program; and I. E. Wissinger, on 
"Objectives and Problems of the Chicago Dairy Office Program". 

However, in his introductory remarks Mr. Bennett stated: 

"Due  to  the short period in which  to cover  the dairy work  this 
afternoon,  I am unable  to discuss  the many  things we have in mind for 
our dairy program in  the years ahead.     For  the most part,   they will 
require additional  funds and personnel  before  they can be put into 
full  operation.     However,   as  you,  perhaps,  have already found out,   a 
list of these proposed projects  are included in  the so-called Whitten 
Report of which  you have a  copy,   and which was discussed  this morning 
by Mr.   Newell   under  the subject   'Blue Print of the Long-Range Program'. 
It will   therefore,  be necessary  this afternoon  to devote most  of  the 
period  to  the discussion of our operational problems. " 

Impact of Long-Range Program on Current Problems at the State Level 

Miles McPeek 
Agricultural Statistician In Charge, Arkansas 

"Impact!   (I can almost hear it now) 
The impact of this  long-range program at  the State level  will  be 

terrific.     If we  take on many of these new jobs being proposed,   our 
facilities will  have  to be greatly expanded.     Personnel,   space,   office 
equipment,  automobiles—all   these will  have  to be substantially  in- 
creased.     Also,   the smaller offices such as Arkansas with nine clerks 
and four statisticians will have  to decentralize  their  operations,  and 
the larger offices may have  to further decentralize. 

In  the field of National planning for agricultural programs,   estab- 
lishing policy,  and making recommendations  to growers,  perhaps for some 
items,   the expanded reports for   the important areas  covering the bulk of 
the production would suffice.     A possible compromise between what we 
would like  to have and what can reasonably be done  considering costs, 
would be  to  limit  some of  this  expansion  to  the major States.     The re- 
ports  for  the important States  and   the  group  total  would represent   the 
bulk  of  the  U.S.   total  for  each  item,   and  should provide most  of  the 
information  that is  really needed for policy decisions  and recommenda- 
tions  to growers.     Just one example—the  22 States with weekly broiler 
chick placement reports produced 89 percent of the broilers in 1956. 
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It is mentioned in  "Exhibit  £"', however^   that  the weekly placement 
report is needed in  ten additional States.     Is  there really a pressing 
need for such an expansion? 

If some of the expanded data and services were confined  to States 
of major importance,  much good information  could be furnished.     At 
the same  time  the State offices would not be putting a  lot of  time on 
items  of minor importance.     States  in which an item was of minor im- 
portance could issue reports at less frequent  intervals or in less 
geographic detail.     It is realized that it would be more desirable 
to have all  field offices make  the same reports for each item,  but 
to do so would require more people and money  than  the compromise just 
mentioned.     There might be less  tendency  to spread our resources  too 
thin,   and we should be able  to do a better job of handling the major 
reports". 

Field Statistician's Views on the Long-Range Program 

Ray B. Converse 
Statistician In Charge, Mississippi 

"The long-range program,  as outlined in  the material prepared for 
the Sub-Committee on Agricultural Appropriations,  is a  commendable job 
and reflects a  lot of mature and  considerate thought of our problem. 
Yet,  I cannot help but be a  little disturbed about how the enumerative 
approach will  be overlaid or interwoven into our present program with- 
out creating a  greater burden in  the field offices  than exists at  the 
present  time,  keeping in mind  that we cannot overlook county or  local 
data needs.     I notice  that  the Price People propose setting up an 
enumerator in each of our  crop reporting districts for price enumer- 
ation work.     I am in agreement with  the move in  this direction.     It 
seems  to me  that such an approach might be carried even further and 
that we establish a   corp    of enumerators in every State;   with one 
enumerator  to about every four counties or an area of about a  50 mile 
radius.     Such an enumerator need not be on a  full-time basis,  but suf- 
ficient work should be available  to attract a well-qualified person. 
Such a person  then could be used to enumerate information on quarterly 
grain stocks,  monthly livestock slaughter reports,  monthly or weekly 
hatchery reports,  and even do some enumerating on our General  and 
Cotton Surveys,  as well  as acting as a  crop  "weather observer"  to 
mention a few. 

There are  two additional phases  of our work which must be given 
greater emphasis  in our future program.     One is better facilities for 
the  dissemination  of our  information.     Statistics,   regardless  of qual- 
ity or quantity,  are of little value unless made available  to  the 
public.     At  the present  time we certainly are not able  to do justice 
to  this  task.     Secondly,   I believe  that we should make a place in our 
program to provide greater emphasis  toward enlightening the public, 
particularly  the farmers,   of our purposes and functions and the value 
of our product  to  them.     This,   I believe,   has been a major limiting 
factor in  the effectiveness  of mailed inquiries. 
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In ending let me sayf  I do not believe  that we need offer any 
apologies for our past record.     The amazing part  to me is  that we 
have done so good with so little.     By and large^  we have performed 
a creditable job,  but we are now living in a world far different 
from that of 10  to 15  years ago.     Our present-day  economy not only 
needs,  but demands,  more and better facts. We must  therefore,   de- 
sign a  vehicle which will,  within a reasonable  time,  not only meet 
existing needs,  but also  those which will  arise in  the more distant 
future."   217A/ 

Proposed Future Program 

V. C. Childs 
Statistician In Charge, Texas 

"Jt certainly can* t be said  that Crop Estimates is not  enter- 
prising and forward looking.     The long-range program as outlined  to 
us  is all  of that.     A more scientific,  random sampling approach in 
much of our work is certainly desirable - with  the overall  objective 
of modernizing  the reporting service  to meet   the needs of modern 
agriculture. 

From a  field office viewpoint,  however,   I am concerned over 
where the major emphasis has been and continues  to be placed.     The 
program is not pointed  toward  the areas where demands  of modern ag- 
riculture already are much in evidence.     To name one specific point 
of high pressure,   - county  estimates are being called for on more and 
more crops and in greater detail   than ever before.     Except in States 
with satisfactory assessors  enumerations,  we have no basis  for pre- 
paring  these county  estimates with  the degree of precision required 
in  the administration of modern programs.     Basic data are woefully 
inadequate,   and cannot be developed by mail  inquiry alone,   or with 
present facilities.     Yet we continue  to expand  the program whenever 
an agency makes a request and is willing to contribute nominal  funds 
for  emergency office help.     It is merely added  to  the superstructure 
with no provision for strengthening  the basic foundation.  

The new programs  - particularly  those involving  the use of hired 
enumerators or interviewers  - have reached  the point where additional 
staffing and broadening of  the basic structure are needed across  the 
board.     The clerical  strain is felt particularly  in fiscal  and admin- 
istrative activities,  such as processing appointments,  preparing pay- 
rolls  and expense accounts for  the large number of enumerators.     These 
things  can't be handled by  temporary LA help.     The pinch is felt also 
in office quarters and equipment,  including furniture,  machines and 
autos.     Any  elasticity for absorbing added chores has  long since dis- 
appeared from most  field offices.     For  efficient  effective operation 
we need  to get away at least part of  the  time from  the state of chronic 
emergency  in which we operate."   217B/ 

211k/     Conference Report, Part A, p. 56 
217B/  Ibid, p. 63. 
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Viewpoints Regarding the Proposed Program 

Preston J. Creer 
Statistician In Charge, Texas 

"The report for  the Subcommittee on Agriculture Appropriations 
entitled^   'A Program for  the Development of the Agricultural  Esti- 
mating Service'   covers   three broad phases of operation.     These are 
the collection of data,   summarization and analysis,   and publication 
of estimates,     My remarks will   touch on some points of concern with- 
in  these  three phases,  

Collection of Data:     Most of the estimates and virtually all 
forecasts prepared and issued by  the Division are based on sample 
data.     And,   to date  the mail  questionnaire is  the principal  source 
of such data.     A new horizon is being opened with interview surveys 
and objective measurements  of plant  development,  but  the mail  ques- 
tionnaire will  be used quite  extensively for some  time  to come.— 
Collection of data by mail  has  limitations with respect  to certain 
measurements but  this method has  the definite advantages of speed 
and low cost.  

Interview Surveys:     As  the integration of interview surveys 
continues and reaches operational phases  in some States,  we,   in  the 
Western States,  hope this means of collecting data  will prove feasible. 
We realize it is  the answer  to measuring changes  in farm lands,   farm 
numbers,   farms with specific classes of livestock,  measuring response 
bias  in mail  surveys and many other phenomena.     We also realize that 
such surveys  will  be more difficult and costly  in Western States  Jbe- 
cause of so much public land,   the large farm and ranch operations  and 
poorer  landmarks for identification of segment boundaries.  

Summarization and Analysis:     Some pressures are developing for 
more expeditious release of information related  to specific dates. 
This may be accomplished,   to considerable degree,  by  telegraphic 
transmittal  between field offices and Washington.     It will  also re- 
quire careful  study of the work program in both  the field and Wash- 
ington offices. 

Publication of Estimates :     We  concur    with  the report  to  the 
Subcommittee on Agriculture Appropriations  that our  estimates should 
be released earlier.     Those with  the most frequency should have first 
attention.     A one or  two day step-up on monthly reports,  particularly 
those containing forecasts,   would mean more  to  the public  than a   ten 
day step-up in annual  reports.     Likewise,   the effort devoted  to step- 
ping up  the release dates on monthly reports  would be much more in- 
tense due  to short  time now used for  the necessary processes."  

The Future of the Division 

Robert E, Straszheim 
Statistician In Charge, Indiana 

"Timeliness:     The lapse of time between sending out an inquiry 
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and  the  time at which sufficient returns have been received at State 
office  to close a  tabulation is an element over which we have very 
little^   if anyr   control.     It requires a reasonable length of time. 
Last fall  we had the experience of having the Rural  Carrier Acreage 
cards  lay in  the post office almost a week before being dispatched.  

Accuracy and Cost   to Society:     The goal  of  the Division has 
always been  to provide  the most accurate estimates possible with  the 
resources at hand.     The long-range program of the Division should be 
designed  to incorporate  the best of known data  collecting and esti- 
mating  techniques  into a  coordinated program that meets  the need for 
agricultural  statistical  data with maximum efficiency,   i.e.   greatest 
possible accuracy within  the limits of resources  the public is willing 
to provide for  the work.     It would seem consistent  to me  that at least 
a part of our research effort might be directed toward developing pro- 
cedures for improving  the present  estimating methods.     A vast  exper- 
ience has been gained in  using mailed inquiries so  that possibly many 
of the present methods  can be modified and improved so as   to meet  the 
requirements  for accurate estimates.  

We must not overlook  the possibility of improving our estimates 
by  the enumerative and objective yield survey method.     Out of  this 
research we may find a method  that is superior  to present methods. 
On  the other hand,  we may find that  the mailed surveys  and present 
methods make possible estimates well  within  the  limits of sampling 
error of estimates  obtained from  the  enumerative and objective yield 
surveys.     If such would be  the case it would seem that  the method 
followed in  the future would be determined on  the basis of cost." 218/ 

During the 3 1/2 day Conference a total of 116 scheduled speeches were 
given and in addition, numerous others that were not recorded in the Proceed- 
ings.  Some were long and some were short, and occasionally some of the short 
ones seemed longer than some of the long speeches.  However, they were all cir- 
cumspect in thought and expression and none was the type that was technically 
sound but wrong from a policy standpoint.  For example, like the masterpiece 
a once-upon-a-time Secretary of Agriculture proposed to give, but was advised 
by Harold Lewis, then Head of the USDA Office of Information, aghast at the 
potential unfavorable reaction, that, "It is a fine speech that should be given 
in an empty room." 

Whether the 209 Agricultural Statisticians (167 from the field and 42 from 
Washington) attending the 1957 National Conference, were persuaded to full sup- 
port of the long-range program would be more than could be expected, and does 
not appear to be validated by the foregoing excerpts from the speeches quoted. 
Bruce Graham, an astute observer, thought the conference "did not make many 
converts."  However, a better understanding no doubt was achieved, and per- 
haps some lessening of the plaguing doubt that the proposal would never come 
to actuality.  The long period of ''tooling up" from 1954 to 1961, undoubtedly 
worked a hardship on state office staffs, and, combined with doubts as to the 

218/   Ibid, p. 60, 
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soundness of the proposed program, and especially whether funds would ever be 
provided to bring it to fruition, dampened enthusiasm and bred skepticism and 
resentment. 

STALEMATE IN DEVELOPMENT OF THE LONG-RANGE PROGRAM, 1957-1961 

The expanded research and development program got underway in 1954 with a 
June Enumerative Survey in 703 segments in ten southern states; was upped pro- 
gressively to 853 segments in the same ten states in 1955; 1,106 segments in 
23 states in 1956, and to 2,417 segments in 1957 (with a total of 8,822 objec- 
tive yield contacts in 1957).  This systematic, stair-step, development of the 
program was then stalled until 1961.  The cause was twofold.  During that per- 
iod the Department of Agriculture was headed by two men. Secretary Ezra Taft 
Benson, and Undersecretary True Morse, both of whom were believed by some 
observers to be so conservative that each thought the other was a radical.  The 
other reason for the stall was the attitude of the Division of Statistical 
Standards of the Budget Bureau which blocked any significant request for addi- 
tional funds going forward to Congress.  For four frustrating years, Ag Esti- 
mates was trapped in a "squeeze gate'\ 

Despite the lack of augmented funds for four years, some worthwhile things 
were accomplished.  A research project designed to improve mapping materials 
for Wyoming, Colorado, and New Mexico was started.  This undertaking dealt with 
some of the drastic variations in size of operations, patterns of agriculture, 
climatology, and topography that had been much discussed in the 1930's and 40's 
under the label '^Conditions West of the 100th Meridian". 219/ 

A farm price research project was started in Ohio with a marketing channel 
survey in 351 segments, followed in November, 1958 by monthly enumerations in 
a sample of 45 towns. 

A farm grain storage capacity survey was conducted in eight of the Great 
Plains States with funds provided by ASCS.  An interview survey was made in 
October 1959, in 100 segments in commercial fruit areas of Michigan to estimate 
the number of trees and grapevines by age and variety.  The next year objective 
yield surveys on tobacco were begun in 100 fields in Kentucky and a like number 
in Maryland.  These were all worthwhile projects, but did not seem to compen- 
sate for the lost time resulting from the curb placed on expansion of the 
enumerative and objective yield program. 

219/  SRS files. 
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ANNUAL SAMPLE CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE AGAIN PROPOSED, 1958 

It will be recalled that the 1948 effort to launch an Annual Sample Census 
of Agriculture floundered on the hard rock—insufficient funds.  A decade later 
another proposal from the Census Bureau, dated January 2, 1958, proposed that 
the 5--year Census be discontinued and the money used for it be applied to mak- 
ing ten annual sample censuses of agriculture. 220/  The proposal stated that 
the cost of the 1954 Census of Agriculture, in terms of 1957 prices, was 
$22,200,000.  For the 10-year period, 1960-70, at a yearly cost of $2,200,000 
the proposed program of annual surveys would not, therefore, exceed the cost 
of the quinquennial Census of Agriculture.  If the 5-year census had been 
abolished and the money used instead for an annual sample Census of Agriculture, 
the cost could probably have been met.  However, there had been a number of 
changes since 1948, and on January 10, 1958, Brooks wrote a memo to R. K. Smith, 
Deputy Director of the Agricultural Estimates Division, in which he stated: 

"It seems  to me  that  the 1948 proposal  has been antiquated by 
the  tremendous demand for  local  data   that has arisen in  the interval. 
There seems   to be  3 major needs:      (1)   Current forecasts and estimates 
such as we have  traditionally made^   (2)   Estimates relating  to econ- 
omic phenomena needed periodically for a  wide range of subject matter 
and for  varying geographic areas   (sometimes national,   regional.   State, 
County and localized areas),   and   (3)   Detailed statistics on subjects 
traditionally  covered by  the Census  at  the county  level.     Such infor- 
mation can bo obtained only by a  complete enumeration and would.pro- 
vide bench marks for  current estimates based on sample surveys," 

On March 6, 1958 Mr. Smith sent a memo to Mr. Newell strongly opposing the 
Census proposal. 

"While  there were dangers in  the 1948 arrangement,   these are mag- 
nified many  times, by  the new proposal,     There are going  to be  the 
problems of duplication,- operations,   and responsibilities  if an annual 
sample  enumeration  is  started in  the Census  Bureau,"   221/ 

Mr. Smith made the following recommendations: 222/ 

"I recommend  that   the Department: 

1, Oppose the discontinuance of the 5-year Census of Agri- 
culture on the basis of the need for local details more 
frequently  than every  10 years. 

220/  Proposed Annual Sample Census of Agriculture, 1960-70, 1/2/58, 
see Appendix. 
221/  R. K. Smith, Deputy Director to S. R. Newell, Director, March 6, 1958, 
see Appendix. 
222/  Ibid, pp. 3 and 4. 
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2. Take the position  that  the proposed sample Census does not 
answer  the present day needs as outlined in  the program 
presented  to  the House Subcommittee on Agricultural  appro- 
priations  last  year. 

3. Insist that any sample taken in 1960 to supplement the 1959 
Census be limited to subjects not adequately covered in the 
1959  Census. 

4. Take the position  that  the responsibility for making enumer- 
ations of samples of farmers on agricultural  subjects belong 
in Agriculture so  that it  can be  tied in and coordinated 
with current responsibilities  for forecasting and estimating 
agricultural production,  prices,   livestock numbers,   etc. 

5. In general/   enumerative surveys  of farmers  covering economic 
data  and subjects not related with estimating current pro- 
duction etc.,   also be made by Agriculture.      (This may seem 
inconsistent with  3 above,   but  is not necessarily  so as it 
related  to surveys not closely associated with  the  5-year 
Censuses. 

6. That  the responsibility for county  estimates rests with 
Agriculture  through  their  cooperative relationship with 
State Departments of Agriculture and other State Agricul- 
tural Agencies.      (I mention  this because Mr.   Hurley had 
indicated he can produce annual  county  estimates  for many 
items based on his proposed sample.) 

The role of the Department of Agriculture in the 1958 proposal from the Census 
Bureau was not mentioned specifically, but as Mr. Smith pointed out in his 
memo, "The 1958 proposal implies that full responsibility will rest with the 
Census not only for collection, but the analysis and publication of results." 

Assuming that the Crop Reporting Service was not abolished, but continued 
its traditional series of reports, implementation of the 1958 Census proposal 
would have resulted in a duplication of effort, and a confusion of statistical 
reports that boggles the mind. 

National vs. State and County Estimates 

Perhaps the concern about the abandonment of the 5-year Census could be 
interpreted simply as a dodge to avoid the establishment of an annual sam.ple 
Census of Agriculture in which the Census Bureau would collect, analyze and 
publish data that Ag Estimates would try to integrate with that from its long 
established surveys, and use to prepare and release over 700 national reports 
a year, plus a myriad of special state releases.  However, the concern was real 
and it had been supported and strengthened by the Agricultural Data Committee 
established by the American Farm Economic Association at its annual meeting 
August 23-25, 1954, at University Park, Pa., which had submitted a long and 
persuasive report on the need by state agencies, universities and colleges for 
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local data.  This Committee was chaired by Dr. Walter H, Ebling, State Statis- 
tician for Wisconsin, and included eight numbers from universities and colleges, 
and also had as consultants such men as 0. V. Wells, Ray Hurley, Joseph Ackerman, 
John D. Black, and Brooks James.  The Committee had the full support of the 
National Association of Commissioners, Secretaries, and Directors of Agriculture 
who passed Resolution XII at their meeting in Brainerd, Minnesota on September 
12-16, 1954, which expressed their, "direct interest in this field and author- 
izes a committee to follow developments in this field, with particular emphasis 
on more statistics on utilization, market movement, and other aspects related 
to the marketing field". 

The appointment of the Agricultural Data Committee was sparked, at least 
in significant part, by a speech given by Peyton Stapp of the Budget Bureau at 
the 1953 meeting of the American Farm Economics Association in which he plumbed 
for National estimates versus State or local data.  Such an idea, presented 
rather baldly to a large group of economists from State Universities and Col- 
leges and State Statisticians, really stirred up the animals.  Mr. Stapp said, 
in part: 

"Let me digress   to say  categorically  that we are not opposed  to 
State individuality and are sympathetic  to  the idea of a State getting 
data  for analysis of its  own problems.     We insist,  however^   that  the 
objective of the system is a  good national  set  of estimates and from 
the Federal  Government's point of view.  State differences and State 
needs  should not be allowed  to jeopardize  this objective.     We believe 
the BAE has been  too  tolerant of State idiosyncrasies^  but  under our 
prodding steps are being taken for better  coordination of State pro- 
cedures. "  

Mr. Stapp went on to say: 

"It is not  too much,   I  think,   to ask for  your understanding of 
our point of view that good national  estimates  should not be jeopard- 
ized by  diverting resources needed for  this  end.     Once adequate 
national  estimates  are available,   further extension can be dealt with 
intelligently as a policy matter."  223/ 

Roy A. Bodin, State Statistician for Minnesota, was one of two men assign- 
ed to respond to Mr. Stapp's paper.  Bodin summed up his views: 

"It is my belief  that a blueprint for improving crop and livestock 
estimates should include provision for greater service at  the State and 
county level.     Often  there seems   to be a   tendency,   on  the part of many, 
to overemphasize  the  significance  of  the national   totals  and minimize 
the need for area.   State and  county  data."   224/ 

223/ Journal of Farm Economics, December 1953, p. 870. 
224/  Ibid, p. 873. 
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The second respondent, Lyle D. Calvin, Oregon State College, put his posi- 
tion clearly: 

"One fundamental  point on which  the  two speakers  seem in disagree- 
ment is in regard to State and local  estimates.     Although one objective 
of the system of crop and livestock estimates may be a  good national 
set of estimates,   this  can hardly be  the sole objective.     State dif- 
ferences and State needs must be considered and allowed for in any set 
of estimates put out."   225/ 

Newell had made his position clear in his paper given at the meeting in 
Corvallis, Oregon just preceeding those by Messrs. Stapp, Bodin and Calvin, in 
these words: 

"....we shall  not only have  to continue  to put out estimates by 
States,  but will be under  extreme pressure to go further with  the 
breakdown of the data  to counties  or areas  within  the States.     This 
is  evident  to anyone who has  tried  to face up to a problem of market- 
ing and distribution.     Furthermore,   it is  evident when we are con- 
fronted with a program of crop insurance,  of acreage adjustments,  with 
providing farm labor,  with meeting  the situation  that is currently 
with  us  in  the drought area where the demand is for crop and pasture 
conditions by  counties on a week-to-week basis,  and a whole host of 
other problems."   226/ 

And thus the battle was joined — the "Federals" vs. the "State Righters". 
Mr. Stapp in his paper assumed no change in the annual appropriation for crop 
estimates — an assumption not shared by anybody in the Crop Reporting Service 
engaged in planning and implementing the expanded program.  Also, Mr. Stapp's 
approach of first improving the national estimates and later the State figures 
was not considered sound.  It was believed that if Congress was asked only for 
funds to establish a national sample, it probably would not go along with it 
because of concern for their own State needs.  Also, if a national program was 
set up as the goal it would absorb all the available time, funds, and effort, 
and strengthening of State data would never come about. 

1958 Was Not 1948 

In many important respects, the situation in 1958 was quite different from 
that which existed a decade earlier in 1948 when the original proposal for an 
annual sample Census was made by Mr. Hansen.  In 1950, S. R. Newell had become 
Director of the Division of Agricultural Statistics, as the agency was then 
called, and he had set about quietly, but effectively, in trying to strengthen 
the organization.  One of these efforts was the establishment of the strong 
Advisory Committee, referred to earlier which included both statisticians and 

225/  Ibid, p. 876. 
226/ Journal of Farm Economics, December 1953, p. 861, 
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economists from around the country.  In the crunch this prestigeous Committee 
of distinguished faculty members from outstanding universities strongly sup- 
ported Mr. Newell's position as opposed to the proposal by the Census Bureau. 227/ 

Mr. Newell had worked for the Division some years before in Maryland and 
in the Washington, D.C. office, and was familiar with its program, knew many 
of the staff and understood the procedures and problems.  He had gone on to 
high executive positions in the Department, had wide experience in the agri- 
cultural^marketing field, and was on close and friendly terms with State 
Commissioners and Directors of Agriculture.  Newell was also well known on the 
Hill.  Joe Parker, one of the Administrative Assistants to the House Appropri- 
ations Committee, commented that they were very glad to learn that Newell was 
going to head the Division of Agricultural Statistics as he was one man who, 
over the years from the Department of Agriculture, they felt had told them the 
truth and could be depended on. 

Another significant factor in the new situation was the program for the 
development of the Agricultural Estimating Service presented to the Congress in 
1957, that was referred to earlier.  This was a carefully designed project but, 
at the moment, the point is that Mr. Newell presented the program in such a 
way to the Congress that they accepted it and have supported it ever since. 
Nathan (Nate) Koffsky, at that time Deputy Administrator of AMS, said later 
that he had seen the "soft sell" used to perfection by Newell in presenting his 
proposal to Congress. 

Still another factor, and perhaps the clincher, was that in 1957 the 
Enumerative Survey project was operating in 28 States in which a June Survey 
was made annually involving some 2,400 segments and some 10,000 farms.  About 
$500,000 had been made available for this program, and in each of these 28 
States additional professional and clerical workers had been employed.  All 
this added up to the fact that in 1958 Ag Estimates: (1) had strong and progres- 
sive leadership at the top of the Division, (2) had a blueprint for orderly 
development that had been accepted by the Department, by the Budget Bureau, and 
by the Congress, (3) were receiving some $500,000 for the expanded program and 
had a staff in more than half the States that had had several years of exper- 
ience in conducting Enumerative and Objective Yield Surveys.  Also, it had been 
amply demonstrated that, if provided the funds, Ag Estimates had the experience 
and technical competence to develop and carry out large scale Enumerative, Ob- 
jective, and Economic Surveys on anything pertaining to agriculture.  It was 
obvious to anyone who cared to look that the wobbly c^lf of 1948 had gained its 
legs and made vigorous growth.  So, once again the proposal for an annual sample 
Census of Agriculture was set aside. 

PROPOSED JOINT CENSUS/AMS SAMPLE PROGRAM, 1960 

But it was only a brief respite as a few months after the demise of the 1958 
proposal a new one came from the Census Bureau.  It was entitled "Proposed Joint 

227/  S. R. Newell:  Planning Within Ag Estimates for a Workable Modern- 
ization Program,  Journal of Farm Economics, December 1953. 
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Census - MIS Sample Program" and was signed by the highly regarded Dr. Conrad 
Taeuber as well as by Morris Hansen. (See Appendix) 

The new proposal from the Census Bureau dated August 5, 1960, provided for 
the continuance of the quinquennial Census, but dropped the idea of an annual 
sample census in favor of smaller June and December surveys such as Ag Esti- 
mates had been making since 1954 as a part of its expanded program.  The big 
flaw in the latest proposal from the Census Bureau was the same as before— 
split operations.  The proposal was studied carefully, however, with every 
effort to be objective, and finally on February 15, 1961, Mr. Newell sent to 
Dr. Nathan Koffsky, Deputy Administrator, Economics and Statistics, AMS, a 
condensed one page reply with an attachment giving details of his conclusions. 
The gist of Newell's position was that Ag Estimates had a large scale sample 
survey in being for which operating responsibility could not be divided, a 
commission from Congress to fully implement Project A of the Long-Range Program 
in three to four years, and legal commitments to provide current statistics 
pertaining to agriculture. 
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February 15, 1961 

ÎJSDA ♦♦ AUS *♦ WASHINGTON, H. C. 

Nathan Koffsky. Deputy Administrator 
Econoioics and Statistics, AHS 

S. R. Newell, Director, Agricultural Estimates División 

Memo fro» Dr. Taeuber and Mr« Hansen of the Census Bureau 

Careful consideration has been given the msxno of August S$  I960 from 
Dr« Taetdber axKl Mr« Hansen« It seems to us that the meno was written 
without a full understanding of our expanded statistical program and 
how it is designed to strengthen all aspects of the Department's program 
of current estimates« What is proposed is siiiply a logical expansion of 
a long established figld organization and the xaodemization of its 
facilities to meet i^üresent day needs« The goal is a highly integrated 
multiplex of mail, interview and objective yield surveys that are in 
continuous operation throughout the year« Thus the field staff of 
District Siç)ervisors and County Enumerators, provided for under 
Project A of the Vhitten Report and that will be in full operation in 
15 States and in partial opération in 15 other States this fiscal year, 
become an integral part of the Division*« force and will be used in many 
ways in the Department's program. To attempt to divide their work, 
training, or supervision between two agencies would create an operating 
structure that could not be made to function effectively, efficiently, 
or economically« The operating difficulties inherent in such an 
activity are confounded in our case by the necessity of guarding con- 
stantly against misuse or premature release of the statistical data« 

The Department of Agriculture is a huge organization having a tremendous 
and growing need for current statistics for use in connection with its 
manifold programs at home and abroad« It also has legal responsibilities 
for providing current agricultural statistics that can not be shunned« 
In addition the Congress has made it clear that the Department's e^anded 
statistical program is to be implemented in '^3 or U years'' and has 
provided $750,000 this fiscal year to make the first step in accomplishing 
this purpose« 

It seems apparent therefore)that the Department's expanded statistical 
program as outlined in "A Program for the Development of the Agricultural 
Estimating Service" submitted in 1957 to the Honorable Jamie L« Whitten, 
Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Agricultural Appropriations, should 
be fully isplemsnted without delay along the lines pursued for the past 
several years« As an aid to those wishing a better understanding of our 
expanded statistical program and its operation, we have prepared the 
attached statemsnt giving a brief resume of some of the major aspects of 
the program« 
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Shortly after this memo was forwarded, a young man from the Census Bureau 
made the comment rather matter of factly that "the Department of Agriculture 
had pre-empted the field of current agricultural statistics".  He was more 
right than perhaps he realized as the Department did continue, and in fact ex- 
pand, its collection of economic data periodically on a wide range of subjects 
as an inherent part of its regular series of crop reports.  There had never 
been any doubt in the Department of Agriculture about the genuine need for 
additional and supplemental data concerning economic aspects of agriculture, 
and many such data had been collected under such projects as the Nationwide 
Survey in January 1947, the Housing Survey of 1950, the Expenditure Survey of 
1956, not to mention the earlier QSA and Labor Surveys, and a multitude 
of special mail surveys and localized interview surveys.  Since the establish- 
ment of the Division of Special Farm Statistics in 1946, the goal had been to 
create an organization that could collect information concerning any aspect of 
the agricultural economy.  So the need was recognized, but the stumbling block 
between the Census Bureau and Ag Estimates, had always been the matter of split 
operations in data collection.  The matter finally appears to have been resolv- 
ed, at least in large part, by the inauguration in 1976 of an Annual Economic 
Survey of Agriculture, planned and directed by the Statistical Reporting Ser- 
vice (successor to Ag Estimates) in the Department of Agriculture.  Bruce M. 
Graham, Deputy Administrator of SRS, and Chairman of the Crop Reporting Board, 
stated: 

"Plans  are being developed for an annual  economic survey of 
agriculture which will  encompass  the Farm Production Expenditure 
Surveys,   the Cost of Production Surveys,   and  the new million-dollar- 
plus annual  economic survey for ERS.     A multiple frame sample will 
include lists of farm operators  and a sample of area segments  dif- 
ferent from those used in  the June Enumerative Survey and December 
Enumerative Survey.     The integrated package will  involve a massive 
data  collection effort by personal  enumeration during February and 
March,   to be followed immediately by  the necessary data handling and 
processing."   228/ 

At long, long, last the goal set thirty years earlier by Callander and 
Sarle; moved forward by the establishment of the Division of Special Farm 
Statistics in 1946; supported stoutly by Newell in the 1950's; and implemented 
vigorously thereafter by Trelogan, has been achieved. 

After-Thought on Census-SRS Relationship 

Periodically over the years there have been proposals made that the Census 
of Agriculture and the statistical service of the Department of Agriculture be 
combined into one organization.  If this were done, and they operated under a 
single head, it is probable that a field staff, similar to that developed by 
the Crop Reporting Service under its Long-Range Program, could carry out an 
effective agricultural "census". 

228/  "SRS Staff Letter", 9/11/75, SRS files, 
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The Division of Agricultural Statistics (after 1961 labelled the "Statis- 
tical Reporting Service") traditionally has helped in the planning, training, 
and analysis phases of the periodic Censuses of Agriculture, and if the two 
organizations were und^r one leadership with a single head of field operations, 
it is probable that the collection of statistics both currently and for the 
various Censuses, could be carried out by a single staff, augmented when nec- 
essary, for a large-scale "Census". 

With its large State Office staff trained in the operation of enumerative 
surveys, and within each state, a large network of supervisory enumerators, and 
enumerators, it would be a relatively easy matter to expand such a corps suf- 
ficiently to perform the field collection of a periodic census of agriculture. 
Other agencies of the Department (ASCS etc.) might assist in this phase.  A 
large probability area sample could be used, supplemented where desired by 
"saturation sampling", that is, complete enumeration of an area, a commodity, 
an enterprise, or whatever was deemed desirable.  Such a delegation of author- 
ity would place responsibility in a single head (Administrator of SRS) who al- 
ready has in being a large, trained, nation-wide, grassroots staff that has 
demonstrated its ability to collect data across a whole spectrum of economic, 
social, and agricultural topics.  Since Department staff members already actual- 
ly perform the primary tasks involved in analyzing returns from the Agricultural 
Census no significant change would be needed for this phase of the Census.  The 
large data processing center in the USDA could readily perform the tabulation 
and analysis function, although some expansion at peak periods probably would 
be necessary. 

It would appear, therefore, that from the standpoint of efficient opera- 
tion and quality of results, the undertaking could best be done by the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture. 

TRAINING TRACTOR REPAIRMEN FROM INDONESIA 

At the outset of the Department's intensified program of technical assist- 
ance abroad in 1950, a fear arose that much harm could result to American farm-^ 
ers because of the sharper competition that might result from American efforts 
to increase production in underdeveloped countries.  Accordingly, a Departmental 
Committee, headed by Gustave Burmeister, Assistant Administrator of the FAS 
and former  SIC for Wyoming, was appointed to evaluate the impact on U. S. ag- 
riculture of some of the proposals. - Afif Tannous (FAS) was Secretary of the 
Committee, and members included Bert Newell and E. M. Brooks from Ag Estimates 
and representatives from 14 other Department agencies. 

An interesting case came up in which objection had been raised to a pro- 
ject in which five mien from Indonesia would come here for three months to be 
taught methods used in the maintenance of farm tractors.  Opposition to their 
training was based on the argument that the trainees would be used to increase 
the production of rice in Indonesia and this would be detrimental to the U.S. 
as (1) Indonesia normally was a large importer of rice from Burma, (2) If 
these imports were reduced, Burma would look elsewhere for markets, (3) In such 
case Burma would try to increase its exports to Japan, (4) This would be bad 
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as the U.S. had just recently developed a small market for its rice in Japan. 

After considering a great many cases somewhat similar to this, the Com- 
mittee developed a policy statement which was acceptable to the International 
Cooperation Administration.  As revised in 1959, it stipulated in part that 
aid "may not be given to increase production of (a) surplus food and feeds with 
the result of substantially increasing exports or (b) surplus agricultural com- 
modities other than food and feeds the term surplus agricultural commod- 
ity 'includes commodities that have been continuously in world or U.S. surplus: 
rice, sugar, wheat, vegetable oils, citrus fruits, cotton, coffee, and tobac- 
co'." 229/ 

It would be difficult, indeed, to make a precise appraisal of the impact 
of this country's technical assistance efforts in Indonesia on U.S. exports of 
rice to Japan.  These reached a peak of 290,000 tons in 1965 and dwindled to 
nothing in 1971.  Interestingly enough, Burma's rice exports to Japan followed 
the exact pattern of exports of rice from the United States to Japan, with a 
slide from a top of 46,000 tons in 1965 to nil in 1971.  Much more significant 
is the change in Indonesia's indigenous production of rice.  From the status 
of a huge importer of that food-grain in 1959 she became fully self-sufficient 
in rice production in 1972.  There are a number of reasons for this phenomenon— 
use of the new "miracle rice", 230/ better cultivation methods, etc.— but maybe 
it was just that those five tractor maintenance trainees did a better job than 
anyone anticipated. 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE'S TRAINING ACT, JULY 7, 1958 

One reason Ag Estimates people were not better trained in textbook statis- 
tics was that traditionally they themselves had to pay tuition as well as other 
expenses involved in taking courses.  This situation was relieved by the Govern- 
ment Employees Training Act of July 7, 1958, and on February 2, 1959, in a memo 
to Director Newell it was recommended that the Agency pay the tuition for a 
course in calculus, (Math. 3-206A) that Ross Packard wanted to take in the 
Graduate School.  That was, apparently, the first use made by the Agency of the 
new Act under which by 1971, a large number of statisticians were trained, in- 
cluding 43 who were given a year of advance work in mathematics and statistics 
at North Carolina State University or Iowa State University.  The young men 
selected for this arduous training had worked for Ag Estimates for a number of 
years, had served in several job assignments and locations, had acquired at 
least 23 hours of mathematics and statistics, including integral and different- 
ial calculus, and had shown outstanding ability both in academic and practical 
work.  For the most part they were farm boys with a flair for figures.  Follow- 
ing completion of the graduate study they moved rapidly into positions of 
responsibility in the organization.  Some left for work elsewhere, but most 
stayed with the SRS where they have become outstanding members. 

229/  ICATO Circ. A117, Sept. 19, 1959 signed by D.A. Fitzgerald, SRS files. 
230/  "IR8" developed at the International Rice Research Institute in the 
Philippines. 
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The Training Act has been a major contributor to the growth of scientific 
methodology in the service.  Credit must also be given to the Correspondence 
courses, #330 and #500, originally designed and conducted by Dr. Charles F. 
Sarle from the University of Florida.  Several hundred Ag. Stats, have taken 
these difficult courses by correspondence which were specifically designed to 
provide training in statistical concepts and procedures applicable to the 
Agency's work.  Despite the marked increase in highly trained math-stats in the 
Crop Reporting Service (SRS after 1962) and its recognized leadership in the 
utilization of sophisticated statistical techniques, it still, even in 1976, 
has never had an employee with a PhD degree in statistics. 

A Another training program has given four of the Ag Estimates staff, who had 
demonstrated exceptional talent, an opportunity to spend a year in graduate 
studies at Princeton University.  The first was W. E. Kibler, now in 1976, 
Administrator of SRS; the second was Charles E. Caudill, Director, Research 
Division, SRS; the third was James L. Wheaton, Head, Design and Development 
Section, SRS; and the fourth was Galen F. Hart, Chief, Research and Development 
Branch, SRS. 

Attention was also being given to management training with courses includ- 
ing such projects as the "Seminar in Middle Management(SIMM), and the "Seminars 
in Executive Development" (SED).  These were given largely by Department offi- 
cials and were for a few weeks duration.  Specialized training for clerical 
supervisors was likewise inaugurated.  All these programs helped to improve 
work performance and morale.  They also helped avoid situations like that when 
E. M. Brooks was made Deputy-Director of Field Operations with a shared respon- 
sibility for the performance and career development of several hundred employees 
throughout the country, without ever having had so much as an hour of formal 
training in management.  Nor had any of his peers of that period. 

ATTACK ON THE BQARD"S WHEAT PRODUCTION SERIES, 1959 

At the annual meeting of the American Historical Association in the Conrad 
Hilton Hotel in Chicago, December 28-30, 1959, a program arranged by Professor 
Eric Lampard of the University of Wisconsin, brought into focus a serious at- 
tack on the Crop Reporting Board's long time series on wheat production in the 
United States.  One of the papers, entitled "America in the International 
Rivalry for the British Wheat Market, 1860-1914", was presented by Dr. Morton 
Rothstein, University of Delaware.  A bothersome aspect of this paper was that 
Dr. Rothstein had used a wheat series derived by Holbrook Working of Stanford 
University,231/ rather than the Department's official figures.  Considerable 
discussion of the differences in these two series ensued, but the short time 
available for review of Dr. Rothstein's paper prevented a thorough analysis of 
the conflicting series.  In fact, this was not done until some years later when 
Professor William Park of Yale University and his assistant, Julia L. V. Klein, 
made an exhaustive study of the two series.  The team of Park and Klein corre- 

231/  "Wheat Acreage and Production in the United States Since 1866: 
A Revision of Official Estimates", Holbrook Working, Stanford University, 
San Jose, Cn. 
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lated labor input to production and this relationship appeared reasonable when 
the Department's data were used.  Professor Working had accepted flour millings 
as his base and by a complicated process, worked backward to production, but 
these output figures did not match well with labor inputs as determined by 
Professor Park. 232/ 

THE 1960 ELECTION—NEVER TALK TO A REPORTER 

Bureaucrats are not supposed to talk to reporters about political matters, 
certainly not to be quoted-and this is a special sin for employees of the 
strait-laced, strictly business. Crop Reporting Service.  But despite consistent 
care strange things can happen.  One night in January, 1960, the Lorcom Lane 
bridge group—all old neighbors and friends—got together for its regular mon- 
thly session.  When the bridge rounds were finished and the women were deciding 
where to meet next, the men fell to discussing the Presidential election coming 
up the following November.  Interest centered on who the Democratic candidate 
would be.  Some of the men thought it would be Lyndon Johnson, some Estes 
Kefauver, some Adlai Stevenson and some Jack Kennedy.  During a break in the 
discussion. Brooks remarked casually that it didn't matter much who was nomin- 
ated as he was scheduled to die in office anyway.  "How's that?", barked Jerry 
Kluttz, columnist for the Washington Post.  The statement was repeated, and, 
at Jerry's prompting, the odd history was related that each President elected 
every 20 years since 1840 had died in office—Harrison, Lincoln, Garfield, 
McKinley, Harding and FDR.  Jerry was obviously keenly interested, but the con- 
versation ended as it was time to go home.  The next day Jerry called and said 
he wanted to use the item in his column and asked if it was okay.  Brooks 
agreed not realizing that he would be quoted.  The following Thursday morning 
Kluttz's column, "The Federal Diary" in the Washington Post was devoted to the 
story of the sequential deaths of the six Presidents.  The column is reproduced 
on the following page aS it appeared on January 7, 1960. 

This story created wide-spread interest, especially on Capitol Hill, and 
Kluttz was told that some Senators kidded Jack Kennedy about the hazards of 
becoming President in the light of this history and advised him to drop out of 
the race.  He, of course, brushed off the "advise" in the same good-natured and 
light-hearted vein in which it had been given.  After President Kennedy was 
assasinated on November 22, 1963, some people accused Brooks of "fortelling 
Kennedy's death" which, of course, was nonsense as all he had done was to cite 
the historical record. 

The appearance of the column was a surprise and a bit disturbing.  A hur- 
ried visit was made to Newell's office to assure him and Mr. Wells that the 
story had not been planted, but had resulted from an innocuous remark made at 
an informal gathering of old friends.  It just happened that the group included 
a reporter, always alert for an Interesting story, and, since political affairs 
were not on his beat, he had to tie the story to a federal employee by quoting, 
with embellishments, the person who brought the curious series of events to his 
attention. 

232/  Interview with Mrs. Julia L. V. Klein, 1976. 
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Kluttz 

The 
Federal 
Diary 
Statistician Fear» 

Next President 

Faces Fatal Curse 

By Jerry Kluttz 

WILL the President to be 
elected in November die in 
office? 

Emerson M. Brooks, chief 
of A g r i c u 1- 
ture's Special. 
Statistics 
Branch, but a 
h i s t o rian by 
prefer ence, 
has again 
raised that 
provoca tive 
question. 
He points to a 
20-y ear curse 
of presidential 

deaths which has been firmly 
established over the past 120 
years and wonders if it will 
continue in 1960. 

To support his question, he 
merely cites these creepy his- 
torical facts surrounding: the 
deaths-ln-office of six Presi- 
dents: 

• 1840—William Henry Har-, 

rlson was elected President 
and died in office a month 
later. 

• 1860 — Abraham Lincoln 
was elected President and he 
died in office from an assas- 
sin's bullet. 

• 1880 — James A. Garfield 
was elected President and he 
was shot to death the follow- 
ing year by a disappointed 
office seeker. 

• 1900 — William McKinley 
was elected to a second term 
as President and he was shot 
and died later during his term 
of office. 

• 1920—Warren G. Harding 
was elected President and he 
died while in the White House. 

• 1940—Franklin D. Roose- 
velt was elected to a third term 
as President and died during 
his fourth term of office. 

«üityLife 
Section B Thursday, January 7, 1960 Bl 

Harrison 
1840 

Lincoln 
1860 

Garfield 
1880 

McKinley 
1900 

Harding: 
1920 

Roosevelt 
1940 

Each of the Presidents shOT^ir «bove, elected in the years 
that appear under their names, died in oince. Now Emer- 
son M. Brooks, a' Government statistician, raises the 
questiott: Will tho President elected in lS6ê, when an- 
other 20-year span will be completed, also diç before his 
term expires? 
Brooks also points out that "I" view of what has hap- 

Zachary Taylor was the only ex- Pened over the past 120 years," 
ception to the 20-year pattern i»« «aid, "I personally believe 
of Presidential deaths. Taylor, it's foohsh for any ambitious 
the only other President to die «nd aWe -ma», to shun second 
in office, was elected President Pla«« oi either the Republican 
in   1848  and  died   16  months or Democratic ticket, especial- 
later. 

Will the 20-year cycle of 
deaths in the White House 
continue   unbroken  in   1960? 

The career Agriculture of- 
ficial makes no mystic claim, 
but  his  rich  historical   hack- 

ly this year." 
Brooks remarked that history 

has a habit.of repeaüng itself 
and that the wise man in 1960 
could be the vice presidential 
nominee on the winning ticket. 

The agricultural statistician 
ground tells him that both ,is the author of "The Growth 
parties should exercise great of a Nation," a pictorial re- 
care In selecting nominees for view of America from Colo- 
Vice President this year. nial days, and other works. 
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MEET FREDERIC AURELIUS COFFEY 

Danger lurks everywhere even for a blond haired, blue-eyed, friendly, fun 
loving, active boy of 13 on an isolated Texas ranch.  And so it was for Fred 
Coffey.  The morning of June 10, 1918 Fred was up early and on his way to the 
fields with other ranch hands to start harvesting his father's wheat crop.  It 
was already warm and as the sun climbed higher the day became quite hot.  There 
was a good breeze though and as the wind moved across the boundless expanse of 
ripened grain it caused the golden stalks to swing and sway in constant ner- 
vous ripples and broad, billowing waves like those of a restless ocean.  The 
job that fateful day for a sturdy youngster like Fred was to drive the horses, 
five of them hitched to a binder with Fred riding the rear horse next to the 
wheat, and positioned just ahead of the serrated, fast moving sickle blade. 
Suddenly the horses caught from down wind the terrifying odor of coyotes and, 
frantic with fear, they bolted.  Fred, unprepared and holding the reins lightly, 
was thrown from his horse directly in front of the razor sharp blades on the 
cutting bar.  In an instant both hands had been cut off at the wrist.  It was 
a devastating blow that would have shattered the morale of almost anyone—but 
not Fred Coffey.  Somehow he learned to accept the blow, then conquer it, and 
finally to ignore it.  He went on to acquire a PhD degree from an Ivy League 
University, marry a lovely girl, sire and raise a fine family, and become 
internationally known for his work in economic development.  His friends and 
admirers are world-wide and legion. 232A/ 

Frederic A. Coffey, Courage Personified 

232A/  Description of accident based on letter, Coffey to Brooks, 1976. 
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Fred does everything for himself, and will open a door for you if you 
aren't alert enough to do it yourself.  The only consession he ever made was 
to allow someone to shuffle and deal the cards when playing a friendly card 
game.  Not that he couldn't do it, but slower, of course, so rather than delay 
the action a bit, he allowed some other player to perform this little chore. 

In 1963, the Special Statistics Branch was asked by AID to conduct a sur- 
vey in Puerto Rico to determine the level of living costs for foreign students 
sent there for training.  It was not a welcomed assignment as the conditions 
in Puerto Rico were unfamiliar, and whoever made the survey would be subject 
to criticism if the per diem rates were reduced as a result of the survey 
findings.  Never-the-less it was agreed that the Special Farm Statistics Branch 
would make the survey and Fred Coffey went with Brooks as it was a two-man job 
and he had some knowledge of Spanish. 

Today, regularly scheduled flights are made direct from Washington to 
San Juan, but at that time it was necessary to fly to New York, lay over sev- 
eral tiresome hours at the airport, then make a 3 1/2 hour flight non-stop to 
Puerto Rico. 

In San Juan on the first day the two conferred with government officials 
to make sure they were proceeding legitimately, and to obtain names of contacts 
they should make as they journeyed about the island.  In making their rounds, 
Fred's ability to look out for himself amazed the Puerto Ricans, many of whom 
probably thought it was heartless to let him do for himself rather than coddle 
him.  But Fred preferred it that way and his associates who worked with him 
daily had long since ignored, for example, his methodical opening of a pack of 
cigarettes, fishing one out, pulling off a paper match, holding it with the 
metal hook, striking it and putting it up to the cigarette.  Sometimes Fred 
employed this maneuver to gain a little time to think over a reply to an in- 
quiry.  On going to their hotel rooms his companion would casually take Fred's 
key and unlock his door—an operation that sometimes is difficult for anyone. 
After retiring from government service Fred returned to his old stamping 
ground in Texas.  Of all the people we have known, Frederic A. Coffey is the 
man we admire most. 

CONGRESS LEADS THE WAY, 1960 

On April 19, 1960 the so-called "Working Group,'* consisting of Nathan 
Koffsky, Chairman; S. R. Newell and Earl Houseman, AMS; Peyton Stapp, Bureau 
of the Budget; Conrad Taeuber and Morris Hansen, Bureau of the Census; and 
Kenneth Bachman, ARS, held a meeting at which Brooks presented some "Comments 
on the Present Status of the Agricultural Estimates Development Program. ^^ 233/ 
In this rather long presentation - 22 typewritten pages - the comment was made 
that: 

"From 1957   to  1960  fiscal   years   the  amount   for research and 

233/  SRS files. 
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development of new methods ranged from $540,000  to $573,000.     Thus 
we have been on  a budgetary plateau  for several  years  which has not 
permitted  the systematic development of the program that we had 
hoped would be possible.     However,   the Budget now before Congress 
provides for an additional  $500,000 for  the program and if it is 
approved by Congress,   it should enable us  to put 10  to 12 Southern 
States on an operating basis  in respect  to  the June Enumerative 
Survey,  and Objective Yield Surveys of corn in North Central States." 

Mr. Newell, in "The Story of Agricultural Estimates" described the diffi- 
culties in obtaining additional funds for the Long-Range Program in this way: 

"The record of appropriations for agricultural  estimating work 
after  the committee investigation of 1952  until  1961  is  interesting. 
The strong recommendations made in 1952 by Congressman Abernethy's 
subcommittee resulted in  the inclusion of a request by  the Department 
for an increase of $100,000 in  the appropriation of 1954.     The 
$100,000 request was approved by  the Appropriation Committee.     Efforts 
to increase  the amount met with little success  until  1956.     There 
were  two reasons.     First,   the Department was  following an extremely 
conservative policy  toward this program.     A second factor was  the 
policy of the Division of Statistical Standards of the Bureau of  the 
Budget.     It  took the position  that  the Department's function was 
primarily  to estimate total  U.S.  production,  regardless of legisla- 
tion  that required estimates by States.     The Budget Bureau also  took 
the position  that national  estimates could be accomplished by  enum- 
erating a  relatively small  national  sample.     State estimates were 
considered relatively  unimportant for most commodities.     This idea 
was presented at  the annual meeting of the American Farm Economic 
Association held at Corvallis,  Oregon in August  1953.     A storm of 
protest arose from the users of statistics. 

Despite  the evidence of need,   the Department  conservatism was 
bolstered by  the Division of Statistical Standards of the Bureau and 
for  2  years further financial  support for research and development 
came only from diversions  of the Division's operating funds and  the 
help of O.   V.   Wells,  Administrator of the Agricultural Marketing 
Service in economizing in other research  to help  the statistical 
program.     It is  appropriate  to say here  that Wells,   a keen statis- 
tician in his own right,  had for years been much interested in better 
statistics in  the whole field of economics. 

A small  increase of $104,000 was allowed in  the Department budget 
for  1956  and another  of $289,000  in  1957.     These funds  were  used  lar- 
gely in research and development.     From  then  until  1960,  when  the 1961 
budget was being prepared,  no increase was allowed.     This occurred 
despite  the fact  that  the Appropriation Committee had expressed in- 
terest in activating  the long-range plan presented at  the appropria- 
tions hearings  for 1958." 

When  the 1961   Department  estimates  were asked for,   Newell pre- 
sented a request for an  increase of about   $2.2 million for Project A. 
The Department allowed approximately  $500,000 with  a note  to  the 
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Bureau of the Budget that the Department would be willing to recommend 
an additional $700,000, or a total of $1.2 million if additional ceil- 
ing was allowed.     The Bureau of the Budget allowed  only  the $500,000."234/ 

It was obvious that the Department and the Budget Bureau had taken a 
jaundiced view of the research project from its inception in 1953 and for the 
four years 1957-60, had kept the expanded statistical program on the back of 
the stove.  Whether this was done to provide a beneficial "slow cook", or with 
the hope that the fire would go out, is a matter of opinion. 

Less than a month after Brooks' report was presented to the Working Group, 
a Regional Training School for the June Enumerative Survey was being held in 
Athens, Georgia, when a phone call came from Washington giving the exciting news 
that the House that day. May 11, 1960, had not only approved the Agency's re- 
quest for an increase of $500,000, but had voluntarily increased it to $750,000 
and stated:' 

"At  the request of this Committee several  years ago,   the Depart- 
ment made a  thorough study of the needs for improved accuracy in crop 
and livestock estimates.     The results of this study  indicated  the need 
for  a  concrete plan  to improve  the source,  quantity and methods  of 
gathering statistical  information.     The additional  $750,000 provided 
in  this bill  is for the first step  toward  this  end.     The Department 
should make a start on such a program and should implement such a 
start so as  to meet  the needs within  three or four  years." 

These were sweet words indeed as they clearly meant that the years of 
struggle to get a long-range statistical program approved had been won.  The 
time had finally come when the Agency could put the enumerative and objective 
yield surveys in the South on an operating basis, strengthen the Corn Belt 
Surveys, and proceed systematically with the remaining states with the assurance 
that funds would be forthcoming from Congress.  Neither the Department nor the 
Budget Bureau could ignore the positive instructions by Congress to get on with 
the job of implementing the Long-Range Program. 

It happened that Dr. Conrad Taeuber, Associate Director of the Census Bur- 
eau, whose brilliant mind, friendly smile, and prodigious efforts had carried 
him far, was in Athens and was invited to speak to the training group.  He ac- 
cepted and started off by saying, "What I would like to know is how in the 
world do you get Congress to appropriate more money than you ask for?" 

The answer to that question is made quite clear in the testimony, "The 
Long-Range Program" at the hearings before the House Subcommittee on Appropri- 
ations on February 25, 1960.  In reading this excerpt from the hearings it 
should be noted that Mr. Marshall (Congressman Fred Marshall of Minnesota), 
who was a strong supporter of the Crop Reporting Service, took the lead in 
raising the essential questions that brought out the fact the Division and the 

234/  The Story of Agricultural Estimates, p. 100. 
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Bureau had originally requested $2.2 million for fiscal year 1961, but that 
this had been cut back to $502,000 by the ultra-conservative leadership of the 
Department of Agriculture.  Under the procedural rules Messrs. Wells and Newell 
could not comment on this curtailment by the Department unless specifically 
asked by a member of the Committee, which Mr. Marshall did, and, with Newell 
and Wells, developed the situation very skillfully.  These excerpts from the 
Hearings should be very revealing to anyone interested in knowing how adroit 
officials get their views presented and funds acquired despite intervening 
opposition and obstruction. 

Hearings on the Hill, 1960 Long-Range Improvement Program 

MR. MARSHALL:  In your justification and also in the Secretary's state- 
ment he mentioned you were using most of the increased estimates in completing 
the work in these 10 Southern States.  I wonder what you plan to do in improv- 
ing the estimates in the West and Midwest? 

MR. NEWELL:  Our plan is to do the same thing there as stated in the 
broad program presented to the committee as rapidly as we have the necessary 
funds and personnel to do it. 

MR. MARSHALL:  What you are doing, you are spreading your increase pretty 
thin.  If you were to use the increases in building up sample work, if you 
were to use that same kind of system-and it has proven good-why not expand it 
to the rest of the country? 

MR. NEWELL:  That is what is called for in the long-range program, and 
that is the kind of job we feel we are coming to sooner or later. 

MR. MARSHALL:  I know I have talked to a number of people and they are 
concerned because they believe in these estimates and they believe if these 
estimates are going to be beneficial they ought to be as accurate as we can 
make them.  A good deal depends on the accuracy of these estimates.  If they 
are in error it would be a costly thing. 

What would it cost to bring your estimating up to the highest degree of 
efficiency and accuracy compared to what you have done in the South? 

MR. NEWELL:  The program we are starting in the South is not the whole 
program.  But if you have reference to the overall program, I would say this 
whole program will cost around $5 million, and that would include the two 
major surveys, the objective yield, farm prices, and the other features which 
were included in the report in 1957. 

I^ÍR. MARSHALL:  When you say $5 million you do not mean that amount in 1 
year? 

MR. NEWELL:  No, sir.  We had not thought of that in terms of a single 
year's increase, but in the discussion we had on the long-range program we 
thought it would take several years to reach that goal. 

MR. MARSHALL:  What did you request of the Department this year?  You 
have had this under consideration for some time.  What did you request of 
the Department? 

MR. DASHNER:  $2,202,400, including the health benefit costs. 
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MR. MARSHALL:  Whài: did the Department give you? 

MR. DASHNER:  $502,400. 

MR. MARSHALL:  In other words, the Department itself cut this request 
dox^m before submitting it to the Bureau of the Budget? 

MR. DASHNER:  Yes.  The agency request was scaled down from that figure. 

MR. MARSHALL:  What was the reason for their scaling it down? 

MR. DASHNER:  The Department reviewed agency estimates under some general 
budgetary requirements and, as Mr. Newell has indicated earlier, the AMS esti- 
mate was an initial step in a long-range program.  After review by the Budget 
Committee of the Department, the decision was made to reduce the estimate to 
a lower figure.  It essentially meant extending the period out beyond what the 
agency had in mind. 

MR. WELLS:  If I may speak to this, Mr. Chairman, we have for a number 
of years been concerned about the accuracy of our crop and livestock esti- 
mating service.  We have for many years received requests from various com- 
modity groups wanting either different estimates or better estimates for 
different commodities, and one such request has had to do with the pig crop. 
I think it is Mr. Newell's conviction that we have reached a place where we 
have to make a choice, we have to content ourselves with using such data as 
we can get from voluntary mail inquiries and from secondary sources or we have 
to start at the ground and introduce a really objective type of estimating 
work. 

It has been our judgment since our experience with cotton in 1951 that 
we have to supplement what we are now doing with objective samples of the 
same segments of farmland season after season, year after year. 

With the funds that this committee allowed us, we started objective 
sampling work in the South on a small, experimental scale some time ago. 

Our choice this year was whether to ask for funds for new or additional 
reports on various commodities using the old methods, or to use what addition- 
al funds we were allowed to ask for to start strengthening the bases for our 
current estimates. 

We have presented to this committee, at the request of the chairman, a 
long-term plan for the improvement of agricultural statistics.  We did suggest 
to the Department that to do the full first phase of the kind of job we think 
ought to be done over the years in the main commercial agricultural areas 
would cost a minimum of $2.2 million.  I think I am correct in saying that in 
sending this to the Budget Bureau the Department recommendation was approxi- 
mately $500,000 with a notation that if an additional ceiling were available 
the Department would be willing to recommend an additional $700,000 or as 
much as $1,200,000 to undertake what we could handle the first year.  I do not 
think we can handle the full expansion called for in the long-time plan in any 
1 or 2 years.  With the $500,000 we feel it is best to put about two-thirds 
in enumerating crop acreages and livestock numbers in 10 or 12 Southern States, 
and one-third in yield measurement.  This definitely is a step toward objective 
yield measurement in both the South and in the case of corn, the Corn Belt, as 
compared to subjective measurement in the past.  It is my judgment we will not 
do the kind of thing you people want unless we introduce a program of basic 
improvement rather than following a piecemeal kind of development whereby each 
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year a few thousand dollars are added to get more figures for this commodity 
or that commodity using the old methods as best we know how. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Wells, my reply to what you have said is that in order 
to get the Department to recognize the need for accurate estimates we probably 
will have to have a bust in the estimate.  Is that not about what you said? 

MR. WELLS:  No, sir, I hope not.  But I do agree with you that our live- 
stock estimates are very important. 

I think we should try on a working basis to start on objective enumera- 
tive sampling procedures, with a basic survey in June.  The reason for picking 
June is that we do not change our first acreage estimates until December, and 
if we get the July 1 estimate wrong we are off.  We think in the long run 
this is a more economical method.  I do not think it is the kind of thing we 
can introduce over the whole United States in a single year.  I think it is 
better to take it in steps. 

MR. MARSHALL:  You have recognized the value of the work you have done 
in the 10 Southern States.  You have recognized the value of having accurate 
estimates.  But yet you do not seem willing to recognize the necessity of 
taking a step forward in improving these estimates in what we might call the 
Breadbasket of the United States.  I think you have done a good job with the 
funds you have had, but you have made busts in some of your estimates. 

Î4R. WELLS:  That is agreed. 

MR. MARSHALL:  Not as much as in the case of cotton, but it has been 
very embarrassing.. 

MR. WELLS:  That is agreed, and our contention is we are better able to 
start this in the Southern States than in the North Central States.  The 
simplest area would be the Great Plains States, but I would think the second 
major step ought to be in the main Corn Belt. 

l^. NEWELL: As a matter of fact, to go in the North Central states would 
take more money than this allowance. This allowance is enough to start in the 
southern areas. 

MR. WELLS:  And provide a major step. 

MR. MARSHALL:  I think I recognize the need of something being done, but 
there is no use in going into the thing on a piecemeal operation.  You men- 
tioned $5 million.  How much could you use this year to get a start. 

MR. MILLER:  We feel this is a reasonable amount to approach the problem. 
Obviously, we have our objectives over a longer period of time that would 
require a greater amount than is in this budget.  I think almost all the 
agencies would like to do a better job and, given all the funds they could 
use, they probably could make more progress; but it is a question of a reason- 
able amount of money that could be allocated to do a reasonable job and not 
attempt to do it all in 1 year. 

MR. MARSHALL:  That is all very well and good, but what can you people 
use wisely this year? 

MR. MILLER:  I think the amount here is a reasonable amount. 

MR. MARSHALL:  What was that amount, again? 
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MR. MILLER:  $502,400. 

MR. NEWELL:  The Secretary has told the Bureau of the Budget that 
$1,200,000 could be used effectively, but, as Mr. Miller has stated, under 
the budget limits $502,400 was set up. 

MR. MARSHALL:  It seems to me whether we make any steps forward or not 
we ought to have some idea as to how much it would cost each year to complete 
this work.  When you were thinking about your $5 million program did you 
think about how much should be done each year in order to accomplish it? 

MR. NEWELL:  As I said a moment ago, we started out with about $2.2 
million.  Our program would be something like this:  About $2 to $2.5 million 
the first year, an additional $1.5 million or so the next year, and up to the 
$5 million as a 3-year program. 

Mr. Wells is right that we would have difficulty using all of it in 1 
year, but you must remember we have been working about 6 years on this pro- 
gram.  We have a pilot plant set up in 24 States. 

MR. MARSHALL:  How many years have you worked in the Department, Mr. 
Newell? 

MR. NEWELL:  I came into the Department 34 years ago. 

MR MARSHALL: Then you are experienced in working with this Department, 
and, having worked with it as long as you have, do you think this program is 
something that would improve the Department? 

MR. NEWELL:  Mr. Marshall, I am convinced that it would.  I am convinced 
that it is something we are going to have to come to sooner or later. .1 
think it would be a great asset to the Department as a whole because, as I 
have said, these basic statistics are fundamental to so much work that is done 
in the Department.  The machinery that would be established under the program 
we have presented to the committee would be a flexible one that would enable 
us to serve in many ways.  For example, there was a very urgent need for a 
special survey on storage facilities.  Your State, Minnesota, was one of them. 
By utilizing the small nucleus that we had in the principal States, I am con- 
vinced we did a faster and better job, and much more economically, than we 
could have done had we not had that facility to use. 

There are so many ways in which this thing can be used other than provid- 
ing the immediate service-type statistics of agriculture. 

MR. MARSHALL:  Obviously, it is your feeling when you submitted the re- 
quest to the Department that you could use as much as $2.2 million or you 
would not have asked for it.  Is that right? 

MR. NEWELL:  That was our original recommendation; yes, sir. 

MR. MARSHALL:  I believe that is all, Mr. Chairman. 235/ 

235/  "Mr. Miller" was Assistant Secretary of Agriculture and "Mr. Dashner" 
was a Department Budget Officer.  Their testimony reflected the position 
of the Secretary's Office. 
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As mentioned earlier the Budget Bureau allowed the Department's request 
for an increase of $500,000 to go forward to the Congress, and that body vol- 
untarily increased the amount to $750,000. When the additional $750,000 was 
in hand the number of segments for the June Enumerative Survey was upped from 
2,700 to 7,700; December tracts from 7,600 to 9,600; and the total number of 
contacts made for objective yields was doubled (from 10,200 to 20,400).  Pro- 
ject A was on its way to full implementation within the "three or four years," 
stipulated by the Congress. 

LECTURE SERIES:  THE INTERNATIONAL AGE IN AGRICULTURE, 1960 

In reflecting on the foreign program, the thought occurred that it would 
be useful to have a series of lectures on the role of American agriculture at 
home and abroad.  Cannon Hearne, Director of the Foreign Training Division, 
Gustave Bu-rmeister, Assistant Director of the Foreign Agricultural Service, and 
Dr. John Holden, Director of the Graduate School of the U.S. Department of Ag- 
riculture, were enthusiastic about such a project.  A Committee was established 
chaired by Clarence Miller, Assistant Secretary, to plan and implement the pro- 
gram which at the suggestion of Kenneth Olson, FAS, was titled:  "The Interna- 
tional Age in Agriculture." It included five lectures, and four seminars where 
the lecturer and a panel discussed the lecture topic with fifty invited parti- 
cipants from around the country and from Embassies in Washington. 236/  The 
title of the main papers, names of the lecturers and the dates are shown in the 
following announcement of the series. 

S. R. Newell and Emerson M. Brooks, 1958. 

236/  The lectures were published in a pamphlet put out by the USDA Graduate 
School, entitled "The International Age In Agriculture," USDA, 1960. 
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^pwTijiti)^ 
IN   AGRICULTURE 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - GRADUATE SCHOOL 

FOOD FOR PEACE   Ociober 7 

Dr. Don Paar!berg, Special Assistant to the President 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE- 
INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL October IS 

Dr. Norman C Wright, Deputy Director-General, Food and 
Agriculture Organization 

WORLD AGRICULTURAL MARKET--OPPORTUNITIES AND 
LIMITATIONS October 21 

Dr. Max Myers, Administrator, Foreign Agriculture Service 

AGRICULTURE AND ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS OF THE U. S. S. R. AND 
RED CHINA November 4 

Thomas C.  Mann, Assistant Secretary, Department of State 

HELPING OTHER COUNTRIES IMPROVE THEIR AGRICULTURE  ..  .November 18 

Dr. D. A. FitzGerald, Deputy Director for Operations, International 
Cooperation Administration 

TIME PLACE 

3:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. m. Thomas Jefferson Auditorium 
WEDNESDAYS, except Lecture 2 U. S. Department of Agriculture 
which will be on THURSDAY. 

NO ADMISSION CHARGE 

LECTURE COMMITTEE 

Clarence L. Miller, Assistant Secretary, Chairman 

Emerson Brooks Wessels S. Middaugh 
Gus Burmeister Max Myers 
William C.  Conrad Clarence Palmby 
C M.  Ferguson Byron T. Shaw 
Cannon Hearne Harold Vogel 
G. E. Hubert R. Lyie Webster 

Gris V. Wells 
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE, BILOXI, 1961 

The Division held one of its periodic truncated national conferences with 
State Stats-in-Charge and the Washington staff down to, and including Branch 
Chiefs, in Biloxi, Mississippi, February 27 - March 3, 1961.  When plans for 
this Conference were being made the previous fall, Bruce Graham, Assistant 
Chief of the Agricultural Surveys Branch (most recent name of the old Division 
of Special Farm Statistics) was asked to give his recommendations concerning 
the Conference.  His memo of November 28, 1960, underscores the strong under- 
lying resentment still existing against the expanded statistical program six 
years after it had been inaugurated. 

To 

From 

Subject 

E.   M.   Brooks 

Bruce  Af. Graham 

National  Conference. 

I favor   (a)   a national  conference^   (b)   with restricted attend- 
ance in   (c)   St.   Louis or other central  location^   (d)   beginning Feb- 
ruary  20,   1961,   PROVIDED   (e)   that  the program has  a major  goal   to 
develop understanding and acceptance of  the expanded program of 
enumerative surveys. 

I'm not sure how this  can be done.     The meeting at Chicago in 
1956 reportedly met with open,   outspoken hostility.     The Kansas  City 
meeting in 1957  cut off some of the open opposition,  but did not make 
many  converts.     The program of enumerative surveys  is  still  looked 
upon as a stepchild in many   (if not most)   of the Division's field 
offices and Washington branches.     It is  tolerated because  the di- 
rector favors it, but  the work is relegated   to last place on  the list 
of priorities.     The augmented staff that goes  with  the expanded pro- 
gram will  be welcomed,  but I see signs already  that  the field offices 
plan  to use  the added people for other jobs  to  the extent  that our 
survey work will  still be considered an  "extra"  job that has  to be 
done in addition'to  the  "regular"  work which already keeps  everyone 
fully occupied. 

I  think  the conference agenda  should be partly  informational — 
what  the expanded program is,  how it affects a   typical  field office, 
what kind of estimates  it will produce,   etc.     Including an explanation 
by Simpson on manpower based on  total  workload requirements  vs.   the 
project-by-project approach. 

Equally or more important is  the  "inspirational" part  — an 
understanding that  this  is  the Division policy,  solidly backed by  the 
Director,   the Administrator of AMS,   all  Branch Chiefs.     Building into 
the Board procedures a  careful  appraisal  and use of the enumerative 
survey  indications  is  one  of  the major  steps   to  this  end;   this  can be 
planned in  detail,  but  could not be put  into operation before  the 
conference dates. 

Some other   topics  that would be desirable additions  to  the agenda 
are:     explanation of the Washington reorganization and how it affects 
field offices;   the  training program;   something on data processing; 
detailed explanation of plans  for integrating  the enumerative and 
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mail  survey approaches;   the promotion program.     However^  I consider 
these subsidiary  topics and would justify  the conference and eval- 
uate it in  terms of  the major goal  of developing understanding and 
acceptance of the expanded program of enumerative surveys. 

About half way through the conference in Biloxi word filtered down from 
Washington that the new Secretary of Agriculture Orville M. Freeman, was soon 
to announce a major reorganization of the Department that would be of great 
significance to the Division of Agricultural Estimates. 

Naturally such stirring news made the conference proceedings of secondary 
interest. However, the program went forward as scheduled. An ominous cloud 
on the horizon, no larger than a man's hand, was described at Biloxi by Earl 
E. Houseman, in a talk on "Automatic Data Processing". Earl lifted the veil 
a bit on the potential of this new revolutionary devise—the electronic com- 
puter—a marvelous monster that was to become an essential and integral part 
of the effort to establish a system of enumerative and objective yield surveys 
based on probability sampling. 

In retrospect the old hand tabulation methods seem appallingly laborious. 
In 1938, the processing of a questionnaire in the Kentucky office was described 
as follows. 

"When  the schedules of any  of  these surveys return  to  the office 
the brown  "return"  envelope is opened on a hand-power  letter opener. 
The next step is  to write  the number of the crop reporting district in 
which  the farm is  located in  the  upper right hand corner of the schedule 
with red pencil.     The schedules are  then sorted by districts,   and later 
on by  counties and finally when it is felt  that most of  the schedules 
that are  to be returned,   are in,     the names  of  the producers are alpha- 
betized within  the county.     The schedules  are  then  edited,   after which, 
if  "identicals"  are required,   they are  "looked  up",   that is  to say, 
they are compared with  the previous  year's schedules and when  it appears 
that  the identically same farm has been reported  upon for both years  the 
two  "matched"  schedules are separated from  the others.     These  two sched- 
ules relating  to  the same farm are called  "identicals"  and  the remain- 
ing schedules are referred  to as   "non-identicals".     The  two groups are 
kept separate from this point on,  being listed separately  and finally 
filed in individual  empty envelope boxes which are distinctively  label- 
led as  to District,  county,  survey and date. 

All   listing is  done with  ink.     The names  of individual  producers 
are listed for all  surveys.     "The   'straights'   and   'identicals'   are 
listed separately  and  then added by counties.      (120 counties  in Ken- 
tucky)     The  individual   county   'straight'   data  for  all  items  are   then 
copied onto a  large   (bed-blanket)   sheet   (C.E.   1-5)   which shows   the 
counties  by  crop reporting districts.     The same procedure  is  followed 
for the current  year's  identical  data and for  the previous  year's 
identical  data.     District  totals are secured for each  item on each of 
the  three sheets.     The current  year's  identical  district  totals  are 
copied onto  the  current year's   'straight'   sheet and  the  two added  to 
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give  the district and State  totals  to be used in preparing the dis- 
trict summary of combined data on CE.   1-177, 

The preparation of headings on  the  three county sheets mentioned 
above is a  laborious  task requiring  the full   time of one clerk for 
about  three days,"   237/ 

Glenn Simpson, when Secretary of the Board, had been made acutely aware 
of the burden the old hand tabulation methods placed upon the State Office 
clerical staff.  Accordingly, he pushed experimentation with the "peg strip" 
system and gave a report on it to the Panel of Consultants at their session 
December 14 and 15, 1954.  This system eliminated hand tabulating all the 
detailed information on the voluminous acreage and livestock surveys.  Holes 
punched across the top of the card made it possible to hook the card over pegs 
on a 26 inch metal strip.  The cards were overlapped exposing only the right 
hand column of figures,  A clerk using a comptometer could quickly add across 
20 or more cards and obtain "strip totals" which were readily combined into 
Crop Reporting District totals.  Reactions to the strip-peg procedure varied, 
but it seems to have been a useful stop-gap method during the interim per- 
iod between voluminous hand tabulations and automatic data processing. 

At the Kansas City Conference in 1957 Joe Ewing presented a discussion on 
the use of peg strips, based in large part on a survey of other State Offices, 
that was apparently initiated by J. A. Pallesen.  Ewing summed up: 

"Two principal  conclusions  can be drawn from  this survey.     First,, 
pegging results   is a  great saving of clerical   time but requires more 
time of  the professional  staffs   and second,  has  created new problems 
for both clerks  and statisticians."     Ewing added:     "Some observed 
they  could not handle  their present volume of questionnaires without 
pegging."   238/ 

At the same 1957 conference Glenn Simpson announced: 

"The word   'Electronic'   has become almost magic in  the last  3 or 
4  years.     Every day we hear  about   'things'   that have been produced 
or  treated electronically. The AMS has already entered   the field 
in a modest way.     Our Division is participating in  the venture by 
membership on  the AMS Data Processing Committee and we have already 
processed several  reports  either partially or completely.     The AMS 
recently installed an IBM 407  Tabulator in Washington which will 
print  out copy  in  table form. The AMS also has on record    a  letter 
of intent  to rent an IBM 650 which is  classed as a middle sized elec- 
tronic   'brain'.     It is  anticipated  this machine has   the capacity  to 

237/  Excerpt from paper prepared by E, M. Brooks, Ass't. State Statistician 
for Kentucky, 1938, SRS files. 
238/  Use of Pegboard Method and Problems Presented, J. A. Ewing, 1958 
Conference Proceedings, Part A, p. 69. 
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handle  the foreseeable computing load of the AMS in Washington,     De- 
livery is expected in 12-14 months.     Three members  of our Washington 
staff have successfully completed the first phase of a  course in pro- 
gram planning for electronic processing. 239/ 

The electric tabulating machine utilizing punched cards was used for the 
first time in 1920 to completely tabulate Census data for agriculture and 
manufacturers. 240/  In 1923 in the BAE, Bradford B. Smith employed the fledg- 
ling giant to tabulate data used in multiple correlation problems. 241/ By 
1960 mechanical tabulation and computation had developed into the fabulous 
electronic computer.  It was a new "giant in the earth", and in the next few 
years, it wrought changes in the handling of statistical data undreamed of 
even by the most sanguine of its supporters forty years earlier.  It was an 
expensive piece of equipment, and one of a multitude of questions facing the 
prospective user was whether to buy your own computer or rent the age old 
dilemma is it cheaper to buy milk or keep a cow? 

Earl Houseman's presentation on the merits and potentials of electronic 
computers was an eon or more advanced technically than the papers given at the 
1917 Conference of Agricultural Statisticians in Washington, under the title 
"Computations", but they dealt with the same problem—how to analyze survey 
results quickly, easily and accurately. Verne Church, SIC, Michigan, at the 
1917 meeting told about a device he had created to help reduce labor, speed 
up, and simplify analysis of data: 

"In making the necessary computations  in connection with  the 
monthly  crop report,   I have found it  expedient  to  utilize a multi- 
plying and dividing table.     The one which I prepared is nothing more 
nor less  than an expansion of the ordinary multiplication  table.     The 
figures were  typewritten on white  tissue paper and  then mounted on 
both sides of a  sheet of heavy press board about 15 by 17  inches  in 
size.     A coat of shellac prevents  the surface from being easily 
soiled or worn,   and makes  the figures  stand out boldly and distinctly. 

The numbers across  the  top of the  table begin at 11  and extend 
to 66,   and  those on  the left hand margin extend from 20  to 99.     The 
top numbers should extend as high as  the maximum number of reports 
received from any district,  and  this was  the case when I prepared 
the table.     In multiplication,   the product of any one of the  top 
numbers and any  side number  is found at  the intersection of  the ver- 
tical  line  through   the former and  the horizontal  line  through  the 
latter.     Division is merely a  reversal  of the process.     By  use of  this 
table,   the necessary divisions  for obtaining district averages and 
also  the multiplications performed in obtaining weighted averages 
can be handled rapidly and accurately. " 

239/  Ibid, p. 72. 
240/  Journal of Farm Economics, November 1939, p. 744. 
241/  "The Use of Punched Card Tabulating Equipment in Multiple Correlation 
Problems", Bradford B. Smith, In Charge, Machine Tabulating and Computing 
Section, BAE, Washington, D.C., 1923. (Mimeographed) 
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W. F. Callander, SIC, Wisconsin, thought he had a better idea and presented 
it in his paper at the 1917 conference. 

"When I first started in  the field agent work  the  tabulation of 
the schedules at  the beginning of every month was almost a nightmare. 
 For  the past year  through  the courtesy of the Dean of the Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture I have had  the use of a Dalton adding machine. 
In order to use  the adding machine effectively,  I found it necessary  to 
list  the schedules from field aids  on sheets before making  the additions. 
While  the listing of  these schedules  is  somewhat slow,   I am fully re- 
paid for the  trouble since I have  the records  of the returns from each 
county in permanent form,   arranged by county.     In  the heaviest months 
I have found  that by  the  use of the adding machine 400 schedules or more 
from the nine districts can be added and  checked in about  three and 
one-half hours.     The most satisfactory  thing about  the  use of an add- 
ing machine is  that when  the work is done one knows  that  it is  correct 
if the figures have been put down correctly,   and  the work of checking 
is easily done. 

About  eight months ago I started  the use of the slide rule in 
making  the computations of averages,   that is for dividing  the sum of 
the reports by  the number of reports.     I first  used a  twenty-inch 
slide rule which was loaned  to me by  the Forest Products Laboratory, 
but a few months ago I ran across a small  circular slide rule,   called 
an  omnimetre^   sold by Dugen Dietzen Company,  which was being used by 
the College of Agriculture,   and found that after practicing for awhile 
I could make  the computations more rapidly with it  than with  the reg- 
ular slide rule.     The Bureau was kind enough  to purchase one of  these 
rules for me several months ago.     It can be read correctly  to  three 
places  and  the fourth place  can be closely approximated,  I should 
not want  to do without it.     The  tabulation and  computation of reports 
is made much easier by  the foregoing devices."   242/ 

So, the ingenious W. F. Callander, with the aid of a borrowed adding 
machine, a borrowed slide rule and a borrowed omnimetre broke away from the old 
hand work drudgery and inaugurated listing of schedules and computations by 
mechanical devices.  It would seem that the family tree of the electronic com- 
puter in the Crop Reporting Service would look something like this—(1) compu- 
tations by head and hand, (2) multiplying and dividing table, (3) use of slide 
rule and omnimetre, (4) listing and adding machine—borrowed and then bought, 
(5) computations by comptometers, (6) computations by hand operated and then 
electric desk calculators, (7) use of Peg Strips rather than hand listing, 
(8) use of Punch Cards instead of Peg Strips, (9) finally the first small 
electronic computer, followed by (10) the large, extremely fast and complex 
computer. 

Perhaps mention should be made of an abortive effort to use the so-called 
Porta Punch to speed up and simplify tabulation of survey results. 

242/ Until after World War II, the Ag. Stat. kept his omnimetre as close 
at hand as Daniel Boone did his long rifle. 
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The Porta Punch was, as the name implies a portable contrivance for punch- 
ing holes in appropriate places on the questionnaire.  It consisted of a board- 
like affair over which the questionnaire was placed and holes punched with a 
stylus to record the reported data.  This too, might have been useful for some 
purposes, but did not meet the exacting and diverse requirements of the large 
enumerative surveys conducted by Ag Estimates.  Florence Moore of the Price 
Branch conducted the experiments with the Porta Punch and said that the main 
result was to scare her superiors into adopting the Key Punch as the better 
system for machine tabulation of survey information. 

The fond hope of the '50's and '60's remains unfulfilled in 1976, i.e. for 
an optical scanner that can "read" ordinary handwriting and convert it into a 
language a computer can understand and react to with swiftness and precision. 
A number of companies, including the mammoths in the field of electronic equip- 
ment, are working on the problem and are said to be gaining on the rabbit. 

The history of data collection can not be chronicled in a pat illustrative 
manner.  Asking questions of respondents and recording their answers by hand 
continues to be the standard practice.  Not that other means of recording data 
have not been tried.  Various devices were experimented with by Ag Estimates, 
among these were the trial use of a Mark Sense system.  For the 1957 June Enum- 
erative Survey a Mark Sense device was tried for the Farm Labor Section of the 
questionnaire in Georgia and half the counties in North Carolina. 243/ This 
method required the Enumerator to use a graphite pencil to mark appropriate 
slots to indicate answers given by respondents.  The theory was that these pages 
would be separated from the rest of the questionnaire and run through a mach- 
ine that would "read" the graphite marks.  The result, however, was zilch, and 
the experiment was abandoned, perhaps without a fair trial. 

TUMS OR ROLAIDS? 

Members of the headquarters staff in Washington were a hard working lot 
despite the sometime appearance of a life of easy jobs and exotic travel.  The 
following little incident is a capsule shot of one work sequence indicative of 
many experienced by the men of the Washington contingent.  Most of all it brings 
out the expressive wit of one of those indespensible people, an experienced 
Supervisor in a state office. 

In April 1961, a trip was made to Oklahoma with a stop-off on the way home 
at a Regional Training School in Louisville, Kentucky.  The only person still 
working in the Kentucky office who had been there when Brooks was Assistant 
State Statistician in the mid-thirties was John Button, the Head Clerk.  John 
had his own way of expressing things.  He asked, "Is all you do is to go around 
visiting offices like this?"  Brooks replied, "Well, John, its not quite like 
that.  For instance, Monday morning I went to the office in Washington and got 
some work started, then I gave a lecture to a group of foreign visitors.  That 
over, I caught a taxi to the airport and flew out to Oklahoma City where Don 
Pittman met me and we left at once in his car for Stillwater.  At the University 

243/  Interview with Glenn Suter, SIC, New York, 1976. 
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there, we interviewed a number of students interested in jobs, and conferred 
with the Head of the Department of Agricultural Economics, Professor James 
Plaxico.  After dark Don and I drove the 60 miles back to Oklahoma City, picked 
up Don's wife and went out to dinner.  Yesterday, I spent working on some pro- 
blems in Don's office and late in the afternoon took a plane for Louisville, 
arriving here last night about nine o'clock.  Some of the boys had things they 
wanted to talk about, so I was a little late getting to bed, but this morning 
here I am in your office." John said, "Do you want me to sum it up for you?" 
Brooks said, "Yes, I wish you would." John responded, "What do you use,  Tums 
or Rolaids?" 

FOUNDATIONS OF THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE 

It had bothered a number of people that thousands of trainees from all 
parts of the world came to the united States, received good technical training 
and saw many strange new things, but were given no guidelines to help them 
interpret and understand the things they saw.  Accordingly, in 1961 an AID/USDA 
Joint Committee was appointed for "Developing Basic Understandings to Supple- 
ment Technical Training." Tom Ayres was Chairman and the other members were 
Gertrude Drinker, Ellis Clough, A. H. Maunder and E. M. Brooks from USDA, and 
Keith Harrison and a couple of others from AID who sat in intermittently. 

The following statement, largely the handiwork of Gertrude Drinker was 
widely used in a variety of ways.  For years it appeared as the frontispiece 
on several thousand programs prepared each year for foreign trainees and visi- 
tors.  Copies were distributed to people in Government agencies and in colleges 
and universities who work with participants in international programs.  The 
first year. Secretary of State Rusk sent over 700 copies to AID Missions in 
92 countries, many of which duplicated copies for local distribution.  The 
impact that such a statement has is, of coursé, uncertain but perhpas it has 
helped a little to further a better understanding of this country and the fac- 
tors that contributed to making it what it is.  Gertrude Drinker who worked in 
the Training Division of ERS, was a remarkable woman whose talents were never 
fully utilized by the Department.  She retired early from the Government ser- 
vice but continued vigorous activity in numerous community projects in Arling- 
ton, Virginia. 
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To Friends From Abroad: 

Welcome to the United States and the Department of Agriculture.  While 
you are in our country,  I urge you to become familiar with the basic 
foundations of the American way of life.  To obtain full benefit from 
your program, it is important for you to understand what has contri- 
buted to the development of our country.  I especially call to your at- 
tention: 

1. The Family is the Basis of Our Society.  The coming of entire fami- 
lies to early North America established a way of life unique among colo- 
nial countries.  Men and women jointly braved the dangers and suffered 
hardships.  The family, practicing the religious faith of its choice, 
continues as the foundation of our society. 

2. There is Dignity in Work.  During its long colonial and pioneer 
period, our country was sparsely settled and the people had to do every- 
thing for themselves.  This developed self-reliance and a lasting re- 
spect for even the most menial work. 

3. Public Education is for All.  Our public education system has prac- 
tically eliminated illiteracy.  In publicly-supported schools, univer- 
sities, and adult education programs, our people continue to receive 
technical and practical training. 

4. Group Action Stimulates Community Progress.  Americans working to- 
gether in small groups and communities form the basis for public action. 
Voluntary participation is a cherished right and responsibility. 

5. Individuals Help Make Lawa and Observe Them.  The majority of our 
citizens recognize and respect the rights of others.  We believe in and 
are governed by laws which all citizens help make, as provided for in 
our Constitution. 

6. Development Requires More Than Natural Resources.  American develop- 
ment reflects the interaction of abundant natural resources, energetic 
people, a variety of effective public and private institutions, and the 
practice of a free enterprise system centered on the dignity and supreme 
value of the human individual. 

7. Leadership is Everyone*s Responsibility.  A basic responsibility of 
American citizenship is acceptance of personal leadership in private and 
public activities. 

The people with whom you work in this country will help you understand 
these seven points; feel free to discuss them with each of our citizens. 

Just as we hope you will observe our way of life, we also would like you 
to tell us about your country and its people.  Best wishes for success 
in reaching the objectives of your program. 
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REORGANIZATION, 1961, SRS ESTABLISHED 

The rumors at the Biloxi Conference in February 1961, about an impending 
re-organization had been factual and within a few weeks the Statistical Report- 
ing Service (SRS) had been established.  Dr. H. C. Trelogan whose outstanding 
career had been primarily in the field of marketing economics and research, 
was named Administrator; S. R. Newell, Deputy Administrator, Glenn D. Simpson, 
Director of Field Operations and E. M. Brooks, Deputy Director.  Glenn Simpson 
has been met several times in these pages, but another word or two about him. 
Glenn may never have heard the Russian proverb quoted in the Prologue that "he 
who chases two hares, catches neither", but he understood the principle, and 
followed it scrupulously throughout a long and remarkable career.  Organization 
and management were his forte and he improved and strengthened these attributes 
with everything he did.  His assignments—the WPA project in New York City, 
the period at the Census in 1940, service as an officer in the Marine Corps 
during war and peace. Secretary of the Crop Reporting Board, Assistant Director 
and Director of Field Operations, and Deputy Administrator, as well as his 
Master's Degree in Management, all were career building elements that meshed 
smoothly and were parlayed into the making of an executive.  Although now and 
then somebody got clobbered, in the main Simpson was a happy hustler, energetic, 
cheerful, and above petty actions in dealing with personnel.  When Newell tab- 
bed Simpson in 1951 as his Assistant for Field Operations and Glenn was asked 
where his office would be, he responded, "aboard some airline plane!"  This was 
essentially true, and for the next decade, distracted as he was by the multi- 
tudinous problems of 43 state offices he was not involved, in any significant 
way, in the research, planning, and implementation of the expanded statistical 
program during its formative period.  However, after Congress had acted in 1961, 
and especially after he became Deputy Administrator in 1962 and was Chairman 
of the newly established Program Planning Committee, he was the leader in 
guiding research and development in the ageijcy for the next decade. 

Developments that were to take place during the regime of Dr. Trelogan, 
1961-75, were many and varied, and were marked by an up-grading in the techni- 
ques and procedures employed in all aspects of the Agency's work—collection, 
tabulation, computation, analysis, distribution of data, and communications. 
He wisely adopted the Long-Range Program as the blue-print for progress, parti- 
cularly because it had been accepted by the Department, Budget Bureau, and the 
Congress, and was an on-going program for which additional appropriations had 
been committed on the Hill.  Under Dr. Trelogan's energetic and knowledgeable 
leadership a massive expansion was to occur in automatic data processing, and 
in electronic communication systems, and their application to the ever grow- 
ing program of the SRS.  Dr. Trelogan's background of education and experience, 
and his adaptable and aggressive nature, equipped him well for the exacting 
task of utilizing new and complex plans and equipment in a rapidly evolving 
environment.  A native of Pennsylvania he had received his under-graduate work 
at West Virginia University, and the M.S. and Ph.D degrees from the University 
of Minnesota.  Following several years as a university professor. Dr. Trelogan 
had served the USDA for nearly two decades in a number of important positions, 
including being:  Chief, Order Administration Division, Dairy Poultry Branch, 
War Food Administration; Chief, Research and Analysis Division of the Dairy 
Branch, PMA; Assistant Administrator R & M Act; Assistant Administrator, AMS. 
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For his accomplishments Trelogan had received the USDA Superior Service and 
Distinguished Service Awards, and other outstanding recognitions including 
being a Fellow of the American Association for Advancement of Science and 
Agriculture; President, American Agricultural Economics Association; and mem- 
ber, U.S. Council of the International Association of Agricultural Economists. 
Dr. Trelogan had co-authored, with Warren C. Waite, Agricultural Market Prices, 
John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1951; and had contributed Chapters 2-9 of "Dairy 
Science" (with W. E. Peterson, author), J. B. Lippencott, N.Y., 1939, second 
edition, 1951. 

The Administrator of any large government agency has a multitude of com- 
plex problems with which to deal, not least of which is that of effective 
management of appropriated funds.  In the years leading up to 1961 a rule-of- 
thumb had become accepted that, if an Administrator had no more than 2 percent 
of his appropriation left over at the end of the fiscal year, he had done a 
pretty good job of fund utilization.  However, with a total appropriation of 
say, 10 million dollars, a 2 percent under-utilization would mean that $200,000 
would not have been used and would be lost to the Agency.  Such a "waste" was 
contrary to Harry Trelogan's way of thinking and as Administrator of SRS he 
strove mightily to put the maximum amount of his appropriation into useful 
purposes.  This management trait of Trelogan's was well known and at his Re- 
tirement Party in 1975, Don Paarlberg, genial Director of Ag Economics, said 
that he had checked the year-end balance of Trelogan's for the past decade and 
learned that at the end of this 10-year period the SRS appropriation-expendi- 
ture record showed that there was an un-expended balance of only $1.27! 

0. V. WELLS BECOMES DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF FAQ IN ROME 

The earth-moving re-organization of 1961 brought about some significant 
changes, one of them being the voluntary departure of 0. V. Wells, to become 
Deputy-Director of FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) 
in Rome.  Wells, a Mississippian by birth, first joined the Department of Agri- 
culture staff in January 1929 as a junior economist in the Division of Farm 
Management and Costs of the BAE.  During 1931-32 he did graduate work at Harvard 
University.  There followed a string of top-level assignments, and on May 15, 
1946, he was appointed Chief of BAE.  In the re-organization of 1953 he was 
made Administrator of the huge AMS (Agricultural Marketing Service) where he 
continued until he went to FAO in Rome.  Wells' extremely fast mind, prodigious 
memory, tremendous energy, and ability to put complex matters into readily 
understood terms made him a power wherever he was.  His relations with Congress 
were generally excellent, and the members looked forward with great interest 
to his annual review of the economic situation. 

An incident that is related about a meeting Wells addressed is character- 
istic of the man's ability to handle any situation with finesse. It had to do 
with a problem almost as old as the nation itself—the sheep and wool industry 
in the United States, which, over the years, has had more ups and downs than 
a prairie dog. This may seem a little strange since wool producers have been, 
to a degree, "protected" by Congressional legislation, and probably have more 
political clout to the ounce than any other economic group in the nation. 
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The reason for this prowess was simple.  The Armed Forces, the Army in 
particular, had traditionally considered it absolutely necessary, in the event 
of war, to have an assured basic supply of wool for millions of military uni- 
forms, coats, and blankets.  No off-shore sources, the Military believed, could 
be relied upon for this indespensable sinew of war.  The point had been so firmly 
established that the Congress had supported U.S. sheep raisers with a tariff 
on imported wool almost continously since 1816. 245/ This is not to imply that 
the wool industry had been void of problems.  The fact is that, from an eco- 
nomic standpoint, it has had a roller-coaster career.  Even during WW II the 
number of farms keeping sheep declined, primarily because of (1) increased cost 
of production (2) more attractive prices and profits in alternative enterprises, 
and (3) the price outlook had not appeared favorable. 246/  Following the War 
the sheep industry had been subjected to a series of harassments.  Cost of pro- 
duction had continued to go up.  Per capita consumption of wool which peaked 
in 1946 had declined steadily since for a variety of reasons, and in 1958 was 
lowest in twenty years.  Competition from other fibers, especially man-made 
fabrics like rayon and accetate, had been fierce.  There were now relatively 
more children and older people, and they required less clothes than working 
people.  The trend to suburban living and wearing of more casual clothes re- 
duced consumption of wool, as did the population shift to warmer climates.  The 
increased use of air-conditioning and central heating kept homes and buildings 
at a more even temperature—cooler in summer and warmer in winter—thus reduc- 
ing the need for heavy, light, and medium weight seasonal outfits of clothes. 

In the fall of 1960 the situation looked especially dismal to sheep ranch- 
ers who felt they were being fleeced by events at home and abroad.  Since the 
first quarter of the year imports of wool manufactures were up 46 percent, 
stocks were high due to high imports of raw wool in 1959, and domestic wool 
production the highest since 1946. 247/  It was all very disturbing and members 
of the California Wool Growers Association were worried, angry, and frustrated 
as they flocked together in San Francisco's brand new Jack Tarr Hotel to lick 
their wounds and to bleat into the ears of 0. V. Wells, ultra-bright Administra- 
tor of the Agricultural Marketing Service in Washington, that they were going 
broke! 

When the time came for Wells to have his say he got up, a glass of water 
dangling from his hand, leaned over the rostrum, gazed with appreciation around 
the bespangled ballroom of the swank Jack Tarr Hotel—the huge, glittering cut- 
glass chandelier, the walls covered with red damask, the lush, cushioned, gild- 
ed, chairs.  Finally, apparently pleased with the luxurious appointments of the 
room, he said, "Gentlemen, if I were going to go broke, I couldn't think of a 
finer place to do it than right here in this room!" There was a slight pause, 
then a burst of uproarious laughter as Wells' point settled in.  From then on 
he had the admiring stockmen in the palm of his hand, as he went on to assure 

245/  "Wool During World War II", BAE USDA, May 1948, p. 
246/  Wool Situation in 1946, BAE USDA, p. 67. 
247/  "Agricultural Situation", September, 1960, p. 12. 
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them that their seeming despair was not justified by the facts of the situa- 
tion. 248/ 

Wells, as Administrator of the massive and far-flung AMS, established in 
1953, had designated Nathan Koffsky as Deputy Administrator for Economic and 
Statistical Services with supervision over the Division of Agricultural Econ- 
omics headed by Frederick V. Waugh, and the Division of Agricultural Statistics 
with S. R. Newell in charge.  Eight years later, following the re-organization 
of 1961, these two Divisions and the Market Surveys Branch of the Market Devel- 
opment Division, and the Crop Reporting Board, were combined under a Director 
of Agricultural Economics who reported directly to the Secretary of Agricul^ 
ture. 248A/  As the Director of Agricultural Economics functioned in all re- 
spects as an Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, being fully involved at the 
Department level in both policy and program decision making, it was often asked 
why he did not carry that title.  Some reasons apparently were that his staff 
and budget were only a fraction of that of the Department, and had no support- 
ing lobby on the Hill.  Consideration has been given at various times to the 
creation of a large  research and reporting agency by combining (1) economic 
research (2) scientific research, and (3) agricultural statistics, but this 
has never been done.  Under the new organization in 1961, budget and finance, 
personnel and other administrative services were provided by the Management 
Operations Staff "scattered together," as the Pennsylvania Dutch might say, 
by Charles F. Kiefer. 249/ 

0. V. Wells, Administrator AMS, Presents Award to George Chan, 
California Office 

248/  See "What About Lamb?"  Summary of address by 0. V. Wells, before 
Centennial Convention, California Wool Growers Association, Jack Tarr Hotel, 
San Francisco, August 12, 1960 reported in The California Livestock News, 
October 11, 1960, p. 12. 
248A/  Secretary's Memo. 1446 Supplemental, April 3, 1961. 
249/  A Century of Service, p. 510. 
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s. R. NEWELL RETIRES, 1961 

In effect, the new arrangement in 1961 essentially re-constituted the BAE 
of earlier years, (1922-39) and (1942-53).  The first Director of Agricultural 
Economics .was Willard W. Cochrane, with two Administrators, Nathan Koffsky for 
ERS (Economic Research Service) and H. C. Trelogan for SRS (Statistical Report- 
ing Service).  S. R. Newell stayed on as Deputy Administrator and Chairman of 
the Crop Reporting Board for a few months, and then retired after a long and 
distinguished career.  Shortly, however, he was enticed into spending a year 
or so in Paris, France, with the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development) and, after returning home, to head re-organization of Depart- 
ments of Agriculture in a number of states.  His term as head of Ag Estimates 
and as Chairman of the Crop Reporting Board (1950-61) was to be labelled as the 
"Newell Revolution," which is indicative of the impact Sterling R. Newell had 
on the growth and development of the Service.  On August 9, 1974 a group of 
"Old Timers," gave a luncheon for Newell at the Cosmos Club in Washington where 
he was presented with a certificate on which he was accorded recognition for 
the "Newell Revolution."  The certificate had been sent to some of the field 
statisticians who signed it, but all were not able to be present at the lunch- 
eon.  The list of signers is as follows:  C. W. Whitworth, B. R. Stauber, R. K. 
Smith, G. D. Simpson, D. D. Pittman, C. D. Palmer, R. S. Overton, A. V. Nordquist, 
J. E. Mullin, P. L. Koenig, B. W. Kelly, J. R. Kirkbride, H. F. Huddleston, 
E. E. Houseman, R. B. Hile, W. A. Hendricks, W. W. Henderson, E. B. Hannawald, 
R. P. Handy, J. R. Grant, B. M. Graham, F. J. Graham, W. J. Fluke, R. B. Converse, 
G. Butler, C. E. Burkhead, and E. M. Brooks.  In response Newell stated that 
this citation from his former colleagues and close associates meant more to him 
than the Department's Distinguished Service Award which he received in May 1959. 

Many people, especially farmers throughout the country, probably remember 
Newell best by his folksy column that appeared monthly for many years in the 
"Agricultural Situation" with its monthly circulation of over 200,000 readers. 
Entitled "Bert Newell's Letter" it invariably started off with a nostalgic yarn 
about the good old days on the farm, but before long the reader was locked into 
a reminder why he should support the Crop Reporting Service.  A Canadian, L. E. 
Rowebottomi of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, remarked that the first time 
he met Newell he was surprised that he did not chew tobacco!  The column was 
very popular, but like Charlie Gage's Omnibus, it could not be continued by 
anyone else.  Although Newell could not, of course, see around the next bend in 
the river, he was confident that it continued to flow wider and deeper toward 
a greater prospect further along. 

"THE CONTINUING VIRTUE" 

At the National Conference in 1917 the Chief, Leon Estabrook, in his open- 
ing remarks laid out a program of policy and practice that in its essentials, 
has deviated not a whit in sixty years. 

"—It was and is  the desire of the Bureau  to appoint as Field 
Agents and Crop Specialists only men who have had practical  experience 
in farming,  men of mature years,  men well  educated  in  the fundamental 
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principles of agriculture and statistics^  men of the highest character 
and ability who would command  the respect and be able  to secure  the 
cooperation of all State and local  officials and prominent farmers in 
their States. 

Just as we expect  the Field Agents  to become  the recognized author- 
ities  on crop production in  their respective States^   so we expect  the 
Crop Specialists  to become recognized as leading authorities on  the 
production of their special  crops.  

Our ideal  should be  to make our  final  estimates come within at 
least  three percent of the facts.  
 to extend  the crop reporting service  to a greater number of 

special  crops and  to report in greater detail  on  the stable crops.  
Another plan we have in view is to urge upon Congress the desir- 

ability of appointing an Assistant Field Agent in each State.  
The next plan we have in mind is  to urge  upon Congress   the desir- 

ability of furnishing each Field Agent with a  clerk  to attend  to 
routine correspondence^   look after  the mail  during  the absence of the 
Field Agent and  to assist him in  the preparation of his monthly re- 
port. I shall  renew the request annually  until we succeed in getting 
the desired increase. 

A third means of improvement that appeals to us very strongly is 
the furnishing of government-owned automobiles to the Field Agents in 
most States.  

The Field Agents will be in an excellent position  to cooperate 
effectively with  the census  officials . I have no doubt  the Census 
Bureau will  welcome  the cooperation of this Bureau in drafting  the 
Agricultural  schedules and in planning their work for  the next farm 
census. 

While  the meetings   (Agency Conferences)   are called primarily for 
our mutual  instruction another principal  object is  to foster  the 
feeling of solidarity,   the feeling that each of us belongs  to a com- 
pact,   efficient,   growing organization with a  future before it and a 
highly  important function  to perform in  the work of the Department 
and in  the economic development of  the nation." 

Thus the pattern of growth, development, performance, and conduct, laid 
down more than a half century ago, is clear: 

1. Get competent men of character. 

2. Expect them to become recognized authorities. 

3. Strive for accuracy in the reports. 

4. Expand the reports to include more items. 

5. Augment the professional staff to do a bigger and better job. 

6. Add clerks and other support staff for greater efficiency. 

7. Add modern equipment—automobiles or what-ever. 

8. Cooperate with other agencies, especially the Census. 
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9.  Get together now and then to exchange know-how. 

10.  Develop esprit de corps—good men doing important work together. 

For the Royal Navy the British have long produced a special line, or rope 
as a landlubber would say, that can always be distinguished from any other be- 
cause it has a fine, red thread that runs continuously through its center from 
end to end.  No matter where you cut through the rope you are sure to find the 
identifying red thread.  In the Crop Reporting Service-Ag Estimates-Statistical 
Reporting Service—the central thread, the continuing virtue is, has been, and 
hopefully always will be, integrity.  No matter where you look, from lowest 
paid Support Trooper to top Administrator, the vital element of integrity is 
to be found.  It is the standard, the rock, the way of life, that makes all 
else possible and meaningful.  It is the one factor that, if lost, would de- 
stroy the usefulness of the Service. 
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BERT NEWELL REMEMBERS 

by 
S. R. Newell, former Chairman 

U.S. Crop Reporting Board 
1968 

The Personality of "Ag Estimates" 

The story of the organization that started out to develop an agricultural 
estimating service over a century ago would not be complete without more docu- 
mentation of the human side of the enterprise. 

Organizations, if they continue long enough, develop personalities just 
as do individuals or families.  The good administrator endeavors to create 
personality in his organization.  Policy formulation is a part, but this con- 
cept of personality is more nebulous.  It might be described as group attitude 
toward the job and members of the group. 

The organization has operated under about ten different names since it 
was established.  Regardless of the name at any particular time, the entire 
organization has always regarded its job as the obligation to provide the 
Nation with the best statistics it is possible to produce with the facilities 
available.  Internally, the name of the organization is usually "Ag" Estimates 
and the reporting arm the "Board". 

The best statistics possible means setting forth the facts as nearly as 
they can be determined without fear or favor.  On several occasions critics 
have said the Board can't be influenced because they would never put out some 
of the estimates they do if they listened to politics or influential indivi- 
duals . 

With the facilities available, the goal of providing the best statistics 
possible has several implications.  Often it means getting the job done without 
regard to the official hours of work.  It means, too, improvising, rearranging 
work schedules, stretching the facilities to the limit to accomplish some 
worthwhile project.  Sometimes the boys say, "we will get it done, but it is 
going to take a 'piece out of the hide'." When Nat Murray started the farm 
price report in 1908, he boasted a little when he reported that it had been 
accomplished without a bit of additional money cost.  At one outlook conference 
there was a great hue and cry about the lack of information on peach trees in 
the northeastern states.  Mr. Callander said it would take $10,000 to get the 
information they wanted.  Some of the statisticians shuddered because they knew 
that $10,000 would hardly cover the cost of schedules and field follow-ups.  The 
next day another division transferred the $10,000.  As the boys said "we got 
the job done but the 'hide' (midnight oil, extra travel, tabulation, and analy- 
sis), didn't show." 

This characteristic of the organization of getting the job done sometimes 
gets Ag Estimates into trouble.  The reputation has become so widely accepted 
the delivery of the job is taken for granted.  When things get stretched to the 
limit, it is often difficult to convince some people or organizations that 
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more money or facilities are necessary. 

Another characteristic of the organization is that "apple polishing" is a 
waste of good apples and influence peddling doesn't pay.  Nor is the prima donna 
who can't stoop to stuff envelopes or tabulate or carry a sack of mail to the 
post office because he considers they are tasks beneath the dignity of a statis- 
tician, a very popular worker on the team.  At a meeting in one of the state 
offices several members of the Washington Staff and some from the Departmental 
staff had very effectively monopolized the time of the Statistician in Charge 
and most of his office staff for two days.  At the close of the meeting, the 
state statistician announced he would expect everyone back at the office at 
6 p.m. to get the monthly crop schedule in the mail.  Everyone showed up on 
time.  Envelopes were stuffed and the inquiry went out on schedule. 

Self-criticism has always been encouraged; so, too, is self-improvement. 
Individuals are urged to take graduate courses that will help them in doing a 
better job and advancing in the service. Many of the staff have at their own 
expense earned graduate degrees in after-hours college work. 

The organization has been characterized as proud.  It has also been called 
conservative.  No doubt both are true.  There is a reluctance at times and in 
some quarters to change, and at times false pride has run before a bad fall. 
Too much of either is bad; on the other hand, none of either can be equally 
disastrous. 

To summarize; the personality of "Ag" Estimates is a truly career service, 
a close knit, well disciplined group, proud of its place in the national econ- 
omy and ever seeking ways to provide more and better service to agriculture and 
the nation. 

This personality of the organization is, of course, the reflection of the 
people who have built it.  It was not just the chief statisticians or the 
chiefs of the Bureau or Directors of the Division but a lot of people.  There 
was "Grandma" Pierce (Mrs. M. R. Pierce) a junior research assistant, who 
helped Dr. S. A. Jones.  "Grandma" came in the service in 1903.  No more loyal 
person ever served Ag Estimates.  She looked after everyone, particularly on 
crop report lock-up days.  She never overlooked an opportunity to impress the 
young clerks, or the young statisticians too, with the importance of the work 
and their responsibility to the organization.  Any one that was ever on the 
receiving end of one of her friendly little talks didn't soon forget it. 

Then there was Reggy, no one now remembers her real name but she was a 
char woman about 4 1/2 feet tall with a quick brisk tongue.  Reggy had a 
proprietary interest in the organization and took care of serving the lunch 
in the Crop Reporting Board room on lock-up days.  Reggy bossed everyone and 
could usually find a way to get you an extra piece of pie, only though, after 
she made sure everyone had at least one piece. 

There is a danger in writing this section of getting into the "good old 
days" frame of mind.  Things are different from what they were 30 or 40 years 
ago when the Department was small and most everyone knew everyone.  But 
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basically, the attitude is no different now than it was then.  In those days 
the Department had its own guard force.  The Captain of the force was Captain 
Burke.  He was an average sized man with a round pleasant face and a beautiful 
head of white hair.  Always well groomed he really looked quite distinguished. 
Captain Burke was the official guard for the Crop Reporting Board.  Most likely 
he assigned himself the job because it was a rare day when he wasn^t on the 
door.  It wasn't necessary to have a pass; Captain Burke knew who to let in. 
He took real pride in his job and everyone respected him.  The guard is an 
important part of the security.  He is the only person that can be contacted 
from the inside and he must be reliable. 

One day a new assistant secretary came to sign the report.  After sign- 
ing he said he didn't have time to meet the members of the Board and stalked 
up the hall and rapped on the door.  As was customary. Captain Burke opened 
the door about 6 inches and the assistant secretary announced who he was and 
said he was going back to his office.  The door did not move until Captain 
Burke said "Not until after 3:00 o'clock, Mr. Secretary." The door closed 
and there was an audible click as he shut the bold of the lock. 

There were many more people like "Grandma," Reggie, and Captain Burke. 
They all contributed to the reputation and developing the traditions of the 
service.  The attitude that Ag Estimates, not the Chief alone or any one in 
particular but the organization, doesn't stand for shirking or misconduct, 
personal or otherwise, is deep seated in the organization. 

It is not intended to leave the impression that there were not instances 
where "sticky" problems had to be handled and sharp disagreement arose.  There 
have been many.  Some left scars that were long in healing but when all par- 
ties concerned had had their say and the incident closed, the organization 
closed ranks and the work went on with the same oneness of purpose that is the 
characteristic of the entire group. 

In this chronicle of the growth and development of the agricultural esti- 
mating work, the important incidents and the people principally concerned have 
been discussed.  In presenting this story, an attempt has been made to show 
how these changes and innovations have for the most part, been the result of 
joint efforts by the organization and, therefore, many individuals working 
together toward a common goal.  There have, however, always been key people 
who have played an important part in marshalling all the talents and provided 
the leadership that implemented the programs. 

To round out this section on the personality of the agricultural esti- 
mating organization, a brief summation of the characteristics of some of the 
leaders who contributed significantly to the development of the organization 
is presented.  These are not intended to be exhaustive biographies.  The obser- 
vations are often based on personal acquaintance, discussion with their contem- 
poraries or both.  Personnel records in the Statistical Reporting Service, in 
the Department or records in the Archives have been used.  In some cases 
observations have been made on the basis of writings of the individuals but for 
a very considerable part the only documentation is this manuscript. 
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Jacob R. Dodge 

Mr. Dodge began as an agricultural clerk in the Department on July 22, 1862. 
Lewis Bollman was appointed Chief of the Statistics Division in 1863 and served 
until November 1, 1865.  Mr. Dodge was made Chief Statistician December 1, 1865. 
Except for a period from August 29, 1878 to November 16, 1881 during which he 
served the Bureau of the Census, he served as Chief Statistician for 24 years 
retiring at the age of 70 on March 31, 1893.  This was a most unusual record 
during this period where political appointments were the order of the day. 
Following his retirement he continued to serve farmers through the columns of 
the Country Gentleman. 

Dodge had an active and inquiring mind.  In a way he was a Leonardo da 
Vinci of the founding period of the crop estimating service and agricultural 
economics in the Department.  He explored many fields, started new programs 
and advanced many ideas that the Department did not catch up with for many 
years. 

He established the pattern of crop reporting that, in its basic concept, 
has been the guide ever since.  He visualized the need for quantitative fore- 
casts that were not made a part of the regular programs until some 40 years 
after he advanced the idea.  In 1889 he advanced the idea of production control 
by farmers themselves through readjustment of production based on "a clear and 
searching glance into the future" that had much in common with the ideas o^ 
H. C. Taylor, Chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, in 1923 when agri- 
cultural outlook reports were initiated. 250/ 

Dodge was much interested in better agricultural statistics from Europe. 
In 1873 he spent several months in Europe as one of the commissioners to the 
Vienna World Exposition.  In his report of 1874 he brings out the recommenda- 
tion for a world census taken every 10 years. 251/  In that report Dodge was 
calling for the kind of service that was finally provided for in the conven- 
tion of 1905 that created the International Institute of Agriculture in Rome, 
Italy.  As a member of the International Institute of Statistics that convened 
in Rome, Italy in 1887, Dodge presented the constitution that was adopted and 
may be looked upon as the precursor of the International Institute of Agricul- 
ture. 252/ 

His very considerable activity in the field of international statistics 
and agriculture was, of course, reflected in the^Foreign Division in the Divi- 
sion of Statistics and later became the Foreign Agricultural Service. 

Dodge was always thinking in terms of economic forces.  In his first report 
for the calendar year 1865, he took the trouble to explain the economic reasons 
for higher crop values in New England as compared with the Middle West.  In 
discussing farm production for profit he was thinking in terms of farm manage- 

250/ H. C. & Ann Dewees Taylor, p. 196. 
251/  Ibid, p. 187. 
252/ H. C. Taylor, p. 194. 
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ment. A far-off idea perhaps, but later to be developed by the Department in 
the Office of Farm Management. 

As he developed the crop estimating program, he became more and more a 
technical statistician.  He spoke of the difficulties of obtaining reliable 
averages and the problems of securing.accurate information from respondents. 
He advanced the idea of annual enumerations and utilizing carefully defined 
areas.  He pointed out the undesirability of it collecting agricultural sta- 
tistics through the state police offices.  He recognized the problems of bias. 

The Agricultural Estimating Service and the Department owe a great debt 
to the character, the intelligence and extraordinary capacity of this man who 
shaped the foundation and provided guidance for the service for many years 
after his departure from active service. 

George K. Holmes 

It is of some interest that H. C. Taylor in his book "The Story of Agri- 
cultural Economics" gives most attention to the work of George K. Holmes under 
Part 5, Marketing Farm Products, Chapter 19, Government Marketing Activities, 
rather than in Part 4, Chapter 12, Crop and Livestock Estimates.  This is in no 
way a criticism of Dr. Taylor's handling of the work of Mr. Holmes.  To the 
contrary, we take some satisfaction because he,' to some extent, bears out a 
statement often made on agricultural estimates that this organization was the 
spawning ground for much that has taken place in agricultural economics in the 
USDA. 

Mr. Holmes' activities in the agricultural estimating service has been 
discussed elsewhere.  His influence in the service and the Department extended 
beyond his technical accomplishments.  He was physically a smallish man but in 
a discussion one was immediately impressed with his great stature in his field 
of endeavor.  For many years he was one of the foremost investigators and 
writers on agricultural statistics.  The painstaking thoroughness of all of his 
work sets him apart as one of the real masters in the field of statistics. 

Mr. Holmes' outstanding characteristics of a personal nature were his un- 
failing courtesy and sunny disposition that never betrayed surface indications 
of tribulation, annoyance, or concern over petty things.  The current of his 
nature ran too deep and strong to be easily disturbed, but his warm, sympathetic 
interest responded immediately to a request for advice, criticism, or assist- 
ance. 253/ 

Nat C. Murray 

Nat C. Murray came to the Bureau of Statistics in August 1904, a special 

253/  C. E. Gage - "The Omnibus" Staff Letter of the Crop and Livestock 
Estimates Division, USDA, No. 42, February 4, 1927. 
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field agent for Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky.  He had been writing a 
weekly crop review for the Cincinnati Price Current.  His father, Charles B. 
Murray, was the editor and for a number of years had taken a very active in- 
terest in the crop reporting work of the Department. 

Nat Murray had gained a considerable background of experience in the es- 
timating work through association with his father and in the preparation of 
his weekly crop review.  As a regional field agent he was not supposed to main- 
tain an independent list of crop correspondents, but he recognized the diffi- 
culty of covering so broad a territory by personal contact so he apparently 
retained some of his former contacts.  After a while he was authorized to main- 
tain a list of respondents to assist him in his work. 

Early in 1907, when Mr. Olmsted, Chief of the Bureau of Statistics, was 
given leave to take the Cuban Census, Murray was brought to Washington as 
Assistant Chief while C. C. Clark, the Associate Chief, was acting during 
01msted's absence. 

When Olmsted returned in 1909 and Clark left to become Chief Statistician 
of the International Institute of Agriculture at Rome, Murray was given prac- 
tically a free hand in statistical affairs while Olmsted attended to adminis- 
trative matters and presided as Chairman of the Board. 

Murray gave particular attention to methods of handling the statistical 
work of the Bureau.  He sought ways of eliminating lost motion and filling in 
the program with new activities to keep the personnel fully occupied.  He sim- 
plified the methods of weighting the indications, rearranged the work schedule 
and turned the efforts to the development of the collection of farm prices. 

It was Murray who was the chief architect of the reorganization that re- 
sulted in the consolidation of all the field operations in full time state 
statistical offices in 1914. 

Murray was a strong believer in the civil service system and worked to 
strengthen the personnel qualifications of the forces.  He preferred the tech- 
nical and internal arrangement work of the division to the administrative side. 
In the reorganization of 1914 he defended Olmsted in the controversy with the 
Assistant Secretary.  Although he was Acting Chief of the Bureau and in line 
for promotion to Chief, he endorsed the appointment of Estabrook as Chief.  In 
his memoirs he said he preferred technical work and endorsed the appointment 
of Estabrook as an excellent administrator and worked most effectively with 
him until 1921 when he returned to commercial work. 

He was truly a career man who had the greatest respect of the entire 
organization for his capabilities as a statistician, his objectivity in deal- 
ing with problems and broad understanding of the role of the Bureau in the 
entire economy. 

After his retirement many members of the staff continued to seek his 
advice and counsel on many problems.  He was always friendly and gave fully 
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of his time and talents in helping to develop and improve a better crop re- 
porting service. 

Joseph A. Becker 

Joseph A. Becker was a graduate of the University of Wisconsin.  He work- 
ed in farm management at the University and received his Master's degree in 
economics in 1916.  He was appointed in Wisconsin as a field agent in the Bur- 
eau of Crop Estimates on January 16, 1918. 

Joe Becker was an exceptionally keen analyst, who probed just about every 
aspect of the statistical reporting field and its relation to other fields of 
economics.  While in Wisconsin he had made a careful study of the individual 
farm reporting that had been explored several years before, but it remained 
for Joe to really analyze the system and give it the impetus that led to its 
general adoption in the crop reporting work.  This is characteristic of his 
operation, and but one, an important one, of the things he was doing in devel- 
oping the program in Wisconsin that attracted attention and led to his call 
to join the headquarters staff in Washington in 1922. 

When the agricultural economics work of the Department was reorganized and 
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics was established in 1922 the crop and live- 
stock reporting work was set up as a division of the new Bureau.  Mr. Becker 
was brought to Washington as the Assistant Chief of the Division of Crop and 
Livestock Estimates and was actually the Chief Statistician for the Division. 

Mr. Becker was an excellent selection for the position.  A clear and con- 
cise thinker, he was a tremendous help to the entire staff, particularly the 
younger statisticians as they learned the work.  His ability to go to the heart 
of a problem bordered on the uncanny at times but, unlike so many with that 
ability, he was never impatient with those he dealt with.  At the time of his 
appointment to the Washington staff he was put in charge of the research work. 
As previously noted, the funds for research work extremely limited, consequently 
Joe did most of his research himself.  One of the things he developed, and for 
a number of years carried very largely by himself, was the series of farm in- 
come estimates.  This work was later transferred to the Division of Statistical 
and Historical Research of the BAE where it was expanded and is now a part of 
the Farm Income Branch of the Economic Research Service. 

Mr. Becker was a leader in the program of training the statistical staff. 
A prodidious worker himself he set an example for his associates to delve into 
problems and develop new techniques and new ideas for improving the service. 
He did much to raise the technical stature of the entire organization. 

A fine friend and a wise and sympathetic counsellor, Joseph A. Becker con- 
tributed substantially to the building of the agricultural estimating work of 
the Department^ 
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William F. Callander 

Mr. William F. Callander was appointed as a clerk in the Bureau of Plant . 
Industry on September 1, 1906.  An expert stenographer, he was soon made pri- 
vate secretary to the Chief of the Bureau; later, in March 1913 he was appointed 
secretary to the Secretary of Agriculture, D. F. Houston.  About two years later, 
in May 1915, shortly after the state statistical offices were established, he 
was appointed state statistical agent for Wisconsin. 

Callander was an energetic young man and shortly after his appointment be- 
gan to familiarize himself with all aspects of the statistical work and partic- 
ularly the agricultural statistical work of the state.  In view of the fact that 
the state was carrying on a statistical program that in many respects duplicated 
the kind of work he was supposed to be doing on the Federal program, he con- 
ceived the idea that a cooperative effort might be to the advantage of both. 
Other state statistical agents had had similar ideas, but with Callander's 
energy and initiative he discussed the idea with the State Commissioner of 
Agriculture, C. P. Norgord, and in 1917 he developed a cooperative plan and an 
agreement was entered into under which the State and Federal work was consoli- 
dated.  Thus, Callander inaugurated the Federal-State cooperative crop and 
livestock estimating work that was the most significant development that was 
ever made in the crop reporting work. 

This immediately attracted the attention of the Chief of the Bureau, Leon 
Estabrook, and commissioners of agriculture in other states.  In 1918 Callander 
was sent to Ohio where he negotiated a similar agreement in that state.  In 
1919 he was named field specialist in the Washington, D.C. office to coordinate 
field activities, improve estimates and methodology, and develop state cooper- 
ative agreements.  On July 1, 1921 he was made Assistant to the Chief of the 
Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates and on July 1, 1923 he was named head of 
the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates of the newly formed Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics. 

Callander served as Chief of the crop and livestock estimating work with 
a few excursions with the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, the Bureau 
of the Census and Statistician for Florida until he retired in 1950.  He was 
an exceptionally energetic person, never still and always thinking of new 
programs or projects.  The development of the cooperative rural carrier survey 
mentioned elsewhere was the kind of thing he loved to do. 

He was constantly on the go.  Every field office and every person in the 
office he knew personally.  An exceptionally fast reader he could cover a tre- 
mendous area in an astonishing short time.  Sometimes the men wondered if he 
actually knew all he did read.  One statistician tried him out once and slipped 
a small phrase into the middle of a full page he knew was not correct.  He 
handed him the letter and almost immediately his pencil crossed out the phrase. 

Mr. Callander paid a great deal of attention to improvement of the techni- 
cal training of the staff.  He encouraged them to take graduate work and do 
original thinking on any program of the division.  It was not uncommon for a 
statistician to find him sitting in his office in the morning.  It was not to 
check on when he came in, but just to visit about his work and work of his 
division.  He was a "delegator" and when he gave a person an assignment, he let 
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him go ahead and gave him full support. He used to say: "Never wait until you 
feel absolutely sure a person has all the knowledge you have before you dele- 
gate.  If you do you'll end up doing everything yourself and you can't do that." 
His men were always in demand and he took pride in that fact. 

He served the Division and the Department with Distinction. 

'Charles E. Gage 

Charles E. Gage came to the Department as a clerk in the Forest Service in 
1906.  He worked for the Bureau of Plant Industry, the Bureau of Statistics 
from 1914 to 1929 when he became the first Chief of the Tobacco Division of the 
BAE.  A rather significant indication of the character of the man is that when 
he retired every organization he had ever worked for regarded him as their own. 

When he came to the Bureau of Statistics in 1914, he was appointed as a 
clerk.  He was made Chief Clerk in 1917, and then in 1919 was made Chief of the 
Field Service Division.  From this position he was promoted to Statistician 
with his principal speciality in tobacco. 

He became widely recognized as a tobacco specialist in the BAE and through- 
out the industry.  His knowledge of tobacco and his proficiency as a statisti- 
cian enhanced the position of the Crop Reporting Board with^farmers, research 
agencies, and the entire industry. 

'*Uncle Charlie" as he came to be affectionately called, performed an 
outstanding service for the Crop and Livestock Estimates Division through the 
"house organ" called the Omnibus, which he originated and signed as the "Hired 
Hand." That publication did more to knit the new field organization that was 
set up in 1914, and the headquarters office in Washington, into a homogenous 
unit with a personality of its own than anything that had happened before or 
since. 

Liberally laced with humor and the doings and comments of the characters. 
Dr. Raucous and Col. Figgers, products of Uncle Charlie's invention, and writ- 
ten in his own inimitable style, the Omnibus carried a considerable cargo of 
official information along with information of transfers, new appointments and 
arrival of new babies. 

Mr. Gage put a great deal of thought in editing the letter, and it really 
paid handsome dividends in the morale of a farflung organization.  Its real 
value was never fully appreciated until it discontinued when Uncle Charlie 
left the Division in 1929.  To this day he is still considered as one of our 
own. 
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Leon M. Estabrook 

Leon M. Estabrook was appointed Chief of the Bureau of Crop Estimates on 
September 25, 1913.  He had started in the Departm-ent in May 1904 as a steno- 
grapher and "typewriter" in the Bureau of Plant Industry and served in a number 
of capacities.  At the time of his appointment as Chief of the Bureau of Statis- 
tics, he was "Chief Clerk" and custodian of buildings for the Department.  These 
activities were under the immediate direction of Assistant Secretary Beverly 
T. Galloway. 

Mr. Estabrook took charge at the time when the crop reporting work was 
reorganized and the offices of state statistical agents were established as 
the central operating unit in the State for the statistical reporting work. 
The plan of the organization had been developed by Nat C. Murray but the im- 
plementation of the plan was yet to be worked out. 

Mr. Estabrook was a good administrator and immediately gave attention to 
the many administrative problems involved.  Civil service examinations were 
announced and the state statistical agents were selected from the lists so 
established.  This was a significant step in the organization as it established 
the state positions as career jobs not subject to political patronage. 

In 1917 a conference was called in Washington at which procedures were 
set up for operations under the new organization.  This was the beginning of 
the organization along the lines that have continued to the present time. 

Perhaps the most significant feature of Mr. Estabrook's administration 
was his development of a close knit administrative team at the Washington level 
and bringing the field agents into the planning function as active participants. 

Estabrook, Murray and Holmes working in unison put stress on improving the 
personnel and close coordination of the whole operation.  This policy was large- 
ly responsible for a. number of important developments the most significant 
of which was the encouragement of the federal-state cooperative crop reporting 
program. 

Mr. Estabrook was highly regarded in the Department being called upon for 
many "extra curricular" activities.  In 1918 he was designated as Chief of the 
Bureau and Assistant to the Secretary.  He was a delegate of the U.S. to the 
General Assembly of the International Institute of Agriculture at Rome, Italy, 
November 3 to 20, 1920.  In the reorganization of the Department in 1921 and 
1922 he was made Associate Chief of the Bureau of Markets and of the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics.  In 1922 he was given a leave of absence to assist 
Argentina in reorganizing its statistical and crop reporting work.  In 1925 he 
joined the International Institute of Agriculture at Rome to work on the world 
census. 

He returned to the Department in 1930 and was assigned as an assistant to 
the Director of Scientific work (Dr. A. F. Woods) and retired May 31, 1931. 254/ 

254/  Personnel Records Archives. 
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John B. Shepard 

John B. Shepard was a graduate of Cornell University with a B.S. in 
Agriculture in 1907.  His career was as unusual as the man himself.  After 
college graduation, he spent six years in farming in New York, Pennsylvania 
and Texas.  Following this experience, he returned to Cornell and spent a 
year and a half in the graduate school of arts and sciences receiving an A.B. 
degree in 1916. 

He worked with the farm management department of Cornell, was a consult- 
ing agricultural engineer in Maine, New Hampshire, New York, Washington State, 
California, Florida, South Carolina and West Virginia, and was an appraiser 
for the Federal Land Bank the summer before being appointed as Field Agent for 
the Bureau of Crop Estimates on January 26, 1918. 

Shepard's training and broad experience was reflected in his approach to 
any problem that arose in the crop and livestock estimating work.  He was es- 
sentially a student who was never satisfied with an analysis until all possible 
factors had been considered.  This at times prolonged the analysis to the point 
of irritating some of his colleagues,  but it was generally accepted that on 
a critical problem it was far better to wait a bit for "Sheps" opinions.  His 
field travel was always carefully planned and organized.  There were many jokes 
among the fieldmen about Sheps soil maps, topographic maps and notes.  He 
was recognized as one of the best, if not the best, informed man in the Depart- 
ment on the overall agricultural patterns in the United States.  When a new 
secretary wanted to take a trip to familiarize himself with agriculture gen- 
erally, it was often Mr. Shepard who was asked to direct the tour and act as 
consultant. 

Mr. Shepard was continually studying and experimenting with questionnaire 
procedures.  He developed some clever demonstrations of the different ways a 
seemingly simple question could be interpreted by a correspondent.  He delighted 
in trying out these ideas on a group of statisticians to demonstrate the im- 
portance of simple but precisely worded questionnaires.  In later years the 
importance of his thinking was more fully recognized by employment of persons 
especially trained in questionnaire design. 

At the conference in 1923 Shepard advanced the idea of annual enumeration 
of carefully selected farming areas.  In 1937 his article on enumeration of 
sample townships was published in the Journal of Farm Economics (see page 464). 
Fundamentally, the ideas he advanced are the same as the plan that was to 
revolutionize the crop and livestock estimating methods 35 years after the 
conference of 1923. 

Shepard's mind ran deep in everything he did.  For many years he wrote 
the crop summaries for the monthly crop reports that were classics for the 
amount of information he could pack into a relatively brief report.  He devel- 
oped the index of total crop production that is still one of the widely used 
statistics issued by the Board. 

Shep was a serious appearing man some times called severe.  In fact, 
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however, he was a most friendly and kind person with a very keen sense of 
humor.  This characteristic was often missed until a person learned to watch 
for the twitch around the corners of his mouth, partially concealed by his 
heavy dark moustache, and the twinkle in his eyes.  A young statistician con- 
centrating on his assignment on his first Board lock-up report, was startled 
when this severe looking man interrupted him by placing a sandwich and a piece 
of pie in front of him with the comment, "Here young man, you are not accustomed 
to the way things go here.  You better get your lunch before its too late." 

This was John B. Shepard.  A man who contributed substantially to the 
statute of the Crop and Livestock Estimates Division and the improvement of 
many aspects of the work during his period of service.  Because of his un- 
timely death at 61 in May 1945, he did not witness the actual implementation 
of his "pet hobby" as he described his idea in 1923 of enumeration of sample 
farming areas as a basis of improving the estimates. 

Charles F. Sarle 

Charles Sarle graduated from Cornell in 1916.  After a short time as as- 
sistant county agent and about two years in the Office of Farm Management and 
8 months or so in the army and a period of about two years as a Smith Hughes 
teacher, he was appointed as agricultural statistician in Iowa on September 22, 
1922. 

Early in his career as statistician in Iowa, he began to concentrate on 
statistical methodology.  With his office in Des Moines, Iowa, he soon became 
acquainted with Henry A. Wallace, who was also interested in statistical meth- 
ods and the crop reporting work.  They worked together on a number of problems. 

Sarle's activities in the statistical work attracted the attention of 
Callander and Becker.  On November 1, 1926, he was transferred to the Washington 
office to take charge of the farm price work. 

His contributions to the crop and livestock reporting work have been re- 
counted elsewhere at some length.  He was an extremely energetic person with 
a very quick mind and fertile imagination.  Nothing escaped his attention and 
his frank, and often blunt, criticism of programs and methods sometimes provoked 
people but more often than not stimulated action.  Joe Becker characterized 
Sarle as a "healthy goad."  "Status quo" irritated Sarle whether it applied to 
a program or an individual who was content to go along with the routine. 

On the other hand nothing pleased him more than a person who was alert, 
progressive and willing to work.  Herein lies the key to one of his most im- 
portant contributions to the crop reporting program.  He was a good teacher 
whose knack of stimulating interest in a problem was effective with most people 
but particularly so with the younger members of the staff.  A number of the men 
who worked with him went on to high positions in the organization and in com- 
mercial organizations.  Sarle was ambitious for himself, but equally ambitious 
for those who worked under him and made good. 
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To Charles Sarle belongs a large part of the credit for the progress that 
was made in the upgrading of the professional competence of the personnel in 
the service.  He was a capable technician with the vision and drive to get 
action. 

Frank Parker 

Frank Parker was appointed State Statistician for North Carolina in 1916 
and continued in the position until his retirement in 1953. 

Mr. Parker was one of the most enthusiastic, energetic and persistent 
people in the agricultural estimates organization.  Whatever he undertook, he 
put his full energy into it.  This meant that with his active and imaginative 
mind he was always coming up with some new ideas of new ways of getting things 
done or new projects to be launched.  It was not always possible to put his 
ideas into operation, but he enjoyed experimenting.  This attitude of question- 
ing the status quo and energy in trying out ideas was stimulating to other em- 
ployees in his office and to the whole organization.  Work in the North Carolina 
office was never monotonous.  A number of the young men who trained under Frank 
Parker went on to highly responsible positions in the agricultural estimates 
organization or with other organizations. 

Frank had the complete confidence and cooperation of the State Department 
of Agriculture and developed one of the most extensive cooperative crop report- 
ing offices in the United States.  At one time the State Legislature cut out 
the state assessors enumeration and Frank, largely single-handed, succeeded in 
getting the program restored on a stronger basis than it was before.  He was 
among the first to experiment with the objective cotton count techniques as a 
basis for cotton estimates.  He experimented with the same procedure on peanuts, 
tobacco and other crops. 

It was Frank Parker who had the original idea of a statistical laboratory 
at the college.  He met with rebuff from most sources, but that only increased 
his determination.  He finally succeeded in getting his ideas to the President 
of the University, Frank Graham, who set up the original laboratory.  This was 
an important aid in conducting a number of studies that led to significant im- 
provements in the crop and livestock estimating work, and contributed to the 
development of the program for modernizing the crop and livestock reporting 
service implemented in 1958.  The laboratory proved to be the spawning ground 
for the later development of the statistical department in the University and 
the statistical program in the Triangle Institute. 

In the foreign trainee program trainees were assigned to take technical 
training in the laboratory and for practical application of the technical 
training they spent part time during the school year and full time during the 
summer in the North Carolina office.  The agricultural estimating organization 
also made, and is making, use of the laboratory facilities and the state office 
for in-service training of its employees. 

In his 37 years of service Frank Parker made a lasting contribution to the 
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integrity of the crop and livestock estimating organization.  He was highly re- 
garded in the state, the college recognized his accomplishments with an honorary 
doctors degree. 

Aaron E. Anderson 

"Andy" Anderson became a tradition in Nebraska agriculture.  Appointed as 
Field Agent at Lincoln, Nebraska on July 1, 1914, he served as the statistician 
for the state for nearly 43 years, retiring on December 31, 1956. 

Like many of the first State statistical agents, Mr. Anderson established 
the office and, single-handed, built the reputation of the crop and livestock 
reporting program from scratch.  He was unusual for his time in that he held 
two B.S. degrees (both at Kansas State Ag. College).  One was in printing and 
one in agriculture.  All of his college training he got by hard work at any 
thing from plain day labor to assistant in various college departments.  This 
had its influence on his performance in his job as statistical agent.  He was 
impatient with laziness or anyone that tried to get by without conscientious 
work. 

He developed a very fine working relation with the State Department of 
Agriculture, the college and all other agencies, particularly the press.  Andy 
felt very strongly that information, to be of any use, had to be made widely 
available.  His efforts to develop good press relations were not for personal 
recognition, but for developing the service.  He became very much irritated by 
some of the (as he expressed it) bureaucratic restrictions on providing infor- 
mation. 

His very appearance, a broad shouldered, powerful man who looked as though 
he could toss a bale of hay to the top of a load with the greatest of ease, 
gained him almost immediate acceptance with the ranchers.  Andy though was a 
good analyst in his own way and he ran a very orderly and efficient office. 
The young men who trained under him were most loyal, and rightfully so, because 
they learned to work hard, observe closely and deal with people in a straight 
forward friendly way. 

Andy might not be able to discuss the technicalities of statistical meth- 
ods too well, but there were few people who would tangle with him on his esti- 
mates of crop yields or livestock numbers.  He was respected throughout the 
state and the entire crop and livestock estimating organization. 

One of the men who received his early training in the Nebraska office and 
later went on to high position in Washington is, at his own request, now statis- 
tician in charge of Nebraska.  A modern version of the Andy Anderson tradition 
continues in Nebraska. 
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It is not possible to set down all of the incidents or all of the little 
personal traits of invididuals that constitute a very important part of the 
personality of the organization. 

There was Doctor S. A. Jones, an M.D., that never practiced except in 
directing and examining every detail of a survey.  He was actually loved by 
every member of the staff but sometimes very exasperating on an office review 
of the acreage estimates.  He couldn't bear to stop his analysis until the 
very last minute before train time.  He didn't often miss his train mostly 
because the statistician in charge was usually willing to risk any traffic 
violation to get him on his way before he thought up another way of testing 
the validity of an indication. 

Shepard and Doc Jones used to have most profound discussions of statis- 
tical methods, psychology or any other subject having to do with the work. One 
evening Doc was taking Shep home and got engrossed in a discussion.  Doc be- 
came so engrossed in the subject he split the Y in the road and the discussion 
was concluded with the radiator of the car against a sizable tree. 

Everyone was interested in field counts for indications of acreage change. 
Virgil Childs, one time statistician for Georgia, later chief cotton statisti- 
cian and finally in charge of the Texas office was one of those southern dry 
wits.  He was making a field trip and devised the scheme of using cups marked 
for cotton, corn, and other crops and using a bag of beans.  When he passed a 
cotton field, he dropped a bean in the cotton cup, at a corn field he dropped 
a bean in the corn cup and so on.  This went very well for a day or so and then 
while watching for a field he ran off the road, hit a ditch and the cups upset, 
Virgil's report on his field count indication simply said "I spilled the beans 
on that survey." 

At crop report time everyone looked forward to the arrival of the state 
statisticians.  Some were recognized before they were actually seen.  There 
was D. A. McCandliss, the inventive and exuberent statistician from Mississippi. 
Mac always got trimmed up with a new haircut when coming to Washington to serve 
on the Board.  In those days barbers always splashed on a liberal amount of 
bay rum.  So when you heard a booming voice and caught the oder of bay rum, you 
knew Mac had arrived.  And Paul Kirk, the dower Scotsman, who presided over 
the Minnesota office was never seen without the stub of a pipe clenched in his 
teeth.  It was always possible to find Paul by following up the distinctive 
aroma of that pipe.  He was an old time regional agent who could size up a 
total situation as fast and as accurately as any man in the organization. 
Everyone liked to see Paul except one lady who was of the firm belief that any 
one who smoked was condemed to the nether regions.  For this reason someone 
would always plant one of his pipes on her desk just to hear the uproar that 
followed. 

Other field statisticians left their mark on the organization.  Henry 
Taylor, who was truly the gentleman from Virginia.  Henry was a quiet, kindly, 
man who gained the respect of all with whom he came in contact.  An extremely 
competent statistician, he used to amaze, particularly the younger men, with 
his ability to compute ratios of change mentally.  Most of the statisticians 
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used a slide rule for fast checking, but Henry didn't need one, in fact, it is 
doubtful that he ever owned one.  Once a prominent senator called at the 
Washington office to question the apple estimates.  After discussing the 
matter with him, the statistician explained he would have to get the details 
from Mr. Taylor at Richmond.  The senator then asked if Mr. Taylor had made 
the report.  When he was informed that he did he replied, "If Henry made the 
report, it must be right.  I am satisfied." 

Roy Gillett, one of the few Ph.D.'s in charge of field offices, was in 
charge of New York state.  Roy always added the touch of the scholar to the 
sessions of the Board.  He was always down to earth with his considerations 
of problems, but because of his tendency to take any statements quite seriously, 
the "boys" sometimes played harmless little jokes on him. He took them all in 
good spirit and at times had his fun turning the tables.  He developed a very 
sizeable and strong cooperative arrangement with the State.  Once when there 
was a particularly tight office space situation at Albany, the suggestion was 
made to shift Roy's office to Rochester.  When the Governor heard of it, he 
told the State Department of Agriculture they would have to handle their pro- 
blems some other way, that he was not going to have that office that far away 
from his own. 

The Livestock Boards always included two fieldmen in particular.  One was 
Fred J. Bier who was the regional livestock man located at Denver, Colorado. 
Fred was perhaps the best known livestock specialist in the western country. 
The other was George Scott who, until he was made statistician for California, 
was the regional livestock man for the Pacific Coast, 

One or two other fieldmen were brought in for the big livestock reports 
but Fred Bier, George Scott and the head of the livestock section, Charles L. 
Harlan constituted a combination of knowledge in the livestock field that would 
have been difficult to equal.  Fred and George had come into the livestock work 
in 1922 when Harlan joined the service to set up the expanded livestock report- 
ing program.  The livestock specialists and the livestock Board were always 
rather proud of their project in fact, if given the opportunity or even half 
an opening they would be apt to let you know that theirs was the most important 
project of the division. 

The daily meetings of most of the staff for lunch in the Board Room was 
a custom that continued for many years.  Up to the time of the building of the 
South Building, the lunch room facilities around the Department were quite 
limited.  It was the custom for most of the staff to bring their lunch.  At 
noon they assembled in the Board Room where they met around the big table to 
eat lunch.  The few that did not bring their lunch would nearly always get 
their lunch outside and return to the Board Room to join the discussion that 
was always generated by the group. 

This lunch session amounted to almost a daily staff meeting.  Everyone was 
brought up to date on the happenings in the Division.  Each staff member would 
bring up questions and problems for discussion.  Of course, it was a good place 
to get caught up on any new jokes and any current hot news on the grape vine 
too.  This institution served a very constructive purpose, however, management 
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experts would most certainly approve, but difficult to develop when the staff 
becomes too large for the informal intimate sessions that were carried on in 
the Board Room. 

Charles L. Harlan 

Mr. Charles L. Harlan was appointed as an investigator in marketing live- 
stock and meats in November 1921 and located in Chicago where he began devel- 
oping the livestock reporting work for the Division.  He transferred to the 
position of livestock statistician in the Washington office on June 1, 1924. 
He graduated from the University of Michigan in 1898 with special training in 
economics, history and modern languages. 

Mr. Harlan spent most of his professional life in the livestock field. 
When the request was made for his transfer to Washington to head the livestock 
work, the statement was made that "he is thoroughly trained in statistical 
methods and his long experience in the livestock work has peculiarly fitted 
him for this position.  He would be an extremely hard man to replace should he 
leave the service." 255/ This seems to have been substantiated by later dev- 
elopments because on July 1, 1930, his civil service classification was raised 
to principal livestock statistician an equal rank with the Chief of the Divi- 
sion, the only section chief ever to have been so recognized. 

Harlan was brought in to develop the livestock work of the Division and 
as a result of the expansion of that program the name of the Division was 
changed to the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates. 

Harlan has been referred to as a "livestock man's livestock man" and he 
probably was one of the most widely known men in the United States in his 
field.  But he was really more than just a livestock statistician.  Because of 
his wide experience and continuing study in economics and marketing, he was 
continually sought as a consultant on a variety of problems.  On the occasion 
of his retirement in 1947, the Chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
said that over the years, he had sought Mr. Harlan's advice on many subjects. 
This is certainly true for many of the statisticians in the crop and livestock 
reporting work whether the subject of crops, livestock, prices, farm labor or 
most anything else. 

The livestock program has grown greatly in recent years all predicated on 
the basis Charlie Harlan built from 1921 to 1947 when he retired. He is still 
active in livestock production with his son on the ranch in Montana. 

Andrew J. Surratt 

Mr. Surratt was first a field agent in North Dakota, one of those appointed 
as statistical field agent in July 1913 and made field agent about the time of 
the reorganization in 1914.  He moved to the position of statistician in charge 

255/ Personnel Record in SRS. 
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in Illinois in 1922. 

The position of state statistician at that time was of very great impor- 
tance because it was the beginning of the new set up and it was on the perform- 
ance of these men that many people would judge the organization.  Mr. Surratt 
had been in commercial and public work for about 10 years and as it turned out 
was an ideal selection for the position as field agent.  He had some experience 
in handling figures and dealing with personnel gained while in charge of the 
civil service branch office at Fergus Falls, Minnesota. 

Offices at that time normally consisted of one man and possibly a clerk. 
Mr. Surratt had to do most of the work himself, develop his own field lists 
of reporters and establish contacts with the state agencies, business organi- 
zations and farmers.  He was a man of high principles, analytical mind and a 
hard and conscientious worker.  He learned statistics very largely on his own 
and through training courses set up in Washington. 

As the field offices grew, one of their important jobs was training the 
young statisticians.  In this area, Andy, as he was most frequently called, 
excelled.  After he took over in Illinois in 1922, he developed as probably the 
most effective training officer in the service.  His contributions to the ser- 
vice in this field can hardly be over emphasized.  More statisticians have 
received their early training in the Illinois office than any other state of- 
fice.  The character of the man, his code of ethics for professional and per- 
sonal conduct is still reflected in a number of men that hold positions of 
responsibility in the organization today. 

In Illinois he developed one of the strongest cooperative organizations 
in the country.  State Department of Agriculture officials depended upon him 
implicitly.  His working relations with the college and experiment stations 
was the best and he enjoyed the complete confidence of farmers, farm organiza- 
tions and the business community. 

Andy was killed in an accident in November 1948.  The Statisticians who 
have succeeded him were his trainees and have carried on the tradition. 

Walter H. Ebling 

Walter Ebling was the fourth statistician for Wisconsin.  The first W. F. 
Callander and the second Jos. A. Becker had moved on to become Chief of the 
Division and the third Paul Nyhres left to join the Foreign Service and moved 
upward to a responsible position in that organization.  Ebling was appointed 
as Statistician in Charge in January 1927.  He was a graduate of the University 
of Wisconsin and earned his doctorate from the same institution.  During his 
service he had a number of opportunities to follow in the footsteps of his 
predecessors but he chose to remain in charge of the state office although he 
was for awhile designated as a regional statistician and participated in a 
number of ways in the administration of the national program. 

Although he was a competent statistician, Walter was essentially an 
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economist and an educator.  This interest found expression in a number of 
ways.  Being located close to the University and a former member of the staff, 
he retained close ties with the University and developed close working^ re- 
lations with the institution.  He developed and taught an after hours class on 
crop reporting methods.  In connection with the foreign trained program of 
the Division, his office, in collaboration with the University, became a prin- 
cipal center for training of foreign nationals who were sent to this country 
for graduate work in crop and livestock reporting methods.  Alumni of this 
program are holding responsible positions in the agricultural estimating pro- 
grams in a number of foreign countries. 

In the conduct of the agricultural estimating work in the state, he was 
particularly alert to the possibilities for recruiting and training of the 
young statisticians for the service.  Those he recruited from the University 
and those assigned to his office were always encouraged to take full advantage 
of the educational opportunities by taking after hours classes, or utilizing 
annual leave, to gain advanced degrees.  A number of these men earned masters 
degrees and some doctorates during their assignment to the Wisconsin office. 

The cooperative Federal-State crop and livestock reporting work, first 
instituted by Callander in 1917, was greatly expanded and developed by Dr. 
Ebling.  The state annual assessors enumeration of agriculture under his di- 
rection was strengthened over the years.  This formed the basis for one of his 
most important contributions.  With the cooperation of the State Department of 
Agriculture, a series of county statistical bulletins was prepared.  These bul- 
letins were comprehensive in that they included provided information on the 
geology and geography of the country, soil types, agricultural importance and 
complete detailed statistics of crops and livestock in the country. 

These bulletins were extremely popular with all agricultural interest in 
the state and other states.  In fact, they created so much interest in other 
states there was immediate demand for similar reports in most of the states. 
The Wisconsin county bulletins became the pattern for similar bulletins in a 
number of states that could provide the funds necessary to collect and compile 
the data. 

Dr. Ebling was particularly pleased with the reception of the county 
bulletins by the State Department of Education.  They were made available to 
high schools throughout the states thus contributing to Walt's longtime inter- 
est in education. 

Walter Ebling was the first and only state statistician to receive the 
Department's Distinguished Service Award. 
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George K. Holmes 

Born March 10, 1856, Great Barrington, Massachusetts, Berkshire County. 
Old Census Bureau records showed he entered the Census Bureau July 22, 1889 
as special agent for 1890 census. 

Appointed temporary March 8, 1895 as clerk, class 3, to act as section 
chief in the Division of Statistics. 

Made permanent September 9, 1895 ($1,600 p.a.) compiler and chief of 
sections Division of Statistics January 23, 1897 as asst. stat. 

Reduced April 1901 from clerk, class 3, from $2,200 to $1,600 for habitual 
intemperance. 

December 31, 1901 - promoted to clerk and statistical expert at $1,900 p.a. 

Chief of Division Foreign Markets April 10, 1903 at $2,500. 

Former occupation newspaper and trade, formal and magazine writing. 

Discontinuance of special appropriation "Collect Agricultural Statistics 
June 30, 1908.»» 

Promoted to statistical assistant in charge of Production and Distribution- 
Bureau of Statistics July 1, 1912 - request for promotion signed by James Witman 
$3,500 - promoted by Estabrook to $4,000 July 1, 1921. 

Sec. Memo #371 - February 10, 1922 gives the following line up for the 
CRB of the Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates. 

Leon M. Estabrook,. Assoc. Chief of Bureau and Chairman of CRB. 
Nat C. Murray, Chief Stat, and Acting Chairman in absence of Chairman 
S. A. Jones, Secretary of Board, and acting Chairman in absence of 

Assoc. Chief of Bureau and Chief Statistics. 
George K. Holmes, Statistical Scientist. 
W. F. Callander, in Charge of Research and Foreign Information. 
One or more Agr. Statists called from the field. 
Charles E. Gage, in Charge of Field Crops Reports and Fred J. Blair 

in Charge of Tabulating and Computing Section will be present at 
the sessions of the Board to assist it as consulting members and 
act as alternates in the absence of regular members. 

H. C. Wallace 
Secretary 

Holmes reached retirement age May 10, 1926 - extended for not more than 
two years effective May 10, 1926.  Died February 1, 1927. 
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From the beginning the crop estimating organization was set up under the 
direct supervision of the Secretary's office.  This continued until 1921 when 
the work was combined with the marketing work and became the Bureaus of Markets 
and Crop Estimates and in the following year when the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics was organized, the crop and livestock estimating program became' a 
Division of the larger administrative entity.  The chief of the bureau having 
a much broader responsibility could not devote his entire attention to the crop 
reporting work so the operating and most of the primary decisions resolved upon 
the division head.  The Bureau Chief, however, was the leader and exerted a 
most important influence in the development of all of the programs under his 
administration.  Two chiefs of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics who were 
particularly influencial in two of the most important episodes in the develop- 
ment of crop and livestock estimates were Henry C. Taylor and Oris V. Wells. 

Henry C, Taylor was a pioneer in the field of agricultural economics.  He 
came to the Department in 1919 as Chief of the newly oriented Office of Farm 
Management.  His long and distinguished career in the field of agricultural 
economics is widely known and could not be adequately presented here.  His 
position of leadership in the field was a great asset to the Department.  By 
1922 he had success in bringing together the Bureau of Crop Estimates and 
Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics to form the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics. 

His broad approach to the position and problems of the crop and livestock 
reporting work in the broad field, agricultural economics, generated a new 
approach in the conduct of the work and expansion of the entire statistical 
service.  He immediately recognized the importance of training and strengthen- 
ing the staff.  Addition of such men as Joseph A. Becker, John B. Shepard and 
Chas. L. Harlan strengthened the technical phases of the agency's work.  Taylor 
instituted in-service training classes that eventually blossomed into the 
Department's Graduate School. 

Dr. Taylor's interest and concern with development of agricultural policy 
and the development of the outlook approach to farm management was directly 
responsible for the development of the series of intentions to plant reports. 
The livestock statistics were recognized, and expanded studies of the farm 
price series were undertaken, and in general it can be said Dr. Taylor pushed 
the strengthening and expanding of the entire crop and livestock reporting 
program.  His influence in this regard is evidenced by his support of increased 
appropriations for the work throughout his administration.  Developments during 
that period, in large measure, enabled the Division to meet the extraordinary 
demand that developed during the depression and World War II. 

One of Dr. Taylor's characteristics that does not show in the official 
records was his friendly attitude. He always manifested a real interest in 
what you were doing and your ideas.  He was a "big" man. 

Oris V. Wells came to the Department as a young man in 1929 as an econo- 
mist.  He went up the "ladder" rather rapidly.  Despite the fact that he con- 
tinuously progressed to increasingly responsible positions he remained a 
modest person.  Although he held at least two honorary doctorates he always 
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preferred to be addressed as Oris. Universally liked personally his excep- 
tionally keen mind, that operated with the speed of an electronic computer, 
commanded respect in any situation. 

He became Chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics on May 16, 1946 
and held that position until the Bureau was abolished in the reorganization of 
November 3, 1953 and he then served as the Administrator of the successor 
organization, the Agricultural Marketing Service, until he retired in 1961 to 
join the Food and Agriculture Organization where he is now Assistant Director 
General. 

Oris is prominent in the field of agricultural economics.  He served as 
president of the American Farm Economic Association in 1949, was statistical 
advisor to the War Food Administration during World War II, and was visiting 
lecturer at the University of Wisconsin in 1949 and worked on a number of 
boards and commissions. 

When a man reaches the position of administrator of a bureau, he is often 
unable to keep abreast of the technical developments in his professional field. 
Oris was an economist and a good technical statistician.  Despite his heavy 
administrative responsibilities he never lost touch with either.  This was a 
tremendous help to the Agricultural Estimates Division.  In the investigation 
of 1952 Oris Wells gave indispensable guidance and on several occassions, was 
a most effective witness. 

In developing the long range plan for the development of the work, it was 
Oris Wells who proposed and selected the panel of expert consultants.  He 
supported the surveys of users by the Agricultural Data committee of the AFEA 
that was so helpful in the formation of policies.  He put the full weight of 
his knowledge of the subject and his office firmly behind the plan that was 
presented to Congress and became the basis for revolutionizing the methods and 
procedures in 1958. Without doubt 0. V. Wells deserves a great deal of credit 
for bringing about the most fundamental change that was ever made in the sta- 
tistical methods used in the crop and livestock estimating program. 
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICIANS IN CHARGE OF STATE OFFICES, 1909-76 

STATE STAT-IN-CHARGE FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

ALABAMA Hare, C. L. 1909 1913 SSA 
M Gist, F. W. 1914 1935 FA-AS'20, RET-1/31/36 
" Garrett, J. C. 1936 1958 RET-June 
II Strong, G. B. 1959 1972+ 7/1/59-3/31/73 
II Jones, D. B. 1973 1975* 4/1/73-7/31/75 
II Walsh, P. A. 1975 9/28/75- 

ALASKA Pownall, P. C. 1960 1964+ RET-3/31/65 
II Skow, D. M. 1965 1973* 1/17/65 
" Severson, E. N. 1973 5/17/73 

ARIZONA Kaufman, E. E. 1909 1911 SSA, 1/10/09 
II McConnell, W. W. P. 1912 1913 SSA 
II Harrison, L. M. 1914 1922 FA-AS'20 
M Wells, M. R. 1923 1936+ 
II Paxton, E. C. 1937 1939 
II Creer, P. J. 1940 1944+ 1/1/40 - August 
II Jones, E. V. 1945 1960 RET-March 
11 Rolf, F. E. 1961 1969+ 
II Mayes, H. M. 1970 

ARKANSAS Lundy, E. J. 1909 1913 SSA 
IÎ Johnson, S. A. 1914 1914 FA 
II Bouton, C. S. 1915 1934 FA, RET-December 
II Whitaker, F. H. 1935 1936 RET-July 
II Bryan, S. L. 1936 1945 RET-May 
II McPeek, M. 1946 1962 
II Bass, R. D. 1963 1973 
II Spencer, C. 1974 1/20/74 

CALIFORNIA Rickards, J. E. 1909 1919 FA 
II Kaufman, E. E. 1920 1937 FA, RET-1/31/37 
II Scott, G. A. 1938 1955 RET-October 
^^ Nielsen, N. L. 1956 1957 RET-July 
II Henderson, W. W. 1958 

COLORADO Grubb, E. H. 1909 1909 SSA 
II Grubb, M, 1910 1912 SSA 
II Pyles, T. B. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Putnam, W.W. 1914 1928 FA, RET-March 
II Collins, H. L. 1929 1934 RET-September 
II Reed, F. R. 1935 1945 RET-March 
11 Kienholz, B. U. 1946 1946 RET-July 
It Reed, F. R. 1947 1961 RET-March 
II Overton, R. J. 1962 1969 RET-10/31/69 
II Rolf, F. E. 1970 1975 1/25/70 
II Jewell, L. D. 1976 1/4/76 
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STATE STAT-IN-CHARGE 

CONNECTICUT Gold, C. L. 
Tf Kelsey, F. G. 
IT Sanders, V. A. 
ÎI Stevens, CD. 
ff Peterson, B. S. 

DELAWARE Rosa, J. J. 
Walker, H. 
Darg, J. J. 
Dennee, J. S. 
Morgan, G. L, 
Newell, S, R. 
Ross, R. C. 
Ewing, J. A. 
Burkhead, C. E. 
Brewer, H, M. 
Peters, J. H. 
Guellow, C. N. 
Bookhout, M. 
Witzig, J. D. 

FLORIDA 

n 

ft 

GEORGIA 

HAWAII 
ft 

IDAHO 

Rolfs, P. H. 
Hare, C. C. 
Fleming, S. T. 
Marks, H. A. 
Callander, W. F. 
Townsend, J. C. Jr. 
Mullen, J. E. 
McGregor, R. A. 

Northern, W. J. 
Scott, T. G. 
Shaw, T. C. 
Pettet, Z. R. 
Gist, F. W.: 

Dennee, J. S. 
Pettet, Z. R. 
Childs, V. C. 
Floyd, D. L. 
Langley, A. 
Galloway, F. T. 

Wallrabenstein, P. P. 
Garrett, L. P. 

Matthews, R. S. 
Hitt, A. F. 
Jacobson, J. H. 
Ross, R. C. 

FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

1909 1913 S SA 
1914 1916 FA 
1917 1926 FA, RET-May 
1927 1961 RET-June 
1962 

1909 1912 SSA 
1913 1913 SSA 
191A 1920 FA, RET-July 
1921 1924 
1925 1927 
1928 1929 
1930 1933 9/30-8/33 
1934 1937 
1938 1942 10/38-12/42 
1943 1947 RET-July 
1948 1954 RET-July 
1955 1965 
1966 1974 
1975 4/75 

1912 1913 SSA 
1914 1916 FA 
1917 1924 FA 
1925 1941 RET-10/31/41 
1942 1944 
1945 1961 RET-May 
1962 1972 6/62 
1973 5/73 

1909 1912 SSA 
1913 1913 SSA 
1914 1914 FA 
1915 1919 FA 

1920 1920 FA 
1921 1923 (Cotton) 
1924 1928 RET-July 
1929 1955 RET-December 
1956 1969 
1970 5/18/70 

1955 1975 
1976 2/76 

1909 1913 SSA 
1914 1916 FA 
1917 1933 FA 
1934 1950 
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STATE STAT-IN-CHARGE FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

IDAHO White, C. E. 1951 1967 
ff Olson, J. 1968 1971 
tt Max, R. 1972 

ILLINOIS Harwood, S. K. 1909 1909 SSA 
tl Dar1ing, Harwood 1910 1912 SSA 
ft Kranz, W. C. 1913 1913 SSA 
f! Fessenden, S. D. 1914 1921 FA 
Î! Surratt, A. J. 1922 1947 3/22, Killed 11/47 
Tt Erving, J. A. 1948 1961 RET-5/61 
tt Moats, R, H. 1962 1971 
tt Kendali, J. R. 1972 4/1/72 

INDIANA Duncan, W. C. 1909 1912 SSA 
tt Cox, I. A. 1913 1913 SSA 
tt Bryant, G. C. 1914 1923 FA, RET-8/23 
tt Justin, M, M. 1924 1955 RET-6/55 
It Straszheim, R. E. 1956 1969 
tt Park, E. L. 1970 4/70 

IOWA Cownie, J. 1909 1913 SSA 
tt Pinney, F. S. 1914 1921 FA 
tt Sarle, C. F. 1922 1923 RET-7/23 
tt Cari, L. M. 1924 1949 RET-11/49 
tt Gilbert, S. J. 1950 1963 RET-3/63 
tt Sutherland, R. H. 1964 1973 RET-4/28/73 
tt Skow, D. M. 1974 

KANSAS Anderson, T. J, 1909 1911 SSA 
II Weltmer, J. D. 1912 1912 SSA 
II Hershberger, H, 1913 1913 SSA 
II Richardson, J. W. 1914 1916 FA 
11 Paxton, E. C. 1917 1929 FA 
II Reed, F. K. 1930 1934 10/30 
II Collins, H. L. 1935 1937 RET-4/37 
II Gilbert, S. J. 1938 1941 
11 Collins, H. L. 1942 1957 Died 2/58 
11 Pallesen, J. E. 1958 1972 5/58 
II Hancock, R. R. 1973 1974 2/17/73 
II Johnson, M. E. 1975 11/9/75 

KENTUCKY Sowards, R. H. 1909 1909 SSA 
II Roberts, G. 1910 1913 SSA 
II Moore, Lucas 1914 1917 FA 
II Bryant, H, F. 1918 1957 RET-10/57 
II Koepper, J. M. 1958 
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STATE STAT-IN-CHARGE FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

LOUISIANA Leguenec, J. R. 1909 1909 S SA 
1» Wentz, A. A. 1910 1912 SSA 
IT Essary, J. T. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Dennee, J. S. 1914 1918 FA 
" Janes, L. L. 1919 1936 FA, 9/19 
II Schutz, H. H, 1937 1943 2/37-1/7/43 
IT McPeek, M. 194¿> 1945 (Acting), 5/45 
II Bryan, S. L. 1946 1950 9/50 
II Rasor, H. L. 1951 1952 
II Parker, C. 0. 1953 1970 5/53 
II Carter, Homer L. 1971 1972 4/71 
II Guy, Sam L. 1973 

MAINE Wiggin, Edward 1909 1912 SSA 
11 Guptill, W. J. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Sanders, V. A. 1914 1926 FA 
II Stevens, C. D. 1927 1961 RET-6/61 
11 Peterson, B. S. 1962 

MARYLAND Hayden, J. A. 1909 1912 SSA 
IT Schlossnagel, S. K. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Darg, J. J. 1914 1920 FA 
II Dennee,  J.   S. 1921 1927 4/21 
II Newell, S. R. 1928 1929 4/1/28 
11 Ross, R. C. 1930 1933 9/30 
11 Erving, J. A. 1934 1937 8/34 
11 Burkhead, C. 1938 1942 10/38 
»' Brewer, H. M. 1943 1947 12/43 
ÎÎ Peters, J. H. 1948 1954 RET-7/54 
11 Guellow, C. N. 1955 1965 
11 Bookhout, M. 1966 1974 
11 Witzig, John D. 1975 

MASSACHUSETTS Howe, E. D. 1909 1913 SSA 
11 Sanders, V . 1914 1926 FA 
II Stevwens 1927 1961 5/27 
11 Peterson, B. S. 1962 

MICHIGAN Morse, C, H. 1909 1913 SSA 
11 Church, V. H. 1914 1941 FA 
11 Borum, C. J. 1942 1962 Died 10/5/62 
11 Hines, C. A. 1963 

MINNESOTA Rogers, P. A. 1909 1913 SSA 
11 Kirk, P. H. 1914 1944 RET-10/31/44 
11 Bodin, R. A. 1945 1960 RET-3/60 
11 Graham, F. J. 1961 1970 
11 Taylor, D. N. 1971 
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STAIE STAT-IN-CHARGE FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

MISSISSIPPI Shaw, P. W. 1909 1913 S SA 
II Ramey, J. A. 1914 1921 FA 
If McCandliss, D. A. 1922 1934 
1! Heidelberg, L. C. 1935 1941 
II McCandliss, D. A. 1942 1954 RET-12/54 
If Converse, R. B. 1955 1974 
11 Knight, G. R. 1975 

MISSOURI Moulton, L. T, 1909 1912 S SA 
II Mullinax, C. I. 1913 1913 S SA 
If Logan, E. A. 1914 1936 FA 
11 Brittain, A. C. 1937 1965 
II Overton, R. S. 1966 1969 7/66 
II Barrowman, D. W. 1970 1974 4/70 
II Bay, D. B. 1975 

MONTANA Yeager, Harry 1909 1911 SSA 
11 Duncan, A. L. 1912 1912 SSA 
II Smith, M. R. C. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Rankin, J. 0. 1914 1914 FA 
II Fitzpatrick, Guy 1915 1918 FA 
M Beier, F. W. Jr. 1919 1921 FA 
n Scott, G. A. 1922 1923 
11 Diamond, J. G. 1924 1944 7/24 
II Creer, P. J. 1945 1961 RET-5/61 
II Kuzelka, T. J. 1962 1966 2/62 
II Galloway, F, T, 1967 1969 1/67 
II Herbert, D. L. 1970 

NEBRASKA I'Jhitmore, W. G. 1909 1911 SSA 
II Pugsley, C. W. 1912 1913 SSA 
It Anderson, A. E. 1914 1955 FA, RET-8/55 
II Nordquist, A. V. 1956 1970 
II Seller, N. D. 1971 1971 2/7/71 
II Murfield, D. E. 1972 1974 12/72 
II Aschwege, J. L. 1975 

NEVADA Morton, D. E. 1909 1912 SSA 
11 Patrick, L. B. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Paxton, E. C. 1914 1916 FA 
II Justin, M. M. 1917 1923 FA 
" Andrews, Frank 1924 1941 8/24 
II Paxton, E. C. 1942 1950 RET-8/50 
II Larsen, R. 1951 1966 
II Pallesen, R. M. 1967 1972 6/67 
II Ries, R. J. 1973 
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STATE STAT-IN-CHARGE FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

NEW HAMPSHIRE Hutchinson, E. C. 1909 1913 SSA 
" Sanders, V. A. 1914 1926 FA 
If Stevens, C. D. 1927 1961 RET-6/61 
fi Peterson, B, S. 1962 

NEW JERSEY Cox, J. T. 1909 1913 SSA 
Morgan, G. L. 1914 1940 FA 
Boster, D. 0. 1941 1951 4/41 
Sims, Clifford 1952 1955 
Butler, G. G. 1956 1959 
Walters, H. M. 1960 1962 
Fluke, W. J. 1963 1966 
Barrowman, D. W. 1967 1969 12/67 
Cridkenberger, R. S. 1970 1973 4/70 
Evans, W. C. 1974 

NEW MEXICO Kaufman, E. E. 1909 1909 SSA 
Schutz, H, H. 1910 1913 SSA 
Harrison, L. M. 1914 1916 FA 
Hare, R. F. 1917 1931 FA, RET-6/31 
Daniels, Fred 1932 1957 RET-12/57 
Sutherland, R. H. 1958 1963 
Herman, J. D. 1964 

NEW YORK Dawley, F. E. 1909 1912 SSA 
ff Kutschbach, H. N. 1913 1913 SSA 
Tf Kelsey, F. G. 1914 1917 FA 
ff Shepard, J. B. 1918 1923 FA 
ff Gillett, R. L, 1924 1951 RET-6/51 
" Bair, W. I. 1952 1972 
" Suter, G. W. 1973 

NORTH CAROLINA Withers, W. A. 1909 1913 SSA 
ff Cunningham, J. S. 1914 1915 FA 
ff Parker, Frank 1916 1952 FA, RET-4/52 
ff Rasor, H. L. 1953 1969 
ff Handy, R. P. 1970 1973 2/22/70 
ff Klbler, W. E. 1974 1974 
ff Tucker, D. C. 1975 

NORTH DAKOTA Shepperd, J. H. 1909 1913 SSA 
ff Surratt, A. J. 1914 1921 FA 
ff Diamond, J. G. 1922 1923 
ff Herbrandson, H. 0. 1924 1926 RET-6/62 
ff Newman, P. C. 1927 1928 
ff Kienholz, B. U. 1929 1945 
ff Heltemes, C. J. 1946 1969 
tf Price, John 1970 
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STATE STAT-IN-CHARGE FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

OHIO McCall, A. G. 1909 1913 SSA 
II Cochrun, J. L. 1914 1916 FA 
II Stull, M. H. 1917 1917 FA 
II Becker, J. A. 1918 1918 FA, Jan.-June 
II Callander, W. F. 1918 1918 FA 
II Cochrun, J. L. 1919 1919 FA 
II Callander, W. F. 1920 1920 FA 
II West, C. J. 1921 1927 
II Ray, G. S. 1928 1929 
II Christy, D. F. 1930 1930 
II Trittle, A. R. 1931 1932 
II Ray, G, S. 1933 1952 
II Kienholz, B, U. 1953 1955 RET-May 
II Pallesen, J. E. 1956 1957 
II Handy, R. P, 1958 1960 
II Kendall, J. R. 1961 1965 
II Tucker, D. C. 1966 1972 7/66 
II Carter, H. L. 1973 

OKLAHOMA Boardman, C. D. 1909 1912 SSA 
M Wright, A. H. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Woodworth, J. E. 1914 1918 FA 
II Schutz, H. H. 1919 1921 FA 
II Robinson, C. H. 1922 1929 
II Blood, K. D, 1930 1956 RET-April 
" Pittman, D. D. 1957 1974 
II Cochrane, J. E. 1975 

OREGON Kent, F. L. 1909 1928 SSA, FA 
II Newman, P. C. 1929 1932 
II Dennee, J. S. 1933 1934 
II Borum, C. J. 1935 1937 
" Nielsen, N. I. 1938 1954 To Calif. Nov 
11 Hile, R. B. 1955 1956 
II Orvold, L. W. 1966 1971 
II Small, R. P. 1972 1972 
II Pallesen, R. M. 1973 

PENNSYLVANIA Thomas, R. H. Jr. 1909 1912 SSA 
II Beistline, G. E. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Morgan, G. L. 1914 1923 FA 
II Koenig, P. L. 1924 1927 
II Gasteiger, E. L. 1928 1951 
II Boster, D. 0. 1952 1966 
II Fluke, W. J. 1967 

RHODE ISLAND Adams 1909 1913 SSA 
11 Kelsey, F. G. 1914 1916 FA 
II Sanders, V. A. 1917 1926 FA 
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STATE STAT-IN-CHARGE FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

RHODE ISLAND Stevens, C. D. 1927 1961 RET-June 
fl Peterson, B. S. 1962 

SOUTH CAROLINA Corley, J. J. 1909 1913 SSA 
ti Hare, B. B. 1914 1923 FA 
M Black, F. 0. 1924 1955 RET-June 
If Slms, Cliff 1956 1963 RET-August 
II Whitworth, C. H. 1964 1972 
II Foster, R. M. 1973 

SOUTH DAKOTA Merriman, G. L. 1909 1912 SSA 
II Mathews, H. B. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Herbrandson, H. 0. 1914 1923 FA 
II Dawson, 0. L. 1924 1926 Trans. S & H ] 
II Orr, J. L. 1927 1929 
II Borum, C. J. 1930 1934 
II King, A. J. 1935 1935 
II Jones, E. V. 1936 1943 
II Gilbert, S. J. 1944 1949 10/44 
II Palmer, C. D, 1950 1957 To Texas 6/57 
II Potas, Roy 1958 1970 
M Ranek, J. C. 1971 

TENNESSEE Allen, C. W. 1909 1913 SSA 
II Morris, G. L. 1914 1926 Died 3/26, FA 
II Marsh, S, T. 1927 1963 RET-10/63 
II Hobson, Robert 1964 

TEXAS Johnson, Jeff 1909 1912 SSA 
II Hart, J. P. 1913 1913 SSA 
II Gray, F. N. 1914 1916 FA 
II Johnston, E, M. 1917 1921 FA 
" Schultz, H. H. 1922 1929 Resign-12/29 
II Robinson, C. H. 1930 1935 3/30 
II Childs, V. C. 1936 1957 RET-June 
II Palmer, C. D. 1958 1971 
II Caudill, CE. 1972 1974 
II Walther, W. H. 1975 

UTAH Tatlock, E. W, 1909 1913 SSA 
II Paxton, E. C. 1914 1916 FA 
II Justin, M. M. 1917 1923 FA 
" Andrews, Frank 1924 1941 
II Paxton, E. C. 1942 1950 RET-August 
" Larsen, A. R. 1951 1966 
II Lee, W. Grant 1967 
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STATE 

VERMONT 

VIRGINIA 

WASHINGTON 

WISCONSIN 

WEST VIRGINIA 

STAT-IN-CHARGE 

Vail, H. W. 
Sanders, V. A. 
Stevens, C. D. 
Peterson, B. S. 

Moore, Shade 
01msted, V. H. 
Morris, G. L. 
Taylor, H. M. 
Wiland, L. H. 
Erving, J. A. 
Taylor, H. M. 
Stuart, T. L. 
Schooley, R. E. 

Desgranges, H. W. 
Marchetti, E. J. 
Logan, E. A. 
Ray, G. S. 
Dennee,'J. S. 
Borum, C. J. 
Stewart, H. C. R. 
Swedland, H. A. 
Wilcox, E, C. 
Kitterman, J. M. 

Scherbel, E. F. 
Chynoweth, H. E. 
Sanborn, G. A. 
Callander, W. F. 
Becker, J. A. 
Nyhus, P. 0. 
Ebling, W. H. 
Caparoon, C. D. 
Walters, H. M. 
Spencer, C. 

Stewart, R. A. 
Wills, L. P. 
Bryant, H. F. 
Gibbs, J. B. 
McDonough, T. F. 
Stewart, H. C. R. 
Gilbert, S. J. 
Brewer, H. M. 
Frost, O. M. 
Wallrabenstein, P, 
Blachly, W. D. 
Frost, 0. M. 

FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

1909 1913 SSA 
1914 1926 FA 
1927 1961 
1962 

1909 1913 SSA 
1914 1918 FA 
1919 1919 FA 
1919 1940 FA 
1941 1941 
1941 1945 
1946 1956 RET-9/56 
1957 1972 
1973 

1909 1913 SSA 
1914 1918 FA 
1919 1919 FA 
1919 1927 FA 
1928 1934 
1935 1937 
1938 1951 Resigned-12/51 
1952 1952 Died 2/52 
1953 1971 
1972 

1909 1909 SSA 
1910 1913 SSA 
1914 1914 FA 
1915 1918 FA 
1919 1922 FA 
1923 1926 
1927 1958 
1959 1963 
1964 1975 
1975 

1909 1912 SSA 
1913 1913 SSA 
1914 1925 FA 
1926 1929 
1930 1931 
1932 1934 To D.C. 
1935 1937 
1938 1942 
1943 1943 
1943 1943 
1944 1945 
1946 1949 
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STATE STAT-IN-CHARGE FROM TO NOTES 1/ 

WEST VIRGINIA Handy, R. P. 1950 1957 
ti Miller, A. R. 1958 1966 
ft Ferrell, G. M. 1967 

WYOMING Perry, G. W. 1909 1913 SSA 
Cook, A. D. 1914 1921 FA 
Beier, F. W. Jr. 1922 1924 
Burmeister, G. 1925 1930 
King, A. J. 1931 1934 
Knutson, George 1935 1950 RET-April 
Hoffman, L. J. 
Carver, R. F. 

1951 
1973 

1972 

y     SSA - State Statistical Agent 
FA - Field Agent 
AS - Agricultural Statistician 
RET - Retired 
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Regional Livestock Statisticians 

Chicago Livestock 

1922-23, Harlan, C. L. 

Chicago Dairy 

1941, Bormuth, N. D. 
1944-46, Heltmes, C. J. 
1946-57, Wissinger, I. E. 
1957-72, Wallin, L. W. 
1972, May 13 Office Closed 

Denver Livestock 

1922-23, Andrews, Frank 
1924-57, Beier, F. W. Jr. 
1957-62, Overton, R. S. 

Des Moines Livestock 

1922-24, Carl, L. M. 

Salt Lake Livestock 

1924-37, Scott, G. A. (transferred to Sacramento in charge) 

Nashville Livestock 

1922-23, Merritt, Dixon 
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Special Field Agents 

1909 

Bradford, H. J. 
Creel, H. M. 
Darg, J. J. 
Evans, Delancey 
Fessenden, S. D. 
Gist, F. W. 
Gray, F. N. 
Hitt, A. F. 
Jolinson, H. H. 
Killebrew, J. P. 
Knorr, Geo. W. 
Pinney, F. S. 
Pryor, W. L. 
Rhoads, H. M. 
Shaw, T. C. 
Wallace, L. E. 
White, B. C. 

States or Territories 

Ark. & La. 
N.D., S.D., Minn., Mont. 
W. Va., Md., Del., N.J. & Pa. 
Rice-producing areas of U.S. 
N.E. & N.Z. 
Okla. & North Texas 
Tex. exc. Northern portion 
Ida., Wash., Ore. 
Mich., 0., Ind., 111. & Ky. 
Tobacco producing areas 
Rural districts throughout U, 
Nebr., la., Wis. 
Miss., Ala., & Tenn. 
Colo., Wyo., Utah, Ida. 
Ga. 
Mo. 
Va. 

& Fla. 
& Kans 

, N.C., S.C., & Ga. 

Kaufman, E. E. 
Richards, J. E. 

Special Agents 

Ariz. & N.M. 
Calif. 
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Special Field Agents 

May 1913 

Morgan, G. L. 
Darg, J. J. 
Fessenden, S. D. 
Pinney, F. S. 
Kirk, P. H. 
Richardson, J. W. 

White, B. C. 
Shaw, T. C. 
Gist, F. W. 
Pryor, W. L. 
Bradford, H. T. 
Woodworth, J. E. 
Gray, F. N. 
Hitt, A. F. 
Rhoads, H. M. 
Marchett, E. T. 
Richards, J. E. 

State 

Mass., R.I., Conn., N.Y. 
N.J., Del., Pa., Md., W. Va. 
0., Ind., 111., Mich., 
Wise, la., Nebr. 
Minn., N.D., S.D. 
Mo., Kans. (Resigned to become a 

newspaper man) Ij 
Va., N.C., S.C. 
Ga., Fla. (Resigned 1914) 1/ 
Ky., Tenn. 
Ala., Miss. 

La. (Terminated 1914) 1/ 
, Colo. 

Ark.. 
Okla.: 
Tex. 
Mont. 
Wyo., 
Ore. , 
Calif 

Ida. (Died Dec. 1916) 1/ 
Utah, Nev. 
Wash. 

1/  See Estabrook Opening Address at 1917 National Conference. 
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Special Field Agents 

1910 

Bradford, H. T. 
Darg, J. J. 
Evans, D. 
Fesseden, S. D. 
Gray, F. N. 
Hitt, A. F. 
Kirk, Paul H. 
Killebrew, J. P. 
Pinney, F. S. 
Pryor, W. L. 
Rhoads, H. M. 
Richardson, J. W. 
Richards, J. E. 
Shaw, T. C. 
I^/hite, B. C. 
Woodworth, J. E. 

State 

Ark. 
Md. 
Va. 
Ind. 
Tex. 
Ida. 
Minn. 
Ky. 
la. 
Miss. 
Utah 
Kans. 
Calif. 
Ga. 
D.C. 
Okla. 
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Crop Specialists 

Section Crop 

1913-20 Pryor, Wm., L. Laurel, Miss. Cotton 
1913-20 Killebrew, J, P. Clarksville, Tenn. Tobacco 
1913-20 Evans, Delancey Warrenton. Va. Rice 
1917-20 Blair, F. J. Washington, D.C. Truck 
1917-20 Marks, H. A. Gainesville, Fla.; 

Washington, D.C. Asst. Truck 
1917-19 Risser, R. G. San Francisco Asst. Truck 
1917-19 Folger, J. C. Washington, D.C. Asst. Truck 
1917-20 Thompson Washington, D.C. Asst. Truck 
1917-20 Duncan, J. R. Lincoln, Neb. Asst. Truck 
1917-19 Carpenter, C.C. New Orleans, La. Asst. Truck 
1919-20 Bier, Root Ithaca, N.Y. Asst. Truck 
1919-20 Black, R. G. San Antonio, Tex. Asst. Truck 
1919-20 Stillwell, E. W . San Francisco Asst. Truck 
1919-20 Roberts, E. L. Washington, D.C. Asst. Truck 
1918-23 Gray, F. N. Houston, Tex. Tex. 1 Cotton 
1924-25 Pettet, Z. R. Atlanta Regional Cotton 
1933 Clark, G. D. Texas Regional Truck 

1915-19   Shaw, P. W. 

Special Agent 

Carrollton, Miss (Mr. Shaw was 
blind, but daugh- 
ter helped him.) 

1922-23   Cook, A. D. 

Field Agent 

Cheyenne, Wyoming 

NOTE:  The record for the years 1909-1966 was prepared in 1966 in connection 
with the Centennial Celebration commemorating the inauguration of the 

program of current statistics in the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1862. 
The record for each state was reviewed by the respective Stats-in-Charge and 
reviewed in Washington, D.C. by I. E. Wissinger, Chief of the Dairy Branch of 
Ag Estimates.  In 1976 State Stats were asked by Administrator W. E. Kibler to 
up-date the record since 1966 as shown in these tables.  The information con- 
cerning Regional Livestock Statisticians, Special Field Agents, and Crop 
Specialists was culled from old personnel records of the agency. 
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EXHIBIT 1 

TI*S^ lEPAKEfflSar OP AGSICOLTOKE 
Bureau of Agricoltiiral Bcoooodcs 

COPY 

UoS. OEPARTLIEHT OF CCMIERCE 
Bureau of the Cenâos 
Wasliingfcon 25^ D. C. 

laay 27, 1940 

ismoRAiwrn 

TOx     Mr. 0* V. Wells, Chief, Bureau of Agricultural EconosriLcs 

Mr« J« C« Capt, ES^rector of the Censué 

FROM:   Special Ccaaidttee appointed l^ the Chief, Bureau of Agricultuaral 
EooacBdcs and Director of the Census to subsdt reconsuendations 
regarding an Annual Saisple Census of Agriculture 

SOBJSCT: ^Auïnual Sanóle Census of Agricultiiro 

!• Heed for an annual sainple census of agriculture-'^ census of agriculr- 
tua?e taken once every five years does not provide adequate information on 
cuarrent changes in American agriculture» Changes in farm technology, farm 
mecteniaation, farm operating practices, sise of farm (^rations, and farm 
living standards are occurring at an increasingly rapid rate on our farms» 
CurrCT* data on these changes BTO needed for use in policy maldng, re^^earch, 

) and for providing facts (» current problaais for agriculture« Data gathered 
hy means of an annual sacople census and published each year isoald be of 
greater value for those coacemed iîdth current clmnges and ^th adapting poOLi- 
cies and jxrocedures, and modif^Ting decisions and administsative arrangements 
relating to American agriculture» 

2» Objectives of an annual sample census of agricailturei 

a» To provide at roasonaKLe cost a unifoscm basis for making National, 
State, and Tdthin State area estimates for items that can be adequately and 
economically measured for those areas by sarspüñg methods» 

b» To furnish data for planning and administrative purposes regarding 
current chants in agriculture TÁdle those changes are occurring» Inasmuch as 
a sasple census 'STould require less processing urork than a coisplete census, re-» 
suits could be made available much more quickly than is possible for a complete 
censTis taken once eveiy f ive years and hence such a saniple census ^svoul^ provide 
information for curr^it operations and decisions» 

c» To mate available types of data that the ancy of untrained enumez^ 
ators employed in a coDç>lete census are unable to obtain accurately« 

d» To reduce the amount of information secured in, and the cost of, 
futtxre cosoplate censuses of agriculture« 
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EXHIBIT 1 

Mémorandum to Zr. 0. V* TTeLls and Ur. J. C» Capt 
íáay 27, 194B 

3»   Roccgmendations :   It is recorariiended; 

a^    That the obtaining of authorisation and funds for and the planning 
and the actiial taking pf an annual census of agidcalture should be a joint 
actetmty of the Bureau of Agricultural Economes and tîie Bureau of the Census 
Tjith the responsibilities of the tavo Bureaus to be as follorafs: 

(1) General ovez^-all planning - Joint responsibility 
(2) Design and soLection of the sarrple - Joint respon- 

sibility 
(3) Contents and design of the schedule - Joint 

responsibility 
(4) Instructions to intervieiiers and editing personnel - 

Joint responsibility 
( 5) Esqxinsion of survey data and publication of results - 

Joint resîx>nsibility 
(6) Operations^ including en^ploynient of supervisors and 

intervioTjers, editing, punching and nacliine tabu- 
lation of the data — Rxreau of the Census 

It is suggested tliat the responsibilities outlined for items (1) 
through (5) above should be dischar^d by ccjarandttees, set up \d.th alternating 
clmirmen f!rom each Bureau• Also, in the case of responsibil3.ties listed 
above for itenis (1) through (5) it is recOTsaended that the Bureau of the Cen- 
sus have the responsibility for seeing that time schedules are established 
and inet and tîiat the required planning v^ork is i^erformed as scheduled so that 
the program caii be properly executed« 

b#. That authorization, and funds be obtained and plans niade for 
taldng of such an annual census not later than 1951 and that consideration 
bo given to tîio feasibility of taking such a saiaple census for 1950 in con- 
nection mth the 17th Decainial Census of Agriculture and Population« 

4^ Tliat in requesting funds for tîiis project provision be made for pro- 
viding SúXíúB to the Bureau of Agricultural Sconcxnics for tlie i)ayríient of 
salaries and esq^enses of sucîi of its personnel as Trill actively participate 
in the annual sample census iTork« 

5. That such annual saiiple censuses should cover a sufficient nonber of 
farms in each State to pennit the preparation of estimates for States, as 
Tirell as for areas iTitliin some States for items rrftlch are found on the niajority 
of farms and TJÎiioh can be adeqiiately laeasured by sampling methods, and esti- 
mates for other itans for larger regions or for the United States as a r^iole» 
At tliis tine it a-ppe^œs tliat a sanple of about 400,000 farms v^Duld be desir- 
able for at'taining the objectives outlined above• 
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EXHIBIT 1 

Ilemorandün feo ITr. 0. ?. XîéUs and Hr. 3. G. Capt 
Uay27, 19/^ 

6.   Tliat the nanes and addresses of fami operators covered by the amraal 
sanple census and such data as iriay be needed for tyt^e of farm identificat3.an, 
as "neH as for acreage and production of crops, Hw^stock nuribers and related 
itens needed iririodiately by the State statisticians in connection rdth the 
regular \7ork of tlie Bureau of A^riculturol Econor.rlos oay be copied or oonpiled 
in the field, before the scliedules are forwarded to TJasliin^jton and these riainec 
lüay be used by tlie Bureau of Agricultural Economes in making variou.s t;ypes of 
inquiry»   The tjxie schedule for tîie taking off or compiling of these data mH 
be deterruned by agreeroent beivi7een the Boreau of Agricultural Sconoiiics and 
the Bureau of the Census and tîiis nork r/ill be so scheduled as not to delay 
unduly the sldpnont of reports to ITasIiingtouo    IIoTjo'viör, infoi:^:]ation collected 
in such annual censuses including naroes and addresses of faim operators iriU. 
be held strictly confidential, \âll be used only for statistical puiposes and 
m.!! not bo mde available to the personnel of any agency otlier Vcmi the Bureau 
of the Census or tlic Bureau of Agricultural. Econonics* 

?•    Tlmt the State statisticians laay act as field consultants in tlie con- 
duct of tlie Kàtional annual sanple census of agriculture* 

8*    That ^laa it is detemined tliat nach of t!io essentJrJL inforij^ition 
needed by agrlcultuxal interests can be secured tlirough these annual saiaple 
censruses, consideration should be given to the taîdng of a detailed census of 
all fams on3«y once every 10 years, and that such censuses be lâxdted to basic 
data tiiat can be accurately obtained by inesqperienced toiporory aiumerators« 
If only one detailed census is taken every 10 ycKirs, consideration should be 
given to th3 possibility tîiat it be taken at the qulnqu-ennial period«    In such 
case, a ^erj brief agidcultural schedule rdght be taken at the tiiie of tlie 
decennial census of population and iiight include only such itans as sisse of 
farm, farm tenure, and sane questions relating to fami facilities and equip- 
nent*   Any questions on crops and livestock night be lirAted to acreage and 
total nunbers of livestock, i#e., cattle and calves, sfiiine, sheep, etc*    If a 
detailed caisus is taken at the quinquermal point, it should include sone 
population questions# 

9*    Tha*fc xTÎion the national sample census is firmly establislied and it has 
been desaons trated tliat tîie data nov; collected by riail through the rural car- 
riers in the fall covering the acreage and production of crops, can be secured 
through the annual saariple coasus and tabulated in the field quiclcLy enough to 
furnish the basis for the final Itececiber crop report and the January 1 live- 
stock report (issued in February), considération be given to tlie dá^scontinuance 
of the distribution of over a loilliaá acreage and livestock questionnaires 
through the rural cârarf.ers in the fäll months. 

10•     Tto'u notîiing in such a joint àirangerient for conducting an annual 
saiiple censiis uall be construed as changing the present responsibility of 
the Departiaent of Agriculture for the collection, cœpiîation and pub3ix:ition 
of current statistical data concerning /aierican agriculture and esœciaUy 
the v/o-rk.of the Agiricultural Estirjates service»    Also tliat the ^^mual sample 
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EXHIBIT 1 

l^ËQDraxsiâun to tir« 
Kiy27, 194Ö 

0. V* Tfells and Ifr» J* G* Cap* 

oesasuses sMIZ not preeluda the usa of intost^mevs by tîio Ikireou of A^plcal-* 
tusQl ScoactóLos in ocimocticQ tdth collection of prioe cîata^ or tlio condactirtg 
of f^txm üianagaaent^ sodologl^LLt. and ooonomlo inv^sti|pti<ma or conaus^f 
prof arenco stadtesj^ or aa a ooans to suic>l®2©at or tost tlie results of trssdl 
qiiiosticnnsdres'» 

W* F» CaUandto 
Assdatant Cliiof 

Agriculticml Sstlniates 
Bureau of Agjriculturál Econosaics 

A«. Boss Bcklœ 
Assistant ïAroôtcQ? 
Bureau of the Gensus 

^2rX Ebosees»! 
Statistical Assistant to the Chief 
Bureau of âgricultural EconoEics 

librris IêUISQQ 
Statistical Assistant to the DLroctar 

Bureau of the Census 

Squarson M* Ba?ooiB 
Acting Head 

Div*. of Special ïtoa Statistics 
Bureau of Ajsrtcultural Economics 

"Bay liccrley 
Chief, Agriculture Divisi^m 

Bureau of the Census 

Professor of Agriculturel EconoEdos 
tWLrorsity of Caüföwia 

Approrodt 

0* V* ITells 
Chiefs Bur^u of Agricultuml Economies 

J« C« Capt 
BLrectxsr 

BuEt^ca of the C^isus 

Ibte Date 
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EXHIBIT 2 

Sari -?.. Housenan,   Cha?,rman,   Annual  Sarip.   Census  Coi-i, lîarch 30,   19i^9 
Through- Dr.  Charles  F.   Sarle 
Eraerson 1.1.  Brooks,  Agricultural Statistician 

Indicatsd Cost of Annual Sample 

The enclosed tablos  present  some  ro^a^;/! a.pproxinationc  of the  collection costs 
involved in an annual  ssnple census varyinp* in sice  from 60^000 farrriS  the 
first year,  200,000 farms the   second year  and I;00,000 farms  the third year, 
each in 27i|9 counties  in the  Í4.8 States*    At maiiy points in arri^-zinr  at 
these figures it vfas necessary to make certain assumptions and "g;uestin:ates" 
heneo these  "estiniâtes" are  only as  good as  such considerations are  valid. 
The number of counties,  raimber of  intervievrs  completed per day,   salar^^ 
levels,  mileage   and  per diem rates,   amount  of  supervision,  etc,  are  all 
factors -^/ihich,  if  different  than used in arriving at these  data, will causo 
significant differences in costs.     I have,   therefore,   shovm in Table  2 
the  basic  ass^juiiptions  on v/hich these figures were based«     I believe these 
assumptions  are in agreeinent vriith those adopted at the  last meeting  of the 
committee« 

ÎI0 costs ;vere included for interviev/ing a sample  of  "large  farm" ox)erabors. 

Salaries of supervisors are included bit in actual practice at least part 
of this cost v/ill be absorbed h-j the 3AE and the Census Bureau« Tables U 
ond 5 should be helpful  in determining the   proposition that vrlil be  absorbed« 

Tlie  27I4.9 sejxple counties vrero arrived  at by subtracting from each State *s 
total number of counties,  those having less than 5^0 fi^rms in the  19¿-'? 
Census,     Obviously,   this is not" a  sound basis for selecting  sample   counties 
but  it provided a  rough basis  for arriving at  a number v/hich   approximated 
the 2700 counties agreed upon bj^ the  ccmittee  for   cost estimabing purpotîos. 

It  should be  apparent  from, the  above that  these  figures  are  not  considered 
sufficiently accurate for actually undertaking a sample  census.     For that 
purpose the  expct  sample  of  counties,   the questionnaire,   location of super- 
visors,   rates of pay,  etc., %vould have to  be  given very  careful consideration« 
The   data in these tables  should hovrever bo i^seful in malnng more definite 
decisions as to the  size  and type of survey that   can be undertaken« 
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Table 1#     Indicated Cos'::       ^jmual Saraple Census 

I Sample t    Sample i    Sample 
• A t        B I        C 
.60,000 X 200,000 : 14.00,000 
• farms :    fai^ms s    farms 

Cost      Ibem 

Sataple 
A 

60,000 
fai'ms 

t Saiaple 
Í B 
t ¡200,000 
: farms 

z Sample 
t      C 
Î IiO0,000 
s    f ainns . 

Cost in dollars Av»    cost    per    farm 

!♦      Saip.pling materials 12^03U 
IIo    Pretest                      ^^..v.^ 6^97^ 
III« Duplication of schooi«,  forms, etc# 5.<5 512 
IV«    Regional training schools - supervisors 2]|.^e88 
V«      Locating and hiring irrt;erviewers 55^282 
VIt>    Stabo trainiiig schools for iuter^rievrerc 77^951 
VII»  Prosurvey supervision 38^610 
VIII» Sar-T&y proper 3U8#600 
ríe    Clerical^ 76^8li8 

::îO      Total collection costs 6149^277 
XI^    Processing, analysis & publication 614.9^^277 
XXI^  Ir».dicated total cost l:,298j^55Û 

55,25U 67,25U »21i^ .176 .168 
6,972 6,972 .116 .055' .017 

15,160 27,160 .089 .076 ,068 
50,571 9U,6l46 *h^5 •255 .257 

112^612 225,225 ,921 .565 .565 
158,707 515,182 1*299 .795 .788 
70,650 157,500 .6k3 .595 .595 

1,057,'425 2,129,850 5.810 5a37 5.525 
167,128 259,552 1.511+ .856 .598 

1,662,1459 5,262,921 10.821 8.512 8.157 
1,662,1^59 5,262,9a 10.821 8.512 8.157 
5,52;4,918 6,525,81,2 21,61,2 16,621^ I6.51'i+ 

X 

DO 

ro 



EXHIBIT 3 

COïT 1/2/53 

pROPosro ASEîttX Sàsmj: CîMSîS OF AaiicouniaE 
1960 - 1970 

IntrodQct^orii   Tb# idea of «n «cœrnl s&npie ctamiB of i^rlcul«» 
tore l8 not ztsm^   À Mcaple e^^ms rcaoardi project VOS Ijoati^urâted early 
lu 1937 idtb tbc Bureta of üie ZSœsus^ The Cœtral Statistical Boards and 
the Agrlcaltujral Harketing Secricñ coopfsratii^«   In ais»;^! 8a?tplc c^a^ua 
pro^aa warn pnpospoá hy a bill Introduced V Cca^sr^w^ix Buchanan In 1^26« 

^ISieoe «re BUrang and vaUá ^.urtdileatiaœ for an am^ial aas^la 
c^wua pûTogra^ for agricultorei 

!•   îhe in&m^luù^. rafAdlty of <&ig^eg in thiC aj^rlmlti^ral ecoC0g^# 
iiirc2al laiarçe» fterSJOg th^ laat li> yoara In mxi^ phare» of the agrlctataral 
©c«K3£ç^ hav€ equaled or be«i ö^PC «Igslgle^rat tliaii caisi^^» during 5 or 10 
y^iörs earllcar»   TbQ aiecbaiä.«ati<m of agrictaltsre^ tbe tischziologlcal r^oltiti«! 
in agriculture, tbe recent doelic^ In tmrsa itscKjmùp tl^ groirth of the n^Hfa?^ 
inchictrlal ecxmas^* t^« rajild rl«e la naßöti and labco* eoata, tho laçsroresente 
In roada and cosrüinlGatlos» bavr eosáái»! to produce vldi^eprcad wd raidd 
chansrc^ In agriculture«   îhcare are strong lnâleati<ma ^xat tfee s»J|«* l^çpact 
of the dKaoges idnee V^ld íáar 12 aî^ yet to t>e felt« 

2#   The li&erent Hf^tattona of a y^rlodlc eont^lrtu ccayaia«   A ccßipl^tc 
esciena ia cxp«utíLve and difücult to take eap€<ïtally dnrli:^ perioda of fall 
eî^îojTMmt asad fcl^ tisagea«   ïbcre la a définit« Usât to the a^cKsst and 
ccopf? of Inforsgatiisj that can ba oHalnic^î in a eoî!ç>l$t€ censúa^   Hac^ Hnda 
of infoTííatlon caennût be obtained vltb satiafactory accuracy îy large 
œnaj^rs of 4anu^6ratora 6?5plog^cd only oiic« In their HfctAs^ for caiaua work, 
given a liiídteá i^^t^int of tradnlng and etiplpy^d for a relatively tà^ort 
P^lod of tl?w«   A coQaiderable? arKnmt of tine la required to ^dlt and 
aurïï^Q^x«^ a corçdet^ C0cmúj»$ consequently detailed data cannot be Rode 
STall5fcle for a coniddiaraMLe tlsîc affc^* tfce «ru^eratl^i 1« cctôç>let<rf» 

k^   Thgye ye Igs^^tant statistical nredjg^ for agrln^lture that ar^ Pot 
íioií l>ein,^ provided j>,o^ any g^^tn^o» 

5*   Sufficient pLffr>rlCTcr ba^ no» bc^en actyalr^^ln dffrelopln& and xudni^ 
j^'':snHn£;-**>][l^^   ln\y;iectin^^ ar^^s^to rei:^^^geat a^gjat^^^ Statea 
tnj^áj^ provide r^ <^ta ifedthcxît rotrairln?; the 
tiîne and coat lírrolvccTin a ec¿t^irt^ cengua • 

é*   Rc-çent d€vclot>r:i€nts^^l^ electroerdc ec^r^^t Mve j^ov^ 
^¡pd fast ^thoda of c^c^i^latlon that vi^gN^ hi^etoforg* jUgs»glble by hand CH* 
othcsr mthpás»^ 
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EXHIBIT 3 

?•   Aa aggataX saapto tmmñ ixmXgTryrlde ao tg^-to-date litt of a 
rcggygmta tire p\nc> of wm operaWii iiSd iiboXd fwaradi tba nae oT^ COBSH 
trcCÜLcä cttll a¿aX«i to ategi the mritâ aoedig f«r cwTwrt and rellal^le 

t3S33îloLi3B3!5r^33 gtatitticc coopcrniag BMCP» cf Xamg »Meb ye" 
to yaagle In^aiy oti^ igy or to lucreaae «crtdCTcy la galâwrine: íitfor- 
iMttloo tg min^ * átrgercatJLfcl wapliig r»t» for tacdal parpo»«»»   It Is 
cmeralljr coneeted thftt yolxmXmpy vocoBtroUeá aall «orvcgr» «re Bclaetlv« 
in thftt tht lêrsttp aoté eeoperati've. «&á propresslire jDaroot tend to 
report«   fli« Itttroôttetiaa of new oetbocSi« ae» «Siesde«!»» laervssed «»• of 
f crtíLHsor, Uprvwoi ùsn and Bftcftgesœat praetlee»^ uaâ «peeloXlcttUott 
in «grlealtur«! ¡arodoetloß in ncvat year« bae grestl?- Increased the risk» 
ot uepeaùeace vfoa ▼oltaitazT' annmtrolled taidl msrnsr» for mmmaijag cbai^e, 
eactcxit of aâoçàâjack of m« praotie^B« etc« 

8«   (3^«etivcii of aa anonal ssapla eaosaa of agrKraltiONii 

a«   to provide arr««9oeaiCLa eoat a vsdùupa. Umis tar Mudüie 
Ma.Uoaü., State« and tsnpc of fandne «rea «atisatM for Itoss 
tittt can \» adeqeately and econoRdeaHy mausxná tor thosa 
area« tgr easipling aethodii« 

b*   7o faredab d«ta Xor plaoaslBS and i^tedLniatavtiTe purp^^s 
regardiia^ current «áMBigea in a^*lcQlture vbll» those ^tme» 
9^ oeecrrixe«   Inassodb as a saacle çetmm vould reqttlre 
l«ss p*oeeafiifle i#cH*k than a coapletr cetuœs, results could 
be sade aTEdlable cneh »sre qcdddy tiitfa la j»sslbXe for a 
«»eç>lete eenso» Xnùxn once anay five j«ar« and toace accà 
« «ft^pltt evamts «cmld provide inforsatlQa &r ecrrent e^iera- 
tiona and decislcsift« 

c«   7o Rake availsble ^jrped of data that the arq;r of notraiaed 
emf^enñan caçûLos^ed In a eceç^ete cma&t are uasible to obtain 
accoratel;^« 

d*   H» redoce the ttaount of inTorsatlcffi seesred in, aad Uie eost 
of» f^tuxH» eoEspIete eeOB^eea of acrieolture« 

e.   To reduoe tîm need Tor révisai^ eorrent eaU^ttes after the 
cor^ction of each cc^;)3.*te ceneua« 
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Sarrole deglgni   The earni^Le vatild b^ 4 ^«airal 9rtA smple mxppUmtísttá 
hf êL Bêmplc oí 10,ex to 20,000 large far» ap€DrAtl<me#   The ea:q[>le urea In 
rural «rea« iKmld be dealgnated tipon the enumerator^e mape ^or the 19S9 
Censúa«   Ëriatlng or Mir Kaater Sasçile «ateríala «cmld be need to dealgnato 
the stt^le Mg»«ate#   Katearlala prepared îcr the 19Sh &aa|>le C^uma of ieri« 
culture «re aatisfaetory for 2$ ncflrthem and eaatera State««   For the 
«outiiem State« and for the State« Xor iMLch couu« eounty dlTláloQ« have 
be4» eetabllahed, a ni»; «et of «egment« lAll need to be eatabllahed»   Since 
the £D*« to be u«ed for the 1959 Cen«u« vlU oo?3ipri«e area« lareer than nn 
IJCH), the «egaent botrndarle« idll be dravn «o that the^r Have âiatlnct. 
Identifiable boondarle« and idll not be Influenced bj HOD boundarie« ¥ithln 
ED^s or cenau« eounty division««   A «riall «upplesaentarx eaasple of tartan 
area« idll be u«ed to prorld« data tar the ICW^COO to l5o,000 fara« In 
urban area«#   The «upsxLes^mtarj msapl^ of large farta op^^atlon« tdll be 
taken froat the recordé of 195? Cenmi«*   The «pociflcatlon« for theae large 
fara op^atlon« idU be dereloped on the baal« of ^si analer«!« of the 
characteriatle« of large far» oj^eratlon«* 

The general area «a^e vould be divided Into «eTeral ptKrta, «o that a 
«Q3arate «et of queeticai« for lihlch total« vere deaired only f<»• regi<m« or 
the tMted State« eofuld be B^^ for cmly a part of the «ftfiple^   Al«o^ ^&% 
data are deeir^^ íor Ite^^ that are ^eatly Influenced l^ «lee of operatd^i^ 
it vouXd be pr<^pOBeá to etratlfy the Î9T:^ts^ in the i^^le by «l«e of operation 
and to reduce the «iae of sastple ly «ub-«arsplii^ farae idth «i^all operations # 

Sanple «Isei   The «a»aple 1« deeigned to jsroTide data by State« and thu« 
cosjsrlöe» 1^000 eec3€¿nte per State, (cxcc^^t for Sev EöElsnd State« and 
Scvada)*   Thus the «asple líould con«i«t of about U3,G0C «ee^^ent««   Reviaed 
îîaster Bampl€^ material» obtain an average of ^¿•U farm«»   The «asapling 
pz^ocedure in «outhem and lieetcm States vould be designed to produce 
«OEíT^cnt« of iitpproedjsately the «aae nuaber of farsi«»   By 1959> the number 
of fan^ Tpesr «e^scnt «ill hav^ declinad THrobabîy to Î4#2#   Thu« the «eg- 
n^nt« eanple vould contain about ISO^OCO fantös»   The staple of large faria 
operations imuld bring the total amrplj^ to ^ja"OKi?^Ately 2C0,000» 

9u€gtii»matre conti^ti     It i« pewposed that the QwaticaMalre be aade 

up of 3 partas 
Part I «oold Include ite«» for which data itfoold be collected each year. 

These would probably Inclode »uch Iteaa aa land n«e, acreai^e and pro* 
duction of crop«, nnaibera of livestock^ etc« 

Part n would coiçriae item« for fMLc% data were net needeé each year 
but are needed en a recurring bas la» 

Pert III wp*|4 coi^rise Iteiaa for which data are needed only once 
TTTeT^non-recttrring itess)« 

If dataare needed only for the united States, it would be proposed 
that such information would be coUected only for a «««pie (»uc> as 
1/10) of the segnents included in the sasqple. 
It would be ei^>ected that the annual sasple eensna for a decade would 
collect data foirtaore items than a periodic census« Becanse of the 
analler nuaber of enuaerators and their longer training it will be 
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possibl« to obtain la aa aaimal sma^lo cettsus mtaxf kinds of usable 
laforoMitloci that coald not bo obtained in a natloowlde cenaiu inToltrlnp 
301000 emtiaaratora« 

In addition to the kinds of data obtained in tke ceasnst attention 
naf be devoted to securing infomatioa en stick itens as Insnrancet 
nodical care« tenure practicest fanlly enpl<»inaent« sickness» 
accidentSt fan constmction» fire daaage» narketing channels» 
transportation nethods» stocks» ntilisation of crops» recrention» 
production netimds» production practices» InTontorr of fam 
«achines and equipnent» days of use of nachinerf and equlpnait 
rental agreeoenta» debts» use of chenicals for ueed ccmtrol» 
insecticides» feeding practices» purchasing habits» cooperative 
narketing» use of insecticides» use of fertilisers» soil aanage- 
nent practices» use of new and inproved varieties of crops» fam 
population» hours of work» wage rates» etc» 

Areas for ^Ich data will be publishedt Totals for iminber of fanas» 
for each iten and for fre<iuenc7 of reporting will be published for each 
State« Generally» data for cross tabulations frequencies of occurrence 
will be published for only 9 type of fam areas» (See «Proposed Areas 
for Cross-^Tabulatlons of Data for the 1959 Census of Agrlculturee«) and 
for three broad geographic reglons~Horth» South» and West, 

Estlnated ammal costi The following cost estlimtes in tenss of 
1957 prices have be«t based IçM» cost data for the 1954 Census of Agri* 
culture« The eœuaeration tine including travel tine within the segment 
is 1 tour per fam» This conparea with ,82 hour including all travel 
time fût  the 1954 Census of Agriculture. The estinates provide for 
40»000 hours of travel tine and for 1»200»000 nlles of travel between 
and «Hitside segnents. The estlnated distance between segnents is $.2 nlles« 
The salary of enunerators is assuaed to be $1.53 per hour and mileage cost 
7 cents per mile. It is assuned that enumerators would be given about twice 
as mch training as for the 1954 Caisus of Agriculture. Supervisor salaries 
And tmvel costs are at a level approximately 50 percent greater than 
incurred for the 1954 Census of Agriculture. 

The planning» administration» and o(»i->field costs are based npoo 
expedmc€ for the 1954 Census of Agriculture. The total cost of 
$2»200»000 provides/l^^reserve of $a00»000 or approximately 10 percent 
and  $100»000 for research and checking «^xerations. 
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SstlMit«d Anaoal Cost of Aaimal SMpl« Census (1957 Prices) 

PU14 costs, totsl $ 975.000 
Snpetrlnot trslaJaf .•.•..•.••.••••..•••  30,000 
BiMHerstor trsialaf  160,000 
EmtMrstor tlM ittcludiiif trsvcl tlae in segaent •••• 310,000 
Eaoaerator trsvel tioe eatsld« sefMBt ••• «5,000 
EauBerator ailesge and per die«  160,000 
$tq»ervisors sslsrf •••.....•.  90,000 
St^arlsors trmvel sad per die«  60,000 
Other field costs  100,000 

risaninc, sdaiaistrstioa, and aoa-field costs, totsl ••.. 1,025,000 
lUq^iiif .*• • •...•...•.  160,000 
Adniaistrstivc plaimiag sad directiea of field work.. 40,000 
Professionsl services  160,000 
Rcsesr^ sad cliecklaf  100,000 
Editiag sad codia«  60,000 
PrepsrstioD of eoi^Mter ii^pat ••..••  50,000 
TsbaUtietis  150,000 
Priatla«  60,000 
Other clerical work •  75,000 
Overhead, social secaritf, taxea, aad rctireaeat .... 11t},000 

Reserve   200,000 

Total IV $2,200,000 

Estiraated cost for » decadet   To pawvld« data of saxii«« usa, the «anual 
s«ss>la c«i¿Q8 progñuA yoam tus&à to ba coaducted 10 year» In eadi docad«. 
ïhu» tb« total coat for Iß jrsara trewld bo $22^000,000.   The coat of the 1?5I» 
C^aos of AgPicttltur« la taras of 1957 prtcea la #22,200,000.   Tha» the coat 
of the proposed pro^tw» ào9» not «¡rcaad the ccm% of the 5-ye«r eenstts of 
agricaltBT«.   Ko aocooat liaa beso takoa of the rodöotioa of the cost of the 
deeaeinial cmwas bocauao of tha redactloa ef queatí-onaaire ecotea^ l^ the 
«aa of 1^ annual sajele ceanaas to i^rovlàe lafonaatloa now c^xtaioed in the 
decennial censas, the* rodactioa of th« decaanial workload ty «aiag 
reporta for fari«i in the «onual aai^le for the census or fcr th« redactic» in 
decemial coast» cost beeaxtae of the «odsteac« of a «x^p corps of trained 
p«rswmel to assiat in taking tli« coasns, or beeaaaa of the roductioa in 
cost of statistical work of other ae«3tsi«a becaase the iafaraatioa 
re^tiired bT th«a ag«neieBi wnld be oolloctod in the anoual sas^l» cenaus. 
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Tiaie schedule: The first samisl ssaple cnngiOB Wiil4 be taken la 
the fall of IMO« 

Emmerstiom The emnerstioa ifould beglii in the «mmtsimms secticiis 
sad ia the idiemt areas about October 15 aad la the reaalalag areas at the 
alddle of the first week of liove«d>er. The eaaaerator iiorkload wmld 
aYerage about 120 hoars sad it imild be expected that the eaaaeratloo 
«oold be cM^leted by aboot teceaber I.   The eauaeratlon of a ssaple of 
oae-teath of the segaeats sad of a aaaple of the large fara operatloas 
«ottld be coi4»leted doriag the first %ieek of the enaaerstioa« This ssiple 
would be processed sad «oald provide Vaited States estlaates for totals 
as sooo BM possible« Stste estlaates for totals «oald be available 
dttrlag the period Deceaber to March aad cross tabolatioaa darls« the 
period March to Jnat. 

Method of tsbttlatioc: Becttise of the Isrge aaaber of coapotatioas 
required^ tte tabolatioaa itfoold be aade bf the ase of electronic 
coqimters« This eqalpaeat i«oald also be ased to perfora s part of the 
editing aad coding« 

Method of estiaatloai The atili^atloa of electronic eqalpaeat will 
ftftke it possible to ase note effIcieat aethods of estlaatloa thaa %fere 
possible in the past as the aethod of estiastloa proposed here trill 
utilise the 1959 Census inforaatioa« The estiaate for aay Itea will be 
aade bf first «staining the aiaple aabiased est laste t bjr aaltiplying the 
ssaple 1960 totals by the reciprocal of the saaplii^ rate and adding to 
this estiaate a quantity ifhich is the difference between the coaplete 
1959 Census total for the itea^ aad the aiaple unbiased estiaate of that 

total for 1959 based on the ssaple« (This difference will be sdjusted for 
the correlatioB or the degree of relatioa^lp of the data obtained for 
farms in identical ssopling units in 1960 aa compared with 1959)« This 
estiaate can be written syaÉbolicallys 

^60 * ^«0 ♦ ^^ <^59 - ^5Ç> ^**^^ ^^ ^  **~' ^¿0 ^* **'^ 

siaple unbiased estiaate from the surrey la 1Í60 obtained by 
aultiplying the asadle totals by the reciprocal of tte saapliiqr 
rate» X.^ is the coaplete 1959 Census total« X|ç is a slsple unbissed 

estiaate of the 1959 Census total» obtained la the saae way as Y^Q  ; 

and b is the calculated degree of relationship or aatl&atically the 
regre$si<m of Y on X« T^ 1« the estiaate desired« The variance 

of this estiaate, T^, la equal to l--/^tiaes the rariance of the 

winple unbiased estiaate T¿Q. yo Is the coefficient of correlation 

between the 1960 survey data aaeid the 1959 Census data for identical 
ssfl^llng units« 
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Gains la use of  régression e^tJMif i The (slns 1A Incressed 
mccurmc7 tj using a resressloii estlmte maj be lUostrsted In tens 
ef effective Increase In sanpl'^ •i^^ «liten coopared vlth the slnple 
nnblased estlnate# Tte galas for different values ef the cerrelatlea 
coefficients are given below 

Regression estlnate vlll provide 
data equivalent In reliabllltir 
to estlisates fron an unbiased 

If 9 à saaple     . tines as large 

0.5 U33 
O.é 1.56 
0.7 l.W 
0.8 2.7S 
0.9 S.26 
0.95 10.26 
0.975 a0.16 

Por exaaple It can be seen that uhen the coefficient of correlation 
for a particular Iten^ for exaaple com. Is equal to O.t« the regression 
est inste Y^ (com) vUl be equivalent In rellablllty to the slnple 
unbiased estiaate of T|Q (com) based on a saaple 2.76 tines as large, or 
in other uords, for a coefficient of correlation of 0.8, the gegresslon 
estisate based upon 1,000 faras will be equal in accuracy to a siaple 
unbiased estinate based on 2,780 faras. 

Expected reliability of estiaates: An indication of the reliability 
that any be e3q>ected for a variety of the iaportant ites» that %fill be 
Included in the annual survey any be obtained through the uae of 
Tables A, B, and C. In view of the intent to provide state estiitttes. 
Table A presents a suamtry of the mtnber of States idiose estimates will 
be within the following specified intervals of saapling error, under 2 
percent, 2.0 - 2.9 percent, 3.0 • 3.9 percent, 4,0 - 4.9 percent, 5.0 « 
7.4 percent, 7.5 •* 9.9 percent, 10.0 percent and over. The tabulation 
lb Table A is based iH»on past e3q>erience of this type and sise of sasqple 
and based on the slnple unbiased estiaate. Table A also shows the 
percent of each itea found in States included in each interval. In 
order to reduce these sasEpling errors for the gains that will result 
fr<» txsc of a regressicai estiaate, c^iversion factors «üich can be 
imltiplied by the sai^llng error Intervals of Table A are included 
haHQDcm below in Table B. 
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Table B 

If the cotfficieftt of Tte —wpUng mnot of rtfressloii 
eomlatloo is fouoé eatinat« will be equal to that 
to>be «> cJTen ia Table A waltiplied by ^ 

0.95 0.32 
0.90 0«44 
0.80 0.60 
0.70 0.71 
0.«0 0.80 
0.50 0.87 

To illtiatrate oaiag cropland hanFoated« if the 24 Statea $bMm 
with a aaapling of 2.0 • 2.9 perceat ahoiili have a coeffici^t of 
correlato» of O.t or aioret these aaaplii^ errors id.ll be 0.44 of 
2«0 - 2.9 or fro« 0.88 to 1.28 percent. 

The correlation coefficient of africultaral items neasnred oirer 
tiMT for identical naito or farms» in areas of iaportance, have« in 
gfioeral been found to be high, that ia 0.70 and higher. It steald be 
pointed out that the correlaticn betiieen consecutive yeara is somewhat 
greater than exiats irisen the saxaple seasus ia one or more yeara f rcm 
the 1959 censas. In orxter to provide an indication of aome actual 
coefficient of correlation that have been computed for variooa itema 
in tuo states, Tirginia and I<wa, Table C haa been included. Por a feu 
aelect items the ejq^ected sampling error based on a aimple unbiased 
estimate and uhat it will be for the regression estimate have also been 
Included. For exaaple the coefficient of correlation of corn in 
Virginia «as found to be approximately 0.80 <0.81>. The ssiq>ling error 
of thm regression will then be equal to 0.60 (See Table B) x the aa^pliag 
error of the sii^le unbiased estisiate or 3.4 x 0.60 m 2«o percent (See 
Table C), himce use of the regression estimate for com in Virginia 
is €3q>ected to reduce the saopling error frmi 3.4 percent to 2.0 percent 
for the pr<q>osed saisple deaign. 

The coefficient of correlation for Virginia have bemi cc^oputed on 
the l^tsis of relationships of data for the segments for the 1953 sample 
Census of Agriculture and for the aame segMmts for the 1954 Census of 
Agriculture. The data for loma have been taten from loMi State College, 
Bulletin 304, OStatistioft Investigation to Obtain Farm Pact«l. 
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Tirgiiiis toim 

Xte« 

Coefficicat 
of 

Lmad in £9JtmB...^....       O^UL 

Cropland: 

meres«» ••««•       0.9% 
For grain, acres,#*. 0*82 

Winter >«heett acres«« 0*70 
bosbele««« 0«6é 
sales««««« 0«60 

Oats«««««««.««acres««       ^«73 
basliels««« 0«79 

P—tey « «acres« •       0«79 
bushels.««       0«83 
sales««««« 0«9< 

Total cattle otivber«« 0«91 
Total cowSt i»iaber««« 0.9S 
Total heifers« imaber 0«80 
Cows Ailkedt jaufidKrr«« 0«S9 
Milk Production, 

(^taatitr«« 
Valae««««« 

UogB h pifs» moiber«« 
CalYes soidt mmber««       0.72 
Chickens on hand« 

number«««« 0«98 
Broilers sold» nisÉfar 0«78 
8he^ «ntesber«««« 
Pam e^q^eoditore» 

dollars««« 
Para receipts« 

dollars««« 
Met cash incooe, 

dollars««« 

SaaplJM error    
SlnpU ftegressioa 

Sanplina error 
iinple       Regression 

ttobiased estinate Coefficiwt   unbiased     estimate 
estimate of estinate 
Coercent)       (percent) correlatJoo   (percent)    Ct>ercent> 

4«! 2«4 

4.1 1«7 

0«»7 

0«92 
o«9a 

0,^ 

0«96 

0««7 

o«n 
0«78 

3«6 0«9 

3.4 2.0 O.W 3.0 0.7 

5.0 3.6 

8.« 5.8 0.84 3.0 1.1 

8.é 5.3 0.88 22.7 10.8 
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Helatlon Beti^eea the 1939 Ceosm ñf Agrlcolture and the 19«) 
Senple Centte 

Bmeieratore will be reqatred te itt4iemte dwelllage end ferve 
vltbMt dwellittgs e« their aaj» for the 1960 Cneau of Agr icol tore« An 
«nalymie of the m»pB of the 1934 Cemetis cf Agriaslture iadicetes thet 
ett»erfttore can end will do A reeeeutbly eetiefectorr Job ef plottiof 
dwellime and ttumm withoat dwellinge« The spotting of dwellings for 
tiie Censns of Population on the ss^p wMpm sM the ose of s soh^ssaple 
of the segnents for sn evmloatioo m^t^mf will provide further checking 
mi the spotting of dwellings mod fsms on nsps. The list of 1959 Cenms 
farms in the s^nents for the 1960 Ss^ple Census will he obtained either 
by having the segnentji boundaries on the ennnerators^ naps or bf 
inserting the segnent boundaries on the nsps after the cosçiletimi of the 
emweration« 

Lists of large fa» iq^erators for the pn^x^^ sas^le census 
would be prepared from records of the 1959 Cemkus* 

Totals for fams with dwellings or fams without dwellings for the 
1959 Cenáis of Agriculture would be obtained for each segment 
for use in I960. 

In order to reduce costs of eameration for the 1960 saaple 
Census« copies of questionnaires would be nailed to operators of fams 
in the seg&»its in advance of the enunerators* visit. 
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EXHIBIT 4 

f • A» Wiii>n^ Slrvetear 

■■mJ u GoBad« BO« |ai>poi—i Igr ^b» Cmana Bnran reXmEm 
^■•BtaflB» «f «poratiaas «d ^odadletiBB lÉdük thnOd te 

fte«d «p to btllm UM JBaiMDrtMBt «f Agrleultar» ■çmwi to x«-> 
pi^^ip fho 5 7<nr GoMcui «tf iiprieoltor« «Ltii IIM «anal MogpiUi* 
Ibo irei»«a tmrn to te teooi la port «B ite 15l|8 OJ^HUMéíIí te- 

BâE moa tte Cmamm Boroon» tat aamdlAqperkaat gtenge» tenn» 
bwo 12Má«  At «Mi Ümm tte 5 am ««umMS «wo ie te 

, «t X«ut ^aMl it h^ te«D 4aMBstnttod ttet anoh of 
tte ooMoetiía. íaAmuttiaB Boodod Igr «grleoltnril Istorooto ooolá 
te Moorod laxroBi^ tte «nnal nrmir».   Sinoo 25lt8« ttero tes te« 
«a iJBeroftaüig âounâ tm loe«! cr «oantgr doto, 7*t tte 1^ 'wraloB 
eolXs fbr drofptag 'tíio $ jMor Cmmam*   Zt i» dpnbtAil If «n «nn«! 
■MQilo eomo «f tte «tso maeAimma e«i llovido Uto XooúL dato 
a«oded«   I báli«?» joost «eomdcs ia tte Sopartenct Oif A^rleoltox« 
«oald te tBwming te glf« «p Ite $ yoor Cenóos ite «tet emtid te 
«íbtolaoa OB «B aBniMLL SB^AJO CBUBOS« 

Ih tte 19kß ogrecBtet, ttero m jcdni respoBslbUi^ teto««» BáS 
«Bd (Unsns IB tíX «rsos ef Ite propeood WB^OII GBBSDS «»opt 
"ojMontlra«, IneTwdInc «qOflgmaat of «ugpondsoni and áafearílsoero« 
odltdüBg* jpi»*<iK<t^ 4Bii| ntrrMitt' toteXotiaB «f IíM dato*«   TM^I mm 
fiUood ia C«B8BS.   tte 3^ iroposú tapllos ttei taH roapgnal- 
Idlltj «131 Mst víih tte CcBoaa Boi aéj ítar tte ootUoetiaB^ tat 
iiie áutlTila «nd pábS^eatioa of reoiúLt«« nsoürttar« ««ro daaean 
ia ttel^ ünraBgflHBiy ^hooo «ro «agil ft «»1 aaqar tSaos t^ tte 
awrjproposail» ^Itetir jrosast jûans eaU Dar owtEol táfanlatian «itfa 
ir« 3m «s^Slités fbr totaOLa« teaod «a « sabHnaQÛ« «f ateot one- 
tmít of tte 8e0UBts as «osa «a peaalhlo «ftar Ite flrat «««k ef 
«BaMratloB«   UdM aosas ttei tlugr «mld te lattáag out V, 8« totSla 
ia Seeaater er early JanoazT* itdeh «enúd oonfliot «itii onr 
Peeaabar report«   Itero «oold te ao o^m'Uinlty te aate nao of 
Iteir totila if «e «iidied te teeaoso of thúsag,   Ijeam Janoary tp 
Boroh« ttegr -maiúA te eoociag «p «ith State totals iddoh ooald fwj 
«ell «dd «p te different 9« S* totals* 
^QMB tte asoal \iodj af etedc data tecane «wrtlaWe en üb» 
Individtel crop and ÜTOstecäk: itoBa« ve «onld te faeed «ith 
Tbdans idaleh ooold inßl resolt la stilll « düforaat estlaate 
teth fbr iadiTidaal Statea aad tte ÏÏ« S. fio «e «eOl^ fteed 
«itii a sitoatiea of eeoafbaloa teottf^ ateot tgr an ««*»*» y*g aniber 
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et estlsates at diffcBrwt ler«!» issued tgr two différent rntsmaSu». 
This eaald osûy rMult in « deoisimi that ons pr the othsr sert aost be 
aoesptsd sud I «raid sapsst that Agrioultiiral SstiaatM vofiOd be ¿¡or^ad 
into tbt pDsltin aT adi>prtine tha Ccnáas aatiwitas vt «pansions as 
tha official astimatas of IgnLenltun aiaoa thegr «era iMiaad an an 
sHuaaraliya aiii^af^ - Ihis is ooaparahla to tha position takan an naabar 
of twsauk.   If this happons^ üisn Agrienltoral Bstlnaias aoaLd be rala« 
gatad to tha position of bslag rasponsJbla anljr for Kmthlj and 
qaartarly astiaataa and fbraoasta with Cansas astinataa baeoning the 
annnal, XeYal# 

This leirel oould be sigyrfflasntly different frt» tha la^al of onr 
jpresent astinates and aven ñora ao if the Cansos afaanges tiiair 
definition of a farm« It seans to na tiiat tha Dapartnent'a aerias nnat 
ooTar all agrienltaral prednotlon in ao far MB possible* tb do this^ 
va hare o^isistentlj bmn abora censas ecoBiaratiem totals in tha past 
20 yaers« Ifais has been dietatad fej check data in aaaqr instances and 
a caraftil mcaljiÚM of Cetuns incwpletanaaa area bgr area« Tbe Census 
qaaUtgr check suppoorts this positirâi^ altbougb it giTas ütüa help in 
establishing tha anrant of incootpleteness for «ost itens« this incoa-* 
pleteness aill be air«i greater under the jpnopaoed change in farm de-> 
finition« 

It is BQT mulerstanding that tha anqple census expansions idU be based 
on the reciprocal of the senpling rate adjusted by tfaa difference be- 
twMU the cosaplete Cmurus total for the iieoi and the total Indicated \sj 
espansion of the sane saiqple in the eoqplate Census year (19^) aith a 
fttrther adjustnent if neceaaarj for the correlation or dc^^rae of re- 
lationship obtainad ibr farms in identical aarapling units in the currant 
year and the completa Cenœis year« Ifaia aaaentlally ties the current 
sample expansions or «i^timatM to tha Census leral aid^ aiU be too lev« 
Ttms^ there vill always be the problem of adjustment« Gte can lire aith 
this once in 5 years snd ade(|aata3y^ expQLaln diffarcnces^ but it aould be 
impossible to do this on en aimaal basis« It seems to ate essential that 
annual sample Census or enoaeratiTa operatims vA results be handled in 
the saae organisation as is responsible for current «itimatcus so that 
there can be the prcqper coordination of all Mtlmates ismied« 

There has been talk that the annual aampla Census aould eliminate the 
need for rerisicms based on the cooplete Census or greatly reduced thma\^' 
This is dDubtfVil« It is almost certain that differesces viU arise be- 
tveen lereLs based on a sample mod the conplete enuHwration each $ or 
10 years and rerlsions or adjustnents «ill be necessazy« Of course^ 
I aould expect some to take the position that the total gotten fifom an 
expansion of the sasiple «ould be more accurate than that gotten £rom 
the compiûte census^ but there is some question on that« Bevisions miglht 
not be as large for acme items as in 19>U but for others th^ could be 
larger« During the past two Census periods^ cms revisions of crop items 
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ci the ÜRe the CwÊmom becioM cnlliihle hsr» been leaa titian the anonmt 
«tt here had to depcrt tttm the Caluña^ based on oar eheoka» Xr« hcre^ 
we hove giren the faeafieet «el|^t to the Cenaos totola nd there la 
evldenee Dor eone eropa that mm ihoold have departed evwt jtiirtíier# 
Zt la dJLtfioalt to aee how a eiaqple Cenaoa tied to a baae idileh la too' 
low win ia^roTe ibLe reoord« Qa amit ÜTeatook Itcna a direct OO0-* 
pariaon la not poaalble beeaoae of différant tdüdng« ldnitted3jr^ ear 
reflaiMia were greerter en boga nd ohLcdccna than we would hare liked^ 
but part of the js^blen here haa been Interpretation of the Cmana in 
auceeaalTe perioda« I an attaching a tatúe iddeh shoaa the revialons 
record on crops the peat two Genaue période« 

there are going to be the problena of dnplioationj operational and 
reaponaibilities if an «mnaX aanple enoaeration la atarted in the 
Cenaos BoreaOf Z hsTe not tried to cover then all aa thia la 
primarily concerned with eone of the technical probleaa« I do not be« 
Here it would be wise to try to atop a aoppOLenentarx aanple eBoneration 
in l^éO bot we ehoold inaiat that it be confined to those itans ahieh 
cannot be coTored in the fall Genaue of 1$59# 

The Départaient nuat take a position and soon on thia natter for it will 
be np fbr diacuaaion before the Genaue Advisory Coonittee again this 
jàonth« The positlun the Departiaant repreaentative takes will be 
inpocrtant« 

1 recocawod that the Departnants 

1« 0|^ae the diae<xQtinuanee of the ^-year Canaua of Agriculture 
on the baaia of i^e need for local detalla meure fireqpentJly 
than erery 10 yeara« 

2.   Take the position üxat tbie proposed enaple Censúa does not 
answer Htm present day needs aa outlined in the progran pre« 
sentad to the House &ib-conBdttee on Agricultural appro- 
friationa last year« 

3« Inaist that asny aanple taken in 1^60 to aupplentent the 19$9 
Censúa be United to aubjects not adecpiately covered in the 
1959 Cenaua« 

km   Take the position that the responiriblllty f<^ waking esunera- 
tions of aampOLes of fámera on agrioulfctural subjects belong 
in Agriculture eo that it can be ties in anKl coordinated with 
current reaponalbilltlAa for forecasting and estimating agri- 
cultural production^ prices^ lirestotíc maibers^ etc* 

5« In general^ emoierative swm^ of farm^rs cohering econoaic 
data and aubjects not related with eatinating current pro« 
duoticm etc«^ also be nade by Agriculture« (Tfaie maj seen 
inconsistent with 3 abore^ but is not necessarJOy so as it 
related to aumqrs not closely associated with the 5 year 
Censuses«) 
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6«   That the rMpocuBdUhUll^ tut eoimtj MÜauítes resta idth 
Agrieoltiira throui^ tlwlr oooparatlTa ralatlonahipe 
idth Stata ]>epairtMnta af Agrieoltora aad othar State 
Agrieoltiiral Agaaeiaa«   (I »flDtl0& tfala baoaoaa Hr» JSxatlmf 
has iadUbaatad 1M aaa frodoaa msial acnmtgr aatiaataa for 
MDqjr itaoa baaad on YUM jriapaaad aoBQxLa«) 
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EXKIßIX.5 
L'NIJ » «> SI MKS <.i )\ l.K.\\U M „ 

Memorandum 

irp Workini^Group to Review Enumerkttve Survey       DATE:   Augusts,  19é^ 
Work to Improve Crop and Livestock Estimates 

FROM Conrad Taeuber and Morris H.   Hansen 

SÜBJKí'I Proposed Joint Census-A^^riculii; ral Marketing 
Service Sample PrograuTi   \^¡ 

The Bureau of the Cenhus and t .e .\K4S have l^mg been aware 
that consumers of statistical data in the iield of agriculture require data 
"with greater frequency and tiinelmess and «3n a wider variety of subjects 
than can be provided by the Censases of Agriculture.    Both agencies 
therefore'agreed,   in 1948,   on the desirability of an annual sample census 
prograxn«    They also agreed that the planning of such a program and the 
publication of results should be the joint responsibility of Census and 
AMS and that the field and processing work should be done by the Bureau 
of the Census. Zl 

More recently/ some problems that arose in connection with the 
cirop and livestock forecasts and estimates led to an investigation,  by AKCS» 
oí methods oí improving these statistics.    As a restxlt of this investigation, 
the AKCS has proposed and initiated the development of an enumerative sanxple 
survey for which the sample design and collection procedures would be 
substantially similar to the proposed sample census of agriculture«    Some 
oí the information might be collected by mail,   but the survey procedures 
wottld be such as to provide probability samples from the joint mail and 
ehtimerative data collection operations« 

In summary,   the AMS propc^bal includes taking two large scale 
enumerative sample surveys a year,   in the months of June and November. 
These surveys will first be used to reinforce the oiher techniques currently 
used by AMS to obtain estimates and forecasts of crop and livestock data, 
although they may eventually replace the June and November mail carrier 
surveys which are part of the existing program unless these are retained 
ior local area estimates.    The AMS plans also provide for small sample 

y Sumnnary of presentation at meeting of the Working Group on July 8,   I960. 

2/  Memo dated May 27,   1948,   from Special Committee to Chief,   BAE,  and 
Director,  Bureau of the Census on "Annual Sample Census of Agriculture. " 
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tvuUmB of crop condition through objcctivo measurements on the crope 
t successive stages of development, to be used in improving production 
>recasts, and crop cutting end studies of harvest losses in sample plots, 
\ order to provide improved estimâtes of yields« 

It is not necessary to describe the Census and AMS projects in fuller 
etail here.    The^are described in other documents, 3/ and both are in a 
omewhat formative stage and subject to modifications as needs and 
xperience develop.    Rather,  the purpose of this memorandum is to 
»ropose the development of a joint project along the line of the earlier 
»lans,  that would make available the specialized staff,   equipment and 
ther resources of the Bureau of the Census for accomplishing the June 
jid November surveys,   and that would provide the basis for expansion 
ÍÍ this program to serve the purpose of the long discussed sample census 
>f agriculture.    We believe that this proposal will accomplish more 
effectively the program now in process of development at AMS through 
he full use of the extensive specialised staff and facilities at the Bureau 
>f the Census,  and will avoid the need for developing duplicate organisatiOAS 
md equipnaent«    hloreover,  it would facilitate and substantially reduce 
;he cost of development of the proposed sample census of agriculture. 

More specifically,  the operating system that we propose can be 
imnmarised as follows, with the recognition that changes would be needed 
In epecific details of the system described as the project is more fuUy 
discussed and developed. 

(1) The appropriation for the crop and livestock estimating and 
forecasting work would be made to the AMS,  so that they would 
have unequivocal and complete control of this program, but could 
transfer funds and utilise the resources of the Bureau of thi» 
Census for conducting the large scale enumerativo surveys« 

(2) Census would serve as collecting and compiling agency for 
the proposcKl large scale June and November surveys,  proceeding 
according to the specifications of the AMS« 

(3) AMS would continue and improve the present program of crop 
and livestock estimates in the State offices.    The enumerative sample 
is intended to improve and help control the accuracy of the crop and 
livestock estixnates as developed in the present system,   and is not 
intended to displace the existing program. 

See list of ref'-rcnces  at end of this nnemoran ^ u i. 
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August 5, 1960 

v4;     Í he <lata lor int* J  uu-  anil  November  surveys  would be collected 
jn Fosdic Ív>rm£?.     These would be laicroiilnied either centrally or 
at a few decentralized points.    Then the individual Schedule« could 
be returned,   if desired,   to the State offices for their use in various 
ways to improve the State estimates.    The microfilmed schedules 
would be put through Fosdic,   and the Fosdic output would be processed 
by the Census high speed computers,   for accurate,   rapid,   low cost 
compilation.     The results would be transmitted to the AMS central 
office and by wire or special delivery letter to the States as specified 
by AMS. 

(5) The work on the special samples for objective measurements on 
crops and crop cutting would be done by the AMS staff. 

(6) The research and development work related to the program would 
be acconnplished at both AMS and Census,   but with extensive 
communication on all phases of it,   and with some joint projects 
where appropriate,   especially as a part of the going operation. 
Independent research is now in progress and should continue without 
being handicapped by the necessity for clearances or joint agreement 
before proceeding,   but the benefits of this research should be made 
freely available to both agencies through the establishment of a joint 
research committee. 

(7) Presumably Census,  but either Census or AMS could undertake 
to obtain the appropriations for the extension of coverage to sample 
census types of items on subjects such as farm practices,  facilities, 
population,   and activities,   of the type long discussed.    The field 
collection of theée types of data would be accomplished jointly with 
the collection of data for the June amd November surveys.    The data 
would be collected in the joint name of Census and AMS.    This 
proposal does not maike any assumption as to whether or not one of 
the Censuses of Agriculture per decade would be displaced by annual 
sample censuses.    Presumably the sample censuses would utilize 
larger samples if one of the censuses were to be displaced than if not. 

(8) State AMS offices or other groups could also arrange for s{>ecial 
supplemental questions or surveys.    The desired tabulations could 
be done centrally or the schedules could be returned to the local 
group for both the compilation and the analysis. 
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Aogust 5,  19 bO EXHIBÍ I  0 

IfllegratlMi of tkmmm two programs» mm prmfpmmmá aboiro» mhomaa 
rmámcm ihm coat to tha fOTaiamaatt oí maatiaif t<kalr cowiMnad objactivaa. 
Tha bordan oa raportiag aatabliaboMata would alao ba laaaaaad«   Uora- 
ovar, avaa bafora raaomrcaa mrm aTmlLibla for full davalofmaat of tha 
mmitaal aampla caaaua aaj^cta oi tha program» thara should ba raal 
adraalmges to AM8 la raducad coats aad ia avoldiag uaaacassary routiaa 
opa rations.   Following mx% soma of tha advaatmgas of tha approach proposad. 

In tha first placa, tha Caasus Buraau haa a aiagla uaifiad fiald 
organisation daaignad aspacially for larga seals daSalbollactioa«   This 
field organisation is mada up of parsonaal traiaad ia larga seals fiald 
operations using carefully controlled samples.   It ia staffed by people 
who regularly direct their efforts at selectiag and training iatarviewers, 
reviewing completed questionnaires,  carrying through fonnal quality 
control operations,  and in general establishing aad coairolling data 
collection operatioas in accordaace with standard specifications and 
procedures.    Such oparaljoaa are quite ditfereat fronoi the primary 
activities of the State AMS offices. 

The use of the Census Buraau as a service agency by ÁM8 would 
avoid the necessity of diverting AbCS statistlciaaa to routiaa administrative 
operations,  and would put such work under tha control of people trained 
aad qualified in auch administrative operational   It would not ba aacesaary 
for AliS to build up» in each State office» an organisation for this field 
work.   Operating such a program through 50 field officaa would ba lea a 
efficient than operating it through tha caasus field orgaaiaatioa» aad tha 
problems of achieving uniform standards would apparaatly ba greater. 

Perhaps of equal importance» the delegation   af this rasponsibility 
to the Census field organisation» aa oppoaad to Hkm aafeabliahmeat of a 
separata oparatioa in AMS» not only should iaafpova tha amount of work 
accomplishad par unit of coat in tha aampla program» but ahould alao 
strengthen the census organisatida for takiag tha Caaaua of Agriculture. 
This could result ia substaatial improvement êi the quality of the Census 
of Agriculture and possibly also ia a reductioa of its costs. 

The Fosdic aad electroaic computers at the Census provide special 
advantages to this program.    Tha Fosdic has now fully demonstrated its 
ability to translate recorded information from field schedules to magnetic 
tape at high speeds,  low cost,  aad with higher reliability thaa we could 
achieve with WI^^»^"B1 punching.    The Census computers are espacially 
fast and will edit and compile the data at unusually law cost and high 
•peed,  and the output can be prepared on high speed printers ready for 
direct transmission to whatever places are specified« 
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The clo«€ and continued joint work of the Coaeue and AMS research 
staffs can only resiilt in subetaiitial benefit to both programs.   Also the 
census maps and mapping resources can be used to full advantage. 

A special advantage of the present proposal is that it will greatly 
facilitate the use of the individual Agriculture Census returns in 
developing large farm lists,  and possibly also in selection of the segment 
sample»  and in increasing the precision of estimates from the sample. 
The large farm lists from the Census can be especially effective in 
improving estimates for specialised types of agriculture. 

In summary»  this proposal makes particularly effective use of 
the staffs of the two agencies in the areas of their greatest competence. 
It leaves the technical work on current crop forecasting and estimation 
in the hands of the agricultural statisticians at the AMS.    It makes 
effective use of the field organisation,  equipment and other facilities of 
the Bureau of the Census,  and of the Census of Agriculture results.    It 
retains for AMS complete control of its program,  obtains the data that 
AMS needs at low cost,  and provides a lo^ cost method of developing the 
types of data to be provided by a sample census program.    Another major 
gain would be the opportunities provided for economy and improved quality 
checks of the Census of Agriculture through'the joint program,  and 
for improved planning and staffing for the Census of Agriculture.    Finally, 
it encourages joint work between Census and AM8 technical staffs which 
might,  in the long run,  be of as much importance for the improvement 
of agricultural statistics as any other aspect of this proposal. 
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EXHIBITS 

August 5, 1969 

1. Agricultural Marketing Serrlce, *A Program for the Dcvelopaent 
of the Agricultural Bstinatlng Service,** (preliminary report to 
the Subcommittee on Agriculture Appropriations, House Appropriations 
Committee), February 1957. 

2. Agricultural Karketing Service, Agricultural Estimates Division, 
••Report on 1957 Research Surveys,"Administratively Confidential), 
May I960, 

3. Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural Estimates Division, 
"Statement of Long Range Statistical Programs," (dittoed statement), 
March 22, I960. 

k.    Agricultural Marketing Service, Panel of Consultants, ''Research 
Program for Agricultural Estimates,•• (memorandim for administrative 
use only), May 17, 195^. 

5. Brooks, Emerson M., "Comments on Present Status of Agricultural 
Estimates Development Program, •• (paper presented to Working Group 
to Review Enumerative Survey Work to Improve Crop and Livestock 
Estimates, labelled ''Not for Publication**), no date. 

6. Bureau of the Census, "Proposed Annual Sample Census of Agriculture 
1960-70," (dittoed statement), January 2, 1950- 

7c Hansen, Morris H., "Research Program for Agricultural Estimates," 
(report transmitted by memorandum of same date to Mr. 0« V. Wells 
and other officials of AMB), December 7,  1953- 

6. Special Committee to Submit Recommendationa Regarding an Annual 
Sample Census of Agriculture, ••Annual Sample Census of Agriculture," 
(Confidential «»morandum to 0. V. Wells, Chief, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics and J. C. Capt, J)irector of the Census), May 27, 19^. 
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C»Pr February 15, 1961 

DSDA *» iMS «« WASHINQTOH^ Ji. C. 

Nathan Kof fsky^ Deputy Administrator 
Economies and Statistics^ AMS 

S, R. Nevell^ Director^ Agricnltiiral Estimates Division 

Meno from Dr« Taetíber and Mr» Hansan of the Census Bureau 

Careful consideration has been given the wewo of August Í,  I960 from 
Dr« Taeùber and Mr« Hansen« It seems to us that the memo was written 
vithout a full understanding of our eiqpanded statistical program and 
ho« it is designed to strengthen all aspects of the Departnsnt's program 
of current estimates« Vhat is proposed is siqply a logical expansion of 
a long established field organization and the modernisation of its 
facilities to meet present ágj needs« The goal is a highly integrated 
multiplex of mailj interview and objective yield surveys that are in 
continuous operation throughout the year« Thus the field staff of 
District Supervisors and County Enumerators^ provided for under 
Project A of the liihitten Report and that vill be in full operation in 
1Ç States and in partial operation in 15 other States this fiscal year^ 
becoiM an integral part of the Division's force and will be used in masy 
vays in the Department's program. To attempt to divide their vorkj 
trainingj or siQ)ervision between two agencies would create an operating 
structure that could not be made to fimction effectively^ efficiently^ 
or ecooLomically« The operating difficulties inherent in such an 
activity are confounded in our case by the necessity of guarding con- 
stantly against misuse or premature release of the statistical data« 

The D^artment of Agriculture is a huge organization having a tresendous 
and growing need for current statistics for use in connection with its 
manifold programs at home and abroad« It also has legal responsibilities 
for providing current agricultural statistics that can not be shunned« 
In addition the Congress has made it clear that the Department's expanded 
statistical program is to be iiqplemented in "3 or li years'* and has 
provided $750,000 this fiscal year to make the first step in accomplishing 
this purpose« 

It seems apparent therefore that the Department's ej^anded statistical 
program as outlined in "A Program for the Development of the Agricultural 
Estimating Service" submitted in 1957 to the Honorable Jamie L« Whitten, 
Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Agricultural ippropriationsj should 
be fully iiqplemented without delay along the linee pursued for the past 
several years« As an aid to those wishing a better understanding of our 
expanded statistical program and its operation, we have prepared the 
attached statement giving a brief resume of some of the major aspects of 
the program. 
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EXHIBIT 7 

USD!   AM5      VASHHiOTOH, D* C. 

S^ R* lewll, mrecior Jim« 10, 1957 
AgrlcQltoráL Estimates fiL^isioa 
jEmrsoa tU Brooks, Cble£g Spselsl Statistics Branch 
Agricultural fistiaates Xtt.TisÍon 

Infernal Comasnts on the ^€»iell Report* 

In his letter of HM^ 2U Wait Ebling suggested that I dictate a draft of 
iiqr resâarks MDoeming the Agricultural £stimates Ixmg range program that 
I made at the Atlantaœd M^^^t^^ regicsial sMietlngs and to his staff«   On 
those occasions I spoke firoza. roui^ ziotes that I had nade at -ncrious tiioes 
läiea ve ware wjrking on the report to Congress«   X ha:re tsried to tie 
these rou^ notes together in essentiallr the torm and words that I used 
at the regional neetinss and in Badlson«   This rou^ draft of sgr re3»rks 
is attached«   Mot ererxthing stated here was giTsn at the above sessions 
becanse of tisie Uoitatlcsis»   I spoke infonaaily to a groogp of our oim 
people^ therefore^ the words tíoá subject matter shcnOd be careftuOj 
reriewed if «¡r ^>M» outside Agricultural Estlsatee is contepiplated« 

Two questiinui are raised hjr Ebling^s request«   Firsts BZ^ you agreeable 
for a <»PT ^^ ^^ ^ ^ 9^^ ^^ ^^ office?   Sec<Mid, would it be desirable 
to send copies to the other State offices for internal use? 
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lof^Mâl Co—tnte hf Sac»oo Brooks 
Ott tht   Mewell Kcpcyt toCopgroos 

te robfuary ISt l^ST bcfort a onhco—Utoo of tht BOVM Appnprlotiotto 

CooHlttoo» Mr« S« ft« KewU» Mroctor of tho Acricultarml SoUaateo Diviolott 

004 CfealrMB of tte Itadlfod Stmtoo Crop Mepo^Utg Boord« prottotod m report 

OtttitUd M ProfTOtt for tko l»OTOlopMttt of tHo Afrioolteral BotlMtlnf Service». 

This roport diocsBoood tto proooat WNtk of iHit Pirioiottt tte proMoso witk 

idtklch it is cottfrootod» ood ootlltttd o profrm for fstoro âêrHtlopmmt and itt» 

provottnt of tht Sorrico«   Tte pitiqpooo tero io to diocooo tlio boc^rouad of the 

report Aló to oottoldor hem tho progrm «iflit bo pat lato affoct*   tnm nem oa 

we vUi rofar to tto pcopooala oabalttod to Coogroaa oa tiia Nanoll Report« 

Bactgrotind to tfia »eKell Kcport 

Grovth aad Devalopaieiit of Aoticaltitral fiatliaatea 

Altb^h tko OUtod States Ooveraiient atarted aow imrk ia provldiaf 

agriotltarai statistics la 1839^ it vas not aatli tlie Fiscal Tear eadlag 

Juae 30t ÍBÓ5 tliat the first distinct aad aeparate approprlatl^i WEM aade 

for the Bttreaa tf Crop Bstlaates.   Por two years $20»000 wks appropriated 

bat In 1S67 the aKiropriatlmi vas reduced to $iO»000«   By îMVr^ hovever, 

it was ap to $150^000; by 1927^$470»000; by 1947~$2»132^000t aad la 

195r-^$4,700^000«    Xt will be aoted that the correat appropriâtloo of 

$4«720tOOO is tea tiaes that for 1927 aad mre than double ttet for 1047« 

Perhaps it ahoald be polated oot that la the last decade the muAet ^ 

eaployees la the Agricaltiural Estimates Dlvlsicm hss lacreased 25 percMt 

with a 10 percent Increase ia Weshlngtoa and 33 perçoit In the State 

«offices«       The «»eadoas eapansioa ia the work of the PITISIOO duriaf 

the last few years has c<»ie about as a resalt of aaay canses but Federal 

prosrans have had a aa,^ lapact«    Por eaaaple» the Triple A procrea of 

the l»3Cr*s lacreased the demand for aore *ad better statistics at the 

National» State» and County levels«   Those of as who went throagh that 
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ftcremgtt •aá a dMllnt #f «bottt 4 p^rMttt 1ft yitld per mctm.   As a reMlt 

#f this dcparter« inm thm traditiMua relUbilitf ef tlit cottmi estintes» 

a apeeial subaMiaittee ia CMf reas ima aat a|> bf the Hwmrebie Hatold 9« 

CpoleTt Chairan af tlie Coaaittee aa Af riealtare*   This ^^ecial tafacw»» 

aittae «M chairad 1^ the Roaarable Thoaaa Q. Ab«iiethy of Miasiaalnpi» 

The CaaaittM qpMmt aewral »oaths âelvlaf iato the techai^aee aatf 

procedoree «aed by the Crop Mpartiaf Board ia aekiag eatlaateot aot oalf 

of eottoa bat of other oropOt lii^aotoek« prices ^ and so «a«   Oa Jtsae 16« 

1952» a sttbcoaalttee report «^titled ^Keport aad Recoaaeaeidatioas of a 

Special SuhcoaadLttee of the Coamittee of Agricaltare c^ the Koase of 

Il49!iresefitmtiirei^ wts preseated to the Roaorsble Harold P. Cooler« 

Chairaaat Coaaittee oa Agricaltare ia the Soase of RepresimtatliFes« 

Tftf Sahcisoalttee hod soae rather harsh thiaipi to sar about oiur aethods 

and tai^e a «Mber of recooaeadstioas bat ia thtlr letter of trmtsaittal 

tiliey said tbiss 

"^SeYoral of the recoaneadatièas nsde bjr the Sabcoaaittar aill tmke 

s<»ie additiiMal sppr^riatioa aad the Sab^mittee hopes that taie 

Saresa of Afrlcaltaral Bcoaoaics will take cofaissace of this ia 

prepariag its aext bodget aad that it will receiTS tíio «spport of 

Umsbetm of Coag^ress for' those iaproveaeats idiich ere deeaed to be 

a fffSK>á imrestaeat»** 

It seeas to at that this is a reaarfcable statoteat sad a fine coaclusioa 

to a IcHOf aad detailed iahestigatioa«   Sarely it is a rare thlnf for a 

eosaiittee (^ Congress to spead aosiths ia^estiaatiag the work: of aa 

ageacy» sad thea ead up bc^iag that the ss^atcy wiil ask for aoar acmey. 
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period «ill fiCT€r forget tbm terrific stressée sad strslM thst «ere put 

i^KM eitr ergsslsstioa te prorlde eoonty dsts ÍBT mtaxf crop moa livestock 

lte«s.   tn »est Stetes, the MSfer dsts ttat ve hsd f^t Mklag ecutf 

estlastes were strsleed te the etasst to preHde sendceshlir sccurste 

estijMtes fer sdniJiistrstlve pufposes«   The Crop tsjmrs&ce Vregre« sdded 

to the dettsad £^r foed coiaitf dsts«   Tte ftesesrch sad Msrhetlaof Act ia 

1^46 expsaded the aeed icx hetter iaferastiea sad the Soil Bmak Prc^rsa 

hse sdded fael to the flsas» end« ef cearsSf cellegest aal^ersltles, sad 

hosiaess coaceras throiighmt the cooatry hmrm sdded their voices to the 

gnmiûg clsaor for sa Japrorcd stotisticsl service.   These ere oalf s few 

exsaples of the types of progrsas sad aeeds thst hs^re crested sddltieasl 

densads for more sad hotter stotlstlcs*   These deisrads cea he froeped 

lato foitr cstegories* 

CD«   M<»re cosiplete coverage st the coaatf sad locsl leirel 

C2)#   Greet er sccarscf sad refimmeat st Stste sad Nstioasl levels 

<3)«   More frei;pseat riq;>orts sad i^peedler reléese of reports 

i4).   Addltioasl subject astter 

Aayoae st sll coaverssat with the sitastlsn knows thst tbmtt Is s very 

real aeed for IsprcTiimeskt la esch of these four fields« 

RecQgg^^eadstioas of Boose tinrgatljgstiag Coiwlttf^ 

Aa iaç>ortsat eveat la the hsckgrouad of the Xewell Heport occarred 

la 1951 whea s high cottoa forecsst hsd serioas sad fsr-reaching co»» 

sequences«    Beti«eea October 1 sad Hoveaher 1 the Cottoa forecsst of 

productioa was dropped hjr 7 percmt^ the Isrgest « certslsly <me of the 

largest a^nm^es hetweea noothly reports ever recorded«   The Aagast I 

forecsst of 17^266^000 bales MUB dropped ia I^eceid>er to 1S,3IO»000 bales 

s diM^iae of sboat 13 perceat«   This dediae ia thi¿p^ro<tectioa forecsst 
IMS sccooated for by a decrease of S perceat from Aagast to Peceid>» ia 
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Inattgtttmtloo of Rfe^rcli mad Pcreli^iaeiit Frognw 

XB mccordance with tte CwHdtt«t**s reco—codatloa» tta VlrlMlon 

iiampuratad a res«mrçli prognjt fer «fedeti $100,000 MIS i^iproprlat««! fer 

Piscml Tear 1954, tlit aaaie aiMtuit for IMS, $249,000 fer 195é, and 

$540,000 fw rucal 1957«   Tlie prefre» «as reatricted the first r^ar to 

10 aeatbera States, lAere ut laterTlev stinrey w» Mule l» Jtsne ia abtmt 

700 aefaenta la a haadred eottaties folleoed by objective yield surveys 

of cottmi aad com Aaria« tte aasmer mod fall«   The secotid year bad 

esaeatially tlie SSJM profraa idLth aonMi iacreasea ia siae of sanples« 

Xfi 1956, elevas Com Belt Stages aad Icsitacky asid Tirgiaia «lere added 

to tbe iprograa idilch iavolved a Jitae eaMierative sarvey la 23 States, 

547 toqaaties, umá 1,106 s^^fttats; <^Jective yield «urveys ia 1,000 

cotton fields, 1,360 com fields; 170 soyteaa fields; and in (XUal^aa aad 

Texas, 150 «beat fields«    la 1957, five additional western States «ere 

ificladed, «akiag a total <kf 28 Statea, 1,271 couaties, aad 2,221 seipweats, 

plus a few BmpêtntM ia Arirccta and Califorala to obtain a base for 

objective yields oo cotton«    Ia Hississippi tte sanple was e9q;>aaded to 

^)0 s^saeats «hieb is considered that Staters pro{K>rtionate sbare of a 

naticmal seeple of 15,000 segaents«   This increase in Mississii^i was 

nade to test procedures for asking fare enployaent estiisates by States and 

also to mtudf in at least one State sooie of the operational problems in- 

volved in a fall scale State snrvey«   The objective yield aorvey prograa 

in 1957 involves observations ini    1,360 cornfields in 23 States, 1,150 cotton 

fields in 11 States; 170 soybean fields ia U States, and 350 w6eat fields 

in 9 States«   Thns the Congressional investigations growing oat of the 

Cotton forecast of 1951 brought about a research prograa on a magnitude 

never before andertabm by the Agricnltnral Bstinates DividM« 
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ftecowicndatloos ef P^rm Bcûpoeito Ag>oc>tloa ¿«wtlttee 

AMttier MJM cwttt iMdifl« «p to tht MMeU R^wrt wu the «ppolnt« 

iMnt of tht Af ricaltana »mtm ComittM of thft AMrtcn Pom BcmMdLcs 

AftftocifttiM«   Tte i^P^intsieiit of this ewvdLtUt frtw o«t of a mark Msdo 

mt o »eetiAf ia tte aiMoar of 1M3 la ConraUia, Oragoot ^ tka Aaaricaa 

Pa» Bcmottica AaaoclatiWt to tlie offoct that »e ahoold domta oar efforts 

to tha dcTOlopaeat of Natiooal, or at tbc oost^ rogloaai oatimataa«   Per«- 

hMpM tue iq;iaakar did aot mtm hia stataoeat ia tlia wKf la «liicti it «as 

takoa bot ta aaf «imit» lAt a{NN:tar of aach atsyaiial Ifooraoea ^ tte real 

steads /or agrlciiltarml atatlatica ctmB^d the creatloa of a coawlttee to 

mkTat aa iQwto-4ate mp^miMBl of tlia daaaad for» md oaaa/ oi^ agricultitral 

data«   Or« «alter Sbllact State Acriaatoral Statiaticiaa for tflscoasia, 

IMS dutiroaa of tha comittaa ivhleli pr^arod a report aad sobaltted it 

to tlie Cot^tmnm* 

Rarest from Sabcowaittoa of jfcKise AppropriatJoos Conaittee 

The Honorable Jamie t* Whittea» Chainaa of the Stibcooaitti^ oa 

Ac:ric»ltaral ApproprlaticaSt after readlag tht Bbliaf Report aad heariag 

the diacussioas» wrote a letter to the Secrdtry of Agricoltaret tm^ 

ooestliq; aa overfall raport oa the atatistical ia>rk of the Af ricalttiral 

£stlaates »iviafea.    la his letter of Julj 31« 1«S6» to tha Seerefftary     of 

Asricaltt«t Mr» Whittea said la part« ^Por these reasoaSt the Sahccnoalttee 

i^mld ai^reciate it Terf aach if you «oold faSTe a carefal i^praisal aade 

of the re^rt by the Agricaltural Data Coimittee of the Aaericaa Para 

BcoQCidlca Associatioa; and the report attbaitted to thla c^asittee for 

diacosaioti at oar heariags aext aprii^r«   Ve tKmld like to knom ahat steps 

the l>epartoieat aoold recoaatead to offset ttui ahortcostiass of the Serrice 

as reflected ia the Para Bcoooaic fteport.   Alsév doriof ttm past three 

years» faads have IHI« aade available to the Asxlcttltaral £stiaatea 
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Dlrlmlma for r^searcH Uit« nêm mod Isprored netliwU «f crop ftntf liYt^ 

stock rtpcnrtii^«   Wt •hcmldi Ilk« to hmy a report oo tlit occonpUslsMiito 

of tfdlo %fork to doto idLtb ouch rocoiaidotl^Mi ao «of bo appropriate for 

adaptloi: tlio fiAdinfa to tlio regalar operating pmgrlau    lo t»rleft «e 

Mould like to hmym a riq;>ort that wooM correr tbo üaited States Departn«Eit 

of Agrlcttltare^a recMMMaakdatlooa for the inaodiato «ad long raage pr^ran 

for the developneot and tlie iopromaeat of the Agrlcaltaral Zatlaatlag 

«fork of tlie t>epartAettt«^   Tbe Moiiell Report MUI prepared in respooao to 

this reqwat f roo Mr« Khltten«    It e^äeoTored to take lato account recoa-^ 

m^^datioui fliade la tlie Aber&etlif Heport» ttie Ehllag Reportt tbe report 
aa 

priq^red bf tta Agridtltaral £atiaatea* Comittee; by the SeoMrch Panel 

of Technical Ccmaaltaatai and from the State officoa and Comodity 

Branches of %ricaltaral fistlmatea» 

Request fro« Pirector of Bod^ef 

Sefore discnssing the Kewell Report« perhaps %^ lAoold refer triefly 

to another request nade to the Secretary of Agriculture coacemiag 

statistical actiTitiest thia tbwt bf Mr. Perciiral P« Brseidagey Director 

of the Budget«   Ulis ia the nan responsible to the President for the 72 

billion dollar budget «hich laakes/ hin, of course« a very ia^portsnt person 
Bruddage 

indeed«    In his letter of March 19, 1957 to the Secretary, Mr« 

stated that he desired« first« **s brief description of the present 

program and current amnial level of e3cpenditures;*'secMid« ^recooaocsidatioas 

for a long range pr^ran to be deirel<a5>ed orer the Fiscal Tears 195S 

throt^h 1962«**   Mr. Bxundage stated his reas<Hi for a^ing this request 

in this ysufz    ''The priiutry purpose of this state^ient is to help tl»e 

Bureau of the Budget deirelop an over-all plan for the Goverœient^s 

statistical Progn^is taking into account ImproirecBenta most needed in 

tersis of present needs ai^ usea«** 
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TiM», •ppMnntlf tUntiag that toMoac aifht qticstionbls «atlierlty 

to wmkm mth m r«qaMt te «iot«d Sectiwi 101 «f tte B«df«t and Accentiaf 

tt^ctâOfM   Act of 1«50» «ad fimcativ* Otát 10253 whieh tflractt tht 
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Director of tht tedfott ^o étfweUp prograu and to isoao rogulatioao 

and ordera for tho iaprovtd fathering, compiling, aaalyaiiigt pobliahia«» 

and diaaoailaatiag of atatiatical laforoatloii for mmf ptirpoao hf the 

varioM og^iciea IA the oxec«tive brandi aii the Ooirerimeat^^   Im reqraaae 

to thia reviMt the Agrieoitttral BatiMttea DiTiaioa aalMiittod 

a propoaed program of expanaioa baaed oo the MeweU 1t€pott lAich w^mXá 

require aíMitioaol ftcada aa follomi    lo Piacal 193«« $507,000; is 

1*59, $2,603^0002 is 1960, $9,S2S,000; io 1961, $4,976,000; and ia 

1962, $6,078,000»   Tteia if thU progra« vere pot into effect, the 

Agricoltoral Batimatea Af^ropriatiMi for Piacol 1962 iio«ld be mtre than 

double ct^rreot iíEñám» oakiag a total of $11,906,000 aa compared to 

$S, 230,000 Í8 the preaeot apprq;>riatioo*   Thia program called for add!« 
eimme rat lire mirvtfm, $1,500,000 for 

tiomal foBQda of $2,616,000 for ia«oe<Mrigexaaaiiaea|ii$6ta>MMI^fm¥inritaeuifciw 

pricea, $150,000 for leaaed idLre aenricea, $320,000 for a coatiimimg 

fmit tree imiremtorjr, $600,000 for mechamlcal proceaaing of data, 

$250,000 for farm labor, $150,000 for cattle om feed, $63,000 for 

seeds, $64,000 for Weekly Crop^Veather reporta, $73,000 for Esq^anded 

poitltrf atatiatica and $250,000 for the Retlrememt Amid* 

Bttt, back to the Sewell teport, it proposée a pr^reaalire expamaioo 

of the «ork and facilitiea of the organisâtiom»   These ore set forth im 

foar mjor proposala or projects. A, B, C, amd t>m   Project A la imtemded 

to proTide the fimda, pera^mel aad facilitiea for makimg large scale 

ei»if^ratiire aad ^Jectiwe yield amrveya«   P/roJect B providea for monthly 
amd imtetmittamt etmaeratietui of pricea by aa imterriei^r located im 

each Crop Beportiag District«   Project C ia deaigaed to provide fitada, 

ecpiipaeat, peraoaael, etc« aecessary for speediag up the releaae aad 

distribati<» of our reporta«    Project P proYidea the fraaeiiork mader 

«âiich the é^stíuBAm for additloaal atatiatica cam be met «hem, «id if, 
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ímkáB aad facilltlM art prorlded.   Slttct Pr^Jtct A is basic ta tka 

da¥al^»eat of tiia entire prograa« lat^a coaaidar htm^ ftom a practical 

atMklpaUt, it womlA ^^erata*    Pirat wmlá ba aa asaoal aanaaratita 

attrrar ia aboat UtOOO daaaé aefaeata ia ail coimtiast atartiag Jona 15 

or aliortly tbaraaftar«   This aurrey «oald ba daaifmrf to get plaated 

acraagaa of crapa» aaabar of livaatockt aad fan aaploTaaiit«   thtring tha 

growiaf aeaaon soathlir objactiva yiald rnttrejM voald ba nada ti>t critical 

itasia*   A aortraf ia a aub^aaapla of the Jane aegamta to deteroiae 

abaodoAiBeat lioald be ayufe ia early fall aad oaa ia I>eceri^r to get live«» 

atock auBibera«    Farbaps also otur to tteasara barrested acreages» iMith 

wottld alao gat fall aeediag: of irfieat«   This basic program oo doobt %«»ald 

be axpaftded ia tiaa to iaclode other cosaioditiea ajid imild be carefully 

integrated «dth oar preseat pr<Hl^raa and procedures«   Aa oatliae of a 

progrsa ia say ofie year wmld be aoaethiag like this: 

1«    All Statea 

2« Jaae Entmerative Surrey 

a« Date-*»Jttae 15 or later 

b« Saaple 

(1) All States 

(2) All Coaaties 

(3) 15,000 s^oeats 

c«    Subject Matter 

Crops-Closed Segneat 

Livestock--«^ea Següíacit (Closed East) 

Ittmber «f P«ms—Op«s S«f«eat 

3.   Obiective Tield«—9,000 fields 
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Cotton—2^000 fields 

Cer»**4»000 f leite 

lfhMt-«2t000 fields 

Seybeaas-^^ltOOO fields 

4«    PsU Ser^^eys 

AhetideiiwMMit^^^Ofest fIslss sad Nest 

Rsrrested Acres 

]*sll Seedlfifs 

Livestock 

Kteit could ressonsblf be eicpected of Bath sa tndertskiagr 

1. Mstlonsl estlastes of asjor crepm sad livestock Iteos vltk 

grest sccarscy sad coaslsteacyt sad for asajr other crops« ^Ite 

sccarstelf sad with laproved coaslsteocy« 

2. Stste estlastes of sslor crops la Mtjor States with ssapllag 

errors for sernas of 5 or d perceat sad fields of frester 

sccurscy sad coaslsteacy. 

3. Crop Reportli^ District ¡estlastes of asJor Iteas with g rester 

sccarscy thsa prevloasly possible» especially la ttstes aot 

bsTlaf s good sataisl Stste fsra ceasos« 

4* Cmmty estlastes of wijor Iteas of greater sccurscy thsa other«» 

wise woold be the CSíM« Better Crop Keportlag District est luttes 

slaost certslnly re^ilt la better cotmtf estlmstes. I «|>ect 

that la soae States the %• C.  card would be revised to obtsia 

C/R ladlcstloas sad possibly others to help make better coimty 

estlastes» Certánly soaiethl^ aeeds to be doae# I tried for 

years to sske good comity estlastes la Seotocky with m^thiskg; 

but s S^ymMT Caasas» sosse erratic AC? dsta sad aacertsla A« C. 

ladlestloos* 
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S.    Provide thm mtnif to hmip prtparo coimty and Xocjtl art« 

dmtm» oqpecially ilotlred bf thm A«I>«C« 

4^«   Strtfifthoa oiur aofttbly CJrop irreditctioii forocasf siiico tbo 

Jttiio acre^fo wmrwtf obould proYldo o noro acourmtt acretft 

base early ta thm aeaeea to lAlcli yleidt yrill be applied« 

Thia iaproved acreage baae eoid>ified witb obJectiTe yield 

data steold etretif tbttt our forecasta of «ajor cri^a« 

7«   FroTide baaic structure for eiqi>aJtsloa of work of other 

Braoctea« m.g. price enmeratiima «ocittlyt frait tree ecmatai 

livestock on feed» etc. (Mr. Eowaaa« Hesd of Statistical 

«taadarda at tbe ftodfet Burewtt ^^^ ^i^ ^^ pr<^>osala 

CMtifig np £rmm Agrlcalttral Estinates will be reviewed ia tlie 

lijEbt of the Sewell fteport). 

t.   Provide facilities for a skilful bleodiag of eimmerative 

sarveys and isailed ii»}ttiries«    Para Labor providea a good 

exajQple of this«    For years there has bi^ii a clamor £<» 

State estimates of far« ef^loymaat which we have not beea 

able to «eet because of the diff icalty is establishing a 

satisfactory level of en^^loyneiit by States«    The Juae 

Enuaerstive Sttrnry woaUL «eet this need im providifif aa anaiial 

tfl^zkch aark** for each State«   intoath to ncmth iadicatioaa of 

change obtained by special »ailod sarveys comld be applied 

to the ^b<3ich «ark^ to provide monthly ettiaatiM of fara 

entployment«    Tbm budget proposal in the report to Mr« 

Brandsge included an itea of $250,000 for iaplenenting an 

ejq>anded farm e«ploysient program including State estimates 

based on a skilful wtiliratloa of enoncrative and mailed 

surveya« 
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EXHIBIT 7 

ImpltmcntioM  the TrogtêM 

I« OM of iht bl« pcoblens la carryiiig out auch a pr^praoi wmlil b« to 

taïUé ««I sa adaqaatt ataff • It ia propoaad tbat BCW 

poaitlona ba craatatf aa follawat 

S tata Survey Sapertiaor 

Aaaiataat Stata Sarirar S^nptxrUot 

District Sup^mlmetf Eaittieratora 

Coaatf Eiwaaratora 

It ia aaTlaiooad tbat in aacb Crop Raportiaff District tbara tratad 

be a stq;>erris0ry«»ami»arator %ibo voold »aka mantfßj enttneratioos of 

pricas and siao lacstSt bire» train« and atqpenrisa iatenrienera £or any 

ei»fisermtiira sarvaya ttttdertabea* Tbasa «oald inclada tbm Jaae aad fail 

acreage w^  livestock 4»maerative survafs^ the objective yield surveys» 

quarterly stodcst etc« I anticipate Bom^ basbaad sad wife tesAS» 

especially aaoi^ school tescbera ia lAicb tbe wife voald make the sicmthly 

price eismeratioas sad i$mtvm aa supervisor for tbe Juae survey vitb tbe 

Imsbaad lurking as aa emiserator oa the Jaae Survey aad tbe Objective 

Tield tarveys. It seem»  likely tbat a siH>ervisory*eauaeratc»t could 

e^qpect about 14 weeks of work per y^nr oa prices« lacludias traiaiag 

periods aad fiadi^ replace»eatSt about 3 weeks oa tbe Juae Survey» 

countlM <me week for hirii^; bis S aasmerators« oae for traiaiag aad cae 

for supervisiag} for tiMi Objective Tield aad fall Acreage aad Livestock 

EauAerative Suxy^B  he could couat oa about 9 weeka work makiag a total 

for the year of about 26 weeks or about half time« For the couatry aa a 

«^hole« there would be about dOO  supervisory^esaunerators» each belag 

respoasible for the work ia 9 or 10 counties aad aaiataiaiag aad 

supervisii^; a staff of 5 or 6 parttis^ eauaeratora« 

The State aad Assistaat State Supervisors would be full tiiK 

employees aad aa integral part of our regular ataff« 
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1.    AgricmltttTftl Batiaates mm n i4iol€ 

If tbe pTCfran fM« lAto effcctt It SMAS o&rioM ttet tlit 

Agricttltwral BstlMttUg SMTVíM nwld be crcrntly stMttflOuMcd 

in BUkfi^ f acilitlM «aá ia tadmical proctdares« 

2«   >rca«it fngtmm 

Ttm pn>p<HNa is dcfiAltelf aot » r^UcMeat fer M* present 

progrui tet is sfsply iateadstf to sugncnt sad strcs^grtliea it« 

»o cfurrsat actiirity «oald be dros^ed» 

3#   Msiladi Qaestiocasires 

It ssMis prsbsbls that tlit meaebet of jwil ^«MM^tiottoairss iriLll bt 

iacresssd ratbsr tbaa tfscresssd bjr ths proposal*    For exsaplst 

ttas Juat ^OMirstiiFe Surr^ could proiricte good ostiastes of 

ttsjor crops aad livastock la asjMr proâsclaf Statos bat oissirtisrOt 

sad for »Ifior iteaa ia all StatoSt asilad sariF^ys tioald baire 

to be cfmtlttiod«   Also tbo fall acrosse and livestock aail 

survis al(bt be «^aaéed to proride better iadieatieas for 

askiBg oo^Eitf estiaates#   Fartber madk aev projects as thst oa 

flBOtttblf estiaates of fsra «ployaeat mtf require specisl aail 

sarireTS ahicb vill 9éá to the aaaâber aov beiag used* 

4#   Acreage Estlaates 

tl^ Juif scresfs estiastes lâMatld be aore accurate and coosisteat 

froa year to rear.   This shoald result becsase s probsbilitf ares 

ssaple sboold belp sMtasure big changes la plsatlimi iataatic^s 

aad e^^ecially the affect of Siaaers ^ and **oaters**«    The Julj 1 

scrsage estiMite is especially iaportsat l^cause it is the base 

for oar prodactitc» forecssts throughout the rcfaaiader of the 

sessoa«^ Banrested acreages should be streagthened bjr «ateieratioâ 
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lu the fall of a anbsaopla af tli# Juna segAcats sad bf carefully 

tiaad abaMtoflweiit aanrerat «apecially ta Stataa atibjact to hmrf 

loaaa af plajitail aerea^gi»« 

S«    Tiald per Acra 

fHiJectlTa yield aarveya af critical crapa atealtf iaprore 

forecaata and fiaal eatinatea of yield»   0aixally theae «cmld be 

»ade JMothiy dariiif tbe gnnâixig and lian^atinf aeaaon twr Much 

crof>a aa cotton^ canit irf^ieatt aoybeanat tabacco» aad certaia 

fniita Yitli additioaa aa aaed anA circ»Hataacea dictate«   Tlieae 

objectiva aartreya aboald l>e eipwially helj^al ia eatabtiahiag 

yielda ia taaasaal yeara ahea droai^t or otter ateoraal coaditioaa 

diatort oar amtal iadicatiaaa«   Tte atrraat objective yield 

aanreya ia Califoraiap florida« Oregoa» etc« vaald be caatia^^d« 

There ia »M::^ i^t to leara aboat idiat froirtli factora to 

caskaider aad horn to otiliae thea ia forecaatlag yielda f roa 

i^rf^JectiTe data«   A receat coafereoce »Itb !>r« H. K« Laxulet at 

Caaaaa State, ii^icatod tliat for i&eat perbapa tbe beat iadica* 

tioa oa May 1 voald be iM»ber of plaata, Jaae 1 mmimt of heada 

a     aad luly 1 oeigbt of heada«   Tbia ia ia accMrdaace vitb «tet w€ 

bave beea doiaf ^ bat aach aore esqperieace ia a^^M before 

estiaatiag fomtlaa of provea reliability CUL be deteraiaed« 

%^itb a cr^ like Barley tobacco idiere fiaal aalea are a food 

aea^are of prod^ctloa a aolid yield eatiM^te aoald alao provide 

a aaefttl derived acreage (aalea   a    yield)«   Aa accurate prodac-» 

tlMi eatiaate ia llove«â>er aad Decesâ^er ia especially iaportaat 

becaase Parley aarketa are Jaat opeaiai; aad alao, in^ortaat 

deci^ioaa coaceraiag the level of prodactioa to be permitted tbe 

aeat aeas^a aader the coatrol pro|^raa are beiag aade« 
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••    Linstock «Id Fooltry 

thm protebilitr areft mmpU uueá ta the Jm« &iimermtlire 

S«rr«r sbottiá iflprom wur ItiN^stock estinates fey obtmiftiog 

Mj^ert« £r0s mreM and tfpM i^ faraa «hick art ftot tiaiialty 

ada^liuiteir raj^reaastad la eor aaaplit«   Hara again aharp cfcaagaa 

la aack itaM aa kraadiag lataatloaa aad tha affact af ^'laaara** 

aad ^otttara^    akoald ba aaaaarad nora affactivaly thaa la tha 

|MLat#   Aa iapftrrad aatlaata of ampiar of fataa aad aaaber 

fcaapiag i^^aclf iad llvaatock abauld alao reaalt £raa tkaaa aarraya« 

Tkaaa fara amata ara^^ «f caaraa# af fr«it algaificaaca la 

aatiaatia« llTaatock aad j^oaitty«    If aacaaaary» «haa tlia Jaaa 

Siraaaratioa aaa aaopiatad tka aaaaairatora caald caairaaa addl« 

tioaal aasMAta« a caoaty ax otkar ^acif lad araa for brollar 

ptaata or aoaa otkar ralatlvaly rara aatarprlaa for «^Ich lafor-» 

«atloa «aa aaadad«   3%M»ia eaald IMI ^HMaratad oa tka i^ot or 

ld€»tlfloitlaa data raeordad for lattar aateaaffta^« or to 

aatabliak a aalliag llat» ate»   A qoartarly «mMeratiaa of Cattla 

oa Faad la atsTlalmiad aad aa aatlaata of $150^000 vaa laclodad 

la tha projactad pr<q^aal for l9Si aad attbae<iaaat yaara» 

?•    Pralt aad fagataklaa 

Tha 15»000 aagaeat JNaa &»aiaratloa pr^ably ^^oald aot ba 

ada<}tiata for 5 tata ladlcatlotta of fruit traa att6â>era aad 

acraatraa of ladlirldual iragatabla cropa#    Boaairar» attppleteatal 

aagaaata coald ba caaraaaad for apaclflc Itaaa^ aock aa fralt 

traa coaata» add acraagaa of apaclf Ic Myatablaa«    the extant 

aad affectlTe»aaa af aack aanreya %ff}ald dapaad to a aajor é^tftem 

oa tha aaoaat of additional faada aTallabla for tkla particular 

pacpoaa«    The pr^Kiaad prograa for Fiscal 1960 carriaa aa 
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MtiAâtt 9Í $120^000 £M a MatinoJí« fruU ttM 

IflWAtory«   r»r thUt wpplcMttUl Mgante Mold te caamM^d 

f«llMiflf tht doM ^ tht rtfiíUr JIIM BnmerstlM flonNey«   Tiie 

wrk lo Call/ontUt rUrlda« Or^M and €lscMli*r# wi jUléM oi 

pemrs» fn9«#t cittuM^ flibertSf «te« ladicatt lâit poMi^UltiM 

la tldji flel4 If ft<te4Bata faada aad atmf/ art airallabla^ 

«•   Palnr SUtlttlc» 

Tht Jttoe Bauaitratlfnc Sanrtf data tci «wbtr af eattlt bjr 

kinds, C0M «illked, calvas btm, amittr f^ fatas MNq>lflq| mllk 

cewst ate« shôald bt btlpfal la tmlaf np tstliuitta la tlit 

X^sliT Statistics pt^srMu    A csavass af «^ipleaeatsl si^^ntota 

la a Statt» rtglcmt ar tht 9# S« coaXd bt sMute ta lacatt ac« 

j^x^cesslag aad staraft facllltlta hswdllng dalrf i^rodti^ts« 

«•   Agrlcaltarsl Prlets 

As alrtsdf wsstloatdt aMíthlf tmiatratloas af prices paid 

9M rtctlvtd art part of tbt laag raagt plaa aad It mis est Instad 

tbat bf 19¿2 $1,500,000 voald bt attdtd fat tbls parpaste    Slnct 

bl«^ typt tJMatrstors «crald bt rtqulrtd for tbls «srk It Is 

aiptcttd tbat tbey «onld servt as siq>arrlsars fot tht JNst md 

^btr «nsaMrratlvt warwerUf 

10* Statt Fara Ctfttas 

Wlieo the pr^osAls foe aa Ansii«! Saapi« Ccfts»« e£ ^ricaltur« 

were «nder éiftcus^i«« la 194S, I stated la e «ene ef Mey 2«, 1»4< 

to Me^ Celluder that la «f «plaie« «be reealt mala be tliat **i^«t 
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U Mit mil 0f tht pMMBt statt VAm CaiMses «r Assessors 

MOI« bs «iscoiitlJMSd«**    I stiU thlAk that is trost bttt I 4« 

Mt t&lidi tbt proposals la tht KsmU ftsport wemlA haw that 

of/act«   Soas of tho roasoos arai 

a«   Tho Aaaaal Saa^lo Coasaa eoatssplatod «Mutsratloo of 

400*000 forms as eoaparod to porhiQ>s M^OOO aador tho JfowsU 

Koport»   A sanplo of loss thoa Xk shoald sot bo aoch of s 

ffaroat to a i«oll ostablisboá aad ossoatially coopleto Ststo 

Para Cessas lAloh proHdos a wealth of cMSty sad local area 

data« 

b«   Tho Ammal Ssaplo Coasas «ss to bo ao&i la tte f aU* thor^tí)^ 

^tslaiaf f esr«oaâ data coaparsblo to that obtalaod by aost 

Stato Para Ctssasoa«   Tho proposod Jime BiMaoratiw San^ 

of ooao tO^QOO faras aould obtsla dsta oa plimtiogs maâ 

proiride sa acresfro bsso for forocastiaf prodactioa throofhoot 

the remslador of the sessoa«    Tho aala reilaace for yesr«»ead 

ostlsaitos of sereases «oald coatiaoe IN» bo tho tarsi Csrrier 

S^rvBf (sttppleasatod idioa aocessarr bf «ns^rratlTO mMtw^fm 

mad addltlimal It« C« Cards to prorido coasty estlastes)» 

c«   The Aaaaal Ssfli^le Coasas «oald bo geared prüiarilf to tho 

Cc&Ms teresa »d ass cooisidered as a replac^Beat for tho S» 

year Censas of Agricalturo«   Tho eollottloa sad processliif 

aschiaery sad tho saalyois of data aoald aot oaly be ec«b» 

trolled by tho Ceasos Saresa bat iiould be orieattri to a 

coasas t:|pe of i^^eratloa thst Is plsnaed sad directed froa 

Washiaftoa with little or ao locsl partldpstloa la 

plsanios sod dlrectlaf tho proiect« deteraiastioa of 

oaaiMrrstors sad MperYlsors, etc» 
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Tilt Mlativttlf mmêll Bcmlm ctttskerâtivt wrvefs ioelvdcd 1» 

thm Ktvtil RxpMrt «oalá bt siaplr m part «f im iattfrtted pt^rtm 

^ otrrtttt afriatlterml irtmtisties trader tlit coatrol of thm 

Statt Afrloilltttrti Sttttsticittu 

Wuit «Ottié tht tttvtU fropMitlt flTt that tlie Statt Par« Ctasia 

éoesa^t? 

a»   Aertagt tatlatatta 

P«rluq!>a la 3 or 4 Statea havia« a foo4 Statt Para 

Ctaaott tte Joat aaapit trntatratloa «tlfht not reaait 1» 

aafr al|^ifl<aat Ij^provtstat ia Jfalf 1 acrtagt tatlaatta 

ia aarmal ytara*    Xa • ar 7 Statte haviaf a leas mffec^ 

tiva Statt Para Ctaaua» tht Jaat Eomtratlirt SurTtf 

lAcmld te titlpfol at töt Statt lttral#    ta aay tireat» tht 

atgaeata wofoXê te a kamot pr^pomtUm mf a »itioaal aaoplt« 

b«   tiirtata^k tattaatet 

Tte Jaot £iïoatratiTt Surmff ateald laprave tte ac« 

caracf aad coiiaiat^acy af iavtatory tatlaatta» aoi» far« 

roi^dt tte«   Tte Para Ctaaaa ia of at telp or verf littJlt 

telp oa tl^lt» 
iritlda 

€•   Acrtaçt Baat for objtctl^t WfJttB 

Statt ÍFMátm C^aumm ia of littit telp la thla aatter« 

Aa acrtagt teat for object ii« rield imrrtyi ia aeedtdl la 

praeticallT all Statta» tet la 5 or « teat Statea tte 

Jttat SdriN^ ai^bt te liaittd to étteraialag acrtagea of 

cora« aoytea&at aad irfieat (or other crtp for «falcti 

objtctlvt yitlda are to te obtaioed») 
4«   Hwoíbtr of faraa acrf aqater te aire aod typf 

Statt Para Coaita ia S or 6 teat Statte aifkt te 

ade^uittt tet aot ia Statte teiriaf a ratter iacooplett 
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Statt farm Cmkmim er lAldi tecs aot obtaltt émtm 011 tte 

fam «s m wUlt. 

c«   lfqid>er of fartis lynrii^ spacjff#< JiiwMrteclt 

Jiiw IBmmtnttn Sntimr ^U p<<>vlde thost data bat . 

fay, if aaft Stata Fam Caaauaaa. 
f»    Fatii aiailayaaat 

State ram Canaoa of iittla or «M» lialp la «Mt 

Statea« 

Statt Para Caaaaa of Iittla ^r IM kalf» im aoat 

Statta«   Jaat Ssaatrativa Sarvaf catild provint tlit data. 

1^^   Xavaii i^rapoaaia próvida ^maâiisar/* »atdad ia all Statea 

for prica «ork aotf aptciai aarrtyat aacli aa Far« 

£iq»raditurta« Roaaiaf « ttc»« aodl for 4ata MOO^A oalf 

for aa iadivitteal Statt* 

tlitat art aoat of tJbt thioga tliat ai|^t W axjiactodt if tha 

StwtU Atport iB tepl^oÊO^^^ hOfurttTt I awt to «splitaiat that it 

la iMt hkUaaâÊA aa a ^cart^all^ tmt aiaplf am a alocara offMrt to mtt oar 
irila wirk vp€m a i^ra aolid footiag* 

to aa» iq> it a}q>tara tbat tlit reaalta êOOA proaptctiaa   raaaltt of tht 

Kei^ll Rtport wMl4 laclode tlitst Ittaa« 

1«   Wt batra given tboogttt to tUt fatara aad »adt aoat plaaa coocerolag it* 

Ttiia ia itself is vary andb «ortfaanlilit» 

2«   Tl^ precaved plaa Mf^tt:^» souad aot oaly to aa bat to Mr* Wtlla^ tbt 

Budget fHirtaOp tha Paatl of Coasattaata« ttc* 

3«    If the C<Magreaa agrtea la tttt aka aorttariiileaess of tlit prograa aad 

proritfea írntáu, Agricultaral Estiaatta will bt greatly atreagthtaed 

ia atafft facilitita aad in ttctelcal procadarta«. 
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If M» additliMftl fimte art proirldetf^ «• MT« «tlU 1B « etrwf 

position in resi^mct tM 

lU    Itoiitt Agrioiltiitiil Coiaadltt#€ 

TIdji CoomittM^s report criticise«« M^ »OV «MT tev« étvised 

ÊL mctíná program which gots a i««f «sy tcwàrA aeetlBf their 

obJcctiMS MA fttlfiUInf tb«ir rttcottMtttfatiau. 

^^   Btrfg€t 8ar<^aii «» hM ^*piishedi us mrotttuT fer years hecaiise «f oar 

. *^backiiardsi€«s**t tiotr %tt have coae up with a «til roimdotf^ 

tedmically ao«ad ptogteM iM.tí^ tfarf hairo mppm^md mod mmt 

atthar aiq;>port or leava «a alosaa«   Hr# üaXla aaid» ''For tha 

first time I MI piuhii^; thaa rather thaa their   poihlag sia«   Xt 

haa takaa mm 10 yeara to fat into thia poattioo*** 

c«   Faael of Cooaaltairl^ ^ naatt oa their record to datt «^>port 

oar prqpoaala for etmsi^Étiira aitnreya mtá <d>iectÍTe yialda« 

Alao tl3«y cas raiae ao aerioiia objectioaa to the tie«ia itith 

mailed aurreya^ e^aciaUy thoae deaigood to provide local 

data idiich they all cteed theaaelvea or are »eedod hy othera at 

their iaatiti&tiona»   If najT additiooal fui^a are proirided ^ea 

w€ are 1A poaitioa to redirect the Keaearch Frograsi to »ore co»-» 

veatioaial procedurea« 

^   Ceawa Boreaa «   Aa ooe of the CecuMa »ea pat it « iie have 

^pree^ted the field** of large acale esamerative aarveya«    It 

haa been demiiatrated that Agrlcaltaral Catiaaitea haa the 

capacity to plaa aiid carry o||t large acale^ coBf>lex eiamerative 

aarveya aod ^Jective yield aurveya« 

e»   Airricttltural Pata Congaittee •   The Kewell Report a|is?porta the 

The beat chaace of adeqoately atafflag oar officea for providb^ 
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EXHIBIT 7 

lACAl «rc« d«ta iM tltt«ish «a iat«Ul<««t coeptrativ* «ffert «f 

th« fore«» •trivial to ii^rovt oar toclml^ites «ad to obtaia »or« 

dotailotf iafoEvatioa« 

'• Soii B«alt. tc. - Xf lf««tU Rn>ort prortdoo tbo m—a» /or 

Mklaf «or« «ad bottor couaty ostiMtoa aad rolfttod data seeded 

for fan progtMt patpoaea aad for cxpaaaioa of «ach aenricea aa 

cM^itloaa retire« 

S* State Office« - Th« pregraa highli|Ata tte accd for addltioaal 

people» both profeaaiooai «ad clerical for 8Ut« office« (preaeat 

pnpoaal« at call for 2 profeaaioaal people and 3 clerfca for the 

average office« aot coaatiac aeeda for cxpaaded price prograas, 

etc.). Aiao additioftal ii»r% vaatd be required bat after transi* 

tioa period the State offUea ahoalé be betUr clipped to 

baadie trarklead« 

b. Sarrer Macbiaery - fbc Keiiell teport eapbasiae« the aced for 

«a ecnmerativ« aarrcf orgaaiaatioa tbroagbeat tbe coiattry «bicb 

coald be «tilliusd« «bea desired» for a^;>ecial «arvefs racb «« 

tbose ea Para BxpMditarea» Para Hooaiaf » etc. 

I waat to ««ipbaais« «caia tbat the proposed cauaerative aunrey pregraa is 

not a r^lac«Mnt ma. for oar aailed sarrer«» bat ia iatnaded to ««i^»ort aad 

supplciaeat thea. Mever is a leaf tiae bat ia mf epiai^ it will be aa&y a 

jROon before ve are ia a poeitioa to accept yieida deteraioed by objective 

aessureaeats aa waiuestioaably right* Regresaioa Charta did not eliaiaste the 

need for iatelligeat appraissl aad I dos*t tbiidc objective yelUs will either» 

X do aat think aa eaöaerative «arvey of adémate «is« ia Jtme vill greatly atrengthea 
«cd sake sore consistent our acreage estimates of aa^or crop« at a tloe of /««r 

\ihen they wost need it. These in|nrov«d acreages coupled with objective yield« 

tld resrxlt ia inproved aecttra«^ and reliabilitj over tiias. Itefinite gains 

should be aad« in oar livestock work. An aeeurate Indieatim of ouagber of 
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EXHIBIT 7 

farms «ould al»u hm lanrftlufttol*«   At/ &• C# Hr. Veils said hs vsixtsd a bass 

chsck point (bsnctoark) at lasst oaea a yaar that voold aatabllah the level of 

soss of ear estlaatas«   He Bíippcrt^á the Tleir that for «last crops Jime Is the 

ri|^ tliae since that Is the acareare MI ess throiighost the rmalnder of the 

groving season for aaklnjE; foreeasts of productloa*   I hope eadb of f<m vill 

rsdd the Sevell Report carefully inclttding the Exhibits and that /ou will gire 

it serióos thoisght«   ke hare heard a lot af about ^jective yields^ bixt I thizik 
propose 

objective appraisals ftt of the fknftmâ plana are i^iually needed* 
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EXHIBIT 8 

ÜSDA AK3 VASHÜÍOTOÍ, D.C. 2$ 
CQPI 

S* R* Sewell^ Director July !# 1557 

R* H^ Smith, Deç*ty Director 

InTormal Co^smnts bgr EiaersoQ Brooks en the Nevell Report to C<SQgress 

I hfirdly kaoír ^at to s^ aboot the attadxed« Since Brooks 
has alre«^ giren this talk to the people in Sblingts office, 
he coold eend it to ghllng» So far as sendlAg it to the 
other State offices ia eoncemaâ, if it is sade clear that 
it is Brooks* etate»ent and not necessarilx mx official 
poaiticQ of the Division, it sdght be all aright* I ae7 this 
becaose I cannot agree with all tcf the atatesaents aade and 
I doabt if thegr can be sxibstantiated bj eaq>wi«ice to date« 
I have a feeling that this going oat bgr itself UQT canse 
considen^ble confoaion wsoog our vn&u 

I vould prefer to nse different title^s than #the fienell Report** 
and the ^Ebling Report*« Itîhile these are handjr refereaices^ Î 
am sure both involve more than the indiriduals mentioned and 
particularljr the report of the Agricoltoral Zteta Comaiittee# 
I guess, hovever, the author of the article is mititled to use 
the references he viahea» 

Some other points foUcvt 

Page 2 «> The pi^c^itages given in the last paragraph vazy 
troa «or m&aotf of those presents to the House sub-^coiasdlttee* 
X could be tirong bat it vould be iiell to check to be sure« 

Page k ^ The first vork dcme idth the Research appropriation 
vas idth mailed auirvogra in Kiasissippi and fiorth Carolina« 
I believe this «as started in Biid 1^53 ^en ve found ve vere 
to have Besearcdi Funds and before the Panel vas set up« 

Page 5 -• I think the appointï«nt of the Agricultural Data 
Cosaaittee of ti» AFSA vas only incxLdentally «parked by the 
reasark at Corvallia« Other circuaartanccs vere pushing toward 
the settlz:^ up of such a fioias^ttce«, The Coiismittee vas not 
set xxp until earlj 1SS5»^ 

Page 7 • I thought Project A vas to provide personnel, dta, 
etc., for basic county estiaates, in i^hüticn to eciumeratii^ 
(Boid objective surveys« It is so indicated later« If I aa 
vroog, then ve have left out one of the laost pressing thin^ 
the Agricultural Data Coasiittee vas pressing for« 
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EXHIBIT 8 

Pmg« 8 ^ This is tbs first tiM X bjsn seen ths Jw}# 15 or lAt«r 
dats.   Eren Jim« 15 is too late for bogg «nd lorobably f«* ^xùj 
acTMgo«   VotùA bo bottor not to tio this dOHti too speeificoUijr« 

Paso 9 -* loa «ad Z bavo diaoaaood maaajr tiaM the things jneotiœed 
vxidtT *Hihat eoold bo reasonablj eaqpoctod eto#*«   There is nothing in 
oar »perieoeo Uma far that siq>porte noet of the flat atatemessts 
ffiade hcETS«   What la ^great* aceoracTT   Vhat ia neant tgr oonaistesuT? 
I think the effect of eznn&eration on the accurac/ cf eetisuitea bgr 
Crop &a|>orting Diatriets and bor eountiee is greatly overplifTed« 

Page 12 « C^ialderable «aphasia ia placed h«*e and elaeidiere cm the 
fact that this la not a replaceoent for present progran bat is 
iolmded to ane«tent assA strengthen it«   let^ if this jprovaa vp Bccorá^ 
ing to earlier claiiss^ it is inevitable that BUB» p<urtiona of the 
present program be dropped cr greatl/ siodlíled*   I think this is true 
of ^sailed questionnaires •   It ianH at all dear en ho« ve can ergtie 
en both sides of this cjaesticm» 

Page 13 «• This leaves out fssxxii of ths problem ^Addx Is e^rly season 
forecasts« Huch of our present problem is with these forecasts and 
not year end ^timatfHB of yield« 

Pages 15 & 16 -> Only tim aiU teU ^at idll be the effect on 
assessor^a censuses*   I as <me of thcHM yibo believe tíie effects viU 
be more serious tíian indicated»   This is not due entirely to the 
sas^le 6^m2dsration but sudi esumerations could be acm of a nuabsr of 
factors resulting in eventual lose of this yaluable inforaati^si in 
so^e States«   We should »aks «ore use of assessors* data in our 
saiqpllng «rork sc^d tie the tifo closer toother« 

Page 17 « ve can not argue the Talue of a State assessors* census 
entirely on the basis of idiether it isnisserates acreagee currently 
and th^refc^e helps in setting a current July 1 acreage estiicate« 
Eistüricál ass^ors* census^ have value also^ perhaps as «udi tm 
those on a current basis«   For s^nowt of ^e assessors* States^ the 
assessors Census data is probably better and «jore useful over the 
idiole Texig^ of estimates frc^ counties osx yxp than ^âiat ve can e:q>ect 
to get fraa a small June sa;^le«    In other words, ve shoulán*t limit 
the *'good assessors c^nm^a^ to only 3 or li States« 

Page 1$ - Panel of Consultants«    I don*t see vhat the last sent^ice 
has to do %d.th the proposed prí^pra?*«   How does redirectix^g the Eeseardi 
proEraa tie in vttJb tí¿ over-all proposal? 

There are other cofrssients I could make« Eave »ade a fev correcti<ms 
in the text but would certainly wish to go over this msxte carefully 
if it were goisig to be sent out to all States« 

/s/ R.K.  Smith 
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EXHIBIT 9 

IjiaïZHSD 3TATSS DZPilHTLSNT OF ASHICULOJUSE 0. E. M.  # 144 
BUH3AU C? AGÍilCÜLTUBAL ECOHOLIICS ATMIIJISÎRA^IVS 

ITASHIIJGTOIJ,  D.  C* Decsiúoer 29,  1933. 

TITLE:  Livestock 

SUBJECT:  Corn-Hog Roduction Program. 
Institue tiens to State Statisticians - Gradinc-: Exrjniiiations, 
and Appointment of County Ta.bulators« 

The purpose of the County Tabulators' test is to secure the "best qualified 
individuals in each county to do the tabulating and computing required in co:.inoc- 
tion with the corn and hog contracts, A'Dility to transfer, or taoulate, accurate- 
ly ÍG naturally the first and most important con^^idoration iri u-io selection of the 
person to do this v/ork# Com-putations can be checked on the sheets Imt to check 
■:h6 taValation vrill "be impossible if the contracts are not at hand. Speed in do- 
ing the v/oi'k is likor-ise an important factor. 

T'norc is enclosed a cepy of the test that will be given each applicant, to- 
:::-thor with a correction sheet for use in correctin¿r the paperi-^ and also a rating 
:.ablo for the* ex:::jninr'.tion questions.  It v^ill be noted that the v/eight on the first 
TJ.e?tion v;hich includes tabulation and adding is 50)á of the entire examination« 
"he second Question en multiplication is given av/elght of 15fc.    The third ques- 
'tion on division is important because these-tabulators vail be required to compute 
::?rtain ratios and averages. The third question is, therefore, given a weight of 
35'., The fourth question relates to percentage and is given a vreight of only lOfo. 
This question not only shov/s the ability, to divide and keep decimal points straight 
-:;.it also .vhether or not a person is alert to instraction. From a ic\i  sample tests 
::tvcn  it 'ippears that it v/ill be on this fourth oucstion that most cr^ndidates fall 
i-o^vn. This is not so important, hov^pvor, if the applicant shows on question G 
that he can do division well, • 

It is believed that the p/eighting on the various questions has been so ar- 
:"Anged that the individuals better qualified for tabulating work will bo effective- 
ly separated from^ the poorly qualified. 

Copies of the instructions to County Agents have been sent you. The cor- 
:^oction and grading sheets attached should enable you to turn most of the corree- 
-on and grading v/crk over to an experienced clerk and all you will be called upon 

-c do is to review the grades and appraise the application forms.  In the event 
ime of a clerk cannot be spared for correcting papers, it may be advisable to 

'loy an ox-school teacher or other well qualified person 'to do this part of the 
ork. 

The grading of the applicant on training and experience docs not lend it- 
-'^f to mechanical treatment; therefore you should pass on these. As a suggestion 

- ''-Olla,  appear that the m^cst valuable e:q}erience would be statistical work, ac- 
■-ritancy, boolôceeping or other work which v/ould indicate experience with figures. 
re v'ill probably be cases, however, whore rocont high school graduates who h^ave 

■-.'.omatical turn will maleo high scores on the test and should be accepted al- 
'V^.i they havo no  particular experience.  Give particular attention to the 

■^--y  agonts' rocomjnendations on the application. 
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EXHIBIT 9 

C.5;.M,#144 Decernbcr rî9, i. 

As a general rule tlie following 7aluo3 mi^Jht "be asoignod vo 'cho V'-iri:_ 
t;7pcs of oxporienco. 

Rate on the "basis of 100 points 

Statistics ) 
Accountancy)  ?"^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^•^^'^^' ^^^^^^ 8? P^^^^^*» 
Boolckeeping)  ^^^^ *^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^» ^° P^^^^^ 

High school or college g\:aduate scoring 80 or higher on 
the tost, allo\7 85 points 

S'aria experience   One year or more, 15; less than one yoar, 10 

Those are moroly suggestions. Many special cases, not covered in the ab: - 
ratings v/ill probably arise. After all, the test itself will "be the controlli,^ 
factor* In wei^ti^ng the tost and application give a weight of 80 to the test .. 
20 to o:q)erience. 

Insufficient experience has iDoen had with the test to do termine what shov ' 
te expected and wrat should ho-a passing inark* The average of 12 tests given *c 
computing clerks ih the Washington office was ahout 84^. All that can he said u- 
present is that if the tests frora a given county should run very lo'w, pai-ticulnrl; 
on the first question,, it would probably bo wise to inform the County Agent and 
ask for a new group of applicants • ^' 

Something has.alreacîy been said about the appointment of the tabu].ators i: 
the list of oligibies. See C.S*M* #140. Under the section on County Tabulating; 
Clerks, referoncG is made to the selection of the county clerks» The nilo is 
quoted that selection sh^ll be made from the throe highest on tho list for the 
county each tine but no candidate need be considered more than three t.iTiOS« Thic 
moans that in making the first appointment select the th^ree highest on the list, 
look at their application blaiiks and if one of those is aijparontly more desired ':" 
the County Agent than the other two, give him preference provided there is net tc. 
much difference in grade on the arithmetic test. If, for example, there are five 
applicants on the list rating 90, 85, 70, 65, and 62, it would be rather illogic'^l 
to select tho man rating 70 just because tho County Agent favored him. If, on tlv: 
other hand, the County Agent favored tho appliciunt rating 85, it would be advisa'cl 
to follor/ the County Agent's advice and appoint that applicant, first.  If more tl-: 
one clerk is needed, moke the first appointment from, the first three on the list, 
make the second appointm.ent from the three hi{-hest remaining on the list» The 
three include the two not chosen wiion the first appcintriOnt was m.a-dc along with 
lío.. 4 on the register, Talce the above ex-jmplo; suppose you appointed the person 
TgLth the 85 score first,. Your next register v;ould consist of tho 90, 70, and 6c, 
Make the ap];)ointment from those, " Ii a third is needed, you would drop out the one 
alre¿ffdy appointed a:id maleo a selection from the next three. After a person has QC. 
rejected, three times ho may be dropped from the list entirely» 

One v;ord of coution, 2o impartial in your ratings of the test, follow the 
rules rigidly. Be prepared to defend your position agair^st all possible conter.t. 

I/L^K^-^MMX 
ÏÏ, p. Callandor, 

Prepared "by: Principal Agricultural Statistician, In Charge, 
S. R HcvT'^li Division of Crop ani Livestock ¡Di^tinates. 
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¿144 EXHIBIT 9 

OOEHECTIOII SHEET 

QUESTIOIT 1    - .    TAHILASaOir and iDDITIOîî. 

A B C D E Y 

735 196 426 39 463 123 
780 4 870 335 85 3 
940 2 281 173 49 1 
999 3 243 645 426 926 

19 870 12 75 890 123 
570 33 225 980 173 85 
645 476 1 335 426 1 
780 1 243 281 123 4 
940 245 225 49 3 12 
999 875 231 75 1 926 
763 443 721 321 363 335 
837 763 771 36 75 12 

1 33 31 65 321 233 
721 476 34 382 1 650 
382 245 36 526 31 32Ô 

650 363 837 1 
771 875 435 

65 
1 

233 

10,411 5,315 5,534 6,029 3,430 4,495 

QUESTION 2 - IfJLTIPLIGATIOU (Show Complete Axisver) 

Answers 
93,615 X 72        6,740,280 
49Ô X 851     422,096 
63.37 X 45,3       2,825.361 
50.6 X 756          68,493.6 
c4i X 56|   1,943.6875 

QUESTION 3- DIVISI01Î (Carry out to two decimal places) 
Rounded to 

Actual 2 places 

"-5 + 84  8.9881 8.99 
v",875 > 1S4  19.9742 19.97 
-, ^00 {. 97   51.5464 51.55 
»,397^73  19.1370 19.14 

-■'7.53 ;. 56.78   17.3940 17.39 
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O.E.M,# 144 
EXHIBIT 9 

RiTiNG SHEET 
Foi-» grading County Tabulators'  aritlirnetic tests. 

question.1 - TJlSULilTION and ADDITION 

T.\BULA!riON.    Perfect score 30 

1 error    inark 27 
2 errors      "    20 
3 " "    15 
4 " "    10 
5 " "0 

JIDDITION. Perfect score 20 

1 error 
2 errors 
3 " 
4 " 
5 " 

Question 2 - MCJLTIPLIGATIOH. 

mark 17 
" 12 
" 8 
"  3 

"  0 
Perfect score 15 

If an error has been made ir. 
lation, add the column ani i: 
addition is correct, allc^ f 
credit for the addition. 

1 error    mark 12 
2 errors      "      9 
3 " "6 
4 ti "3 

5 " "      0 

Question 3 - DITISIOK^      Perfect score 25 

1 error   mark 22 
2 errors      "    17 
3 " "11 
4 " '^4 
5 " "0 

Questitn 4 - PSSCENTAGE. Perfect score 10 

1 error niark 8 
2 errors tt 6 
3      " II 4 
4       " ti 2 
5       " II 0 

Time Factor 

30 to 40 minutes is considered par. For eacn 
minute under 30 allow 1 point additional to 
the score. Tor each minute over 40 deduct 
1 point from the score. Example:  Grade on 
test 72, time 28 minutes 

(30 - 28 = 2 
72 -I- 2 » 74) 
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CORHSCgiœi 3HSET (Continued) 
EXHIBIT 9 

QlŒSTIOu 4 - EERCaíTAGE (Carry out to two decimal places) 

Actual 
Rounded to 

2 places 

•nercent is  5,289 of 4,326  122.2607 
•percent is  76 of 7,624  .9969 
percent is 287 of 3,327   8.6264 
Percent is 132.83 of 2,656   5.0011 
ôercent is 86.5 of 1,723.86   5.0178 

122.26 
1.00 
8.63 
5.00 
5.02 
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EXHIBIT 10 

HEADS OF AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 

Division of Statistics (1863-1903) 

Lewis Bollman (1863-65) 
Jacob R. Dodge (1866-78) 
Charles Worthington (1879-81) 
Jacob R. Dodge (1881-93) 
Henry A. Robinson (1893-97) 

Bureau of Statistics (1903-13) 

John Hyde (1897-1905) 
Willet M. Hays (also Assistant Secretary - 1905-6) 
Victor Olmsted (1906-7) 
C. C. Clark (Acting) (1907-9) 
Victor Olmsted (1909-13) 
Nat C. Murray (Acting) (1913) 

Bureau of Crop Estimates (1914-21) 

Leon M. Estabrook (1913-21) 

Division of Crop Estimates (1921-22) 
Of the Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates 

Nat C. Murray (1921-22) 

Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates (1922-39) 

Bureau of Agricultural Economics 

W. F. Callander (1923-35) 
Joseph A. Becker (1935-37) 
W. F. Callander (1937-39) 

Division of Agricultural Statistics (1939-42) 
Of the Agricultural Marketing Service 

W.  F.  Callander (1939-42) 

Division of Agricultural Statistics (1942-53) 
Of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 

Paul L. Koenig (1942-46) 
W. F. Callander (1946-50) 
S. R. Newell (1950-53) 
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Page 2 EXHIBIT 10 

Agricultural Estimates, Division (igSS-Sl) 
Of the Agricultural Marketing Service 

S. R. Newell (1953-61) 

Statistical Reporting Service (1961- ) 

C. Trelogan, Administrator (1961-75) 
R. Newell, Deputy Administrator and Chairman, 

Crop Reporting Board (1961-62) 
Glenn D. Simpson, Deputy Administrator and Chairman, 

Crop Reporting Board (1962-71) 
W. E. Kibler, Administrator (1975- ) 
B. M. Graham, Deputy Administrator and Chairman, 

Crop Reporting Board (1971- ) 
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1914 Conference, Washington, D.C., January 20.  First row, left to right: N. F. Gray, Tex.; 
Unidentified; Unidentified; George K. Holmer, D.C.; Unidentified; Leon Estabrook, D.C.; 
Nat Murray, D.C.; S, A. Jones, D.C.; Unidentified.  Second row, left to right: Unidentified; 
Unidentified; Unidentified; Meade Wells, Ariz.; Unidentified, Unidentified; J. A. Ramey, 
Miss.; Unidentified.  Third row, left to right: Unidentified; Unidentified; Unidentified; 
Unidentified; Unidentified; W. C. Duncan, (moustache, wing collar, tall) D.C.  Back row, 
left to right: Unidentified; G. L. Morgan, N.J.; Unidentified; Unidentified; A. J. Surratt, 
N.D.; Unidentified; W. L. Pryor, Mississippi-Cotton; F. W. Gist, Alabama. 





4> 

1917 Conference, Washington, D.C. 

Top row:  1. E.E. Kaufman, Calif. 2. Frank Andrews, D.C. 3. V.H. Church, Mich. 4. J.L. Cochrun, Ohio. 
5. Lucas Moore, Ky. 6. P.E. Jamieson, D.C. 7. CE. Gage, D.C. 8. G.L. Morris, Tenn. 9. V.A.Sanders, 
Maine, N.H., Vt. and Mass. 10. V.H. Olmsted, Va. 11. F.S. Pinney, Iowa 12. F.G. Kelsey, N.Y., Conn., 
and R.I. 13. Z.R. Pettet, Ga. 14. P.W. Shaw, Miss. 15. S.A. Jones, D.C. 16. F.J. Blair, D.C. 17. 
H.F. Bryant, W.Va. 18. L.M. Harrison, Ariz. 19. J.E. Richards, Calif. 20. H.B. Cramer, D.C. 21. H.A. 
Marks, Eastern U.S. Middle row:  22. A.J. Surratt, N.D. 23. CM. Daugherty, D.C. 24. J.S. Dennee, La. 
25. C.S. Bouton, Ark. 26. W.W. Putnam, Colo. 27. J.E. Woodworth, Okla. 28. Perry Elliott, D.C. 29. 
B.B. Hare, S.C. 30. CK. Holmes, D.C. 31. E.A. Logan, Mo. 32. Edward Crane, D.C. 33. L.M. Estabrook, 
D.C. 34. D.F. Houston, D.C. 35. N.C Marray, D.C. 36. W.F. Callander, Wise. 37. Frank Parker, N.C. 
38. CC Hare, Fla. 39. R.F. Hare, N.M. 40. R.G. Risser, Western U.S. Bottom row:  41. Guy 
Fitzpatrick, Mont. 42. F.W. Gist, Ala. 43. G.F. Frick,D.C. 44. E.T. Marchetti,Wash. 45. J.C Folger, 
Western U.S. 46. G.L. Morgan, Penn. and N.J. 47. P.H. Kirk, Minn. 48. J.A. Ramey, Miss. 49. S.D. 
Fessenden, 111. 50. E.C Paxton, Utah and Nev. 51. CC Bryant, Ind. 52. W.L. Pryor, Cotton States of 
U.S. 53. F.L. Kent, Ore. 54. A.F. Krueger, D.C. 55. F.N. Gray, Tex. 56. A.E. Anderson, Neb. 57. H.O. 
Herbrandson, S.D. 58. A.D. Cook, Wyo. 59. J.J. Darg, Md. and Del. 



-p- 
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1921 Northern Conference, Madison, Wise.  Front Row:  E.A. Logan, Mo.; George Bryant, 
Ind.; S.O. Fessenden. D.C.; A.E. Anderson, Neb.; L.M. Estabrook, Chief; Nora Larson, 
H.F. Bryant, Ky.-W.Va.; Frank Pinna, la.; A.J. Surratt, N.D.  Middle Row:  G.L. 
Morgan, N.J.; E.L. Paxton, Kan.; Mr. Reid, Weather Bureau, la.; C.E. Gage, D.C.; 
Paul, L. Jamieson; Dr. S.A. Jones, D.C.; J.A. Becker, Wise.  Back Row:  Carl J. West, 
Ohio; Virgil A. Sanders, N.E.; C.V. Whalen, D.C.;;H.O. Herbrandson, S.D. 



1921 Western Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah.  Front Row:  R.F. Hare, N.M.; Leon M. Estabrook, Chief; 
Charles E. Gage, D.C.; E..W. Beier, Mont.  Second Row;  Unidentified; Lloyd S. Tenny, Wash.; Miner 
Justin, Utah-Nev.; J.H. Jacobson, Idaho; N.W. Putnam, Colo.; Glenn S. Ray, Seattle, Wash.; L.M.Harrison, 
Ariz.  Back Row;  Z.R. Pettet, A.D. Cook, Wyo.; Carl Robinson, Okla.; F.L. Kent, Ore.; E.M. Johnson, 
Tex.; Jay Diamond, N.D. 



ON 

1922 Conference Atlanta, Ga., December. 
D.C.; E.A. Logan, Mo.; B.B. Hare, S.C.; 
Callander, Dir. Ag. Ests.; Z.R. Pettet, 
Row:  William Rhoades, N.C. (State Employée); Unidentified; Virgil Childs 
C.S. Bouton, Ky.; Nat Murray, D.C.; Charlie Gage, D.C 

Front Row:  F.W. Gist, Ala.; G.L. Mornis, Tenn.; S.A. Jones, 
J.A. Becker, D.C; H.R. Talley, D.C, BAE Economist; W.F. 
Ga. (SIC); D.A. McCandliss, Miss.; Frank Parker, N.C  Second 

Carl H. Ga. Robinson, Okla. 
Henry C Taylor, D.C, Chief, BAE. 



1923 Conference, Indianapolis.  Front Row:  John Dennee; G.L. Morgan; C.L. Harlan; Unidentified; Un- 
identified; A.E, Anderson (Nebr.); C.F. Sarle; J.A. Becker; A.J. Surratt; W.A, Schoendist; Unidentified; 
Charles E. Gage; W,F. Callander; Unidentified; Nat Murray; Unidentified; S.A. Jones; D.A. McCandliss; 
J.B, Shepherd; Unidentified; Leslie M.Carl; E.A. Logan,  Back Row:  Unidentified; Unidentified; Un- 
identified; Unidentified; CD. Stevens; Unidentified; Verne Church; Jay Diamond; H.F. Bryant; Unidenti- 
fied; E.C.Paxton; Unidentified; Unidentified; Unidentified; Unidentified; R.L. Gillett; Warder Jenkins. 
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CONFERENCE IN ST. LOUIS, MO. 1938 

TOP: Back row L-R:  1. McCandliss-Miss. 2. Walker-S.D. 3. Smith*-Cotton Coop. A. Gillett-N.Y. 5. Gar- 
rett-Ala. 6. McPeek-Kans. 7. Childs-Tex. 8. Roblnson*-Census. 9. Taylor-Va. 10. Jenklns*-Census. 
11. Harlan-D.C. 12. Orr-D.C. 13. Morgan-N.J. 14. Lowe-Mich. 15. Carpenter-D.C. 16. Bryan-Ark. 17.King- 
D.C. 18. Smythe-D.C. 19. Newell*-Research. 20. Church-Mich. 21. Morgan-D.C. 22. Kirk-Mlnn. 23. White- 
Ill. 2A. Rasor-Tex. 25. Moats-Ill. 26. Simpson-Wyo.  Front Row L-R:  1. Collins-Kans. 2. Mackey-Tex. 
3. Clark-Mich. 4. Hackendorf-Va. 5. Whitaker-D.C. 6. Satterfield-Ark. 7. Daniels-N. Mex. 8. Ross-Id. 
9. Ewing-Md. 10. Stuart-N.C. 11. Collins-Tenn.  MIDDLE:  Back row L-R: 1. Jones-D.C. 2. Straszheim- 
Ind. 3. Newman-Wash. 4. Wiland-D.C. 5. Schiller-Callf. 6. Nordquist-Nebr. 7. Tuttle-D.C. 8. Sarle- 
D.C. 9. Jones-S.D. 10. Ebling-Wisc 
15. Justin-Ind. 16. Marsh-Tenn. 17 
21. Wilson-D.C. 22. Henderson-D.C. 
27. Huey-N.Y. 28. Gasteiger-Pa. 29 
2. Kienholz-N.Dak. 3. Bennett-D.C. 
7. Blood-Okla. 8. Paxton-Ariz. 9 
ley-Tex. 14. Shurtz-Ia. 15. Overby*-Cotton Coop.  BOTTOM: 
bert-W.Va. 3. Bjorka*-LSM&W 4. Bodin-Minn. 5. Parker-N.C. 
9. Prittaln-Mo. 10. Merrlll-D.C. 11. Light-S.C. 12. Whittier-Mo 
15. Rhodes-N.C. 16. Marks-Fla. 17. Guellow-D.C. 18. Blair-Calif 

11. Balr-N.Eng. 12. Brooks-Ky. 13. Borum-Wa. 14. Royston-D.C. 
Burkhead-Okla. 18. Bryant-Ky. 19. Klmball-D.C. 20. Graham-Wisc. 

23. Hale-D.C. 24. Stevens-N. Eng. 25. Creer-N. Dak. 26. Sabin-D.C. 
Wilson*-Canada. 30. Palmer-Ia.  Front row L-R: 1. Peters-D.C. 

4. Knutson-Wyo. 5. Anderson-Nebr. 6. Callanders-D.C. (Chief) 
Boster-Ala. 10. Swedlund, 11. Frost-Ohio, 12. Wilson-N.Eng. 13. Fin- 

Back row L-R:  1. Pettet-*-Census 2. Gil- 
6. Davls-D.C. 7. Ray-Ohio, 8. Langely-Ga. 

13. Pallesen-D.C. 14. Capperon-D.C. 
19. Robinson-Ill. 20. Brewer-W.Va. 

21. Bormuth-Wisc.  Front row L-R:  1. Heidelberg-Miss. 2. Dennee-D.C. 3. Floyd-Ga. 4. Carl-Ia. 
5. Surratt-Ill. 6. Reed-Colo. 7. Marsh-Ark. 8. Townsend-Fla. 9. Beier-Colo. 10. Shepard-D.C. 11. An- 
drews-Utah. 12. Diamond-Mont. 13. Scott-Calif. 

*(Not in Division) 
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1957 Conference, Kansas City, Mo.  Table 1 (front to back):  Joe Ewing, 111.; Unidenti- 
fied, H.F. Bryant, Ky. ; Virgil Childs, Tex.; G.D. Simpson, Dep. Dir.-D.C; J.A. Pal- 
lesen, Kans.; S.R. Newell, Dir.-D.C; R.K. Smith, Dep. Dir.-D.C. H.A. Becker, FAS; J.C. 
Garrett. Ala.; B.C. Paxton, Ariz.  Table 2 (clockwise—all started in So. Dak. Office); 
Dick Max, John Ranek, John Fliginger, R.J. Ries, Roger M. Foster, Bob Parr, Mel Koehn. 
Table 3 (clockwise):  Unidentified; Unidentified; Don Foster, N.Y. Office; Al Potter, 
N. Eng.; Dewey Boster, Pa.; K.D. Blood, Okla.; Thomas Knapp, Seattle; Ovid Grenier, 
N.Y.  Table 4 (clockwise):  Miles McPeek, Ark.; Bob Straszheim, Id.; Earl French, Va.; 
Grant W. Lee, Utah; R.D. Bass, Ark.; Unidentified; George Strong, Ala.; CD. Palmer, 
Tex.  Table 5 (clockwise):  Armin Janz (at 7 o'clock), Mich.; Roy Bodin, Minn.; 
Clarence Capperon, Wise; Orville Krause, Wise; Art Hintzman, Mo.  Table 6:  Un- 
identified (6:30); Tom Cryer, W. Va.; Sam Guy, W. Va.; Burr Harrington, D.C; Ross 
Packard, D.C; Alvin D. Roark, Tenn. 
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1961 CONFERENCE, BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI 

Front Row:  Roy Potas, S.D.; Jap Pallesen, Kans.; Dewey Boster, Pa.; Glenn Simpson, Dep. Dir., D.C.; Nate Koffsky, Aest. 
Adm. ; "Bert" Newell, Director; Bill Biar, N.Y.; Ward Henderson, Calif.; Ray Converse, Miss,; Lester Hoffman, Wyo. Second 
Row:  R.K. Smith, Dep. Dir.; Clem Heltemes, N.D.; Paul Pownall, Alaska; Paul P. Wallrabenstein, Ha.; I.E. Wissinger,Dai- 
ry-D.C; Clarence White, Fla.; S.T. Marsh, Tenn. ; Russell Handy, Fr. & Veg. D.C.; A.R. Miller, W.Va.; Roger Sutherland, 
N. Mex. ; Preston Creer, Mont.  Third Row:  A.V. Nordquist, Nebr. ; CE. Burkhead, Fid. Cr. D.C.; E.M. Brooks, Spl. Stat. 
D.C.; Francis Graham, Sec. of Bd. D.C.; Clarence Parker, La.; Jim Koepper, Ky. ; CD. Stevens, N. Eng.; Bob Moats, Live- 
stock-D.C. ; Creighton Guellow, Colo.; CD. Palmer, Tex.; Jerry Borum, Mich.  Fourth Row:  Clarence Capparon, Wise; Bruce 
Kelly, Res.-D.C; Tommy Stuart, Va.; Ralph Stauber, Prices-D.C; Lyman Wallin, Dairy Off., Chicago; Archie Langley, Ga. ; 
Early Houseman, Res.-D.C; Clifford Sims, S.C; Scotty Walters, N.J.; Bob Straszheim, Ind.; Charlie Townsend, Fla.  Fifth 
Row:  Emery Wilcox, Wash.; A.R. Larson, Utah; Jim Kendall, Ohio; Joe Ewing, 111.; Sam Gilbert, la.; Ray Bodin, Minn.; Don 
Pittman, Okla.  Back Row:  W.H. Evans, Adm. Off.-D.C; Floyd Reed, Colo.; Ray Hile, Ore. 
Peek, Ark.; Henry Rasor, N.C; Bob Overton, Reg. Live.-Denver; George Strong, Ala. 

A.E. Brlttain, Mo.; Miles Mc- 


